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FOREWORD
It was a mild Texas winter, warming the hearts of the SDPS family during their first official conference taking place in
Austin. The excitement could be felt in the faces of those who came together with the concern about the unknown but hopeful
future of a newly started endeavor with noble claims. They have been truly questioning the obvious and seeking an order of
magnitude improvement. Our mentors were talking with assertive and confident voices – the way science is made, the
approaches for engineering especially concerning the benefits of the human kind and the environment were to be changed due to
the ideas this society was formed around.
Twenty years after the first conference in 1995, it is again a mild Texas winter in 2015 and the hearts still preserve their
warmth. In Fort Worth, the society is far from the early concerns, however, still discussing further improvement after having
established so much. Conferences have been conducted at very different locations in the world with amazing names including
several Nobel Laureates who dedicated their invaluable speeches to the society and generously shared their wisdom with the
audiences. Some were eventually invited to join the family and received our awards. Also the publication of the SDPS journal
did not take a long time after the commencement of our activities. It came to life in 1997 and evolved since then with the proud
claim to be the flagship medium in transdisciplinary science, engineering, and education. Such views are also supported with
transformative perspectives that target social innovations.
The plenary talks and commemorative lectures of this conference were as inspiring as ever, conducted by Sang Suh, Ahmed
Zewail, Dan Jones, Hasan Pirkul, John Sowa, Adolfo Benavides, Vistasp Karbhari, Robert Peterson, Bhavani Thuraisingham,
Oscar García, Iwan Alexander, Thomas Wan, Valdik Kreinovich, Raymond Yeh, Bernd Krämer, Murat Tanik, Mehmet Akşit,
David Gibson, David Smith, Mitchell Thornton, Brent Donham, Stephen Ekwaro-Osire, Delbert Tesar, Barrett Bryant, and Yong
Zeng. Dr. Tanik’s talk was special for reflecting the status of the scientific accomplishment that inspired the foundation of the
society: he publicized for the first time his novel definition of the foundations of computing that was based on Information Theory
and Relativity Theory. Many conference articles were included, after a long process of review and, for some, serious tutoring for
improved content and presentation to accommodate our transdisciplinary perspective.
The contributors have left Fort Worth with the joy of having shared memorable moments in the talks and discussions that
were so fulfilling. For the next conferences, we believe participants will carry the motivation our recent 20 years have gifted us
with milestones in SDPS’s agenda having been achieved. Till then, we wish you fruitful and busy days in formulating our future.
November 5, 2015

Ali H.Dogru, Radmila Juric, Aurilla Aurelie Arntzen
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ONTOLOGY-BASED KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
Dr. James A. Crowder, Dr. John N. Carbone
Raytheon Intelligence, Information, and Services
JACrowder@raytheon.com, jcarbone@raytheon.com

slight differentiation between these two terms, however (as
shown in Fig. 1): a conceptual model is an actual
implementation of an ontology that has to satisfy the
engineering trade-offs and system requirements, while the
design of an ontology is independent of run-time
considerations, and its only goal is to specify the
conceptualization of the world underlying such an
requirements [2]. In this paper we describe a well-founded
methodology for ontological analysis that is strongly based
on philosophical underpinnings, and a description-logicbased system that can be used to support this methodology.

ABSTRACT
Ontologies are an important part of conceptual
modeling. They provide substantial structural information,
and are typically the key elements in any large-scale
integration effort [15]. We investigate and present several
notions from the formal practice of ontology, and adapt them
for use in intelligence processing and fusion systems. The
aim is to provide a solid logical framework that will allow a
formal taxonomy to be analyzed. We will provide examples
of formal ontological analysis applied to System of Systems
fault ontologies and an example of technical publications
taxonomy.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss some research
and development issues with respect to ontologies and
taxonomies for Information Systems [35]. We look at what
issues exist for ontology-based knowledge management
systems in a large, diverse, heterogeneous processing
environment [34].
INTRODUCTION
With the ever-increasing availability of sensor data and
other intelligence from a variety of collection platforms, it is
essential that coherent intelligence fusion and support are
provided to the warfighting effort at every level, from
commanders down to the individual warfighter.
The
intelligence fusion and analysis that provides this support
needs tools that facilitate processing of the intelligence
information as well as its dissemination across the defense
intelligence community [13].

Fig. 1 Ontology Development Methodology

TAXONOMIES
Taxonomies are a central part of most conceptual
models. Properly structured taxonomies help bring
substantial order to elements of a model, are particularly
useful in presenting limited views of a model for human
interpretation, and play a critical role in reuse and integration
tasks [20]. Improperly structured taxonomies have the
opposite effect, making models confusing and difficult to
reuse or integrate. Clearly, insights into how to properly
construct a taxonomy are useful. Many previous efforts at
providing these insights have focused on the semantics of the
taxonomic relationships (also called is-a, class inclusion,
subsumption, etc.), on different kinds of relations
(generalization, specialization, subset hierarchy) according
to the constraints involved in multiple taxonomic
relationships (covering, partition, etc.), on the taxonomic
relationship in the more general framework of data
abstractions, or on structural similarities between
descriptions [1].

By the early 1980s, researchers in Artificial Intelligence
and especially in knowledge representation had realized that
work in ontology was relevant to the necessary process of
describing the world of intelligent systems to reason about
and act within [18]. This awareness and integration grew and
spread to other areas until, in the latter half of the final
decade of the 20th century, the term “ontology” actually
became a buzzword, as enterprise modeling, e-commerce,
emerging XML meta-data standards, and knowledge
management, among others, reached the top of many system
design requirements [14]. In addition, an emphasis on
“knowledge sharing” and interchange has made ontology an
application area in its own right.
In general, the accepted industrial meaning of ontology”
makes it synonymous with “conceptual model”, and is nearly
independent of its philosophical antecedents. We make a

Our approach differs from many classical approaches, in
that we focus on the arguments (i.e., the properties or
1

concepts) involved in the subsumption relationship, rather
than on the semantics of the relationship itself. The latter is
taken for granted, as we take the statement “ψ subsumes Φ”
for arbitrary properties ψ and φ to mean that, necessarily
[21]:

∀x : Φ ( x ) → ψ ( x )

[33]. These issues become important as we strive to architect
and field an automated Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
processing and fusion system. The notion of when do we
determine that we are seeing a known signal with a new
mode, as oppose to a new type of signal, becomes extremely
important and time critical.

(1)

The next notion, ontological dependence, may involve
many different relations such as those existing between
persons and their parents, agilities within a signal and the
ranges these agilities take, and so on. We focus here on a
notion of dependence as applied to properties [22]. We
distinguish between extrinsic and intrinsic properties,
according to whether they depend or not on other objects
besides their own instances. An intrinsic property is typically
something inherent in an individual, not dependent on other
individuals, such as having three agile modes. Extrinsic
properties are not inherent, and they have a relational nature,
like “where the transmitter is at time t, or which mode the
transmitter is in at time t”. Some extrinsic properties are
assigned by external agents or agencies, such as having a
specific location that does not change.

Our focus will be on verifying the plausibility and the
well-soundness of single statements like (1) on the basis of
the ontological nature of the two properties ψ and Φ.
Where, for example, description logics can determine
whether one (complex) description does subsume another,
this methodology can help determine whether or not a
primitive property can subsume another, e.g., whether one
sensor measurement may subsume another.
Underlying Notions
We begin by introducing the most important
philosophical notions: identity, essence, unity, and
dependence. The notion of identity adopted here is based on
intuitions about how we, as cognitive agents, in general
interact with (and in particular recognize) individual entities
in the world around us. Despite its fundamental importance
in Philosophy, the notion of identity has been slow in making
its way into the practice of conceptual modeling for
information systems, where the goals of analyzing and
describing the world are ostensibly the same [3]. For the
Intelligence Fusion types of architectures we will be
discussing, the notion of identity is particularly important,
because the system must recognize its environment and how
to adapt to it when it changes.

It is important to note that our ontological assumptions
related to these notions ultimately depend on our
conceptualization of the environment in which the system
will operate. This means that, while we shall use examples
to clarify the notions central to our analysis, the examples
themselves will not be the point of this paper. When we say,
e.g., that “having the same location” may he considered an
identity criterion for EMITTER A, we do not mean to claim
this is the universal identity criterion for EMITTERs, but that
if this were to be taken as an identity criterion in some
conceptualization, what would that mean for the property, for
its instances, and its relationships to other properties? These
decisions are ultimately the result of our notion of the system
requirements, the expected signal environments, etc. and
again the aim of this methodology is to clarify the formal
tools that can both make such assumptions explicit, and
reveal the logical consequences of them [23].

The first step in understanding the intuitions behind
identity requires considering the distinctions and similarities
between identity and unity. These notions are different, albeit
closely related and often confused under a generic notion of
identity. Strictly speaking, identity is related to the problem
of distinguishing a specific instance of a certain class from
other instances of this class by means of a characteristic
property, which is unique for it (that whole instance) [4].
Unity, on the other hand, is related to the problem of
distinguishing the parts of an instance from the rest of the
world by means of a unifying relation that binds the parts,
and only the parts together. For example:

Related Database Fundamentals
Identity has many analogies in conceptual modeling for
databases, knowledge bases, object-oriented, and classical
information systems, however none of them completely
captures the notion we present here [17]. Since any
Intelligence Fusion/Processing system will be indelibly tied
to a “signal database,” we discuss some of these cases below.

asking, “Is this the same signal I’ve seen before?”
would be a problem of identity,
whereas asking, “Is this frequency mode consistent
with the signal?” would be a problem of unity.

Membership conditions: In description logics, the
conceptual models usually focus on the sufficient and
necessary criteria for class membership, i.e., recognizing
instances of certain classes [24]. This is not identity,
however, as it does not describe how instances of the same
class are to be told apart. This is a common confusion that is
important to keep clear: membership conditions determine
when an entity is an instance of a class, i.e., they can be used
to answer the question, “Is that signal from an agile radar
used by A10s?” but not, “Is that signal from the agile radar
used by the A10 at long. x, lat. y?’’

Both notions encounter problems when time is involved.
The classical one is that of identity through change: in order
to account for changing environments, we need to admit that
an individual may remain the same while exhibiting different
properties at different times. But which properties can
change, and which must not? And how can we re-identify an
instance of a certain property after some time? The former
issue leads to the notion of an essential property, on which
we base the definition of rigidity, discussed below, while the
latter is related to the distinction between svnchronic and
diachronic identity. An extensive analysis of these issues in
the context of conceptual modeling has been made elsewhere

Globally unique lDs: In object-oriented systems, uniquely
identifying an object (as a collection of data) is critical, in
particular when data are persistent or can be distributed. In
2

be modeled, and another first-order language L 1 (the metalanguage) whose constant symbols are the predicates of L 0 .
Our meta-properties will be represented by predicate
symbols of L 1 . Primitive meta-properties will correspond to
axiom schemes of L 0 . When a certain axiom scheme holds in
L 0 for a certain property, then the corresponding metaproperty holds in L 1 . This correspondence can be seen as a
system of reflection rules between L 0 and L 1 , which allow us
to define a particular meta-property in our meta-language,
avoiding a second-order logical definition. Meta-properties
will be used as analysis tools to characterize the ontological
nature of properties in L 0 , and will always be defined with
respect to a given conceptualization.

databases, globally unique lDs have been introduced into
most commercial systems to address this issue. These
solutions provide a notion of identity for the descriptions, for
the units of data (individuals, objects or records), hut not for
the entities they describe. It still leaves open the possibility
that two (or more) descriptions may refer to the same entity,
and it is this entity that our notion of identity is concerned
with. There is nothing, in other words, preventing two
descriptions of the same radar from being created
independently at different times/places, and thus having
different IDs; the two records describe the same radar, but
they are different pieces of data. Globally unique IDs provide
identity criteria for database records, but not for the entities
in the world the records describe.

We denote primitive meta-properties by bold letters
preceded by the sing “+”, “_”, or “~”, and the notation φM to
indicate that the property φ has the meta-property M. The
reading of each meta-property and its significance will be
described later. In our analysis, we adopt first-order logic
with identity. This will be occasionally extended to a simple
temporal logic, where all predicates are temporally indexed
by means of an extra argument. If the time argument is
omitted for a certain predicate φ, then the predicate is
assumed
to
be
time
invariant,
that
is
∃t : φ ( x, t ) → ∀t : φ ( x, t ) . Note that the identity relation
will be assumed as time invariant: if two things are identical,
they are identical forever. This means that Leibniz’s rule
holds with no exceptions.

Primary keys: Some object-oriented languages provide a
facility for overloading or locally defining the equality
predicate for a class. In standard database analysis,
introducing new tables requires finding unique keys either as
single fields or combinations of fields in a record. These two
similar notions very closely approach our notion of identity
as they do offer evidence towards determining when two
descriptions refer to the same entity. There is a very subtle
difference, however, which we will attempt to briefly
describe here and which should become clearer with the
examples given later.
Primary (and candidate) keys and overloaded equality
operators are typically based on extrinsic properties that are
required by a system to be unique. In many cases,
information systems designers add these extrinsic properties
simply as an escape from solving (often very difficult)
identity problems. Our notion of identity is based mainly on
intrinsic properties, i.e., we are interested in analyzing the
inherent nature of entities and believe this is important for
understanding a domain [10]. This is not to say that the
former type of analysis never uses intrinsic properties nor
that the latter never uses extrinsic ones; it is merely a
question of emphasis. Furthermore, our analysis is often
based on information which may not be represented in the
implemented system, whereas the primary key notion can
never use such information. For example, we may claim as
part of our analysis that people are uniquely identified by
their brain, but brains and their possession may not appear in
the final system we are designing. Our notion of identity and
the notion of primary keys are not incompatible, nor are they
disjoint, and in practice conceptual modelers will need both.

We make some use of modal notations such as
“necessary” and “possibly” operators which quantify over
possible worlds: •φ means φ is necessarily true, i.e., true in
all possible worlds, and ∆φ means φ is possibly true, i.e., true
in at least one possible world. Our domain of quantifications
will be the extended such that we will include predicates that
are not limited to what exists in the actual world. This is
used to take into account possible conditions that may exist
in the future, or for conditions we may want to test for that
we don’t currently see, but believe them to exist. Worlds
will be considered histories rather than snapshots, and we
shall consider all of them equally accessible.
For instance, a predicate like “Chaos Driven Radar” will
not be empty in our world, although no instantiation of it
currently exists. We still consider the possibility to be part
of the “radar” world. So actual existence is different from
existential quantification (“logical existence’), and will be
represented by the temporally indexed predicate E(x, t),
meaning that x has actual existence at time t. In order to
avoid trivial cases in the meta-property definitions, we shall
implicitly assume the property variables are restricted to
discriminating properties, properties φ such that the
discriminating properties are properties for which there is
possibly something which has this property, and possibly
something that does not have this property, i.e., they are
neither tautological nor vacuous. Formally this looks like:

ONTOLOGY ANALYSIS
In this section we shall present a formal analysis of the
basic notions discussed in Section 1, and we shall introduce a
set of meta-properties that represent the behavior of a
property with respect to these notions. Our goal is to show
how these meta-properties impose some constraints on the
way subsumption is used to model a domain, and to present a
description logic system for checking these constraints.

∆∃x : φ (x ) ∧ ∆∃x¬φ ( x )

(2)

Preliminary Discussion

Knowledge Analysis

Let us assume that we have a first-order language L 0 (the
modeling language) whose intended domain is the world to

In order to capture knowledge representation, we
introduce the notion of a “Knowledge Space” that represents
3

•

the terminology, concepts and relationships among those
concepts relevant to Knowledge Management. We illustrate
Upper and Lower Ontologies will provide insight into the
nature of data/information/knowledge particular to the
Knowledge Management domain. Here we provide views at
various levels within the overall Knowledge Management
domain that the Multidisciplinary Systems Engineer might
use in the overall System of Systems architecture design.
The System of Systems architecture, derived from the
Knowledge Management Upper and Lower Ontologies
should include the following:

•

•
•

Controlled Vocabulary (Unified Lexicon): a Controlled
Vocabulary is an ontology that simply lists a set of terms and
their definitions. Glossaries and acronym lists are two
examples of controlled vocabularies.
Taxonomy: taxonomy is a set of terms that are arranged into
a generalization-specialization (parent-child) hierarchy (e.g.,
Communication Satellites). Taxonomy may or may not
define attributes of these terms, nor does it specify other
relationships between the terms.

Role Based Ontology: defines terminology and
concepts relevant for a particular end-user (person
or consumer application).
Process Ontology: defines the inputs, outputs,
constraints, relations, terms, and sequencing
information relevant to a particular business process
or set of processes
Domain Ontology: defines the terminology and
concepts relevant to a particular topic or area of
interest (e.g., Satellite Communication).
Interface Ontology: defines the structure and
content restrictions (such as reserved words, units of
measure
requirements,
other
format-related
restrictions) relevant for a particular interface (e.g.,
application programming interface (API), database,
scripting language, content type, user view or partial
view - as implemented for a portal, for instance).

Knowledge Management Upper Ontology
Figure 2 illustrates an example of an overall Knowledge
Management Ontology to manage a System of Systems for a
satellite processing system. Each object within the Upper
Ontology
represents
a
major
area
of
data/information/knowledge the system must manage. The
ontologies and taxonomies illustrated below are intended to
be examples and there is not guarantee that all possible
entities have been captured. Included are the entities
(knowledge objects), but along with each entity are
associations between entities, how the entities and
associations are indexed throughout the System of Systems
architecture,
and
the
registries
that
tag
the
data/information/knowledge objects with metadata for
extraction later. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between
the sample of the overall System of Systems knowledge
space
and
the
data/information/knowledge
object
associations. For each entity object, there are association
objects that provide connections between objects and the
metadata affiliated with those associations.
Those
association connections are accomplished through an
analytical engine, based on the domain space of each element
of the System of Systems.

Relational Databases: a databased schema defines a set of
terms through classes (tables, where terms are represented as
the rows in those tables), attributes (specified as columns in
the tables), and a limited set of relations between classes
(foreign keys).
Software Object Models: object models define a set of
concepts and terms through a hierarchy of classes and
attributes and a broad set of binary relations among those
classes.
Some constraints and other behavioral
characteristics may be specified through methods on the
classes or objects.
Knowledge Representation System: a Knowledge
Representation System expresses all of the preceding
relationships, models, and diagrams, as well as n-ary
relations, a rich set of constraints, rules relevant to usage or
related processes, and other differentiators including
negation and disjunction.
Knowledge Management Conceptual Architecture: The
Knowledge Management Upper and Lower Ontologies
should provide a well-designed, component-based
architecture for sharing information in a complex, networked
environment. The capabilities provided within each layer
should be encapsulated to support a highly distributed
System of Systems architecture.
Lower Ontologies: The Knowledge Management Lower
Ontology should be described in terms of different aspects
the System of Systems architecture they address for solving
different types of collaboration and integration issues. This
is important because time after time it has been demonstrated
that creating a single, monolithic System of Systems element
data/information/knowledge object model and files to deliver
the business/mission utility that is required. Ontologies are,
by nature, much larger and more complex than data object
models, and can take significant effort to build. Ontologybased Knowledge Management is an approach that
Multidisciplinary Systems Engineer should investigate. An
overall System of Systems Knowledge Management
Ontology should include the following ontologies:

Fig. 2 Example Knowledge Management Upper Ontology
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Fig. 3 Example Knowledge-Space Management

Fig. 4 Example Knowledge Management Lower Ontology

The Knowledge Management Process has 6 levels associated
with the process, Level 0 – Level 5:

Association Object Lower Ontology: Figure 5 below
provides an illustration of an example of the Association
Lower Ontology for the Knowledge Management Upper
Ontology shown in Figure 2. Here, the major categories of
association objects are shown along with their
interconnectivity.

Level 0 - Data Refinement: This entails creating a belief
system where the different and varying object
accuracy/belief semantics can be normalized into a dataspecific semantic model that can then be used for data
association, tracking, classification, etc.
Level 1 – Data/Information Object Refinement:
refinement here consists of data object association,
information extraction from data object associations,
information object classification, indexing, and registering.
Level 2 – Situational Refinement: this includes information
object-to-object correlation and the inclusion of all relevant
data into an informational display.
Level 3 – Knowledge Assessment and Refinement: this
consists of collecting the activities of interest, relative to each
collection of information objects. Knowledge Refinement
includes the correlation of situational context and creation of
knowledge association metadata, known as Knowledge
Relativity Threads [25].

Fig. 5 Example Knowledge Management Association Lower
Ontology

Registries Object Lower Ontology: Figure 6 illustrates a
sample Registries Object Lower Ontology for the sample
Knowledge Management Upper Ontology show in Figure 2.
The major categories of registry objects are shown and their
interconnectivity.

Level 4 – Process Refinement and Resource
Management: Process Refinement enables process control
and process management of data/information/knowledge
movements through the system of systems, inter and intra
element communications of data/information/knowledge
objects [26]. Resource allocation and management is
required at this level for effective movement of
data/information/knowledge throughout the System of
Systems communications infrastructure and involves
performance trade-offs.
Level 5 – Knowledge, Decisions, and Actions: this level of
processing allows information to be incorporated with
system experience into system-level knowledge required to
provide actionable intelligence and decision support to
operators of the System of Systems.
Entity Object Lower Ontology: Figure 4 below illustrates
the Entity Object Lower Ontology shown in the Upper
Ontology in Figure 2. Here the major categories of data
objects is shown, and the associations between them.

Fig. 6 Example Knowledge Management Registries Object
Lower Ontology

People Entity Object Taxonomy: Figure 7 provides a view
of the People Entity Object Taxonomy from the Knowledge
Management Lower Ontology shown in Figure 4. Here the
major categories of people entity objects are shown and the
subcategories associated with them.
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Fig. 9 Example Knowledge Management Event Entity
Taxonomy

Fig. 7 Example Knowledge Management People Entity
Taxonomy

Physical Entity Object Taxonomy: Figure 10 illustrates an
example Physical Entity Object Taxonomy derived from the
Knowledge Management Lower Ontology shown in Figure
4. Here the major categories of physical entity objects are
shown.

Information Entity Object Taxonomy: Figure 8 illustrates
the Information Entity Object Taxonomy from the
Knowledge Management Lower Ontology shown in Figure
4. Here the major categories of location entity objects are
shown.

Fig. 8 Example Knowledge Management Information Entity
Taxonomy

Fig. 10 Example Knowledge Management Physical Entity
Taxonomy

Location Entity Object Taxonomy: Figure 8 shows an
example Location Entity Object Taxonomy from the
Knowledge Management Lower Ontology shown in Figure
4. Here, the major categories of location entity objects are
shown.

UPPER SERVICES FAULT ONTOLOGY
In order to properly identify fault messages that must be
incorporated into the System of System Enterprise Service
Architecture, the SoS infrastructure architecture needs
Enterprise Service Fault Ontology. The service faults apply
to Service-Oriented architecture designs, independent of the
technologies used (e.g., Web Services). Because there are
very specific faults associated with services, the Service
Fault Ontology is required to understand what classes and
types of faults must be captured and reported by the System
of Systems enterprise (element-element, subsystemsubsystem, etc., Service Level Agreements (SLAs). SoS
Enterprise Service Management is a superset of SLA
management and captures the information at the Enterprise
Infrastructure level.
Faults may occur during any and all steps within any
given SoS Enterprise service. The Service Management
System must be capable of detecting service-related faults
and errors. This necessitates the need to identify the
fault/error categories that must be detected. The Service
Infrastructure must be capable of handling these faults/errors.
Besides service-specific faults, all faults that occur in the
distributed SoS Enterprise may appear as service faults that
will not be picked up by the normal Enterprise Management
Systems. Figure 11 below illustrates this.

Fig. 8 Example Knowledge Management Location Entity
Taxonomy

Event Entity Object Taxonomy: Figure 9 shows an
example Event Entity Object Taxonomy derived from the
Knowledge Management Lower Ontology shown in Figure
4. Here, the major categories of event entity objects are
show.
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Fig. 11 Distributed System of Systems Major Fault Categories

Service implementations represent a troublesome class
of problems. Dynamic linking between service providers
and consumers (loose coupling) produces dynamic behavior
that can cause faults in all five steps within the SoS
Enterprise:
•

Service Publishing

•

Service Discovery

•

Service Composition

•

Service Binding

•

Service Execution

Fig. 12 System of Systems Service Fault Ontology

EXAMPLE: TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
TAXONOMY
Figure 13 represents an example of taxonomy, this one for
technical publications. It starts with a Technical Publications
Object that is a member of a larger object type, Media
Information Object, this is, itself, a member of a larger object
type, an Information Object. The Technical Publications
Object has two types, the Journal Object and the Author
Object. The use of Taxonomies is important, as it provides a
basic understanding of the components object types that are
used within a system. Taxonomies collect objects and their
attributes and how they related to each other.

The faults in each step can be caused by a variety of
reasons. Table 1 illustrates the percentages of fault reasons.
Table 1 System of Systems Fault Error Sources

Source of Error
Requirements
Features and Functionality
Structural Bugs
Data Bugs
Implementation and Coding
Integration
System and Software Architecture
Test Definition and Execution
Other

Frequency
8.1%
16.2%
25.25%
22.4%
9.9%
9.0%
4.7%
2.8%
2.7%

The SoS Enterprise Service Fault Upper Ontology starts
with the five general steps within the SoS Enterprise and
then each category is refined. This generalization allows a
complete coverage of possible service faults. Each service
within the SoS will have its own SLA with its own
performance objectives, called Service Level Objectives
(SLOs). This provides domain-specific faults relative to a
particular domain with the SoS architecture. Figure 12
below illustrates an example of a Service Fault Ontology.

Fig. 13 Example Journal Publication Taxonomy

KNOWLEDGE RELATIVITY THREADS FOR
KNOWLEDGE CONTEXT MANAGEMENT
Outlining the need for frameworks which can analyze
and process knowledge and context, Liao [25] represented
context in a knowledge management framework comprising
processes, collection, preprocessing, integration, modeling
and representation, enabling the transition from data,
information and knowledge to new knowledge [11]. The
authors also indicated that newly generated knowledge was
stored in a context knowledge base and used by a rule-based
context knowledge-matching engine to support decisionmaking activities. Gupta and Govindarajan [26] defined a
theoretical knowledge framework and measured the collected
7

increase of knowledge flow out of multinational corporations
based upon “knowledge stock” (e.g., the value placed upon
the source of knowledge). Pinto [27] developed a conceptual
and methodological framework to represent the quality of
knowledge found in abstracts. Suh [28] concluded that
collaborative frameworks do not provide the contents which
go in them, therefore, content was discipline specific,
required subject matter experts, and clear decision making
criteria. Additionally, Suh noted that processes promoting
positive collaboration and negotiation were required to
achieve the best knowledge available, and were characterized
by process variables and part of what is defined as the
Process Domain. Finally, Ejigu et al. [29] created a
framework for knowledge and context which collected and
stored knowledge as well as decisions in a knowledge
repository that corresponded to a specific context instance.
Subsequently, the framework evaluated the knowledge and
context via a reasoning engine [8].

Table 2, Possibilistic Algebras
Postulate

Conditions

Bottomline

p1 ⊗ p2 ≤ p1 ⊗ pc p2

Ignorance

p1 ⊗ p2 ⊆ p1 ⊗ig p2

Identity

p1 ⊗ p2 ≡ p1 , if [l2 , u2 ] = [1,1] and e1 ∧ e2 is consistent

Annihilator

p1 ⊗ p2 ≡⊥, if [l2 , u2 ] = [0,0]

Commutativity

p1 ⊗ p2 ≡ p2 ⊗ p1

p1 ⊕ p2 ≥ p1 ⊕ pc p2
p1 ⊕ p2 ⊆ p1 ⊕ig p2

Associativity
Monotonicity

p1 ⊕ p2 ≡ p1 , if [l2 , u2 ] = [0,0]
p1 ⊕ p2 ≡ Τ, if [l2 , u2 ] = [1,1]
p1 ⊕ p2 ≡ p2 ⊕ p1

( p1 ⊗ p2 ) ⊗ p3 ≡ p1 ⊗ ( p2 ⊗ p3 )
( p1 ⊕ p2 ) ⊕ p3 ≡ p1 ⊕ ( p2 ⊕ p3 )
p1 ⊗ p2 ≤ p* ⊗ p2 , if [l1 , u1 ] ≤ [l * , u * ]
p1 ⊕ p2 ≤ p* ⊕ p2 , if [l1 , u1 ] ≤ [l * , u * ]
1

1

1

1

1

1

Similarly, KRTs recursively, and recombinantly,
develop detailed high-fidelity knowledge relationship maps
of multi-dimensional dependencies using mature physics
based mathematics applied to information theory. KRT
components and attribute knowledge relationships are
generated from information content and designed for
mapping at and between fuzzy levels of granularity[24]. The
KRT objective is to recursively grow a multi-dimensional
knowledge volume of specific context, based upon each
change in context relationship state and present it to the next
. In this figure, the timeline represented by the blue arrow
from left to right, shows the events or state transitions in
sequence and captures the decision points. During each of the
iterations of the presentation of knowledge and context,
intrinsic values were captured and placed close to each
colored knowledge component. In Figure 14, these are
represented as information fragments under the cycles. The
Basic Information Decomposition depicts how a KRT looks
when it represents information decomposed into pieces; in
this case fragments. The red triangles, added next, depict a
particular state for each of the iterations, in the KRT
development cycle. For emphasis, each colored sphere was
built into the depiction and added in sequence to represent
the fact that each information fragment follows the other.
Each icon represents each information fragment. The relative
values in this Basic Knowledge Decomposition between each
sphere are perceived to be of the same value to each other.
Therefore, the lines are the same distance as well. Since, this
base representation depicted in Figure 13 can present time,
state, and sequence, as well as, relationships, the challenge
was addressed as described by Dourish [33] to create
presentation of context which can visually capture and
manage a continually renegotiation and redefinition of
context as development of knowledge occurs over time. The
KRT depicts cognitive comparison of not just information,
but of the contextual relationships also. An important
distinction about the observation of each comparison is that
each is made from the perspective of the aggregated of
information, knowledge, and context [32].

Today, existing databases housing vast bits of
information do not store the information content of the
reasoning context used to determine their storage [29]. The
knowledge collection and storage formula was therefore
developed to include and store relationship context along
with knowledge, recursively [9]. This means that, each act
of knowledge and context pairing shown as in equation
shown in Figure 1 ∑ i,j K i ( R j ), recursively examined all of
the previous relationships as they were recombined into
storage since they were all related and dependent on each
other. Recursive refinement then occurred, per iteration of
relationship pairing. Recursive refinement occurred when the
user found what was looked for shown as K i ( R j ), using
interrogatives, (e.g. who, what when, where, why and how)
[30, 31]. The information content contributing to finding the
answer then has significant value and therefore, a higher
degree of permanence in the mind of the stakeholder [32].
Therefore, the information content has reached a threshold
where retaining the knowledge and context has become
important [12].
Carbone [36] develops Knowledge Relativity Thread
(KRT) approach for presentation and representation of
knowledge and context. Inselberg [37,38] develops multidimensional visualization using parallel coordinates. KRT
Representation is non-visualizable but multi-dimensionally
computable and Presentation is transformed from multidimensional to a human presentable construct to present five
combined discrete attributes, namely, time, state, relationship
distance, relationship value, and event sequence. Current
Relational Databases are based on exact match style
Relational Model Algebra developed in 1970’s. Since then,
volume, data types, and data mining have vastly changed.
Standard database relational algebras struggle to provide
adequate responses to these changes. Joins and IF THEN
statements guide deeper fidelity instead of daily human like
congruence values which can effectively describe “kind of
like”. Indexed NoSQL Big Data global graphs implement
similar underlying Boolean algebras. Boolean algebra
enhancements known as Possibilistic Algebra’s have shown
to be effective [39] as shown in Table 2.
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magnitude value, the greater the force of attraction and vice
versa. The weighted factors represented the importance of
the information fragments to the relationships being formed.
The Universal Gravitational Constant G is used to balance
gravitational equations based upon the physical units of
measurement (e.g. SI units, Planck units ). B represents an
analogy to G’s concept of a balance variable and is referred
to as a constant of proportionality. For simplicity, no units of
measure were used within Equation (2) and the values for all
variables only showed magnitude and don’t represent
physical properties (e.g. mass, weight) as does G. Therefore,
an assumption made here is to set B to the value of 1:

Fig. 14 The Knowledge Relativity Thread

The representation of knowledge and context formula is
introduced here and is presented by Equation (3). The
independent results which follow are mathematical
evaluations extended from Newton’s law of gravitation
shown in Equation (3-1). Newton’s Law of Gravitation
formula is:

F =G

(M 1M 2 )
r2

For simplicity, all of these examples assume the same
units and B was assumed to be one. The parameter c in
Equation (2) is taken to be analogous to r in Equation (3).
Stakeholder perceived context known as closeness c
represented how closely two knowledge objects (information
fragments) (KO) are related. Lines with arrows are used to
present the closeness of the relationships between two pieces
of knowledge presented as spheroids (see Figure 15).

(3)

where:
• F is the magnitude of the gravitational
force between the two objects with mass,
• G is the universal gravitational constant,
• M 1 is the mass of the first mass,
• M 2 is the mass of the second mass, and
• r is the distance between the two masses.
Fig. 15 Representation of Knowledge Object and Context

This equation was used as an analogy for the derivation
of mathematical relationship between a basis, made up of
two objects of knowledge [7].

Using Equation (4), the value of the attraction force
A 1 2 = 5 x 2 divided by the relative closeness/perceived
distance2 = 1. Hence, the attraction force A in either direction
was 10. The value of 10 is context which can be interpreted
in relation to the scale. The largest possible value for
attraction force A with the assumed important measure 1-10
scale is 100, therefore a force of attraction value of 10 was
relatively small compared to the maximum. This means that
the next stakeholder/ researcher understood that a previous
stakeholder’s conveyance was of small relative overall
importance [5]. However, the closeness value of 1 showed
that the two objects were very closely related. Figure 4
therefore shows that when using Equation (4), if relationship
closeness and/or perceived importance measure of the
knowledge objects change value, as new knowledge or
context is added and evaluated, then it follows that
relationship force of attraction will change [6].

Abstracting Newton’s Law of Gravitation as an analogy
of Equation (3), representing relationships between two
information fragments, using context, is written as Equation
(4) shown below, which describes the components of the
formula for representing relationships between information
fragments using context:

A=B

( I1 I 2 )
c2

(4)

Where:
• A is the magnitude of the attractive force
between the information fragments,
• B is a balance variable,
• I 1 is the importance measure of the first
information fragment,
• I 2 is the importance measure of the second
information fragment, and
• c is the closeness between the two
information fragments.

DISCUSSION
Knowledge Management is more than just categorizing
knowledge. Knowledge and information without context is
just that, devoid of real content [31]. Instead, the systematic
approach presented here, combining the RNA contextual
approach, with a cognitive framework, in the ACNF,
provides the framework that can handle cognitive processing
of information and context, turning them into actionable
intelligence. The use of Ontologies and Taxonomies, within
the context of Knowledge Relativity Threads represents the
next generation of information analysis and will greatly
enhance the capabilities of information processing systems to

Comparing the parameters of Equation (3) and Equation
(4) F and A have similar connotations except F represents a
force between two physical objects of mass M 1 and M 2 and A
represents a stakeholder magnitude of attractive force based
upon stakeholder determined importance measure factors
called I 1 , and I 2 . As an analogy to F in Equation 3, A’s
strength or weakness of attraction force was also determined
by the magnitude of the value. Hence, the greater the
9
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heterogeneous information [16].
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same image. In this paper, we propose an image forgery
detection method based on the digital wavelet transform
concept that is capable of identifying forgeries in images.
Here, an image is first partitioned into blocks of a uniquely
defined size, which are then subjected to the discrete wavelet
transform. The discriminative attributes are first removed
from
the
wavelet
coefficients
of
the
blo

ABSTRACT
The digital format images can be readily altered using
various editing tools, without leaving any alteration traces.
The duplication of one or more regions of an image is the
usual tampering technique where portions from one segment
of an image are copied and pasted to other portions of the
cks; the attribute vectors of the blocks are then sorted
and finally, the block matching step is applied to identify the
copied blocks. The simulation experience demonstrates that
the proposed wavelet based approach is highly promising
from the viewpoint of effectively identifying forgeries in
digital images. The methodology works better when the
pictures are highly distorted with distinctive posttransformation, motion blurring, Gaussian noise and intensity
variations.

forged and Nikolai Yezhov was completely erased from the
picture (Math & Tripathi, 2011). For this particular image,
the requirement of rotation does not appear valuable; yet, the
artists with little computational knowledge introduced
rotation in an image making it difficult for a naked eye to
identify the source of forgery. Figure 2 depicts the role of
rotation factor in enhancing the precision of forgery. Here,
the jet was tilted that convinced a false sense of originality of
the image (Ryu et al., 2010).

INTRODUCTION
The digital images in binary format could be readily
manipulated by forgery that might convey misleading
information without any trace of real evidence. A number of
available software is specifically designed to aid in one of the
conventional approaches to forgery, viz. copy-move-rotate
(CMR). The term forgery is conventionally defined as the
production of fraudulent copy or imitation of a document,
signature, banknote or a work of art. In the realm of digital
images, the forgery is the state of the art defined by models
based either on an additive or a subtractive approach,
contingent upon the content of the original image. The
additive approach copies a segment from a random image (or
of the same image) and thereafter mingles it with the original
image to enhance the information content. The subtractive
approach, on the other hand, clips part of the information
from the original image. Here, the classification of forgery is
strictly for the purpose of theoretical studies of the problem
and hence, many researchers have addressed the issue of
image manipulation in their works without any reference to
classification. In a classical example of forgery involving
subtractive approach, as shown in Fig. 1, a picture originally
showing Joseph Stalin and Nikolai Yezhov together was

Fig. 1 (a) Original image (left) and (b) forged image (right)

There are several issues involved in forgery detection.
The various recognition systems help bring tampering pieces
of information from places such as color filter array, source
light direction, sensor noise, JPEG blocking, camera reaction
and so on. Therefore, large portions of them are not suitable
for detecting duplication regions. The intent is to have the

2

Fig. 2 Forgery with copy and rotation approach

Keep Smiling

copied region from the same picture, which may have
identical qualities with the original picture. However, these
procedures simply check the authenticity of a picture; they
do not have the capability of naming the altered regions.
Another issue in this context is the multi-layered
computational nature of the detection methods. Since, we do
not have the least idea about the size, area and state of the
duplicated regions, there are practically boundless numbers
of methodologies to determining the picture into selfconfident areas and the computational issue might make the
detection rather difficult. The post-processing like blurring
and JPEG compression will be the final problem, which may
hide the altering imitations. The proposed wavelet based
detection framework discussed in this work is to address all
of the aforesaid cases. The presented forgery detection
scheme is capable of identifying post-processing issues like
motion blurring, noise and intensity variations, Gaussian
noise and so on. In what follows, we briefly provide an
overview of the various forgery detection methods for digital
images.

Fig. 3 Visible watermarking

Forgery Detection of Digital Image
Active Methods

Passive Methods

Digital Image Watermarking
Digital Signature
Based on Pixel
Based on Format
Based on Physical Parameters

IMAGE FORGERY DETECTION—AN OVERVIEW

Based on Camera

The field of digital image forgery basically evolved with
the discovery of the digital photography. Simultaneously, the
digital image watermarking was proposed to authenticate
digital images. The digital watermarking is a strategy which
permits a person to incorporate concealed copyright notices
or other check messages into digital images, video or audio
signals and archives. This type of concealed message
comprises a collection of binary bits depicting information
identifying the signal or creator of that signal (which
generally may be a name, a place and so forth). The method
coins its name from watermarking that is done on paper or
cash as a security measure. Though this signal or pattern is
available in every unchanged copy of the original image, the
digital watermarking might likewise serve as a computerized
signature for the picture, video and audio copies. An example
of visible watermarking is illustrated in Fig. 3. It shows the
embedding of a watermark into the host image. The final
image is a watermarked image which contains a visible
outline of the watermark. This strategy is very valuable when
showing a logo for an organization or to indicate the title of
an image.
Any legal apparatus intended for authentication of an
image and forgery detection might be classified into five
categories, viz. methods based on pixel, format, physical
parameters, camera or geometry. Figure 4 below provides a
flowchart for classification of various image forgery
detection techniques.

Based on Geometry
Fig. 4 Image forgery detection techniques

The basic presumption of the pixel based methods is that
any type of manipulation, if connected legitimately, even if
not visually distinguishable, yet modifies particular details at
the pixel level. For instance, measurable regularities in
natural images that stay free of the image content are
misused to verify images (Bayram et al., 2006). Contingent
upon occurrence of the forgery, the pixel level
correspondences might be examined. The cloning (or copy
and paste) is most likely one of the least demanding types of
forgeries, typically performed so as to cover an object with
different parts of the image itself (Bayram et al., 2008).
Despite the fact that it is visually challenging to be revealed,
such types of forgery could be distinguished by searching for
factual comparable parts within the image contents.
The format based methods are suitable for revealing
measurable connections presented by compression
techniques. The JPEG compression is well-known to be a
lossy method; some data bits are lost during the procedure.
Specifically, a quantization step involving the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) coefficients is chiefly the reason of
such misfortune. The full quantization is focused around a
table of 192 values, connected with every frequency on an 8
× 8 block basis and may change relying upon the quality
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setting. It has been shown in Fan & de Queiroz (2003) that
such a table could be assessed and concentrated from the
substance. The irregularities of everything over the image or
feature could be taken as proof of forgery (Chen & Shi,
2008; Kornblum, 2008). In addition, it was demonstrated that
in JPEG compression the information is compressed twice
and still some particular artifacts are present in an image
(Farid, 2009; Lukas & Fridrich, 2003; Qu et al., 2008; Wang
& Farid, 2009). Recently, JPEG2000 traces have been
contemplated furthermore as verification of adjustment for
double compression (Qadir et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2008).
A recent research in compositing recognition considers
irregularities in lighting. It has been brought up even with the
more modern altering instruments; it is hard to match the
lighting impacts on each piece of the composite. This way,
contrasts in lighting over the whole image might be taken as
proof of forgery. Spearheading commitments in this field
have been proposed by Johnson and Farid (2006), where 2dimensional (2-D) surfaces normal are evaluated to
investigate light bearings of distinctive objects in the scene,
whose consistency might be utilized as evidence of
compositing.
The camera based systems of forgery detection are
centered on the dismemberment of traces left by the
distinctive periods of the imaging system. These artifacts are
innate to camera assembling methods and irregularities could
be taken as confirmation of forgery. The chromatic distortion
appears in an artifact because of a spatial movement in the
area where the light with diverse wavelengths hits the sensor.
In Johnson & Farid (2006), neighborhood deviation is
assessed and its irregularities regarding the global image are
taken as a proof of forgery. A majority of the advanced
cameras are furnished with round lens which can cause
outspread distortions on images. At the point where two
images are joined together, it is unrealistic to match such
bending among spliced parts and these irregularities may be
taken as proof of forgery (Chennamma et al., 2010). The
advanced cameras besides capture color with a color filter
array (CFA) and this is accomplished by a solitary sensor.
For every pixel, one color sample is recorded and the missing
ones are acquired by insertion. As an outcome, the particular
associations are presented, which are unrealistic to survive
when forgery happens (Popescu & Farid, 2004).
Ordinarily, images may experience an assortment of
post-processing and recompression, which may hinder the
viability of customary strategies for forgery identification.
Rather than statistical systems, geometric based measurable
methods have been proposed, which explain estimations of
objects in the earth and their positions in respect to the
camera dissecting the projection geometry. Their huge
playing point over frameworks focused on low
level picture element is that showing and approximation
of geometry is quite less touchy to determination and
compression that can exist without much of a perplexity in
the measurable examination of pictures and videos. A few
systems have been discussed in the literature, each one
describing the standards of image structuring and projective
geometry (Johnson & Farid, 2006).
Yadav et al. (2012) proposed an improved technique
based on the DWT, since the DWT approach gives
significant results for perceiving the cloning forgery. They

detail about the application of the DWT on the input image
to yield a diminished dimensional representation. Then, the
compressed image is separated into blocks. These blocks are
then arranged and fake blocks are recognized. Because of the
DWT use, the location is initially completed on the least
level image representations; so, this copy-move detection
methodology builds accuracy of the recognition procedure.
The digital images are now everywhere: on the pages of
the magazines, in everyday newspapers, in courts and all
over the web. Murali et al. (2012) suggested procedures to
perceive such stunning pictures and proceeded to recognize
the forged region, given simply the produced picture. This is
planned for the system running irregular abnormalities to
identify the forgery regions.
Qazi et al. (2013) discussed in a survey paper about the
visually impaired methods which have been put forward for
uncovering imitations. They described the recognition
framework for three of the most well-known forgery types,
viz. copy-move, splicing and retouching.
The image forgery alludes to copying and pasting the
content from one image into an alternate image. This strategy
is very basic nowadays. This is carried out to conceal the
ingenuity of the image. Kaur et al. (2014) showed
encouraging plans for location of the parts in an image
forgery.
A promising blind approach to copy-move image
forgery detection using the DCT and dyadic wavelet
transform (DyWT) was discussed in (Muhammad et al.,
2014). The images of different sizes with different
compression ratios and rotations were used in the paper for
experimentation in order to evaluate the method’s efficiency.
A new algorithm based on the DWT and DCT
quantization coefficients decomposition (DCT-QCD) to
detect cloning forgery was presented by Ghorbani et al.
(2011). The technique is capable of detecting image
manipulations as long as the copied regions are not rotated.
A series of algorithms including combination of
speeded-up robust feature (SURF) and DWT were proposed
in (Hashmi et al., 2014). These algorithms are applied on the
entire image rather than on the image blocks and show
improvements in terms of computational complexity and
invariance to scale and rotation.
Besides those as presented above, there exist many other
strategies of image forgery detection in the research
literature, which, however, could not be discussed here due
to space constraint.
We now discuss the methodology and implementation
details of our proposed approach in the section that follows.
METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
The image forgery detection technique is concerned with
the suspicion that the copied regions of an image must have a
computable resemblance, while the other regions do not.
Accordingly, authentic features can be eliminated from
regions for duplication recognition. We used the DWT
coefficients to extract the energy signatures. The procedure is
implemented in a number of stages as indicated in Fig. 5.
Assuming that the first pictures are color pictures, the
pictures have got to be converted to their grayscale
equivalents by computing the weighted normal of the red
4

(R), green (G) and blue (B) segments. The transformation is
carried out using the following equation:
f(R, G, B) = 0.2989 x R + 0.5870 x G + 0.1140 x B
where R, G and B are the approximations of the
channels named as red, green and blue, respectively, in
original color picture, estimated separately. If the first picture
is compacted (viz. a JPEG picture), then the decompression
will be carried out first before changing over to the color.

LL-1

LH-1

HL-1

HH-1

Image

First-Level
Fig. 6 DWT for dimension reduction

Test Image

As a result of application of the first-level DWT on a
picture, we get the estimates: sub-band low-low (LL), flat
sub-band low-high (LH), vertical sub-band high-low (HL)
and diagonal sub-band high-high (HH) for each block, with n
features extracted.
After feature extraction, a total of (M + B–1) x (N + B–
1) feature vectors are created. We analyze the greater part of
the vectors, two vectors at a time, to discover the
comparative ones. A practical arrangement is to sort the
vectors first and after that, just contrast a vector with its
nearby neighbors. On the assumption that the copied locales
would have comparative features, the likelihood that their
comparing feature vectors are spotted in the sorted vectors is
high. In our approach, the lexicographic sorting is used. Each
of the feature vectors will then be contrasted until a vector's
first feature becomes fundamentally distinctive with that of
the current vector.
The two vectors will be contrasted within the matching
process to find the similarities of the comparing blocks. We
expect that if the two vectors A and B are comparable, every
component A i , i = 1, 2, …, n where n is the total number of
extracted features in A ought to be like the comparing
element B i in B. The correlation of A i and B i is focused on:
• off chance that A i x B i = 0, t = A i –B i has to be
less than a threshold T i
• else, r = A i –B i /min ( A i , B i ) must be short of
a threshold R i
All the components in A and B fulfill these two
standards and hence, the two comparing blocks of A and B
are thought to be comparative. The edge values T i and R i for
each feature are registered from a training set. The first
picture has substantial smooth regions; copied blocks can be
found in these locales. We have to evacuate these false
positives. Additionally, if the recognized copied regions are
excessively small, they are not captivating and must be
separated out as false positives. In our first attempt to
filtering, we have to process the movement vector between
two blocks:
s = (dx, dy) = (x i –x j , y i –y j )
(x i , y i ) and (x j , y j ) being the higher left corner pixels of
the primary and secondary blocks, respectively. Next, the
movement vector s is standardized:
if dx < 0, s = –s
else, if dx = 0 and dy < 0, s = –s
The lengths of the movement vectors are next
determined. All the movement vectors whose lengths are
shorter than the threshold N d will be evacuated. This step
guarantees that the copied areas do not originate from the
same smooth locale. The greater part of the remaining block
combines are then assembled. Finally, if a collection contains

RGB to Gray Conversion
Post-Processing
(Motion Blurring/Gaussian Noise/Intensity) Variation)
Convert Image into Overlapping Blocks
Dimension Reduction using the DWT
(Feature Extraction)
Sorting of Elements
Block Matching
Reconstruct Image (Filtering)
Detected Image (Output)

Fig. 5 Proposed algorithm

A square block having B × B pixels is utilized to move
the picture from the upper left corner to the lower right
corner. The slide step is one and only one pixel and no
cushioning will be connected. Hence, the original picture
with size of M × N will produce (M–B + 1) × (N–B + 1)
covering blocks altogether.
The DWT is a logical tool for dynamic disintegration of
a picture. It is useful for changing non-stationary signals. The
transform is centered on wavelets of variable frequency and
time duration. The transform gives both frequency and
spatial delineation of a picture. Unlike Fourier transform, the
temporary information here is held in the system. The
wavelets are made from an extension of a modified
capability called mother wavelet. Here, we provide some
reasons for the preference of the DWT for image
watermarking as opposed to other transformation methods.
Primarily, the DWT is basically an arrangement of filters.
Specifically, it incorporates the following two filters: wavelet
filter and scaling filter.
The wavelet filter is a high-pass filter while the scaling
filter is a low-pass filter. The DWT has many variations, viz.
Daubechies wavelet, Haar wavelet and so on. We have
utilized Daubechies wavelet in our work here. Figure 6
shows the capacity of the DWT for measurement reduction.
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less than some predefined number of matching blocks N t , the
whole assemblage will be evacuated, ensuring that the extent
of a copied region is sensible.
As a result of filtering, all the copied blocks are
eventually found. An image is then constructed based on the
majority of the copied regions. A more detailed discussion
based on simulation results is presented next.
SIMULATION EXPERMENTS
In this section, we present simulation results with implementation
details of the proposed approach using MATLAB 2010a.
Figure 7 below illustrates fetching of the required files and images in
MATLAB. The size of images being used in this simulation are 256 x 256
pixels. The colored original images are converted to grayscale in order to
apply forgery detection.

Fig. 9 Forged image
Step 3: Copy-move regions have been identified and displayed with
two black spots using normal detection method (Fig. 10).

Fig. 7 Importing files and images in MATLAB
Initially, the forgery detection method is applied. A window pops up
with the given input image which undergoes block extraction, finding of the
duplicate regions and checking the Euclidean distance and finally,
depending on the system properties and efficiency, another window pops up
with the detected regions being displayed as an output image. A step by step
example illustrating the image forgery detection process is depicted below.

Fig. 10 Forged image for original image using normal detection
method
Step 4: Copy-move regions have been identified with two black spots
using Gaussian detection method (Fig. 11).

Step 1: Importing the original image (Fig. 8) and converting it from
color to grayscale.

Fig. 11 Forged image for original image using Gaussian
detection method

Fig. 8 Original image
Step 2: The image was then forged as shown in Fig. 9.

Step 5: Copy-move regions have been identified with two black spots
using intensity variation method (Fig. 12).
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Figure 14 provides the graphical representation of the
simulation results of Table 1 for different post-processing.
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80
Fig. 12 Forged image for original image using intensity
variation method
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Motion blur
Intensity variation
Gaussian noise
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Step 6: Copy-move regions have been identified with two black spots
using motion blurring method (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 14 Graphical representation of the results of different
post-processing.

CONCLUSIONS
The present research proposes a digital wavelet based region
duplication forgery detection technique. With no prior knowledge of the
image characteristics, the developed methodology is capable of efficiently
identifying the duplicated regions even if the image is tampered with by
applying processing algorithms on intensity variation, noise addition,
blurring and so on. The approach herein utilizes the DWT to find similarities
and dissimilarities in different blocks of an image for robust detection of
image forgery. The simulation experience demonstrates that the method
could be a viable option for region duplication and forgery detection.

Fig. 13 Forged image for original image using motion
blurring method
Table 1 shown next furnishes a comparative evaluation of the relative
efficacy of the various forgery detection methods for different image sizes
based on actual simulation experiments.
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Table 1 Accuracy comparison of different detection methods

Block
size

Normal
method

Motion
blur
method

Intensity
variation
method

Gaussian
noise
method

2x2
4x4
8x8
16x 16

97.78%
97.62%
91.28%
82.62%

71.95%
71.22%
68.24%
57.90%

94.37%
92.46%
87.74%
79.49%

88.45%
86.51%
80.84%
68.73%
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methodology for the determination of a set of components to
populate the domain model of an SPL infrastructure. This
research presents an approach based on a well-defined set of
principles, guidelines, and metrics. Moreover, it makes
available to exploit the commonality and manage variability
in both problem and solution spaces. A case study is utilized
in the validation of the approach.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the
general principles of SPLE are explained. Section III
explores VCOSEML that is a new component variability
model. In Section IV, the proposed approach defining a set of
domain specific components is discussed as a preparation for
variability modeling with supported illustrative example
concurrently. The results of the experimental study that
evaluates the approach are presented in Section V. The paper
is summarized in Section VI.

ABSTRACT
This research proposes a preliminary methodology for
the determination of a set of components to populate the
domain model of a Software Product Line infrastructure. The
approach is based on variability specifications that is rooted
in Feature Models and reflected a variable component model:
VCOSEML. An initial set of proposed components is
modified with respect to the feature constraints and other
design metrics such as coupling, cohesion, and size-oriented
complexity. Modifications in the component set are refined
through the iterative methodology, and an optimal set of
components is tried to be achieved. The goal is to yield a set
that supports reusability – to arrive at a more manageable and
quickly converging design in terms of component
assignments to required features. A case study is exploited in
the validation of the approach.

BACKGROUND
Software Product Line Engineering

INTRODUCTION

SPL is a popular approach in Software Engineering due
to the advantages it offers to software development regarding
time, cost and effort (Guendouz et al., 2014). SPLE is an
approach to handle commonality and variability among
software products for the product family (Svahnberg et al.,
2001).
SPLE is composed of two phases: domain engineering
for reuse and application engineering for development with
reuse (Van Der Linden, 2007). Domain engineering is a
phase that is composed of developing core assets through the
domain analysis, domain design, domain realization, and
domain testing processes. Application Engineering is a
development process where software products are produced
from reusable core assets.

Nowadays, software reuse is a crucial factor for
improving quality and productivity (Basili et al., 1996).
Notably, software reuse is more efficient when
systematically planned and managed for a set of applications
in a specific domain. Software product family is developed
instead of creating software from scratch for each project. In
this way, companies can not only quickly respond to the
different requests from the customer but also put a new
product on the market in a short period.
Software Product Line (SPL) is a set of softwareintensive systems sharing a common, managed a set of
features (Pohl et al., 2005). The set of features specifies the
particular needs of a market segment. Software products are
developed from a common set of core assets. Also, software
product line engineering is a methodology for developing
software products at lower cost, in less time and with higher
quality (Pohl et al., 2005). The crucial aim of the software
product line approach is to improve reuse systematically. For
successful Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE),
developing a set of core assets deals with commonality and
variability among software product family (Bosch, 2000).
Therefore, a suitable environment is prepared for reuse of
core assets.
Definition of domain specific components is a critical
aspect of SPLE. However, the existing methodologies do not
present a systematic way of how to define the set of domain
specific components. In this paper, we propose an initial

Variability Management
Variability defines how different products can be
changed or customized SPLs (Svahnberg et al., 2001).
Variability management is about handling the introduction,
use, and evolution of variability (Razavian et al., 2008).
Managing variability among software products of a family is
one of the most considerable activities in SPLE. SPLE deals
with developing domain specific products, taking into
consideration commonality and variability among them
(Bosch, 2000). For developing software products by using
core assets, domain engineers must detect and manage
variability between software products.
10

Variability modeling is a method representing variability
among software products of a domain. It provides not only
understanding of variability but also assisting domain
engineers in the task of variability management (Razavian et
al., 2008). Variability modeling expresses common and
variable parts in SPLs. Moreover, it defines constraints
between variable parts explicitly. Variability management
plays a significant role in both phases of SPLE, domain
engineering and application engineering. Consequently,
variability modeling should work for both phases.
A feature defines a software property and represents
functionality in a domain (Kang et al., 1990). A feature
model as represented in a hierarchical tree structure is a
composition of mandatory, optional, or, and alternative
features (Kang et al., 1990). Also, feature model is a
powerful notion of handling the complexity in SPLs. From
the end user view, the model provides a presentation of the
characteristics in a domain. Essentially, it consists of the
common features and variations of software products in a
domain. Thus, variability modeling with feature model is one
of the key strategies for indicating the problem space of
SPLs.
Features are indicated as mandatory, optional, or, and
alternatives (Kang et al., 1990). Variation points and variants
express feature variability. A variation point defines what
can vary in a feature (Pohl et al., 2005). A variant specifies
how a feature can vary (Pohl et al., 2005). Every variation
point has a set of related variants that determine how the
variation point can be resolved (Haber et al., 2011).
Feature variability also defines two kinds of constraints
between features: requires and excludes (Gherardi, 2013).
- Requires constraint: if a feature A is selected to be
part of a configuration, then also feature B has to be
selected.
- Excludes constraint: if a feature A is selected to be
part of a configuration, then feature B cannot be
selected.

VCOSEML
Component is an element of software, as a building
block that contains complex functionalities. Componentbased software systems are developed by selecting
appropriate components and assembling them together
(Dogru, 1999). Component Oriented Software Engineering
Modeling Language (COSEML) is a graphical and proper
modeling language for visualizing a hierarchical
decomposition (Dogru, 2006). Different from the
component-based approaches, components are the
fundamental notions starting with the abstractions in
requirements and continuing through the executable code.
COSEML is supported with a graphical tool, modeling a
system as components and their connections. COSEML
begins with the abstraction of system parts to introduce the
building blocks of a system. After that physical components
need to be corresponded to encapsulate the detailed
functionalities in the defined abstract modules (Ileri et at,
2013). Links connect abstractions to physical components.
Abstractions in COSEML are Package, Data, Control and
Function at the logical level. Also, components and their
interfaces are main elements at the physical level.
Connectors represent communications among components.
Therefore, COSEML is capable of representing not only the
solution space but also the problem space for designing
component-oriented software systems.
COSEML does not support variability management.
Moreover, COSEML model does not point out which
elements are variable and how the variability is realized.
Therefore, it becomes a requirement to find new approaches
or improve COSEML to manage variability at the design
level. Variability modeling has been introduced to
component-oriented development by importing from the
Orthogonal Variability Model (Pohl et al., 2005) and the
feature model. Hence, COSEML with variability
(VCOSEML) is introduced. VCOSEML is a representation
technique specified for variability modeling (Yigit & Dogru,

Fig. 1 Example component model of VCOSEML

2015). Therefore, variability can be tracked not only in the
problem space but also in the solution space through
VCOSEML.
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Figure 1 shows an example component model of
VCOSEML. In this example, the problem space of the
domain is modeled through abstraction elements. Also, the
solution space is designed by using components and
connectors that represent communications among
components. This modeling view provides the general aspect
of the set of components for the purpose of developing
software products with domain specific components in an
SPL. Moreover, it decreases complexity in managing the
variability in an SPL through assisting the domain engineers
in their analysis of change effects for component selections.

with the tool that can help domain engineers to understand
the complex design of SPLs.
Domain engineers use abstractions of VCOSEML such
as Package, Function and Data for modeling the system
graphically. The Package abstraction illustrates subparts of a
system at the logical level. Function and Data abstractions
represent the details for each subpart of a system.
Embed Feature Variability in Abstractions
We consider that feature variability should be trackable
through the abstractions of VCOSEML model in the design
of components. Determined feature variability during domain
analysis is embedded in the abstractions though the
variability elements of VCOSEML. Variation points,
variants, and variability constraints in a feature model can be
reflected a VCOSEML model. Thanks to the visualization
abilities of VCOSEML, feature variability can be traced at
the design level.

PROPOSED APPROACH
Domain design is highlighted as a crucial concept to
develop reusable and flexible domain specific components.
The main purpose of domain design is to define domain
specific components and their connections. The set of
domain specific components must be reusable and flexible
because all software products of the family are developed
using these components.
The proposed solution is an introductory approach to
building and evolving a reusable infrastructure, which covers
all variability requirements contained in an SPL. The
approach is based on variability specifications that is rooted
in feature models and reflected a variable component model
represented in VCOSEML. An initial set of proposed
components is modified with respect to the variability
constraints and design metrics that regard coupling,
cohesion, and size oriented complexity. Modifications in the
component set continue through iterations until an optimal
set of components is achieved.

Define Domain Specific Components
The relationship between abstractions and components
are established at this step. While abstractions reside in the
problem space, realizations of the abstractions are part of the
solution space. The abstractions are implemented by
components at the physical level. A top-down approach is
followed for defining components in the domain. The
components that correspond to the abstractions are
determined by applying the following steps:
1- Each variation point in the abstraction corresponds
to at least one component.
2- If a variant excludes another variant at the same
variation point, variants will be mapped to separate
components.
3- If a variant is an alternative to another variant at the
same variation point, variants will be mapped to
separate to components.
4- If a variant requires another variant at the same
variation point, variants will be mapped to the same
component.
5- If a variant requires another variant at a different
variation point, variants will be mapped to different
components, which are linked with connectors.
6- If variants excluding each other require another
variant at the same variation point, the required
variant will be mapped to the individual component
that links with other components by using
connectors.
7- If a variant is optional, it will be mapped to the
component that links with other components, which
contain mandatory variants at the same variation
point, by using connectors.
8- If a variant at different variation point is required by
at least two variants at different variation points, the
variant will be mapped to the individual component
that links with other components.

Fig. 2 Overview of the proposed solution

The following steps are suggested in defining domain
specific components:
1- Map feature model to abstractions,
2- Embed feature variability in abstractions,
3- Define domain specific components, and
4- Evaluate and revise the component set.
The rest of this section contains explanations of the
recommended steps.
Map Feature Model to Abstractions
The transition process from the feature model in the
domain analysis to the definition of domain specific
components begins with the creation of a VCOSEML model.
The model is created to map the feature model to the
abstractions in VCOSEML. The mapping process from
features to abstractions is a straightforward and concerns
one-to-one relationship between features and abstractions.
Domain engineers manually assign features to abstraction
elements of VCOSEML. The mapping process is carried out

Evaluate Set of Domain Specific Components
The approach suggests that the determined set of domain
specific components should be evaluated in terms of
complexity size, coupling and cohesion metrics. COSMIC is
a method to measure the functional size of a component
(Dumke & Abran, 2011). The studies indicate the suitability
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of COSMIC method for measuring functional component
size at the design level. Components in a set are preferred to
be less dependent on each other as much as possible.
Therefore, the determined set of components should be
evaluated considering the low coupling and high cohesion
principles. Coupling between components (Yadav & Tomar,
2014) and average interface complexity of a componentbased system (Kumar et al., 2014) are metrics used for
calculating coupling between components. Moreover,
cohesion between components (Yadav & Tomar, 2014) is a
design metric that can be utilized to compute cohesion for
each component in the set.
The result of measurements is evaluated in terms of
component size, coupling, and cohesion. The set of
components is reviewed in the direction of the results of
measurements. Components having the above average
complexity and dependence on other components are
detected. The component set can be modified by reapplying
the recommended rules of the approach, after considering the
outputs about the evaluations. This process might be
performed in numerous iterations until an optimal set of
components is reached.

Fig. 3 Feature model of cloud management system
Table 1 Results of the first iteration
Component
CFP
ResourceDiscovery
26
IaasManager
40
PaasManager
29
SaasManager
25
SystemTracker
35
ApplicationTracker
38
CostTracker
32
EnergyTracker
32
CustomTracker
41
UsageDataManager
42
PerformanceDataManager
47
CostDataManager
38
EnergyDataManager
38
Reporter
50
Analyzer
87
BillManager
36
EventManager
88
HealthChecker
40
TroubleShooter
42
UsageOptimizer
50
PerformanceOptimizer
36
CostOptimizer
20
EnergyOptimizer
20

CASE STUDY: CLOUD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
In this section, we conducted a case study to investigate
the validation of the approach. The case study involves a
product family of the cloud management domain. The
software products in the domain provide not only cloud
monitoring but also resource planning for managing cloud
resources. Also, it is planned to optimize the utilization of
cloud resources aspects of performance, cost and energy
consumption.
Domain analysis was conducted before applying the
approach. Domain requirements and feature model were
prepared during the domain analysis process. The feature
model of Cloud Management System is given in Figure 3.
In the first stage of the approach, the feature model was
mapped directly to a VCOSEML model through the
abstractions. After mapping the features to the abstractions,
feature variability (variation points, variants and variability
constraints) was embedded in the VCOSEML model. Then,
we continued the next step of the approach that is the
definition of domain specific components. The set of domain
specific components was determined by applying the
recommended rules. Finally, the set of domain specific
components was modified with respect to the design metric
such as complexity size, coupling, and cohesion. The results
of the first iteration are presented in Table 1.

Coupling
3
5
3
3
2
3
2
2
5
5
4
5
3
2
8
1
7
2
1
3
3
3
3

Cohesion
1
0.86
0.75
0.75
0.66
0.5
0.66
0.66
0.57
0.80
0.75
0.80
0.75
1
0.44
1
0.43
0.66
1
1
1
1
1

When we analyzed the outputs of the first iteration, we
detected two anomalous components (Analyzer and
EventManager) in terms of not only complexity size, but also
the dependency of other components. Therefore, the feature
model was reviewed for expanding the features realized by
the determined components. Moreover, the feature variability
is updated according to the emerging features. After updating
the feature model and feature variability, we continued the
second iteration. In the second iteration, the Analyzer was
noticed to require to be decomposed into four
subcomponents
(PerformanceAnalyzer,
CostAnalyzer,
TrendAnalyzer, WhatIfAnalyzer). Also, EventManager was
divided
into
three
subcomponents
(EventLogger,
AlertManager, NotificationManager). At the end of the
second iteration, we reached a more appropriate set of
components in terms of reusability.
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CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, this paper discussed a systematic
approach based on a set of guidelines, activities, and metrics
for designing of a set of domain specific components. We
also presented the definition, planning, operation, analysis
and interpretation of the experimental study that evaluated
the viability of the domain design approach. Our current
experimentation revealed the usability of this approach. The
techniques were adequate in evaluating the determined set of
components. Also, the suggested steps of the approach
yielded a refined set that makes sense.
Our case study demonstrated the usability of this
approach. Industrial scale case studies are missing until now.
We are planning to improve the approach based on the
experience to be gathered from its usage in real industrial
projects.
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The facial expression recognition system based on
FACS is commonly comprised of three steps as Fig.2 shows:
preprocessing, AU detection and emotion detection. The
preprocessing step contains face detection and picture
normalization. Next, AU detection is conducted including
feature extraction and AU classification. Since the extraction
result usually has a high dimensionality, it is necessary to
perform the feature selection which is propitious to improve
classification accuracy and reduce computational complexity.
The final step is emotion detection based on the result of AU
detection. Senechal et al. [7] gives the comparison of the two
methods detecting emotions with or without AU detection
and proves that using AU detection result for expression
recognition is superior to the direct method without AU
detection.
Several standard databases are built for research and
experiment.
1) Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) [8] contains AUlabelled image sequences of posed and non-posed
spontaneous expressions with frontal pose.
2) GEMEP-FERA [9] is a subset of the GEMEP
corpus. Head pose is frontal.
3) RU-FACS [10] consists of recorded interviews of
100 young adults. Head pose was frontal with small to
moderate out-of-plane rotation.

ABSTRACT
Facial expression is one of the vital ways to show inner
feelings in human communication. In recent years, facial
expression recognition has attracted significant attention as
the development of emerging applications in several areas
including education, medical treatment and transportation.
This paper investigates the Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) used for facial expression recognition and presents a
survey of several latest representative progress based on
FACS. At last, the application of facial expression
recognition in e-learning is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Facial expression is one of the most important and
representative basis to differ emotions of human beings. The
research study by Mehrabian has indicated that 7% of the
communication information is transferred by linguistic
language, 38% by paralanguage, and 55% by facial
expressions in human face-to-face communication, which
shows that facial expressions provide a large amount of
information in human communication [1]. Automatic facial
expression recognition plays an important role in different
walks of life to help revealing people’s emotions, physical
and mental states.
E-learning has become more and more common among
universities and colleges looking at its advantages over
traditional approaches where students are able to study and
learn anytime, anywhere and when they feel comfortable.
However, it is still limited by interactivity and teaching
efficiency as teachers can’t learn about the learning states
because of time and space factor. With the help of automatic
facial expression recognition, we can recognize the students’
emotions and provide the information to teachers as potential
guidance.
Facial expression recognition is not easy because of the
complex conditions like illumination, facial occlusions, face
color or shape [2].Current research can be divided into two
directions. One is the recognition of one prototypical
emotion such as fear, happiness, surprise based on the overall
appearance of a face image [3-5].The other is the recognition
of facial movements which are called facial action units
(AUs). This paper focuses on the second method.
The facial action coding system (FACS) proposed by
Ekman et al. [6] defines 44 types of AUs. Each AU is related
to one or more facial muscles. Then a particular emotion can
be described with one or several combinations of AUs. Some
examples of AUs are shown in Fig.1.

METHODOLOGIES
Preprocessing
Preprocessing is used to locate the region of interest and
resize the picture for next steps. In [11], they localize 66
facial landmarks using a publicly available automatic face
tracking system proposed by Saragih et al. [12]. Li et al. [13]
first detects the eyes through a boosted eye detector [14] and
then normalizes the image into 64 *64 subimages based on
the eye positions. In [15], they propose Active Shape Models
(ASM) that can be used for face detecting.
AU detection
Many algorithms have been explored to perform AU
detection and researchers have been devoted to improving
the accuracy of AU recognition.
Feature extraction is the most important stage in AU
recognition. It usually distinguishes between two classes: one
is based on static images, the other is based on the sequences
in video streams. Gabor Filter [16], Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) [17], Active Appearance Models (AAM) [18] are
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Emotion detection

Fig.1 Some examples of AUs.AU 1=inner brow raiser, AU
2=outer brow raiser, AU 6=cheek raiser.

frequently used for static images. As for video sequences,
Valstar et al. [19] exploit a particle filtering scheme that uses
factorized likelihoods and a novel observation model that
combines a rigid and a morphological model to track the
facial points and calculate a set of spatio-temporal features.
In [20], they use optical over flow to do feature point
tracking. They also compare two different optical flow-based
methods: : the first is featural and is based on the tracking of
a reduced set of distinguishable facial points, the second is
holistic and is based on the tracking of a more numerous set
of points that are regularly distributed in the central region of
the face.
To gain better results in feature extraction, Yüce et al.
[11] present a novel framework for AU detection in videos
which consists of extracting a combination of curvature
Gabor features at different filter sizes, applying the LBP on
top and computing the difference in histograms for neutral
and peak frames.
In [21], they apply local binary patterns to images processed
by morphological and bilateral filters to obtain new features.
Tong Y et al. [22] pay attention to the relationships
among AUs and their temporal evolutions for AU
recognition. Specifically, they use a dynamic Bayesian
network (DBN) to model the relationships among different
AUs which yields significant improvement of AU
recognition, especially for spontaneous facial expressions
and under more realistic environment. Z Cao et al. [23] adopt
Credal Networks (CN) to capture Action Unit (AU) relations
existing in both qualitative knowledge and quantitative data.
Traditional AU detection approach is usually based on
the assumption that the test data are draw from the same
distribution as the training data. However, this assumption
does not hold in many real-world scenarios. Some
researchers thus focus on the individual differences for AU
detection. In [24], they propose to learn a person-specific
model through transfer learning. They also compare two
transfer learning algorithms, inductive transfer learning
algorithm and transductive transfer learning algorithm. A
transductive learning method, which is called Selective
Transfer Machine (STM), to personalize a generic classifier
by attenuating person-specific biases is proposed by [25].

Fig.2 The complete process of facial expression recognition

The last stage, emotion detection is based on the output
vectors of the AU detection and classify a particular emotion
among the six basic facial expressions. Many approaches
used for AU classification is also suitable for emotion
classification. There are three kinds of frequently-used
classifiers.
1) Neural Networks
Neural Networks are either applied directly on face
images [26] or combined with facial features extraction and
representation methods such as PCA independent component
analysis (ICA) or Gabor wavelet filters [27]. In [28], they
exploit Multilayer-perceptrons (MLPs), a kind of Artificial
Neural Networks, with back-propagation learning algorithm
to recognize six basic emotions and achieves 95.24%
accuracy.
2) Support Vector Machines (SVM)
Saragih et al. [12] use a multiclass Support Vector
Machine (SVM) system of classifiers to recognize the
expression. FRANK et al. [29] combine 2D-LDA (Linear
Discriminant Analysis) and SVM (Support Vector Machine)
and achieves 94.13% accuracy.
3) Adaboost algorithm
In [30],they propose a method which combines
AdaBoost and LDA and it shows a better performance over
at least 21% recognition rates than other linear subspacebased methods such as PCA, DCV, and PCA+LDA. In [31],
they propose an approach using Gabor feature combined
Adaboost algorithm which is proved better than MVBoost
algorithm.
APPLICATION IN E-LEARNING
The technology of e-learning is developing fast recently
and it benefits a large number of students. However, in elearning situation, teachers and students are separated in time
and space. As a result, lack of feedback from students makes
teachers fail to know the learning states which may lead to
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the decline of the teaching quality. Facial expression is one
of the powerful signals to show the emotion states of
students. Thus facial expression recognition system can be
applied to e-learning to help teachers improve learning
performance. How to combine e-learning with facial
expression recognition is a vital problem and is worth
discussing.
When applied to e-learning, the process will be
expanded to taking photos or videos of students, expression
recognition, sending results to the teachers. It is worth noting
that e-learning situation requires better real-time performance
so it is important to reduce the spatio-temporal complexity.
During the progress of taking photos, the camera angle
of view might not be able to include the user’s face caused
by body movement, which refers to as object ‘out-of-view’.
Loh et al. [32] suggest that another behavior analysis
component take turn, where this ‘out-of-view’ information
can be categorized as, e.g. ‘restlessness’ based on the
frequency of occurrence. Meanwhile, the categories of
emotional expressions to be defined for e-learning might be
different from the 7 basic emotions as not all expressions
shown during e-learning are emotional and can be classified
into these 7 categories. Since mixture of emotions in an
expression does happen frequently, e.g. happiness-surprise
can occur at the same time, the emotional expression should
not be classified into only a single category. These are the
problems to be resolved in the combination while there is
little research focusing on them.
Chen et al. [33] utilizes SVM to build their facial
expression recognition system for e-learning. They
contribute to find powerful facial expression features used
for real-time e-learning situation. The paper compares two
kinds of features, geometric-based features (shape features)
and appearance-based features (Gabor wavelet) in both
person-relevant situations and person-irrelevant situations.
Their experiments show that for person-relevant situation,
Gabor wavelet is much more powerful than shape features
while for person-irrelevant situation, using shape features has
higher recognition accuracy and lower time cost. However,
they don’t talk about problems above as well.
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Distributed mentorship is a learning mechanism where
readers act as mentors by sharing their knowledge for the
benefit of everyone through a social platform by adding
meta-information to resources they had referred. Since the
meta-information is systematically recorded to enable
meaningful learning, by connecting new knowledge with
existing knowledge the contributors (mentors) not only
benefits other readers but also themselves. Mentors benefit
from this process by organizing their learning and retaining
the newly obtained knowledge longer. We aim to build a
community of contributors belonging to several disciplines
and to develop an application framework including web
application, smart phone application, browser plugin, and
search engine assistant to enable distributed mentorship and
to display recommendations extracted from the collected
meta-information.

ABSTRACT
Today, with the exponential growth of World Wide Web
(WWW) knowledge is being generated by knowledgecontributors (mentors) into various sources (e.g. wikis, blogs,
articles); on the other hand with simultaneous growth in the
usage of computing devices this knowledge is being
disseminated to knowledge-consumers (mentees) that are
using a variety of devices (e.g. phones, tablets, laptops).
Even with recent growth in these two areas, the nature of
relationship between mentors and mentees still remains to be
centralized. This creates a need for fundamental change in
the nature of relationship between mentors and mentees. In
this paper we introduce a collaborative framework to
addresses the problem by introducing a distributed
mentorship model where, mentees are enabled to contribute
to a shared knowledge repository not only for benefit of the
community but also to learn meaningfully for their own
benefit. Our framework provides tools to facilitate
collaboration and uses techniques to encourage active
contributions from all parties (mentees and mentors) and
thereby empowers everyone to be a mentor.

It is evident that WWW is instrumental in the flow of
knowledge and its importance is ever growing with more and
more people using the web to find answers to their questions
and to improve their knowledge. Knowledge gained by users
after a search exploration is often recorded in bookmarks
(online or offline), files (on computer), or is just memorized.
In the following section we discuss currently existing
problems at various stages in the flow of knowledge.

INTRODUCTION

Problems with Centralized Mentorship

Today, knowledge about topics related to any profession
is available to the public on the World Wide Web in various
knowledge sources like publications, articles, and blogs
(Francis, 2011). Individuals from different disciplines
explore this knowledge either to advance their skills or to
accomplish their professional responsibilities. Even though
many of the readers from same discipline refer to similar set
of knowledge sources, meta-information such as summary
(notes), categorization, ratings are not collected in a manner
that they can be shared with other readers (Wilder & Ferris,
2006). As a result, readers referring to knowledge sources are
not being able to take advantage of meta-information gained
by their peers. As knowledge in various sources of WWW
evolves continuously with growing size and changing
content (McClure, Sonak & Suen, 1999), it increases the
need for collecting this meta-information. Present day, the
ubiquitous usage of electronic devices such as smart phones,
tablets, and other portable computing devices opens up the
opportunity to systematically capture this knowledge learned
by readers from various knowledge sources in a digital
format with appropriate meta-information attached to them.
We propose a new approach to address this problem by using
distributed mentorship through a social community where
everyone acts as a mentor by sharing their knowledge.

The flow of knowledge between various sources of
knowledge can be interpreted as an iterative process (Fig. 1).
New knowledge in most disciplines is published by authors
(mentors) into primary knowledge sources such as books,
publications (including journal papers and conference
proceedings), documentation, and wikis. Experts (mentors)
from various backgrounds go through primary knowledge
sources in their respective disciplines and publish knowledge
in secondary knowledge sources such as training materials,
presentations, blogs, articles, and question and answer
websites (Q & A websites). A majority of the primary and
secondary knowledge sources are available on the web.
Users (mentees) working in various disciplines explore these
knowledge sources most often using search engines like
Google, Bing, etc. to advance their knowledge or to find
answers to their questions. Knowledge gained by users,
which in some cases can be a direct result of consuming
existing knowledge (in knowledge sources) is again
deposited back into secondary knowledge sources either as a
new entry or a comment to an existing entry. Currently the
model of sharing between various readers in the flow of
knowledge is centralized mentorship, where a group of
20

individuals generate knowledge and search engines play an
instrumental role in exploring the knowledge sources. In the
current model there is a missing opportunity to collect new
knowledge in form of meta-information that is being
generated by all types of users (mentees and mentors). In the
following section we discuss currently existing problems at
various stages in the flow of knowledge.

Canas, 2006) (Fig. 3). Concepts are enclosed in circles and
related concepts are connected with connectors labeled with
linking words. Concepts in the map are hierarchically
organized, with more general concepts positioned at the top
and more specific concepts towards the bottom. Our
framework enables the users to build concept maps for
summarizing contents from knowledge sources.

Meaningful Learning

NEW METHODOLOGY

In many cases, after learning about a topic from
knowledge sources, users do not make a connection between
the newly obtained knowledge and their existing knowledge
about the topic. This leads to rote learning (Novak, 2010),
mainly because the artifacts (bookmarks, files) that are used
to record the knowledge gained do not explicitly enable users
to relate their prior knowledge to the newly obtained
knowledge.

We present the new methodology that we are proposing
by separating core principles from technologies used to
implement them. Core principles are fundamental to our
application and address the problems existing in the current
flow of knowledge. These principles are implemented using
state-of-the-art technologies currently used in the software
development industry. With the passage of time, the
technologies we have used might become obsolete but our
core principles always remain the same.

Recommendations

Core Principles

Newly published entries in any of the primary or
secondary knowledge sources might be useful to some users
but due to the nature of search engine algorithms these
entries usually do not show up in the search engine results
until they are referenced by many other web pages.

Our core principles are mainly based on collecting
information by maximizing meaningful learning through
collaboration and analyzing collected meta-information by
utilizing efficient algorithms to offer recommendations.

Knowledge Summary

Distributed Mentorship

Most current knowledge about a given topic is available
on the web but it is scattered among various primary and
secondary knowledge sources. Knowledge summary of a
given topic is not readily available since there is there is no
existing mechanism that is able to efficiently connect the
knowledge from different sources and provide one point
access to gathered information.

We believe that empowering individuals to become
mentors not only motivates them to contribute metainformation for knowledge sources in their respective fields
but also helps them to learn meaningfully by enabling them
to organize their knowledge (Leidner & Sirkka, 1995).
Collaborative Filtering Using Universal Categories

Knowledge History

Users of the system are provided with the same universal
list of tags for categorizing the knowledge sources. Users are
allowed to assign multiple categories to a knowledge source.
By assigning tags to the knowledge sources, users are
contributing towards classifying knowledge sources and this
helps in filtering knowledge sources for providing
recommendations related to various topics.

Even with the ubiquitous usage of computing devices
today, knowledge history is not systematically recorded in an
electronic format (Dong, Gabrilovich, Heitz, Horn, Lao,
Murphy, Strohmann, Sun & Zhang, 2014). This results in
valuable knowledge that can be shared with others not being
utilized to its true potential.
Our system addresses the above mentioned problems by
facilitating distributed mentorship, where users not only
benefit the community by adding meta-information to
knowledge sources but also organize their own knowledge
and learn meaningfully by using concept maps. Further, we
provide valuable recommendations by integrating the
knowledge of users to discover relationships between the
knowledge sources.

Semantic Network
Our framework facilitates users to summarize the
contents of a knowledge source using a concept map. Users
also include relationships to other related knowledge sources
in the concept map. This generates a semantic network that
represents a summary of information content in form of a
concept map that is collectively built by users along with
connections to related resources (Rashid, Ling, Tassone,
Resnick, Kraut & Riedl, 2006). This semantic network
allows us to run various algorithms to derive semantic
information from the knowledge sources.

Solution using Distributed Mentorship
We propose a new model based on distributed
mentorship for sharing knowledge (Fig. 2). In this model a
collaborative sharing network is created where all users are
empowered to become mentors and systematically record the
knowledge in form of meta-information.

Meaningful Learning Using Concept Maps
When a learner goes through meaningful learning, they
integrate new concepts and propositions with existing ideas
in their cognitive structure. Moreover the learner feels in
control of the knowledge acquired and is capable of using it
for creative thinking and problem solving (Novak, 2010).
Since concept maps explicitly support making connections
between new and existing knowledge, using them leads to

Concept Maps
A concept map is represented as a collection of
propositions. Each proposition contains two or more
concepts connected using linking words or phrases (Novak &
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meaningful learning (Novak, 2006) (Miertschin & Willis,
2007) (Egusa, Saito, Takaku, Terai, Miwa & Kando, 2010)
(Sanders, Boustedt, Eckerdal, McCartney, Mostrom, Thomas
& Zander, 2008) (Weideman & Kritzinger, 2008). In an
interesting study Carnot, et al. (Carnot, Dunn & Canas, 2003)
determined that the use of concept maps to represent content
on a web page instead of plain text, resulted in visitors (both
trained and untrained in using concept maps) gaining more
meaningful and accurate information from the web page.

Browser Plug-in
The browser plugin-in provides an easy to use interface
for the users reading through a page, to build a concept map
summarizing contents of the page being read while browsing
(Fig. 5). The plug-in application also checks if the page being
viewed already has a stored concept map--put together by
one of the visitors of the web page. If the page has a prestored concept map then it will be displayed in a side bar.
Users can also suggest additions or modifications to existing
concept maps of pages and also add them to their knowledge
model.

Scalable System Design using Graph Structures
The process to combine structural knowledge stored in
form of concept maps in order to derive information is time
and resource intensive, because it involves processing from
large data sets. But, being a web based application
framework it is important to maintain minimal response time.
To address this problem we store structural data obtained
from concept maps in form of graph structures. We use
algorithms that take advantage of these graph structures to
retrieve meta-information and suggestions efficiently.

Smart Application
Our smart application provides a user interface that is
customized to smart phones and tablets. We take advantage
of easy to use touch interface to provide user friendly
interface to some of the features of the application. We plan
to build smart application using technologies that work
across multiple platforms without major changes.
Search Assistant

Recommendations using Knowledge Integration

Search assistant is used to display recommendations
based on the search term right next to the search results.
Search results are processed by our application and metainformation like summary, ratings and categorization along
with related page suggestions are provided for resources
existing in our system.

We use the meta-information gathered from various
knowledge sources to provide valuable recommendations to
the users. These recommendations help users in gaining
valuable insights about the contents of the web pages and
also discover pages that have related information. We use
various analysis metrics in order to provide the optimal
number of recommendations for a resource.

Scalable System Design

Technology – Application Framework

Since our application will be available for all online
users, our user base can potentially grow up to millions of
users. In addition, each user’s knowledge storage about web
pages can grow up to megabytes in size. Considering these
factors we incorporated scalable design principles while
designing our application.

Our framework includes web application, smart phone
application, browser plugin, and search engine assistant. Our
web application has a full range of features needed to gather
and maintain knowledge models of the users. Smart phone
application makes the features of web application available
on smart phones by customizing the features to be specific to
their user interface. The browser plugin provides direct
access to features of the web application right from the
browser window.

Single Concept Map
In order to maintain a single source of information,
while encouraging collaboration among users, we enforce
that there should be only one concept map associated to each
topic on a web page. This ensures that all users visiting a
web page are collaboratively making necessary additions or
modifications to one single concept map (associated with a
topic on a web page). Users are allowed to suggest additions
or modifications to the concept map and these suggestions
are peer reviewed by professionals working in the same
discipline. The determination of the reviewers is made using
the profession and years of experience collected using the
web application.

Web Application
Initial data from users is gathered using a web
application. Professional biographies (experience, years at
profession, specialty, etc.) of users are recorded. Then, users
are able to import their existing bookmarks from
bookmarking services such as Diigo, Delicious, Google
Bookmarks, and from browser bookmarks of major browsers
such as Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Safari into
the web application. Collected user Bookmarks are
automatically converted into an initial concept map (Fig. 4)
in which bookmark categories are represented by concepts
and websites URLs’ are organized as leaves under the
concepts. The initial concept map can then be re-organized
by the user. This concept map visually represents the
knowledge of the user stored previously as bookmarks. More
concepts are appended to this knowledge model through the
web application or browser plug-in as the user gains more
knowledge.

A concept map of a web page represents the knowledge
and understanding of all previous visitors of the page. Future
visitors can benefit from the combined effort and knowledge
of the previous visitors. The page’s knowledge model will
help the visitors in easily understanding the content. This
process fosters meaningful learning by explicitly enabling
the visitors to add newly acquired knowledge to their
existing knowledge models and also takes advantage of the
combined effort of visitors of the page.
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Universal Categories

Suggestions Graph

Users categorize knowledge sources using a hierarchy of
tags which are same for all users of the system. Initial
hierarchy of tags for different disciplines is devised by
subject matter experts of the respective field. Users are
allowed to make additions and modifications to the hierarchy
after they are peer reviewed. Maintaining universal
categorization not only facilitates easy collaboration among
the users but also increases efficiency of storage and retrieval
from data storage.

When a user is looking at a page having a concept map,
we compare that concept map to concept maps on other
pages having the same topic and display suggestions like,
information that is present on other pages that is not on this
page. This requires retrieving all concept maps having the
same topic from the database and traversing through all of
them to derive suggestions. To avoid this computationally
intensive operation, we store all concept maps as a
suggestions graph. Suggestions graph stores the structure and
contents of each concept map under respective topic so that
suggestions can be provided directly from traversing it
without having to traverse through multiple concept maps.

Meta-map Algorithm
We build a meta-map for each concept added as the
main topic on a web page (e.g. Stack in Fig. 3 will have a
meta-map). Meta-map acts as an index pointing to relevant
concept maps that are built by the users for various web
pages. Every time a new concept map is added on a web
page, the meta-map of that topic is updated by adding a link
to the concept map and additional meta-information about
the concept.

Algorithm for building suggestions graph
1. Each unique topic (parent in the concept map) falling
under a category has an entry in the suggestions graph.
2. If concept map belongs to a new topic
a) Create a new entry in topics table
b) Traverse through the hierarchy of the concept map
and add a new entry (with a relation to the newly
created topic) in the suggestions graph.
3. If the concept map belongs to an existing topic,
traverse through hierarchy of the concept map and add a new
entry (with a relation to the existing topic) in the suggestion
graph.
Note: While traversing a concept map in step 3, each
entry in the concept map is added to suggestion graph even if
the suggestion graph already has same concept, incoming
connections and hierarchy (with a different identifier of the
resource). This helps in storing concept map completely and
prevents the need of having to store the concept map in a
separate table.

Algorithm for Building a Meta-Map
1.

Each topic (parent in the concept map)
containing a concept-map on the web page has
an entry in the meta-map table

2.

Each entry contains the following metainformation attached to the topic
a. List of tags given by the user
b. Total number of users having this
concept added to their knowledge
model
c. Average user rating of the web pages
that are being pointed by the beginning
concept
Every time a new concept map is added on a
web page run the following steps
a. Search the list of topics to check if it is
existing
b. If the topic already exists, recalculate
meta information in step 2 and add the
concept under the main topic
c. If the topic is new, run step 2 to
calculate meta-information and add it
to the meta-map table.

3.

RELATED WORK
Collaborative Knowledge Building
Paper (Stahl, 2000) presents a learning model as a social
process. Multiple phases that are part of cycle of personal
and social knowledge building are explained as part of the
learning model. The paper considers relationship between
processes associated with individual and socio-cultural
minds. The model is based on insights from the theories of
understanding and learning in order to provide a conceptual
framework for designing computer-supported collaborative
learning (CSCL) software in general and knowledge-building
environments (KBEs) in particular. The paper points out that
the relationship between collaborative group processes and
individual cognitive processes is not explained in the
literature. The paper attempts to address this gap by
modelling the mutual constitution of the individual and the
social as a learning process. The model is explained as
sequence of phases that are part of the following cycles:
a. Cycle of personal understanding
b. Cycle of social knowledge-building
Based on the sequence of phases in the cycles the paper
suggests areas where computer support may be useful. The
model thereby provides a conceptual framework for the
design, use and assessment of collaborative KBEs.
In a study (Leidner & Sirkka, 1995) present a
cooperative learning model where learning emerges through

Fig. 5 Page Summary as Concept Map
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discussion and information sharing between individuals.
Their paper suggests that cooperative learning results in
increase in critical thinking and creative responses, leads to
positive changes in social attitudes, enhances motivation to
learn, and results in long-term retention.
In an interesting study (Rashid, Ling, Tassone, Resnick,
Kraut & Riedl, 2006) conducted to measure the merit of
showing the value of their contributions to users and found
that the users were more likely to contribute when they could
see value of their contribution to others. And also that users
contributed more towards resources that would help others
than to resources that would help themselves.

Google graph Search
The knowledge graph is a information repository that is
automatically built using sophisticated algorithms and
consists of millions of objects and billions of relationships
between these objects. It provides the ability to display useful
and relevant information about the search results. It is an
attempt to automatically tap into collective intelligence of the
web in order to understand the world like people do.
Freebase
Freebase is a collaborative knowledge repository that
consists of data contributed by its community members. It
aims to create a global repository that can be accessed
effectively by everyone. It contains structured data that is
harvested from many sources like individual, wiki
contributions.

Recommender Systems
From the earliest adoption of recommender systems in
commercial applications, businesses recognized the need for
recommender systems to move away from being purely
recommender algorithms to hybrid recommenders that also
consider input from the user (Konstan & Riedl, 2012).
Collaborative Web Search in a corporate environment
(Smyth, Balfe, Boydell, Bradley, Briggs, Coyle & Freyne,
2005) and SuggestBot (Cosley, Frankowski, Terveen &
Riedl, 2005) are examples of such systems. In Collaborative
Web Search in a corporate environment (Smyth, Balfe,
Boydell, Bradley, Briggs, Coyle & Freyne, 2005), a field
study was conducted on 50 employees of a software
company to study the use of a collaborative web search tool.
Recommendations were added to the search engine results
based on earlier selection by the employees. This resulted in
improved percentage of successful search sessions and better
position ordering of relevant results on the search page.
SuggestBot (Cosley, Frankowski, Terveen & Riedl, 2005)
was implemented in Wikipedia, to help authors find work. It
performed intelligent task routing based on author’s previous
work to reduce cost and increase value of contributions. The
tool performed four times better than random task
assignments.
The recommendations provided by our system come
under the criteria of user centric recommendations similar to
(Smyth, Balfe, Boydell, Bradley, Briggs, Coyle & Freyne,
2005) and (Cosley, Frankowski, Terveen & Riedl, 2005).

Wikidata
The brain is a personal organization tool that mainly
works as a desktop application. It provides users with an
interface to organize their knowledge and relating it to
different individuals. The application uses visualization
based on mind maps to represent knowledge and
relationships. Individual pieces of information are called as
thoughts and are added to integrated knowledge of the user
Open Directory Project (ODP)
Open directory project is a community based opencontent directory of WWW links. It is constructed and
maintained by a community of volunteer editors.
While these different collaborative knowledge
repositories provide automated or contribution based
knowledge repositories the key difference of our approach is
that it is builds collective knowledge from the personal
knowledge storage of several users.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The novelty of our approach is in achieving two
important goals while the users are doing one exercise. Users
get the advantage of being able to use concept maps to get a
visual representation of knowledge that will help them recall
information contents of a web page and leads to meaningful
learning. While doing this exercise using concept maps they
are also contributing towards building a visual knowledge
model about different topics on the web for the benefit of
everyone. We use this combined model to extrapolate useful
information in order to provide suggestions. Connecting this
knowledge model with profession also adds extra confidence
to the suggestions being provided.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the collaborative
filtering process we have built a prototype that will be
available to motivated community members who are working
towards a common goal. Community of teachers from all
over the world participate in Education in Human Values
(EHV) program to teach children about core human values
mainly focused on truth, love, peace, right conduct, and nonviolence. The resources used for teaching are scattered in
several different sources. Our prototype application will help
them organize resources by contributing (Screenshot 1) to the
knowledge resources using tags and also help them in
identifying the resources (Screenshot 2) they need easily.

Knowledge Building Applications
Applications discussed below are collaborative
environments to build collective knowledge. Some of these
are automated and others are based on contributions by the
users.
IHMC Cmap Tools
Cmap Tools is a concept-mapping tool developed by the
Institute for Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC) (Novak,
2006). It provides an interface to develop concept maps, both
individually and collaboratively. Their repository of concept
maps can be searched to find a concept maps related to a
topic. The key differences between Cmap tools and our
application are 1) maintaining a single concept map related
to a topic on a web page for all users in order to provide a
single point of information and 2) providing direct access to
the concept maps related to a web page through the browser.
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Our next step is to provide this prototype of to this
community of teachers. We expect to receive initial feedback
and analyze the usefulness of the application. We are also
working on developing additional algorithms and metrics to
better analyze the effectiveness of the framework and do a
detailed literature survey in order to learn techniques that can
be compared with our approach.
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FIGURES

Fig. 1 Flow of Knowledge - Centralized Mentorship Learning

Fig. 2 Distributed Mentorship
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Fig. 3 Concept Map

Fig. 4 Initial Knowledge Model
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APPENDIX
In this section we provide the screenshots of the prototype we developed for the Education in Human Values (EHV) program.

Screenshot 1: Page to Contribute Resources
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Screenshot 2: Page to Search Resources
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ABSTRACT
Supervised learning techniques are widely being used for
classification for a variety of applications. We applied supervised
learning-based classification for net- work traffic classification
and made an interesting obser- vation regarding a strong
correlation between the number of classes in input and the
corresponding classification ac- curacy. According to this
observation, classification accu- racy drops as the number of classes
increases. In this study, we examine the generality of the correlation
using compre- hensive public data sets. In addition, the
observation led to further explore if the benefits of separating
applications would improve classification accuracy using a data set
class grouping technique. In this work, we report our experimen- tal
tests conducted with various public data sets, and show our
partitioning technique improves overall accuracy.

Fig. 1. Classification Success Rate over Number of Classes for
Network Traffic Classification

shows that classification accuracy drops with many more
number of applications to be classified [5]. Figure 1 shows a
correlation between the number of classes and the clas- sification
accuracy observed in the network traffic classifi- cation. It is
92% with four classes and decreases to 88% with eight classes.
With the entire 24 classes, the accuracy significantly drops to 80%.

INTRODUCTION
Supervised learning has been widely applied for data
classification and regression analysis. It is appropriate for any
problem where predicting an outcome is useful and the outcome is
not difficult to determine. Supervised learning is also known as
Classification Learning and Inductive Learning. Humans have the
ability to learn from and use past experiences to make better
decisions in the future. But unlike humans, computers have no past
experiences. This shortcoming can be solved by using supervised
machine learning. It provides a system the capability to learn
from the data which represents past experiences [1].
The goal of the supervised learning technique is to build a
model or system that can learn the mapping between the attributes
(input) and the target labels (output) provided via training data.
Additionally, it should be able to predict the target labels (output)
given only attribute (input) data. Supervised learning has been
employed successfully in many areas such as bioinformatics [13],
database marketing [12], and spam detection [14].
The biggest benefit of using supervised learning is the
output generated by the trained algorithm is immediately
meaningful to the decision maker. For this, the first-class
requirement when using machine learning-based classifi- cation
is acceptable accuracy. However, our observation made in our
previous study for network traffic classification

In this study, we examine the generality of the correla- tion
by considering various data sets publicly available (as enumerated
in Table II). With the observation, we proposed a new method that
uses partitioning of classes to reduce the number of classes to be
classified as will be described in III in detail. With the
extensive public data sets, we also validate the performance of
our partitioning-based classi- fication technique. As will be
presented, our partitioning technique improves overall accuracy
by and large.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we pro- vide
a summary of related studies for this work. Section III describes
the problem we would like to address and Sec- tion IV discusses
the reason for choosing an approach of grouping classes we call
“partitioning” with the goal of im- proving the success rate of
instance classification. Section V describes the experimental setting
and test results. Lastly, the conclusion is presented in Section VI.
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Table 1. Supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms

Fig. 2. Supervised Learning Basic Process [1]

Supervised Learning

Unsupervised Learning

Bayes Classifiers
BayesNet
Naı̈veBayes
Logistic Regression Classifiers
LibLINEAR
LibSVM
Tree Classifier
J48
DecisionStump
Rule-based Classifiers
Prism
ZeroR

Clusters
SimpleKMeans
EM
Cobweb
Farthest First
Density First
Association Rule Mining
Apriori
Predictive Apriori
Tertius

is updated as the patient recovers after a prescribed treatment (label) is implemented. In some instances shown in the
registry, treatment to be provided to the patient is yet to be
determined (unlabeled data). The oncologist’s rec- ommended
treatment is based on the patients diagnosis and demographic
attributes. Once the registry has developed over time, it can be
taken advantage of by other oncolo- gists in recommending
treatments for new patients exhibit- ing similar diagnostic and
demographic attributes to previ- ously cured patients.

Fig. 3. Labeling Example for Cancer Data

RELATED WORK
Supervised Learning relies on pre-labeled data to train
algorithms (mathematical formulas). Based on the prelabeled data, the algorithm learns which combinations of
instance variables are associated with a particular outcome
or label. Once the classifier algorithm is trained it generates a decision model that can be used to make reliable and
repeatable predictions on future input data. When training
data cannot be easily pre-labeled then the user may resort
to other methods such as unsupervised learning where the
dataset may be more complex and the pre-labeled data requirement is not necessary. In unsupervised learning the
algorithm is left by itself with the task of having to learn
hidden patterns in the unlabeled sample data. Other methods such as semi-supervised learning can be explored where
only a small portion of the data is labeled [3]. In this study,
we focus on improving classification accuracy using the supervised learning technique with pre-labeled datasets.

J48 Classifier Algorithm
The next step in the process is to select a learning algorithm. Some of the most well-known algorithms used in
supervised and unsupervised learning are shown in Ta- ble I. The
table shows algorithms separated into categories such as Bayes-based
classifiers and Tree classifiers each with their own strengths and
weaknesses. In this paper, we take advantage of the J48 tree-based
classification al- gorithm. Some benefits of the J48 decision tree
algorithm include [4]:
•
•
•

The resulting output is easy to understand
Input data accepts: Nominal, Numeric and Textual
Can process erroneous datasets, as well as missing values

Using labeled training data as input, the J48 decision tree
algorithm generates a model that is trained to predict a tar- get label
for unlabeled input data. The J48 statistical classi- fier implements
the C4.5 algorithm and uses probability to measure the worth of a
rule. Figure 4 is a simple example of a model in a visual tree
format that was generated using the J48 algorithm. The figure
shows that when an instance of data is input, the generated model
first looks at the con- tents of the Color attribute. Based on the
Color attribute, the model then examines the Size attribute if
Color=Yellow or the Act attribute if Color=Purple. The model
continues looking at the attribute until the tree leaf is reached.
The

A. Pre-labeled Training & Test Data
The basic process for supervised learning is shown in
Figure 2. The first step is to generate a model based on a
learning algorithm using training data as input. Once the
model is generated then test and validation data is used to
check the accuracy of the model. In this stage, multiple
models can be generated using different algorithms. The
best performing model (and algorithm) is selected.
The supervised learning process shown in Figure 2 starts
with data collection. As an example, in the medical field
hospitals and other health providers are required to report
new cancer cases to a cancer registry. Figure 3 shows the
type of data that is collected in the registry.
The registry database stores both demographic and diagnostic information (attributes) about cancer patients and
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Table 2. Characteristics of the public datasets

Fig. 4. J48-based Model in Visual Tree Format

tree leaf is the recommended target label based on the instance attributes. The target label leaves show either “T” for True
or “F” for False. In essence, the decision tree is a set of simple
rules.

Dataset Name

Classes

Instances

Features

letter

26

15,000

16

kr-vs-k

18

28,056

6

poker

10

23,661

10

optdigits

10

5620

64

yeast

10

1484

8

white wine

7

4898

7

Generalization & Overfitting
As discussed previously, in order to use the supervised
learning technique, the artificial system must be initially
trained using training data that includes both input (at- tributes)
and the desired output (target label). Once trained, the system
(generated model) will be able to make pre- dictions about new
input data. The best performing sys- tems must be able to
generalize, as well as not be overfit- ting when making
predictions. Generalization is the abil- ity to make a prediction
even when the new input data has not been encountered earlier
during training. Overfitting is when the system learns the
underlying function of the train- ing data and not the actual data
itself. A good performing system requires the ability to make
generalizations and to learn from the data itself.

Fig. 5. Average Classification Success Rate over Number of
Classes

that as the number of classes to be identified is decreased, the
classification success rate gets closer toward the 100% goal.
As an example, the Letter dataset contains a total of 26
classes. The test started by randomly selecting 4 out of the 26
classes and then conducting the classification accuracy tests. The
classification accuracy test was repeated for 8, 12, 16, 20, and
finally the entire 26 classes of the Letter dataset. Once complete,
the above tests were repeated 4 more times for a total of 24 tests.
The average of the per- formed tests was then calculated and
recorded. This calcu- lated average of the Letter dataset test results is
what is cap- tured in Figure 5 (with the results for the other six
datasets as well). The improved classification rate trend shown in
Figure 5 is the motivation for further exploring the partitioning technique of grouping dataset classes into smaller
subgroups discussed in the next section.

CORRELATION STUDY WITH PUBLIC DATA
Previous tests conducted on a network traffic dataset had shown
that classification accuracy improved as the number of applications
to be identified was reduced into smaller subsets [5]. To further
validate this observation, we chose six publicly available datasets
from [6] that have a plenty of classes without any bias in selection.
That is, this is to con- duct additional testing and to determine if
the same result patterns seen in the Network Dataset tests could be
consis- tently reproduced.
Table II shows the datasets selected and their associated
characteristics. The “Classes” column shows the number of
unique labels contained in each dataset. A label, also known as a
class, is a category of novel instances and is usu- ally identified in
the last column of a dataset file. The “In- stances” column shows
the number of instances or records in the dataset. Lastly, the
“Features” column shows the number of attributes associated with
an instance.
Initial tests conducted with the public datasets exhibited an
improving trend of class identification success rate as the number of
classes selected for identification decreases, as shown in Figure 5.
The figure shows classification success rate on average for each of
the six datasets tested. It shows

PARTITION-BASED CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we introduce a technique of partitionbased classification that partitions classes into multiple groups
to improve classification accuracy based on the ob- servations
discussed in the previous section.
Prior to the generation of the models, the dataset was preprocessed and partitioned into multiple virtual bins (e.g., 2, 3, 4) to
separate all of the classes into smaller-size groups. Here is an
example for two bins (i.e., two groups). The let- ter dataset file
containing 26 classes and 15,000 instances is duplicated. In the first
file, the first thirteen of the 26 classes
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In this paper, we used z-score values to discriminate
features that separate or characterize the classes contained in a
dataset, in addition to using the Naı̈ve method based on the order
of class identifiers for grouping. Thus, Figure 6 illustrates
grouping examples with the Naı̈ve method. The z-score value
was calculated for all class combina- tions contained in a dataset.
A high z-score value between two classes implies both classes have
significantly differ- ent characteristics. If compared classes have a

high z-score value, we put the classes in the same bin for grouping.
The intuition behind this is that it will be much easier to distinguish classes that have more different characteristics, and we want
to place such classes in the same group to get a greater opportunity
to distinguish them.

Fig. 8. Classification Stages
Fig. 6. Dataset Partitioning (two groups in the left and three
groups in the right side)

z=

B. First Stage Classification Decision
After completing partitioning, classification takes place
against the partitions. The test dataset classification pro- cess,
shown in Figure 8, includes two classification deci- sion stages
before a final decision is made. In the first stage, the input data for
testing is classified using individual par- titions. Thus, if there are
N partitions, we obtain N classi- fication results from the
individual partitions. Based on the individual results, the first
stage output can be one of the following:

X −X S

where z is the standard score,
X = each value in the dataset,
X = the mean of all values in the dataset,
S = the standard deviation of a sample
Fig. 7. z-Score Formula

•

are correctly labeled but the rest of the classes are labeled as
“unknown”. Similarly, the last thirteen classes are la- beled as
they are and the first thirteen classes are labeled as “unknown” in
the second file. By doing so, we have two independent groups,
each of which has only 14 classes that is almost the half the number
of classes without partitioning (i.e., thirteen labeled with the
associated classes and one la- beled as unknown). Figure 6 illustrates
two examples with two and three partitions (bins) for a dataset with
six classes.

•
•

Accepted: only one out of N results has a nonunknown label; in this case, the final classification
decision is the re- sulted non-unknown label
obtained in the first stage;
Conflicting: more than one non-unknown labels
exist as the first-stage result;
Failed: all the N partitions have the unknown label
as the first-stage result.

In case of Conflicting or Failed in the first stage, it needs a next
level classification to make the final classification decision; in
contrast, we take the resulted non-unknown label without moving
to the second round in case of Accepted, as the final classification
result.

Grouping of Classes
In the above example, we constructed partitions based
simply on the order of class labels; that is, class 1–13 are
explicitly labeled in the first group, whereas class 14–26 are done
so in the second group. However, there could be more a
sophisticate way for partitioning a dataset that con- siders certain
characteristics of classes. To see the impact of grouping, we set up
a grouping technique using z-score values for classes in the dataset.
The z-score value is calcu- lated using the formula shown in Figure
7.

Final Stage Classification Decision
The second stage does not make use of the partitioning
technique. The second model is trained using all of the dataset
classes for fallback, and thus, it is possible to obtain a single
classification result in any case as the final classification result.
,
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(a)
Letter

(b) Poker

(c) Optdigits
(d) kr-vs-k

(f) White Wine

(e) Yeast
Fig. 9. Partitioning Test Results with Public Datasets

data. The training data and test data was then separated into
groups based on ei- ther Naı̈ve-based or z-score-based grouping
methods. Once separated into groups, the training data files are used
to cre- ate the decision models based on the J48 algorithm. Next,
partitioned test data is input into the first stage of the in stance
classification process. All unsuccessfully classified instances were
extracted and run through the second stage (i.e., fallback) Once
complete, the metrics data was col- lected for evaluation. The
above process was repeated for no partitioning, 2, 3, and 4
partitions.

EXPERIMENTS
We next report our experimental results with the settings.
Experimental Setting
We used the same six public data sets and All tests were
conducted using the WEKA data mining tool [7]. For supervised learning, J48 has been used since we observed it fairly
works well compared to other techniques such asNaı̈ve Bayes [11]
and Bayesian Network [10]. Experiments began by separating the
target dataset data into a ratio of 70% training data and 30% test
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TABLE III
DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Dataset

Partitioning

Accepted Conflict Failed 1st stage Accepted Accuracy Improvement Final Stage Accepted Accuracy Improvement

No Partitions

Letter

85.36%

100.00%

Naı̈ve w/2-partitions

3943

255

302

79.69%

93.36%

87.02%

101.94%

z-method w/2-partitions

3966

237

297

78.31%

91.74%

85.24%

99.86%

Naı̈ve w/3-partitions

3808

257

435

77.80%

91.14%

86.87%

101.77%

z-method w/3-partitions

3789

266

445

77.24%

90.49%

86.51%

101.35%

Naı̈ve w/4-partitions

3772

256

472

78.60%

92.08%

88.24%

103.37%

z-method w/4-partitions

3750

330

455

76.36%

89.46%

87.31%

102.28%

46.04%

100.00%

No Partitions
Poker

Naı̈ve w/2-partitions

5926

374

798

40.12%

87.14%

46.55%

101.11%

z-method w/2-partitions

4799

963

1336

33.95%

73.74%

46.21%

100.37%

Naı̈ve w/3-partitions

4923

619

1556

35.81%

77.78%

47.91%

104.06%

z-method w/3-partitions

3885

743

1154

34.07%

74.00%

57.06%

123.94%

89.50%

100.00%

Naı̈ve w/2-partitions

1494

78

114

84.58%

94.50%

93.00%

103.91%

z-method w/2-partitions

1494

78

114

84.58%

94.50%

93.00%

103.91%

Naı̈ve w/3-partitions

1454

108

124

81.97%

91.59%

91.87%

102.65%

z-method w/3-partitions

1353

62

104

82.92%

92.65%

92.76%

103.64%

77.85%

100.00%

Naı̈ve w/2-partitions

7214

400

803

70.04%

89.97%

80.26%

103.10%

z-method w/2-partitions

8074

93

250

74.36%

95.52%

76.55%

98.33%

Naı̈ve w/3-partitions

6541

457

1419

67.09%

86.18%

84.48%

108.52%

z-method w/3-partitions

7281

332

804

58.16%

74.71%

77.18%

99.14%

Naı̈ve w/4-partitions

6621

413

1383

67.42%

86.60%

78.64%

101.01%

z-method w/4-partitions

6598

408

1411

67.68%

86.94%

78.96%

101.43%

53.73%

100.00%

No Partitions
Optdigits

No Partitions

kr-vs-k

No Partitions
Yeast

Naı̈ve w/2-partitions

307

36

102

43.37%

77.82%

59.55%

106.85%

z-method w/2-partitions

337

35

73

45.17%

81.05%

55.96%

100.41%

Naı̈ve w/3-partitions

317

33

95

42.70%

76.62%

55.73%

100.00%

z-method w/3-partitions

309

37

93

42.02%

75.40%

58.09%

104.23%

55.00%

100.00%

No Partitions
Naı̈ve w/2-partitions
White Wine z-method w/2-partitions
Naı̈ve w/3-partitions
z-method w/3-partitions

1150

160

159

46.63%

84.78%

56.64%

102.98%

699

51

60

47.17%

85.76%

71.11%

129.29%

1137

127

205

47.24%

85.89%

57.45%

104.45%

672

80

58

50.10%

91.09%

73.58%

133.78%
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The second observation made is that the classification success
rate shows improvements in 31 out of the 34 tests conducted, with
only one test in the Letter dataset and two in the kr-vs-k datasets
showing a slight degradation.
The in- dividual percent
improvement/degradation associated with each of the 34 tests is
shown in the last column in Table III. Overall, there is an average
improvement of 6.3% using the partitioning technique.
The last observation made is that even though the classification success rate improves overall with respect to no
partitioning, it did not continue to consistently improve as the
number of partitions per dataset was increased. In some cases, the
classification success rate degrades as the dataset was partitioned into
much small-sized groups.

Experimental Results
Figure 9 presents the results of the partition tests performed on six datasets referenced in Table II. The verti- cal and
horizontal axes show the “Classification Success Rate” and the
“Number of Partitions” used, respectively. The brown bar
represents the test results using the Naı̈ve
method without using z-score for grouping and the blue bar
represents the test results using the z-score-based method. The
Number of Bins horizontal axis varies from 1 (No Par- titioning)
to 4 partitions (i.e., one to four groups).
A trend of improvement can be recognized in Figure 9 by
glancing through the test results for the six datasets. The first
graph shows the classification success rate for the Letter dataset
using the Naı̈ve and z-score-based grouping methods. With Naı̈ve,
the results indicate a 2.9% classifica- tion success rate improvement
from 85.4% to 88.2% as the number of classes is decreased from
26 classes (no parti- tioning) to 7 classes per partition (4 partitions),
respectively.

CONCLUSIONS
Extensive experiments have been conducted with six publicly
available datasets to validate the partitioning-based classification
technique. We reported our experimental re- sults conducted with
the public data sets, and show our par- titioning technique improves
overall accuracy. One inter- esting observation is that grouping
has a significant impact to the overall classification accuracy;
unlike our expecta- tion, grouping with more a sophisticated
method using z- value does not show superior results compared to a
simple random group method. Exploring other grouping methods
would be an interesting avenue for future study. Another
interesting direction is to optimize the two-stage classifica- tion
technique since classification accuracy is quite low in case of
fallback.

This general trend can be seen in the other five datasets in the
figure.
Table III provides the classification accuracy for the first and
second stages of the classification process referenced in Figure 8
for each of the datasets. The table shows the number of instances
that were accepted, the number of in- stances that were in conflict,
the number of instances that failed, and finally the instance
classification accuracy asso- ciated with the first stage.
Based on the results shown in the table, the first observation made is that the classification success rate always
improved when the dataset is partitioned into two groups and the
Naı̈ve method is used. This classification success rate improved by
4.1% on average when compared with the non-partitioned dataset
classification success rate. Unlike our expectation, using the zvalue method shows mixed re- sults; it overall improved 6.7% on
average.
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evaluate the impact of implementation of specific EMR
applications groups or relationship with IT adoption levels
with structure of the hospital or outcomes of care (Jones,
Swain, Patel, & Furukawa, 2014; Lee, McCullough, &
Town, 2013; Yu et al., 2009).
The CMS EHR incentive program has removed the cost
barriers to a certain extent, encouraging most of the
community hospitals to move forward gradually with HIT
adoption. Nevertheless, the real benefits of HIT in the
hospitals across the board needs more investigation. It is
important to assess the cost versus effectiveness to determine
the value of HIT and its adoption by healthcare providers.
There is a need for retrospective and prospective analysis of
the impact of the major components of HIT applications on
the patient outcomes, financial outcomes and health
economics (Kohn, Corrigan, & Donaldson, 2000; Upperman
et al., 2005).
Before CMS initiated EHR incentive programs, many
studies demonstrated that HIT applications have improved
patient safety and outcomes in hospitals. Yu et al. (2009)
compare core quality measures for hospitals with CPOE and
without using CPOE data derived from the 2004 HIMSS
Analytics Database (Dorenfest IHDS+ Database) and linking
with CMS Hospital Quality Alliance (HQA). CMS quality
measures (about 20) were the dependent variables and CPOE
Implementation was the independent binary variable. The
study found that CPOE hospitals outperformed comparison
hospitals on five of eleven measures related to ordering
medications and on one of nine non-medication related
quality measures.
Lee et al. (2013) analyze the impact of HIT
implementation on hospital using economic measures like
productivity. They determined HIT implementation from the
(HIMSS) Analytic survey data from 1998–2007 and linked it
with Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development
(OSHPD) data to analyze the productivity as an effect of IT
capital. The study reveals that the IT investments are highly
productive at the margins and the value of increased IT
inputs diminishes slowly suggesting that widespread
adoption may yield higher productivity gains.
The program evaluation of HITECH implementation
involves assessing factors associated with short-term
effectiveness as well as outcomes correlated with milestones
of adoption that results in longer-term impact, giving both
formative summative insights and feedback (Jones et al.,
2014). Due to the complex and heterogeneous nature of
interventions, monitoring performance measurements and
analyzing the variance with levels of HIT adoption will aid
systematic continuous evaluation (Catwell & Sheikh, 2009).
Because of HITECH Act of 2009, there is tremendous
increase in the number of hospitals that have implemented

ABSTRACT
EMRAL-STEEEP is a conceptual framework to analyze
the impact of Health Information Technology (HIT) adoption
levels on the macro level performance of hospitals through
time line variations in terms of whole system measures
(WSM) and EMR adoption levels (EMRAL). The framework
uses the data mining techniques (statistical tools/machine
learning) on enterprise data warehouse (EDW) platform that
federates EMRAL and WSM data for hospitals from multiple
sources for many time intervals. The framework based on
structure, process and outcomes model is extensible,
scalable, reusable and cyclic. This framework suggests
extension of program theory to relate the EMRAL to each of
the WSM in six of the care delivery domains - safety,
timeliness, effectiveness, equity, efficiency and patient
centeredness (STEEEP). Analysts need to revisit the design
of data model and analyses techniques from time to time as
the performance measures reported change with new
knowledge or evidence in health care delivery. Analysts can
apply the framework to analyze the macro level
performances of many healthcare delivery systems.
INTRODUCTION
Among the many healthcare reforms, Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH)
Act of 2009 plays a major role in the performance of
hospitals. Electronic Health Record (EHR) Incentive
Programs of Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) require a number of measures to meet the Meaningful
Use (MU) objectives for eligible hospitals in three
implementation stages (ONC, 2014).
Widespread use of Health Information Technology
(HIT) is expectedly transforming the health care industry.
Industry experts strongly advocated the adoption of
electronic
health/medical
records
(EHR/EMR),
Computerized Provider Order Entry (CPOE), Decision
Support System (DSS), population health management,
Health Information Exchange (HIE) and patient education
system – the application groups associated with EMR
adoption levels to transform the health care industry.
However both scholars and practitioners considering the cost
in terms of finance, time and human resources involved in
the IT implementation for meaningful use, question the
impact of HIT on quality, safety, efficiency and economics in
health care delivery. The studies so far, based on extensive
qualitative analysis of metadata or limited quantitative
analysis of HIT implementations among selected providers
do not provide a generalizable inference on the impact of
HIT on care delivery in hospitals. Moreover, these studies
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HIT applications. The prior studies conducted used the data
from the Health Information Management Systems Society
(HIMSS) Analytics database and the data collections from
the CMS-led Hospital Quality Alliance (HQA) initiative to
assess the impact of HIT. This framework extends the prior
studies to encompass data from multiple sources on a
continual basis and assess the impact based on the
performance measures and IT adoption level computations.
The proposed framework is an analytic tool for finding
answers to research questions such as: a) Is the expenditure
on HIT by hospitals justified by their performance
improvement? b) What are the impacts of HIT on each of the
hospital whole system measures? c) What applications group
has an edge over the six of the care delivery domains safety,
timeliness, effectiveness, equity, efficiency and patient
centeredness? d) How do the impacts vary with time from the
initial adoptions of different application groups? e) What is
the relationship of IT adoption to equity in care delivery? and
f) Is there health economics advantage with increased HIT
adoption?
The scope of the framework can be much focused and
dynamic. The scalability and extensibility of the framework
and very nature of data mining techniques enables the
flexibility with research questions that can test various
theories; learning from the existing data, analysts can
generate and test new theories.

experience of care; utilization and relative resource use; and
health plan descriptive information) with over 70 measures.
("List of hedis 2015 measures," 2015; McIntyre et al., 2001).
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
Organization (JCAHO), a non-profit organization that
evaluates and accredits a range of health care facilities,
initiated ORYX™ to integrate outcomes and other
performance measures categorized into accountability and
non-accountability measures for the purpose of performing
the accreditation process. There were about 25 measures in
five initial core measurement areas (acute myocardial
infarction [8 measures], congestive health failure [5
measures], pneumonia [7 measures], surgical procedures [2
measures], and pregnancy [2 measures] in 2000. In 2015,
ORYX performance measure requirements have changed
allowing hospitals to be more flexible with reporting not
made mandatory except for perinatal care with 14 measure
sets (McIntyre et al., 2001).
National Quality Measures Clearinghouse™ (NQMC)
develops on Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality's
(AHRQ) earlier initiatives for quality measures including
CONQUEST, the Expansion of Quality of Care Measures
(Q-SPAN) project, the Quality Measurement Network
(QMNet) project, and the Performance Measures Inventory
(PMI). NQMC has two major categories: health care delivery
measures and population health measures with three subgroups under each: quality measures, related health
measures, and efficiency measures.
EMRAL-STEEEP
framework
consolidates
the
performance measures in health care delivery system into a
limited set of whole system measures. Also, AHRQ has
initiated a multi-year Consumer Assessment of Healthcare
Providers and Systems (CAHPS) program, which has
consumer surveys for health plans; clinician and group;
patient centered medical home (PCMH); Experience of Care
and Health Outcomes (ECHO) and hospitals. This paper
considers only the Hospital Quality Alliance (HQA)
implemented CAHPS Hospital Survey H-CAHPS.

BACKGROUND
The development of this framework involves models for
capturing the appropriate macro-level performance indicators
for hospitals and HIT adoption levels at different points of
time.
Though performance measurement in health care
delivery seems to be a relatively recent trend, history traces
back to some of the patient outcomes measures used by
Pennsylvania Hospital in 1754. With major revamp of health
care delivery system in mid-20th century followed by
increased consumerism in last three to four decades, there
have been many performance measurement activities in the
United States. As the entire healthcare industry is focused on
the standards and quality, various organizations in the public
and private sectors have developed many performance
measurement (PM) systems. The domains and measures in
these PM systems not only vary among systems but they also
change within a system over time to keep up with the current
body of knowledge. There are many measurement sets for
Managed Care Organizations (MCO), Preferred Provider
Organizations (PPO), Health Maintenance Organizations
(HMO), Accountable Care Organizations (ACO), physicians,
population health and hospitals developed by many
organizations (McIntyre, Rogers, & Heier, 2001).
National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA)
initiated the performance measure set Health Plan Employer
Data and Information Set (HEDIS®) that consisted about 56
measures. These measures spread across 8 domains of health
care (effectiveness of care; access and availability of care;
satisfaction with the experience of care; health plan stability;
use of services; cost of care; informed health care choices;
and health plan descriptive information) in HEDIS2000. In
HEDIS 2015 measures, there are only five domains
(effectiveness of care; Access/Availability of Care;

ASSESSIG PERFORMANCE OF HOSPITALS WITH
WHOLE SYSTEM MEASURES (WSM)
With all foregoing discussions on performance
measurement systems and measure sets, the proposed
framework gathers data in the premise of whole system
measures (WSM) promoted by Institute for Healthcare
Improvement (IHI). WSMs – structure, process and outcome
measures - operate at the provider-organization level with a
small set of measures that reflects a hospital’s overall
performance on core dimensions of quality and value. The
small set of high-level, system-wide measures (limited to
thirteen measures that are not disease-or condition-specific)
reflect the macro-level performance of discrete aspects of a
hospital. Table 1 lists the 13 whole system measures.
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Table 1. Whole System Measures, Institute of Medicine (IOM) Dimensions of Quality, and Care Locations

IOM

Whole System Measures (WSM)

Dimension of Quality

Care Type
Outpatient

1. Rate of Adverse Events

Safe

2. Incidence of Nonfatal Occupational Injuries and Illnesses

Safe

3. Hospital Standardized Mortality Ratio (HSMR)

Effective

Inpatient

4. Unadjusted Raw Mortality Percentage

Effective

Inpatient

5. Functional Health Outcomes Score

Effective

6. Hospital Readmission Percentage

Effective

7. Reliability of Core Measures

Effective

8. Patient Satisfaction with Care Score

Patient-Centered

9. Patient Experience Score

Patient-Centered

10. Days to Third Next Available Appointment

Timely

11. Hospital Days per Decedent During the last 6 Months of
Efficient
Life
12. Health Care Cost per Capita

Efficient

13. Equity (Stratification of Whole System measures)

Equitable

Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient

Outpatient
Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient
Outpatient

Outpatient
Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient
Outpatient
Inpatient

Source: Martin, Nelson, Lloyd, and Nolan (2007)
EMRAL-STEEEP framework gives a broad outline to
converge the performance measures from multiple data sets
into core WSMs when WSMs are not directly available in the
federated data sets. However, we envisage more studies in
the future to validate the model used to convert the numerous
micro-level performance measures from diverse structures
into specific macro-level WSMs using the mesosystem
characteristics.

Coordinator for HIT (ONC) conducted as an appendix to the
American Hospital Association (AHA) annual survey.
EMR Adoption Model℠ specifies eight stages (0 through
7) based on EMRAM scores given through participation in
the HIMSS Analytics Annual Study. The data for these
scores and the other parameters are available in HIMSS
Analytics(R) databases, which are available for different
times. ONC-AHA survey has two levels (basic and full)
under four categories: Electronic Clinical Information,
Computerized Provider Order Entry, Results Management
and Decision Support with subsections under each of these
categories. The data for these survey results is available
from AHA Annual Survey IT Database.
Based on EMRAM scores and ONC-AHA, the
framework implements EMR adoption level (EMRAL)
criteria that yields a set of indicators to determine the levels
and sub-levels of HIT adoption with relation to the
implemented applications group.

ASSESSING THE HEALTH IT IMPLEMENTATION
LEVELS
Measuring the level of HIT implementations in hospitals
is complex as well. To assess the HIT adoption levels in
hospitals, the framework chooses the parameters from
HIMSS Analytics - Maturity Models namely, Electronic
Medical Record Adoption Model (EMRAM℠) and the
hospital survey -supported by Office of the National
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The conceptual framework, EMRAL-STEEEP will aid
in the assessment of the impact of HIT by studying the
relationship between EMRAL in hospitals with WSMs, on a
continual basis. The ongoing analyses will establish the
impacts and implications of different levels of HIT adoptions
(with relations to the applications groups involved in each
level) on the performance of the hospitals assessed by
WSMs.

explain the relationship of HIT adoptions and overall
performance of health systems. The exploration helps to
determine the appropriate research design, data collection
methods and selection of subjects to develop a conceptual
framework for program evaluation. The focus of the
framework however is to evaluate the relationship of HIT
adoption levels in the health system to the various macro
level performance measures of the health system. Findings
from exploratory study through rudimentary methodology on
different data sets has also its application in the program
evaluation (Smith & Larimer, 2013).
The research design needs to be exploratory at first so
that the analyses can eventually defy the two immutable
general laws formulated by James Q Wilson. The first Law is
that all policy interventions yield the anticipated effects with
the analysis done by the protagonists of the policy and the
second law is that no policy intervention works effectively
with the analysis done by the antagonists of the policy.
Selection of given data sets, time and the ignorance of
alternate causes on the outcomes of interest drives the first
law. On the other hand, independently gathered data, a
relatively short time period and focus on all variables
causally linked to outcomes drives the second law (Smith &
Larimer, 2013). As the HIT is a bipartisan act, the analyses
does not have to consider the political spin in the framework
(Blumenthal, 2011). The analyses will be cyclic and must
involve multiple time interval experimenting with new
statistical and machine learning models to ascertain the
findings scientifically (Donald T Campbell, 1998; Wilson,
1973).
With a pragmatist approach, the development of
framework, in both phases of the study, relies on mixed,
pluralistic methods in the modes of inquiry (Johnson &
Onwuegbuzie, 2004).

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The developmental phase of framework comes as one of
the recursive cycles of program analysis with exploration and
evaluation. Exploration starts with the formulation of the
goals and objectives, conceptualization of postulates, actions
and alternatives and determination of the action to implement
(Arah, Westert, Hurst, & Klazinga, 2006). This is followed
by the evaluation to assess the attainment of goals and
objectives and hypotheses of the HIT adoptions (Smith &
Larimer, 2013). Evaluation involves the conceptualization
and operationalization of the major components of the
evaluation, the performance measures, and HIT adoption
levels; adoption of the framework detailing the coordination
of these components; the analysis of quantitative and
qualitative information; and the utilization of the study
results (Trochim, 2006).
As depicted in Fig. 1, the framework development starts
with an exploratory research prior to the evaluation research.
Initial exploration helps in determining the nature of the
problem; get a better understanding of the problem without
any need to provide conclusive evidence. During this phase,
there may be a need to alter the course of study because of
new knowledge and insights (Lewis, Thornhill, & Saunders,
2007). The initial phase is exploratory research in the sense
that there is no defined way yet, to assess the impact of HIT
adoption levels on performance of health systems. There is
not enough knowledge about the conceptual elements to

Fig. 1

Conceptual Framework for analyzing the impact of HIT on hospital performance measures
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This mixed method approach utilizes the strengths of
both quantitative and qualitative paradigms as, in practice,
the research lies on a continuum between the two. Including
only one of the methods falls short of the major research
approaches (Creswell, 2013). The three elements of inquiry
that includes knowledge, strategies, and methods that
determine the research approach (Diesing, 1966). The
philosophy of knowledge claims in the development of this
framework is pragmatism as a fusion of post-positivism,
constructivism, and hermeneutics with emphasis on process,
method, correction and change; not ultimate and stable
results (Diesing, 1991). The strategies involve collection of
both qualitative and quantitative data to get a better
understanding of the problems. The research methods include
both open ended observations and closed ended measures
(Creswell, 2013).
Evaluation is the methodical assessment of the distinct
merits of HIT, providing valuable feedback on the HIT
adoption levels in a health system. Evaluation of the HIT
adoption needs an analysis of the system, both ex ante and ex
post HIT adoptions. Impact analysis of HIT adoption aids the
retrospective assessment as well as the prospective
projections for a health system (Smith & Larimer, 2013;
Trochim, 2006).
The challenge for evaluation analysis of HIT adoption is
in the fact that the adoption is complex and progressive. The
impact of HIT have different facets, affecting all the
dimensions of health systems. Being in the rationalist
tradition as a field of study, impact analysis has to consider
post-positivist criticisms and theoretical challenges. In the
current scenario, HIT policy has already been set in place
through the passing of Health Information Technology for
Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of 2009,
among the many healthcare reforms. Dealing with a range of
normative difficulties, the impact analysis concerns not so
much about the justification of the HITECH policy but the
consequences of the policy through empirical testing of
effects of HIT adoption in health systems (Smith & Larimer,
2013).
The evaluation of the HIT adoptions is ultimately about
determining the worth of the program based on normative
criteria; choosing the criteria being the real challenge in
health systems. The need for evaluation is ubiquitous and
evaluation technique is amorphous. The four common groups
of evaluation strategies are scientific-experimental models,
management-oriented
system
models,
qualitative/anthropological models, and participant-oriented
models. The evaluation of IT adoption in health systems is
complex and the strategies adopted in the framework
borrows techniques from all of the four strategies which does
not conflict the research design as there is no intrinsic
incompatibility among these strategies (Trochim, 2006).
Depending on the timing and the intent of study, both
formative and summative types of evaluation studies are
possible by using this conceptual framework. The framework
needs summative evaluations as well, through the time line
variations in the performances of the health system. Another
theoretical categorization of the framework is to adopt the
structure, process and outcome framework for the evaluation
of HIT adoption in health systems (Cornford, Doukidis, &

Forster, 1994). This evaluation framework determines what,
how, when and where (structure and process) the HIT
adoption has taken place and analyzes their effect on the
performance of the system (outcomes).
The HIT adoption has multiple goals in the complex,
multidimensional health systems causing problems to choose
the right outcomes to evaluate. This makes the selection of
dependent variables, independent variables and control
variables convoluted. The framework considers the fact that
many policies simultaneously influence health systems that
can affect the structure, process and outcomes. Selection of
outcomes of interest gets complicated as one policy may
produce multiple outcomes, and the possibility that multiple
policies may influence these outcomes. In addition, there can
be single outcome with multiple elements such as utilization
rate of hospitals with the number of patient admissions,
length of stay, and resources used in hospital.
Operationalizing the outcomes of interest is very important
as the set of normative biases can corroborate predetermined
conclusions (Smith & Larimer, 2013).
A critical challenge in the causality would be generating
an estimate of the counterfactual of the outcome and
comparing with the resultant outcome. The role of theory and
research design are critical to draw inferences from impact
analyses and the framework must identify proper
performance measures and be able to explain its causal
relationship with the HIT adoption levels. The framework
should be adopted with a logical design for generating
empirical estimates of these measures in the absence of the
HIT adoption (Donald Thomas Campbell, Stanley, & Gage,
1963).
It is common to neglect the role of theory in evolutional
research despite of its significance. Program theory has a
number of functions that can enhance the generalizability of
evaluations. The program theory determines set of principles
of the program with statements that describe the program,
explaining the effects and predicting the outcomes of the
program. The theory also stipulates the requirements
necessary to bring about desired changes. Impact analyses
can empirically test several program theories developing a
causal link between the independent and dependent variables
through an outcome line. The outcome line links the
causality between the HIT adoption and its desired
objectives. In the outcome line with a sequence of outcomes,
only the ultimate outcome (WSM) is inherently significant
and thus becomes the outcome of interest. The series of
outcomes in the line indicates that the causal link between
the program and the outcome of interest is not direct. As
program theory is narrow making the causal explanation
limited to a single program for an instance in one place, the
theory is adapted into a complex context in implementing the
proposed framework (Smith & Larimer, 2013; Weiss, 1998).
Of the many indicators and measures for health systems,
the foci of this study is on the whole system measures
(WSMs). The WSMs are in alignment with the strategic
goals and objectives of the health and healthcare delivery
policies. In a health system, the performance measures
should address all areas of the system - clinical, financial,
and operational, health and social indicators. The
performance measures also takes into consideration the
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ownership and management; structure; culture and behavior;
systems, processes and procedures; outcomes, consumers and
markets; and workforce. The performance measures also
account for internal and external factors (Hurst & JeeHughes, 2001; Sousa & Aspinwall, 2010; WHO, 2000).
With the foregoing discussion, the framework
predominantly uses the quantitative analysis based on the
data sets from multiple sources. Healthcare is a complex
concept; healthcare delivery system is even more complex
which leads to the need to focus on the unit of analysis for
the study. Many agencies and organizations are working
together involving the providers, payers and consumers to
aid and monitor the implementation of HIT adoption.
Similarly, there are also efforts to collect data from the
stakeholders (care providers – hospitals and physician
offices, payers – private and public insurers, consumers –
patients and the people) to measure the population health
status and performance of health care service providers. This
framework extends the prior studies to assess the HIT
adoption impact based on the performance measure
computations with hospitals as the unit of analysis.
EMRAL-STEEEP framework uses an enterprise data
warehouse -(EDW) platform to federate data from multiple
sources to compute whole system measures as well as
EMRAM and AHA survey data to computer EMR adoption
level, for different periods. EDW model widens the scope by
allowing the usage of both structured and unstructured data.
The framework uses data mining (extraction of useful
knowledge) techniques based on statistical and machine
learning models with Cross Industry Standard Process for
Data Mining (CRISP-DM) methodology (depicted in Figure
2) that includes the following phases - business
understanding; data understanding; data preparation;
modeling; evaluation; and deployment.. With reflective
understanding of the business needs and data characteristics
(both objective and subjective), analysts can identify the
interesting data subsets (performance measures and IT
adoption levels) to obtain the hidden information to test the
hypotheses or develop new hypotheses.
Data preparation is a stage where analysts clean the
data to construct the data set into modelling tools from the
initial raw data. As analysts have to try several logic models,
the preparation and modelling stages are cyclic. In the
evaluation phase, analysts further investigate the seemingly
acceptable models by reviewing the steps in building the
model to confirm that the model achieves the objectives of
the framework. Deployment stage is the application of the
new knowledge, after the validating results, either for
drawing inferences or for feeding the results into another
model (Wirth & Hipp, 2000).
The data model schema and computations consolidate
the multiple performance measures into parsimonious whole
system measures ensuring that data for these measures are
available for time that encompasses different levels of
implementation of HIT in many hospitals. This calls for a
thorough investigation into all available sources to identify
and examine the available data sets. The WSMs are
significant and closer to true representation of overall
performance of hospitals at macro levels. Similarly, the
framework needs data consolidation that determines the
levels of IT implementation in hospitals (with application
groups at each level) for different times.

Data mining techniques involve common tasks such as
anomaly detection, dependency modelling/association rule
learning/ clustering, classification, regression and
summarization. Anomaly detection involves detecting
outliers or deviation, identifying unusual data records or data
errors. Dependence modelling involves searching for
relationships or association among variables. Clustering is
the task of discovering groups and structures in the data that
are similar without using recognized structures in the data.
Classification task is generalizing known structures to apply
to new data. Regression is the task of finding a function that
logically models the data with the least error. Summarization
is providing a more compact representation of the data set for
visualization, report generation or as inputs to another model
(Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, & Smyth, 1996). By applying
both statistical and machine learning techniques on the
federated data to perform various analytics, the research
design using this framework can produce useful information.
APPLICATIONS AND RELIABILITY
Employing the program theory specific to the research
question and utilizing appropriate data mining techniques,
the framework can be used to test the hypotheses and draw
useful conclusions for the administration. Analysts can apply
EMARAL-STEEEP conceptual framework as an analytical
tool with variations and contexts, specific to any type of
health system (multiple hospital system; a freestanding
hospital; Physicians group; or any ambulatory care provider).
The enterprise data warehouse model gathers data
(structured or unstructured, aggregated or disaggregated) to
compute performance measure scores in specific health care
domains and the various levels of HIT implementations in
hospitals. The framework overcomes the some of the main
challenges of evaluating HIT such as complex scale of
adoptions and the heterogeneity of the interventions. This is
important in the context of implementation and impact of the
programs; due to the unpredictable nature of the innovative
practices prompted by HIT (Jones et al., 2014).
Using appropriate data platform and making the best use
of modern data architecture is the key concept in the
framework. Because of the continuous growth in data
volumes, using enterprise data warehouse (EDW) allows data
extraction and transformation without carrying out low value
workloads tasks like Extract, Transform and Load (ETL).
This way data analysis is not limited to the data loaded based
on the hypotheses but allows the analysts to draw insights
from examining the raw data and pre-parse the data only if
there is a proven value (Wirth & Hipp, 2000).
To ensure better reliability and validity, there is a need
to address the threats to both internal and external validity.
History (the cases of seminal events), maturation (PM
improvements could be due to improved process over time),
statistical regression, sample selection are internal validity
threats that need to be considered. Among the external
validity, population validity threats might need more
attention than ecological validity (Creswell, 2013).
Both the reliability and the validity of the framework
depend on statistical and mathematical significance of data
federation and data mining. Appropriate use of established
statistical and mathematical testing tools and techniques can
confirm both validity and reliability. EMRAL-STEEEP
framework helps future researchers and implementers of
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large-scale HIT initiatives to customize evaluation activities
to each phase of program implementation and focus on the
effective levels of IT adoption (Jones et al., 2014).
The application of the framework involves the analysis
of healthcare interventions that transform patient trajectories
in both ambulatory and hospital settings and estimate the
effects of interventions (Bigelow, Forkych, & Girosi, 2005).
Using the framework as analytical tool can set standard
specifications for hospitals to be used as an input to strategic
planning, goal settings and demonstrating breakthrough
levels of performance in hospitals at different levels of HIT
adoption (Martin et al., 2007). The framework can monitor
and provide a continuous evaluation of the impact and
implications of HIT at national level that affect the health
systems at macro levels with the opportunity to drill down to
micro level performance indicators and the effects of
mesosystem within the care provider systems (Catwell &
Sheikh, 2009).
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single mean value for the structure with no quantification of
the structure variation.
In measuring air space in lungs Knudsen, et al. use a line
intercept method (Knudsen, Weibel, & Gundersen, 2010). In
the method used for their measurements, The method
presented uses a grid of horizontal lines and spacing is
computed from the line intercepts (chords). This method
assumes isotropic lung structures, an assumption which
Mitzner, et al. have demonstrated does not hold for all types
of lung parenchyma (Mitzner, Fallica, & Bishai, 2008).
Mitzner showed that even searching for chord intercepts in 2
directions can yield 2 distinct results. Thus, whereas the
method could account for some spatial variation, the method
of using a horizontal line grid does not return results valid for
anisotropic structures.
We have considered the measurement of spacing as an
image transform. The goal is to provide an interpretable
result which is effective in the measurement of anisotropic,
heterogeneous structures as well as isotropic, homogeneous
structures. As an image transform, the result will become
interpretable, with it being visually clear which areas of the
image show differences in spacing. As an image transform,
the spacing transform can be seen as a generalization of the
more traditional distance transform. A distance transform
provides the distance required to reach a single nearest edge
from a given location (Blum, 1964). A spacing transform
provides the distance required to reach the k nearest
consecutive edges along a linear path intersecting a given
location. The spacing result is often reported normalized by
the number of edges crossed to provide mean structure
spacing with units of distance. In this work, the first spacing
transform is proposed to compute the spacing metric in a
novel fashion.

ABSTRACT
Spacing measurement is a common stereology technique
applied in many fields from material science to biology.
Traditionally, spacing measurements are acquired using
manual or semi-automatic techniques. However, spacing is
closely related to distance. Distance metrics, and specifically
a distance transforms give information regarding a local
region of an image. A distance transform provides the
distance required to reach a single nearest edge from a given
location. In this work, we have extended from a distance
transform to a spacing transform. A spacing transform
provides the distance required to reach the k nearest
consecutive edges along a linear path and intersecting a
given location. The objective of this work is to propose the
first spacing transform, and thus tackle the problem of
measuring spacing in an interpretable and easily validated
fashion.
INTRODUCTION
Russ states “Stereology is the science of the geometrical
relationships between a structure that exists in three
dimensions and the images of that structure that are
fundamentally two-dimensional (2D)” (Russ, 1986). This
implies stereology will be useful in defining metrics for any
field in which 2D images are more convenient or the only
type of imaging possible for the researcher. Spacing is one
such stereology metric and is used in a variety of fields from
metalcasting to biology (Sivarupan, Caceres, & Taylor,
2013) (Knudsen, Weibel, & Gundersen, 2010). Traditionally
methods for measuring spacing involves (either manually or
semi-automatically) drawing lines and counting features
along the drawn lines (Russ, 1986) (Sivarupan, Caceres, &
Taylor, 2013) (Leica Microsystems).
Methods do exist for automatic spacing quantification.
Wang and Knight discuss a method for returning a spacing
metric for dendrite arms in images of polished aluminum
(Wang & Knight, 2013). The proposed method in their work
uses concentric circles to probe the structure present. The
advantage of this circle method is insensitivity to structure
directionality. Whatever the orientation of the structure or
image may be, their method should return the same answer.
Their method does assume an homogeneous structure.
Because of this, if the structure to be measured presents as
bimodal or with a spacing gradient, their method will return a

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Manual Spacing Measurement
Traditionally the spacing measurement is taken by
placing a set of random test lines across a subset of the image
containing the features of interest (Russ, 1986). The line
angle is chosen by attempting to place the line perpendicular
to the structure orientation, leading to the smallest line length
needed per feature set. The line length is determined to
include enough of the structure to generate a reasonable
mean (if that is the desired result to report). The ends of the
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Fig. 3 Mean spacing, λ, for N E =12. The normalized spacing
trasform and line length images are similar, with pixel values
being only algebraically different as defined by (1).
Fig. 1. A sample image used to test spacing transform, made up
simply of lines of text. The green line drawn on the figure is a
sample test line drawn to illustrate the acquisition of a manual
spacing measurement. Using a block of text as our test image
allows us to discuss the spacing transform and its validity
separate from segmentation.

To measure the spacing, one would place a line
perpendicular to the primary direction of salient edges. In
this case, we place the line perpendicular to the edges of the
letter strokes. The line shown in Fig. 1 crosses 12 edges, so
N E =12. In the original image, the line placed has a length,
L L =208 pixels. We can compute λ=34.66 pixels using (1).
This value corresponds to the mean structure spacing. This λ
is representative of the mean distance from midpoint to
midpoint of either background or foreground features. As a
matter of reference, manually checking the distance of the
midpoint of the “D” to the midpoint between the “D” and the
first “O” gives a value of 32 pixels. To improve the accuracy
of the measurement, additional randomly placed lines would
need to be used.

line should terminate at the midpoint between edges. As a
matter of practicality, the line must cover at least 3 edges to
cross over a portion of foreground and background.
λ= 2*L L / N E

(1)

Equation (1) gives the basic formula for the normalized
spacing metric, where NE is the number of edges crossed and
LL is the length of the line required to cross those edges. λ is
the mean spacing, sharing the same units as L L (Russ, 1986).

The Transform
To generate the spacing transform, the distance required
to reach the N E nearest consecutive edges along a linear path
needs to be computed at every location. Using the base case
of N E =1 we can see how the idea of the spacing transform
extends from the distance transform. At N E =1 we have two
options for computing the minimum distance required to
reach the single. To clarify the definition of the transform,
we will use N F , or the number of features. For the base case
of N F =1 and N E =1, the spacing transform reduces to a
distance transform returning the distance from the current
location to the closest edge.
For the case of N F =2 and N E =1, the spacing transform
returns the smallest line length intersecting the current
location between the midpoints of two features.
(2)
For N F >1, (2) defines the relationship between N F and
N E . For this case, the spacing transform will return the
smallest line length intersecting the current location,
covering N E edges and terminating at the midpoints of
features defining the extreme edges reached by the line.
By holding constant N F and N E , computation of the
transform is simplified to only the computation of L L .

Fig. 2. Line Length as a function of test line angle. As shown in
the plot, orientation of the line can alter the measured length of
the line. This demonstrates the importance of taking the
minimum line rather than simply a random line. This figure
shows the results of the test line sweep at the location of the
manually measurement from Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of mean spacing measured at every location
by the spacing transform.

Additionally, noise is reduced and the transform is
simplified by assuming that all salient features will be greater
than 6 pixels. This assumption acts as a low pass filter.
To find LL at a given location, a number of angles must be
tested.
At every location in the input image, a distribution like
that in Fig. 2 is obtained. The L L value is returned by the
minimum of these distributions. In the case of Fig. 2, the
distribution confirms a line at an angle of zero degrees is in
fact the minimum line at that location, as in the manual
measurement example.
As discussed in the introduction, a spacing transform
provides the distance required to reach the NE nearest
consecutive edges along a linear path and intersecting a
given location. Figure 3 is the input image from Fig. 1
transformed using this definition and then normalized using
(1). As would be expected, in areas of higher text density, the
spacing computed is smaller, resulting in darker regions
within the image. If the center of the vertical stroke in the
“L,” where the manual computation was taken is probed, λ =
34.42 pixels.
The transformed image in Fig. 3 can be used to
determine the local spacing at any point in the image. The
histogram of spacing values is shown in Fig. 4. Since the
measurement of mean spacing in images can be used in
physical contexts, spacing maps will be displayed retaining
the original units in the measurements.

Fig. 5. Mean of Mean Spacing and Coefficient of Variation as NE
increases.

measurement becomes biased to a smaller portion of the
actual image data.
What Happens for Heterogeneous Structures
An advantage of using the image transform method as a
technique for computing local structure spacings on images
is the information it can return for heterogeneous structures.
The line intercept method for determining spacing is
intended for use in homogenous structures (Russ, 1986). By
localizing the measurement of spacing for use as an image
transform, changes in spacing across an image can be
observed. In Fig. 6, an image with two spacings is
transformed. The spacing map (Fig. 6b) shows the spatial
variance of the result. The transform does indeed return
smaller spacings in the region with the smaller font and
larger values in the areas of larger font. The histogram in Fig.
7 reflects the bimodal nature of the image.

What Happens as NE Changes
By definition, at NE=1 (and NF=1), the LL component of the
spacing transform is a distance transform. That is, the value
at every pixel in the transform is the smallest distance to an
edge in the original image. The spacing measurement at NE
=1 (and NF=1) is the euclidean distance. In Fig. 5a, as NE
increases, the mean of mean spacing found in the image
converges to approximately λ=36 pixels. Figure 5b, shows
the coefficient of variation converges to less than or equal to
0.2 at NE = 4. Intuitively, this makes sense, because at NE =
4, our minimum line length is required to cross 4 edges.
Thus, the line would cross the full width of a foreground and
background piece. As NE continues to increase, there is an
inflection point around NE = 24 where the mean of mean
spacing, λ, begins to become divergent. This corresponds to
the chosen NE value becoming large enough that portions of
the image begin to be left out of the computation and the

ALGORITHM
Rather than drawing lines across the input image and
counting the number of edges crossed, the assumptions
explained in the description of the idea behind the transform
have been used to simplify the computation and improve
algorithm speed. For every image direction, the spacing is
computed on a feature by feature basis, rather than a pixel by
pixel basis.
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while still intersecting twice would be the inverse tangent of
the opposite (n) over the adjacent (n*NF). Therefore, the
heuristic used to determine an appropriate angle increment
between test lines can be defined by (3).
θ = tan-1 (1/N F )

(3)

By using (3) to choose our angle increment, computation
time is improved by limiting sampling.

Figure 6 (a) An image with a bimodal structure and (b) the
normalized spacing λ, for N g = 12 for the bimodal image. From
the transformed image we can see the transform can quantify a
heterogeneous structure

THE EFFECT OF SEGMENTATION QUALITY
Segmentation effects on the spacing transform

Pseudocode
For every angle θ desired
Rotate image to angle θ
For each row in rotated binary image
Label foreground and background components within the
single row
For each label, compute the N F -nearest neighbors
Replace each label with distance between centroids of
left and right extreme labels
Rotate image to negative angle θ
Output a transformed image comprised of the minimum
value of all angles.
Output mean spacing at each pixel location by using (1)

n
θ
n

n

Fig. 8. Angle Increment Heuristic Illustration. Where angle θ is
the largest angle that still allows for two measurements of
spacing for N F intersections spaced at equal distance, n.

Θ choice
Fig. 8 demonstrates how the angle increment choice changes
as N F increases. In order to intersect the N F th feature twice
in a perfectly homogenous structure (where each feature is
the same width and height, n), the maximum angle possible

Fig. 7. Distribution of mean spacing measured at every location
by the spacing transform on the bimodal Image.
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a

b

Fig. 9. (a) An image with a cellular structure, and (b) an additional
image with a cellular structure.

In order to investigate how segmentation quality affects
transform results, microscopic images from serous cytology
with a pre-defined ground truth were used (Lezoray &
Cardot, 2002). We also generated simple Otsu threshold
segmentations of the microscopic images for the purposes of
the comparison. No attempt to optimize the threshold
segmentation was made. The spacing transform for each
segmentation was computed for NE=4. This more clearly
demonstrates the local transform differences as well as being
the first value for NE which gives a coefficient of variation
less than 0.05 (Fig. 5). Fig. 9 shows the original images used
as examples. In the case of cytology, the spacing transform
result can give us information regarding intercellular spacing.
Fig. 10a shows the ground truth segmentation for Fig. 9a as
well as the spacing transform result for the ground truth
segmentation (Fig. 10b). The mean spacing for the
transformed ground truth segmentation is 80.4 pixels.
Probing the spacing result, the spacing inside the cluster is
approximately 48 pixels, and outside the cluster, 85 pixels.
The spacing is measured as smallest within the cluster of
cells. In Fig. 11a, the threshold segmentation and in Fig. 11b
the respective transformed result is shown, with an overall
mean of 90.7 pixels. Probing the spacing result, the spacing
inside the cluster is approximately 63 pixels, and outside the

cluster, 94 pixels. The simple threshold segmentation
incorrectly combines cells within the cluster. Due to this
combination of pieces of the segmentation, there are fewer
edges per unit distance resulting in a larger returned mean
spacing value than is seen in the spacing result on the ground
truth segmentation. From this example, we see if our
segmentation combines separate particles, the spacing result
will be larger than the true answer. This is also shown in the
respective histograms in Fig. 12.
In Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 we see this same segmentation
error (in the center of the image) as well as the opposite error
of too many small particles found by the threshold
segmentation. The mean spacing for the ground truth
segmentation shown in Fig. 13 is 81.6 pixels. In Fig. 14b, it
can be seen the spacing transform is almost inverse of the
transform of the ground truth segmentation. This is because
the simple threshold segmentation inappropriately groups
cells in the center and finds additional pieces of foreground
(false positives created by the cytoplasm) around the edges
of the image. The false positives in the segmentation
produce an overall mean which is lower than the value from
the ground truth segmentation, 68 pixels. Since in this case
there are in general more edges per unit distance, the spacing
transform produces lower spacing values. Again, this can be
seen through the use of histograms. In Fig. 15, the histogram
for the Otsu threshold segmentation spacing result is shifted
to the left from that of the ground truth segmentation.

Fig. 12. Distribution of the mean spacing for both the Otsu
Threshold (OT) and Ground Truth (GT) segmentations).
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Fig. 16. A plot of percentage error between spacing means and
distance means for Otsu threshold segmentations and ground
truth segmentations.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we extended the idea of a distance
transform to a spacing transform. While a distance transform
finds the distance from a given location to the nearest edge,
the spacing transform finds the linear distance required
intersecting a given location to reach an arbitrary number of
nearest edges. The idea of spacing is prominent in the field of
stereology. The spacing transform accurately measures the
metric of spacing used in stereology applications. Therefore,
the spacing transform has applications in a similarly wide
variety of subjects from biology to materials science.
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According to Stacey’s framework, problems exist on a
spectrum from anarchic “out of control” to simple “well
understood” with complex problems occupying a space
between the two extremes.
Given the volatile environment associated with complex
problems, the lack of definition and the potential for
unpredictable results, an upfront value-based assessment is
essential for understanding the problem space prior to
instantiation in a workable process model, technical or
human solution. The Inclusion principle, with its focus on
ensuring all of the input, output, and infrastructure variations
that exist in the problem domain are clearly understood, is
vital in the assessment process. An inclusive model of the
problem space can help transform an ISP (Simon, 1973) into
a WSP or well- structured problem (Simon, 1973). This
paper introduces the overall framework of the complexity
principles followed by a case study that specifically applies
the Inclusion principle to an electricity dispatch and control
domain. Although Inclusion is only one of twenty-four
principles, it provides a relevant introduction to the
assessment process and lays the foundation for future
research into the application of other complexity principles.

ABSTRACT
Today’s engineering problems exist on a spectrum from
the simplistic, mostly controlled to complex social and
technical systems with direct integration to the natural
environment. Engineering problems such as weather
projections, and electricity dispatch and control require a
thorough upfront assessment prior to engineering the
solution. Traditional assessment approaches define the
problem in terms of sequential processes with less focus on
scientific complexity principles and ultimate value to the
customer. The transdisciplinary nature of today’s engineering
environment and heightened sensitivity to process failure
demand an assessment approach that views complexity from
a scientific standpoint. Based on a case study, this paper
provides rationale for using Inclusion, one of the Valuebased Process Engineering and complexity principles, to
conduct an upfront assessment and modeling of a complex
problem domain. The application of complexity principles
and modeling allows the problem domain to be more clearly
understood from a risk, cost and value perspective.
Keywords: Problem assessment, complexity, inclusion,
dispatch control system.
INTRODUCTION
Uncertainty is a key element of complex problem
domains. These problem spaces are often reliant upon inputs
that lack firm definition, are difficult to predict, and subject
to change.
Consequently, the resultant output may also
exhibit a high degree of variability. Methodologies are
infused with transition points consisting of technology,
process and human elements that form a semantic layer
between the inputs and outputs, all designed to create order
from uncertainty and more predictability. Software created to
meet a goal within a problem domain necessarily is shaped
by the characteristics of that domain (Wingo & Tanik, 2015).
Solutions for a complex problem domain have many parts
that change and have interactions that often produce
unpredictable outcomes (Wingo & Tanik, 2015)
Additionally, there are many ISPs (ill structured problems)
where the structure of the problem itself lacks definition in
some respect (Simon, 1973). An upfront assessment may
render a perceived complex problem domain as simple or
only complicated while a seemingly simplistic problem
domain may be rendered as complex. Figure 1 outlines a
range of process complexity as developed by Ralph Stacey.

Fig.1. Stacey’s Process Complexity Spectrum

THE PRINCIPLES OF COMPLEXITY
In the publication “A Value Based Business Process
Management Network Model,” Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz and
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Pacheco in 2011 outline twenty-four principles that are vital
in the assessment of complex problem domains. The
principles consist of Inclusion, Exponentiation, Unending,
Self-Defense, and others, all of which will be elaborated
throughout this paper. As indicated in Figure 2, the principles
are ever-present and must be considered in all of the
interactions between the model (a controlled reality
environment) and the actual reality (an open, partially
controllable environment). Additionally, a case study of a
backup electricity generation dispatch control system is
included to demonstrate the application of Inclusion, one of
the complexity principles (Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz &
Pacheco, 2011) to a realistic problem domain.

Sobrinho, 2000). Any additional citations are noted directly
within the body of text describing the principle.
Inclusion
The model must be inclusive and allow for the many
different possibilities and differentiation amongst the inputs,
infrastructure, outputs and references. This in turn allows the
model to be more adaptive to changes and reflect the many
existing experiences and different possible realities. For
instance, in the case of electricity dispatch, an input request
of 5 megawatts can have different process implications when
compared to a 50 megawatt request. Megawatt requests of a
larger magnitude may require a dispatch to multiple power
plants to satisfy the request. An inclusive and adaptive
model is vital in capturing the nuances and differences
inherent in the problem domain. The case study included in
this paper focuses on the application of the Inclusion
principle to an electricity dispatch control system.
Exponentiation
Expected differences are achieved through the
transformation of input values to output values.
The
modeling effort must progress from right (ultimate goal or
parameter of interest) to left (initial inputs) to derive all of
the necessary infrastructure and references.
Recognition
The value may be recognizable as different roles. For
example, a value may be recognizable by one person as a
father and recognizable by another person as a son. The
different recognitions require treatment by different
processes. The recognition exists through the prism of the
user perceiving the value.

Fig.2. Complexity Principles – Interaction with Model and
Reality

Duality
Duality indicates the expected value may be slightly
different when realized. Duality is an "unexpected behavior"
in the process versus an "emergent behavior." Different
(dual) processes may be required to recognize and handle the
unexpected behavior.

The Reality of Reality
As indicated in Figure 2, there are two interplaying
realities at work during the assessment and modeling effort.
A model or “controlled reality” is created within
sophisticated modeling tools such as P3Tech®. These tools,
with their modeling, simulation and emulation capabilities
create realistic models of real-life events. Therefore, the
model is more than a mere abstraction of reality. When
combined with metrics reporting, the model is measured,
refined and refuted against that reality until such a point as
the model aligns or is at “zero-time” (Gattaz Sobrinho,
Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011; Yeh, 2000) when compared to the
actual reality.
Thus, the model becomes a complete
representation of reality and is, in essence, the reality itself.
The next sub-sections of the paper expound upon the
complexity principles first defined by Gattaz Sobrinho,
Gattaz, & Pacheco in 2011. This expounding is necessary to
develop a clear understanding of the principles and their
application to the “realities” identified in the case study.
This process may also identify potential gaps in the existing
principles that can be remedied by reworking the principles
or creation of new principles. The principles outlined in this
section utilize the same citations (Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, &
Pacheco, 2011; Gattaz, 2010; Gattaz, Cruvinel, & Piscopo,
2014; Gattaz, Neto, Gattaz Sobrinho, Boland & Bangalore,
2012; Gattaz, Neto & Catharino, 2006; Gattaz, Neto,
Catharino, Techima & Coral, 2006; Gattaz, 2001; Gattaz

Unending
Unending means the reality and process continue to
evolve and do not stop. This is different than a project which
is finished when the work has been implemented. As a
result, a completed solution is difficult to achieve since the
reality is continually evolving.
Unity
The unit represents the way the domain is viewed. A
more precise unit (view) produces better results. For
example, consider the units (views) of community, family
and person. A community is composed of families which are
in turn composed of persons. The definition of the unit
heavily affects the measurement applied to that unit. A
person will have a different measurement than the family.
Zero-time
Zero-time means the model is correctly aligned and
valid with reality. The goal is for the model to always be
aligned with reality. When alignment is achieved, the
knowledge is implicit (Yeh, Pearlson & Kozmetsky, 2000).
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Self-Defense

Changeability

The principle of self-defense means there is no deviation
from reality. The problem will not occur. Preventative
measures are in place. For example, to prevent the problem
of diabetes, healthy eating may be practiced along with
exercising. Through research, methods to prevent a problem
are identified.

According to this principle, the environment is always
changing. The solution and controlled model must be able to
accept change. The model must be created with change in
mind. Nothing is final. Changeability is different from Coevolution. With Co-evolution, the solution that is developed
may actually become a problem.

Transitionary

Ill Structured

Transitionary means that the process is in a continual
state of transition. Knowledge of the reality is acquired up to
a point but is never finished. Research must be conducted
and actions performed to improve the process. Our
knowledge will always be incomplete.

When the modeling effort is started with a desire to
understand the final value first, this is basically a process
designed for ill-structured problems. The process to arrive at
the final value requires “discovery” of the problem areas,
processes and interim values that lead to the final value.
According to Herbert Simon, "An ISP is usually defined
as a problem whose structure lacks definition in some respect
(Simon, 1973).” Simon also describes several aspects of
WSPs (well-structured problems). "It is not exaggerating
much to say that there are no WSPs, only ISPs that have been
formalized for problem solvers (Simon, 1973)”.

Contextualization
The value is different depending on the context. This is
different than the Inclusion principle. For instance, the
context of a value in an academic environment (researchfocused) is different than the context in an industry
environment (infrastructure, real-time production). Differing
laws impact the values in the different contexts.
1.

Traceability
Values can be traced. The simulation function of the
modeling tools allows the infrastructure for a particular value
and associated transitions to be displayed. Through tracing,
the generation of the value is visualized.

Zero-effort-integration

This principle means there is no effort required to
integrate the components. There is a natural transition. The
process is inherent and already present. If it takes effort in
the transition, it does not meet the definition of zero-effortintegration. All of the inputs, references and infrastructure
are ready and in place prior to the transition.
2.

Co-evolution
With Co-evolution, the solution that is developed may
actually become a problem. For example, a car that is
acceptable when gasoline prices are low may actually
become a problem when gasoline prices increase (especially
if it is not a fuel efficient car). Therefore, the same value
can be both a problem and a solution depending on how it is
viewed.

Transdisciplinarity

There is a fusion of information and values from
multiple engineering disciplines involved in the solution.
According to Neil Johnson, "Complexity Science is the study
of phenomena which emerge from a collection of interacting
objects..." and "The system contains a collection of many
interacting objects or agents." (Johnson, 2007; Ertas,
Maxwell, Rainey & Tanik, 2003).

Veracity
Veracity means measurement. With the metrics from
the simulated model (controlled reality), differences between
the model and the reality (partially controllable) can be
measured. The measurement unit affects the reality. For
instance, a measurement in feet versus inches creates a
different reality.

Proto-interaction
The interaction between the controlled model and reality
is proto-interaction.
The controlled model is simulated,
emulated and acted upon. The goal is zero difference
between the model and reality. P3Tech® creates a controlled
model that also reflects reality. This allows the controlled
model to be measured, validated and refuted against reality.
Additionally, another element of proto-interaction involves
the perception of value amongst the different socio
constituencies. This socio-interaction with its political and
social motivations is unpredictable, heavily affects the
“reality” and the perception of derived value, and must be
considered in understanding, modeling and developing a
solution to the problem domain.

Synchronicity
When the values are clearly understood by everyone and
with the same understanding, the process is synchronized.
In the controlled model, the references, infrastructure, input
values, etc. are synchronized when they are ready and
available for the associated transition. The values must be
valid and not fail within the transition. The values change in
a harmonious way.
Parallelism
At least two values are being generated at the same time
and in the same context with different resources and/or
shared resources. Complexity requires parallel processing to
reduce or ameliorate the inefficiency and improve process
effectiveness. Executing processes sequentially introduces
inefficiencies into the process. Sequential processing takes
longer since one process must be complete before the next
process.

Self-Recurrence
This principle is similar to what Melanie Mitchell
describes as "a system in which large networks of
components exist with no central control (Mitchell, 2009)."
There isn’t any software, hardware or human processes
governing the interactions of the components.
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Reconstruction

c.

This does not mean divide and conquer and is also not
the same as well-structured. The reality is built according to
your interpretation.
The process can be rebuilt
(reconstructed) with the same properties but create different
results. For example, the process for understanding negative
and positive integers is the same but the resultant output is
different.
Decidability
This is the ability to make decisions within the
transition. You should know the state variables. Also, when
utilizing the "OR" connector, you must know which value is
output. This provides the ability to understand the transitions
that will produce the final value.

3.

4.

Sharing
Sharing requires the free exchange of information and is
a different concept than an "open system." Sharing, in this
respect, is actually more than open. Open is a characteristic
of sharing. Sharing requires that some amount of openness
must exist.
5.

METHODOLOGY
Based on the methodology of conducting a single case
study suggested by Brown (Brown, 2008), the backup
electricity generation dispatch control system was studied,
the facts were specified and interpreted (modeled), leading to
the systematization of the attempted solution (assessment).
The solution has been analyzed under the scope of the
collected data, and evidence summarized leading to the
contributions to the literature presented in this paper and
associated case study. This research considered the period of
years 2014 to 2015, following the approach of the
constructivist paradigm suggested by Brown (Brown, 2008),
Creswell (Creswell, 2013), and Clegg (Clegg, 2015).
The assessment and modeling process consisted of the
following steps:
1. Inception – the goal of this stage is to “get started”.
Meet with the domain knowledge holder(s) to
understand and clarify the goals. Domain knowledge
holders and participants in this case study consisted of
six (6) representatives from engineering, information
technology, business analysis, program management,
college students, and full-time employees. Each of the
roles brings different experience, skills and requirements
to the modeling effort and help to ensure a more
inclusive representation of reality.
2. Elicitation (Pohl, 2010) – ask questions to understand
the problem domain and customer requirements. For
instance, typical questions include:
a. Which parameters of interest are important to
you? All work associated with the project must
trace and contribute to the achievement of the
customer goals (parameters of interest).
b. Are any of the inputs or outputs dependent on
human actors, natural, or biological events?
These are uncertain factors that increase the
complexity of the problem domain and require
the model to be very inclusive.

6.

Are any of the inputs or outputs contextually
variable? The modeled process must be
inclusive of all variations in the values, data,
and references. For instance, a megawatt value
of 10 may generate a different response from
the control center than a megawatt value of 75.
d. Does the process require interaction from
multiple engineering disciplines? The modeled
process must be inclusive and account for
convergence of values from the different
disciplines.
Elaboration – model and prototype the solution. This is
an iterative process and requires the creation and review
of multiple models, incorporation of feedback, revision
of the model, additional reviews and feedback.
Negotiation (Pohl, 2010) – this requires working with
the customer to determine what constitutes a complete
model, is a complete model achievable within the
timeframe, and what are the most important
requirements to capture in the model? Tradeoffs are
required given time, cost and resource constraints. For
this case study, an initial model was created with the
realization that additional work is required.
Specification – the process utilized to create the model
must be formally documented and a final model
presented to the knowledge holder. The documentation
can be in the form of a project paper or technical paper.
Validation (Pohl, 2010) – conduct a review, inspection
and validation of the work products (model, project
paper, etc.) with the domain knowledge holder and other
stakeholders.

The methodology required multiple interviews be
conducted with the domain knowledge holder to better
understand the problem space and opportunities for
improvement. The interviews resulted in the following key
parameters of interest which were utilized to frame the scope
of the case study and associated modeling effort:
• Improve the efficiency of information and data retrieval
to facilitate problem resolution
• Improve the timeliness of error notification through the
generation of automated alerts
• Improve the response time for audits by having incident
logs and other reports readily available
• Improve the availability of knowledge to facilitate
workforce training and knowledge transfer
The parameters of interest provide the ultimate goals of
the modeling effort. All input values, transition points,
references and output values must be aligned and contribute
toward the delivery of these customer interests.
The
modeling effort progresses from the right (parameters of
interest) to the left (intermediate and initial values).
During the modeling process, the team considered the
impact of complexity on the model (controlled reality) and
the back-up dispatch control system (reality). Finally, the
team conducted a formal initial complexity assessment of the
back-up dispatch control system using the complexity
principles, focusing on Inclusion. Several discussions with
the authors of the complexity principles were conducted to
better understand each principle. Given the importance and
scope of each principle, this paper is specifically focused on
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a single principle, Inclusion, rather than addressing all
twenty-four principles in one case study.

Initially, one of the key goals of the modeling effort was
to document the back-up generation dispatch control process
to facilitate knowledge capture. This knowledge capture was
deemed vital to mitigate issues associated with a maturing
workforce and potential loss of system knowledge through
attrition. As the case study and modeling progressed, the
goals and parameters of interest were refined to also include
improved error alerting, improved problem resolution and
improved audit responsiveness. Additionally, more roles
consisting of students, project manager and university
professors were added to the team. The additional roles
brought different perspectives and skillsets in modeling,
planning, and complexity theory, all of which facilitated an
initial analysis of the problem domain.
Figure 4 reflects some of the results associated with the
initial complexity assessment, from an Inclusion standpoint,
of the back-up generation dispatch control system. These are
only a portion of the results that can be extrapolated from the
assessment and are designed to demonstrate how the
Inclusion principle can be applied to a real-life industrial
process. As noted in Figure 4, the back-up dispatch control
center process has a HIGH Inclusion factor. It receives input
from multiple generating plants, multiple meters with
varying magnitudes of data, multiple schedule inputs, and is
governed by varying reliability standards. A HIGH Inclusion
factor signifies that special care and time must be taken to
ensure all variations are accounted for (included) in the
modeled process. Failure to account for all variations will
produce a model that is not aligned with reality and results
that are inconsistent with all realistic possibilities.
Additionally, the information captured during the assessment
is vital in the development of a complete understanding of
the problem space and an assessment of the risk inherent in
the domain. A HIGH Inclusion factor can mean increased
risk due to the many complex variations that exist in the
reality, all of which must be accounted for to avoid gaps in
the solution. These results are only for the Inclusion
principle, one of the twenty-four principles.

CASE STUDY
In the case study for this paper, an initial complexity
assessment of a back-up generation dispatch control system
of an electricity provider was conducted and an initial model
created in P3Tech®. The assessment focused on using the
Inclusion principle to assess the problem domain.
Control systems exist to regulate the generation of
electricity to match the load demand of customers. Typical
customers include residential (individuals), commercial
(shopping malls, stores) and industrial (factories) as well as
sales of energy and transmission service to neighboring
electrical companies and cooperatives. Over generation of
electricity results in waste (energy, fuel, byproducts, and
emissions) and high voltage issues since the electricity
generated can’t be stored. Under generation of electricity
can result in power shortages and outages. Therefore, a
balance between the supply and demand curves represents
the ideal state of control. The back-up dispatch control
system that was studied receives a multitude of data feeds
such as tie flow data (in megawatts) from many meters at
disparate locations as well as schedules (daily, hourly
electricity requirements). The control system utilizes this
data to compute control values, and dispatches generators to
meet the required system load. A back-up control system is
not the primary system utilized to control generation. It
functions as a fail-over option in case the primary and
secondary systems experience problems.
As depicted in Figure 3, data (tie data) is sent to the
back-up control system from meters located at strategic
points along the energy grid. These tie locations provide
interconnection points for companies to exchange energy and
thus keep the regional grid stable. The control system
processes the data and sends a signal to the Plant to increase
or decrease production, when an imbalance exists.

Fig.3. Conceptual view of control center flow
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system, the customer desires improved error alerting,
improved problem resolution, improved audit responsiveness
and improved knowledge capture. These parameters of
interest represent the ultimate value provided to the
customer. The modeling process moves from the right-most
point (ultimate value or parameters of interest) to the leftmost point (intermediate and initial values). This links all
stages of the modeling effort back to the original parameters
of interest and is also a key method for dealing with Illstructured (Simon, 1973) problem domains. Also, in the
Figure 5 model excerpt, resources such as the Transmission
Manager and the Evaluation Guide are shared amongst the
transition points.

Fig.5. Parameters of Interest - P3Tech® Model

Figure 6 reflects some of the initial input values into the
dispatch control center process. The controlled reality
(model) must be Inclusive of all the sources and the
variations in the input data. For instance, megawatt data
comes from many different meters at disparate locations
along the grid, from power plants, and also varies in terms of
the magnitude of megawatt values.
Additionally, as
standards change for hardware devices such as RTUs (remote
terminal units) and meters, this creates an unending reality.
The controlled reality (model) must be periodically adjusted
to align with the standards associated with the new reality.
Fig.4. Excerpt from the Assessment using Inclusion Principle

Figure 5 reflects an excerpt from the initial model
(controlled reality) created in P3Tech®.
In modeling
complex problem domains, the first step requires
identification of the parameters of interest that are valuable
to the customer. For the back-up generation dispatch control
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•

This research can be applied to other companies in the
electricity generation industry

Finally, modeling and complexity assessments allow
companies to better plan for the development of solutions to
complex real-life problems. Additionally, these activities
allow for mitigating possible gaps and identifying risks in the
existing process. Value-based Process Engineering with its
modeling tools such as P3Tech represents a significant
contribution to the existing body of engineering disciplines.
The ability to model a process and capture key knowledge
within the tool provides tremendous benefit as we seek
solutions that are repeatable, resilient and cost effective.
FUTURE RESEARCH
In the future, additional research must be conducted to
apply the other twenty-three principles as part of a
complexity assessment. A complete assessment of a problem
space requires more than Inclusion alone. The other twentythree principles are also vital. For instance, tools such as
P3Tech® can simulate the modeled process and generate
metrics reports that list resource utilization, cost, active time
and idle time. Metrics are vital in the assessment of complex
processes. Metrics allow the principle of Veracity to be
realized. Veracity enables the controlled reality (model) to
be measured against the real-life problem domain.
Differences between the two realities are investigated and
ameliorated.
Measurement makes the modeling and
assessment process a scientific engineering endeavor.

Fig.6. Initial Input Values - P3Tech® Model

CONCLUSION
The complexity principles defined by Gattaz Sobrinho,
Gattaz and Pacheco are relevant to the assessment and
modeling of real-life industrial processes such as the back-up
generation dispatch control system. The initial modeling and
assessment based on the complexity principles indicate that
complexity exists in this problem domain. For instance,
evidence of complexity can be seen in the assessment of the
inclusion principle. Additionally, the problem domain
contains other principles such as changeability, duality, and
transdisciplinary aspects which were not part of this initial
assessment. Also, the peripheral power plants must respond
to changing weather conditions and customer demand.
These are complex variables that are difficult to predict with
certainty and impact the control center processes.
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The inclusion principle contributed to the following
increase of knowledge within the assessment process:
• The inclusion principle allowed for a better
understanding of the impact that variations in the
input and output values have on the solution. An
inclusive model must contain all of these variations
to be an accurate representation of reality.
• Refinement of the parameters of interest is a
continual process. An inclusive model often reveals
other areas of interest not originally considered.
• Inclusion requires a variety of team members
different roles, and perspectives to ensure the
process is as comprehensive as possible.
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model, simulate, emulate and act processes to analyze and
synthesize meaningful information to explore business
value differences to promote real needs in the business
chains (Gattaz, Amato, Catharino, Techima & Coral,
2006). Upfront Assessments
with
transdisciplinary
approach are needed in this problem-solution space
(Fielder & Gattaz Sobrinho, 2015), (Ertas, Rainey & Tanik,
2003) and (Zimmerman, 2001).

ABSTRACT
The concept of Big Data has been used in many
different ways and all sorts of concepts, such as large
quantity of data, social media analytics, new capabilities
of data management, real-time data, data mining, and many
others. Currently, considering the ability to profoundly
affect commerce, Business Processes Engineering is a
business need to understand semantics of the Legacy Data
and its Synchronicity with the expected values and results
in the globally interoperated economy. This paper presents a
framework of a Business Value Living Laboratory to lead
with Semantic Modeling for Big Data Analytics.

PROBLEM
Nowadays, changes are constant in the business world
where the organizations confront problems of low
quality and productivity, high cost, wastes, among
others (Chesbrough, 2003).
Executives recognize the need to learn more about how
to see, study or exploit the data legacy to better
understand the dynamics of business behavior (Almirall
& Wareham, 2009), ( Hoogerwerf, Desideri, Malavasi,
Rimondini & Kübler, 2013). However, despite the
persuasion of media attention, it is only possible to find real
information on what and how organizations are really doing,
and to make explicit the problem-solution space, when one
is using complex thinking and transdisciplinary approaches
to develop differential process equations.
Most of Organizations (Gattaz, Cruvinel & Piscopo,
2014) do not use the process and complexity principles
(Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz & Pacheco, 2011), (Gattaz, Amato,
Gattaz Sobrinho, Boland & Bangalore,
2012), (Pohl, 2010) and (Mitchell, 2009) to model,
simulate, emulate and act the states of business values
differences before understanding the differential process
equations to transition thru the intermediary states.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of Big Data has been used in many
different ways and all sorts of concepts, such as large
quantity of data, social media analytics, new capabilities
of data management, real-time data, data mining, and many
others. Currently, considering the ability to profoundly
affect commerce, Business Processes Engineering is a
business need to understand semantics of the Legacy Data
and its Synchronicity with the expected values and results
in the globally interoperated economy. This paper presents a
framework of a Business Value Living Laboratory with a
context dependent methodology and
information,
communication technology to lead with Semantic Modeling
for Big Data Analytics.
Within this roadmap, organizations, entire industries
and even society (IOM, 2012) are tempting to grasp
methods, techniques and tools to explore how to use huge
available data to understand its real context and how to
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1.
Organizations need to identify their
values first, before any process transformation to
treat Variety and Volume filters;
2.
Planning
should
be
based
on
value engineering needs. Demand and supply is
effect of needs instead of the other way
around;
3.
The Organizational Needed Values should
be self-aligned with Value chains of its business
allowing traceability among initial, intermediary
and final Values with required Veracity needs;
4.
The contextual metric system should
be identified to evaluate the needed Values thru
their multi-variables state space to threat the
Variety of Data States;
5.
The differential process equations should
be modeled to achieve tolerant difference among
their Intermediary Values and the Final
Values with the precision allowed by the metric
system adopted;
6.
The directions of the differential
processes to show convergence to the needed Final
Values are determined by restrictions/reference on
the multi-variable state space of Intermediary
Values to be Added; and,
7.
The
synchronization
among
the
references, intermediary Values to be Added, the
Technological,
Environmental
and
Human
Infrastructure is established by the Added
Final/Intermediary Values. This Synchronization
triggers the transitions for transformation and
Velocity.
These recommendations will induce the Value Needs,
Value Veracity, Value Velocity, Value Variety and Value
Volume required for a Data Analytics on a Business Value.
Living Laboratory is necessary (MIT Living Lab,
2015) to Measure and Validate the necessary Alignment
and Convergence of Big Data to satisfy the Organizational
Needed Values for the Business within its Value Chain.
The Architecture of the Process Reality Intelligence
Management Method - PRIMETOD may be visualized in
Fig. 2.
The PRIMETHOD Approach design the many possible
alternatives to deal with the behavioral processes of
Differential Changes of Business Value when:
1. Identifying and Designing Differences of
Business Value of Contextual Processes;
2. Analyzing the Evaluation by Simulating
Ripple Effects within Process Change Management;
3. Synthesizing the Evaluation by Emulation of the
evolutionary or abrupt Change Process
Management;
4. Explicating the Complexity of Organizational
Learning on the Connection of Business Values; and,
5. Innovating by Design within a Living
Laboratory of Ill-structured Business Values when
Managing
Changes,
Inclusions,
Parallelisms,
Exponentiations, Interoperations, Zero Time Decisions, and
so many others Reality Intelligences (Rahman, 2011).

BVLL ARCHITECTURE MODEL
A Business Value Living Laboratory – BVLL (Pallot,
2009), is an environment to Interoperate Business Values to
trigger the Autonomous Organizational Learning centered on
Real-time Analytics of all Data available inside and outside
the frontiers of the Organization.
The experiments within the BVLL are designed to learn
how to understand, model, simulate, emulate and
enact the behavior of evolutionary and abrupt changes
when accomplishing the gap of the differences among the
complex dependencies among the needs of the collection of
all involved in the Business Network
(Johnson, 2007), (Mitchell, 2009).
The second level of innovation is to learn the
waves of change patterns of a BVLL when crossing
conflicting and unexpected contexts (Schwittay,
2104), (Von Hippel, 1986) and (Yeh, Pearlson &
Kozmetsky, 2000).
The Architecture of the Business Value Living
Laboratory may be depicted in Fig. 1.
This architecture may be seen in the following
synchronized dimensions of :
1.
the Business Values Differences to
be satisfyed based on needs of the Collection of
their Clients;
2.
the References to show the directions to be
followed;
3.
the Differential Process Equations to
explicit the semantics of the diference imposed by
the current and needed multivariable states of
Busines Value;
4.
the
Content,
interface,
platform
and transmission Protocols to gather the human,
environmental, technological and the data resources
available; and,
5.
the Monitoring and Management Context
to deal with change before undesirable side effects
occur.

Fig. 1 Business Value Living Laboratory Architecture

PRIMETHOD ARCHITECTURE
According to (Gattaz, 2010), Value Centered Process
Models, like VBPMN (Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz &
Pacheco, 2011), can capture these states of business values
differences (Gattaz, Amato & Catharino, 2006). The
following seven recommendations scientifically
well
known (Simon, 1973) and (Gattaz, 2001) should be
considered as a methodology to deal with the Process
Reality Intelligence:
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P3TECH ARCHITECTURE

P3Tech Initial

The P3Tech architecture (Gattaz Sobrinho, 2000), is a
tridimensional system bus of a Value based Process
Management Network to Architect (PArchitect), Interoperate
(PFingers) and Synthesize (PSynthesizer) Process Models in
which:
1. represents
the
Specification,
Interfaces,
Transformation, Measurement and Interoperationability of
Business Values;
2. captures
the
interactions
among
Initial,
Intermediary and Final Values of a Business Network;
3. explicits the synchronism to trigger the
required Transitions, by means of protocols to access
Human, Technological, Environmental and Data Resources,
according to the axioms or references required by the real
world;

Technical Added Values
• Resources
development
environment
for
partitioning applications and for creating multi- language
dictionaries, independent of the application code;
• Interface development
environmentusable
for
business people, which allows the visual geometry
management and harmonic distribution of the elements,
independent of the application code;
• Environment
for
distributed
applications
development per element of the business process;
• Trans-platform
development
environment;
• Multiplatform environment that disposes operating
system protocols libraries, such as memory management,
mutexes and conditions, trace statements, operational
process management, among others.

Fig. 2 BVLL - PRIMETHOD

4. shows the possible collateral effects when
making changes of Business Values;
5. explicits the inefficiencies when performing the
Differential Process to improve Value Added to the Business
Network; and,
6. shows the alignments among Business Values as
well as the alignment of the Business Legacy (Human,
Technology, Environment and Data) to the required needed
Business Values.
The lack of synchronicity, conflicting interfaces and
platforms exhibited when one is interoperating legacy
systems existing in most of the organizations requires
P3Tech to be a multiplatform development environment
with editing tools, with interface construction tools, and
runtime classes that combine into a comprehensive
environment. In addition, this technology should satisfy
the solutions development for your business, with the
spectrum from a "stand- alone" departmental application up
to a sophisticated distributed application addressed to the
problems of the enterprises at the long distance (Wingo &
Tanik, 2015) Also, it should be a powerful tool to solve
interoperability problems and critical missions between
platforms and different operating systems.
The Architecture of the Technology - P3Tech may be
depicted in Fig. 3.
P3Tech constitutes five different arrangements of
PArchitect, PFingers and PSynthesizer: Initial, Management,
Process, Measurement and Machine followed by their
description requirements (Gattaz
Sobrinho, Gattaz & Pacheco, 2011).

Fig. 3 BVLL – Technology

Economical Added Values
•
No system interface maintenance cost and time
without changing the code semantics;
•
At least 30% decrease of the distributed
applications development active effort using distribution
built-in services;
•
No Resources development and maintenance cost
and time for presenting contents in several idioms.

P3Tech Management (Fig. 4)
Technical Added Values
• Multiplatform resources to represent, store, locate
and recover applications resources;
• Look-and-feel defined by the user;
• Zero-energy integration;
• Identification and characterization of customer,
product and system requirements;
• Requirements simulation through sceneries;
• Distributed and multiplatform software generation
in accordance with the modeled requirements;
• Identification, characterization and simulation of
collateral effects in the requirements changes, due to the
existence of partition operators processes and software;
• Environment for sharing requirements and best
practices;
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• Management (tracking, command and control) of
the modeled and simulated processes;
• Zero-energy integration;
• Software
one-for-one
with
the
modeled,
distributed and multiplatform process;
• Automatic generation of the workflow required by
the business process;
• Environment for quantitative and qualitative
verification and validation of the processes and systems;
• A single communication protocol among the
several business competences;
• Exponential
generation
of
new
business
possibilities;
• Competence
and
best
practices
sharing
environment;
• Environment to explicit dualities and self- defenses
for all the elements of the
organizational business process;
• Environment for identifying, characterizing and
synthesizing wastes and residues of the organizational
processes;
• Environment for generating the documentation of
all the organizational processes;
•
Automatic integration of the organizational
processes.

• Environment to explicit dualities and self- defenses
for all the modeled requirements;
• Environment for identification, characterization and
simulation of
operation
of
the
organizational
development process, for
projects planning and
tracking;
• Environment for identification, characterization and
synthesis of wastes and residues of the requirements;
• Automatic integration of the requirements;
• Integrity warranty of the models and simulation
sceneries of the developed systems and processes.

Economical Added Values
• Elimination of the systems integration phase – 30%
of the development total time;
• Zero cost of systems integration;
• No codification phase (20% of all the development
in organizations with CMM level 3);
• No management systems development cost and
time;
• 45% decrease of the configuration and Installation
risks of the organizational business process;
• 45% decrease of the configuration and installation
risks of Legacy Systems;
• 50% decrease of the costs of quality improvement
processes projects, such as
ISO as well as maturity process;
• 20% increase in the quality and productivity of team
works;
• Zero cost in the materials production for
organizational training;
• Zero risk in the organization turnover;
• 50% decrease of the total cost and time of projects
that requires the integration of several protocols and
technologies.

Fig. 4 Management

Economical Added Values
• No system maintenance cost and time;
• At least 30% productivity increase due to the
relocation of human resources originated from system
maintenance and codification;
• No need of interfaces user approval, these interfaces
can be independent of the look- and-feel disposed by the
platform;
• 30% decrease of systems configuration and
installation risks;
• No codification phase. In other words, 20 to 30% of
the entire development effort in organizations with CMM
level 2 and 40% to 60% in organizations with CMM level
1;
• Total warranty of adherence between requirements
specification and the system, facilitating the audit and
control activities;
• Automatic registration, with zero cost, of all the
changes made in the processes and software;
• Elimination of the organizational wastes,
originated from the lack of synchronism among the extern
and intern interactions, in the organizations, by means of the
Web.
P3Tech Process (Fig. 5)
Technical Added Values
• Three-dimensional
processes:
operation,
management and structure; they evolve independently and
in synchronism with the business added values;
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• 45% decrease of the configuration and installation
risks when sharing Data Store
of Legacy Systems in the same process
• Zero risk in the organization turnover
• 50% decrease of the costs of quality improvement
processes projects, such as ISO as well as maturity process
levels such as in CMMI;
P3Tech Machine
Technical Added Values
• Solution that integrates the organizational business
process definition and their information systems generation;
• The changes of the processes are accomplished in
real time;
• All the changes are based on the metrics collected
from reality;
• Generation and integration of service processes
(competences) in the web;
• Web Process Service;
• Tool for search and selection of solution
alternatives for the business process problems.

Fig. 5 Process

P3Tech Measurement (Fig. 6)
Technical Added Values
• Contemplates proto-interactions: process prototype
purification and the proto- interaction among the distributed
prototypes;
• Emulation of the organizational business process
map;
•
Emulation of the communication protocols;
•
Implements the quantitative and qualitative
management of the organizational processes;
•
Every action is registered as a new process
included within the organizational process.

Economical Added Values
• Zero effort and cost in information systems
automation;
• Zero effort and cost in computer systems
maintenance;
• Contemplation of all the characteristics to
elevate an organization’s CMM to level
5;
• Generation of work and income;
• Explicitation and exponentiation of competences for
generation of new business; process control;
• 100% warranty of the time-frame organizational
process occurrences registry;
• 30% increase of the best organizational practices
usage.
RESULTS
Some experiments of usage of BVLL with its
PriMethod and P3Tech architectures are undergoing in
United States of America and Brazil, during the last two
years, thru collaborative agreements with: university
laboratories at Texas A&M University – Commerce –
TAMUC, University of Alabama at Birmingham – UAB
and Adventist University of São Paulo-UNASP;
government innovation projects at Brazilian Federal Senate,
Brazilian Space Agency – AEB and Caixa Econômica
Federal – CAIXA; and private company learning ventures
project at Ambiência Information Systems. There are some
results from these research-actions pointed out below.

Fig. 6 Measurement

Economical Added Values

Business Values

• Elimination of the physical infrastructure
acquisition technical risk;
• Elimination of the field tests cost and time;
• 100% warranty of decision-making based on
business processes and statistical data within the same
process;
• 40% improvement on project time and cost.

One Business Value Process was specified using
PriMethod, P3Tech Initial, Management and Process in the
laboratories at TAMUC, UAB, UNASP, Brazilian Federal
Senate, AEB, CAIXA and Ambiência Sistemas de
Informação. In addition, UNASP also used P 3Tech Machine
and it is currently operating a BVLL and offering a
professional degree-MBA on BVLL; and, Brazilian Federal
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Senate is currently offering courses in PriMethod and
P3Tech Process for its own employees and has specified and
designed more than two-hundred process business values.

transdisciplinary approach in engineering. IEEE
Transactions on Education, 46(2), PP: 289-295.
Fielder, G. & Gattaz Sobrinho, F.(2015).Value-based Process
Engineering. IEEE , TBD (TBD), PP: TBD-TBD.
Gattaz, C. C. (2010). Um modelo de referência de formação
e gestão de redes organizacionais: o caso do
sistema de C,T&I do setor aeroespacial brasileiro.
Ph.D. Thesis, Escola Politécnica, University of
São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil.
Gattaz, C. C. , Cruvinel, P. E. &Piscopo, M. R. (2014).
Semantic parameters to manage an innovation
network using managing as designing approach:
the Virtual Innovation Society network case,
International Journal of Innovation, 2, PP: 45-64.
Gattaz, C. C.; Amato Neto, J.; Gattaz Sobrinho, F.; Boland,
M. & Bangalore, R. (2012). Critical factors to
explicit required knowledge to manage the virtual
innovation society network. Journal of Integrated
Design & Process Science, 15, PP:13-26.
Gattaz, C. C.; Amato Neto, J. & Catharino, M. (2006). The
dynamic cooperation network as an instrument for
the technological management and innovation
process: the case of the Brazilian aeronautic
sector. Journal of Technology Management &
Innovation,1, PP: 140-147.
Gattaz, C. C.; Amato Neto, J.; Catharino, M.; Techima, K. &
Coral, R. (2006). A dynamic relationship
framework for innovation: implications for the
Brazilian aerospace strategy operations. Journal of
Integrated Design & Process Science, 3, PP: 1731.
Gattaz, C. C. (2001). Brincando de Processo: Um método de
capacitação na metodologia de processo.
Available
in:
<http://independent.academia.edu/CristianeGa
ttaz>.
Gattaz Sobrinho, F.; Gattaz, C.C. & Pacheco, O.P. (2011). A
Value Based Business Process Management
Network Model, Journal of Integrated Design and
Process Science, 15(4), PP. 85-94.
Gattaz Sobrinho, F.; Gattaz, C.C. & Pacheco, O.P., (2011).
Complexity measures for network process
evolution, Journal of Integrated Design and
Process Science, 15(4), PP: 95- 115.
Gattaz Sobrinho, F. (2000). Processo: A máquina contextual
nos negócios. Available in: http://www.labp3.net.
Hoogerwerf, E. J., Desideri, L., Malavasi, M., Rimondini,
M., & Kübler, A. (2013). Towards a framework
for user involvement in research and development
of emerging assistive technologies. AAATE
Vilamoura, Algarve, Portugal.
IOM (2012). Information Sharing and Collaboration:
Applications to Integrated Biosurveillance:
Workshop Summary, National Academy Press,
Washington DC, USA
Johnson, N. (2007). Simply Complexity, Oneworld
Publications, 236pgs. Living Lab by III in
Taiwan, foundation of "III IDEAS Week" and
MIT Living Lab - http://livinglab.mit.edu/
Mitchell, M. (2009). Complexity, A Guided Tour, Oxford
University Press, 349pgs.

Human Resources
The following are the Human Resources Trained by
each Organization mentioned above:
• UNASP - sixty six people where two with PhD
degree and fifty eight with undergraduate degree;
• UAB - six people within PhD Multidisciplinary
Program;
• TAMUC - three people within Master
Program in Computer Science;
• Brazilian Federal Senate - sixty one people
where 2 people with MBA degree and 59 with undergraduate
degree in different areas of concentration ;
• AEB - three people with Master degree;
• Ambiência Sistemas de Informação - twenty five
people where eight with PhD degree, seven with MSc degree
and ten with undergraduate degree in different areas of
concentration.Conclusions and Future Research
BVLL approach for innovation and learning ventures as
well as the emerging Internet of Things (IoT) consisting of
heterogeneous computing and wireless communication
systems embedded in the physical environment have shown,
within these experiments, to be very appropriate and
mandatory when considering web process services with large
quantity of data, distributed within different contexts with
their required synchronisms.
The future avenue of research is to co-evolve BVLL to
a Cooperative Network of BVLLs where the experiments
should be designed to share Business Values Experiments
and where the major challenges would be content, interface,
multiplatform and interaction protocols to facilitate cultural
convergence thru Business Values (NRC, 2014) and (NRC,
2015) . Finally, Internet of Things and Big Data concepts
and technologies needs zero-time integration with Business
Value Processes within a Cooperative Network of BVLLs .
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that they believe in the importance of knowledge sharing, but
generally very few really walk the talk.
It is well known that we learn as individuals, as well as
that it doesn't imply that the organizations we work for learn,
too. We work collectively but learn individually, having
managers few tools to capture and disseminate (Kleiner and
Roth, 1997). Many institutions have declared with dismay
that they lack visibility of the knowledge their people possess
(O´Dell and Grayson, 1998). But the problem is far worse
than just lack of visibility. Too frequently, knowledge sticks
and does not flow as it should (Szulanski, 2000). It is
essential that knowledge is better shared and disseminated
because it is, after all, the real DNA of any organization
(Armistead and Meakins, 2002).

ABSTRACT
Knowledge is widely recognized to be the true source of
competitive advantage. Thus, companies strive to do better as
learning organizations. When asked, people normally declare
that they are in clear favor of sharing knowledge. Yet,
evidence shows that in many institutions what happens is far
from being satisfactory, as knowledge sticks and doesn't flow
as easily and smoothly as it should. The discrepancy between
declared beliefs and intentions, and the actual behavior, can
be explained in terms of the two systems that govern us as
human beings: system 1 and system 2. System 1 is impulsive
and intuitive, whereas system 2 is deliberate and reasoned.
Our system 1 has been programmed since our childhood in
such a way that we focus too much on our own development,
which eventually leads us to being less prone to sharing
knowledge than we admit to be. The understanding of why
there is such discrepancy allows for the proposal of a series
of recommendations in three different domains: the personal,
the institution, and the education system.

THE MISMATCH BETWEEN THEORY AND
EVIDENCE
A number of studies have reported what people declare
to believe in, or advocate for, when it comes to sharing and
transferring knowledge in organizations (Bechina & Sols,
2012; Sols & Bechina, 2013). When asked, people normally
declare to be in favor of sharing knowledge and to believe in
the benefits at the personal and institutional level of so doing.
Nevertheless, the fact that most institutions struggle to
capitalize on lessons learned means that they still have a long
way to go before they are true learning organizations. This
mismatch between people's declarations, when formally
asked, in favor of sharing knowledge and the way they
normally behave, has become more evident in the last years.
Sharing knowledge is beneficial for many reasons. It
helps the organization capitalize on the lessons learned; it
creates a positive atmosphere in which everyone feels
valuable by contributing to the sharing and disseminating of
the possessed knowledge and skills; and it allows everyone
to grow personally and professionally.

INTRODUCTION
Many scholars have repeatedly stated that knowledge is
perhaps the true source of competitive advantage (Senge,
1990; Drucker 1995; Nonaka et al., 1995; O´Dell and
Grayson, 1998; Takeuchi et al. 2004; Edmonson, 2008).
Compared to other animals, we human beings are
extraordinarily slow in our development, but that is widely
compensated by our huge capability for learning and
developing things (Sagan, 1997). Knowledge sharing
differentiates the human being from other animals and has
always been a key engine in individual and collective
progress. Yet, organizations normally constrain, impede and
eventually kill this basic human instinct (Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1998). Knowledge is perhaps the only true
competitive advantage of engineering firms, and managers
are those that transform knowledge into something
productive (Drucker, 1995). A report from the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, 1996)
on the knowledge-based economy estimated that more than
half of the total gross domestic product in the developed
economies was knowledge-based.
Almost everyone agrees that there are many benefits at
all levels (personal and organizational) associated with an
open attitude towards knowledge sharing within firms. Yet,
that theory or belief is seldom put into practice. People say

A PLAUSIBLE EXPLANATION
It is well known that we are governed, as human beings,
by two systems. They have been called many different
names, but a typical distinction is to refer to them as System
1 and system 2, introduced by (Stanovich & West, 1979) and
further developed by (Stanovich & West, 1979; Kahneman,
2011). System 1 is the automatic mode of operation. It is fast
and involves very little effort and no sense of voluntary
control. On the other hand, system 2 is the conscious mode
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and in it our attention is explicitly given to effortful mental
activities. In psychology this is known as dual process
theory, whose foundations were laid by William James, that
recognizes two different kinds of thinking: associative
(system 1) and reasoning (system 2).
The existence of these two systems may explain why we
answer in a certain way when asked about knowledge
transfer, and act in a fairly different way, that frequently is
the polar opposite. If we are state our opinions about
knowledge transfer, whether in a brainstorming session, at an
informal chat, in an interview or when answering a
questionnaire, system 2 governs what we say. As rationale
human beings we will likely say what we honestly believe
that is good for us and for the institutions we work for. In a
conscious manner we all advocate for knowledge sharing. As
the results of surveys, interviews and similar efforts have
reflected, we are willing to share what we know and have no
reasons for holding knowledge to ourselves. After all,
knowledge is the infinite resource, because it can be given
without losing it. By sharing knowledge we may earn some
personal satisfaction as well as some recognition from or
bosses and peers. A positive attitude towards sharing
knowledge reinforces our image as experts in front of other
people. But system 1 assigns total priority to self-protective
actions, being the one that takes over whenever we face an
emergency. The fact that system 1 is centered in our own
protection and development, coupled with the habit ingrained
in us since our infancy of doing the best that we can and of
excelling at what we do, eventually means that we share less
than we would like too, for if it weakens somehow our
position. The good news is that even if most of what we
think and do originates at system 1, we resort to system 2
when things get difficult. Although system 1 cannot be
turned off, system 2 has the last word. Furthermore, system 2
has the extraordinary capability of being able to modify the
way that system 1 works, by re-programming the automatic
functions of attention and memory.
Since we join day care centers, preschools and/or
nursery schools, we are taught to give our best, to develop
our skills, and to show them. We are asked to do our best, to
excel. Education is centered in our performance, and we
strive to excel. Slowly but surely, our system 1 is
programmed. When we decide to study for an exam, or when
we do more homework problems to hone our skills in a
certain subject, those are decisions taken consciously. In
those moments, system 2 was at work. Figure 1 depicts the
main differences between both systems.

individual, not in the group. Consequently, many habits
become ingrained in our mental models. Our system 1 gets
slowly but consistently programmed. We have been trained
since our early infancy to show what we are capable of.
Emphasis and reward is in what we can achieve, not in the
extent to which we support our classmates, or help them, or
share our abilities and skills with them.
It is not that we lie when we state our views on the
subject of knowledge sharing. The discrepancy between
stated beliefs and actual behavior is due to the two systems
or ways of thinking that govern our decisions. We frequently
are inconsistent, which is not good, and without even
noticing it, which is far worse. Our inconsistency is not
deliberate, but our failure to notice it prevents us from taking
the necessary actions to correct it. We are a sort of new
version of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, although we are not
necessarily split into two equal halves. When talking about
knowledge sharing, Dr. Jekyll is us when we explicitly state
our views about the benefits of transferring and
disseminating what we know. On the other hand, Mr. Hyde
shows up when we act on a daily basis, not as a result of
conscious mental decisions, but governed by the mechanisms
and mental models programmed in us and, as a result of that,
we end up acting in a way contrary to the one we explicitly
declare to believe in. Figure 2 depicts the two sides that we
have; the left hand side in the figure shows our beliefs, our
willingness to disseminate our knowledge, which is
represented in the book of knowledge that we are eager to
share with other people; that is our Dr. Jekyll, willing to
share what she knows. The right hand side, on the contrary,
represents our deeds, that are frequently the opposite of what
we preach; our Mr. Hyde doesn't let her knowledge flow,
keeping the book to herself.

Fig. 2 The knowledge-sharing version of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde

RECOMMENDATIONS
The diagnosis conducted in the previous Section paves
the way for the formulation of a series of recommendations,
in three different realms or domains. The common
denominator is the right programming of system 1, whether it
means a re-programming in our adulthood, or a proper
programming since our childhood.
A) The personal domain. Awareness of a problem,
deficiency or need to improve is to very first step to getting
something done. If as professionals we are aware that we are
failing to practice what we preach when it comes to sharing

Fig. 1 Main differences between system 1 and system 2

It is true that there is teamwork and that we are asked to
do projects or activities with classmates, but the center of
gravity of the educational system is centered in the
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knowledge, and if we have an idea of what the reasons for
that may be, then it is likely that we will gradually become
more consistent in our behavior. We need to remind
ourselves that we take many decisions in a somehow
automatic or unconscious manner, governed by system 1. As
we have been programmed since our childhood to think first
and foremost for ourselves, we do not realize the toll it takes
in our professional life. It is legitimate that we seek our own
development, but that is not in contradiction with exhibiting
a proactive and generous attitude regarding the sharing of the
lessons learned and the developed knowledge. The same way
that our system 1 was been coded over the years, we can
gradually reprogram it if we take some decisions activating
our system 2, instead of letting system 1 act by default. A
key capability of system 2 is that it can program memory to
perform an instruction that overrides the automatic responses
of system 1. If we explicitly decide to share knowledge
because we firmly believe in the benefits it poses to us and to
our organizations, then our system 1 will also learn and thus
be amended. Over time, it will be easier of us to share
knowledge even in an automatic manner, as we would have
reprogrammed ourselves. Life is not binary in this sense and
it does not mean that we either always share, or never do it.
We do it some times, and the motivation is for all of us to do
it more frequently and more diligently. This first domain is
extremely important because we don't depend on anyone else
to take an action. If we acknowledge why is it that why fail
many times to walk our talk, we will try to have our system 2
override system 1, until the latter is reprogrammed in a way
that better reflects our principles. If we are aware of the need
to improve, we should simply do it, and find no excuses to. It
is possible to adopt some measures at the personal level, with
different ranges or degrees of effect:
A1) Short range. We should all become mentors,
adopting protégés. This way we would be transferring part of
our knowledge, no matter if to a reduced number of coworkers, who could be different over time.
A2) Medium range. We should commit to giving
periodically internal workshops or seminars, at which we
convey the lessons learned in projects of the skills and
knowledge we have developed. These activities would imply
a broader dissemination of your knowledge than the on
achieved through the personal contact with protégés.
A3) Long range. We should identify the key portions of
our knowledge that are more important to the institution or
organization we work for, and make it explicit, that is,
available to all other employees. This could be achieved by
writing the appropriate procedures, reports, workinstructions, checklists, or the like.
Table 1 summarizes the short-, mid-, and long-range
actions that are to be undertaken, which are complementary.

Table 1 Recommendations per range
Range
Short

Mid
Long

Recommendation
Adopt protégés in mentor
programs, to transfer knowledge
to them.
Have different protégés over time,
changing them periodically, so
that more people benefit from the
mentor program.
Commit to giving internal
seminars or workshops in your
areas of expertise.
Commit to making your
knowledge explicit by writing
appropriate reports, procedures,
work instructions, checklists, or
the like.

B) The institution domain. The responsibility for doing a
better job in knowledge management does not rest alone in
the shoulders of the individuals. The institutions (companies,
organizations, or the like) can do a lot to foster and promote
that desirable behavior. The first thing is to eliminate those
policies that imply internal competitions. When people
know, or at least feel (even if wrongly), that their internal
career and chances of development and promotion depend on
their relative standing and performance, people will be far
less likely to help others. This spells reluctance to sharing
with others the skills and knowledge one has developed with
effort over time, as that constitutes one's main advantage
over the rest of peers. Eliminating those policies is necessary,
but not sufficient. People should still be rewarded, in the
broadest sense of the term, but based on their performance,
understood in the broadest possible sense, and inclusive of
the effort deployed to share knowledge with others. Active
measures need to be taken to stimulate the dissemination of
knowledge. The most important one is always to lead by
example. Better than telling others what should be done, is to
do oneself what we expect or wish others to do. And this can
be done at all levels in the organization and not only by top
managers, but by everyone in the organization or institution.
Everyone can, and should, set an example for others to
follow. Not everyone in an organization or institution has the
same level of authority, but there is no reason why we all
should act in such a way that we set an appropriate example
that can foster other people to do a better job in sharing what
they know.
C) The education system domain. Significant progress
can be made in the short and mid term when actions are
taken in the two previous domains, the personal and the
institution domains. Yet, those effects are not as broad as the
ones that could be achieved if the way kids learn in school
were to be changed. Teaching kids the values of sharing
skills and knowledge would be planting the seeds for a better
future. Were we all to learn from our childhood how to share,
how to capitalize on lessons learned, and to grow based on
that, we would be programming our system 1 in the very
right way from the beginning, making it unnecessary the
difficult and time-consuming efforts required to re-code it
later on.
The recommendations are can and should be
implemented in parallel. Each one will actually reinforce the
others. The recommendations are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2 Recommendations per domain
Domain
Personal

Institution

Education
system

Recommendations
We are to be aware that a key reason behind
our not sharing knowledge is the existence of
our two ways of thinking, namely system 1
and system 2, and the frequent inconsistency
between them at least in the field of
knowledge management.
We are to explicitly let system 2 override
system 1 regarding decisions and actions
connected with knowledge management, to
prevent system 1 from making us do contrary
to what we believe in, and to gradually recode our system 1.
Policies that directly or indirectly hinder
knowledge management are to be removed.
The appraisal of the performance of the
employees is to be done in a comprehensive
manner, which includes attitude towards
knowledge sharing.
Educational systems are to be redesigned, so
that they foster the sharing of knowledge
from our early childhood.

CLOSURE
Most organizations and institutions are worried and
dissatisfied with the extent to which knowledge is transferred
across employees. Their low performance as learning
organizations is seen as a key hurdle to becoming more
competitive. There is room for hope. We can individually do
much better in terms of sharing what we know, and by so
doing the institutions that we work for will significantly
improve as learning organizations. We have a reasonable
diagnosis of why the current situation is far from satisfactory,
because knowledge tends to stick and does not flow in a free
and dynamic manner. Yet, the analysis and investigation
does not pretend to be comprehensive. Complex problems
are normally caused by a number of reasons or root causes,
frequently intertwined. Knowing at least what some of those
reasons are helps with the identification and implementation
of remedial actions aimed at improving the situation.
The differences between our automatic mode (system 1)
and our conscious one (system 2) accounts for the mismatch
perceived in how we declare to favor knowledge sharing, and
how we frequently act. Our system 1 has been programmed
to think of ourselves in the first place, and in an automatic
mode it drives many of our actions, that prove to be against
our stated beliefs of favoring knowledge sharing. But system
2 has the last word and can re-code system 1, through the
implementation of the proposed recommendations at
individual, institutional, and education system level.
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complexity, different from the logic of the binominals right
or wrong, effect or cause. The diversity of interests and the
complexity of the processes may also determine different
necessities for people, organizations and other institutions
and entities. What seems vital for one, may seem fatal for the
other, saved the appropriate proportions.
In this sense, it can be understood that the human
necessity is a result of a polynomial relation which requires
non classic methods, techniques and tools for solving
problems. The solving of a complex problem must, above all,
observe the need of a mankind need. Pereira-Pereira (2000)
affirms that it is needed to be recognized the existence of
mankind’s necessities some of which social needs, with
values, objectives and defined subjects and suggests
removing the concept of human needs from the
commonsense and from critical interpretations.
As shown on the previous paragraph, adding that the
human necessity is a process of decision-making and
problem solving that, inexorably, shows that the human
necessity is a process of decision making for solving
problems, that, in an extreme manner, includes a group of
articulated information, with recurrent questions and
answers. It must also be considered the combination between
people and their necessities, which is exponential, and by its
means; requires each time a better and more sophisticated
tool of communication and information to be attended on
time the demand of the new situation.

ABSTRACT
The complexity of today´s world reflects and is reflected
on the society´s lifestyle, space and productive structure, the
economy, and in technological processes. In this perspective,
the essence of a social glance should not focus exclusively in
humanities, but in a new type of engineering of problems.
The resolution of complex problems should, therefore, seek a
kind of engineering focused on the problem and not on the
activity or even the solution, as advocated the classical
methodologies. The humankind needs require an
interoperability between the institutions and subjects and also
to the orientation and effectiveness to the results. The
engineering of requirements attend as an alternative approach
to the resolution of complex problems and receives the
contribution of classic authors of social science, of
psychology; of engineering systems. This framework anchors
on the construction theory, extending and including new
variables in the engineering approach, firstly the concept of
mankind and society. Engineering and needs are the theoryreference categories of the proposed approach and research
of complexity, inclusion, uniqueness, complexity
management which are conceptual categories.
INTRODUCTION
The Human being has always been in search of
improvements of life, which gives an unlimited character to
its needs. The Human need is, therefore, any kind of
manifestation of shortage (Habermas, 1984) and of desire
(Bohlander, Snel and Sherman, 2001) that evolves the choice
of material goods capable to contributing to the survival or
social achievement of each individual. According to Kotler
(2000), these material goods are capable of attending a
human necessity and may be tangible and intangible, free
(abundant and without ownership, work and value) and
economic (scarce and with ownership, work and value).
The scarcity of means of economic goods may
determine different necessities, some which access,
distribution and asymmetric development. These needs do
not manifest by themselves, but they relate between each
other (Murray apud Robbins, 2000), implying a continued
renewal. This interdependence determines a relative

Hypothesis
The hypothesis that guides the proposed theoretical
approach presented here is that the specific nature of most
problem-solving methodologies lies in the fact that it is
essentially directed activity, regardless of context. However,
there are basic differences in conceptual and methodological
issues in relation to the vision of classical authors and their
suggested approach because it allows us to demystify and
simplify a set of formal characteristics and specific links
attributed to solving complex problems, from human
necessity.
The engineering necessities arise from the scientific and
empirical knowledge, in an appropriate dose to satisfy the
intangibility of these human necessities. In this context, the
new Engineering seeks to reconcile pragmatism material and
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concrete subjectivity perceiving the desires and man's
achievements. The Engineering of Needs can be said, by,
which is linked to the notion of value.
This way, an uncritical human necessity, contextual and
not consensual brings up a new matter, a complex
engineering, a design/modeling of the problems resolution,
with emphasis on human beings. The presented scope brings
up conceptual developments and requires answers to the
following questionnaire: Can an Engineering focused to the
human necessities contribute to one universal model of
problem resolution and or oriented to human beings? And
also, how the engineering focus of human necessities may
spread and contribute to the efficiency of complex systems
and the improvement of social rights?

From the marketing perspective, needs have to be
analyzed and addressed. New solutions should be created for
unmet needs. The marketer can help the buyer describing
how their products would meet their needs. The author points
out that in the production of complex products, the buyer
works with others on the definition of the characteristics
(Kotler, 2000).
In a study of the service industry, Ramamoorthy (2000)
says that the needs can be three types: personal, professional
and social. One of the main personal needs is to make the
behavior of the machine closer to the human being, making it
always comfortable to the operator or user. Also in regard to
the service functions, adds that social needs come from the
community and environmental awareness.
Engineering is an art of building, based on scientific and
self-knowledge. Art suitable in meeting the human
necessities, in which self-knowledge is related to practical
experience. Engineer means to engineer, devise, invent,
form, manufacture. In computer science, the user's needs
must also be observed. The solutions of this science should
also be focused to human needs required by the context,
avoiding the so-called "software thing" (Gattaz Sobrinho,
2000; Gattaz, 2001, 2010). These last one have high
maintenance costs and may result in waste and application of
misconceptions.
For the economy, which studies the relationship that
men have with each other in the production of goods and
services necessary to satisfy the desires and aspirations of
society, human necessity is to feel the lack of anything
attached to the desire of pleasing. Because of this reason, it is
known that not all human necessities can be met. And it is
this fact that explains the existence of the economy, making
economist the one to study the way to satisfy, however
possible, such necessities.
Nursing is the science and art of watching humans in
meeting their basic needs, to make it independent of this
assistance, where possible, by teaching self-care; to recover,
maintain and promote health in collaboration with other
professionals. In view of nursing, Horta (1979) mentions that
the interaction with the dynamic universe, the human being
experiences states of equilibrium and imbalance in time and
space. Imbalances generate needs that are characterized by
conscious and unconscious states of stress, which lead the
human being to seek the satisfaction of those needs to keep
his balance. Thus, the basic needs must be met, however,
when the knowledge of man about their needs is limited by
their own knowledge, it is necessary the help of qualified
people to meet them (Potter and Perry, 2009).
As noted, various subjects, from different areas of
knowledge are mobilized in order to troubleshoot the needs
of man, sometimes called client, sometimes called user or
citizen. However, this effort is likely to become useless when
put off the organized methods for the solution of the
problem.
It’s true that the polysemy noted on the word necessity
may result in controversy in the application by the diverse
areas of knowledge. The managing and political sciences,
especially in the fields of business and international relations,
fall into the confusing and controversial use with the term
interest when it comes to identity, security and recognition,
in the context of managing conflicts.
In the article Unmet Human Needs, Mark (2003) there
are elements for the insight between the terms of interest and

THEORY REFERENCE
The objective of this subject is to promote the
conceptual alignment of the terms necessities, human needs
and engineering, from the point of view of classical and
contemporary authors. The converging of concepts is
important to the definition of a path to climax the focus
engineering of needs, as an alternative for the resolution of
complex problems.
The polysemy of human necessity
Many doubts and problems of today’s societies draws in
settling that aims the satisfaction of necessities and the
representation of human interests. The resolution of problems
from this nature evokes non-traditional and unconventional
methods, techniques and approaches.
The necessity is a term which detains of a variable
synonym, some of which in different meanings. Necessity,
depending on the context, may mean quality or character of
necessary: requirement, indispensability, extreme poverty,
precision, lack and those related to physiology. Necessity is
an adjective that may be understood as something that may
not be spared, that imposes, and also with the essence of
which is really needed, designation of what is indispensable,
imperious or essential.
It should be considered that certain needs are
manifested being openly accepted by society, the designated
of open needs. Other needs if they cannot be expressed in a
given socio-cultural context, being repressed, also known as
latent needs.
In some cases, the fuse of necessities, performing the
same activity or object (Murray cited Robbins, 2000). A
necessity involves a psychochemical force in the brain that
organizes and directs the intellectual capacity and perceptive.
The needs activate behavior in the right direction to meet
them.
Kotler (2000) classifies the needs as declared
necessities, real, not declared, 'something more' and secret.
Additionally, it draws a distinction between the terms of need
and demand. While the first describes basic human needs, the
second can be understood as desires for specific products
backed by an ability to pay.
It should be considered that certain needs are
manifested being openly accepted by society, the designated
of open needs. Other needs if they cannot be expressed in a
given socio-cultural context, being repressed, also known as
latent needs.
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necessity. On Figure 1 there are presented the characteristics
in which distinguish the necessity of the human interest.
Characteristics
Form or
structure
Model of
negotiation
Type of relation
between
Players
Types of model
of managing
Arquitecture of
relations
Time of
resolution

Human
necessities
Systemic

Human
interests
Classic

Engineering of
Needs
Complex

Non
negotiable

Traditional
and
negotiable
Zero sum

Oriented to process

Solution
based on
consensus

Multidimentional

Hierarchial

Oriented to human
Being
Long term

Positive sum;
gain-gain
Collaborative,
multifaceted
of problem
resolution
Non
hierarchial
Long term

Short term

The human necessity is a complex problem whose
resolution is not disciplinary. According to Gonçalves et al.
(2011), the resolution of a complex problem requires the
application of the trans-disciplinary, once it is the practice of
what unites rather than separates the multiple and the diverse
in the process of constructing knowledge, and also
presupposes the use of different languages. Morin (1999);
Weil, D'Ambrosio and Crema (1993) refers to transdisciplinary as a new way of being, knowledge and approach;
a practice of the knowledge dialogue, but without exemption
from the diversity and the preservation of life on the planet.
For Tanik et al. (2008), the trans-disciplinary relates to
science and politics in addressing issues such as global and
local environmental concerns, migration, new technologies,
public health and cultural change. The integration,
participation, values and uncertainties, learning, management
and education are some of the transversal challenges to the
trans-disciplinary. The trans-disciplinary model has diffused
interfaces without barriers, where communication and
interaction are easily obtained.

Gain-gain

Fig. 1 Characteristics of human needs and interests

Mark (2003) points out that several theorists discuss
against the approach of human needs for the resolution of
conflicts. The doubts and uncertainties on the approach of the
human necessities extends to the way of definition,
satisfaction, cultural and universal nature, benefit,
importance etc.

Classical methodologies and new approaches of
problem resolution related to the human necessity
Even with all the developments of methods, techniques
and tools available today, society finds it difficult to
overcome the problems resulting from its development,
mainly because of the available methods show themselves to
be cumbersome, bureaucratic, inefficient, unproductive and
activity oriented.
The Cartesian method is indispensable to solve human
problems (De Masi, 2001) that relate to the exact sciences
and technology said. But it is insufficient to solve human
problems endowed with subjectivity, such as trust or
entrepreneurial action in the regional process development.
The classical vision of human necessities is a
counterpoint of the complexity, once it exempts the transdisciplinary looks and ignores the principles of processes in
its fullness – which are universal – affecting the modeling of
the human necessities.
The classic methods of solving a complex problem
rather emphasize the orientation to man and environment.
Simon (1987) and Morin (1991) share the idea that the
human being is not considered only biologically or
culturally, by its nature it is multidimensional. A member of
a society and individual at the same time, men lives and
shares the problems daily.
Therefore, the contemporary problems turn-necessarily
for methods, techniques and non-conventional tools centered in the problem and not the solution to the bound
breaking in the sense of innovation, respect for human beings
and the observation of the context. The rational and
quantitative models have limited use for identification and
characterization of the problem, since the possibility of the
context of humanization is voided.
The amplification of the conceptual scope of the human
needs is imperative nowadays and requires new theory
contributions, some of which: Theory of complexity (Morin,
1989; Gattaz, 2010) and of process (Gattaz Sobrinho, 2010;
Gonçalves, 2013), beyond the General Theory of Systems
(Bertalanffy, 1968).
On this perspective, the approach of the Resolution of
Oriented Complex Problems to the Principles of Process

Human needs
The Human need was an object of study by known
psychologists (Maslow, 1954, 1963; McClelland, 1961) in
the Mid XX Century. Both created theories taking as a path
the question of human needs. For this, the needs may be
learned, are personal and vary between cultures. That is, each
person has a different level of necessity from the other. But
these necessities are never dull, which means, it will always
have a trace of this need, for the smallest it may be.
It is important to highlight that, here, we look for
arguing the term necessity associated to human beings. The
basic human necessities are common necessities to any
human being, therefore are universal. What changes between
one individual to another is its expression and the correct
way to satisfy or attend them.
Although necessities and interests may constitute in
focus of the explanation of human behavior and social
interaction, are still sufficient for explaining the new logic of
development, of the contemporary society. Once again, it
matters to build an outline capable of representing the reality,
of supporting the obligation of contextualization.
The human necessities may be understood as an
emerging collection of essential products – non-negotiable –
to the human development (MARK, 2003). Nowadays, the
interests are better molded to the processes of negotiation
and of conflict managing, whose resolution may lead to the
consensus, contrary to the common sense exercise (Burton,
1990).
As regards to the contextualization, Glambeck (2011)
said that it guides the understanding of the knowledge for
everyday use, taking advantage of the relationships between
content and context to give meaning to the new reality. The
meanings are not neutral, since they carry values that explain
the everyday, and facilitate the understanding of issues
related to the social and worldwide environments.
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(ARPCOOP) aligns to the requirements of human
necessities, because the ARPCOOP can be applied as a
priority to solve community, organizational and other forms
of representation of civil society organizations problems. In
the context of the approach, human needs is always a
mobilizer process and composes a civil enterprise. Due to its
ability to (re)contextualization it may be useful for the
attenuation of imbalances or to pep the community
development, for example.
Approach of Complex Problem Solving Oriented to the
Process Principles is essentially oriented to communities,
considering the whole and not the parts of the whole. It was
conceived from the perspective of a collective enterprise,
which represents a significant sample of the community. The
character and "collectivity" effect of ARPCOOP demonstrate
the transformative power of a civil enterprise, introducing at
once all beneficiaries on social, economic, cultural and
political vectors, highlighting the effectiveness of the
resolution.
Conclusively, the contribution of ARPCOOP, from the
principles of process and of the concept of context and
ecosystems
provides
greater
robustness,
multidimentionability and effectiveness to the Engineering of
Necessities. On the attempt to improve the comprehension of
the focus “Engineering of Necessity”, the first Topic presents
a definition. To illustrate the application of the Engineering
of Necessities, the next Topic demonstrates the diabetes and
the serious psychosocial anomalies as a problem of the
human necessity.
The last Topic explains another case of human necessity
research. The organization of rural producers on Pontal do
Triângulo Mineiro (Brasil) (West of the State of Minas
Gerais, Brazil) serves as context to better explain the relation
of the ecosystem, of the need of contextualization as the
Engineering of Necessities. In this reality, the rural
entrepreneurs of the said territory or ecosystem are in search
of solution for the economic and social exclusion problems,
lost of local identity and questions related to the cultural
degradation.

considered of which that necessity that the State has the
assignment to satisfy it (Viegas, 2015).
The satisfaction of necessities or human interests entails
a new theorem, which contemplates the possibility of
contextualization, the trans-disciplinary and the vision of the
world in process. The new theorem of human necessities
should focus the Engineering of Necessities. The proposition
supplements the classic vision of problem/solution, even
systemic, is still free of context.
The proposed approach "Engineering of Human
Necessity" comes from the phenomenology of research, the
perceptions of reality and shortcomings of classical and
contemporary theoretical perspectives that deal with that
question. These elements stimulate, or rather act as input for
the instrumental problem solving, yet unknown. This is not a
fusion of two terms, randomly. Similarly, the engineering
need is not a method but an approach to the methods of
solving complex problems. It is a logic of complexity.
The engineering of necessities presents as a break
barrier and comes up as a way for attending the empty spaces
caused by the polysemy of the term necessity, mainly when it
comes to considering not un-variable systems, but
multivariable, trans-disciplinary methods based in principles
(Gattaz Sobrinho, 2011) emerging new necessities and
syntheses of new independent variables not previously
considered to the applying of the method (Gonçalves, 2013).
The focus that is supposed to check the Engineering of
Necessities partially aligns to non-individuality, that is, to the
way of satisfaction of public necessities, which is diverse
from the one which the individual necessities are attended. It
is partial because it cannot be assumed the dependency on
the lack of treatment of necessity and the availability of
politics from the State.
The focus “Engineering of Needs” does not pretend to
be or create a neologism to the administrative sciences or to
the social/human sciences. The Engineering of Necessities
does not limit to a pun of words. It is contextual, while the
human necessity understood in a traditional form focus the
person, the individual or even a collective dimension,
however free from context. The Engineering of Necessities
seeks to answer the questions of healthcare, socio-economic
or of any nature, for example, always associating the
resolution of the problem to a context, to an ecosystem and
universally accepted principles.
To be effective the Engineering of Necessities,
ecosystem is understood as an expression of behaviors and of
the culture of men and women, families and communities
located on the Middle East or any other Brazilian “territory”:
northeastern countryside, Amazônia, bushy lands of
Triângulo Mineiro and the pampas on the south. The design
of the variables and the definition of the measures, as well as
the behavioral interpretations of the interdependencies are
characteristics of the engineering of necessities which counts
on the principles of process.
This way, with visits to minimize misconceptions and
paradoxes of the public necessity, the Engineering of
Necessity adopts the principles of process stated by Gattaz
Sobrinho (2010) for the resolution of complex problems. On
the same way, Gonçalves et al. (2011) note that every action
must be focused essentially to the human being (principle of
unity) and not to the care for an activity, as usually happens
on industrial processes. The approach of Resolution of
Oriented Complex Problems to the Principles of Process

RESULTS – CONSTRUCTION OF FOCUS AND
EXPLANATION OF THE FOCUS ENGINEERING OF
NECESSITIES
The heart of the problem is the science and the profound
transformation of the scientific method (Hegedus Apud De
Masi, 2000), which is, the passage from discovery to
invention, the search for solutions to the search of questions.
There is a revolution of the scientific method and the
relationship with nature, which are characterized by planning
for the future through a new way of doing science, which
draws information that is modeled by a method other than
industrial, which formulates problems and proposes solution
goals without being previously entangled in their ties,
instead, transforming bonds into opportunities.
People and theorists comprehend that the human
necessity is public and it is up to the State to satisfy it. It adds
up that every public necessity has a collective nature, for
being a sum of individual necessities. However, the
engineering of necessities refutes the human necessity as
strictly public because not every collective necessity
corresponds to a public necessity. Moreover, it can only be
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(ARPCOOP) proposed by Gonçalves et al. (2011) also
subsidizes the Engineering of Necessities, since it has
contextual nature and supports on the principles of process.
To clarify the purpose of the approach, it is worth
taking as an example the case of civil engineering (vertical
condo) in a populous area of a large city, in response to a
complex problem of urban housing. Although the program
needs an engineering or architectural design, taking into
consideration issues related to environmental comfort,
human mobility, sometimes issues related to market interests
brings undesirable and unknown side effects: congestion of
public surrounding roads, saturation or difficult access to
services (consumer, health, safety, education, entertainment,
etc.), air pollution and land speculation. In other words, wellbeing and quality of life of one who, in theory, would be the
beneficiary of the solution is compromised.
The development seen exclusively as a market response
surface to the problem is not sufficiently complete and
sustainable. It is essential that the project incorporates the
systematic view, the science of complexity and universal
principles for achieving satisfaction and respect for human
beings.
Therefore, as in the previous example, you cannot think
of a work of engineering, a housing investment disregarding
the prospect of man and prior assessment of side effects on
the environment and the life of society, among others. The
objective or the essence of solving the problem is value to
mankind and engineering, as a whole, integrated and holistic,
which opposes the dichotomy man / environment / wellness.
What is discussed here is not the effectiveness of the
programs necessities to permeate architectural designs,
engineering and urban planning; from a specialist’s
perspective or strict sense but lack of integration of the
component processes of problem solving and interoperability
of the institutions, which means, a broad sense perspective.
Admittedly, the problem and the solution are recurrent and
procedural and, thus, the resolution should deviate from
fiction processes with reality, apart from the context.
The essence of an effective and sustainable solution to a
complex problem, as the mentioned case of housing, lies in
meeting the human need, for a collective community which
highlights a win-win relation as defined in Nash, according
Gattaz (2010). The solutions that strictly serves the market
tend to be misleading and at high social cost. The project
must meet the needs of that, which benefits directly, but
should not have any risks, among other undesirable aspects,
the welfare of the community as a whole.
Ideally, a methodology for solving complex problems
must result in civil enterprise (Argollo Ferrão, 2006, 2007),
community sustainable development promoter. The focus of
the Need for Engineering emphasizes the vision of
complexity at the expense of the classical view. Similarly,
there aren’t proposed standards, formula, steps and rigid
procedures.
The engineering necessity, as focus on methods,
techniques and problem-solving tools, is a kind of guide,
reference sustained on the principle of Unity (Gattaz
Sobrinho, 2000; Gattaz Sobrinho et al. 2011). That principle
postulates that the human being is the only and main
beneficiary of human action. The unit is the human. Nothing
else is a unit. Anything else is an object. The human being is
the proper context, which generates another context that tells
you what human beings are. The human being is an infinite

possibility of contextual ways to exist, to establish new ways
of access to reality. It is the unit which allows it to recognize
the differences between these modes to exist.
Collating the theory of human necessities with the new
theorem of Engineering of Necessities, it matters to clarify
that the first adopts the systemic thought and the second
incorporates the principles of process. It is certain that the
systematic vision includes the un-variable necessities,
becoming interesting when each variable is put up to critics,
but limited to reveal the interdependencies between them to
point the behaviors between the interdependencies. Using the
principles, obtaining a new approach for the treatment of
human necessities, especially when talking about the
Engineering of Necessities.
The satisfaction of the necessities or one of the human
interests entails a new theorem that contemplates the
possibility of contextualization, a trans-disciplinary and the
world vision in process. The new theorem of human
necessities may be named Engineering of Necessities. A
proposition supports the classical vision of problem/solution,
in which even systemic, it is still free of context.
Details of the focus on Necessities of Human
Engineering
The core of knowledge is the idea that living is a
problem-solving process (Popper, 1994). The approach
proposed partially refutes the classical methods for
productive problem-solving, focused on solution, once they
ignore the context and restrict the creativity and the
dynamics of communication, required to solve complex and
contemporary problems (Gattaz, 2010).
On the other hand, to accept the paradigm of complexity
is to live with the contradiction, the dialogical relations
(Heller, 1998; Vergara, 2012) which set up the order and
disorder, harmony and disharmony. Between the various
lessons that theory of complexity offers, there is nothing
simple neither on the natural, the social nor the individual
field, there are only simplifications. Additionally stated that
the story only obey the rational laws, that is, dictated by the
human reason.
The solution of complex problems generating
knowledge aimed at the improving processes, able to
mitigate conflicts, uncertainties, difficulties, the social /
unsocial justice. Correct identification of a complex problem
is feasible, a value that seeks to add, a difference that seeks
achievement, which promotes citizenship, the increase of
man's relationship with his fellow men, nature, and the
universe. The resolution of a complex problem is to define
the path to be followed by the man himself, according to his
own reality. Therefore, man can use different combinations
of transitions or decisions, also known as, the vision of
reality, the way to see the problem.
The focus "Engineering of Human Needs" recognizes
and saves identity with the approach of resolution of
Approach of Resolution of Complex Problem Oriented to
Principles of Process [ARCPOPP], proposed by Gonçalves,
Argollo Ferrão and Gattaz Sobrinho (2011, 2011a), which
focuses on the particular context problem, then the
characterization of various forms of attempts to reduce the
difference between satisfied and not satisfied. In ARCPOPP,
each seized result, new knowledge was generated and
accumulated in the process of solving the issue.
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The effectiveness of the approach "Human Needs
Engineering", in essence, already accounts and infers a
higher level of convergence between human expectations and
all objectives and any civil investment. The approach may
also contribute to the process of solving complex problem,
because it considers the human being as a process unit, agile
without direct intervention in reality and has capacity of
contextualization. All of these attributes or features
contribute to better decision making, which ultimately
reflecting a more effective process of resolving the complex
problem. Crucially, the focus is centered on human need and
not focused on activity.
Identifying complex problems is hardly achieved with
isolated actions; demanding the engagement of skills, and
disciplinary teams. The subject scientific is collective and
knowledge is a social conquest, because it is not gained by an
only wise individual, but by a community (Bachelard, 1996;
Gattaz Sobrinho, 2001). The contemporary scientific
knowledge moves away from the common knowledge by
claiming it to be a reality that cannot be addressed by human
sensitivity.
The complexity of current problems calls for synergistic
solutions, focused on the inseparability of these processes,
scientific and technological collaboration, integration and
interoperability of the institutions; for the formation of
cooperative networks. Man will be able to tackle the
difficulties inherent in the scientific methods of problem
identification when able, along with technology, to organize
a democratic scientific method with emphasis on humanoriented and universal principles.
The Engineering of Human Necessities aims to
consolidate the solutions arising from the multidisciplinary
demands of man, in a holistic and systemic manner,
considering the interrelationship between all disciplines.
Unlike the engineering sector, which deepens the specific
Cartesian knowledge, Necessity Engineering transcends the
limits of a certain area, a specific approach, designing
solutions that take into account the influence that each has
specific knowledge about the others. Engineering necessity,
various disciplines contribute, among them the humanistic
psychology and the economy.

exemplifies the mobilizing process of a group of
entrepreneurs who search to improve their income, prosperity
and well-being.
The enterprise of the collective consists in the raising of
tilapias using a system of tanks and nets. The passing of time
was the responsible for the consolidation and maturing of the
group of entrepreneurs represented by COOPERPEIXE. The
initiative to create a collective has its origins in reunions of
the Association of Agricultural Producers from the
Cachoeirão Region, in the city of Itapagipe, state of Minas
Gerais, a municipality in the Homogeneous Micro Region IV
Frutal [Brazil].
With a different objective than those previously pursued
by the association, this initiative indicates the solving of a
complex problem through the mobilizing of several
agricultural producers. Even if this has been so far
overlooked, the pursuit of the producers focused on the
rescue of a social network and some of its intangible aspects,
such as culture and other forms the community has to express
itself. The objective was not necessarily economic. The
community presented an amalgam which made the social
network strong and dense.
Celebrations in special or religious dates had already
created the habit of the reunion, which was a space to talk
and negotiate; the associates were led to assume a different
social-economic and cultural-political position by some
social aspects, such as: the risk of interruption or succession
in family businesses; the fields emptied from human
presence; the lost of local memory; and the sense of
belonging.
Seeking alternative employment and income, the new
generation migrated to the city. Contrary to the dynamics of
the rural exodus, the producers sought options for a
productive diversification to ensure their permanence and the
possible return of the new generation. In the early 2000s,
community living had almost a hundred people. Of this total,
more than thirty people were members and the others were
family members (women, children and households) which
had an active participation in community life. Other people
interested in this community lifestyle also participated in the
meetings, but without the benefits offered by the Association.
Explanation of a case of study of Engineering of
necessities in public health: diabetes patients and aggressive
psychosocial trouble patients
On the attempt to extend the explanatory process of
engineering of necessities, it is worth mentioning the case of
mental health of an individual. Here, the mental trouble and
diabetes are public health problems and which can be solved
with the applying of the engineering of needs, contrary of the
human necessity perspective.
The resolution of both diseases is complex – at the same
time conflicting and of different orders: such as an individual
concern and also as a family necessity. However, it can be
collective, at the same time, when treated as a plague in a
given ecosystem. Each ecosystem is endowed with manners
and of distinct and peculiar cultural arrangements. For the
engineering of necessities they are relevant and considered.
Each ecosystem, with its families and other arrangements,
have proper complexity and identity which makes the
invariables may have variables and different measures.
Normally, a mental sickness is treated as a problem of
public healthcare, where the necessity of certain social group
is satisfied by the process of public service. Meanwhile the

Explanation of the case of study of Engineering of
Necessities in Minas Gerais, Brazil
One case of explanatory study of the focus Engineering
of Necessities is the search of rural producers of the
Homogeneous Micro-region IV Frutal for the economic and
social sustainability. The said entrepreneurs got organized
and looked for an architecture of business (cooperative) that
not only permits the inclusion of them on the economic
vector, fundamentally guaranteed the stay on the field.
Additionally the cooperative initiative contributed to the
reduction of the poverty baldric in urban centers, among
other un-presumed impacts (education quality, security and
public health) promoted by the rural exodus.
The agricultural production cooperative project was
selected to exemplify how Needs Engineering helps the
process of mobilizing the group of entrepreneurs around the
resolution of this complex issue. The Cooperativa dos
Aquicultores do Pontal do Rio Grande (Collective of the
Aquiculturists from Pontal do Rio Grande), known as
COOPERPEIXE is a collective of agricultural producers that
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mentioned concept is relative, because it depends on
circumstances of time and place, this way varying in time
and space. The result of the election of collective necessities
to be satisfied by the State is guided, usually, eminently by
political criteria. This way adding up that the mental sick that
is not put to wait in a line, under sentence of bringing more
serious injury to the other stakeholders.
The treatment implies in individual or group sessions,
where as the coexistence has the therapeutic goal. Many
modalities of treatment should be adopted in order to reach a
permanent construction of a facilitator environment,
structured and welcoming. The assistance gap on the
assistance of these patients is glaring on the majority of the
cases in Brazil and other countries. The carrier of serious
psychosocial trouble requires a welcoming social and family
integration, in order to support them on their initiatives on
the search of independence.
The model for a hospital-center must be substituted by a
strategy of the psychiatric reform, integrating the patient to a
solid social and cultural environment, designated as your
“territory”, the area of the city where it is developed
everyday life of users and family members.
In this sense, Carvalho et al. (2011) shows that the
development of mankind is undoubtedly a succession of
problems and solutions. Regarding health, control and
treatment of endemic diseases and other illness represent the
effort of mankind in the pursuit of well-being and greater
longevity. The social organization appears as an element of
contemporary society and as a shared solution of health
problems.
A health policy is a complex process that
involves many factors, public and private. Initially, it is
sought to assist the population of a given area or region. In
the study, the authors aims to demonstrate the (non) use of
the principles of processes in conducting a public health
policy in Health Center Jardim Boa Esperança, at Campinas
[Brazil].
Additionally, Carvalho et al. (2011) reveals the effort to
build new facilities and to improve the quality of assistance
to the people of its surroundings. However, the context
shows that the exclusion or lack of commitment of a factor
can slow down the process. The methodology used was the
action research, from a process modeling evidence. It is
important to note that the comparison of the process
principles of reality was crucial to include new factor and
implementation of the reform and improvement in the quality
of assistance to the population can be realized.

them, individually. In other words, the main criteria used to
define human needs - and differentiate them from material
needs and preferences, desires, compulsions, consumer
dreams – it is what is based on the effects of non-continuous
service of socially shared necessities.
In this perspective, the engineering needs can be
considered as a focus of tax to the methods, techniques and
tools of complex problem solving, beyond those found in
classical science; centered on solution. The focus is a legacy
of the science of complexity that covers to meet the demand
of a kind of problem-solving engineering; oriented human
need, sustained in the collective interest and not in the
individual instance. This way, any identification
methodology and problem solution should give priority to
human necessities and not be limited simply to answer an
activity.
It is worth mentioning that all methods and technologies
of Processes are in beginnings for the resolution of complex
problems. Thus analogue, the inclusion of contextual and
metric fuzzy variables on the process of molding, simulating,
emulation and playing of a process is equally preliminary for
the resolution of the human necessities.
The future research on human necessities may converge
to the focus on Engineering of necessities that, on the other
hand, needs to incorporate the principles of process (Gattaz,
2010) and on the game win-win (Nash, 1949).
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system mode based on such kind of point-to-point operation
is limited in effective interaction distance and azimuth which
causes poor user experience. Because inertial sensor can
detect motion state and attitude of objects, it is widely used
in the field of human computer interaction. A complete
interactive gesture is split into multiple basic gestures in
literature (Wu, J., Pan, G., Zhang, D., Qi, G., & Li, S. 2009),
each of which is defined as a data frame. Each data frame is
made from a discrete FFT transform, whose time domain and
frequency domain information are extracted as characteristic
values of a basic gesture. Finally, a SVM vector machine is
used to classify and recognize gesture features, and the
identification results are displayed on the PC display.
Gesture recognition technology based on MEMS inertial
sensor has made dramastic improvement on recognition rate.
However, recognized characteristics based on that approach
are quite limited and achieving precise positioning on big
size screen is still difficult. The literature (Kratz, S., & Rohs,
M. 2010, February) implements a gesture recognition system
based on built-in accelerometer of mobile devices and
designs several kinds of interactive gesture. Acceleration
information of each interactive gesture is collected whose
cosine value is extracted as characteristic value. Then, a
matching model is defined to compare with collected cosine
value. The value that have a higher similarity than others is
the result. At present, most of the air-mouse depended on
specific hardware devices which were designed through the
inertial sensors and cursor positioning, it was combined with
the related attitude angle solution and fusion algorithm to
realize the operation to the media terminal in the threedimensional space (Zhou, H., Mo, B., Huang, R. M., Ling, C.
D., & Huang, R. H. 2013, September &, Santoso, W. 2012,
Zidek, K., & Pitel, J. 2013, April). The literature (Ross, G. J.,
Adams, N. M., Tasoulis, D. K., & Hand, D. J. 2012)
developed a 3D air mouse based on MEMS inertial sensor,
which acted the Bluetooth 4.0 as a wireless transmission
module and developed the client on PC based on C#, and
achieved accurate positioning and interactive operation of the
two dimensional large screen coordinates in 3D space.
Although the above researches had attained some results and
practical values, they had some shortcomings as follows.
They need to design a dedicated hardware platform. The data
processing algorithm needs high processing capacity of the
processor. The interactive equipment cost are relatively high.
They were high - cost and low- performance, and they were
not conducive to the popularity.

ABSTRACT
With the development of technology, online education
has become a way of study to the student. But the interaction
of existing online education is not good enough to attract
students' interest. Then we design an educational aid system
combine with three-dimensional remote control to improve
the situation. This system has the interactive mode of air
mouse and touch screen. We give the overall design of the
system, the realization principle of air mouse and touch
screen interactive mode and the system data process flow in
this paper. And we design an application to achieve the
function of the system. The experiments show that the
system can control the mouse pointer of the server and
display the input trajectory in the server and it is useful in
education assistant.
KEY WORDS： education assistant，air mouse, touch
screen, three-dimensional remote control
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, online education plays an increasingly
important role in life-long learning. Students complete their
homework, preview and review courses or even do a test on
the Internet. However, interacting with computer to complete
certain tasks may sometimes be not so easy which makes
online learning become an unpleasant experience. Benefiting
from the innovation of technologies, smart TVs and other
devices with 50+ inches screen are becoming cheaper and
thus increasingly popular in our daily life such as home
theater, media conferences, multimedia teaching and other
occasions. In certain scenarios, the advantage of screen size
can give users a much better experience and due to the longer
distance between users and screen, the learning process also
gives less damage to eyesight of users. However, interaction
becomes yet an obstacle for educational application
development due to the limitation of existing remote
controller. Although mouse acts as the most common
interaction devices in existing information system, it is not
suitable for the complexity of interaction with devices such
Smart TVs. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce a more
effective and intuitive method of interaction to enhance user
experience. Then we design an educational aid system
combine with three-dimensional remote control to improve
such situation
Most existing researches on remote control focus on
infrared technology and keyboard operation. Interaction
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This paper designs a simple and efficient threedimensional remote control system based on Micro-ElectroMechanical-Systems (MEMS) sensors of an Android phone.
A MEMS includes a micro sensor, a micro channel
mechanism, corresponding processing circuit and other
components. MEMS sensor has the advantages of high
precision, strong data processing capability and low cost,
which make it widely used in mobile electronic products
such as smart phones and digital cameras.
The organization of this paper is as follows: in section 2,
the system design scheme is described. In Section 3, w air
mouse interaction is designed. In Section 4, the touch- screen
interactive features is given. In Section 5, the system data
process flow is performed. In Section 6, the system
application is presented. Finally, a brief discussion is given
to conclude this work.

Fig.2 The coordinate system of MEMS inertial sensor for
Android smart phone

In this section, the design of a MEMS inertial sensor
coordinate system, a gravity sensor coordinate system,
gyroscope coordinate system and functions of the air mouse
is given.
Coordinate system of MEMS inertial sensor
With MEMS sensor of smaller size and higher
sensitivity, corresponding sensors like gyroscope,
accelerometer and distance sensor have been widely used in
smart phones as a supplement to enhance normal touchscreen based user interaction (Lam, A. H., & Li, W. J. 2002,
June). Inertial sensors of this paper are mainly accelerometer
and gyroscope.
Inertial sensors in smart mobile devices are frequently
used to detect motion states of the device, such as vibration,
tilt and rotation, etc. These states can be semantically
mapped into certain user behavior as seen in applications like
WeChat and mobile phone game “need for speed”. In that
sense, inertial sensor acts as a kind of direction sensor
(Santoso, W. 2012). User action when using a mobile phone
can be classified as static and dynamic. In order to determine
the direction of device movement, we present a coordinate
system of MEMS inertial sensor of Android based smart
phones as shown in Fig.2.
When a mobile phone is put on a horizontal table with
its screen upward, we consider the direction from the center
of screen to its microphone as backward and to receiver is
forward. Based on that, we define the upward direction of
screen as the positive direction of Z axis of our presented
coordinate system which is vertical to the screen. We then
define the forward direction on the horizontal screen as Y
axis. X axis is then defined as rightward direction vertical to
Y axis. Here, accelerometer and gyroscope have the same
coordinate system.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The three-dimensional interactive system block diagram
based on smart phone MEMS inertial sensor is shown in
Fig.1. It uses a client/server architecture while the client is
running on a hand held device and the server is running on a
multimedia device with a bigger size screen such as Pad, PC
and smart TV. A client interacts with server through a Wi-Fi
network or a Bluetooth connection. In order to meet different
needs of various hardware configurations of mobile phones
and users, this system designs two kinds of interaction
patterns: the air mouse pattern and the touch screen pattern.
When a client is equipped with inertial sensors, user can
interact with server devices using air mouse pattern which
has more flexibility. In other cases, users can complete
interaction with servers through touch screen. When
possible, we allow users to choose between air-mouse and
touch screen pattern according to his preference.
In order to send commands to server devices, we
simulate mouse functions such as left （right） click and
double click..
THE AIR MOUSE INTERACTION

Client
Air mouse
Gyroscope
Accelerometer
WIFI / Bluetooth data receiver module

WIFI / Bluetooth network

Press key

Mobile WIFI / Bluetooth data transmission module

Touch screen

Network Interface function module

Smartphone

Touch remote control

Server-side

Displays

Coordinate system of gravity sensor
About the
key signal

Accelerometer is also called gravity sensor in an
Android based mobile device for its function to detect
gravity acceleration of device motion. So a smart phone's
accelerometer can detect the change of acceleration value of
X-Y-Z axis when a mobile phone screen is moved along each
direction of the presented coordinate system.
(1) X axis indicates horizontal acceleration. Its output is
positive when a mobile phone moves rightward and negative
when leftward.
(2) Y axis also indicates horizontal acceleration, but on
another direction. The output is positive if a mobile phone is
accelerated forward and negative when backward.
(3) Z axis denotes vertical acceleration the value is A±
9.8𝑚⁄𝑠 2 . A－9.8𝑚⁄𝑠 2 shows that the phone is accelerated

The cursordriven

Coordinate mapping

Interaction intended to be
interpreted

Touch screen

Fig.1 Three-dimensional interactive system block diagram
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upward; A＋9.8𝑚⁄𝑠 2 shows that the phone is accelerated
downward.
(4) When the state is static, the output value is 9.8𝑚⁄𝑠 2 .
That is, the linear acceleration of device is 0𝑚⁄𝑠 2 .
However, linear acceleration is only needed in many
applications. So the interference of gravity component need
be removed by some way. It can be translated as linear
acceleration is equal to acceleration minus acceleration of
gravity.

screen and large screen, and the connection is achieved by
WIFI Internet, Bluetooth or wired, etc. The user interacts to
display screen though sliding or tapping on the touch screen,
etc. These interaction behaviors include getting the
coordinates of the finger sliding trajectory, clicking the
trigger, interactive signal transmission, etc. After interactive
data is received by display screen, and the data is analyzed,
processed, interacted and mapped, so the user interacting to
display screen could be achieved. The main actions of move
& touch include three interactive features: point positioning,
interactive object selection, slipping on the screen. These
interactive features greatly improve the user’s experience.

Coordinate system of gyroscope
Different from accelerometer, gyroscope is used to
measure the angular velocity of device rotation around X-YZ axis, and its unit is 𝑟𝑟𝑟 ⁄𝑠. The rotation direction of device
around X, Y, Z axis is determined by seeing if the output
value of gyroscope is positive or negative. When output
value is positive, we believe the rotation is clockwise. If
output value is negative, it means that the rotation is
counterclockwise. Fig. 3 illustrates the concepts presented
above.
To complete the remote control interaction, we need to
convert the rotation angle detected by a gyroscope into
corresponding coordinate value of the cursor on a screen. To
make an interaction comfortable and easy, we map the Pitch
angle is to X coordinates of a cursor and the Roll angle to Y
coordinates of it. The mapping algorithm is as follows:
𝑥 = 𝐴×𝜃+𝐵
�
(1)
𝑦 = 𝐶×φ+𝐷
Where, A and C are the resolution of a given screen, B
and D are adaptation constants which can be obtained when
the display resolution coefficients are known.

Realization of touch-screen interactive function
When the user performs the touch-screen interactive
function, the user’s finger slides on the touch-screen of
mobile phone, while the movement trajectory of cursor on
big screen and the movement trajectory of the figure sliding
are consistent both in the direction and speed of movement,
and they keep a certain ratio in the displacement distance.
This will make user experience like a traditional mouse. In
order to interact freely to the trigger button on the screen like
the traditional mouse, we design a way to mimic a mouse to
select the object, such as left and right button, single or
double clicking, etc.
ψ(Ya w )

Z

θ (Pitc h)

Function of the air mouse
When user uses an air mouse, the smart phone inertial
sensor monitoring function is set in monitoring state. When
acceleration value of user motion is greater than a given
threshold, we use the angular velocity get from the gyroscope
to calculate the rotation angle and send it angular value is
sent to the network interface function module.
When receiving a rotation angle value, the network
interface function module sends it to the smart phone through
a Wi-Fi or Bluetooth connection. When a "left button" or
"right button” (double) click action is triggered, it will also
be sent to the mobile phone through the network interface
function module.
When server receives the data signals from a client, it
translates them through the interactive intention
interpretation module and then map them to the X-Y
coordinates of the screen which are used to drive the cursor.
When the user has be determined to carry out "key to
determine", the server judges the operation whether it is "left
button" , "right button” or "signal click”, “double click" first,
then the buttons on the big screen are triggered to complete
the interaction.

X
φ (Ro ll)

Y

Fig.3 the rotation form of mobile phone
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Mobile phone touch screen
terminal
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Server monitor

（0,0）

x
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△x
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Transform
Finger sliding track vector

y

y

Screen cursor tracks

Fig. 4 coordinate conversion process diagram

The origin of coordinate system of the Android phone
touch-screen is on the left corner of the screen, the positive
direction of X-axis is the right of screen, the positive
direction of Y-axis is the downward of screen. Because both
the screen of phone and display are two-dimensional screen,
so it is easy to determine the proportional relationship
between them, and coordinate transformation process is as
Fig. 4
The touch screen monitor function of the system named
as OnTouchListener () always monitor the status changes of
the touch-screen event. The system will get an
ACTION_MOVE event when finger slides on the touchscreen of the phone. If the contact coordinate between two
events has changed when it is detected, the system calculates

TOUCH-SCREEN INTERACTIVE FEATURE
In this section, the explanation of move & touch and
realization of touch-screen interaction are revealed.
Move & Touch
The working principle of Move & Touch Interactive
Technology is to establish a connection between the touch
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sensor data that reflect the status of the handheld terminals,
and record the data of acceleration and gyroscope.
For acceleration data, we filter out the gravity
component of the original signal and smooth the data through
a combination of filters. So we can get the clean linear
acceleration data, and the integrator can be controlled more
precise than using raw data. The combined filter model is
shown in Fig. 6. Here A is the sampling value, and G is
gravity separation.
The data smoothing process of the original data of
gyroscope is as follows:
(1) Get the original output data of gyroscope when the
sensor monitoring function finds a sensor statement event
occurs;
(2) Put the gyroscope data into the WMA data
processing queue, the processing data in the queue updates
with sampling timing of the gyroscope. It can make sure that
each data processing in the queue is to process the new
gyroscope sample value weighted average filtering;
(3) Send the processed data of gyroscope into the angle
integrator.
Angular velocity data processing model is as Fig. 7. The
data updating area is used to obtain the angular velocity data
from the gyroscope in real time. Angular velocity data
becomes smoothing after data processing then the data is sent
to the integrator and the data removal area to clear the cache.
The filter that uses weighted moving average method is the
WMA-Filter. Here N is the width of moving smooth
window, Y (k) is the output of the WMA-Filter of the K time
sampling of gyroscope, y (k) is the input of WMA-Filter of
the K time sampling of gyroscope, C1, C2... CN are the
weight coefficients.
The original data becomes smoother after being
processed, and the angle data of the handheld terminal is sent
to server under the control of integration threshold.
When the slide function of touch screen is used, the
client can get the start and end of the coordinate data when
the finger slides screen first. Then it gets the displacement
data of the finger through processing the contacts
information. Finally it sends the displacement data to the
display server.

the displacement vectors between the contacts. The amount
changes in the X-axis, Y-axis are denoted as ∆X,∆Y In the
display side, let the original cursor coordinates as𝑋𝑝 ,𝑌𝑝 The
new mapped cursor coordinates after displacement
are𝑋𝑛 ,𝑌𝑛 .The relationships between the coordinate changes
of the touch-screen and the cursor coordinates of the service
display are as Eq.2, Eq.3:
(2)
𝑋𝑛 = 𝑋𝑝 + T × ∆X
𝑌𝑛 = 𝑌𝑛 + T × ∆Y
(3)
Where T is a mapping coefficient, it is determined by the
finger sliding speed v and the display resolution R, andT =
R × v. It means that when a finger slides the same
displacement on the touch-screen, the faster it slides, the
greater the displacement of the cursor moves. For the
different resolution screen, the cursor movement speed can
be changed by adjusting the size of R.
DATA PROCESSING AND FLOW
In this section, data processing and flow of handheld
terminal interactive and server-side, Data transmission
scheme are given.
Three remote control system of internal work flow chart
as Fig.5
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Fig.5 Three remote control system of internal work flow chart
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The server determines the type of the received
interactive data from the handheld terminal first. If it is the
operating data that control the cursor, it will be mapped to
the cursor coordinates and the cursor is made to move. If it is
single double-click function, the system will trigger the
media buttons and other operations at the current cursor
coordinates.

Fig. 6 Combined filter data processing block
Smoothing window width：N

Data Update

C1

C2
………………

CN

y(k)

y(k-1)
………………
y(k-N+1)

Y(k)=C1*y(k)+C2*y(k-1)+…+CN*y(k-N+1)

Data removed

Data transmission scheme
There are two communication modes between smart
phone and server, one is based on HTTP protocol
communication, and the other is based on Socket protocol
communication. HTTP connection uses the "requestresponse" approach, that is, the connection channel is
established when a request is sent, the server returns data to
the client only when the client sends a request to it. Socket
connection can directly transfer data when a connection is
established between the two sides, the client can push
information to the server without requesting the server each

Integrator

Fig.7 Angular velocity data processing model

Handheld terminal interactive data processing and
flow
The inertial sensors real-time monitor the motion state of
the handheld terminals. The handheld terminals get the
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time. Since the three-dimensional remote control systems
require a high real-time interactive data transmission. We
select WIFI network as the communication environment to
achieve the UDP network protocol based on Socket, and
achieve the data transmission between three-dimensional
remote systems and the display.
SYSTEM APPLICATION
Benefiting from the innovation of technologies, online
education plays an important role for students. However,
interacting with computer to complete certain tasks may
sometimes be not so easy which makes online learning
become an unpleasant experience. And it can also give some
damage to the health of users. But the advantage of screen
size can give users a much better experience and also gives
less damage to their health. We design a type of educational
aid software based on three-dimensional remote control.
Android mobile phone is used as a client, and Android Tablet
is a server. The user can use air mouse interaction function of
client to control server in the air, also can use the touch
screen interactive function to control server.

Fig.9 Select word through air mouse function (B)

Application of air mouse
When the user chooses the air mouse function
interaction, the user can control the server in a long distance.
The user can select a word through the air mouse. As we can
see in Fig.8 and Fig.9, the cursor of service will moves
correspondingly when the user moves the phone, the user can
control the mouse to move from one word to another. And it
is accurate enough to select a word.
When the user wants to write on the service by using air
mouse, the user should press the left-button and moves the
mobile phone.
As we can see in Fig.10 and Fig.11, the track will
display on the service in time when the user moves the
phone. And the user can write on the service smoothly.

Fig.10Write a word through air mouse function (A)

Fig.11 Write a word through air mouse function (B)

Application of touch screen interaction
When the user chooses the touch screen function
interaction, the user can control the server by sliding on the
touch screen. As we can see in the Fig.12, Fig.13, the user
can control the cursor by sliding on the touch screen; the user
can control the mouse to move from one word to another.
And it is accurate enough to select a word.
When the user wants to write on the service by using
touch function, the client will collect the data of move track,
and process the data, and the server displays it. As we can
see in Fig.14, Fig.15 and Fig.16, the writing track of the user
can display timely on the service, the user can write on the
service smoothly.
As we can see that touch-screen interactive and air
mouse function interaction plays an important role in the
software we designed. It shows that the user’s writing track
accurately on the sever side. The experiment reflects that the

Fig.8 Select word through air mouse function (A)
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interaction of educational process is improved significantly.
It can increase students' enjoyment of learning, and improve
learning efficiency.

Fig.15 Write a word through touch function (B)

Fig.12 Select a word through touch function (A)

Fig.16 Write a word through touch function (C)

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the design and
implementation of a three-dimensional remote control
system. We make full use of the sensors and touch screen of
mobile phones. We design two interactive modes: a
suspended operations interactive mode based on gyroscope
and an interactive mode that use finger sliding on the touchscreen to control remote display. Meanwhile, we design a
type of education assistance software and demonstrate its
practical effects. Practice has proved that the system we
design can control the cursor of the display smoothly. The
interactive experience is very close to the traditional mouse
interaction. What’s more, it overcomes the shortcomings of
traditional mouse that has to be placed on a two-dimensional
desktop, and achieves floating operation, and it makes the
interaction full of fun. In addition, the user can write on the
client and the track will be displayed on the server timely.
The system enhances the experience when we learning
through internet and it will have a good practical value.
However, we have not an application of this system based on
IOS. This will be the main direction of our future work.

Fig.13 Select a word through touch function (B)

Fig.14 Write a word through touch function (A)
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educational resources are deciphered, the digital educational
resources can be easily copied and used by non-authorized
persons, so the digital educational resources encryption and
decryption need to be further enhanced concealment.
The paper presents an encryption / decryption method
of digital based on image processing. This method is that the
digital educational resources are hidden in the image
information and encrypted. The method has a good hiding,
good practicality and flexibility, wider applicability.

ABSTRACT
Digital educational resources have been posted,
disseminated and shared widely on the Internet. However,
illegal use of online educational resources will harm rights
and interests of owners and thus give negative influence on
his motivation for further sharing. In this paper, we present
an encryption/decryption method for digital educational
resources based on image processing. The text information
of digital educational resources to be encrypted are firstly
converted to binary codes
，then of
pixels
thethe original
image corresponding to the digital educational resources are
encrypted by using random walk and minimizing the
changing of image. The digital educational resources which
encrypted in the image can be decrypted and displayed by
inputting the key. A Graphical User Interface is designed in
the Matlab environment and the executable files can be
obtained from the Matlab environment to run. The proposed
encryption / decryption method is useful and flexibility and
has good concealment and wider applicability.
Keywords: Image Processing, Digital Educational
Resource, Random Walk, Encryption, Decryption

THE ENCRYPTION / DECRYPTION METHOD OF
DIGITAL BASED ON IMAGE PROCESSING
Encryption Algorithm
Encryption Algorithm is that strings of digital
educational resource to be encrypted are changed into binary
code ( Fugao & D.P, 2001), and the varying function of
image histogram is regarded as an objective function, The
pixel of the original image corresponding to digital
educational resources is encrypted by using random walk
and minimizing the changing function of image histogram.
The encrypted image and the embedding parameters of
digital educational resources to be encrypted can be created
(H.D & X.J). The model is as follows:

INTRODUCTION
Digital educational resources increasingly diverse with
developing of digital technology, network technology and
modern educational technology, more and more digital
educational resources have been posted, disseminated and
shared on the Internet. The published and shared resources
had been illegal copied, tampered, and used more easily if
there was no access control. If the obtained digital
educational resources was be used for commercial profit
business illegally, the rights of copyright owner have been
greatly violated. Therefore, the copyright protection of
digital educational resources increasingly has become a hot
research topic in information security domain.
Currently, digital image processing encryption and
decryption in e-learning is non-related application.
Literature
(Mohammed,
2012;
Narendra,
2012;
MAZLEENA, 2003; LalaKrikor, Sami, & ThawarArif,
2009) use XOR and Rotation, five scrambling encryption
algorithm process, Chaos-based encryption method, DCT
transform to encrypt the image information. Literature (Y,
H, & M.L 2004) studied encryption techniques on the
streaming media information based video transmission.
These encryption techniques can make the digital
information read by the key, but once the encrypted digital

P = (p , p ,

p )

P' = ( p' , p' ,

p' )

0
1
255
0
1
255
where
and
are the pixel gray-level value vector of original image X and
encrypted image Y respectively, pi and p’ i are number of
pixels that gray-level value is i in original image X and
encrypted image Y, i=0, 1, 2, …, 255, L and LL are the
embedding parameter representing the length of digital
educational resources to be hidden and binary code.
Encryption process is shown in Figure 1, the steps are
as follows:
1) Import the original image and get the gray-level
value of each pixel data matrix, and denoted as X.
2) Enter key, denoted as key.
3) Enter the digital educational resource to be hidden in
the message window, denoted as resources, and convert it to
binary code.
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educational resource to be encrypted are displayed in the
display area of embedded length parameter. The decryption
button is used for running decryption algorithm. The
resetting button is used for clearing the picture display area,
the key input area until the encryption / decryption of digital
educational resource input / display area and the embedded
length parameter display area.
Finally, a M file (SDREDI_V01.m) with graphical user
interface is developed for the encryption / decryption
algorithm, and a standalone program (SDREDI_V01.exe) is
created by using compiler directives mcc.
Fig. 1 Encryption Algorithm

4) Use random walk to encrypt each bit of digital
educational resource in the original image and obtain the
data matrix of encrypted image, denoted as Y. If the bit and
the last one of the corresponding pixel gray-level values are
same, the pixel gray-level value will not be changed,
otherwise plus or minus one randomly.
5) The histogram varying function (HVF) of images
before and after encryption is the objective function. The
embedded digital educational resources could be concealed
by optimizing the object function.
Fig. 2 Decryption Algorithm

Decryption Algorithm
Decryption algorithm is that the digital educational
resource is decrypted and displayed as string from the
encrypted image of embedded digital educational resource,
and it is the inverse of encryption algorithm. Its process is
shown in Figure 2, the steps are as follows:
1) Import the encrypted image of embedded digital
educational resource and get the gray value of each pixel
data matrix, and denoted as Y.
2) Enter key, denoted as key.
3) Enter the embedding parameter L and LL.
4) Use the inverse algorithm of encryption algorithm F1, the hidden digital educational resource is obtained and
displayed as a string in the window by model 2.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Now 512× 512 standard test image Lenna (JPG format)
is used as an example for experiment. The standalone
executable file (SDREDI_V01.exe) is running. Firstly, the
raw image file called lenna.jpg is imported to picture
displaying area and the gray-level value data matrix X of the
image is obtained. Secondly, the custom key which is
"12abc@#" is typed in the key inputting area. Then the
digital educational resource to be encrypted is inputted in
the digital information inputting / displaying area to be
encrypted / decrypted: “Hello, Welcome to the system!
%&% ”. Finally, we click the button to run the following
encryption algorithm, while the encrypted image Y is
automatically saved as myfile.jpg and the embedding
parameters L and LL are shown in the embedded length
parameter displaying area (Figure 4A).

SYSTEM GENERATION
The system user interface (Figure 3) is designed using
graphical user interface (GUI) technology in Matlab
environment, including pictures importing button, key
inputting area (key), embedded length parameter displaying
area (embedded length), encryption / decryption of digital
educational resource inputting / displaying area (information
window), encryption button, decryption button, resetting
button, image displaying areas. The image importing button
is used to display the original image in the image area. The
key inputting area is used for entering the key. The
encryption / decryption of digital educational resource
inputting / displaying area (information window) is used for
inputting the digital educational resource to be encrypted
and displaying decrypted digital educational resource. The
encryption button is used for running the encryption
algorithm, and encrypted image is displayed in the image
display area, the embedding parameters of digital
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Figure 4. Illustration of the results. (A) Encryption

Fig. 3 The system interface

The steps of the encryption
Get the matrix X of the gray-level value of the
original image;
Enter a key through the user interface;
Enter the digital resource in the interface, which
recorded as resources, and convert it into binary
code;
In order to get the data matrix, each bit of the
digital resource will be encrypted with the
corresponding pixel of the original image. The last
bit of the pixel gray-level is kept consistently with
the encrypted digital resource. If a bit is as same as
the last bit of the gray-level value pixel, the graylevel value of the pixel would not be changed,
otherwise, plus 1 or minus 1 randomly.
The image data matrix Y is optimized by
minimizing the objective function of Varying
Function Histogram (HVF). The original image
and encrypted image gray-level value of pixel ith
are P i and P' i , i=0, 1, 2, ..., 255. The encryption
algorithm is Eq (1).

Figure 4. Illustration of the results. (B) Decryption.

When we receive the encrypted image Y, the executable
file SDREDI_V01.exe will be run. Firstly the encrypted
image file myfile.jpg is imported to picture displaying area
by clicking image importing button, and the gray-level data
value matrix of the corresponding image Y is obtained.
Then the custom key which is "12abc @ #" in this case is
typed in the key inputting area. And the embedding
parameters of the encrypted digital educational resource
called L and LL which are 16 and 266 in this case are
entered in the embedded length parameter displaying area.
Finally, we click the button to complete the decryption
algorithm, while the decrypted digital educational resource
of “Hello, Welcome to the system! %&%” is automatically
displayed as string in the encryption / decryption of digital
educational resource inputting / displaying area (Figure 4B).
The steps of the decryption
Get the gray-level value data matrix Y by
inputting encrypted image which embedded the
digital resources;
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Enter a key and parameters L and LL through the
user interface;
By using the inverse algorithm of the encryption
algorithm, the digital resource is obtained by

1) The proposed method realizes that the original image
and the encrypted image as well as their histograms are
almost no difference in human visual system. This improves
the concealment of digital educational resource.
2) This algorithm can encrypt and decrypt not only
letters, numbers, various other symbols, Chinese and other
information, and the key can be letters, numbers and various
other symbols. This ensures the confidentiality, availability
and non-repudiation of digital educational resources.
3) The original image of digital educational resource to
be embedded can be JPG, BMP, GIF and other formats, so
this method has good flexibility and practicality.
4) The developed system is user friendly, and the
executable file is standalone which does not need to rely on
special software technology platform. This method not only
takes advantage of the convenience of Matlab programming
and matrix operations, but also extends the system scope.

[resources] = F −1 (Y , key, L, LL) ,

and the
string is displayed in the information window.
We compare the original image and the encrypted
image and their histogram further (Figure 5), and find that
the original image and the encrypted image are almost no
difference in the human visual system and on their gray
histogram. This demonstrated that the encryption /
decryption system has good concealment and good usability.
CONCLUSIONS
Compared to other digital educational resource
encryption / decryption method, the proposed method has
the following advantages:

Figure 5. The comparison charts of original image and the encrypted image and their gray histogram
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synchronous one-way or two-way interaction motion video,
transmission of still images or video clips with voice
interaction or text interaction or asynchronous interaction in
which images, or videos are stored and viewed at a later
time (Perednia & Allen, 1995). Telemedicine utilizes both
health information technology and communication mediums
to deliver health care services, health information and health
education (Roine, Ohimaa, & Hailey, 2001).

ABSTRACT
Telemedicine is an alternative to the traditional doctorpatient office visit. Although telemedicine is becoming
more prevalent, few studies have looked at the perceived
favorability rate of patients utilizing telemedicine over the
traditional office visit to a primary care or specialist’s
office. This study looks at the perceived positive and
negative
favorability rates
(benefits,
motivation,
compatibility and advantage, anxiety and complexity) of
patients in the area of oncology in Northern Louisiana.
Further, the researchers analyzed how gender, age, income
level and education level influenced the perceived patient
favorability rate and their willingness to utilize
telemedicine. Using a cross-sectional design, this study
surveyed patients in oncology clinics located in both rural
and urban Louisiana. The survey instrument was based on a
5-point Likert scale and patients were asked to rate their
perception of their favorability in using telemedicine. The
chi square tests of association show that of the variables
analyzed, only one—education level—had a statistically
significant relationship with a patient’s favorability rate of
telemedicine utilization.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The focus of this study will be on telemedicine in the
field of oncology. Telemedicine is utilized in oncology as a
means to increase access to appropriate care (Palkhivala,
2011). To date, much of the literature has focused on
models for deploying teleoncology, specifically as it relates
to rural patients who would otherwise have to travel
extensively for treatment (Palkhivala, 2011; Gruca, Nam &
Tracy, 2014). This travel costs the patient not only in
gasoline and accommodation charges, but also in time lost
due to excessive commuting.
In one recent study, Canada deployed teleoncology
modalities as a feasible option for delivering care to
hundreds of small, rural communities spread throughout its
northern regions.
This project began with simple
videoconferencing used during appointments and later
transformed into teleoncology consultations, follow-ups,
and diagnostic evaluations (Palkhivala, 2011). As of late,
imaging and chemotherapy are being made available at
local, regional centers, allowing patients to receive care at
centers much closer to their home. Such realities can save
patients significant money through decreasing travel costs
(Palkhivala, 2011). A similar study was conducted in rural
Iowa at Visiting Consultant Clinics (VCCs) (Gruca, Nam &
Tracy, 2014). VCCs scheduled specialists and oncologists
to visit outreach sites to assist in providing diagnostic or
treatment services to cancer patients (Gruca, Nam & Tracy,
2014). Nearly half of all Iowa-based oncologists practiced
in the VCC rural community, increasing access to necessary
care for cancer patients (Gruca, Nam & Tracy, 2014).
Other studies have assessed the perceived satisfaction
rates of patient or provider telemedicine usage. Most
literature suggests that physicians and patients alike report
satisfaction in using teleoncology (Hede, 2010; Mair,
Whitten, May & Doolittle, 2000; Satchet et al., 2014). In
the state of Kansas, a study found that all patients receiving
care via telemedicine interactive video in a specialty
oncology/hematology clinic reported high satisfaction with
their care. Participants felt their access to specialty services

INTRODUCTION
The idea of receiving medical care remotely, known as
telemedicine, is no longer an unfamiliar practice in the
health care system. With the continuous need to harness the
power of health information technology, doctors and
patients alike are benefitting from the increased access to
health care services made possible by telemedicine. The
adoption and use of telemedicine has increased dramatically
since the 1990s (Perednia & Allen, 1995). A ubiquitous
definition of telemedicine requires a geographic separation
between the patient and the clinician providing the medical
care (Bashshur, 1995).
Telemedicine is used in various capacities from
teleconsultation and telediagnosis to telemonitoring
services, which these are also the most popular uses of
telemedicine (Gatti, Pravettoni & Capello, 2015). Further,
telemedicine has been instrumental in various medical
specialty including cardiology, dentistry, dermatology,
hematology, emergency care, endocrinology, home care,
medical education, pediatrics, psychiatry, ophthalmology,
radiology, surgery, urology and oncology. There are also
various modes of interaction in using telemedicine
technology. Telemedicine can occur in real time with
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was improved through telemedicine (Mair, Whitten, May &
Doolittle, 2000).
Although much of the literature on telemedicine,
specifically teleoncology, addresses appropriate models of
teleoncology and satisfaction rates with these models, few
studies have addressed patient favorability rates. This study
will address patient positive and negative favorability rates
related to teleoncology utilization.

Likert scale, patients were asked to rate their perception of
their favorability in using telemedicine.
SAMPLE
There were a total of 147 responses from a sample of
patients in predominantly oncology clinics located in both
rural and urban Louisiana, nearby the city of Shreveport,
Louisiana. The convenience sample of patients was selected
from within clinics in the region who had not used
telemedicine yet, and volunteered to participate in the
survey. The demographics show that the survey sample is a
good representative sample of the Louisiana population
(Table 1) as compared to Louisiana demographics as per US
Census data
- http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/22000.html).

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This study looks at the favorability rates (positive and
negative favorability) of patients using telemedicine in the
treatment for cancer, specifically patients from both rural
and urban regions of Northern Louisiana. Favorability rate
is defined as a patient’s attitude towards the usage of
telemedicine. Patients’ attitudes towards telemedicine can
range from favorable to not favorable. Prior studies have
focused on the prevalence and usage of telemedicine in
oncology, types of telemedicine and barriers in the use of
teleoncology (Bashshur, 1995; Gatti, Pravettoni & Capello,
2015; Perednia & Allen, 1995; Jhaveri, Larkins & Sabesan
2015; Sabesan et al., 2012; Satcher et al., 2014; Weinerman
et al., 2012). Few studies have studied patients’ favorability
in the acceptance and likelihood of using telemedicine as an
alternative to the traditional face-to-face patient-doctor
office visit for oncology care. This study looks to fill this
gap in the literature on telemedicine and patients’
favorability for teleoncology and will focus on how
patients’ gender, age, income level, and education level
impact patients’ perceived favorability in using
teleoncology.
This exploratory study aims to answer the following
research questions (1) How much influence does gender
have on the favorability rate of patients using teleoncology
for their cancer care? (2) How much influence does age
have on the favorability rate of patients using teleoncology
for their cancer care? (3) How much influence does income
level have on the favorability rate of patients using
teleoncology for their cancer care? and (4) How much
influence does education level have on the favorability rate
of patients using teleoncology for their cancer care?

MEASUREMENT
Our study looked at the favorability rate of patients
using telemedicine and whether gender, age, income level
and education level influenced the favorability rate of
patients using telemedicine, specifically for patients
suffering from cancer. Appendix A provides the survey
instrument used in the study. If a patient answered “agree”
or “strongly agree” on the positive favorability rate
questions and “strongly disagree” and “disagree” on the
negative favorability rate questions, this indicated that the
patients were favorable towards using telemedicine.
Independent variables were recoded to represent
dichotomous or trichotomous categories. Gender was
already dichotomized. Age was recoded into 3 categories:
under 40 years of age; 40-65 years of age; and over 66 years
of age. Education level was recoded into 4 categories: less
than or some high school; high school or vocational school
graduate; some college; and a completed degree or higher.
Lastly, income was recoded into 3 categories based on low,
medium, and high annual household incomes: low income
represented under $35,000; medium represented $35,000$74,999; and high represented $75,000 or higher.
The respondent’s favorability rate toward telehealth
utilization was the dependent variable for this study. To
determine this rate, each respondent’s overall survey score
was summed, using the formula shown below.

METHODOLOGY

Respondent Favorability Rate =
Σ(P 1 +P 2 +P 3 +P 4 +P 5 +P 6 +P 7 +P 8 +P 9 )

DESIGN
This is an exploratory, cross-sectional study designed to
look at the favorability rates of patients using
teleoncology. The survey instrument used for this study
was adapted from Gurupur et al. (n.d.). Using a 5-point
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Table 1: Sample Demographic Characteristics
Characteristics

Frequency

Percentage of Sample (N = 147)

71

49

75

51

Gender
Male
Female
Age Group
11

8

66

45

69

47

Low income (Under $35,000)

75

51

Medium income ($35,000 – $74,999)

38

26

High income (75,000 or higher)

19

13

Less than or some high school

25

17

High school or vocational graduate

65

44

24

16

24

16

Under 40
40-65
66 and over
Household Income

Educational Attainment

Some college
Completed bachelor's degree or higher

Note. Not all participants elected to answer all demographic questions therefore some variables total less N = 147.
P is defined as the favorability rate, per survey
question. The survey uses a Likert scale for questions 19. The Likert scale ranges from strongly disagree, disagree,
neither agree nor disagree, agree, to strongly agree. The
Likert scale is coded where strongly agree = 5 to strongly
disagree = 1. The higher the score, the more favorable a
patient feels towards the utilization of telemedicine.
The respondent’s Likert scale responses to each survey
question was computed (i.e. a strongly agree response was
worth 5 points whereas a strongly disagree response was
worth 1 point). A total score of 45 was the highest possible
survey score (i.e. 9 survey questions x 5 “strongly agree”
responses). Once respondent scores were summed, each
score was categorized into one of three categories for the
dependent variable—Favorability rate for telehealth
utilization. The following were the categories: negative
favor rate (0-18 Likert scale score total), average favor rate
(19-27 Likert scale score total), and high favor rate (28-45
Likert
scale
score
total).
From the survey, the positive favorability rate
indicators include perceived benefits, which includes
concepts such as the savings in travel cost and reduced wait
times, perceived motivation which includes improved
clinical feedback and quicker response time, perceived
compatibility and advantage which includes increased
accessibility and improved access to more specialists. The
negative favorability rate indicators include perceived
anxiety, which includes lack of comprehension and
hindrance in communication, and perceived complexity,
which includes the complexity in the telemedicine
technology. Table 2 highlights positive and negative favor
rate factors.
The survey instrument had a Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient of 0.84 (alpha > .70) for the six positive
readiness factor items, which suggests high internal
consistency. However, the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for

the three negative readiness factors was 0.476 (alpha<0.70),
which suggests that the items have low internal consistency.
This limitation of the study may be a result of poorly
worded survey questions on the negative readiness factors.
Table 2: Definition of Favorability Rate

Positive Favor Rate Factors
Perceived
Savings in travel cost
benefits
Reduced wait times
Perceived
Improved clinical feedback
motivation
Quicker response time
Perceived
Increased accessibility
compatibility and Improved access to more
advantage
specialists
Negative Favor Rate Factors
Perceived
Lack of comprehension
anxiety
Hindrance in communication
Perceived
Complexity in the telemedicine
complexity
technology
ANALYSIS
The responses were coded (and reverse scale coding for
negatively worded questions) prior to statistical analysis
testing. Both descriptive and inferential statistical analyses
were performed using IBM SPSS 22. The research
questions were analyzed based on models developed to
measure patient telemedicine utilization favorability. We
performed univariate analyses on each of the response
variables to obtain descriptive statistics, central tendency
and the pattern of responses.
Chi square test of associations was conducted to
determine if there was an association between the
independent variables (gender, age, income level, or
education level) and the dependent variable (favorability
rate for telehealth utilization). For this statistical analysis,
statistical assumptions were met. These assumptions
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included variables that were categorical in nature with each
category representing two or more independent groups.

Further, most survey respondents had average or high
favorability perception toward telemedicine usage. Sixtyeight percent of survey respondents had a high favorability
rate towards telemedicine (n=94/138). Twenty five percent
of survey respondents had an average favorability rate
toward telemedicine usage (n=34/138). And, only ten
survey respondents, or 7%, had a negative favorability rate
towards telemedicine usage (n=10/138). It is important to
note that of the 147 total survey respondents, only 138
answered education related questions. Table 4, below,
illustrates the cross tabulation of respondent’s education
level and perceived favorability rates: negative, average, or
high. Of individuals with a negative favorability (n=10
respondents), 5 had completed some high school, 2 had a
high school or vocational degree, 1 had completed some
college, and 2 had a college degree or higher.

RESULTS
The Chi square test of association between age and
favorability rate, gender and favorability rate, and income
level and favorability rate all showed no statistical
significance. However, education level and favorability rate
proved to be statistically significant at .020, thus indicating
an association between the two variables. Table 3, below
indicates the statistical findings for the test of association
between education level and favorability.
Table 3: Test of Association between Education and
Favorability

Value
Pearson Chi-Square 15.023a
N of Valid Cases
138

df

p-value

6

.020

Table 4: Cross Tabulation of Education Level and Telemedicine Favorability

DISCUSSION

LIMITATIONS

Our study assessed telemedicine favorability rates for
patients receiving oncology care. As the field of
teleoncology continues to grow, it is important to
understand patients’ opinions on utilization and assess
various favorability factors. It is necessary to
reduce barriers to teleoncology utilization, such as fear,
lack or education or lack of understanding, so that patients
and providers, alike, can successfully adopt telemedicine
aspects.
The results of this study indicate that only one of the
study variables—education level—has a statistically
significant relationship towards
association with telemedicine favorability. In assessing
those with negative favorability views towards telemedicine
usage, the majority of respondents who were unlikely to use
the technology did not have a high school diploma. As
such, it is important to consider telemedicine systems that
are easy to use and understand, by both patients and
providers alike. It is also important to apply efforts to
educate all patients, regardless of education status.
However, it is suggested by the authors, that future studies
expand the sample size and analyze the variables once more.

There are several limitations of this study. First, the
Cronbach’s Alpha for the negative readiness factor
questions was 0.476 (alpha<0.70), which is lower than the
acceptable value of 0.70. This indicates that the questions
may be poorly worded leading to inaccurate responses on
the survey questions.
Second, although the sample of respondents are
representative of the population of Louisiana, the small
sample size is a limitation of the study, and thus, the study
results are not very robust. The study sample proved
homogeneous and instead, a more heterogeneous sample
should be considered.
Further, the demographic of
populations within the 50 states is very different, thus the
results from this study may not be generalizable to other
states in the US.
Lastly, self-reported answer may contain bias if
respondents feel that they should answer the survey
questions as to how they think the researchers would want
them to answer. Nevertheless, the limitations of this study
do not de-tract from the significance of the findings from
this study.
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Canadian Medical Association Journal, 165:765–
771.
Sabesan, S., Larkins, S., Evans, R., Varma, S., Andrews,
A., Beuttner, P… Young, M. (2012). Telemedicine
for rural cancer care in
North Queensland:
Bringing cancer care home. The Australian
Journal of Rural Health, 20: 259-264.
Satcher, R. L., Bogler, O., Hyle, L., Lee, A., Simmons, A.,
Williams, R… Brewster,
A. M. (2014). Telemedicine and telesurgery in cancer care:
Inaugural conference at MD Anderson Cancer
Center. Journal of Surgical Oncology, 110:353359.
Weinerman, B. H., Barnett, J., Loyola, M., den Duyf, J.,
Robertson, S., Ashworth, V… Kazanjian, A.
(2012). Telehealth – A change in a practice model
in oncology. Telemedicine and e-Health, 18(5):
391-393.

CONCLUSION
The results from this study will provide policy makers,
clinicians and health care systems with information as to the
favorability of telemedicine utilization. Telemedicine offers
an alternative method in which to deliver care that can be
more accessible and affordable to patients. As the U.S.
struggles with access and cost issues within our health care
system, it would be prudent to look towards telemedicine as
another method to deliver health care services. The results
from the study provide policy makers with data on the
favorability factors of different demographic groups and
thus, will help to increase the use of telemedicine among
these population groups. Contrarily, for those individuals
who are not yet ready to accept telemedicine as a means in
delivering health care services, policy makers, clinicians
and administrators, alike, may want to boost educational
campaigns to increase these patients’ knowledgebase and
understanding of the benefits of using telemedicine.
Future research opportunities include measuring patient
favorability for telemedicine based on their specific
disease/condition, health care outcomes, or for basic
primary care needs. The decision to utilize telemedicine is
impacted by many factors. With the rapid advancement of
healthcare technology, telemedicine will be incorporated in
the health care field in many different capacities. Thus, it is
important to understand patient favorability to the use of
telemedicine.
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other than the binary case of failure or normal operation are
critical in analyzing large systems in the presence of threats.
To address this limitation we need to expand our models
to handle more than 2 logic states. For example, we may
want to represent the following states of a system: (2) fully
operational, (1) partially operational, and (0) non-operational.
This system has 3 states, so it is represented by a ternary
system (radix 3). In general, systems with radix > 2 are called
multiple-valued logic (MVL) systems. For example, we can
expand the binary AND function into a radix-3 MIN function
as shown in Table 1.
In the case of MVL, an extension to the BDD construct
has been developed and implemented called the MultipleValued Decision Diagram (MDD) (Miller & Thornton, 2007).
Similar to the BDD, the MDD is also a DAG and it contains a
maximum of p terminal nodes, where each terminal node is
labeled by a distinct logic value in the range [0, p-1]. Figure
2 shows an example of an MDD for the radix-3 function f =
MIN(A, B) of Table 1.

ABSTRACT
The operation of large systems is affected by both natural
and intentional threats. Many modern system analysis
methods use binary logic models to represent system
operations. However, these models are limited as they can
only represent two operational states: full operation mode or
complete failure. In order to represent intermediate system
states, such as partial failures, multiple-valued logic models
(MDDs) must be used. Because threats that result in system
degradation often have a conditional nature, these conditional
probabilities must be computed in an efficient manner. An
improved technique based upon the notion of conditional
probability table cell indices is described and shown to allow
for efficient scalability.
INTRODUCTION
An important part of system analysis is the determination
of risks for system threats. Common risks include system
vulnerabilities that can be exploited by an external attacker,
such as Stuxnet (Karnouskos, 2011) and Heartbleed (Tsoutsos
& Maniatakos, 2014). Various tree-like data structures have
been developed to represent possible system threats, such as
fault trees (Vesely, Goldberg, Roberts, & Haasi, 1981) or
attack trees (Schneier, 1999).
A common structure for fault representation is the binary
decision diagram (BDD), which is a rooted directed acyclic
graph (DAG) that can be used to represent large switching
functions in an efficient manner (Bryant, 1986). Figure 1
shows a BDD for the function f(A, B) = A and B. In this
diagram, if both A and B have a logic value of 1, then the
output value for f(A, B) is 1. Otherwise, the output value is 0.
The BDD structure has been applied to many areas
including the representation of fault trees (Rauzy, Gauthier, &
Leduc, 2007)(Xing & Dai, 2009)(Yevkin, 2009)(Mahdi &
Nadji, 2013). Furthermore, efficient software is readily
available to manipulate BDDs and a variety of heuristics and
strategies have been adapted for use with fault trees (Rauzy et
al., 2007)(Yao Cai, Zhengjiang Liu, & Zhaolin Wu, 2009).
However, these structures are based on a binary model
whereby a system either operates in a fully functional or a
complete failure mode. Modeling different operational modes

Fig. 1 BDD for function f = A and B

Table 1 Truth table for 2-input MIN function
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P( x0 (i ) | x1 ( j ) ) =

P( x1 ( j ) 1 x0 (i ))
P( x1 ( j ))

(1)

Table 2 Conditional probabilities for a radix-2, 2-input
system

Table 3 Cell table indices for a radix-2, 2-input system

Table 4 Conditional probabilities for 2-input binary
system
Fig. 2 MDD for radix-3 MIN function

Most practical systems have many interdependent
components, so the conditional probabilities of input states
must be considered during system analysis.
While
conditional probability analysis for binary systems has been
widely studied, there has been limited research in this area for
multiple-valued logic systems with radices > 2. Previous work
in this area has been done by (Manikas, Feinstein, &
Thornton, 2012)(Nagayama, Sasao, Butler, Thornton, &
Manikas, 2014)(Thornton, Manikas, Szygenda, & Nagayama,
2014)(Yuchang Mo, Liudong Xing, & Amari, 2014) for
application to multiple-valued logic decision diagrams for
system threat analysis. These methods typically represent
system operation using MDD's and apply graph traversal
methods to calculate the probabilities of system output states.
While these approaches are effective for handling small
systems, they can become unwieldy as system size grows. In
particular, it can be difficult to analyze the conditional
probabilities of systems using the MDD model as the number
of system inputs increases.
This paper describes an alternate approach to calculating
system output state probabilities, given the conditional
probabilities of input states for a given system. The approach
described in this paper expands on the traditional conditional
probability theory (which focuses on binary systems) to
multiple-valued logic systems.

The conditional probabilities are determined as shown in
Table 2, where:
• P(x 1 ⋂ x 0 ) = probability that both x 1 and x 0 occur.
• P(x 1 ) = total probability that x 1 occurs = P(x 1 ⋂ x 0 ')
+ P(x 1 ⋂ x 0 ).
The index i of each table cell where the values
intersection is found by i = 2x 1 + x 0 . For example, the table
cell for P(x 1 (1) ⋂ x 0 (0)) is i = 2(1) + 0 = 2. The
corresponding table cell indices are shown in Table 3.
Now assume we have a 2-input binary system that
implements the AND function and has the conditional
probabilities shown in Table 4. Using the approach of
(Manikas, Feinstein, & Thornton, 2012), we can determine
the probabilities of obtaining output value 0 (Eq. 2) and
output value 1 (Eq. 3).

P (0) = P ( x1 (0)) + P ( x1 (1)) P ( x0 (0) | x1 (1))

((2)

= 0.6 + (0.4)(0.25) = 0.7
P (1) = P ( x1 (1)) P ( x0 (1) | x1 (1))

((3)

= (0.4)(0.75) = 0.3

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES FOR BINARY
SYSTEMS

However, we can also calculate these output probabilities
using the values of the cell node probabilities. Note that for
the AND function, cell nodes 0, 1, and 2 map to output value
0, while cell node 1 maps to output value 1. Therefore, the
output probabilities can be calculated by summing the
probability values of the cell nodes that map to the particular
output node. For the AND function, this would produce the
output probabilities as shown in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5.

The traditional approach to calculating conditional
probabilities assumes a binary logic system: each event is
either true or false. For example, we may have two events
x 1 (j) and x 0 (i), where P(x 1 (j)) is the probability that x 1 (j) has
logic value j (0 or 1), and P(x 0 (i)) is the probability that x 0 (i)
has logic value i (0 or 1). From general probability theory
(Douglas Montgomery & Runger, 2003), the conditional
probability of event x 0 (i) given the occurrence of event x 1 (j)
is P(x 0 (i)|x 1 (j)) as shown in Eq. 1.
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P(0) = ∑ cellNodes(0,1,2)

(4)

= 0.2 + 0.4 + 0.1 = 0.7

P(1) = ∑ cellNodes(3) = 0.3

(5)

Note that this approach gives the same output probability
results as the method of (Manikas et al., 2012), but with
simpler calculations. Therefore, this approach is more
computationally efficient.

Table 9 Conditional probabilities for SCADA system
inputs: x 2 = 1

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES FOR TERNARY
SYSTEMS
We can further expand our system to a radix-3 (ternary),
3-input system. The corresponding table cell indices are
shown in Table 5 for x 2 =0, Table 6 for x 2 =1, and Table 7 for
x 2 =2.
Now, assume that we have a SCADA (Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition) system (Rautmare, 2011) that
has three components: a nuclear reactor, a wastewater
treatment system, and oil refinery. Also assume that these
systems have three possible levels of operation: fully
operational, partially operational, or non-operational. We can
model this system as a radix-3, 3-input system. The inputs
are the operation states of the nuclear reactor (x 2 ), the
wastewater treatment system (x 1 ), and the oil refinery (x 0 ).
The operation levels are (2) fully operational, (1) partially
operational, and (0) non-operational.

Table 10 Conditional probabilities for SCADA system
inputs: x 2 = 2

In addition, we will assume that we know the conditional
probabilities for the inputs of this SCADA system for a given
system threat, such as Stuxnet. The conditional probabilities
indicate the relationship between operating states for the
SCADA system components during an attack. Table 8 shows
the conditional probabilities for x 2 =0, while Table 9 shows
these values for x 2 =1 and Table 10 shows the values for x 2 =2.
The operation of the SCADA system is shown in the MDD of
Fig. 3 and in the truth table of Table 11. Note that the
probabilities for each row of Table 11 correspond to the
probabilities of each cell in Tables 8, 9, and 10.

Table 5 Cell table indices for a radix-3, 3-input system:
x2 = 0

Table 6 Cell table indices for a radix-3, 3-input system:
x2 = 1

Table 7 Cell table indices for a radix-3, 3-input system:
x2 = 2
Figure 3 MDD for the SCADA system operation

Table 8 Conditional probabilities for SCADA system
inputs: x 2 = 0
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the resulting computations when implemented over MDDs
results in an improved method that requires less computation
and allows the technique to become more scalable for large
systems.

Table 11 Truth table for SCADA system operation
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We can then determine the output probabilities of the
SCADA system by summing the cell node probability values
that correspond to each output value of F. First, we calculate
P(0) by summing the probabilities for the rows where F = 0
(Eq. 6). Similarly, P(1) is calculated by summing the
probabilities for the rows where F =1 (Eq. 7), and P(2) is
calculated by summing the probabilities for the rows where
F=2. The results indicate that for our given attack scenario,
the SCADA system is most likely to operate in a partially
operational or degraded state (logic level 1).
P (0) = ∑ rows (0,1,2,3,4,6,9,10,12,18)

(6)

= 0.3115

P (1) = ∑ rows (5,7,8,11,13,14,15,16,19,20,21,22,24 )

(7)

= 0.506

P(2) = ∑ rows (17,23,25,26) = 0.1825

(8)

CONCLUSION
For systems whose threat scenarios can be modeled by
multiple-valued logic and conditional probabilities, we have
developed an analysis approach to determine the probability
of system outcomes for the given threat. Previous methods
required excessive path traversals to compute conditional
probability values. The new method described here is based
on the notion of a conditional table cell and its location. Thus,
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Based on these issues, a project was developed with the
following objectives:

ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe a tool, the Data Completeness
Analysis Package (DCAP), which can evaluate the strength of
patient data stored in health care databases using concept
maps and statistical analysis. DCAP examines patient records
by using concept maps and generates statistics that can be
used to determine the completeness of individual patient data
as well as the general thoroughness of record keeping in a
medical database. DCAP uses a component that is customized
to the settings of the software package used for storing patient
data as well as a Comma Separated Values (CSV) file parser
to develop and read concept maps. DCAP itself is assessed
through a proof of concept exercise using hypothetical data as
well as available Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project
(HCUP) patient data. A brief analysis of various
subpopulations and longitudinal data within HCUP are also
conducted to highlight important issues. The results of this
assessment are discussed with limitations, applications, and
further areas of exploration.

•

•
•

Develop a tool that can be used alongside a variety
of health care database software packages to
determine the completeness of individual patient
records as well as aggregate patient records across
health care centers and subpopulations
Equip the tool with robust statistical analysis
techniques to ensure that the importance of the
various types of data is accounted for
Make the tool user friendly for health care staff to
evaluate the strength of record-keeping

Focused on these objectives, a tool is developed that
transforms health care data into concept maps and uses these
maps as the basis for thorough statistical analysis. This tool is
termed the Data Completeness Analysis Package (DCAP).
Concept maps are visual representations of data stored in a
system, traditionally used for expressing knowledge in both a
declarative and procedural sense [6]. While most concept
mapping tools have been used to express knowledge in a
teaching environment to evaluate student learning of various
topics [7] [8], for the purposes of this project concept
mapping is used as a schema through which patient data
stored could be represented and uniformly examined
independent of the platform the data was originally stored on
or other health care protocols that may make cross
examinations of data sets more difficult. These concept maps
are developed through DCAP and then converted to CSV
files, which can then be analyzed through a parser that allows
the user to determine the strength of both individual patient
records as well as the strength of record keeping throughout
the database.

INTRODUCTION
As health care moves into the 21st century, practitioners
are moving into an era where traditionally qualitative methods
of care are being complemented with quantitative research
and analysis to better understand and solve various problems
[1] [2] [3]. To that end, one important problem health care
practices currently face is the strength of their patient records
and databases. While electronic records of patient information
and care are now prevalent throughout health centers across
the United States, there are few systems in place to ensure the
completeness and validity of patient data being stored. From
basic information such as phone numbers or email addresses
to more involved information such as family history and
procedure records, there is no centralized mechanism by
which data entered by health care staff can be checked for
completeness and validity. Furthermore, there are no
centralized mechanisms [4] by which various health care
software database packages and health center record-keeping
measures can be compared to determine advantages and
disadvantages of different systems. Without having this
mechanism that can identify strengths and shortcomings in
record-keeping procedures it becomes more difficult to ensure
the highest standard of care across health care centers. Most
importantly, these problems are being uncovered at a time
where data accuracy in health care is becoming a cornerstone
for the burgeoning field of health informatics as well as a
fundamental part of new models of health care practice [5].

RELATED WORK
While this project is novel in its application of concept
mapping techniques to health care record completeness, there
has been much work done focusing on the main problem of
the completeness and accuracy of patient records. William
Hogan M.D. and Michael Wagner M.D. [9] highlight the
general problem of accuracy in computer-based patient
records (CPR), concluding that their "... knowledge of data
accuracy in CPRs is not commensurate with its importance
and further studies are needed." They provide an
understanding of the mechanism involved in the actual entry
of the data (Figure 1) as well as a basic mathematical analysis
of completeness and correctness. However, their work
focused more on identifying problems in CPRs and did not
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lead to the development of an automated tool. Dambro and
Weiss [10] however did implement a quality assessment tool
which focused on accuracy of data in a specific primary care
university clinic system and noted a "...marked reduction in
data entry errors..." when implementing the quality
assessment tool.

Table 2: Comparison of Project with Existing Approaches

METHODOLOGY
Concept Mapping and Data Handling
One major premise to the approach invoked in this
project is to use concept maps as a representation of patient
record data. While traditionally concept maps are used to
understand the knowledge set and complexity of a human
learner (represented by example in Figure 2), in this project
concept mapping is applied to represent patient information.
This patient concept map is generated using data stored in
the health care database and mapped using a user-developed
'master map'. This master map is a schema that represents all
the information (both in terms of the data fields themselves
and the proper interconnectedness amongst those data fields)
the way the user wishes them to be stored in order to be
considered 'complete'. While among patient records within a
health care center this master map may be constrained by the
database software used or methods of patient data recording
used by staff, when comparing data sets from various health
care centers using DCAP the master map can be broadened as
necessary. An example of both this master map (Figure 3) and
a sample patient map (Figure 4) are shown below to highlight
how the concept of completeness (and subsequently strength
of individual/aggregate patient data) can be visualized. While
these examples are not comprehensive, they show how
uniform concept map representations serve as a platform

Figure 2 - Hogan and Wagner representation of patient record
entry

Majeed, Car, and Sheikh [11] further investigate this
problem as it pertains to primary care record keeping accuracy
and completeness, noting the following:
"One important conclusion of previous studies on the use
of electronic patient records in primary care is that the
completeness and accuracy of data entry relies mainly on the
enthusiasm of family practitioners. There are currently no
agreed reference standards for reporting data quality in
primary care and this limits measurement of data quality in
electronic patient records. Clinicians do understand the
potential benefits from the use of electronic patient records in
their practices, but also cite major barriers to their
implementation. These include the capital cost of investment
in information technology...and the workload implications. A
second key area is the lack of standards that permit effective,
accurate and timely exchange of electronic clinical data
between healthcare providers."
While these papers lay the groundwork for understanding
the problem, sources of errors, and various qualitative
initiatives to help reduce patient record errors and missing
information, they do little in terms of providing solutions that
could be widely implemented to ensure data completeness.
For a clearer understanding of this objective and
understanding of current solutions, Table 1 is used to compare
the tool generated in this project with basic Patient-Centered
Medical Home (PCMH) quantitative record keeping
benchmark methodology [12] and private industry solutions
[13].
It should also be noted that while the work done for
AISLE [7] involves different objectives and a different
application, the use of concept mapping and an CSV based
analysis tool are implemented in this study, with the design of
the tool having shared functionality with the tool developed
for AISLE.

Figure 3: Concept Mapping Example in Education; Student's
understanding of patient record
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Figure 4: Sample Patient Concept Master Map

Figure 6: Sample CSV Code for Patient Data
Figure 5: Sample Patient Concept Map With Missing Entries
(i.e. Not Complete)
Native
Patient Data

through which basic shortcomings in patient data can be
understood. It is also important to note that while cross
subgroup relationships and other schema complexity may be
useful in both traditional educational applications and even
patient record applications (for example, address and phone
number are concepts that can be linked to both personal
information and billing information), for the purposes of this
project having the information as defined by the master map
is sufficient to determine completeness.
Once the native patient data in the health care database
software package is converted into concept map
representations using a template master map, the concept
maps are then converted into CSV documents. Figure 5 shows
a sample CSV document which includes the concept labels
(i.e. patient data fields). A CSV analyzer then parses the
documents to see which fields are filled/unfilled and then
sends its results for statistical analysis. After the relevant
statistics have been generated (e.g. individual patient records,
entire database completeness, etc.), a user-friendly interface
system is used to display the results for the user. Figure 6
provides a flowchart for a better understanding of how DCAP
works.

Concept
Map

CSV
Document

CSV
Analyzer

Statistical
Analysis

User
Interface

Figure 7: FlowChart Representing Data Handling of DCAP

EXPERIMENTATION
Experimentation on Hypothetical Data
In order to build and test DCAP, first a random
population set was generated in Excel using the same fields as
shown in Figures 3 and 4. The Excel random function was
used to introduce random missing fields and the file was
converted into a CSV format to be used by DCAP. In terms of
specific mechanics of DCAP itself, it reads in three CSV files:
1.
2.
3.

Data Analysis
A variety of quantitative techniques are used to analyze
the data, including weighted averages and matrix
representation. Statistical techniques are also employed to
draw confident results on health care record data strength on
individual, subpopulation, and database levels.

Patient File – These are each of the patients records
in one CSV, with columns representing fields and
rows representing individual patients
Template File – These are all of the field labels (one
row with multiple columns matching in order to the
fields stored in the patient file)
Statistic File – These are the corresponding statistic
variables to the template file

DCAP then takes these files, converts them to arrays,
checks for completeness (against a defined String variable
that indicates incompleteness which can range from a first
character indicator to a blank value), and then outputs the
general results for individual patients, the database, and (on
user request) specific subpopulations.
Experimentation on HCUP Data
In order to test DCAP on real patient data, de-identified
data from the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP)
[15] was used, specifically the State Inpatient Database (SID)
[16] with data from Florida. Due to the size of the data set
(over 2 million entries), one thousand records were randomly
extracted in order to test DCAP. Incomplete/missing data was
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determined based on the guide provided by HCUP data,
usually blank spaces in the CSV file.

These limitations discussed above lead in to areas of
further exploration that subsequent research might delve to
learn more about. For example:

Brief Subpopulation and Longitudinal Analysis of
HCUP Data

•

Alongside using DCAP to assess individual and database
completeness, subpopulation record strength was also
examined based on age, race, and gender. While there are
many patterns and areas of interest, further investigation is
needed.

•

•

CONCLUSION
Limitations
During the course of this project, various important
limitations were encountered that we hope can be addressed in
subsequent work on the topic of health care record strength.
First, based on our experience with this project, excising
data from actual health care service centers and putting it into
a uniform file across various database software packages is a
difficult task with various obstacles. The willingness of health
care service centers is important, with patient confidentiality
and HIPAA regulations limiting the ability of health care
centers to provide data. Furthermore, the limitations of staff at
these centers also prove difficult in obtaining data (since very
few private practices have on site data technicians able to
export fully de-identified and HIPAA compliant data). This
leads into another problem of clinical data software packages
and incentives of data export. For many practices, exporting
data for any reason is difficult based on the parameters and
complexity of these software packages. This often requires
either the software vendor itself or a third party IT consultant
to be involved and makes it difficult to put the data into
usable form. It should also be noted that even when data is
obtained, such as the HCUP data, there is still some degree of
manual data handling to make it compatible for use with
DCAP (ex. correct file format, understanding what an
incomplete variable means per data element, etc.).
Another limitation is the inability of DCAP currently to
calculate the veracity, and not just the completeness, of health
care data. While knowing the completeness of data is
important, knowing that the data is legitimate and reliable is
of great use to any health care provider.
As in any statistical analysis, there are limitations to
exactly what one can gleam from the statistics generated. For
example, the determination of relative importance weights is
subjective upon the unique objectives of each user of DCAP
and thus various scores have various levels of applicability to
different users. Furthermore, there are also limitations to
DCAP that one can analyze and expand in later revisions.
Another limitation on the software end is the lack of
automation in concept mapping of patient records, which
makes data visualization a manual process (and a
cumbersome one for complex and thorough patient records).

•

The issue of automated veracity could be
investigated through common data heuristics or
through communication with a central database as a
cross-reference.
Furthermore, IWs can be made less subjective and
more objective based on a panel of health
professionals to ensure that the completeness of a
database is an objective measure based on widely
agreed upon standards.
More work can also be done in the area of
subpopulation completeness, and public databases
such as the HCUP data provide ample data to answer
questions of health care record keeping as it pertains
to vulnerable populations.
Further research and analysis should also be
conducted in automating concept map building
within DCAP for users and health care personnel to
better visualize data and understand the relative
importance of different data elements.

Patient record strength, completeness, and veracity can
ultimately be linked to other issues such as various diagnoses,
rates of injury, mortality, etc.
Summary
The core contributions of this project are as follows:
•

•

The development of a framework of mathematical
equations to express the completeness of both
individual patient records and database/subgroup
patient records
The development of a tool that assesses the data
completeness of patient records based on the
aforementioned framework

Based on the original objectives of the project mentioned
in section 1.0, the tool created was successful in applying the
statistical techniques evaluated in this paper and able to
evaluate the strength of a health care database (specifically,
the HCUP SID Florida database). Limitations in access to
current clinical data stored in proprietary software packages
led to lack in testing against various healthcare databases but
the tool provides promise in it’s adaptability to various data
sets and data elements. Overall, this research project uses real
data to show the current problem of incomplete patient data
and the importance of creating systems to ensure a high
standard of data completeness. In its development and
limitations it also builds a foundation to explore further areas
of interest and advocates work committed to making sure that
important patient data is complete and accurate.
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND LITERATURES

In the Korean stock market, the volume of program
trading is continuously increasing. Thus, this study has
analyzed the impact of program trading on the Korean stock
market through the VAR model. Main results of empirical
analysis may be summarized as follows: First, increase of
program trading did not affect the Korean stock market
significantly. This means that the Korean stock market reacts
to only such information as related to the fundamental value.
Second, sell programs affect KOSPI more than buy programs
does. Hence, the impact of program trading on the Korean
stock market is asymmetric. Third, arbitrage program trading
does not affect KOSPI, but non-arbitrage program trading
affects KOSPI significantly. Fourth, the shocks on KOSPI
have an effect on program trading, but the shocks on program
trading have little effect on KOSPI.

Studies on how program trading affects stock market
variability began after the US Black Monday on Oct. 19,
1987. Previous research on program trading considers its
effect on the volatility of the stock market. Grossman(1988)
finds no significant relationship between various measures of
daily price volatility and program trading. Furbush(1989)
finds a significant relationship between securities market
volatility and program trading in the three days prior to the
Black Monday. Harris(1989) finds a slight increase in
volatility during the 1980s. Martin and Senchack(1991) find
that the interrelation and the systematic risk among stocks in
the index futures increase over time. This finding suggests
that program trading led to higher volatility. Harris et
al.(1994) suggest that program trading helps to send
information of the futures market to the spot market, but they
find no evidence that program trading increases a volatility of
the stock market. Moser(1994) finds a modest increase in the
volatility of returns associated with sell program trading.
Kwon et al.(2002) shows that program trading increase the
volatility of stock market , but the volatility disappears ten or
fifteen minutes later. Choe and Yoon(2007) show that neither
KOSPI200 index nor individual stock prices overreacts to
large program trading, and are consistent with the view that
non-arbitrage program trading has a positive role in making
the market more efficient. Martinez and Rosu(2013) models
high-frequency traders as informed traders and show that they
generate most of the volatility and trading volume in the
market. Hendershott and Riordan(2013) suggest that
algorithmic trading is able to quickly respond to price changes
in futures market and adjust their positions in the spot market.
Brogaard et al.(2014) find that high frequency trading has an
informational advantage up to three or four seconds and the
direction of HFTs’ trading is correlated with public
information. Zhou et al.(2014) show strong evidence that the
order imbalances of algorithmic traders have a smaller impact
on the abnormal returns of individual stocks compare to order
imbalances based on non- algorithmic trading. Thus, the
evidence is inconclusive.

INTRODUCTION
Program trading refers to stock trading in which an
investor programs investing strategies for each market
condition and the computer detects a point of time and trades
stocks automatically. All stock trading process is done
through the computer. Following the program, stocks are
automatically traded if certain conditions are met, and these
stock trades are usually performed by institutional investors or
foreign investors. Program trading takes a considerable part of
stock trading in the Korean stock market, and its numbers are
on an increase. In the year of 2014, program trading occupied
about 40% of the entire stock trading volume in the Korean
stock market. Traders use program trading for arbitrage
trading in instantaneous price disequilibrium under rapidly
changing market conditions.
We study the relationship between program trading and
the Korean stock market. Main results of empirical analysis
may be summarized as follows: First, increase of program
trading did not affect the Korean stock market significantly.
This means that the Korean stock market reacts to only such
information as related to the fundamental value. Second, sell
programs affect KOSPI more than buy programs does. Hence,
the impact of program trading on the Korean stock market
variability turned out asymmetrical while arbitrage program
trading turned out to affect variability more than non-arbitrage
program trading does.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
explain our data and methodology. We present our VAR
results in section 3, and we summarize our findings and
present our conclusion in section 4.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
To study the relationship between program trading and
the volatility of stock market, we use a sample period from
January 2, 2002 to December 30, 2014. The daily data for this
study are from the Korea Exchange(KRX). The daily data
were computed as the log difference (LN(𝐼𝑡 ) − 𝐿𝐿(𝐼𝑡−1 )).
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orthogonalize the impulses. Each VAR model is estimated
with five lags without constant term.

Two different opinions exist about the impact of program
trading on the stock market variability. The first opinion is
that program trading causes imbalance between buy and sell
orders and over reactions of investors consequently creating
excessive variability in the stock market. The second opinion
is that program trading performs price discovery function
through inflow of new information consequently enhancing
the market efficiency. That is, this says that program trading
contributes to reducing unnecessary variability, in fact, by
making market price approach the equilibrium price more
quickly. To examine these two different opinions, this study
examines the following hypotheses:

Table 1. Granger causality test results

Null Hypothesis

Fvalue
0.9643

p-value

Program Trading does not
0.3198
affect KOSPI
KOSPI does not affect 3.9245
0.0386**
program trading
Sell programs does not affect 2.6278
0.0654*
KOSPI
KOSPI does not affect sell 4.7754
0.0279**
programs
Buy program does not affect 0.3921
0.5214
KOSPI
KOSPI does not affect buy 2.2148
0.0847*
program
Arbitrage program does not 1.9565
0.1036
affect KOSPI
KOSPI does not affect 2.4647
0.0724*
arbitrage program trading
Non-Arbitrage
Program 2.5241
0.0698*
Trading does not affect
KOSPI
KOSPI does not affect non- 2.9267
0.0521*
Arbitrage Program Trading
*, ** denote statistically significant at the 5% and 1%
level respectively.

Hypothesis 1: Program trading does not affect KOSPI.
Hypothesis 2: Sell program does not affect KOSPI.
Hypothesis 3: Buy program does not affect KOSPI.
Hypothesis 4: Arbitrage program trading does not affect
KOSPI.
Hypothesis 5: Non-Arbitrage program trading does not
affect KOSPI.
In the Korean stock market, the volume of program
trading is continuously increasing. Thus, this study has
analyzed the impact of program trading on the Korean stock
market through the VAR model. VAR model is the method
that expands the single time series model and uses
simultaneous modeling of more than two time series. It is
appropriate for modeling interdependence of main
economic variables and particularly useful for flexibly
modeling autocorrelative structure of endogenous
variables. VAR model is an expansion of traditional
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model to a
multivariate model, and estimates ARMA model with 2 or
more variables instead of 1 variable. But the moving
average part is omitted because it can make estimate of
nonlinear function inevitable, and only the autoregression
part is considered. If past data of other variables has
explanation power for the present dependent variable, this
means that independent variable precedes dependent
variable. VAR model is composed of n linear regression
equations, and in each equation the current measured value
of each variable is set up as a dependent variable and the
past measured values of itself and other variables are set up
as explanatory variables. That is, VAR model considers the
current measured values of all variables in the model as
endogenous variables, and considers all lagged variables as
exogenous variables.
Prior to VAR model analysis, correlation analysis and
unit root test were performed. As a result of unit root test, null
hypothesis was rejected at the 1% significance level and it
was verified that time series variables were stable. After
evaluating the most appropriate model, we analyzed the
causal relations using Granger Causality Test. And we
observe Impulse Response Function and forecast error
variance decomposition.

The result in Table 1 shows that null hypothesis 1 that
program trading does not affect KOSPI does not rejected.
When we divide program trading into sell programs and buy
programs, we observe the null hypothesis 2 that sell programs
does not affect KOSPI is weakly rejected at 10% significance
level. We also observe the null hypothesis 5 that non-arbitrage
program trading does not affect KOSPI is weakly rejected.
Table 2 Impulse response function results

Response of KOSPI
Lag
1
2
3
4
5

KOSPI
0.0015
0.0000
-0.0004
0.0001
0.0000

PT
0.0000
0.0002
0.0001
-0.0002
0.0001

SP
-0.0005
-0.0001
0.0003
0.0001
0.0000

BP
0.0000
0.0004
0.0000
-0.0001
0.0000

Reaponse of program trading
Lag
1
2
3
4
5

KOSPI
-267.35**
-84.26**
63.19**
142.58**
-84.63**

PT
861.43**
-465.23**
-783.09**
28.96**
68.43**

SP
657.21**
-386.72**
-543.87**
36.75**
68.93**

BP
124.60**
91.20**
-186.40**
-54.30**
29.70**

PT, SP and BP denote program trading, sell programs and
buy programs, respectively. *, **, *** denote statistically
significant at the 10%, 5% and 1% level respectively.
Table 2 presents that KOSPI show no reaction to onestandard deviation shock on program trading. This means that
the shocks on program trading have little effect on KOSPI.
On the other hand, the shocks on KOSPI have an effect on
program trading.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We use Granger Causality Test to check whether changes
in one variable are caused by changes in another variable. The
inverse of the Cholesky decomposition is used to
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Table 3 Variance decomposition results
KOSPI
PT
SP
VD of KOSPI
97.43
1.36
0.85
VD of PT
20.57
62.84
10.35
VD of SP
16.87
18.51
56.62
VD of BP
15.94
17.73
14.90

Kwon, T. H., J. W. Park, and U. Chang. (2002). The
characteristics of program trading and its effects on
stock market, Korean Management Review, 31. PP:
242-371.
Martin, J. D. and A. J. Senchack, Jr. (1991). Index futures,
program trading, and the covariability of the major
market index stocks, Journal of Futures Markets,
11. PP: 95-111.
Moser, J. T. (1994). Trading activity, program trading, and
the volatility of stock returns, Federal Reverse
Bank of Chicago, working paper.
Zhou, H., P. S. Kalev, and G. Lian. (2014). Algorithmic
trading in volatile markets, 26th Australasian
Banking and Finance Conference, PP: 1-35.

BP
0.36
6.24
8.00
51.43

PT, SP and BP denote program trading, sell programs
and buy programs, respectively.
Table 3 shows that over 97% of the forecast error
variance of KOSPI is explained by unanticipated changes in
itself while 1.36% is explained by unanticipated changes in
program trading and 0.85% is explained by unanticipated
changes in sell programs and 0.36% is explained by
unanticipated changes in buy programs.
The findings show that program trading does not affect
the Korean stock market. This means that the Korean stock
market reacts to only such information as related to the
fundamental value.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigate the relationship between
program trading and the Korean stock market return. We
analyze daily data for the period of January 2, 2002 to
December 30, 2014.
First, we find that increase of program trading does not
affect the Korean stock market significantly. This means that
the Korean stock market reacts to only such information as
related to the fundamental value. Second, sell programs affect
KOSPI more than buy programs does. Hence, the impact of
program trading on the Korean stock market is asymmetric.
Third, arbitrage program trading does not affect KOSPI, but
non-arbitrage program trading affects KOSPI significantly.
Fourth, the shocks on KOSPI have an effect on program
trading, but the shocks on program trading have little effect
on KOSPI.
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The reality for organizations is that, they are a part of a
rapidly changing society and have no choice but to search for
various strategies and methods to increase performance and
strengthen competitiveness. Hospitals face many new
changes such as the healthcare accreditation system along
with increasing demand from citizens for high quality
medical services, and thus the importance of the role of
nurses - who make up the largest proportion of healthcare
workers - has become ever more important. Like any other
organization, many types of conflict exist in hospitals, so
effective conflict resolution is necessary to improve
performance. A critical element for the success and
sustainable development of a hospital, where there is fierce
competition among members, is the role of a supervisor who
oversees the nursing staff (Bae, 2014), because the conflict
resolution style of the supervisor (or leader) has direct impact
on the attitude and actions of its members (Owens, 2004).
Due to the importance of conflict resolution, research on how
conflict resolution impacts performance have taken place,
and it has been found that a supervisor's conflict resolution
style is a decisive element which affects the organizational
citizenship behavior of members and that this plays a key
role in determining the team's organizational performance
(Lee, 2007). If the members of an organization perceive the
supervisor or organization as unfair or unjust, this leads to
negative attitudes toward job responsibilities and a decrease
in organizational commitment, trust, devotion to one's work,
and organizational citizenship behavior (Salami, 2009). It is
also argued that a supervisor's conflict resolution style affects
performance (Kim, 2005). There are arguments that an
assertive conflict resolution style alone has no particular
impact on performance results, but when utilized together
with a collaborating style, then this is perceived as an
effective strategy (Gross & Guerrero, 2000), and while
studies show that a mix of two styles together such as
collaborating-avoiding or competing-accommodating lead to
better outcomes, exceptions were noticed that a combination
of avoiding-accommodating was ineffective and led to poor
outcomes.
Studies on situational factors between a supervisor's
conflict resolution style and how this affects the attitudes and
actions of members have been on-going, and as we can see in
Jo’s study on the Army organization (2015), when a
supervisor used integrating or compromising styles for
conflict resolution the job satisfaction and organizational
commitment of soldiers showed positive, if somewhat

ABSTRACT
Human resource management is a critical success factor
for organizations such as hospitals to achieve sustainable
growth and increase competitiveness in a rapidly changing
social environment. Whether it's a group of individuals or an
organization, conflict exists wherever people get together.
Therefore, conflict resolution and the role of a supervisor
who manages nursing staff are critical elements which
contribute to a hospital's performance. The purpose of this
research was to assess the moderating effect of emotional
intelligence (EI) based on how a nurse's perception of the
supervisor's conflict resolution style affects their
organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) in a hospital
environment. My intention in this research was to identify
the effects a supervisor's conflict management style had on
the organizational citizenship behavior of nurses, and to
present observations about the moderating effects of
Emotional Intelligence which can contribute to providing
supervisors
with
human
resource
management
responsibilities at hospitals with constructive implications.
INTRODUCTION
As conflict and stress are a normal part of one’s
everyday life, conflict exists naturally wherever people
gather and in all types of organizations. It is considered a
natural part of organizational activities. The problem is that
conflict can have both positive and negative effects on the
organizational performance (Chan et al., 2008). How conflict
is managed and handled in an organization has been shown
to affect the organizational performance outcomes. For
instance, experts who studied conflict (De Dreu, 1997; Pelled
et al., 1999) said that when conflict within an organization is
effectively managed, it can lead to high quality decisionmaking, increased mutual understanding among the members
of the organization, and reinforce creativity and innovation
(Chan et al., 2008). On the other hand, negative effects of
conflict such as disagreements, arguments, discord, or
quarrels which destabilize an organization and impede
alliances among members can lead to extreme situations of
conflict where members distrust one another and the
organization becomes volatile. This in turn will cause severe
loss, not only for individual members, but also for the
organization (Lee, 2012).
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minimal, change. It was also noted that using an avoiding
style had the most severe negative impact to job satisfaction
and organizational commitment. Studies on the correlation
between a supervisor's conflict resolution style and the
attitude and behavior of organization members are still
insufficient. Empirical research by Salami (2009) showed
that members with high emotional intelligence had a
tendency for more highly developed organizational
citizenship behavior. Those with high emotional intelligence
would vary their problem-solving methods even when they
perceived situations, resources or processes as unfair
(Mikolajczak, Nelis, Hansenne, & Quoidbach, 2008). Those
with a higher emotional intelligence tend to better identify
and understand various emotions they experience on the job,
and compared to those with a lower emotional intelligence,
are able to exert appropriate self-control which allows them
to effectively overcome negative emotions (Tsaousis &
Nikolaou, 2005). Also, emotional intelligence was found to
have a noticeable moderating effect on the relationship
between job requirements and emotional depletion (Park,
Hong & Jeong, 2007). Emotional control skills, which are a
sub-factor of emotional intelligence, balance the relationship
between emotional labor and emotional depletion (Kim,
2014).
Although there have been some exploratory studies on
how a supervisor’s conflict resolution style affects the
attitude of members and the moderating effect of emotional
intelligence, it is not sufficient (Salami, 2009). Most studies
on conflict resolution focus on the preceding factors and
resulting variables surrounding conflict, in order to reveal the
mechanism between conflict and the resulting variables. This
has led to a need for additional research into the moderating
effect which either strengthens or weakens the positive or
reverse functions of conflict.
To summarize, the loyalty and commitment of an
organization decreases as conflict increases (Lee, 2013).
Through this study, I will present methods for conflict
resolution and ways to narrow the gap when there is conflict
between a supervisor and subordinate in a hospital
environment, as well as ways to increase the self-confidence
of organization members and create a favorable workplace
where there is trust between the supervisor and subordinate
members. I will also demonstrate moderating effects
regarding the influence a supervisor’s conflict resolution
style has on organizational citizenship behavior and
emotional intelligence.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND
ESTABLISHING HYPOTHESES
Conflict Resolution Styles
Conflict reflects an individual’s emotional, cognitive
status from pre-conditions (lack of resources or difference in
policies etc.), and goes through five phases identified as
follows; subconscious conflict, perceived conflict,
recognized conflict, present conflict, and the consequence of
conflict (Pondy, 1967). Also, Thomas (1992) defines the
concept of conflict as something which arises either when the
interests of one group suffer a setback, or when it is
perceived that they may suffer a setback because of the
interests of another group. Seo (1987) defines conflict as a
situation when there are two or more contradictory desires or
opportunities which cannot be achieved simultaneously.
Thus, we can see that the concept of conflict resolution is
defined differently depending on how conflict is perceived.
Ahn (1994) explains conflict resolution as an effective
process which prevents conflict from exceeding the
acceptable limit and which creates favorable structure and
conditions that allow conflict resolution to generate positive
outcomes. Lee (2013) said if the conflict level is too low then
the supervisor should raise the conflict level to encourage
positive functions, and if the conflict level is too high the
supervisor should make efforts to avoid negative outcomes
by lowering the conflict level.
Thomas & Kilmann (1975) classified conflict resolution
into 5 styles (types) - competing, avoiding, compromising,
accommodating, and collaborating - which are distinguished
based on level of assertiveness (high-low) and mutual
relationships (cooperative – uncooperative). In general, the
following five conflict resolution strategies are used
accordingly;
integrating,
avoiding,
competing,
accommodating, and compromising. (Meyer, 2004;
Ogungbamila, 2006).
Collaborating is a win-win method where the interests of
both parties have equal priority and there is information
sharing and bargaining to resolve the conflict. Compromising
is a give-and-take type negotiation. Negotiations take place
when one gives in to something the opposite party wants in
return for the opposite party giving me something I want.
This conflict resolution style generates positive work attitude
and behaviors. Competing is when one party exerts
dominance by expressing strong assertiveness and lack of
cooperation, and so this win-lose situation leads to negative
work attitudes. Accommodating has the lowest level of
assertiveness with a strong willingness to cooperate, and by
doing so this type tries to avoid conflict, but at the same time
shows a high level of interest towards the opposite party and
shows a positive work attitude. Avoiding is when one
completely depends on the opposite party rather than making
one’s own efforts for conflict resolution. This type has
adverse effects in terms of work attitudes (Alper, Law &
Tjosvold, 2000; Meyer, 2004; Ogungbamila, 2006;
Omoliuabi, 2001). According to Thomas, conflict includes
the entire process from when the relevant parties recognize,
feel, act and experience the outcomes, and that it begins
when one perceives that the opposite party is experiencing
frustration.
Rahim’s conflict resolution methods are based on a
reinterpretation of Thomas-Kilmann’s five conflict resolution

The subjects of this research are summarized as below.
First, I will demonstrate how a nurse’s perception of a
supervisor’s conflict resolution style affects the nurse’s
organizational citizenship behavior.
Second, I will demonstrate the moderating effects of
emotional intelligence which is influenced by organizational
citizenship behavior based on a supervisor’s conflict
resolution style.
I will substantiate the different effects toward
organizational citizenship behavior depending on whether the
supervisor’s conflict resolution style is cooperative or
uncooperative, and also depending on whether the emotional
intelligence of the nurse is high or low.
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styles (collaborating, accommodating, compromising,
competing, avoiding). Rahim’s interpretation and
classification is based on two aspects; first, level of focus on
fulfilling one’s interests and second, level of efforts one
makes to satisfy someone else’s needs. (Bae, 2014)
This research will adopt and apply Rahim’s definitions
to determine a supervisor’s conflict resolution style
depending on degree of being cooperative or uncooperative.

style increases effectiveness (Kim, 2005). Ogungbamila
(2006) found that when an organization is being restructured,
an assertive style of conflict resolution has direct impact on
organizational citizenship behavior, but that avoiding,
compromising and confronting styles do not. Also, when
researching nurses and their job satisfaction, psychological
morale, and stress, it was found that they were influenced by
conflict resolution styles (Montoro-Rodriguez & Small,
2006). Moreover, it was observed that when a supervisor had
a competing or avoiding style, the organization members
perceived a sense of unjustness which led to minimal urge
for discretional organizational citizenship behaviors, but on
the other hand, with an accommodating, compromising
collaborating style the members showed mutually supportive
behaviors and positive organizational citizenship behaviors
(Organ, 1988).
Nevertheless, there is a lack of substantiated research,
not only in Korea but also internationally, on how the
conflict resolution style affects organizational citizenship
behavior (Mackenzie & Podsakoff, 1994; Podsakoff et
al..1997; Salami, 2009). According to prior studies, a
collaborative conflict resolution style led to positive
outcomes (Examples: Buntzman & Rahim, 1989; Meyer,
2004; Chan et al., 2008; Tjosvold et al., 2009, Hatfield &
Weider-Hatfield, 1996; Rahim et al., 2000), while
uncooperative conflict resolution styles led to negative
outcomes (Examples: Ohbuchi & Kitanaka, 1991; Pruitt &
Carnevale, 1993; Weider-Hatfield & Hatfield, 1996;
Tjosvold et al., 2009). For instance, Rahim &
Buntzman(1989) stated that a leader's cooperative conflict
resolution style had a positive influence on satisfaction
towards the leader and cooperative behaviors, while a
competing style had positive influence only on the act of
cooperation itself. Also, Tjosvold et al. (2009) said that a
cooperative conflict resolution style increases problemsolving abilities at the team level, and that competing or
avoiding styles reduced the problem-solving abilities.
Regarding the leader's conflict resolution style within an
organization, Salami (2009) explained that competing or
avoiding styles have negative impact on organizational
citizenship
behavior
and
that
accommodating,
compromising, collaborating styles had positive impact on
organizational citizenship behavior.
Therefore, the following hypotheses have been
established based on prior discussions and findings as
explained above.

Table 1. Definition - conflict resolution

Definitions of Conflict Resolution Styles
- Determined based on concern for production and
concern for people
Blake &- 5 Types; Impoverished (Indifferent), Country
Mouton Club (Accommodating).
Authoritarian (Dictatorial),
(Status-quo), Team (Sound)

Middle-of-the-road

- Reframed and refined Blake & Mouton’s 5
conflict resolution types
Hall

- Determined based on relationships and personal
goals
- Win-Lose, Yield-Lose, Lose-Leave

Rahim

- Determined based on concern for self and
concern for others

Thomas

- Determined based on level of assertiveness
(high-low) and level of cooperativeness
(Cooperative-uncooperative)
during
conflict
resolution

&
Kilmann

- Compete, Avoid, Compromise, Collaborate,
Accommodate

Conflict Resolution Style and Organizational
Citizenship Behavior (OCB)
Organ (1988) defined organizational citizenship
behavior as “individual behavior that is discretionary, not
directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward
system, and that in the aggregate promotes the effective
functioning of the organization". Discretionary means, first,
it is not a part of the job description and it is performed by
the employee based on personal choice, second, although
there could be some type of compensation through cause and
effect, in general, there is no direct recognition or formal
reward system for organizational citizenship behavior, and
third, viewed one by one, organizational citizenship
behaviors may seem trivial and insignificant but when these
behaviors are accumulated over a long period of time they
contribute to organizational effectiveness (Kim, 2006). Lee
(1998) defines organizational citizenship behavior as
behaviors based on one's own initiative which are not
recognized by the formal reward system. Lee (2011) defines
organizational citizenship behaviors as discretionary
behaviors based on personal will which contribute to
organizational effectiveness but are not formally rewarded,
Earlier studies show that a supervisor's assertive conflict
resolution style reduces effectiveness, while a cooperative

Hypothesis 1 A supervisor's cooperative
resolution style will have positive (+) influence
organizational citizenship behaviors of subordinates.
Hypothesis 1-1 A supervisor's collaborating
resolution style will have positive (+) influence
organizational citizenship behaviors of subordinates.
Hypothesis 1-2 A supervisor's compromising
resolution style will have positive (+) influence
organizational citizenship behaviors of subordinates.
Hypothesis 1-3 A supervisor's accommodating
resolution style will have positive (+) influence
organizational citizenship behaviors of subordinates.
Hypothesis 2 A supervisor's uncooperative
resolution style will have negative (-) influence
organizational citizenship behaviors of subordinates.
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Hypothesis 2-1 A supervisor's competing
resolution style will have negative (-) influence
organizational citizenship behaviors of subordinates.
Hypothesis 2-2 A supervisor's avoiding
resolution style will have negative (-) influence
organizational citizenship behaviors of subordinates.

conflict
on the

those with a low emotional intelligence (Tsaousis &
Nikolaou, 2005).
Based on these debates and earlier studies, it can be
deducted that the impact to organizational citizenship
behaviors from a supervisor's conflict resolution style
(whether it is cooperative or uncooperative) can be
reinforced or alleviated depending on one's emotional
intelligence. Thus, the following hypotheses have been
established.

conflict
on the

Moderating Effects of Emotional Intelligence (EI)
The term "emotional intelligence (EI)" became widely
known through Daniel Goleman's publication, introduced in
the New York Times, Emotional Intelligence - Why it can
matter more than IQ (1995), which is based on theories
presented by Salovery & Mayer (1990). Since then, research
on emotional intelligence which started in the psychology
field expanded into education and management fields (Jung
& Kim, 2006). Emotional intelligence is defined as the
ability to recognize one's own and other peoples' emotions, to
appraise them properly, and to control and express them in
an effective way (Salovery & Mayer,1990). Wong & Law
(2002) defined it as "the ability of an individual to perceive
and understand one's emotions as well as the emotions of
others, and to regulate emotions and respond appropriately to
solve a problem or achieve a goal". Bar-on (1997) said
emotional intelligence is "a mix of noncognitive skills,
competencies and techniques which determine how
effectively one is able to respond to and handle
environmental demands and pressures". Therefore, in the
modern society which considers quality of life as an
important factor, one’s emotional intelligence will play a
critical role in determining one's success within a team or
organization. It was shown in past surveys that 90% of
employees who are viewed as high performers in the
workplace have a high EQ. On the other hand, among those
with low job performance a mere 20% were found to have a
high EQ (Travis Bradberry & Jin Greaves, 2011).
Those with a high emotional intelligence have the
potential for self-motivation and have the power of positive
thinking which pushes one to pursue goals, values, and
passions (Surin, 2012). People with a high emotional
intelligence are able to better identify and control one's
emotions, distinguish and objectify negative thoughts and
emotions, and in turn, have the flexibility to overcome
negative thinking and to focus and nurture positive aspects in
order to enhance job efficiency, be considerate of the
emotions of others which will allow them to gain their trust
and confidence (Surin, 2013). Therefore, when an
organization is unjust and can have negative influence on the
conflict resolution style and on the work attitudes of the
members but emotional intelligence plays a role in
moderating the relation between conflict and work attitudes
(for example, Carmeli 2003; Martins, Eddleston & Veiga,
2002; Mikolajczak, Luminet, Leroy, & Roy,2007). A study
done by Salami (2009) also shows that emotional intelligence
has a moderating effect on the relation between conflict
resolution style and organizational citizenship behavior.
When a supervisor uses uncooperative conflict resolution
styles (assertive, avoiding) then the members perceive this as
unjust treatment which will lead to negative impact on
organizational citizenship behavior, but in case of individuals
with a high emotional intelligence, they are better equipped
to overcome negative emotions and responses compared to

Hypothesis 3 Emotional intelligence will have positive
(+) influence on the relationship between a supervisor's
uncooperative conflict resolution style and organizational
citizenship behavior.
Hypothesis 3-1 Emotional intelligence will have positive
(+) influence on the relationship between a supervisor's
competing conflict resolution style and organizational
citizenship behavior.
Hypothesis 3-2 Emotional intelligence will have positive
(+) influence on the relationship between a supervisor's
avoiding conflict resolution style and organizational
citizenship behavior.
Hypothesis 4 Emotional intelligence will have positive
(+) influence on the relationship between a supervisor's
cooperative conflict resolution style and organizational
citizenship behavior.
Hypothesis 4-1 Emotional intelligence will have positive
(+) influence on the relationship between a supervisor's
collaborating conflict resolution style and organizational
citizenship behavior.
Hypothesis 4-2 Emotional intelligence will have positive
(+) influence on the relationship between a supervisor's
compromising conflict resolution style and organizational
citizenship behavior.
Hypothesis 4-3 Emotional intelligence will have positive
(+) influence on the relationship between a supervisor's
accommodating conflict resolution style and organizational
citizenship behavior.
PROPOSAL FOR EMPIRICAL RESEARCH
Research Method
1) Sampling
A total of 400 questionnaires will be distributed to 4
hospitals located in the metropolitan area of the Republic of
Korea, and those which are problematic shall be excluded
from being used for statistical analysis. As demonstrated in
studies by Salami (2009), my intent is to show that emotional
intelligence is a moderating element in the relation between
conflict resolution style and organizational citizenship
behavior, and I have chosen nurses as the focus group
because nurses require a higher level of emotional control
and use of emotional information compared to office workers
in general.
Demographic characteristics of the survey respondents
shall be classified according to sex, age, years of
service(work experience), rank, marital status.
2) Independent Variables: A supervisor's conflict
resolution style
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Conflict resolution style will be a critical element
determining a nurse's organizational citizenship behavior and
the hospital's performance (Lee Joon Ho, 2007).
In this research, I will divide the supervisor's conflict
resolution style into 2 groups - cooperative (collaborating,
accommodating,
compromising)
and
uncooperative
(competing, avoiding). But when measuring the independent
variables, whether or not the supervisor's conflict resolution
style should be defined using a combination of 2 styles shall
require further discussion. Assessment and measurements
shall be done in reference to Rahim's (1989) conflict
resolution questionnaire.

organizational citizenship behavior, and that the nurse's
organizational citizenship behavior is influenced and
moderated by emotional intelligence (EI), therefore, whether
the supervisor's conflict resolution style is cooperative or
uncooperative, the outcome of the nurse's organizational
citizenship behavior will be determined based on the high or
low of the nurse's emotional intelligence. Thus, when
developing cooperative conflict resolution modes for hospital
supervisors, it should include behavioral training such as
information sharing, communication training, stretching
therapy, humor therapy, and a how to develop a mindset
open to accepting new challenges, which will be able to help
reduce uncooperative conflict and transform negative ways
of thinking into positive thinking. Also, including HR
evaluation criteria which determines the individual's conflict
resolution style may be an effective method of reducing
uncooperative conflict resolution styles in hospitals.
Moreover, emotional intelligence is different from IQ (which
is determined at birth) because emotional intelligence can be
learned and improved (Surin, 2012). Those with a high
emotional intelligence have a higher probability of becoming
socially successful (Surin, 2012). Therefore, if a training
program, which can help people enhance their emotional
intelligence, is developed, this will contribute immensely not
only to individuals and society, but especially to those with a
low IQ or who are intellectually challenged.
In this research, the root causes of conflict in hospitals
and ways to reduce conflict have been identified so that they
can be used for academic and practical research and
contribute to the development of mental training programs to
enhance emotional intelligence.

3) Dependent Variables: Organizational Citizenship
Behavior (OCB)
Organizational citizenship behavior is discretionary
individual behavior which promotes the effective functioning
of the organization. Questionnaires from Willimas &
Anderson(1991) and Organ(1988) will be used as reference
and modified as needed to determine organization-oriented
organizational citizenship behavior and individual-oriented
organizational citizenship behavior.
4) Moderating Effects: Emotional Intelligence (EI)
Sub-factors of emotional intelligence such as emotional
appraisal of self, emotion appraisal of others, regulation of
emotions, use of emotions can be considered separately, but
in this research they will be consolidated and used together
as emotional intelligence (Jordan et al., 2002; Mayer &
Salovey, 1997). The reason is because these 4 basic elements
can be seen as being used comprehensively to predict an
individual's emotions and behavioral responses (Park, Hong
& Jeong, 2007).

Limitations of this research and future directions

5) Research Model
Conflict
Styles
Fig. 1
●

Limitations of this research will exist.
First, since the sample group will consists of nursing
staff in hospitals, the approach and conclusions cannot be
universally applied. Additional research on other types of
organizations or occupations which can be applied more
generally shall be necessary.
Second, this research will limit the dependent variable to
only organizational citizenship behavior, which can be
considered as a limitation.
In future research, applying more variables to assess the
behaviors or attitudes of nurses will provide greater
contribution to the organization.
Third, measuring different elements used to measure
emotional intelligence could lead to more specific and
reliable research results.
Fourth, there will be limitations of the emotional
intelligence questionnaire. The questionnaire used assess
emotional intelligence will be based on Wong & Law's
(2002) questionnaire. Due to difference in cultures and
expressions, the questionnaire lacks subtle understanding of
cultural context. Also, although the measurement tool
consists of more than 100 questions, it will be reduced down
to 16 questions to assess an individual's emotional
intelligence and this could be considered as insufficient.
Therefore, future studies should utilize systematic and indepth measurement tools which properly reflect the Korean
culture and environment.

Resolution
Organization
al Citizenship

Cooperative

Emotiona
l Intelligence
(EI)
CONCLUSION
Implications
The most important resource for any organization,
whether it is a hospital or a company, is its human resources.
It is not too much to say that the survival and sustainable
growth of a hospital is dependent on how the human
resources are managed, and how talented people are secured.
Therefore, managing the nursing staff, which takes up the
highest proportion among medical personnel, is extremely
important. The perspective of this research is from the
nurse's point of view with regard to the relation between the
supervisor's conflict resolution style and the nurse's
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Table 1: EMR Usage in some Developed Countries

ABSTRACT
There are few published studies on adoption of EMR in
developing countries. Case studies of three small clinics,
conducted on the theoretical tenets of the theory of planned
behaviour and business/IT alignment suggests that separate
attitude, perceived behavioural control and subjective norms
exist for the EMR technology and business processes
associated with EMR and both exert a combined influence
on adoption. The findings indicate that adoption of EMR is
thwarted not only by technology perceptions but also by the
comfort that small clinics derive from their existing paperbased systems and lack of awareness of health care benefits
that patients can get from EMR based business processes.
Theoretical and practical implications are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
An electronic medical record system, commonly termed
EMR, is a computer based system that contains all of a
patient’s medical history from one practice. It helps primary
health care providers such as small clinics to provide better
diagnosis and treatment of patients compared to paper
records because of ability to track patient history and
medications prescribed over time much more quickly,
providing consultations beyond clinic times with access to
the patient data stored on the cloud, pro-active monitoring
by identifying patients due for screening and medical tests
etc. However, adoption and usage of EMR systems are
found to vary across countries, and some developed
countries have low adoption rates. (Refer to Table 1).
Meaningful use, defined as utilization of systems by
physicians in a manner that fulfils state level objectives of
health care (Gary et al. 2011) was much lower. For
example, from 2010 to 2013, usage of EMR by physicians
in US for sending prescriptions to pharmacies electronically
increased from 49% to 79% but usage for pro-active
guideline based interventions was quite low, and increased
only marginally from 27% to 39%. (Terry, 2014)

Studies conducted to examine the reasons for the low
rate of diffusion and meaningful use of EMR indicate that
high initial investment cost, initial time to set up the system,
concerns of changes to business processes, privacy/security
concerns, and lack of incentives to switch from existing
paper-based systems to new business processes associated
with EMR have resulted in low adoption Millers & Sim
2004; Porter 2013). While some countries have attempted to
remove these barriers by adopting certain policies and
financial incentives (Blumenthal & Tavenner, 2010, Gary et
al. 2011), adoption rates remain low. For example, the UK
has endeavored to adopt an EMR on two occasions and
failed. In the US, small clinics were incentivized financially
and later penalized for failing to do so.
We therefore try for a deeper theoretical understanding
of this issue. Since small clinics form a large part of the
medical service infrastructure, it is important to know how
their perceptions of EMR influence their decision to adopt.
Adoption of EMR also becomes important for data sharing
across multiple stakeholders such as hospitals, insurance
companies, pharmacies etc. that helps progression towards
national health exchange platforms for better patient care.
In this research we use the theoretical sensitivities of
Business/IT alignment (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993)
and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991)
for deeper theoretical investigation of EMR adoption. We
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used three case studies of small clinics in Kuching,
Malaysia for our investigation. The theories and the
rationale for using these theories in this study are discussed
in detail in the literature review section. Specifically, based
on the tenets of Business/IT alignment, we argue that intent
to adopt is likely to be different for the EMR technology per
se, and the business processes associated with EMR. Thus
both intents must be strong for adoption to occur. We use
the TPB to examine how intent, shaped by attitude,
perceived behavioural control (PBC) and subjective norms
(SN), constructs of TPB, vary for the EMR technology and
the business processes associated with EMR, and how these
two intents influence intent to adopt EMR. Thus the
research question pursued is - How does the small clinic’s
attitude, perceptions of behavioural control and subjective
norms for EMR technology and business processes
associated with EMR influence adoption?
In the next section we discuss the relevance of
theoretical tenets of Business/IT Alignment and TPB for
this research. We then discuss the research methodology,
followed by data analysis and discussion of findings. We
conclude with recommendations for future studies.

strategy and information technology strategy, information
technology
infrastructure/process
and
business
infrastructure/process drives firm performance. Several
studies in the IS literature have found empirical support for
the enhancing effect of IT/Business alignment on
organizational performance (Kohli and Devraj, 2003;
Sabherwal & Chan 2001; Chan and Reich, 2007). Yayla and
Hu (2012) mention that IT and business alignment leads to
positive effect on firm performance, particularly in highly
uncertain environments. Banerjee (2015) investigated IT
pay-off in firms and found that the co-presence of IT
systems and business process qualities (signifying their
alignment) determines firm performance from IT
investment. Thus, based on this theoretical tenet, it is argued
that small clinics are likely to not only evaluate the benefits
of using EMR technology per se, but they are also likely to
evaluate the benefits to business processes facilitated by
EMR in their decision to adopt EMR. There is indication in
prior research that seperate intents may be present for the
technology and the busines processes associated with the
technlogy, leading to variation in adoption patterns for the
same technology (Banerjee and Ma, 2011). Thus adoption
of EMR would depend on evaluation of the technology, as
well as the benefits and risks of adopting EMR based
business processes vis-a-vis benefits and risk in current
business processes supported by extant technology or
manual means.
We integrate this theoretical stance with tenets of the
TPB and argue that attitude, PBC and SN would be
diferrent for the two components – the technology and
business processes, leading to differences in intent to adopt
the two components, with consequent impact on adoption
decision.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In terms of theories, researchers have tried to explain
EMR adoption based on Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) or its extensions (e.g. Chau & Hu 2002; Yarborough
& Smith 2006; Holden & Karsh 2010). In one research,
TAM was modified substantially with factors of selfefficacy, social influence, attitude and facilitating conditions
(Aggelidis & Chatzoglou 2009) to explain EMR adoption. It
can be seen that self-efficacy, social influence, and attitude
are constructs of TPB, while facilitating conditions are the
infrastructure and support mechanisms available to the
small clinic to adopt EMR. In this research, based on the
tenets of Business/IT alignment, we argue that attitude,
perceived behavioural control and subjective norm
dispositions (constructs of TPB) for the technology (EMR
software) and the changed business processes associated
with EMR would be different, and the decision to adopt
EMR would be based on the combined effects of the two
intents. The presence of these two separate intents in
technology adoption is discussed in prior research (Banerjee
and Ma, 2011). We discuss the theories in the next section.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Three small clinics were chosen for the study. Two of
the three clinics used paper based systems. One clinic used
electronic means to store and access patient records. None
of the clinics used any EMR software. The choice of clinics
was based on the theoretical consideration that differences
in prior exposure to technology would bring variance to the
study in terms of attitudinal disposition, perceptions of
behavioural control and dependence on subjective norms.
Interviews were conducted based on an interview protocol
with a mix of open ended questions that allowed
respondents to express their opinions freely with regard to
their current practices and views of EMR, as well as semi
structured questions that were developed around the tenets
of Business/IT alignment and TPB. (Refer to Table 2 for
samples of the open-ended and semi-structured questions
asked.
The respondents were doctors who ran the clinics. The
open ended questions were framed to understand the
existing practices followed in the clinics, the way they
managed their records, benefits they derived from existing
methods, problems they faced with existing methods and
processes, whether they were aware of new technologies
being used by other clinics in Kuching or elsewhere in
Malaysia and benefits to business processes from such
usage. The semi structured questions were framed on the
tenets of TPB and business/IT alignment, designed to find

Theory of Planned Behaviour
The TPB theory states that attitude, subjective norms
and perceived behavioural control (PBC) determine intent to
engage in a behaviour (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen,
1991). The TPB has been widely used to explain ICT
adoption by SMEs (e.g. Goby 2006; Hsu & Chiu 2004; Hsu
et al. 2006; Khalifa and Davison, 2006). Since TPB is
found to predict adoption of diverse types of technologies,
we use the tenets of TPB as the theoretical anchor to
determine EMR adoption intent of small clinics, integrated
with perspectives from Business/IT alignment which is
discussed next.
Business/IT Alignment
The Business/IT alignment theory (Henderson &
Venkatraman, 1993) suggests that alignment of business
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Interpretation:

whether the doctors believed technology was useful for their
practice (attitudinal disposition), whether they felt
comfortable with common technology such as word
processing and spreadsheets (perceived behavioural control
for technology), whether they were concerned that their
existing practice methods would be facilitated or hampered
by new technology (PBC and attitude towards business
processes with new technology), whether they would be
comfortable in moving to new technology if they found
other clinics were using new technology such as EMR (SN
for technology), whether they would feel comfortable with
the new technology if they found the clinics had benefited in
terms of service efficiency (SN for business processes with
new technology such as EMR). Data obtained through
interviews were corroborated with observations of actual
processes followed in the clinics which offered means for
triangulation
The epistemology was a mix of positivist and
interpretivist approaches. The positivist component stems
from the fact that prior theories informed our research.
However, we could not develop a-priori propositions
because of lack of prior research evidence on the theoretical
tenet proposed in this research. The interpretivist component
comes from the fact that the proposed theoretical model
comes from interpretive analysis of collected interview data
from owners of three clinics.

Attitude is found to differ for the EMR technology and
business processes associated with EMR. The doctor intends
to try the EMR if it is made available for free (says I may
shift), indicating presence of intent to adopt if financial
resouirces do not impose constraint. However, intent to
adopt business process associated with EMR is absent. He is
willing to bear the inconvenience of existing business
process (digging through manual records when the patient
forgets to bring the medical card issued by the clinic) rather
than spending time to type in the data on EMR system (the
changed business process associated with EMR).
Evidence of perceived lack of behavioural control also
exists, in that the doctor feels comfortable (beliefs of selfefficacy) in manual processes as compared to EMR based
business processes. He expresses concerns of pateint records
not being accessible in situations of power failure.
Subjective norm in terms of usage of EMR by referent
others are also found to exist both for the EMR system and
the businbess process associated with EMR. The statement
‘Is anyone using EMR here? I don’t think so. All clinics I
know are just using card based systems because it serves the
purpose very well.” indicates that manual card-based system
is considered better than EMR technology because it helps
to serve the existing business process better. Thus the
emphasis is on business process supported by the system
rather than the system per se and a difference in terms of
intent to adopt these two aspects is discernible.
Clinic 2
This clinic is a general clinic with around 40 years of
operation. The age of doctor is around 60. The average
number of patients in this clinic is 30 per day. The storage
and access of medical records is manual card based.

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
The characteristics of the three clinics, data gathered
from interviews of owners of the three clinics, and our
interpretations are shown below:
Clinic 1
This is an eye clinic with more than 30 years of
operation. The age of doctor is around 70. Average number
of patients referred to this clinic is 20 patients per day. This
clinic’s medical record is based on card system. Each
patient is given a card with unique ID. A file is created for
each card and all medical information about the patient is
stored in the file. The file is retrieved based on the card ID.
Prescription, billing, patient interview notes, blood-pressure
details, eye examination results are all hand-written and
stored in the patient file.

Statements made by the respondent
“Since current practice suits our needs, we never
thought of moving into using computer systems. We shift to
a system which enables us to do the same job with less
work. If the system increases the workload, we prefer to
continue with our current procedure. We do not have
infrastructure problems; we have computers and my
secretaries are computer literate but due to the problems of
computer systems we prefer not to adopt such a system. We
can use EMR but how can we enter all the previous records
in the computer system? There might be errors in entering
the information. Typing the information also is another
problem since it is hard to key in the patient information
every time they visit the clinic. Computer system may go
out of action due to power failure so we cannot access the
information at that time. Typing the information is also is
another problem since it is hard to key in the patient
information every time they visit the clinic. May be I will
use it if I find some others have started using it or the
government is promoting it but I will wait till some others
start and tell that it is useful”

Statements made by the respondent
“I am 70 years old, I can retire any time. There is not
much time left in here for me, why do I want to invest in a
computer system? If I was younger or there is a young
doctor here then it is possible. If such a system is made
freely available or at low cost as you mention, I may try but
there is no problem in manually recording the patients
record if they bring their cards back. I am not very literate in
typing. It will be two fingers typing, and that will take a lot
more time than writing. So I will have to write and I also
have to do a second job - transfer it to computer. Sometime
we have electricity breakdown. You have to have a backup.
We do not have a generator, so we cannot use any data. Is
anyone using EMR here? I don’t think so. All clinics I know
are just using card based systems because it serves the
purpose very well.”

Interpretation:
Attitude and PBC toward EMR system and attitude
towards business processes are found to be different.
Though the clinic has knowledge of computer usage and is
not deterred from usage of the EMR system per se, it is the
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problems of business processes associated with EMR that
surfaces as a major deterrent to adoption of EMR. There is
also indication that it is the business process that exerts
higher influence on attitude and PBC – inferred from the
statement ‘we can use EMR but how can we enter all the
previous records in the computer system? There might be
errors in entering the information’. Existing business
process based on the manual card is preferred to typing on
EMR for each return visit of a patient, indicating differences
in both attitude and perceptions of behavioural control.
There is also clear evidence that SN for the technology is
not so influential in intent formation as it is for the business
processes inferred from the statement ‘May be I will use it if
I find some others have started using it or the government is
promoting it but I will wait till some others start and tell that
it is useful for their practice’.

benefits/improvements/problems with EMR based business
processes shaped attitude towards business processes. The
perceptions of problems in the two domains of technology
and business processes led to uncertainty of self-efficacy
beliefs in terms of usage of the EMR technology and the
business processes associated with EMR. Dependence on
subjective norms is also found to differ for the EMR
technology and the business processes associated with the
EMR in respect if clinics 1 and 2. In all three cases, the
evaluation was done with regard to existing manual systems
and the existing bhusiness processes.
Clinics 1 and 2 exhibit an unfavourable attitude, lack of
PBC and high dependence on SN for both the EMR and the
EMR based business processes, though it is the latter that
surfaces as the primary deterrent. Clinic 3 has a favourable
attitude, PBC and less dependence on SN for the EMR
technology as compared to the EMR based business
processes, arguably from familiarity with computer usage in
the clinic. However, even clinic 3 shows unfavourable
attitude and lack of beliefs of self-efficacy (PBC) in regard
to the business processes associated with EMR.

Clinic 3
This clinic is a general clinic. The age of doctor is
around 45. The average number of patients in this clinic is
40 patients per day. The patient medical records of this
clinic are card based.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Statements made by the respondent

In this section, we revisit some responses in the context
of the questions asked, and dig deeper on the responses of
the three ckinics in terms of the theoretical undwrpinnings
of TPB and business/IT alignment which informed our
research.

“Right now the manual approach is ok. Of course,
eventually we hope to computerize the whole thing. That
will cut down on the waiting time for the patient and the
processing time. With computer system it will be a lot easier
to handle the business process, as far as the confidentiality
issue is not compromised. Confidentiality is a big issue. I
am quite sure some patients do not want anybody else to
access their information, unless there is some way that you
can filter it whereby this information is not made available
to all. It should be for me to decide who gets access. ”

Clinic 1:
On being asked if financial constraint was a problem
and if the clinic would use an EMR system if it was made
available at low cost, the response was:
‘If such a system is made freely available or at low cost
as you mention, I may try but there is no problem in
manually recording the patients record if they bring their
cards back. I am not very literate in typing. It will be two
fingers typing, and that will take a lot more time than
writing. So I will have to write and I also have to do a
second job - transfer it to computer’.
The above question was semi structured – framed to
find out if attitude (a TPB construct) towards the technology
was shaped by financial constraints that small firms
generally have. The response led to deep insights in that it is
found that while attitude for technology is positively
influenced by removal of financial constraint (..may try if
made freely available or at low cost), attitude towards
business process associated with EMR is negative because
of perceived deterioration of benefits from adoption of
business process associated with EMR (from added
complexity to business process in terms of extra typing).
Thus separate attitudinal dispositions are argued to exist for
the technolgy and the business process associated with the
technology. PBC is also argued to differ for the technology
and the business processes. The inability to enter data on the
EMR system effciently (two finger typing) is argued to
pertain largely to PBC in respect of the technology (EMR),
while concern of transferring hand written data to the
computer system pertains to PBC in respect of the business
process forced by the EMR, and the levels of these two
PBCs, arguably, are also likely to be different.

Interpretation:
There is clear evidence that both the technology and the
supported business processes are evaluated by the doctor.
The technology is evaluated in terms of privacy of digitized
data on EMR being compromised, which influences both
attitude and perceptions of behavioural control for the two
aspects – extant manual methods vis-à-vis the EMR
technology, and extant processes vis-a-vis the EMR based
business processes (shortened waiting time and processing
time). It can be seen that concerns of business process
problems are much higher than concerns of benefits from
EMR technology. It may be inferred that future adoption of
EMR is likely to be influenced only if attitude and PBC
towards business processes associated with EMR are
enhanced with mitigation of the stated problems. There is no
data to ascertain the differences in SN for the technology
and business processes.
Summary of findings
Differences in attitude, PBC and SN towards EMR
technoloigy and EMR based business processes is
discernible in all three cases. Benefits of EMR technology
were
evaluated
in
terms
of
additional
benefits/improvements/problems of storing and retrieving
data, which shaped attitude towards EMR technology usage.
Benefits and problems of business processes associated with
EMR
were
evaluated
in
terms
of
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Likewise, in order to determine if SN had an influence
on the adoption decision, the doctor was asked if usage of
EMR by others in the community would prompt the clinic to
use EMR. The response was ‘ Is anyone using EMR here? I
don’t think so. All clinics I know are just using card based
systems because it serves the purpose very well.” An
inference is made here that subjective norms for the
technology plays a significant role in the clinic’s decision to
use EMR. This SN influenced the clinic’s decision to
continue with manual card-based system, considered by the
clinic to be better than EMR technology since it helped to
serve the existing business process better. The respondent
continued and mentioned ‘May be I will use it if I find some
others have started using it or the government is promoting
it but I will wait till some others start and tell that it is
useful” The inference drawn from this statement is that
there is a separate SN for the business process associated
with EMR (‘....will wait till some others start and tell that it
is useful’), the usefulness being inferred as usefulness for
business processes.
The above analysis justifies the relevance of using TPB
in this research, in that it points to the need to examine the
attitude, PBC and SN (per tenets of TPB). It also points to
the existence of different types of attitudinal disposition,
PBC and SN for the technology and associated busines
processes, and thus seperate intents to adopt the technology
and associated business proceses shaped by these three
constructs of TPB, both of which influence intent to adopt a
technology.
The analysis also justifies the relevance of integrating
the tenets of TPB with busines/IT alignment. It can be seen
that the theoretical underpinning that surfaces from the
analysis is that both technology and business process are
conjointly evaluated in terms of their alignment with each
other, and the evaluataion is with respect to benefits (that
shapes attitude), PBC and SN.

“Right now the manual approach is ok. Of course,
eventually we hope to computerize the whole thing. That
will cut down on the waiting time for the patient and the
processing time. With computer system it will be a lot easier
to handle the business process, as far as the confidentiality
issue is not compromised’.
In this case, attitude towards technology is found to be
positive, and deterrence from financial constraints, as
observed in clinic 1, is not discernible. Also evident is the
conjoint evaluation of business process benefits from
computeristion, which arguably shapes attitude towards
business processes associated with computerisation.
As a follow up question, the doctor was asked to
explain what he meant by the confidentiality issue and why
he felt it was a necessary factor in his decision to adopt
EMR. The reponse was:
‘Confidentiality is a big issue. I am quite sure some
patients do not want anybody else to access their
information, unless there is some way that you can filter it
whereby this information is not made available to all. It
should be for me to decide who gets access’. This response
indicates that PBC over the data resident on the system also
influences intent to adopt EMR.
This analysis further indicates the relevance of TPB in
this research. The analysis also indicates the relevance of
the bus/IT alignment concept in that the evaluation of
technology is done with respect to alignment of technology
with business processes in terms of benefit to the clinic –
per tenets of bus/IT alignment.
Proposed Model
Our findings from the three case studies indicate that
prospective adopters of a new technology evaluate both the
technology and the business processes associated with the
technology. Consequently, differences in attitude, PBC and
SN are formed for the technology and the business
processes, which leads to different intents to adopt the
technology and business processes. It is evident from the
case studies that the two intents exert a combined influence
on decision to adopt a technology. Prior research on
technology adoption based on TAM or its extensions (e.g.
Chau & Hu 2002; Yarborough & Smith 2006; Holden &
Karsh 2010; Aggelidis & Chatzoglou 2009 to explain EMR
adoption and TPB to explain ICT adoption by SMEs (e.g.
Goby 2006; Hsu & Chiu 2004; Hsu et al. 2006; Khalifa and
Davison, 2006) do not provide this finer decomposition of
intents to adopt the technology and the business processes
necessary for a holistic understanding of technology
adoption and possible industry interventions for fostering
adoption of a new technology.
There is also indication that the perceptions of attitude,
PBC and SN for the technology and the associated is cocreated through a cognitive interaction of these two
components. The theoretical model for EMR adoption,
which also applies to adoption of all new technologies that
are low on the diffusion trajectory, is shown below (Refer to
Figure 1).

Clinic 2:
The presence of separate evaluations of technology and
business process, is also evident in respect of this clinic. On
being asked if the clinic planned to use technology in future
(an open-ended question), the response was: “Since current
practice suits our needs, we never thought of moving into
using computer systems. We shift to a system which enables
us to do the same job with less work. If the system increases
the workload, we prefer to continue with our current
procedure.
It can be seen that the evaluation of technology is with
respect to its suitability for business processes. If the
technology helps to bring process efficiency, it will be
adopted. It is also inferred that business strategy of serving
patients efficiently is met by existing methods (card based
as opposed to technology) and card based business
processes. Thus the alignment of business strategy,
technology strategy (in this case non-usage of technology
being the strategy) with business process, per tenets of
bus/IT alignment, is discernible, justifying the relevance of
using the tenets of bus/IT alignment in this research.
Clinic 3:
The doctor on being asked if there was any thought of
computerising the manual operations, responded
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from government to facilitate larger national level health
care initiatives, bringing more confidence in terms of PBC
towards the EMR technoliogy and associated business
processes, and less reliance on SN. These could be
interesting areas for future study.
Findings of this research suggests that EMR vendors
may also help in fostering adoption by explaining to small
clinics the business process improvements made possible
with EMR apart from allaying fears of data loss and security
tied to the technology per se, since it is the combined effects
of perceptions of technology and the associated business
processes that leads to the adoption of a technology.
It is clarified that the attempt in this research was not to
develop a theory of technology adoption per se but to
highlight that it is not only the technology but also the
associated business processes that are factored into the
intent to adopt a technology. The three case studies serve
to demonstrate this theoretical perspective.
As with all interpretive studies, thus study provides
means for further survey based study to investigate whether
small clinics in particular and small firms in general in other
countries have the same cognitive assessment in terms of
conjoint evaluations of technology and business processes
associated with the technology, which could lead to a
generalizable theory. Further research on whether the
constructs of TPB and business processes are influenced by
situational contexts of clinics such as whether they are
collaborating with hospitals and health providers towards
national level health care initiatives could lead to refinement
of the model. We also clarify that the context of EMR has
been used to validate the theoretical concept espoused in
this paper. They may as well apply to other technology
contexts and countries which would further validate the
concept espoused in this paper, thus adding value in terms
of generalizability of the proposed model.

Figure1. Proposed theoretical model

CONTRIBUTION OF THIS RESEARCH
The proposed theoretical model has implications for
academics and practitioners engaged in studying design
aspects of information systems and how scientific process of
design may lead to creation of information systems that are
in alignment with business processes and are conducive to
adoption and meaningful use that lead to realisation of
intended organisational goals. The dual evaluation of
technology and business processes as determinants of
overall intention to adopt a technology that surfaces from
this research has NOT been explored in prior technology
adoption research. It is a theoretical contribtion that adds
to the body of knowledge on technology adoption.
Our findings also indicate that unlike the developed
countries where EMR usage amongst physicians, though
low in some cases, is progressing steadily because of
government initiatives, in the case of small clinics in
Kuching, Malaysia, there is indication of a trend towards
maintaining a status-quo with paper-based systems as the
de-facto standard. This inference is based on observations of
a few more clinics in Malaysia which were visited but
interviews could not be conducted because the physicians
did not have spare time.
Some statements of the
respondents also indicate this trend. For example the
physician in clinic 1 mentions “Is anyone using EMR here?
I don’t think so. All clinics I know are just using card based
systems because it serves the purpose very well.” This
points to the influence of institutional isomorphism in
adoption of new technology. It is evident that lack of
awareness of benefits in terms of business processes
facilitated by EMR perpetrates the continuance of this
status-quo. Future studies may be conducted to examine
how this status-quo may be unfrozen with institutional
mechanisms that create awareness amongst small clinics
towards business process benefits of EMR to foster
adoption. Future studies may also be conducted to
investigate how the TPB factors play out in mandatory
contexts of adoption such as in the US. Attitude towards
adoption of business processes associated with the
technology could change since mandatory adoption of
technology could presumably be linked to training support
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Table 2: Samples of open-ended and semi-structured questions used in this study

Open ended questions
•
When was this clinic established?
•
Have you been associated with this clinic since the beginning?
•
What kind of patient care do you provide?
•
Do you use any computer-based system to provide services to the patients?
•
What exactly is the procedure you follow in your clinic to keep a track of
medical history of patients who visit your clinic?
•
Have you faced any problems with the methods that you follow in your clinic to
serve the patients?
•
Are you comfortable with the existing methods that your clinic follows to serve
the patients?
•
There is a lot of talk about the usefulness to small clinics such as yours in using
computer-based systems such as EMR systems. Have you heard about them in
conferences that you may have attended or from other sources?
•
Have you had a chance to find out if any of the small clinics in Kuching or
elsewhere in Malaysia are using any computer based systems such as EMR and if they
have benefited from it?
•
Do you plan to use computer-based systems in your clinic in the future?
Semi-structured questions
•
Do you feel computer-based systems are useful for your practice?
•
Are you or your staff comfortable with common technology such as word
processing and spreadsheets? Do you feel these software could help or be a problem in
your record keeping?
•
Would you consider using computer-based systems if you found some other
clinics were using them?
•
If you had decided to use a system like EMR, do you feel you would be able to
afford it financially?
•
What if EMR systems were provided by the government at subsidised rates?
Would you use it?
•
What would be your concern if you were to use computer-based systems such as
EMR?
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management. This Cloud-value was also experimented and
realized in the Incubation and Innovation Center (IIC) in
Taiwan.
This paper starts with a study of the current knowledge
management practices - especially the sharing of knowledge
by a group of small start-up businesses hosted in the IIC in
Taiwan. The study reported here examines the current
practices of implementing KM in each participating business,
discusses the corresponding challenges in creating and
sharing knowledge, and outlines a Cloud-based Knowledge
Management (CKM) platform as a potential solution to
sharing of insights for SMEs.
Managing knowledge emanating from the Big Data space
can revolve around the following key themes:
• organizational and process capability – these can be
enhanced by understanding organizational structures
and capabilities and corresponding process models.
This understanding can be used to optimize business
processes and incorporate agility in organizational
structures. Decisions around process optimizations
are well supported through Big Data analytics. Big
Data driven insights also enable organizational
agility.
• utilization of knowledge effectively and efficiently
by ensuring it is created at the right time and place
and is shared within and across the organization.
Sharing of knowledge and insights, especially based
on Big Data analytics, depend on the technical
platforms and infrastructure utilized by the
organization. SMEs, in particular, are dependent on
the commonality of platforms to facilitate knowledge
sharing.
• integration of technology and organizational strategy
– through the mapping and alignment of Big Data
technologies with the strategic directions of the
organization as well as enabling decision makers to
set new organizational strategies

ABSTRACT
Cloud-based infrastructure brings a unique new
dimension to sharing of data and insights in the context of
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). This is so because
SMEs do not have the capacity or the interest to host their
own infrastructure to handle Big Data. Furthermore, the wide
and varied sources of Big Data are not easily known to SMEs
and hence they are unable to capitalize on the insights
generated by Big Data to undertake business decisions. In this
paper, we argue that the sharing of Big Data insights is
facilitated and enhanced for SMEs by Cloud-based
infrastructures. We further extend our arguments in practice
through a case study for an Incubation and Innovation Center
(IIC) in Taiwan, which is hosted under a university
environment to engage with small businesses in Taiwan.
INTRODUCTION
Big Data analytics can provide substantial knowledge to
businesses – enabling them to undertake effective business
decisions. The management and sharing of knowledge is an
imperative factor that can lead organizations toward
sustainable competitive advantage under the current turbulent
business atmosphere (Kankanhalli, Tan, and Wei, 2005).
Ability to manage intellectual assets that create knowledge,
support its accumulation and its transfer, is a crucial
competency of successful business. While knowledge
management (KM) is an important tool for gaining
competitive advantage (Corso et al 2002), research has shown
that knowledge is managed differently in small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) (Sparrow 2001; Wong and Radcliffe
2000). This difference in knowledge management emanates
primarily due to the lack of ability and motivation on part of
SMEs coupled with the challenges of hosting and managing
necessary infrastructure. With the advent of Big Data,
wherein knowledge is created based on structured and
unstructured data and its wide ranging correlations, the
uniqueness of SMEs in managing knowledge becomes even
more acute. The extreme velocity and variety of data add to
the challenges of creating and managing knowledge assets
and the dissemination of knowledge. These challenges,
however, can be overcome through proper understanding and
utilization of the Cloud: especially the ability of the Cloud to
provide scalable infrastructure, facilitate correlations and
enable ease of dissemination of Knowledge. The capabilities
of the Cloud open up doors to excellence in business
innovation through efficient and effective knowledge

Aggregating the above themes leads to a focused
definition of KM (Lan, 2011 – the IJGC, Chapter 1) as “An
effective management of intangible organizational assets
through creation, acquisition, sharing, retention, distribution,
application, and protection processes that is using the cutting
edge technology platforms and information systems.” The Big
Data domain augments this definition with the need to
manage the intangible assets in a cost-effective and secured
manner. For example, the technology platforms referred to in
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The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows:
Literature review on knowledge management and Big Data,
perception and adoption of KM in small businesses and the
theory of knowledge creation; the research framework,
research methodology and research design follows. Then, in
data analysis and discussion section, factors for adoption of
CKM by small businesses are identified through qualitative
cases from 13 small businesses in the Taiwan IIC. The
knowledge creating theory provides robust theoretical
foundation to support the findings. In the last section, the
conclusion and discussions of small businesses’ strategic and
operational implications due to CKM and Big Data driven
decision-making are presented. Finally, further research
directions are also outlined.

the above definition can include Hadoop eco-system and
Apache-Spark (Apache, 2015). These technologies necessitate
the need to manage intangible organizational assets (e.g.
knowledge) more effectively than before, and to leverage
technologies that enable collaboration and knowledge sharing.
This is particularly so for SMEs who often lack necessary
infrastructures to enable knowledge management. The need
for better KM practices is critical in SMEs and small
businesses that are often constrained due to economic
considerations and slow to adopt new information technology.
This is the key challenge of Big Data analytics and CKM is an
option to handle the challenge.
TAIWAN CONTEXT
We decided to conduct our study in the context of Taiwan
mainly because of its SME dominant economy. We explored
how Taiwan's SMEs can better adopt Big Data driven
knowledge insights using CKM.
In Taiwan, SMEs comprise up to 97.63% of all
enterprises (National Statistics Republic of China – Taiwan,
2007). There are more than 100,000 SMEs staring up each
year in Taiwan. The SME’s Office in the Department of
Economic Affairs is developing and promoting an innovation
and incubation platform to enhance the competitiveness of
SMEs through the cooperation of industries, government,
academic and research institutes. At present, there are 98
innovation and incubation centers established in Taiwan and
they are categorized into 5 distinct core areas including multiincubation, local cultural characteristics, strategic knowledge
services, innovative traditional industries, and advanced
science and technology industries. At any one point in time,
there are around 10 to 15 start-up small businesses hosted
under an innovation and incubation center. Through the
innovation and incubation center, start-up small businesses
are provided with office space and facilities, operational
training and consulting services, shared secretarial and
administrative services, and information and communications
technology support. The innovation and incubation center also
facilitates casual conversations for experience and knowledge
sharing in business operations amongst incubated businesses.
The main objective of this study is to better understand
small businesses’ adoption of knowledge sharing concept. As
shown in Figure 1, we believe the need for commonality of
platform for knowledge sharing increases as the sophistication
of analytics through a common knowledge management
platform accessible by a cluster of start-up small businesses in
an innovation and incubation center environment.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH
QUESTIONS
Under an unpredictable and swiftly changing business
condition today, knowledge and the capability of utilizing it in
business operations have become even more prominent in an
organization’s strategic plan as well as an essential
component of each core business competency. According to
their seminal work, Nonaka et al. (1994, 2003, 2006) have
developed a knowledge creating theory that stresses on
knowledge creation through an integration of the individual,
group and organization - a three level cycle evolution
knowledge creation framework. As generally recognized by
academics and practitioners, knowledge is categorized into
two main types: tacit and explicit. Explicit knowledge can be
formally and systematically articulated such as organizational
policies, standard operation procedures, or instructions. This
knowledge is based on structured data (e.g. rows and
columns) and, therefore, can be based on standard,
quantitative analytics. On the other hand, tacit knowledge is
derived from individual experiences and is highly subjective
and difficult to be formalized. Big Data analytics is set to play
a much more substantial role in the understanding of tacit
knowledge as it can be based on widely dispersed and
unstructured data. Although each of these two types of
knowledge has its distinct characteristics, both are
complementary to each other and both are crucial to the
organization’s knowledge management success.
Through the SECI model (Nonaka, et al, 1994), tacit and
explicit knowledge is created, converted, utilized, and shared
in four process modes – socialization, externalization,
combination, and internalization. The SECI model proposes a
continuous transition roadmap for organizations to increase
their knowledge base through a spiral process of these four
quadrants of knowledge process. Our aim in this paper is to
explore each of these process modes in the context of SMEs
and, how these SMEs can make use of Big Data analytics for
knowledge creation, sharing and utilization.
•

Figure 1: Need for Platform Sharing with increasing Levels of
Analytics for SMEs (Unhelkar, 2015)
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Socialization considers informal interactions
between knowledge contributors. Tacit knowledge or
experience is shared between entities through
informal
conversation
or
face-to-face
communication. An example for this study is a
conversation in the corridor of an office about a
unique return of purchased goods case between two
incubated companies.

•

•

•

implement across organizational boundary knowledge
sharing”. These research questions have an undercurrent of
Big Data analytics in them.
As a part of this study, various interview questions are
developed to capture ideas to answer the core research
objective. However, given the lack of technical sophistication
within these SMEs, it was necessary to not overtly quiz the
participants on Big Data. Instead, these interview questions
continued to couch the questions around ‘Knowledge
Management’ and were as follows:

Externalization refers to the concept of tacit
knowledge or experience that is articulated and
converted to an explicit form. Such articulation
enables a better understanding and easier sharing of
the concept with others. With the aforementioned
example, here the procedures and approaches to the
unique return of purchased goods are documented in
a structured form.
Combination signifies newly gathered explicit
knowledge that is processed and incorporated in the
existing explicit knowledge domain to form a more
complex and logical explicit knowledge. For
instance, the documented approaches on return of
purchased goods are incorporated into the company’s
standard operation procedure, which forms a more
sophisticated (and even automated, to an extent)
knowledge base for business operations.
Internalization deems that the explicit knowledge is
understood and transformed into tacit knowledge,
which is integrated into individual experiences.
Through such an internalization process, staff
handling return of goods, for example, will be able to
actualize the standard operation procedure in
practical situations and absorbed the practice to make
it a part of the experience.

•
•
•
•
•

Through the SECI model, knowledge (either tacit or
explicit) is transferable between knowledge workers within or
across organizational boundaries. However, capturing and
building the transferred knowledge requires some appropriate
common and agreeable platforms to facilitate the
communication and conversation amongst knowledge
participants. Lee and Lan (2010) had outlined an earlier
conversational Knowledge Management to capitalize the
primarily tacit knowledge for SMEs. Big Data analytics are
the mechanisms to handle tacit knowledge. Therefore, here,
we are extending the original conversational KM model to a
shared Cloud-based Knowledge Management (CKM) model.
Cloud-based knowledge management (CKM) provides
opportunities for SMEs to capitalize on the Cloud
infrastructure that reduces their costs but enhances their
decision-making. CKM is constructed upon the knowledge
network infrastructure using collaborative, cutting edge
technologies around KM. Knowledge networks combine the
positive benefits of conventional knowledge management
systems with collaborative arrangement. Knowledge networks
deployed on interconnected organizations such as a cluster of
strategic aligned SMEs are considered a very powerful driver
for advancing organizational objectives and increasing human
capital assets.
Based on Nonaka’s SECI model and Lee and Lan’s
earlier conversational KM concept, the current study intends
to explore the understanding of knowledge sharing concept by
start-up businesses in a clustered business environment and
investigate CKM as the common platform for knowledge
sharing in such a unique environment. The main research
question is to enhance understanding of “perceptions of
knowledge sharing in a cluster of start-up businesses” and
determine whether “the Cloud is an appropriate platform to

•

What is your view of implementing a knowledge
management system into your company?
What is your existing format for knowledge
management?
What is your view or understanding of tacit,
conversational and unstructured sources of
knowledge?
What are the 5 significant functional areas in your
business in which knowledge management is
essential?
Are there parts of each of the business functional
areas that can be shared outside the company without
infringing commercial confidentiality or collusive
practice? (the sharing of knowledge is the starting
point for Cloud-based KM)
How can we establish a trial of tacit and
conversational knowledge management with
businesses in the Innovation and Incubation Center?

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
Qualitative research method is adopted for greater
understanding of the context and to answer the key research
question “What are the perceived determinants of knowledge
sharing through a Cloud-based knowledge management
platform for a cluster of start-up businesses in a clustered
business environment?”
Semi-structured interviews were the primary data
collection technique of the study. Prior to individual interview
sessions, a focus group session was conducted to deliver the
overall concept of the study to all participating businesses. It
also served as the preliminary venue leading towards
subsequent interview sessions. Following the focus group
meeting, 13 interview sessions were organized in the IIC in
Taiwan. The Managing Director or Senior Manager from each
business participated in one hour interview session.
Information gathered in these interview sessions concentrated
on the perceptions and understanding of knowledge sharing
and conversational knowledge management platform.
Summary of the general information of participating
businesses is compiled in Table 1. The general information
indicates that 10 start-up companies are micro businesses with
5 or less employees. 9 of the 10 start-up companies are in ICT
(Information and Communications Technology) or Internet
based service industry
.
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Table 1. General information of the participating businesses

Company

Established
Date

Establishment
fund (US$)

Start Date
with IIC

Core Business

Total
Employee

A

1/07/2008

350,000

1/07/2009

International exchange consulting

2

B

14/08/2009

34,000

31/08/2009

Consumer electronic products design

5

C

22/12/2005

100,000

31/08/2009

Electronic customer relationship
management system developer

4

D

29/09/2007

20,000

1/07/2009

e-Commerce customized design
services

2

E

21/11/2005

10,000

1/07/2009

Visual design

6

F

5/03/2009

18,000

28/08/2009

Innovative consumer products design

2

G

29/09/2007

35,000

1/07/2009

Online t-shirt design

2

H

20/03/2008

350,000

1/04/2010

Information and software development
service

3

I

30/05/2005

180,000

1/07/2009

Household automation design

3

J

10/02/2009

180,000

1/07/2009

Packaged food wholesaler

4

K

15/03/2004

350,000

1/07/2009

Mobile telecommunication and
wireless service

16

L

19/11/2004

35,000

1/04/2008

Construction and engineering service

6

M

24/06/2005

180,000

20/05/2008

Poster and web design

18

The research approach is vastly constructive (Guba and
Lincoln, 2005). Each transcribed interview was coded to
analyze all the expressions captured from each transcribed
interview. Firstly, the transcribed interviews were
decomposed to identify various themes and concepts in
relation to the sub research questions highlighted in the
previous section. The purpose is to simplify and categorize
the expressions contributed by the informants (interviewees).
Secondly, a consolidation process took place to amalgamate
similar themes to more solid categories.
DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the content analysis of the interviews the initial
coding was conducted and eight possible themes were
identified in response to the research questions. These eight
themes (Figure 2) include type of knowledge in an
organization, understating the benefits of knowledge sharing,
perception of implementing KM in the companies hosted by
IIC, issues of implementing KM in the companies hosted by
IIC, functions may be considered in the CKM platform,
important areas for knowledge sharing on the CKM platform,
knowledge for sharing on the CKM platform, and knowledge
not for sharing on the CKM platform. After the second review
of the contents coded under these themes, 5 categories were
emerged through the consolidation process, and are discussed
in details in the following sub sections.

Figure 2: Resulting themes and categories from the data analysis

Understanding types of knowledge and KM in an
organization
The majority of the interviewees have some general
understanding of knowledge and KM. With some basic
explanation, they also understand that knowledge results from
correlations between data elements (basis for Big Data
Analytics). However, most participants are not clear what
should be included as part of the organization’s knowledge
management system. This is due to the infancy of the business
operation as companies concentrate merely on their internal
skills in relation to products and services, and have no spare
capacity to consider external knowledge. One company owner
indicated:
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“[I believe that] all our staff have professional skills,
which is the core knowledge required to operate our business
and is classified as part of the organization’s knowledge, but
[I am] not sure whether market intelligence is part of this
[knowledge system].” (Company E)
All interviewees have identified that the company’s
standard operating procedures (SOPs) are the core knowledge
of the organization and have to be accessible and
implemented by all staff. One managing director indicated:
“In our company details of project cases and staff
experiences on handling individual cases are integrated and
consolidated to form relevant SOPs, which can be shared
amongst employees.” (Company K)
This illustrates a typical knowledge creation protocol (as
per Nonaka’s SECI model), which transfers tacit knowledge
to explicit knowledge within an organization.
Regarding the concept of knowledge management
systems, most companies perceive the knowledge
management system is a kind of central repository or some
share folders in the company’s computer network. In the
context of Big Data, this understanding was acceptable – as it
could be easily elevated to a Cloud and the results would be
much richer knowledge and much wider and faster
dissemination. A managing director indicated:
“We created different share folders on our LAN (local
area network) to store SOPs, document templates and project
cases. These share folders are available for all staff in our
company. I always ask staff to make reference of these [share
folders] when they encounter issues in the daily operation. I
believe that this is the knowledge management system of my
company.” (Company L)
Based on the above understandings, the concept of KM is
restricted to basic document sharing for start-up businesses in
the IIC. As the facilitator and service provider, the IIC needs
to educate these companies of the full potential and benefits
of KM, and assist in the implementation of KM within
business operations.

“I believe [that] the management authority of IIC should
play the governance and development role of a common
[knowledge management] platform, which will integrate the
needs from all participating businesses and engage experts to
be part of the knowledge creation and sharing process.
Solutions to [for example] taxation and regulation issues in
business operations can be included in the platform with
timely up-to-date information given by experts would attract
start-up businesses to utilize the vehicle [knowledge
management platform] and in turn take part to contribute
knowledge sharing.” (Company M)
All participants are extremely interested in the concept of
sharing knowledge management – leading to CKM. The
perception of the interviewees on implementing CKM is
consistent with the responses regarding KM projects to be
initiated and coordinated by IIC. Some businesses also
suggested other forms of using CKM to enhance their external
engagement.
“I think this [CKM] is an innovative approach and will
benefit most start-up companies in gaining insight to how a
successful business should be running. I believe that
knowledge shared on the [CKM] platform can be adopted for
my own business operations.” (Company A)
“Through the conversational approach to share
knowledge, I can post my questions to the [CKM] platform
and receive recommended solutions from colleagues who
embrace experiences in other start-up businesses or experts in
specific fields. I am also delighted to contribute whatever I
have encountered in business operations to the [CKM]
platform for others to adopt.” (Company C)
“If there is a common [knowledge] platform in IIC, the
domain knowhow can be shared amongst us. For instance,
there are various reasons for product rejections, if we can
place solutions altogether in a single platform, businesses are
able to review, analyze and adopt the suitable ones. Hence
problems, solutions, and the domain knowhow are all
integrated into a single accessible point and available for all
participants within IIC.” (Company E)
“It would be very useful if IIC can exploit the [CKM]
platform as a window to external entities such as businesses
and government organizations. This will help us to
concentrate on our business operations while maintaining
necessary connections with external parties and developing
business opportunities.” (Company H)
“I think this [CKM platform] is a very positive concept
for new businesses. As a start-up business, we don’t have
experience in most operational areas; knowledge management
becomes a key success factor to the business’s survival.
Accessing shared knowledge from the [CKM] platform will
enable us to avoid mistakes and ensure our operations are
aligned with the business strategy.” (Company M)
According to the interview responses, KM is considered a
luxurious function to be implemented by start-up businesses.
However, most interviewees are interested in the concept of
CKM through the management of IIC host.

Perception of implementing KM in the companies
hosted by IIC
Most interviewees believed that issues relating to
resources and capacity are the key factors for KM
implementation in their businesses. They suggested that a
common KM platform facilitated and maintained by IIC
would be an appropriate arrangement to enable knowledge
sharing and transferring amongst start-up companies.
However, these SMEs did not show sufficient awareness
initially of the Cloud but, when explained what it meant, they
were quite accepting of the concept to enable sharing of
knowledge. Thus, CKM was introduced more around a
‘technical entity’ that would enable sharing of knowledge.
Participants also agreed that a common KM platform will free
up resources required to accommodate KM initiatives from
individual companies.
“We have limited resources and most of the time our staff
are working on business development and liaising with
customers and suppliers. We realize knowledge management
is an important area for businesses to sustain and grow;
however, we are not able to make it a priority under the
current circumstance and we won’t have the budget for this
[knowledge management] initiative.” (Company E)

Functions of the CKM platform
Most of the interviewees advocate that functions
incorporated under the CKM platform may include business
cases and experiences, business development opportunities,
business administration, marketing and promotion strategies,
and ideas for online product packaging and advertising.
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“If this [CKM] platform can provide us with business
opportunities, for example the management unit of IIC can
liaise with external business entities and post potential
business opportunities, which are relevant to our businesses
onto the [CKM] platform with follow up meetings to engage
with interested parties.” (Company B)
“The most important function [of the CKM platform] is
sharing experiences and integrated business solutions.
Utilization of such a shared [CKM] platform with the support
from the management team of IIC, business opportunities
may arise through the participation of external business
entities. Furthermore, both the management unit of IIC and
the individual start-up company can jointly work on the same
business project with agreed profit distribution. Knowledge
can also be accumulated through the joint initiatives.”
(Company J)
“I would like to see functions available on the [CKM]
platform such as business cases and solutions sharing,
business development opportunities and approaches in
marketing and promotion of products and services. These
functions will help in our business growth and steering
towards the right market direction.” (Company K)
“This [CKM] platform can also be used as a portal to
showcase our products and services. A standardize product
demonstration style may be designed to allow us positing
products, services and ideas.” (Company L)
“I would be very interested to see some ideas on the
online product packaging from other businesses. This doesn’t
mean that I am plagiarizing from them, but getting ideas to
customize specific advertising and packaging concepts to fit
with my own products.” (Company M)

Deciding what knowledge is to be shared on the CKM
platform
Almost all interviewees think that sales and marketing
approaches and techniques are very import areas for them to
acquire knowledge for their business development through the
CKM platform. Companies also believe that some general
information such as legislation, accounting, occupational
health and safety can benefit other start-up companies if it is
shared on the CKM platform.
“I can offer the way we do our marketing on the CKM
platform for others to adopt.” (Company A)
“Information in accounting, legislation, finance, and
taxation needs dedicated resources to keep it up-to-date all the
time. I would love to see this information is shared on the
[CKM] platform. I think that companies will be confident to
share this information as it does not leak out the business
intelligence and directly affect the business operations.”
(Company B)
“I think that the CKM platform is the most suited for
start-up companies. The most important area for knowledge
sharing on the platform I believe should be the financial
management area.” (Company D)
“International trade and management, technology
management, sales and marketing techniques, occupational
health and safety, legislation and communications
management are the areas [I believe] should be able to share
on this [CKM] common platform.” (Company E)
“I am happy to share my company’s marketing
approaches on the [CKM] platform for others reference.”
(Company G)
“Companies hosted in IIC are all very young in the
business and they need assistance in marketing their products
to their potential buyer domains. This is the kind of
knowledge we are lacking and it would be grateful if it can be
made accessible through the CKM platform.” (Company J).

Areas for knowledge sharing
Some general business functions have been brought up by
interviewees as the areas for knowledge sharing amongst the
companies hosted in IIC. These areas include information
regarding taxation, legislation, and accounting. As well, the
standard operation procedures have been raised up again as
important areas for knowledge sharing.
“My opinion is that information relating the company’s
operation in the areas such as legal, taxation and accounting
should be made available for sharing. This will save us a lot
of time and recourses to identify relevant information for our
day-to-day routine. This is especially important for us with
our products are mostly concerned with the intellectual
property issues.” (Company D)
“I think that companies should share their standard
operating procedures (SOPs) with others. Although the nature
of business varies from company to company, we can adopt
some standard procedures and make adjustments to fit our
needs. Thus we don’t need to start from scratch.” (Company
G)
“There must be standard operation procedures (SOPs) for
all core business competencies, which can be shared with
other organizations. I believe that every business activity
should have a corresponding standard operation procedure
thus any staff can follow the procedure to carry out their
duties.” (Company K)

CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The key objective of this research is to investigate
knowledge sharing attitudes in a cluster of start-up businesses
hosted by an innovation and incubation center (IIC) in
Taiwan. This research has connotations for Big Data analytics
that thrives on rapid generation and sharing of knowledge.
The interview outcomes provide valuable insight into the
existing situations and practices of knowledge management in
participating companies and the business owners’ perception
on knowledge sharing through a Cloud-based (or shareable)
Knowledge Management (CKM) platform.
The empirical evidence from the study reveals the general
consensus that start-up companies have basic understanding
of sharing of knowledge management and are eager to engage
with knowledge sharing amongst the clustered businesses
through a common Cloud-based platform managed by IIC.
Five categories in relation to KM and perceptions of
knowledge sharing were derived from 13 interview sessions,
namely:
•
•
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These five categories can be employed as the preliminary
assessment guide and a reference point when a business
wishes to invest and pursue knowledge management practice
in its operations.
The concept of the a shareable knowledge management
platform has been well received by participating organizations
and it is believed that the platform will facilitate businesses to
manipulate organization’s knowledge in various process
capabilities including knowledge acquisition, sharing,
transferring, distribution, conversion, retention, and
protection. The platform will also serve as a knowledge
exchange hub amongst the businesses in IIC.
Certain limitations are recognized in this research.
Firstly, the study is based on a single IIC with the primary
business focus in ICT (information and communications
technology) area. The outcomes produced from this study
may not be consistent with different industrial focus in other
IICs. Secondly, sample companies are start-up businesses
with fewer than three years of establishment. The perceptions
and understanding of KM (especially from a technical, Cloudbased infrastructure) is limited with these enterprises as
compared with larger enterprises established in a longer
period.
It is suggested that the next step of the research will
investigate and identify various components based on the
empirical findings disclosed in this study, followed by the
construction and amalgamation of components into a
collaborative cloud-based knowledge management framework
for the cluster of small businesses. The changing nature of
Big Data analytics due to Cloud-based hosting and sharing
needs to be further investigated and formalized in the context
of SMEs. The framework will contain various modules
relating to the communication mechanisms/interfaces for all
participants and will be the foundation for the CKM platform
prototype development.
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There were many studies with their focus on developed
country’s stock market, and most of those studies insisted
that increase of developed countries’ stock market
connectivity has led to integration of the market. However,
these studies only focused on relationship between developed
countries’ markets. There were few studies about
interdependences between rising Asian markets and
developed countries’ markets, but the level of depth was
shallow. The foreign exchange crisis in the year of 1997
became a turning point on stock markets’ interdependences
studies. In the mist of recovering from the crisis, South
Korea and other leading countries in Asia quickly opened
their capital markets and headed towards internationalization.
This event served as an opportunity for the scope of study on
interdependences-mainly focused on developed countries-to
expand to Asian stock markets. After the crisis, complete
opening of the markets have increased the importance of
foreign investors, and studies on the effect of American and
Japanese stock markets on the domestic stock market have
continuously advanced.
The purpose of this study is to analyze how the
interdependences between the Korean stock market and other
leading Asian countries’ stock markets have changed and
will change before and after the global financial crisis.
Additionally this study will discuss how the interrelation
between the Korean stock market and other leading Asian
countries’ stock markets is changing, and investigate whether
there is a possibility for diversified investment on
geographically close leading Asian countries’ market to be
worthy to domestic investors. On the perspective of profit
transition effect, suggested by prior studies related to the
interdependences phenomenon, this study will utilize various
VAR models and conduct an analysis of time series. This
study will analyze interdependency between related countries
and infer economic significance related to the effect of
international diversified investment based on the analysis
results. For such reason, this study has conducted a
verification analysis on the interdependences of leading
Asian countries like Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Japan,
Philippines, Thailand, Singapore, Taiwan and United States.
Considering historical interrelation is the most basic
method to determine the existence of a interdependences
phenomenon, but variability or covariance process changes
through time, so it is more realistic to assume that
interrelation changes through time as well. Longin and
Solnik(1995), Tse and Tsui(2002), Engle(2002) showed that
interrelation between asset return rates are dynamic, and

ABSTRACT
Interdependences among global stock markets is
continuously increasing. So we study interdependences
among Asian equity markets with VAR model with a sample
of nine Asian equity markets during the January 1, 2000December 30, 2014 period. analyze how the
interdependences between the Korean stock market and other
leading Asian countries’ stock markets have changed.
Analysis results from the Granger Causality Test using VAR
model showed that United States had influence only on Japan
and Hong Kong, and other Asian countries had notable
influence on United States. Japan only had influence on
United States and Singapore, and Korea had influence on
United States, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand. Analysis
results from Impulse Response Function demonstrated that
no Asian countries showed big response against changes in
United States, and this response eventually disappeared after
fluctuation. Response against changes in Japan declined
sharply within two days and disappeared after small
fluctuation. Each country’s response against changes in
South Korea continued for four days and eventually
disappeared within a week. Results from forecast variance
decomposition analysis showed that America and Japan’s
influence
on
Asian
countries
decreased,
and
interdependences between Asian countries strengthened.
INTRODUCTION
Interdependences among global stock markets is
continuously increasing. It is natural for investors within and
out of the country and portfolio managers to make
investment decisions after referring to the stock market of the
United States, other developed country’s stock market and
the Asian stock market. Main causes of such
interdependences are: first, international funds can move
their capital freely due to open of capital markets and
deregulation; second, development of the internet has
reduced the costs of obtaining information and has increased
market effectiveness; third, international businesses within
the country have expanded overseas, and the importance of
overseas businesses have increased, thus businesses have
become more sensitive to international factors which
determines the businesses’ profit. Such internal and external
environment
has
escalated
the
possibility
of
interdependences between global stock markets..
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change in the passage of time. Eun and Shim(1989) in their
study showed a country’s change in stock price can be
explained by another country’s change in stock price to a
certain extent, and they analyzed how quickly stock prices
spread from one country to another regarding the American
market. Results suggested that the American market
influences other developed countries’ markets but not the
other way around. Hamao, Masulis and ng(1990) studied
prices and temporary interdependence of price variability in
the world’s main stock markets.
In this paper, we study interdependences among Asian
equity markets with VAR model with a sample of nine Asian
equity markets during the January 1, 2000-December 30,
2014 period. Analysis results from the Granger Causality
Test using VAR model showed that United States had
influence only on Japan and Hong Kong, and other Asian
countries had notable influence on United States. Japan only
had influence on United States and Singapore, and Korea
had influence on United States, Malaysia, Indonesia and
Thailand. Analysis results from Impulse Response
Function demonstrated that no Asian countries showed big
response against changes in United States, and this
response eventually disappeared after fluctuation.
Response against changes in Japan declined sharply
within two days and disappeared after small fluctuation.
Each country’s response against changes in South Korea
continued for four days and eventually disappeared within
a week. Results from forecast variance decomposition
analysis showed that America and Japan’s influence on
Asian countries decreased, and interdependences between
Asian countries strengthened after the global financial crisis
than before the crisis.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we explain our data and methodology. We present our VAR
results in section 3, and we summarize our findings and
present our conclusion in section 4.

economic variables, and it is especially useful for flexibly
modeling autocorrelation structure of endogenous variables
while assuming a simple structure. VAR model is an
expansion of conventional ARMA model into a multivariable model. VAR model doesn’t estimate ARMA model
with a single variable but with more than two variables.
Moving average can lead to an inevitable estimate of nonlinear function, so moving average is omitted and VAR
model only considers auto-regression for comprehension.
This indicates that if past data has an explanation on current
dependent variable, the independent variable precedes the
dependent variable. This can be shown as following. In
Function (1) Y is the country’s rate of return on the stock
price index and variability, X is the comparing country’s rate
of return on the stock price index and variability. From –t to
–1 period, if one or part of Function 1 is statistically
apparent, this means X leads Y. VAR model is composed of
‘n’ number of linear-regression equation. Each variable’s
observed value is the dependent variable, and the equation
and other variables’ past observed values are fixed as
explanatory variables in each equation. VAR model treats
current observed values of all variables as endogenous
variables, and treats all time-different variables as exogenous
variables. If we don’t select the endogenous and exogenous
variables beforehand, and create no limitations voluntarily,
we are able to explain the dynamic relationship between the
variables. Thus, in this study we conducted a dynamic
analysis through the VAR model which includes an
explanatory variable that encompasses all of its past data and
past data of all other variables.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Before analyzing the information transition effect using
the Granger Causality Test, Impulse Response Function and
Variance Decomposition Analysis, we conducted a unit root
test from the Schwart information criterion to examine the
existence of root of unity in order to identify stability of each
time series. We drew a conclusion including a constant term
and also a conclusion including both the constant term and
trend. When we looked at the results from root of unity
testing, null hypothesis was dismissed at 1% level of
significance and we were able to confirm the stability of time
series variables. As a result, we can infer that results from
analysis in this study are appropriate for analysis on
information transfer mechanism and information transition
effect of Korea, United States and Asian stock markets.
Verification test showed that time series of all variables were
stable under 1% level of significance.
Granger Causality Test showed that all Asian countries
had notable influence towards Untied States. Japan only had
influence on United States and Singapore, and Korea had
notable influence towards Asian countries.
Impulse Response Analysis helps to understand the
efficiency of flow of information between markets. Impulse
Response Function Analysis is used-after estimating a VAR
model-to dynamically analyze a variable under normal
(within standard deviation) size of impulse and investigate
the level of influence upon other variables in the model and
their response after time passes by. When using Impulse
Response Function, results might change depending on
which variable comes first, so the list order of the variables

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Term of analysis in this study was from Jan. 2000 to
Dec. 2014 and we analyzed stock exchange markets such as
KOSPI of South Korea, S&P 500 of United States, NIKKEI
255 of Japan, KLSE of Malaysia, JKSE of Indonesia, SET of
Thailand, MANILA of Philippines, STI of Singapore, Hang
Seng of Hong Kong, and Taiex of Taiwan during the entire
period, and separately analyzed the time period before and
after the global financial crisis.
For the composition of the VAR model, we used the rate
of return on the stock price index of KOSPI of South Korea,
S&P 500 of United States, NIKKEI 255 of Japan, KLSE of
Malaysia, JKSE of Indonesia, SET of Thailand, MANILA of
Philippines, STI of Singapore, Hang Seng of Hong Kong,
and Taiex of Taiwan as variables. In the VAR model, we
used F test statistic for null hypothesis in order to examine
whether the values of specific variables are zero. Therefore,
in this study we conducted a dynamic analysis through the
VAR model which includes an explanatory variable that
encompasses all of its past data and past data of all other
variables.
VAR model is a modeling method which expands a
single time series to more than two time series. VAR model
is appropriate for modeling interdependence between
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are important. If we are conducting a verification analysis,
most exogenous variables come first in the list and targeted
variables for analysis comes at the end usually. Generally, it
is desirable to list the variables depending on their strength of
influence in a causal relationship.
Analysis results are as follows. First, if we look at each
country’s response against changes in United States, there
isn’t a big response and this response eventually disappears
after fluctuation. If we look at each country’s response
against changes in Japan, this response sharply declines
within two days and eventually disappears after small
fluctuation. If we look at each country’s response against
changes in South Korea, this response continues for four
days and disappear within a week.
For variance of forecast error from forecasting future
values in the VAR model, we investigated the amount of
explanation power on other variables through variance
decomposition analysis after giving impulse to each variable.
<Table 5> suggests forecast error variance decomposition
results of one, five, ten, twenty -period ahead forecasts.
During the entire period, South Korea had 0.91% of
influence from Hong Kong, but before the foreign exchange
crisis it had 1.06% of influence. After the foreign exchange
crisis, South Korea had 1.30% of influence from Hong Kong,
1.34% of influence from Philippines, 1.24% of influence
from Indonesia. Results from forecast error variance
decomposition showed that America and Japan’s influence
on Asian countries decreased, and interdependences between
Asian countries strengthened after the global financial crisis
than before the crisis.

Since interdependences between Asian stock markets
have advanced, we should consider those markets’
information and condition in detail if we are planning to
develop an international portfolio.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we study interdependences among Asian
equity markets with VAR model with a sample of nine Asian
equity markets during the January 1, 2000-December 30,
2014 period. Analysis results from the Granger Causality
Test showed that all Asian countries had notable influence
towards Untied States. Japan only had influence on United
States and Singapore, and Korea had notable influence
towards Asian countries. If we look at each country’s
response against changes in South Korea, this response
continues for four days and disappears within a week. During
the entire period, South Korea had 0.7% of influence from
Malaysia and Indonesia, 0.3% of influence from Philippines,
Taiwan, and USA, and 0.2% influence from of Philippines,
STI of Japan and Thailand. Results from forecast error
variance decomposition showed that America and Japan’s
influence
on
Asian
countries
decreased,
and
interdependences between Asian countries strengthened after
the global financial crisis than before the crisis.
Since interdependences between Asian stock markets
have advanced, we should consider those markets’
information and condition in detail if we are planning to
develop an international portfolio.
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FIGURES AND TABLES
Table 1. Granger causality among 9 stock markets (total period)

Independent Variable – F Statistic
KS
KS
SP
NK
KL
JK
SE
MA
ST
TA

2.4
0.2
0.8
4*
0.6
1.2
1.0
1.6

SP
37*
52*
36*
32*
37*
63*
68*
53*

NK
31*
1.0
1.7
3.7
4.2
8*
1.6
6*

KL
18*
2.3
1.7

JK
20*
2.0
0.5

5*
1.9
17*
1.1
5*

1.4
11*
1.1
1.5

SE
43*
0.2
0.9
4*
9*
20*
1.7
4*

MA
16*
1.4
1.0
2.5
3*
4*
2.6
2.4

ST
48*
1.2
6.5*
20*
18*
16*
33*

TA
21*
1.9
0.8
5*
2.1
4*
6*
1.4

12*

Note: * denote Significant at the 1% level.
Table 2. Forecast error variance decomposition (total period)
Forecast error variance decomposition
KS
SP
NK
KL
JK
SE
MA
ST
KS
96.2 0.3
0.2
0.7
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.3
SP
3.1
78.5 3.2
0.9
0.9
0.2
1.9
1.3
NK 3.3
0.3
79.7 0.6
1.1
0.3
0.7
0.3
KL
2.1
0.2
0.2
80.4
3.1
1.2
2.0
0.2
JK
2.3
0.3
0.3
0.7
85.4
0.4
1.5
0.2
SE
1.3
0.2
0.5
3.4
3.8
76.1
2.7
0.1
MA 1.9
0.2
0.3
0.9
4.2
0.3
85.0 0.2
ST
3.9
0.4
0.8
5.3
1.8
1.1
2.4
67.5
TA
2.5
0.6
1.7
0.7
1.2
0.6
1.2
0.5

Note: * denote Significant at the 1% level.
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TA
0.3
0.8
0.5
0.5
1.3
0.4
0.3
0.4
85.5
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different things. Firstly instructions, which may relate to
teaching and learning practices, should be (a) dynamically
created because they must fit the semantics of a particular
learning environment and (b) inferred as we run software
applications which manage such environments. Secondly,
constant changes in learning environments, personalized
needs of learners/teachers plus changes and advances in
technologies, which build and affect these environments must
be taken into account when creating our computational
models.
The prerequisite for assessing and using the proposed
computational models are numerous. They range from
understanding the role of OWL and SWRL in computations
outside the creation of formal ontologies, to the needs of
inferring semantics on an ad-hoc basis through reasoning in
order to make decisions on which teaching/learning practices
are supposed to be used in various circumstances.
For the illustration of our computational models we use
the domain of creating environments for teaching pupils with
differences in learning and apply it to the autism spectrum.
The reason for this is twofold. We have experimented with
ad-hoc generated learning environments for pupils with
autism in the past and created a reference computational
model where their needs can be addressed. Secondly, the
domain of teaching pupils with differences in learning has not
been widely exploited yet and it requires a consensus upon
teaching/learning practices across various teaching systems.
Any solution, which we may have, for addressing differences
in learning, should allow for constant and ad-hoc changes in
terms of accepting learning goals and advising which practice
should be available in order to achieve them.
Finally, we should create a mechanism where such
practices are defined (i.e. inferred) upon constantly changing
requirements. Learning environments for pupils with autism
spectrum may differ individually and we should be ready for
introducing new impairments and new learning goals of such
pupils on an ad-hoc basis. The proposed solution, i.e. our
computational models, will then differ from situation to
situation.
We show only 3 computational models which illustrate a
changeable nature of these environments. They are very
different in terms of the level and nature of inference they
guarantee. However, we have open mind for developing new
computational models with SWRL enabled OWL ontologies,
which can address the same problem domain.

ABSTRACT
We propose three OWL ontological models, which create
and share knowledge for the purpose of deciding, through
SWRL reasoning, which teaching practices will be suitable
for pupils with impairments if they have clearly defined
learning goals. Our models assume that a set of OWL
ontological classes, their individuals and properties store the
knowledge of a particular learning environment, but the
combination of these OWL concepts may differ between
models. The differences in OWL ontological design and types
of SWRL rules run within them, may illustrate a completely
different way of representing the knowledge in SWRL
enabled OWL ontologies. However, we expect that the
outcome from the reasoning within these models should fulfill
our expectations and decide upon best possible teaching
practice(s). We compare and evaluate these three models and
give our own explanations on which model should be used in
our problem domain and why. The paper will trigger a
discussion on how to build knowledge in modern
computational systems where excessive inference stored in
persistent repositories does not necessarily mean that we build
better knowledge repositories.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is twofold.
Firstly we aim to introduce a set of computational
models, which use Semantic Web Technologies (SWT)
(W3C, 2004a), for the purpose of creating a Software
Engineering (SE) solutions for applications, which require
reasoning upon the semantics stored within them. This means
that we aim to achieve two different outcomes. One is to open
doors for reasoning in SE which does not include the creation
of knowledge bases or any artificial intelligence algorithms,
which were associated with the term “reasoning” in the past
30 years. The other outcome is to use the SWT in a
completely different domain and OUTSIDE the Web.
Therefore we do NOT produce formal OWL ontologies and
we do not use them for explaining the meaning on the web.
We use the SWT for manipulating the meaning in a particular
problem domain, which can be done through reasoning.
The second purpose of this paper is to show that we can
create on an ad-hoc basis, through reasoning, various
instructions which can deliver learning outcomes in
educational environments. This would also mean two
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Consequently, we try to combine the power of SWRL
and OWL and modern software applications, which are
inherently pervasive and perform computations, which
depend on ontologies and reasoning. This does not mean that
we build knowledge bases: we build simple SE solutions
through computations based on reasoning, which uses the
semantics of the environment where the software application
runs, described through OWL ontologies.
We experimented with various problem domains and
created SE solutions based on SWRL enabled OWL
ontologies in education, healthcare (Jakimavicius, Kataria, &
Juric, 2012) (Chammas, Juric, Koay, Gurupur, & Suh, 2013)
(Shojanoori & Juric, 2013), business process management
(Ganguly, Kataria, Juric, Ertas, & Tanik, 2009), in resolving
heterogeneities of data and applications (Kataria & Juric,
2011) (Shamoug, Juric, & Paurobally, 2012), in humanitarian
crises for resource management (Chau, Koay, Jackson, &
Juric, 2012), in selecting relevant search results after Google
ranking (Almami, Juric, Everiss, & Ahmed, 2013) and many
more. In this paper we focus on (a) the way OWL models can
be created for a particular problem and (b) types of reasoning
processes that have to be performed in order to address the
problem. This paper will help OWL developers to think about
the way they use OWL, KM specialist to start thinking
outside “the box” when building knowledge and software
engineers to engage with ontologies and reasoning as
instruments for creating computations (Shojanoori & Juric,
2015).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a
scenario, which explains the type of software application we
build upon ontology. It will set a scene for defining OWL
concepts and specify the role of SWRL in order to perform
computations though reasoning. In section 3 we illustrate
three different OWL designs and SWL reasoning which will
deliver the same functionality of the applications described in
section 2. In the last section we comment on our designs and
conclude

SWT were launched almost 10 years ago and contain an
interesting set of languages and standards which enabled us to
interpret the meaning i.e. semantics on the Web. Therefore a
proliferation of various ideas of using the SWT across
domains in order to represent, build and utilize knowledge
promised to create a new generation of software applications
which use the ideas of Semantic Web approach for resolving
problems related to or triggered by “semantics”. (Uchold &
Gruninger, 1996) (Sheth & Ramakrishnan, 2003). Obviously,
we can jump out of “interpreting the meaning on the web” and
use the same ideas outside it, i.e. we can resolve a variety of
problems where “semantics” play important role. Apart from
the use of RDFs from the SWT stack (W3C, 2014) in order to
connect, i.e. link data on the web, OWL (W3C, 2009) and
SWRL (W3C, 2004b) languages appear to dominate: we have
numerous examples of building persistent knowledge in OWL
ontologies, and strengthening their semantics though
reasoning with SWRL, which has resulted in a plethora of
formal ontologies built for a variety of purposes (Fellbaum,
2005) (OC for the SW, 2012) (YAGO, 2014) (SUMO, 2014).
No doubt that the background of these languages in
Description Logic proved to be extremely valuable in the
interpretation of the semantics on the Web and the way we
create knowledge with OWL. Furthermore Knowledge
Management (KM) researchers and their communities may
currently thrive because the knowledge created through SWTs
can be exploited in modern software applications, often based
on Java integrated development environments (IDE) such as
NetBeans (NetBeans, 2014). They become flexible and
efficient solutions, because knowledge created with SWT can
be accessed directly from applications, which use IDEs with
plug-ins to SWT (Patadia, Kataria, Juric, & Kim, 2011)
(Shojanoori, Juric, & Terstyanszky, 2014). Consequently
many research initiatives for deploying SWT are expected to
build big OWL repositories of knowledge which can “grow”
through SWRL reasoning and become formal because they
represent knowledge which is essential in either interpreting
the meaning or building intelligence with software.

THE SCENARIO
Let us assume that we have to develop a software
application, which has to create a list of teaching practices, on
an ad-hoc basis, for a class of pupils with various impairments
and learning goals. The application should generate teaching
practices according to the semantics of the particular moment
where teaching takes place and take into account pupils’
impairments and goals involved in that moment. These may
change throughout teaching sessions and therefore the
application should re-run as many times as needed in order to
generate more precise teaching practices(s).
The software application would need information from
persistent data stores where all impairments and goals are
known and where all teaching practices are defined for a
particular goal. However, the same application will have to
“make a decision” on the best possible practice for a
particular person who exhibits differences in learning and has
his learning goals clearly defined.
The functionality of the software application is then
narrowed on decision-making, which will be based on
reasoning. If we take into account that the semantics of the
environment where teaching is carried out is described
through OWL concepts, then decision making should be

Challenges in this Paper
In this paper we challenge the KM community by
illustrating a different way of building and using knowledge
through SWRL and OWL in order to resolve various software
engineering (SE) problems. Therefore we create an OWL
ontology and reason upon its concepts for the purpose of
creating computational models, which will be based on
reasoning. We do not wish to build an extensive knowledge
with OWL and we also do not wish to create formal OWL
ontologies for two reasons:
a) Modern software applications must address the dynamic
and pervasiveness of environments where they reside.
Introducing formalism in design, i.e. defining semantics,
which cannot change, does not help when modeling the
pervasiveness of computational spaces (Shojanoori &
Juric, 2015) (Shojanoori, 2013).
b) Semantics generated through changes in modern
computational environments might not be suitable for
traditional knowledge repositories: knowledge, which is
correct in one moment, might be irrelevant or completely
incorrect in another.
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performed through SWRL reasoning. These practices, which
are result of reasoning, should change from moment to
moment and would depend on the semantics grasped for that
particular moment in teaching and learning (Almami, Juric,
Everiss, & Ahmed, 2013) (Almami, Juric, & Ahmed, 2014).
If we wish to design both: OWL model with its concepts
and reasoning which generates teaching practices, then we
should define “a competency question” (CQ) which should be
answered through reasoning with SWRL (Uchold &
Gruninger, 1996). In our scenario we assume that the
following CQ should be answered: “which teaching practices
should be deployed in a classroom where pupils with autism
and lack of organizational skills are thought colors?”

scenario and represent values of data available in teaching
environments.
Table 1: Individuals for OWL Classes

THE MODELLING PRINCIPLES
In this section we show three different OWL/SWRL
designs, which will answer the CQ above. This means that for
each design we have to specify:
a) OWL main classes
b) Individuals which populate these classes
c) Constraints defined upon these individuals
d) Reasoning process with classes involved
e) SWRL rules which perform reasoning
Consequently, a) and b) would be directly drawn from the
Scenario, c) could change according to the CQ and d) and e)
would depend on a) and c), i.e. on the OWL model and its
constraints. If we wished to compare these designs then a)-e)
should be consider, particularly if we wish to assess the
performance of the software application which will host
reasoning upon OWL concepts through SWRL rules

They are also “connected” through OWL constraints.
This is where we grasp the semantics of a moment in teaching.
Object properties (OP) as constraints carry significant
semantics of the model, given in Table 2. Therefore for each
of them: his, wishes-to-achieve, is-for and addresses we detail
individuals of classes connected with the object properties in
Table 2. They are all self-explanatory.

Design 1
Figure 1 shows the main OWL concepts in Design 1.
These are four main ontological classes PERSON, GOAL,
IMPAIRMENT, and PRACTICE, which are taken from the
Scenario and are self-explanatory. The class named
PERSON_GOAL _IMPAIRMENT_PRACTICE is obviously
reserved for a possible result of reasoning, hence the name.

Fig. 1: Ontological Classes for Design 1

Table 1 above gives individuals, which populate OWL
classes from Figure 1. These individuals would appear in all
our proposed designs because they are drown from the
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Table 2: Object properties for design 1 and 2

Fig. 2: The Reasoning Process in Design 1

The reasoning process illustrated in Fig. 2 is selfexplanatory: only a selection of individuals from the
PRACTICE class will be moved into the result of reasoning:
PERSON_GOAL_IMPAIRMENT_
PRACTICE
class
according to the criterion from the SWRL rule in Figure 3.
Therefore in order to answer the CQ question, this model
would require one SWRL rule, which is given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: SWRL Rule in Design 1

The result of reasoning though SWRL rule is in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Results of Reasoning in Design 1

Comments on the model:
Figure 2 below shows a reasoning process and classes
involved in it. We use “green” for specifying that a class is a
base ontological class from the OWL model and “amber” to
denote that a class stores results of reasoning. Red lines are
constraints and broken grey lines show the involvement of
OWL classes in SWRL rules.

•

•
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The simplicity of OWL model and Design 1 is obvious:
we need only four base OWL classes, one SWRL rule to
perform reasoning and one OWL class to store the result
of reasoning. However, any change in relationships
between individuals of OWL classes will require a new
set of assertion of OP in the initial OWL model.
It’s reusability is high: the SWRL rule could stay in the
same format for the CQ regardless which
person/impairment/goals are in question, as long as
correct OP are asserted.

•
•

•

Changes in the semantics of the environment from the
Scenario will require new assertions of individuals and
OP before we run the same rule.
The selection criterion for practices is mostly based on
OP defined in Table 2, which makes the reasoning in this
model heavily dependent on constraints.

select practices applicable to person’s impairments
through Rule 1 (Fig. 7). This results in the list of
individuals, moved from the class PRACTICE into the
PERSON_ IMPAIRMENT_ PRACTICE (Fig. 10).
• select practices applicable to person’s goals through Rule
2 (Fig. 8). This results in the list of individuals, moved
from
the
class
PRACTICE
into
the
PERSON_GOAL_PRACTICE ((Fig. 11)
The final Rule 3 in Fig. 9, which answers the CQ, uses
PERSON_IMPAIRMENT_PRACTICE
and
PERSON_GOAL_PRACTICE classes in order to move only
individuals, which appear in both of them into the
PERSON_GOAL_IMPAIRMENT_ PRACTICE class.

Design 2
Ontological classes in Design 2, given in Fig. 5 bear
similarities with Design 1. The setting of the base OWL
classes is the same, but there are a few ”new” classes, which
will obviously be used for storing the result of reasoning.
This signals that we might have more than one SWL rule in
order to perform reasoning. Obviously, the final result of
reasoning would
be stored
in the PERSON_
GOAL_IMPAIRMENT_PRACTICE class.

Fig. 7: SWRL Rule 1 in Design 2

Fig. 5: Ontological Classes for Design 2

Fig. 8: SWRL Rule 2 in Design 2

Fig. 9: SWRL Rule 3 in Design 2

Fig. 6: The Reasoning Process in Design 2

The reasoning process in Design 2, which is given in Fig.
6, is now different. There are 2 intermittent reasoning in this
design: we select individuals from the PRACTICE class
which correspond to the goals a person may have
(PERSON_GOAL_PRACTICE) and individuals from the
IMPAIRMENT class in order specify which exact
impairments
the
person
may
have
(PERSON_IMPAIRMENT_PRACTICE).
Before we run the rule which answers the CQ, we

Fig. 10: Result of Rule 1 in Design 2
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Design 3:

Fig. 11: Results of Rule 2 in Design 2

Fig. 13: Ontological Classes for Design 3

Fig. 14 shows an OWL model, which does not differ
significantly differ from previous OWL models in terms of
base classes and classes where we store results of reasoning
(PERSON_IMPAIRMENT and POSSIBLE_GOAL).

Fig. 12: Results of Rule 3 in Design 2

Comments on Design 2:
This design gives some flexibility when asserting
concepts into the model and performing inference, which
might have impact later on the performance of software
application built upon this model:
• PERSON_IMPAIRMENT_PRACTICE
and
PERSON_GOAL_PRACTICE classes contain semantics,
which might not change often and therefore their content.
i.e. the list of individuals from Figures 10 and 11 might
be used in further reasoning without running Rules 1 and
2 each time we wish to find out which practices are
suitable for each combination of person’s impairments
and learning goals.
• If we assume that the semantics stored in the
PERSON_IMPAIRMENT_PRACTICE class is rather
static and the individuals form it will not significantly
change (if we do not invent new practices for existing
impairments and if the person will not lose or be
diagnosed with a new impairment) then the content of the
PERSON _IMPAIRMENT_PRACTICE class can be
constantly reusable in further reasoning, which can make
the running of the final Rule 3 smooth and performance
of the application which accommodate these rules
improved.
• Rule 3 in Figure 9 can be written differently. However,
we chose the format from Fig. 9 in order to illustrate the
level of rule’s reusability

Fig. 14: The Reasoning Process in Design 3

However, this time we show differences in OP and hence
Table 3. OP in Table 3 has, wishes_to_achieve, is for and
addresses are the same as in Designs 1 and 2: However, in
this design we move slightly away from the ideas specified in
the first two designs.
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which profiles each person through his/her impairments and
possible learning goals:
1) PERSON_IMPAIRMENT class contains individuals
from the IMPAIRMENT class, which are actual
impairment(s) a person may have. Rule 1 from Fig. 15 is
self-explanatory
and
the
individuals
of
PERSON_IMPAIRMENT class, which are results of this
reasoning, are listed in Fig. 16.

Table 3: Object properties for design 3

Fig. 15: SWRL Rule 1 in Design 3

Fig. 16: Results of SWRL Rule 1 in Design 3
2) POSSIBLE_GOALS class contains individuals form the
GOAL class that is possible goals this person may
achieve according to his/her impairments and availability
of practices for delivering the goals. Rule 2 from Fig. 17
is
self-explanatory
and
the
individuals
of
POSSIBLE_GOALS class, which are results of this
reasoning, are listed in Fig.18.

Fig. 17: SWRL Rule 2 in Design 3

Fig. 18: Results of SWRL Rule 2 in Design 3

The final SWRL rule from Figure 19 infers object
property “requires”. This means that we infer a relationship
between individuals of PERSON and PRACTICE classes
according to the semantics stored in the POSSIBLE_GOALS
class and object properties is for and wishes_to_achieve as
shown in Fig. 20.

We primarily wanted to show that “moving individuals”
across the ontology, as the result of reasoning, is not the only
way of answering the CQ. In other words, the result of
inference does not have to be an individual moved to a
different class: it can be an inferred constraint, which is
defined between individuals of two OWL classes.
Furthermore, we exercise here an intermittent reasoning
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moment in teaching environments for delivering agreed
learning goals.
The lack of related works in this paper is not accidental.
We could not find any publication, which can be juxtaposed,
to our research. Most authors who use SWRL and OWL still
conform to the creation of formal ontologies, which did not
help in comparing our research with others.
It remains to be seen how our SE solutions based on
SWRL reasoning upon OWL concepts would perform in
commercial applications and whether they are suitable for
implementations
within
popular
Android
mobile
environments. With current plug-ins towards OWL-APIs
from most IDEs, this has become a reality.

Fig.19: SWRL Rule 3 in Design 3
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we wanted to disseminate three ideas:
The use of SWRL enabled OWL ontologies which secure
reasoning within Java applications do NOT necessarily
require building of traditional knowledge bases:
ontologies are used for performing computations for the
purpose of delivering the functionality of software
applications (i.e. answering a CQ). Consequently, the
result of reasoning which answers the CQ must be
deleted in order to have an application ready for another
reasoning.
b) KM should not always focus on the creation of formal
ontologies, which grow with each reasoning result. If we
wish to address modern software environments with
abundance of data, which create knowledge, we have to
re-think the idea of creating huge knowledge bases. If the
dynamic of such environments is not addressed in
knowledge bases, then they become a dangerous source
of data, which do not correctly interpret semantics of
these environments.
c) OWL models and reasoning processes can be different
for answering the same CQ, but IDE and operating
environments where we build software applications with
SWRL enabled OWL ontologies may dictate which
models we should use. This may help in future SE
solutions, which would be based on the semantic of
environment where their applications reside.
These three computational models depend almost solely
on the type of competency question we ask. In other words,
expected learning outcomes and type of impairments, even
within the same autistic spectrum, would require a slightly
different OWL model and the reasoning process may also
differ. This is the most important novelty of this research: a
computational model can be decided (and its concepts
possibly inferred) on an ad-hoc basis and in runtime. This
will guarantee that we really address the specificity of every
a)
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years, U.S. and Europe both have imposed strict EMI
standards for the power supplies which require efficient and
high performance design methods for power supplies.
In this paper, we have investigated and presented the
performance of a boost APFC power supply circuit when
switching frequency and load conditions, EMI filter elements
such as X capacitor, CM choke value have been varied with
switching frequency. We also have included the performance
results when switching frequency was varied for a fixed load,
also verified the performance in reverse condition.

ABSTRACT
Electro-magnetic interference (EMI) in the boost active
power factor correction (APFC) power supply circuit occurs
due to common mode (CM) and differential mode (DM)
noise. Performance of conducted EMI varies depending on
different parasitics and EMI filter elements such as Y
capacitor, CM choke and variation of the switching
frequency. Furthermore, load variation impacts the level of
EMI in the circuit. This paper analyzes the EMI noise
variation in boost APFC circuit due to the change of circuit
when circuit parasitics, switching frequency and load
conditions are changed. The results of this work provide
guidance for the EMI filter design of boost APFC power
supply circuit to meet the strict electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) standard, such as Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) class B.

BASIC CIRCUIT MODEL
The basic diagram of a Boost APFC circuit that is
considered in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1. Input voltage
goes through a bridge rectifier, which gives full wave
rectified output voltage. Unless line voltage gets boosted
over than the voltage in holdup capacitor, no current will
flow through holdup capacitor. Control circuit compares the
line voltage with current at the input by measuring it, and
boost the voltage. CM current always flows through both
wire and return to the ground via parasitic capacitance. Both
CM and DM currents can produce EM field outside the wire
which leads to radiate EMI issue. If the generated EM field
cannot be eliminated, then it can couple to nearby circuits.
In this work, boost APFC power supply and analog
control circuit have been designed. Output of the converter is
fed back to the controller to control the boosted output
voltage. Amplifiers are also been used in the control circuit.

INTRODUCTION
While designing EMI filter, designer has to meet EMI
standards, which is always a challenge in high density and
low cost power supply system design. Despite of this
challenge, designer also has to take into account of the size
and weight of the filter. Reduction of CM noise generation
can greatly decrease the size of the filter and also reduce
cost. CM noise current is mainly caused by displacement
current within the inter-winding parasitic capacitances of the
transformers and the parasitic capacitances between
semiconductor switches and the ground (Majid, Saleem,
Alam & Bertilsson, 2013). Further enhancement in the filter
profile can be made by increasing switching frequency to
decrease the size of the energy storage elements. This is
important requirement for the high density power supply
design. However, increasing switching frequency increases
the current and voltage slew rates, i.e. di/dt and dv/dt and that
conversely affects the EMC performance of the power
supplies.
For power supply design over 75W in Europe (EPSMA,
2010), AC-DC Boost power supply circuit is always been
used as APFC type, because of its theoretical high power
factor over 95%. APFC automatically controls the wide
range of input voltage to maintain higher power factor in the
AC input. This results in cost increase due to complex of
implementation of the circuitry and additional filtering.
Hence, to design a better filter for boost APFC power supply
circuit, we have to analyze the EMI produced in the circuit.
In addition, the filter performance should meet the EMC
standards in order to be commercially available. In recent

Fig. 1 Basic Boost APFC circuit
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Fig. 2 Boost APFC circuit with LISN

Fig. 2 represents our experimental circuit, where input
feeds to the line impedance stabilization network (LISN).
LISN gives us stable line impedance, also in practice LISN is
being used for measurement of the conducted emission. The
general practice for measuring EMI is that noise generated by
the equipment under test (EUT) is separated by LISN and fed
to the spectrum analyzer. Before the signal is fed into the
bridge rectifier, it’s been fed to CM choke. Active devices
such as IGBT have been modeled with implementation of
parasitic capacitors in their model.
For the measurement of the CM, DM and line noise we
have made different measuring systems in the circuit. We
obtained the response of the output signal with respect to the
frequency range of FCC class B which is 150 KHz – 30MHz.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS & RESULT
Fig. 3 CM, DM & line noise spectrum at 40 KHz switching
frequency and 500W load
Table 1 EMI values at different point for various loading
conditions at 40 KHz switching frequency
Noise
CM noise
DM noise Line noise
Load
frequency
(dBµV)
(dBµV)
(dBµV)
at

Variation of the loading conditions
As discussed in the previous section, the performance and
change in CM, DM & line noise versus the variation of the
load condition has been studied. Resistive load has been used
for the simulation, which dissipates the energy in the form of
heat. CM, DM and line noise when switching frequency and
load are respectively 40 KHz and 500W are sown in Fig. 3,
respectively. In Fig. 3, measured CM noise is much higher
than DM noise under the same condition. CM noise decreases
as the frequency increases. And line noise response is similar
as the CM noise in all frequency ranges.
It can be seen from Table 1 that CM noise for 500W is
32.03 dBµV at 40 KHz, whereas noise for 1KW 29.29 dBµV
at 40 KHz. DM noise for 500W is -9.8 dBµV at 40 KHz, and
-11.85 dBµV at 40 KHz for 1kW. It is much lower than the
CM noise for the same settings. The line noise is 31.99 dBµV
at 40 KHz frequency and 500W load, but it has been reduced
to 29.33 dBµV when frequency is 40 KHz and load is 500W.
These are very close to the CM noise values.
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DM Noise analysis versus Switching Frequency
The DM noise versus switching frequency has been
simulated without tuning the parameter of the boost APFC.
Fig. 6 is the DM noise spectrum for the different switching
frequencies. Change due to the variation of the switching
frequency can easily be observed from the figure.
From Table 3, at 240 KHz DM noise is 8.27 dBµV when
switching frequency 40 KHz. It increases to 14.35 dBµV for
60 KHz. When switching is increased to 80 KHz, DM noise
increases to15.84 dBµV which is almost twice of the noise
level at 40 KHz switching frequency. It becomes clear that
with the increase of switching frequency, DM noise level also
increases. However, in high frequency range the DM noise
level decreases as the switching frequency increases as
tabulated in Table 3.

Fig. 4 CM, DM & line noise spectrum at 40 KHz switching
frequency and 1KW load

CM Noise analysis versus switching Frequency
Switching frequency is another key factor for the
performance of switching power supplies. The switching
frequency has been changed to different levels such as 80
KHz, 60 KHz and 40 KHz with the same loading conditions
to observe the impact on the EMI noise.
Fig. 5 is the representation of the CM noise at 40 KHz, 60
KHz and 80 KHz when load is 1KW. Table 2 is the collection
of data at different points. At 240 KHz, noise is 41.16 dBµV
when switching frequency 40 KHz. Noise is obtained to be
45.30 dBµV when the switching frequency is 60 KHz. Noise
is found to be 49.49 dBµV at 80 KHz when other elements
unchanged. So, noise level is increased by approximately 10
dBµV with every 40 KHz intervals in switching frequency.
Fig. 6 DM noise versus switching frequency

Table 3 DM noise spectrum versus switching
frequency
Noise at

Switching
Frequency
40KHz

60 KHz

80 KHz

240 KHz

41.16 dBµV

45.30 dBµV

49.49 dBµV

480 KHz

23.66 dBµV

32.86 dBµV

35.72 dBµV

720 KHz

17.97 dBµV

21.83 dBµV

28.87 dBµV

960 KHz

9.55 dBµV

17.69 dBµV

22.65 dBµV

Switching
Frequency 80
KHz

240 KHz

8.27 dBµV

14.35 dBµV

15.84 dBµV

480 KHz

-8.46 dBµV

-10.74 dBµV

-14.08 dBµV

720 KHz

-9.24 dBµV

-16.86 dBµV

-17.47 dBµV

960 KHz

-18.23 dBµV

-23.00 dBµV

-26.34 dBµV

Line Noise analysis versus switching frequency

Fig. 5 Frequency spectrum of CM noise versus switching
frequency
Table 2 CM noise versus switching Frequency
Noise at
Switching
Switching
Switching
Frequency
frequency
Frequency
40 KHz

Switching
Frequency 60
KHz

Line noise spectrum also has been studied and simulated
when the switching frequencies are 40 KHz, 60 KHz and 80
KHz. It is shown in Fig. 7 that the line noise has been
increased when switching frequency increases. Table 4 gives
tabulation of the data illustrated in Fig 7.
In Table 4, line noise level is 17.90 dBµV at 780 KHz
when switching frequency is 40 KHz. At same noise
frequency, line noise is 23.44 dBµV when switching
frequency is 60 KHz. When switching frequency is 80 KHz,
line noise increases to 28.88 dBµV. Comparison of Tables 2
and 4 shows that noise levels for CM and line remain almost
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same. Hence, it can be concluded that the change in line noise
follows the change in CM noise for this boost APFC circuit.

values, CM noise level decreases by 12 dBµV when other
components of APFC circuit were unchanged.

Fig. 8 Spectrum of CM noise for different Y-cap and choke
values

Fig. 7 Line noise spectrum versus switching frequency
Table 4 Collection of noise at different point from Line
noise spectrum versus switching frequency
Noise at

Switching
frequency
KHz

40

Switching
frequency 60
KHz

Switching
frequency 80
KHz

240 KHz

41.16 dBµV

45.31 dBµV

49.44 dBµV

480 KHz

23.70 dBµV

30.21 dBµV

35.72 dBµV

720 KHz

17.90 dBµV

23.44 dBµV

28.88 dBµV

960 KHz

9.58 dBµV

14.75 dBµV

22.65 dBµV

Table 5 CM noise at different point versus Y-cap and
choke values

CM noise response versus Y-cap and CM choke values
Y capacitor, is generally used to filter out CM noise in
circuit which is connected between line and chassis. With
change of the value of Y-cap, the level of CM noise also
changes. CM choke always produces high impedance to
reduce the CM currents flowing from both lines. In CM
choke, two coils are wounded on a single core, where DM
current flows since choke produces small impedance against
DM current due to the cancellation of magnetic field (DM
type) in the choke. To observe the response of CM noise due
to the change of Y-cap and CM choke, capacitor value and
choke value have been changed to three different
combinations while other parameter and switching frequency
(40 KHz) was remained same.
Fig. 8 is the CM noise response spectrum of APFC when
Y-cap and choke value are changed. Initially, the value of Ycap has been changed to 22nF and choke value is set to
0.006H. Then, Y-cap is changed to 11nF and choke value is
set to 0.003H. Finally, values have been set to 44nF for Y-cap
and 0.012H for the choke. Noise spectrum for these three
combinations is plotted in the Fig. 8.
It is given in Table 5 that CM noise for different
combinations of Y-cap and choke values is different. When
Y-cap and choke value are decreased by half of their values,
there is approximately 12 dBµV increase in CM noise level.
When Y-cap and choke value are increased to double of their

Noise
at

Y-cap=22nF
Choke=0.006
H

Y-cap=11nF
Choke=0.003H

Y-cap=44nF
Choke=0.012H

80KHz

60.11 dBµV

72.35 dBµV

48.28 dBµV

120
KHz

54.12 dBµV

66.19 dBµV

42.12 dBµV

160
KHz

48.89 dBµV

60.89 dBµV

36.96 dBµV

200
KHz

44.56 dBµV

56.53 dBµV

32.62 dBµV

DM noise response versus Y-cap and CM choke values
Although the change in Y-cap and CM choke does not
affect the DM noise generation or the variation, it is still
important to verify it. Fig. 9 is the DM noise spectrum for the
variation of Y capacitor and CM choke values. Table 6 gives
the DM noise at different point when Y-cap and choke values
have been changed to different combination. In practice, X
capacitor is usually used to reduce DM EMI which is an
indication that Y capacitor does not blocks DM noise.
In Table 6, it is clear that DM noise is not changed on
with the variation of Y capacitor and CM choke values while
all other parameters were unchanged. As a result, there is no
effect on DM noise level, when the Y capacitor value and the
choke value have been changed. It can be concluded that DM
noise is independent of the Y capacitor and CM choke value
in this case.
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Table 7 Line noise at different point versus Y-cap and choke
values
Noise at Y-cap=22nF
Y-cap=11nF
Y-cap=44nF
Choke=0.006H Choke=0.003H Choke=0.012H
80 KHz

59.23 dBµV

71.76 dBµV

59.50 dBµV

120
KHz

53.99 dBµV

66.015 dBµV

44.14 dBµV

160
KHz

48.91 dBµV

60.89 dBµV

37.11 dBµV

200
KHz

44.43 dBµV

56.49 dBµV

32.08 dBµV

CONCLUSION
Accurate modeling of EMI simulation of boost APFC
circuit that leads to an efficient design for the power supply
circuit is presented. The detailed EMI simulation results using
Ansys Simplorer for various conditions have been reported. It
is found that the EMI performance of single-phase APFC
power supply circuit is dominated by CM noise. Double
switching frequency can increase the envelope of the noise
spectrum by 10 dBµV in wide frequency range. It is also
found that front-end EMI filter is critical to suppress EMI
when the switching frequency is increased. It is also observed
that the CM choke and Y-capacitor play important role for
CM EMI suppression.

Fig. 9 DM noise spectrum versus Y-cap and Choke values
Table 6 DM noise at different point versus Y-cap and choke
values
Noise at
Y-cap=22nF
Y-cap=11nF
Y-cap=44nF
Choke=0.006H Choke=0.003H Choke=0.012
H
80 KHz

66.14 dBµV

66.19 dBµV

66.10 dBµV

120 KHz

46.65 dBµV

46.77 dBµV

46.63 dBµV

160 KHz

31.22 dBµV

31.23 dBµV

31.35 dBµV

200 KHz

19.27 dBµV

19.89 dBµV

19.35 dBµV
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The line noise for the APFC with the variation of Y
capacitor and CM choke when switching frequency is 40 KHz
is also simulated. Fig. 10 is the line noise spectrum for
different Y-cap and CM choke value when switching
frequency is 40 KHz.
Table 7 gives the line noise levels at different
frequencies, with the change of Y-cap and choke values.
When Table 5 and 6 are compared, it is observed that the line
noise follows the change in CM noise. We’d like to also
report that while reducing the values of the Y-cap and choke,
high line noise has been observed on the system. Whereas
increasing the value the value of Y cap gave reduced line
noise on the system.

Fig. 10 Line noise spectrum versus Y-cap and choke values at
different combination
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and visualizing the behaviour of OLTP System prototypes by
Transaction Precedence Graph (TPG).

ABSTRACT
Framework of Model Based Development is effective for
Online Transaction Processing (referred to as OLTP)
Systems. We have devised Ontology of Domain Terms and
Tasks (referred to as ODT2) for constructing domain models
in specific domains of OLTP systems. We have developed
simulation environment for verifying and visualizing the
behaviour of OLTP System prototypes by Transaction
Precedence Graph (referred to as TPG).
INTRODUCTION
Model-based development [1] facilitates systems
development by using the executable analysis model and
design model. Framework of Model Based Development is
effective for Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) Systems.
“Domain Model Based” Development rather than just “Model
Based” Development is more effective for each of application
domains of OLTP systems. Domain model is acquired by
analysing the target systems. Its purpose is to reduce efforts
and time for systems development and to improve the
software productivity and reusability effectively [2]. Domain
model includes the terminology which is specific to domain.
The concept represented by a term in a task of a target system
is different according to the domain. Thus, Domain Model
properly represents the application domains of OLTP systems.
To construct Domain Models, Ontology is employed.
Ontology [3] [4] is useful especially in fields that include
the terms describing concepts and their conceptual
relationships. Ontology is considered as a representation of
systematization of the concepts. We have devised Ontology of
Domain Terms and Tasks (ODT2) [5] for constructing domain
models in specific domains of OLTP systems. A new OLTP
system is constructed by reusing the domain models
according to corresponding Ontology of Domain Task.
We devise Transaction Precedence Graph (TPG) to
visualize and execute a system specification for OLTP
system. One transaction consists of one or more tasks that
have dependency. For example, a user can’t reserve
something before system login. The user can’t login before
user registration is done. TPG describes the precedence
relationship among tasks. The Description of TPG uses ODT2.
We have developed the simulation environment for verifying

Fig. 1 Relation between ODT2 and TPG Simulation．

ONTOLOGY
Ontology is a conceptual structure of terms. For a specific
term, we define as Ontology what kind of category it exists
and what kind of semantic relationships it has. To construct
Domain Models, the use of Ontology has two benefits. First,
it is easy to understand the meaning of terms and their
semantic relationship. Second, it brings an efficiency to
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construct Ontology by reusing Ontology of similar Domain
Models.
We have devised Ontology of Domain Terms and Tasks
(referred to as ODT2) for constructing domain models.

verb is used, a pair of subject and object terms differs
according to domain. This is called Ontology of Domain
Tasks (referred to as ODTasks) ．ODTasks is described by
using Case Grammar. Case Grammar is a description method
that represents relationships between verbs and nouns. In this
research, describing ODTasks uses eight deep cases:
Agentive, Action, Objective, Location, Time, Source, Goal,
and Instrumental.
Additionally, it uses Condition. If
Condition is true, then a Task is performed. Table 2 shows an
example of the sentence based on Case Grammar. There are “I
read my own lending records with an exclusive terminal.”,
“She did user registration at the library yesterday.”, and “I
return the book to the staff of the library.”.
The description of ODTasks consists of Case Frames
about specific Domain Tasks. Case Frames are frames with
semantic role on verb in Case Grammar. Table 3 is ODTasks
of “The lending of books at the library”. First, a user brings
books and a membership card to a staff. Next, a staff confirms
the information of the user. If a user isn’t imposed
punishment of the lending stop, a user can borrow books.

Ontology of Domain Terms (ODTerms)
In a domain, there are terms which represent various
concepts (e.g. Task, Person, and Object). It is called Domain
Terms. There are synonyms for a term in Domain Terms, and
Domain Terms have a super-/sub-relation. Ontology of
Domain Terms (referred to as ODTerms) defines Domain
Term’s category and super-/sub-relation ．
ODTerms is describing hyponymy of Domain Terms on
each category. Table 1 shows an example of described
ODTerms. The first column contains the term name. The
second column contains the super-/sub-relation that are
“Super” or “Sub”. The third column contains the Object term
name. It means that Term is super-/sub-class of Object term.
For example, in the second row of Table 1, term name is
“Patient”, relation is “Sub”, and object term name is
“Human”. Therefore, “Patient” is sub-class of “Human”.
However, for the first row, the third column is not filled,
because the term which becomes sub-class of “Human”
doesn’t exist. Thus, in the description of ODTerms,
hyponymy of Domain Terms on each category is described.

TRANSACTION PRECEDENCE GRAPH (TPG)
In order to verify and visualize the behaviour of Online
Transaction Processing (referred to as OLTP) system
prototypes, the authors proposed Transaction Precedence
Graph (referred to as TPG). In TPG, the transactions of OLTP
system are classified according to the type of processing and
ordered. In ODTerms, there are some terms that can be
utilized for description of TPG. However, terms that utilized
for description of TPG are only most sub-class terms of
ODTerms. For instance, in ODTerms of library system, there
are the terms of ”Book Reservation”, ”Book Reservation at
the counter”, and ”Book Reservation on the Internet”. “Book
Reservation at the counter” and “Book Reservation on the
Internet” is sub-class of “Book Reservation”. Thus, “Book
Reservation at the counter” and “Book Reservation on the
Internet” can be utilized for describing TPG of library system.
Then “Book Reservation” can’t be utilized.

Table 1 ODTerms of Person of hospital.

Term name

Relation

Object term
name

Human

Sub

Patient

Sub

Human

Doctor

Sub

Human

Physician

Sub

Doctor

Surgeon

Sub

Doctor

Ontology of Domain Tasks (ODTasks)
For Domain Tasks, there are two terms that are a subject
or an object and these terms are paired with a specific verb.
Task Ontology defines such relationships. Even if the same

Table 2 Sentence described on the basic Case Grammar.

Action

Agentive

Objective

1

read

I

Lending
record

2

do

she

User
registration

3

return

I

book

Location

Time

Source

Goal

Instrumental
Exclusive
terminal

Library

yesterday
Staff of
library
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Table 3 ODTasks of ”The lending of books at the library”.

Action

Agentive

Objective

Locative

Time

bring

user

Book and
membership
card

library

opening
hours

confirm

staff

Information
of user

library

opening
hours

Membership
card

library

opening
hours

Terminal of
staff

lend

staff

books

Source

Goal

Instrumental

Condition

staff

user

user isn’t
imposed
punishment of
the lending stop

Notations of TPG
Table 4 shows components of TPG. In TPG, transactions
are classified into four types: Search by Manager,
Registration by Manager, Search by User, and Registration by
User. Transactions which search or browse the data only by
system managers is included in ”Search by Manager”, it’s
described as a double rectangle. Transactions which add,
modify, or delete the data only by system managers is
included in ”Registration by Manager”, it’s described as a
double rounded rectangle. Transactions which search or
browse the data by system users or managers is included
in ”Search by User”, it’s described as a rectangle.
Transactions which add, modify, or delete the data by system
users or managers is included in ”Registration by User”, it’s
described as a rounded rectangle.
For Ordering of transactions, arcs which connect
between nodes are classified into two types. One type
is ”Advance”. It represents that it’s necessary to have already
executed the connection source transaction of the arc before
performing the connection destination transaction of the
arc. ”Advance” is described as a black arrow. The other is
“Just before”. It represents that it’s necessary to have already
executed the connection source transaction of the arc just
before performing the connection destination transaction of
the arc. “Just before” is described as a white arrow.

Figure 2 is TPG of library system. “Book Registration” is
performed before “Book Retrieval” and “Book Delete”. “User
Registration” is performed before “Read Lending Record”. If
both “Book Registration” and “User Registration” are
performed, the user can perform “Book Lending”. Then the
user can perform “Book Returning” or ”Extension of loan
period”. If “User Registration” is performed in advance and
“Book Retrieval” is performed just before, the user can
perform “Book Reservation” on the Internet or at the counter.
Then the user can perform “Reservation Confirmation”. To
perform “Reservation Cancel”, the user performs
“Reservation Confirmation” just before.
Book
Retrieval

Book
Registration

name

explanation

Node

Search by
Manager

Search and browse the data only
by system managers

Node

Registration
by Manager

Add, modify, and delete the data
only by system managers

Node

Search
User

by

Search and browse the data by
system users or managers

Node

Registration
by User

Add, modify, and delete the data
by system users or managers

Arc

Advance

Represent existence of the node
to be done in advance

Arc

Just before

Represent existence of the node
to be done just before

Book
Reservation
(Internet)
Book
Reservation
(Counter)

User
Registration
Read
Lending
Record

Book
Returning

Book
Lending

Extension of
loan period

Reservation
Confirmation

Reservation
Cancel

Fig. 2 TPG of library system.

Table 4 Components of TPG ．

type

Book
Delete

In this way, transactions of OLTP system can be ordered.
Elicitation of TPG from ODT2
After constructing ODT2 for system development, you
can elicit terms which are necessary for description of TPG
from ODT2. Therefore, you can describe TPG efficiently and
reduce the difference of representation by writer. For instance,
the transaction of “User Registration” in Fig. 2 is written with
the term that is elicited from the second row of Table 2. Then
the transaction “Book Lending” is written with the terms that
is elicited from the third row of Table 3.
In ODT2, Ontology is constructed for each domain, so it
is necessary to extract terms which are used in TPG from
Ontology of several domains. For example, when you
describe TPG of CD shop, you can extract the name of
transactions from ODT2 of sell domain and rental domain.
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Comparison with Other Method
There are several diagrams which focus on the
transaction in the system (e.g., Activity Diagram, Sequence
Diagram, and Use Case Diagram of UML [6], and BPMN
[7]). TPG is different from these diagrams in the following
points. TPG describes all transactions in the system and the
context of transactions. Use Case Diagram of UML describes
all transactions of the system, however it doesn’t express the
relation between transactions. Activity Diagram and Sequence
Diagram of UML, and BPMN describes transactions
according to each flow, though the sort of flow is different
from each diagram. Therefore, it’s difficult to comprehend the
all transactions of the system.
Characteristics of TPG allow you easily to comprehend
the all transactions which shall be performed by the system.
In addition, they allow you to comprehend the transaction
which can’t be performed alone. These points should be
considered to simulate the performance of the whole system.
Therefore, TPG is more useful than other diagrams when you
want to simulate the performance of the whole system.

Fig. 3 flows of system use.

SIMULATION OF TPG

The simulation of these flows allows you to evaluate the
simple performance of the system. For simulation, although
these are not represented in TPG, it’s necessary to set the
information about the elapsed time of each transaction, the
use of the facility by the transaction, the number of facilities,
the probability of user’s occurrence, and so on.

By describing the specification of the entire system by
TPG, the type and context of transactions in the system
becomes clear. It’s possible to evaluate the performance of the
system in consideration of the interaction of all transactions
by utilizing TPG’s characteristics.

Translation from TPG to GPSS

TPG Simulation for OLTP System

In this paper, we use GPSS [8] to simulate TPG. GPSS is
a simulation language that aims to simulate the phenomenon
in the process of the waiting based on Queueing Theory.
GPSS considers a queue as a mathematics model. In GPSS,
The flow of transactions is constructed by basic instruction
called “block”. We realise the simulation method for the
OLTP system in GPSS.
When you translate TPG into GPSS, it’s necessary to
consider facilities. Original meaning of “Facility” is an
equipment such as a machine and an establishment such as a
library, but we use “Facility” as including the person such as a
clerk. We classified facilities into two types. One type is a
single queue for all facilities. The other type is each queue for
each facility. We discuss setting of simulation in more detail
in next chapter.

In OLTP system, it’s necessary to process large
amounts of data at high speed, so the performance of the
system is more important than the other systems. Therefore,
simulating the system at an early stage in the system
development leads the more efficient system development.
We devise the way of simulation using TPG to simulate at an
early stage in the system development.
By setting the use order of the transactions which are
described in TPG, you can evaluate about user’s flow,
transaction, and facility in the OLTP system. As an example,
we explain the user’s flow in the system by utilizing TPG of
library system (Fig. 3). There are a variety of user’s flows in
the library system. There is the flow that a user is generated
first, then does “User Registration”, then does ”Book
Lending”, finally terminates system use. there is also the flow
that a user is generated first, then does “Read Lending
Record”, then does ”Book Retrieval”, then does “Book
Reservation (Counter)”, finally terminates system use.
Moreover there is the flow that a user is generated first, then
does “Reservation Confirmation”, then does “Reservation
Cancel”, then does “Book Retrieval”, then does “Book
Reservation (Counter)”, finally terminates system use. These
are not all of the flows.

Translation of Transactions
First, we explain how to translate a single transaction to
GPSS. The representation of transactions in TPG is different
for each type of processing. However, in the case of
simulation, the type of transactions is not considered. Because
the purpose of simulation is to simulate the user’s flow of
OLTP system. Therefore, it’s not necessary to set details of
the interaction between the system and the server. For this
reason, all types of transactions are translated in the same
way.
A transaction is simulated in the following procedure in
GPSS. First, a user enters the queue to seize the facility.
When the facility is available, a user departs from the queue,
and seizes the facility. After the elapsed time has passed, a
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user releases the facility. By using this procedure, you can
calculate the average waiting time and the average queue
length of each transaction, and utilization rate of each facility.
Translation of User’s Flow

Transactions are arranged as a route of the system
utilization according to the user’s flow of the system. In the
route, to perform the transaction that is connection destination
of the arc “Just before”, the transaction shall be arranged next
to the connection source transaction of it. There are several
routes in the system. A route is simulated in the following
procedure in GPSS. First, a user is generated. Then, a user
performs a series of transactions in order. After a user has
performed all transactions that is included in the route, a user
terminates system use. By using this procedure, you can
calculate the average elapsed time of each route.
TPG EDITOR
Fig. 5 Editing screen of TPG Editor.

TPG Editor
To assist verifying and visualizing the behaviour of
OLTP system prototypes by editing TPG, the authors
implemented TPG Editor. Figure 4 is TPG Editor’s menu
screen.

To create TPG, pressing the “Create Diagram” button in
the menu screen, nodes are dropped as “Search” in the lower
left corner. Editing component of TPG is supported by using
specific edit screen as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. To change
the type of the node, open the screen as shown in Fig. 6 by
double-clicking on the node. Pressing “Add Node” button on
the ribbon in Fig. 5, add a new node to the drawing. To
connect between nodes by an arc, select nodes, and press
“Connect” button of the ribbon in Fig. 5. Then open the
screen as shown in Fig. 7, the specified arc connects selected
nodes.

Fig. 6 Change node screen ．
Fig. 4 Menu screen of TPG Editor ．

The upper half of the menu screen is the part for creating
TPG, the lower half is the part for managing pages of diagram
in the editor. To use ODTerms of Task, there are function
extracting terms from ODTerms in this page. For example,
when it describes TPG of Library system, it extracts terms
which are candidates for transactions name from ODTerms of
library reservation system and library lending system. Then
delete the unnecessary transactions, add the necessary
transactions, and create TPG. Figure 5 is TPG Editor’s editing
screen.

Fig. 7 Connect nodes screen．

Other Functions of TPG Editor
In addition to the editing function, TPG Editor involves
additional functions to support verifying and visualizing the
behaviour of OLTP system. One function is file input-output.
Another function is TPG simulation.
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Simulation Functions of TPG Editor

is insufficient, facilities are added by pressed “Add Facility”
button. Pressing “Save” button, facility information in this
screen is saved to setting file.

In OLTP system, there is fixed regularity of the order of
transactions which are performed by users of the system.
Simulating the order of transactions by TPG, we verify the
behaviour of OLTP system.
Setting of Simulation

Pressing “Setting” button on the ribbon in Fig. 5 opens
the settings dialog as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 10 Facility settings dialog ．
Settings of Nodes

Fig. 8 Settings dialog ．

Figure 11 is node settings dialog. When this screen is
opened, the unset node names are added to the list box above,
and the configured node names are added to the list box
below. To set parameters of the node by pressing “Setting”
button, the node parameter settings dialog as shown in Fig. 12
of selected node is opened. In this screen, it’s possible to set
the elapsed time of the node and select a facility which used
in the node. Facility should be selected in Node parameter
settings dialog, so facility setting must be done before node
setting. Pressing “Save” button, configured node information
is saved to setting file.

In the settings dialog, create and load the setting file, and
open several settings dialog appear as shown in from Fig. 9 to
Fig. 13.
Setting of Routes

Figure 9 is route settings dialog. In this screen, set the
flow of transaction which may occur in the OLTP system.
Using the outside buttons of “Route” frame, add and delete
routes. Then using the inside buttons of “Route” frame, add,
exchange, change, and delete transactions in the route.
Transactions that can be added here are limited to those
described in TPG. Pressing “Save” button, route information
in this screen is saved to setting file.

Fig. 11 Node settings dialog ．

Fig. 9 Route settings dialog ．

Fig. 12 Node parameter settings dialog ．

Setting of Facilities

Advanced Setting of Simulation

To use facilities for simulation, extract candidates for
facilities which used in OLTP system from ODTerms of
Person and Object. Then open the screen as shown in Fig. 10.
In this screen, it’s possible to set the number of facilities and
the way to stand in a queue. When extraction from ODTerms

Figure 13 is simulation settings dialog. In this screen,
setting the probability of occurrence of each route and the
interval of generation is available. When probability of
occurrence of each route is set, sum of the probability must be
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hundred percent. Pressing “Save” button, information on this
screen is saved to setting file.

Fig. 13 Simulation settings dialog ．
Execution of Simulation

Fig. 15 Simulation result dialog．

In this research, we use GPSS which is discrete-event
simulation language to simulate the behaviour of OLTP
systems. Pressing “Simulate” button of the ribbon in Fig. 5,
open the screen as shown in Fig. 14. In this screen, the time of
simulation termination, or the number of terminated
transaction is set. Pressing “Simulation” button, create a
GPSS program automatically from setting file.

CONCLUSIONS
To visualize the behaviour of OLTP system prototypes by
TPG, it can be easier to understand intuitively. Furthermore,
to verify the behaviour of OLTP system at the early stage of
system development, the domain model based development
for OLTP system can be more efficient at the aspect of
performance.
However, there are many challenges in TPG. At present,
TPG simulation is very simple and doesn’t correspond to
ODTasks. Therefore, we have to add advanced setting and
advanced simulation functions in TPG Editor. Moreover,
there are terms only used in TPG. If ODT2 is modified by
using added term in TPG, reusability and practicality of ODT2
may be raised. Solving these challenges will lead to more
efficient domain model based development of OLTP system.

Fig. 14 Simulation screen ．
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STEM field and the workforce is losing talented, motivated
women and minorities to other fields.
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
at the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) has
collaborated with the Lawson State Community College to
develop an educational and vocational program for building
and programming drones, or unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs). Our program is specifically designed to engage
under-represented student populations in engineering by
recognizing their collaboration-building challenges and
contributions.
Our program addresses an underserved
segment of the population.
Projected growth in STEM jobs is about two times that of
non-STEM jobs (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2011). Yet
the current and future supply of STEM professionals is not
sufficient to meet this demand.
Our goal is to train and
develop the future local engineering workforce. UAB is in a
unique position to serve this purpose because of its diversity.
81% of all UAB students are Alabama residents, and 48%
reside in Jefferson and Shelby Counties. 93% come to UAB
from high schools. Our program confronts the problem of the
STEM workforce directly by reaching into local high schools
and bringing STEM knowledge to them.
Attempts to confront the STEM gap have been made
before, e.g., (Roy, 2012), (Jung et al., 2012), (Kirk & Day,
2011), (Kong et al., 2014), (Balasubramanian & KoloutsouVakakis, 2014). Certain universities and organizations have
invested a considerable amount of resources to create summer
STEM education programs that seek to stimulate interest in
STEM subjects. Generally, these programs are of short
duration and focus only on science and math. Most of the
programs and camps do not include real modern engineering
and technology. The disadvantage of this approach is that
short-term gains are quickly lost because exposure to practical
engineering and technology sciences is basically non-existent.
Additionally, the underrepresented community is often left
out. Our priority is to increase diversity in engineering. The
UAV construction program is different from previous efforts
as it is research based and diversity driven.
Exposing students to various areas of engineering and
technology using a single project is a challenging task. There
are not many projects that cover the entire engineering design
cycle, intrinsically combine mechanics, electronics,
programming, radio telecommunications, control, and power

ABSTRACT
Faculty of The University of Alabama at Birmingham
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering describe
an interdisciplinary educational framework that was used to
teach modern engineering and technology in a summer camp
setting to twenty-seven high school students, 15 (55%) female
and 12(45%) male, in collaboration with Lawson State
Community College’s 2-Pi STEM Summer Enrichment
Institute. The goal of the institute is to increase the number of
underrepresented minorities entering science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) career pathways. As
technology rapidly evolves students may not have access to
teachers that are up-to-date on modern developments.
Students that have not had exposure to engineering concepts
may shy away from opportunities. We proposed - a hands-on
multidisciplinary project which integrates novel topics from
STEM to engage students and attract them to these fields. The
project was to build and program flying machines, or drones.
The main goal of our camp was to attract more minority and
female students to engineering and science. The camp was a
unique opportunity to test the implementation of fast growing
technologies into education and remedy the gap between the
industry and school. It also received very positive feedback
from the participating students.
INTRODUCTION
Our society increasingly depends on highly trained
professionals in the areas of science, technology, engineering,
and math (STEM). Yet, the lack of sufficient exposure to real
engineering problems prevents many students from
considering engineering as their career path. In 2005, there
were four million 9th graders in the United States (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2005). However, in 2015 only 4% of this
group will graduate from two or four-year colleges with
STEM degrees (National Center for Education Statistics,
2015). There is a severe shortage of home-grown STEM
workers which limits efforts to attract technology industries
and new investors and ultimately restricts the growth of the
U.S. economy. Moreover, NSF statistics shows that total
enrollment of female students in STEM fields is less than
20% and black students are only 5% of the STEM student
population (NSF, 2015). Students are walking away, or being
turned away, from the benefits of an education and career in a
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distribution with physics and math, provide multiple
challenges and apply a hands-on approach to develop
engineering skills. Robotics is a field that is often used to
introduce students to STEM. Our approach is more advanced
than the Lego robots that are typically used in summer camps.
We used cutting-edge technology to construct UAVs. UAVs
are expected to become a part of our everyday life just as
mobile devices are today. UAVs have various military and
civilian applications such as surveillance, 3D area
reconstruction, agriculture, and food and medicine supply for
remote inaccessible regions. Earlier exposure to that state-ofthe-art technology will help students to appreciate engineering
work and to increase their interest in solving the problems in
that field. This technology exposes student to aerodynamics
and engineering design.
In the following sections, we describe the educational
framework of our camp with lectures and proposed activities.
Next, we show engineering challenges that our students faced
and the engineering problems solved. Then, we discuss
construction and testing of the drones and give an account of
student competition that we had at the end of the camp. The
last section includes conclusions and future work.

followed by connecting all electronic parts to the drone’s
frame and port connection and testing. Finally, a brief lecture
on unmanned aerial vehicles history and introduction to FM
communication were given.
The third day started with connection quality testing of
the motors, and the lecture on drone programming software
Mission Planner. Next, compass, radio switches, gyro, and
motors calibration were done using the software. To prevent
dangerous behaviors of the drone, safety modes were enabled
in the software. Finally, students tested and controlled their
quadcopter on the testbed PVC frame.
In the last day of the camp, students learned about
automatic mission planning and used their geometric intuition
to build drone trajectory for two missions. The modifications
of those two missions were used later that day in the
competition on two categories: the fastest drone and the most
precise drone.
REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN
From the beginning, the students were encouraged to
understand the engineering requirements and specifications of
the designed drones. First, the size and the weight of the
drone were important for choosing the right battery and
motors as well as power module. If this design was incorrect,
the drone will not be able to take off, or will be overheating.
The kit itself was not plug-and-play; there was a considerable
amount of difficulty to position all of the elements in such a
way that the wires between motors and boards will be
sufficiently long and distributed well not to interfere with the
rotating propellers. Students were encouraged to design the
drone in such a way that it will satisfy all of the requirements.
For example, the GPS module needed to be positioned higher
than propellers and fixed in the predefined direction.
In addition to engineering problem of part location, the
students needed to think about the order in which they
combined all of the parts.

EDUCATIONAL FRAMEWORK
We have designed research grade programmable drone
(quadcopter) kits from the available hardware to fit the
specifications of weight, size, and power. The drones were not
available commercially as a kit so we were able to customize
from discrete parts.
The camp included a four-day week and 27 minority
students participated. The students were divided into 5
groups, and each group built their own quadcopter from the
provided kit. Each group designed their own logo and title
which we scanned and attached to their drone.
The first day started with outdoor demonstration of fixed
wing model planes and flying quadcopter. Students had an
opportunity to see the transmitted from the quadcopter video
in real time. They also had the opportunity to control the
drone manually and see it fly by itself using GPS based
preprogrammed mission. Next, the students returned to the
classroom for the lecture on drone technology applications,
safety, and ethics. Since drones can record video, it is very
important not to use them to breach privacy of other people.
Potentially, a malfunction may occur in a flight, which might
crash the drone and cause additional damages. It is extremely
important to show students all of the safety rules and potential
hazards upfront. For example, drone flight is prohibited near
the airports. The height of flight is limited too. It is also
advantageous to get an Academy of Model Aeronautics
(AMA) pilot license education before flying your own drone.
It is necessary to wear safety glasses when operating the
drone. We did not give propellers and batteries to students
without supervision. The last two hours of the first day were
devoted to assembling the drone mechanical frame.
The second day started with an introduction of the
explanations on basic electrical and electronic elements that
are part of the drone: battery, motors, controllers, sensors,
GPS, radio transmitter and receiver. In addition, we discussed
how sound is produced by buzzer, how motors could be
controlled, and how the microcontroller – the brain of the
entire system – coordinates everything. The lecture was

CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING
All of the construction and testing were step-by-step
guided by the instructors based on the handouts that we
provided to students. The general block diagram of the drone
is shown in Fig. 1.
In the block diagram, the arming switch allowed the user
to arm the quadcopter to prepare it for the flight. The buzzer
was used for signaling on the current state, on the success or
failure of the user’s actions. The entire circuit is powered by a
Lithium polymer (LiPo) battery which supplied power
through the power regulator module to the microcontroller
and the power distribution module.
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controlling the real model flights, the testbed may also be
used for training a smooth landing.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the drone control

The microcontroller also had two inputs from the GPS
and the compass, and it produced four signals for motors
which just passed by power distribution module to the
electronic speed controllers (ESC) and delivered the signal to
the motors. There are two ways to communicate with the
drone using external transmitter devices. One is the direct
manual control by the radio remote control which exists for
emergency landing. Another is using telemetry module to
communicate with the controlling laptop from which the
flight mission is uploaded. A fully assembled quadcopter is
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 Drone testing testbed

COMPETITION
To make the camp more exciting, the students were given
the opportunity to design two competitive missions. One
simple mission was just to fly around some remote pole,
keeping the given height, and to go back to the starting
position as fast as possible. The second mission was to fly on
the specified heights to the specific point on the map, then to
fly between three poles in snake-like shape and to return to
the launch point. The competition took place on a large open
area known as the Commons on the Green which is
surrounded by trees and buildings thus producing additional
challenges for the competition (see Fig. 4).
All five groups of students needed to use their geometric
intuition to design the correct trajectory and to apply their
learned programming skills to upload the mission to their
drone. The winners of the competition received the certificate
of achievement and prizes.

Fig. 2 Assembled quadcopter

All of the sensors onboard were calibrated and tested
before the first use. The initial testing took place without
propellers. General precautionary measures and tests should
be taken before every flight.
For the initial test we have developed a testbed platform
from PVC tubes and springs (see Fig. 3).
This testbed allows checking that all drone systems are
working correctly without actual flight. Four long springs fix
the drone in such a way that allows it to maneuver slightly,
but not to fly outside the testbed frame. With the help of this
testbed all hardware problems could be corrected before the
real test outside. It is also safer for students to watch how
their drone reacts to external commands. The main difficulty
unexperienced pilots face is the smooth landing of the drone.
Students tend to release control throttle completely too fast
and the drone would eventually crash. To prepare students for

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a novel cutting-edge technology
project to attract middle and high school students to
engineering. This project of constructing research grade
drones involves multiple areas of study and allows students to
tackle real-world problems. The four day camp was positively
received by the students. The constructive feedback from
students was that a longer duration would have improved the
camp experience. All the students were able to build
successfully research grade flying UAV, and learned general
principles of engineering design. Students also expressed
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increased interest in fixing things and positive attitude to
engineering problem solving after the camp.
We intend to include this continuously evolving project
to our next summer STEM activities. It is possible to develop
curriculum which will be appropriate for different levels
based on the participating students’ backgrounds. The
program could be adopted with emphasis on various aspects
of science or technology. Also, the same controller and radio
might be used in various self-navigating rovers and robots.
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Fig. 4 Fastest drone competition

In our future camps, we will include a tour to automotive
plants to see robots in action in industry, talk about the
various employment opportunities in nearby areas, and to
bridge the gap between academia and jobs.
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content sharing within and across heterogeneous LMSs
is extremely limited (Klebl et al., 2010a);
• migration between different systems is expensive;
• interoperability between LMSs rarely exceeds the
possibility to exchange learning object metadata based on
the Open Archive Initiative’s Protocol for Metadata
Harvesting (OAI-PMH, 2002), which promotes
interoperability standards for content dissemination.
More and more learning, communication and
instructional tools, social collaboration and sharing platforms
have appeared on the scene in recent years. As of today, Jane
Hart’s directory of learning and performance tools includes
more than 2,000 platforms and tools organized in 13 main
categories. They range from learning management systems
over authoring tools to social collaboration platforms (Hart,
2015). The traditional LMS failed to keep pace with this
development (Dagger et al., 2007). As a consequence, many
tools are used in various teaching and learning settings in
addition to the standard LMS. But to educators and students
the actual learning environment appears as a collection of
silos, including, e.g., LMS, e-portfolio system, social software
application, mobile learning app and more. In addition, some
of these applications exhibit overlapping functionalities and
disparate user interfaces. They come with their own
authentication mechanism and user management, thus
creating more confusion than progress.
LMS providers have always tried to jump on new
bandwagons and, at the same time, maintain the idea of an
integrated system by evolving their LMS through the
inclusion of new functions for collaboration, content
management, social networking and others. But this kind of
evolution goes along with the selection of a particular
technology and services excluding alternatives with
comparable functionality. In addition, autonomous tools often
provide more functionality and better usability. Therefore,
advanced users tend to use specialized tools, while less
advanced instructors stay with the core LMS functionality,
which increases the chasm between visionaries or early
adopters and the average instructor.
What current e-learning practice lacks is a crossapplication architecture that:
• can be adapted to individual and institutional needs,
• allows customized educational processes,

ABSTRACT
With more and more learning, communication and
instructional tools, social collaboration and sharing platforms
being used in current learning settings, educators and learners
are confronted with a patchwork of partly incompatible
software components. Such heterogeneous support
environments exhibit overlapping functionalities and
disparate user interfaces, thus creating more confusion than
progress. This paper presents the design of a cloud-based elearning ecosystem that aims to shift the focus from learning
management to learner-centered innovation and continuous
change. It builds on a content and app sharing architecture and
relies on recent learning technology standards, including
LTI2, the Tin Can API, and IMS CASA. The architecture
paves the way to cross-institution collaboration in education
and enables an extensible, custom-designed learning support
environment .
INTRODUCTION
Learning management systems (LMS) and predecessors
have a long history dating back to the 1920s. But only with
the advent of the world-wide web and digital multimedia in
the 1990s, LMSs received a significant push and have become
core elements of today’s e-learning infrastructure. After
having matured during the last 15 years, both proprietary and
open source LMSs have proliferated to the degree that the
majority of universities and secondary schools across the
world and many companies now run one or even several
LMSs. A modern LMS is an integrated software application
for handling the registration for courses, managing and
providing access to course-related educational or training
content and tools to students or workforce, supporting selftests, and assessing student performance. In addition, an LMS
maintains users, access rights, roles and groups. In rarer cases
it also manages learning objectives and learner competences.
A range of LMS-related standards does exist. They
include SCORM (ADL, 2003), the Sharable Content Object
Reference Model, Question & Test Interoperability (IMS
QTI, 2012), IMS Learning Design (IMS LD, 2003), IMS DRI
(2003), or IMS LTI (2012), which supports the integration of
external tools. But
• the conformity of LMSs with these standards varies;
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components, interface specifications, and component
interaction mechanisms. The architecture depicts 6 layers of
components. Learning Technology Standards represent crosscutting concerns. Campus Management is not part of the
ecosystem but needs to be interfaced seamlessly to provide
access to course, student, and exam data where needs arise,
e.g., when saving grades or importing enrolment lists.

offers a coherent and dynamically evolving set of
innovative teaching and learning services and
applications, rich content, and reusable and adaptable
educational method templates.
If this architecture, in addition, would allow crossinstitution sharing and cooperation, educational institutions
could leverage the opportunities arising from a networked
marketplace of educational content, methods and tools. They
could update their educational strategies and develop new
educational offers they could not put in place merely based on
own forces and know-how.
In the following section, we present the conceptual
architecture of an e-learning ecosystem. The rational behind
this architecture is to shift the current focus of LMS-centered
e-learning infrastructures from technology to human and
pedagogical factors and enable pedagogical innovation.
Section 3 presents core elements of the logical architecture of
such an ecosystem. This architecture targets at the IMS
Community App Store Architecture (CASA) and the use of a
networked open source content management system (CMS).
We have developed and tested this CMS over the last decade
and are currently making it cloud capable. Section 3 also
sketches a technology roadmap towards completion of the
learning ecosystem based on the LTI2 standard and CASA.
Section 4 concludes the contribution and discusses obvious
and hidden benefits of the ecosystem.

Fig. 1: Conceptual architecture of an e-learning ecosystem

CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF A LEARNING
ECOSYSTEM

1 Environment: The environment delineates the
ecosystem’s interface to the outside world. It is defined by
state or federal laws and policies, governance, goals, financial
and organizational constraints set by governing bodies such as
the university council, the senate and other stakeholders. An
e-learning ecosystem may span a single institution, an alliance
of departments within a single or across different institutions,
or it may be an alliance of independent institutions.
Correspondingly, different legal constraints, governance rules,
organizational structures and responsibilities need to be
observed and different stakeholders come into play.

Science defines a natural ecosystem as a biological
community of interacting organisms living in a physical
environment. This concept has later been transferred to other
application domains including business, knowledge
management, digital economy, and – starting around 2006 –
e-learning. The botanist Tansley (1935) borrowed the term
“system” from physics. He was the first to define an
ecosystem as a delineable entity consisting of organisms and
inorganic factors that constantly interact with each other and
are “in relatively stable dynamic equilibrium”. Already then,
Tansley encouraged the study of ecosystems in a more
generalized context incorporating humans and humangenerated processes and structures. Later this led to new
definitions including business ecosystem (Moore, 1996),
digital ecosystem (Briscoe et al., 2006), or learning ecosystem
(Uden et al., 2007).
Pickett and Cadenasso (2002) provide a comprehensive
account of the meaning and multiple dimensions of
ecosystems. Chang and Guettl (2007) illuminate the specific
attributes of learning and e-learning ecosystems. Besides
many other attempts to define the concept of learning
ecosystem, there is still a lot of confusion about an agreed
definition of e-learning ecosystems, and we are a long way off
from convincing implementations and scientifically founded
assessments of the virtue of e-learning ecosystems.

2 Actors: The components comparing to the organisms in
Tansley’s biological ecosystem are the key actors of an elearning ecosystem. They include faculty, students, tutors,
counselors, librarians, technical support staff, and
administrative personnel. Individuals or institutional members
can form communities of interest, thus forming new key
actors. For instance, students can build a learning community,
instructors in the same subject area may want to share and
cooperatively use educational content and know-how and thus
enhance the environment of learning resources. Universities
may join forces to share learning technology or jointly offer
new study programs. Ecosystem members can connect and
interact with each other dynamically in a purposeful way.
3 Knowledge lifecycle: The actors’ behavior and
interaction with each other is guided by the factors of the
environment and their role and responsibilities in the
knowledge lifecycle. This lifecycle is depicted in Fig. 2. It
illustrates the creation of new knowledge through research,
evaluation and publication and indicates services and tools
supporting the phases of this lifecycle. To be used in
education, new knowledge growing out of research activities

Architecture
Based on earlier work and our own experiences with elearning technology, we have developed the conceptual
architecture of an e-learning ecosystem depicted in Fig. 1. It
aims to direct attention to the ecosystem’s key constructs and
their relationships without elaborating the details of
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needs to be worked up by faculty (Authoring, s. Fig. 1) to
make it digestible for students before it can be packaged and
Delivered to the students in a suitable content form and
organizational context (Course Management). In the ideal,
students should acquire the knowledge conveyed this way
through appropriate learning activities that are supported by
Discovery functions (e.g., search, browse, explore) and
interaction, communication and collaboration services. The
knowledge and skills of students is measured and documented
through educational Assessment, which includes tests and
different forms of formal examination. Collaboration has
different facets: students may use tools, services, and content
to learn and elaborate problem solutions collaboratively.
Lecturers may want to share learning content and knowledge
about mature pedagogical practices. Universities may decide
to offer certain courses or whole study programs jointly,
which requires legal agreements and technical support for
(virtual) student mobility, non-local student support, and the
recognition and transfer of credits (Krämer, 2007).

2010b). IMS Learning Design is a standardized language for
modeling scenarios (IMS LD, 2003). Examples for wellknown pedagogical scenarios are: case study, problem-based
or game-based learning.
6 Infrastructure Services: The ecosystem builds on a
collection of basic services provided by the technical platform
on which the ecosystem is implemented. It should offer
single-sign-on
functionality,
authentication,
security
management, communication services and more.
Essentials
A learning ecosystem is a special form of a digital
ecosystem whose essence is the trans-disciplinary interaction
and engagement of mixed multiform, heterogeneous entities
participating in a digital domain: community, technology,
content, and practice. Educational technologies and resources
are all present, for the sole purpose of instilling knowledge
and developing skills for all learners within the
learning setting. Every member of the learning environment
must contribute and participate in order for all learners to get
the most benefit, just as every learner must utilize the
resources available to achieve the learning objectives (Papas,
2015). Modern technologies and learning tools allow learners
to fulfill their specific roles in a learning ecosystem. In
essence, they give them access to the knowledge and allow
them to develop the skill set they need to achieve their goals.
Further, they offer them the chance to interact with their peers
in a virtual environment. Likewise, e-learning professionals
can use technology to fulfill their roles by supplying learners
with the information and resources they require to meet the
learning objectives.
A solid support structure is at the heart of every
successful learning ecosystem. If learners do not have access
to the help and feedback they need throughout the learning
process, they are less likely to achieve the desired outcome.
They are simply not able to be active participants in the
learning ecosystem because they lack the motivation and
support to do so.

Fig. 2: Knowledge lifecycle

4 Technology: The actors have access to teaching and
learning Content and User Data to the extent necessary to
perform educational or administrative tasks. Content includes
learning and teaching materials, codified pedagogical methods
and best practices, tests, assignments, and other types of
relevant information. The actors are supported by educational
and administrative software Services, learning and teaching
Tools providing learning and course management functions,
personal learning environments or social functions. A
growing collection of campus and learning Apps supplements
the actors’ support.

CORE COMPONENTS OF AN EVOLVING LEARNING
ECOSYSTEM
Nearly every university world-wide operates one or more
LMSs to provide a platform for hosting courses and offering
and managing controlled access to learning content, tests and
assignments over the Internet. Usually this is complemented
by a set of specialized tools for virtual classroom, eassessment or synchronous collaboration tools.
LMS and tool providers have continuously evolved their
solutions to address emerging customer demands by adding
new features including: content management, mobile learning,
social networking and interaction, learning analytics,
gamification, or competency management. The downside of
this change for users is the perpetuation of cooperation,
migration and sharing barriers.

5 Processes: Different categories of processes define the
steps and decisions involved in the completion of academic
and administrative work. Processes model the interaction
between the actors, content, tools and services of an
ecosystem. They are partially automated by software tools and
services. Examples for Administrative Processes are: student
admission, course enrolment, and exam registration.
Academic Processes include course design and teaching,
student feedback, assignment or assessment procedures, and
analysis processes. The latter can exploit the large amounts of
data that can be collected in e-learning scenarios. These data
can be used to analyze and understand the impact of
technology on the development and quality improvement of
education (Gotthardt et al., 2014). Educational Practice
subsumes pedagogical scenarios and best practices, both
codified similar to processes. Pedagogical scenarios describe
the roles involved in a scenario (learners, instructors, …), the
activities the role players are supposed to perform, and the
environment in which these activities take place (Klebl et al,

Where Do We Stand?
If a tool provider wants a tool to interoperate with a
number of different LMSs, say n that exhibit a high market
share, n different interfaces need to be implemented. In
follow-up versions of these LMSs interface adaptations may
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become necessary, leading to a hardly manageable collection
of tool versions and variants.
The situation is even worse when trying to achieve
content sharing between n LMSs because we need to provide
from n choose 2 adapters, which is equals n*(n-1)/2. The
ADL SCORM (2003) standard suggests to overcome this
situation by defining a common data model and rendering
APIs for sharable content. Its packaging format serves to store
and distribute content in the user’s preferred structure.
Disadvantages of SCORM are, however, that its sequencing
mechanism is overly simple, only a few types of learner
activities and a limited number of media types are supported.
This leaves little freedom to instructors who want to
exploit innovative pedagogical scenarios. Media files
occurring multiple times in a course cannot be referenced
from within different parts of the course but need to be
copied, leading to heavy-weight course packages
communicated over the Internet. In addition, it is hard to
change a SCORM compliant course once it was launched.
Beginning in the early 1990ies, the idea of “sharable
content objects” referred to in the SCORM standard has been
discussed on a broader basis under the term digital learning
object, or just learning object (Wiley, 2000). Similar to
physical learning object, which were designed centuries ago
to promote learning through hands-on experience (Zuckerman
2006), digital learning objects aimed at enabling learning
from experience, typically in interaction with a computer,
handheld, or smartphone. To enable the effective management
and sharing of learning objects, a plethora of database-like
Learning Object Repositories (LORs) arose on the scene.
Klebl & Krämer (2010) describe technological and
pedagogical requirements for LORs from an information
quality point of view. In an accompanying article, a concrete
LOR implementation, called edu-sharing, is presented (Klebl
et al., 2010a).
Both SCORM and LMSs were basically designed for
formal learning and training in front of desktop devices
organized by education institutions or corporations,
respectively. New learning tools and apps and new forms of
learning, such as informal learning (Cross, 2006), micro
learning (Hug, 2007) or the adoption of game design in
instruction (Malone, 2010), are not seriously addressed by
LMSs. Just mobile learning (Motiwalla, 2007) later became
established by some commercial LMSs.
ADL, the organization behind SCORM, recognized these
new trends around 2008 and commissioned the design and
implementation of a new technology capable to record all
kinds of activities happening in a learning context with the aid
of all sorts of software tools and devices. The outcome of this
project were: 1) the open source technology Tin Can API
(2015), also called experience API or short, xAPI, and 2) a
data and storage model, called Learning Record Store (LRS).
Through xAPI, devices, tools and apps used for learning and
performance can track activities and the context in which they
occurred. This information is streamed in the form of activity
statements to an LRS. The LRS can be an autonomous
component or be part of an LMS. It serves to store activity
statements (or learning records) for reuse, sharing or analysis.
Activity statements are sent to an LRS by means of RESTful
HTTP methods. An LRS can be queried through TEST
methods. Conceptually, an activity statement is a triple <actor,
verb, object>. The elements of the triple are members of

controlled vocabularies. The language of verbs has much
similarity with the language of verbs used in Anderson’s &
Krathwohl’s (2001) extension of Bloom’s taxonomy of
learning, teaching and assessing. Some extra metadata capture
additional experience information about the context, a result,
timestamp, and other data (Miller, 2015).
We are convinced that xAPI and LRS will play a
prominent role in future learning ecosystems. These
technologies are also flowing in the ecosystem under
development.
In the next two subsections, we discuss two different
solutions addressing tool and app interoperability. In Section
3.4 we present a repository-based solution to enable finding,
exchanging, and sharing of learning content and codified
scenarios. Section 3.5 sketches a smart rendering service that
ensures that any media and course type existing in a sharing
network can be rendered while obviating the need to run the
rendering services on any LMS in the network. With a
repository mediating content between n LMSs, we just need n
plugins to connect them to the repository and enable content
sharing between all connected LMSs. Section 3.6 illustrates
the process of finding and sharing content and tools, and
Section 3.7 discusses the diminishing role of LMSs in future
learning ecosystems.
Tools Interoperability and Discovery
To alleviate the tools interoperability problem, the
Learning Tools Interoperability standard IMS LTI 1.0 (2012)
specifies a protocol to ensure interoperability between an
LMS and an external tool. If a tool provider implements this
standard, the tool can interoperate with any LMS or learning
platform implementing the same standard. LTI 1.0 just allows
an LMS to launch a tool as if it were part of the LMS. There
is, however, no possibility to receive feedback from this tool,
once enacted. LTI 1.0 builds on RPC-style services relying on
SOAP (2000) and WSDL (2001). With LTI 1.1 and 1.2,
simple outcomes can be fed back from the tool to the LMS.
The most recent version, LTI 2.0, allows interaction
between the launched tool and the launching LMS using bidirectional web services. Other than previous versions, an
external tool can now communicate feedback about the
learner’s interaction with this tool to the launching tool. This
version of the LTI standard uses resource-style services with
REST (Pautasso et al., 2008) and the data interchange formal
Javascript Object Notation (JSON, 2013). REST-based
services are organized into resources, which are identified by
one or more Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). An
application accesses a resource by calling an HTTP operation
on one of the resource's URIs. These foundations bring about
the possibility to negotiate different interface contracts
between the LMS and third-party tools to accommodate
different capabilities of a tool.
For an adaptable learning environment to be personalized
to a learner’s preferences, it is overly important to discover
appropriate learning tools and web services, much in the same
easy way as you discover information on the web.
Unfortunately, web search engines are not designed for
discovering services. Finding tools and web services is a
process that aims to match certain computational needs and
quality requirements of the user or their automated software
agents (Dustdar et al., 2009). This requires machine-readable
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specifications of functional and non-functional features of
tools or services that can be matched against a formal query.
REST and JSON, which come with LTI 2.0, have all the
capabilities we need to implement effective tool and service
discovery mechanisms. Therefore, LTI 2.0 seems a promising
approach to develop tool and service repositories that can be
accessed and shared from within different LMSs.

A core component of the architecture, the CASA Engine
(CE), takes responsibility for two tasks: 1) the publication of
individual apps and LTI 2.0 conformant tools or whole app
catalogs; 2) the discovery of apps and tools that cannot be
detected in the local app store (see Fig. 3). Both publication
and discovery requests are propagated through the network of
peers as configured by administrative staff. The metadata of
apps from other app stores that have been published can be
matched in every store that received the publication request.
A second component, the CASA Engine Manager
Module, lets administrative staff configure each CE with
respect to accessible peers, filters, and publication profiles.
Finally, the CASA Store Front Module provides a web
interface adapted to the actual LMS to expand its functionality
by allowing its users to search and activate preferred apps.
UCLA is currently leading the initiative to implement an
open source reference and has deployed a first CASA-based
app store recently (UCLA Mobile, 2015).
We chose to build extensibility features of the e-learning
ecosystem on top of CASA assuming that more and more
learning platforms will accept IMS CSA conformant apps and
app developers will populate app stores quickly.

Educational Apps in the Web
Although Apple’s claim for the trademark “app store”
only dates back to 2011, neither the term “app”, short for
application software, nor the executable piece of software this
concept refers to are new. While traditional application
software can be as complex as a database system or an
accounting application, apps tend to be much smaller pieces
of software. Traditional application software is just running
on a server (e.g., database system) or the user’s personal
computer (e.g., a word processing application). Apps can be
installed on a smart phone, tablet or personal computer but
they can also be run on the Internet like web services.
The proliferating world of mobile apps inspired the
development of a new learning technology standard and open
source initiative: the IMS Community App Store Architecture
(IMS CASA, 2015). The rationale behind CASA is to initiate
both a rapidly growing market of interoperable educational
apps and an open source community developing and
maintaining the CASA reference implementation and
populating an open community app store.

Managing and Sharing Educational Content
For quite some years, learning technology efforts focused
on the development of learning management platforms and
learning tools and largely ignored the effective learning
content management. This was partly due to a lack of
awareness that content sharing can make course production
more effective and, at the same time, can raise the quality of
digital learning materials through repeated reuse and
improvement.
To address this gap, we launched the research and
development project CampusContent in 2004 to research,
design, and implement methods and technologies for creating,
reusing and exchanging learning and knowledge content
(CampusContent, 2010). The German Science Foundation
funded the project as a Competence Centre for e-Learning
between March 2005 and July 2009. The project particularly
set out to pickup its users (learners, instructors, tutors) from
the context in which they usually work on content rather than
trying to pull them into a completely new portal.
The whole chain of content production, sharing,
adaptation, and use should be covered with a coherent set of
tools and services. Therefore, it was overly important that the
content repository can be easily interfaced with different
LMSs and authoring tools. To respect an organization’s desire
for ownership and control, it was equally important to allow
an organization-based configuration of different autonomous
repositories into a peer-to-peer network across the Internet
relying on trust relationships in an alliance of educational
institutions.
At the end of the funding phase of CampusContent, key
persons in the project founded the non-profit association edusharing.net (2015) to progress the deployment and further
evolution of the open source software under the name edusharing. This renaming accounted for the interest of additional
target groups: schools and providers of Open Educational
Resources (OER). The term OER was first coined by a
workgroup group of the Unesco (2002), the “Forum on the
Impact of Open Courseware for Higher Education in
Developing Countries”.

Fig. 3: CASA Engine enables app publication and discovery

With CASA, educational institutions participating in a
network of peers can share and propagate information about
features and functions of apps and content through URIs. A
CASA protocol defines necessary APIs and data formats. To
best match the characteristics of different end-user devices, an
app can query the capabilities of a device connected to a
network.
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An edu-sharing repository can manage a wide range of
digital assets including all kinds of digital media, any kind of
learning objects, documents in various formats, whole
courses, pedagogical scenarios, and codified best-practices. A
range of authoring tools, content editors (including an IMS
QTI 2.0 compatible question and test editor), and LMSs have
been connected to the repository to facilitate the direct export
of digital content into the repository. Currently, the following
LMSs, which are most popular in Germany, have been
integrated: Moodle, Olat, Ilias, metacoon (all open source),
and the commercial LMS Fronter. The integration of an LMS
is implemented in such a way that content is just referenced
from within a course or learning object delivered through the
LMS. This way, version management is simplified, authors
can keep control over uses of their assets, and the context of
use can be analyzed for valuable information. Learning
analytics will be less meaningful when copies of a content
disappear on local hosts and disks where content reuses
cannot be observed easily.

experience. For large libraries and rapidly changing content
sources, a metadata import is not reasonable. Such sources are
connected through a federated search.
Figure 5 depicts the result of a search over three
heterogeneous resource pools. The access to the real content
finally depends on the agreements signed and technical
features available.

Fig. 5: Result of a federated search for “Weimar” covering edusharing, YouTube, and the German Digital Library (Deutsche
Digitale Bibliothek)

To control cross-institution access to content, tools and
pedagogical scenarios and patterns, edu-sharing does not need
to maintain student information locally. If a student s wants to
access some content in edu-sharing, we use a double
handshake protocol to check back whether s is currently
logged in and is enrolled in the course whose content s tries to
access. This way, authentication data and student information
maintained in the campus management system can be directly
used through trusted protocols.
Content Rendering
As edu-sharing sets no limit concerning media formats of
content managed, we must ensure that a rendering service
exists somewhere in the p2p network for each media format.
By default, prevalent digital media formats for audio video,
and images can be rendered. Standardized e-learning formats
like QTI and SCORM can also be handled. Some LMS come
with their own course format, e.g., moodle, metacoon,
Fronter, and Olat. Currently, moodle courses can be rendered
from within non-moodle platforms. Finally, frequently used
document formats like PDF and (open) office are rendered as
well. If a user tries to import a format that is not supported, a
conversion tool is automatically invoked for audio, video,
image, and drawing format. If no conversion is possible, a
suitable rendering service must be implemented.
Technology typically evolves faster than people’s
preferences for certain media formats. Since the advent of
browsers, we have seen plugins come and go. Examples
include plugins to visualize 3D content (trough a series of
WRML plugins, Java 3D), to play videos or animations
(remember Macromedia Director and its execution format
Shockwave or and Flash, which is the legacy application of
tomorrow). If such plugins and their base technologies,
including operating systems, disappear, valuable content can

Fig. 4: Organization-based network of content repositories

Figure 4 depicts an organization-based peer-to-peer (p2p)
network of autonomous repositories operated by different
education providers that have agreed to form an alliance for
content sharing. Each of the repositories is integrated with the
LMS or several LMSs preferred by the actual university. The
dashed arrow indicates a situation in which a user of
university U 1 accesses content of university U 4 . For example,
a student whose home university is U 1 may be enrolled in a
moodle course offered by university U 4 or an instructor from
university U 1 has found a learning object in the repository of
U 4 she wants to include in her course.
In the ideal, all repositories in the network are edusharing repositories - one for each educational institution or
for a group of partner institutions. This way, local content
sources can be connected across institutional boundaries. The
network may also include foreign repositories, for example, a
publisher’s resource pool like P 1 in Fig. 4, Wikimedia,
YouTube channels, or the German Digital Library. For
smaller foreign libraries, the metadata are imported in edusharing to allow for a homogeneous search and browse
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no longer be used, unless it is redeveloped into a current
media format. This may be costly and, in some cases
impossible. Similar problems may occur with rendering
services that were implemented for a particular operating
system and browser technology.
To escape from such legacy problems, we are considering
to use the Docker technology. Docker (2015) is a containerbased lightweight virtualization technology. A Docker
container encapsulates a software application together with a
file system that contains everything the application needs to
run: code, runtime environment, system tools and libraries.
Each container has its own processes, memory, devices and
network ports. This guarantees that the application will
behave the same, regardless of the environment it is running
in. Docker can be integrated into various web service and
cloud infrastructures.
3.6 Sharing of Content and Tools in the edu-sharing
Cloud
In recent developments not only content sources but also
external tools have been integrated in the edu-sharing network
technology by using the LTI standard.
Fig. 7: Matches of a search with attributes “content”, “tool”, and
“scenario” being activated

Future of LMSs
It is unclear whether LMSs in their current form will
survive in future learning ecosystems. At least, they will loose
their character as first class citizens and just become a tool
among many others because most of their functionality can
better be included in other components of the ecosystem. For
example, course management and enrolment are management
functions similar to those already assigned to campus or
school management systems and the ecosystem, anyway,
requires a smooth interface to the campus management
system anyway (see Fig. 1). Management of group and user
rights can equally well be part of infrastructure services for
identity management.
Several projects, including Reload (2008) and ReCourse
(2010), have developed tools for designing IMS Learning
Design-compliant units of learning. They can be executed in
the student’s browser and directly access content repositories
and learning tools. The edu-sharing community has
commissioned the redesign and implementation of an
outdated learning scenario editor that will be integrated in the
personal workspace. These developments challenge current
LMS functions for designing and executing learning paths and
delivering related content.
Cloud storage systems are specialized on content
management and can be accessed by arbitrary tools, while
most LMSs have no open interfaces for sharing content with
external tools. The edu-sharing repository offers learning
content management including versioning on top of a fullfledged open source document management system.
Community building within a course is currently still a
core feature of LMSs but can be replaced by edu-sharing’s
workspace feature. Each registered edu-sharing user has a
personal workspace which the owner controls and which is

Fig. 6: The top window shows the result of a search for tools, one
of which, Etherpad, was later embedded embedded in two
different platforms, moodle and metacoon.

When using the edu-sharing search functionality from
within an LMS or tool like a Wiki, a search may also match
cloud based tools. As an example, the top window in Fig. 6
shows the result of a search for forum tools: Etherpad (2015)
and Vanilla (2015) were matched in this case. The windows
in the background illustrate how these tools can be integrated
with different LMSs or a Wiki page.
On the basis of the CASA Store and the new editor for
pedagogical scenarios under development, the next
development step towards edu-sharing Cloud will be the
extension of edu-sharing’s search and browsing functionality
from content to tools and pedagogical scenarios. Figure 7
illustrates this feature.
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organized similar to Google Plus. Users can manage their
friends, learning groups, content, and apps here.
Tracking of learning progress may better be implemented
through Learning Record Stores, which has the advantage that
learning records can be shared between many applications.

the end of the day, frequently used scenarios would represent
best-practices and serve as guidelines for instructors who are
experts in their domain but less experienced with educational
methods and research.
We have argued that the IMS Community App Store
Architecture (CASA) provides an excellent basis for sharing
tools across the Internet much the same way as we can share
content today. We presented our own content management
solution, edu-sharing, which embodies an organizationcontrolled mechanism to set up peer-to-peer content sharing
networks. In the next implementation step, we are going to
combine CASA with edu-sharing and integrate the CASA
Store Front Module in the current edu-sharing portal to widen
its current search capabilities to apps and tools.

CONCLUSIONS
Around 2008-2009, MIT questioned the future of its
course management system Stellar (2015). After a decent
investigation of possible alternatives, which included the
option to migrate to a wide-spread commercial LMS, MIT
decided to evolve Stellar into a modular learning management
system through a service-based framework (Hastings & Ortiz,
2013). Main goals driving this approach were to provide
modular functionality and enable the integration with popular
third-party services.

Benefits
Whether this ecosystem is really implemented as a
private or hybrid cloud owned by an alliance of collaborating
universities or as a peer-to-peer network that we already have,
is of lesser importance. Much more important are the
community building and sharing options behind this vision.
Benefits include:
• Cost sharing. An alliance of educational institutions can
share costs, efforts, and responsibilities for the
sustainability of the ecosystem because each member of
the alliance just owns and maintains a subset of learning
content and tools.
• Better opportunities for new educational offers. The
availability of resources in the cloud eases the formation
of coalitions across educational institutions offering joint
courses they could not provide merely based on own
forces. A new course or curriculum can be set up from
knowledge resources and learning tools and services in
the cloud with little effort. It can be supported by a subcommunity of instructors in the ecosystem whose
members are connected to the resources used.
• Educational innovation. Typically, innovation arises
from experimentation with new ideas. On-demand
resources offered by the ecosystem make it easier to try
out new ideas without heavy investments in the
acquisition and installation of support systems.
• Easier migration between institutions. With most
resources in the cloud, educators and students can
migrate to conjoined education institutions in the
ecosystem and readily and rapidly access the cloud-based
resources they own and applications they are used to.
• Ability to reuse and adapt educational processes
others have explored. Educational designs, pedagogical
scenarios and interaction patterns in the cloud reflect the
collective experience of educators. New members of the
ecosystem community can find and immediately apply
such process-oriented elements that are well-tested and
exhibit proven educational practices.
• Better opportunities for small producers. The apps and
tools markets promoted by the CASA reference
architecture can leverage opportunities for innovative
start-ups and small publishers of digital educational
resources.

Summary
In this paper we have presented our vision of a coherent
and adaptable e-learning ecosystem is a cloud-like solution
(see Fig. 8).

Fig. 8: Cloud-based learning ecosystem

Content, and scenario authors, learning app and tool
developers can populate the repositories and catalogs.
Instructors can find and select the LMS, content, pedagogical
scenarios, learning services, apps, and tools in an education
cloud that best matches the actual teaching task. Similarly,
students should be able to enhance the learning environment
set up by the instructor or institution with their preferred
campus and social apps, collaboration tools, and own or found
content. Pedagogical scenarios or patterns can be first class
objects in this process because they specify which type of
content and which learning tool would fit best and are needed
for their implementation in a concrete learning situation. At
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al., 2015), (Stolberg et al., 2012). We may say that social
media has proved to be an essential tool in information
dissemination in HC (PR Newswire, 2011) and
microblogging/Twitter (Aladwani, 2014) is definitively
leading the trend (Btynelson et al., 2013), (Purohit et al.,
2013), (Gurman, et al., 2015). (Doan et al., 2012), (Morales et
al., 2014), (Sallem et al., 2014).

ABSTRACT
This paper analyses the dissemination of information on
the Twitter platform during humanitarian crises (HC) caused
by Nepalese earthquake in May 2015. In order to show which
information is tweeted during the HC, we performed the
content analysis of 10,000 tweets which were filtered through
the Tweepy tool, using keyword NepalEarthquake. The
methodology which supports the content analysis has been
tailored for this HC and includes a) filtering of live tweets in a
specific period of time and streamlining them into a
spreadsheet file and b) categorizing filtered tweets according
to their purpose, content and source, in order to perform the
content analysis. The results will trigger a debate if the tweets
could be used as a mechanism of disseminating relevant
information for creating efficient humanitarian response (HR)
in HC

Twitter Platform in Humanitarian Crises
The Twitter sharing platform is very well known for its
simplicity, functional design, speed of delivery of information
and ability to connect people (Baumann, 2009). Having just
150 characters in each tweet gives a powerful way of saying
something very briefly and to the point, i.e. tweets make our
communications fast and powerful. It is interesting to read
that in the height of the 2011 South East Queensland floods
crisis in Australia (Bruns et al., (2012) tweets which
contained #qldfloods were sent more than 35,000 times. The
number of twitter users who dedicated themselves to
retweeting messages that contained #qldfloods was high and
the most visible account on #qldfloods were the Queensland
Police Service Media Unit. It played a leading role in
disseminating timely and relevant information and
coordinating/guiding the wider discussion on HR.
There are various ways of exploiting tweets when
analyzing data generated during earthquakes. Murakami and
Nasukawa (2012) analyzed the text of the tweets on Tohoku
earthquake and tsunami using text mining tools. However,
they just evaluated the effectiveness of text mining techniques
and did not show us an overall results. For the same
earthquake, Doan et al., (2012) concentrated on tracking and
analyzing awareness and anxiety levels in twitter messages in
the Tokyo metropolitan district. They looked at both English
and Japanese tweets selected through their own keywords and
suggested that Twitter data can be used as a resource for
tracking the public mood of populations affected by natural
disasters and possibly used as an early warning system.
Sarcevic et al., (2012) wanted to understand the medical
coordination challenges from pre-deployment, readiness to
on-the-ground action in Haiti earthquake. They analysed 110
emergency medical response teams’ Twitter streams as well
as all digital media generated and pointed to in their streams,
blogs photographs, videos, status updates and field reports.
They identified opportunities for improving coordination in a
decentralized
and
distributed
environment
where
circumstances rapidly change and claimed that “beaconing“
behaviour is a sign of latent potential for coordination in HC.

INTRODUCTION
All natural disasters may create HC which can result in
life loss on a huge scale, regardless what triggered them
(Iserson, 2014), (Fidler, 2007), (Balcki et al., 2009), (Weiss,
2001). Disaster can be geophysical, hydrological,
climatological, meteorological or even biological, but all of
them require engagement of local, regional and international
communities in order to address needs of communities
affected by the HC. During natural disasters, where an event
or series of events present a critical threat to the health, safety,
security or wellbeing of large group of people, it is extremely
important that information about the disaster is disseminated
on time in order to organize adequate and efficient
humanitarian response (HR). The dissemination of and
access to relevant information in HC has always been
challenging: decisions made for HR must be done on time and
based on accurate information of the needs in the HC.
Earthquakes are very unpredictable natural disasters,
which have been well documented (Sadeghi-Bazargani,
2015), (Coles et al., 2011), (Schmidtlein et al., 2010), (Xu et
al., 2013), (Kirsch et al., 2012) and publications on great East
Japan earthquake still dominate in the analyses of the crises
management (Norio et al., 20111) (Kaku et al., 2015,) (Zare et
al., 2012). We have just witnessed the devastating results of
Nepalese earthquake and hope that we will have all aspects of
HC and HR in Nepal well documented in near future. This is
not an unrealistic expectation because we see the power of
social media in spreading messages about various HCs across
the world (Sakaki et al., 2013), (Gurman, 2015), (Olteanu et
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(Kumar et al., 2014) used behaviour analytic approach to
identify tweets from various crises regions and addressed the
problem of predicting the location where tweets originate.

questions above was supposed to be done manually, we had to
create our own methodology which will secure the collection
of tweets, their categorisation and analysis. Therefore for the
first 10 days of the Nepalese HC we monitored all live tweets
in order to find out
i) if there is a sufficient amount of tweets generated on
a daily basis which would help us to answer
questions a) and b) above and
ii) if the live tweets have contents suitable for their
categorisation.
The results showed that almost every night, in
approximately 12 hours range, we could collect up to 10,000
tweets. Their manual inspection reviled that there were no
significant differences between each night. In this study we
decided to use the tweets collected on the 11th day for two
reasons.
Firstly, it took us more than one week to create a suitable
method of filtering tweets which was based on a correct
selection of keywords used in filtering. Secondly after 10
days all “hashtags” created for the Nepalese HC have
stabilised and there was no proliferation of new hashtags. We
noticed that on day 10 we were in a better position to create
suitable categorisation of filtered tweets because information
within them have become richer with a variety of referenced
sources found within tweets. Therefore we learned that by
looking at the tweets generated on day 11 we will be able to
see how levels of credibility of tweets may be defined through
their categories.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
describe our methodology for filtering relevant tweets, section
3 illustrates tweets’ categorization, i.e. coding of filtered
tweets and the excerpts from the content analyses, which is
carried out on 10,000 categorized tweets, is given in section 4.
We comment on the result of analysis and conclude in section
5.

The Problem: Is Twitter Efficient and Credible?
There are obvious benefits brought by the Twitter
platform to the people affected by HC and involved in HR.
However, if we wish to know exactly which type of
information is disseminated through the twitter in HC we
know that the analysis of tweets is not a trivial task. We can
perform data and text mining, we can use various keywords in
order to filter relevant tweets, we can use open source social
media analytical tools which could add additional statistics
and exploit the presence of “hashtag” in tweets and we can
also perform trend analysis based on numbers of
tweets/retweets/hashtags. However, even if we stick to any of
the known ways of carrying out the content analysis of tweets,
in order to create more efficient HR, we will stumble on one
problem very well described in (Acar and Murak, 2011).
They tracked updates from people in the disaster-struck area,
which appeared on the social media sites two weeks after the
Tohoku earthquake. Their initial discovery was that most of
the tweets were warnings, requests for help and reports about
the affected environment. Twitter accounts of local official
authority in HC were well followed and their posts retweeted
extensively. However the biggest problem they stumble upon
was the reliability of tweets, updates, particularly calls for
help. They were often misplaced, sometimes not true and
their hashtags were misused, which in turn led to difficulties
in finding important messages in the areas directly affected by
the HC. The issue of reliability of tweets led us to pay
attention to their CREDIBILITY, because credibility of data
on the Tweeter is a known problem and it is not only confined
to tweets. Credibility ranking of twitter data has already been
investigated during high impact events (Gupta et al., 2012).
The Goals of the Research

THE METHODOLOGY

In this research we have had two goals. Firstly we wanted
to find out what was exactly tweeted in the first few weeks of
the Nepalese earthquake. This was possible only after
identifying the content of tweets. There was an abundance of
tweets posted from the first day of the disaster, which
consequently gave us an opportunity to find out if we:
a) Can achieve a high level of dissemination of CREDIBLE
infromation through Twitter in order to make efficient
decisions on HR in HC?
b) Can address the problem of availability and accessibility
of CREDIBLE information essential in HR and in
decision making using live tweets?
Secondly, if we wanted to answer a) and b) above, we are
expected to categorize the content of these tweets in order to
measure how credible collected information in live tweets is.
However, looking solely at “credibility” might not help to
answer our questions, because in early days of any HC,
almost all available information generated at the place of
disaster is welcome (Poys, 2012). Therefore we should aim at
categorisation of tweets which would create a broader picture
of the level of their credibility.

In order to perform a content analysis of 10,000 filtered
tweets we devised a methodology to ensure that we can
answer questions a) and b) from the introduction. The
methodology resulted from experiments conducted from the
day one of the Nepalese disaster. We took into account the
problems we had when trying to filter the widest possible
range of tweets in a specific period of time. We had to deal
with the problems of (a) inefficient social media analytical
tools which affected the way we wanted to filter tweets (b)
unpredictable appearance of hashtags and (c) the choice of our
own key words which will have to match the content of live
tweets if we wish to filter them. All three (a)-(c) could have
affected our filtering mechanism and the content analysis.
Tools for Collecting Tweets
There are numerous social analytical tools which collect,
i.e. filter relevant tweets. They have different features, but
more sophisticated tools do not give freedom in the way you
can filter tweets. We have found out that the combination of
Tweepy and tailored Python code to fir our problem was a
good choice for our controlled filtering. However, there were
problems which we had to resolve.
Firstly, in order to carry out the content analysis of
filtered tweets, it was important to streamline tweets into a

Reserach Questions
It is not trivial to achieve our research goals. Considering
that categorisation of tweets which will help to answer the
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file where they can be manipulated. This was feasible with
Python: we needed clearly separated information on the
tweet’s author, date when tweeted, tweet ID and actual tweet.
We did not itemize the content of each tweet during their
filtering because we had to perform manual content analysis
of tweets.
Secondly, in order to collect a wide range of tweets, we
experimented with all possible keywords, hashtags and
combination of both, connected with logical operators
available in Python. The filtering of tweets for the first 10
days of the Nepalese disaster revealed that out of the tested
keywords #NepalEarthquake , #Nepal, #NepalQuake,
#earthquake,
#EARTHQUAKE,
#BREAKING,
#GODISGOOD , #HELPNEPAL, #NapelEarthQuake and
#NepalQuakeRelief, the keyword NeaplEarthquake produced
the wider range of tweets and it was used for filtering of
tweets on day 11. The experiment of testing keywords was
needed because it was almost impossible to guess from day
one which hashtags will be created for the Nepalese disaster.

However the preliminary categorisation of 2000 tweets
revealed more categories, which we could not predict and
envisaged. Tweets which focused on campaigning were very
clear in terms which campaigning they promoted. Therefore
we included new categories, which replace CAMPAIGN
category:
CAMP_Food,
CAMP_Fundraising,
CAMP_Medicine, CAMP_ Shelter, CAMP_Volunteers.
As we moved along the categorisation of tweets more
categories appeared.
Some of them are related to
the excessive use of URLs, # and their combination in tweets.
They are popular because they increase the amount of
information you may squeeze within each tweet. Therefore we
had to take into account that there will be tweets which
contain URLs only, “hashtags” only and any combination of
both. However, a single URL in tweets very often means that
the content of the tweets might be verifiable. These tweets
were automatically categorised as FACTS. If we wanted ot
have a separate category called URL, then these tweets should
have more than one URL in its body. The same applied to #.
Therefore category URL was defined when URLs dominate in
tweets and category HASHTAG was defined where #
dominate.
We also found tweets which had clear single links to
VIDEO, PICTURES and AUDIO and thus these new
categories. Some Tweets had links to the processed DATA of
the Nepalese disaster and therefore we introduced categories:
DATA and DATA_IMAGE.
We have also discovered that there are people who
wanted to express their gratitude for any kind of SUPPORT
given through the Twitter for the victims of the Nepalese
disaster and thus category SUPPORT-

Filtering Mechanism(s) of Live Tweets
The Python streamlining secured that each tweet is
converted into a spreadsheet row, where every column
contains different information. For example, the delimiter '§'
in Python code below secured that the time the tweet is
generated, tweet ID, the owner of the tweet and tweet/retweet
are stored within a separate columns of the spreadsheet where
tweets are streamlined:
saveThis = str(time.time()) + '§' + tweetId + '§' +
replyToId + '§' + tweet + '§' + isRetweet
saveFile = open('twitDB2.csv','a')

EXAMPLES OF TWEET CATEGORIZATION
FACT could be a tweet with the content which is true
and verifiable. Very often FACTs contain a clear or concise
text accompanied with URLs, picture, videos and #, which
prove that the content of the tweet is credible. Some tweets
were categorised as FACTs because they had a text based on
another tweet which we knew that it was categorised as
FACT. There is a subtle difference between FACTs and
news. If we wanted to have NEWS as a category, then it could
mean that the tweet originates in media. However, all
members of possible NEWS category could be automatically
categorised as FACTS and therefore it would make no
difference when answering questions a) and b) form the
Introduction if the category NEWS exists or not. FACT
category can cover both.
One example of FACT category is
#Bangladesh to send 1 lakh tonnes of rice as aid for
#NepalEarthquake victims http:\/\/t.co\/slXDbTUPMK

We also use the NeaplEarthquake as a keyword
placed in the same Python code:
twitterStream.filter(track=[" NeaplEarthquake "])
The result of the filtering was a spreadsheet of 10,000
rows (filtered tweets). We had 6 columns which contained
different content per each tweet: Date/time + Tweet ID +
tweet + Author + is it retweeted. We added more columns to
spreadsheet of filtered tweets after performing their content
analysis.
Definition of Tweet Categories
The tweet categories were based on our initial
requirements that they should reflect the purpose, content,
source and ultimately the credibility of tweets. If we wanted
to focus on the credibility of filtered tweets than
distinguishing between tweets which are proved FACTs and
tweets which are just OPINIONS, because they are difficult to
verify, would be the first step. We also looked at our previous
tweets categorization in different domains (Juric et al., 2014)
(Juric et al., 2015). Therefore for the Nepalese disaster we
adopted generic categories, which could be beneficial in any
HC such as: RAISING AWARENESS, CAMPAIGN and
CRY_FOR_HELP. We also looked at cases where the
NeaplEarthquake was misused (MISUSE) and we covered
the garbage collected by Tweepy as N/A (Not Applicable).

OPINION can be a tweet which either express owner’s
opinions or cannot be verifiable. They may have added
pictures/video, hence OP_V and OP_P, but they remain
personal views/statements of the author. Examples are:
\"As ever, it is those who have least who suffered most.\"
#NepalEarthquake: The Moment http:\/\/t.co\/zZ3SDzK9vl
RT @AmeriCares: So many lives, homes and treasures
lost in #NepalEarthquake devastation - so much in need of
healing http:\/\/t.co\/Jkt0rKKLeX
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Heartbreaking.
#NepalEarthquake
#Nepal
https:\/\/t.co\/8heXa8wcNp
HASHTAG category should have tweets with 3 or more
#, such as
RT @paulacheri: #Nepal. #pray #persecutedfamily
#onebody #jointhestand #nepalearthquake
URL category has tweets where URLs dominate (#s
do not dominate). They are most probably news headings,
because they often had a link to a news heading. However we
wanted to know how many tweets contain more than one
URL. One example is:
RT @SwachhPolitics: Inside the inflatable hospital that's
saving
lives
in
Nepal
#NepalEarthquake
http:\/\/t.co\/LtKYM6sdCd http:\/\/t.co\/3fdsrsM\u2026
Very interesting categories are DATA
and
DATA_IMAGE. We discovered that there are tweets which
direct you towards statistics, and data about Nepalese disaster
which have been prepared by someone else. Therefore
DATA are tweets which contain a URL where xls file could
be downloaded with data about earthquake and
DATA_IMAGE will consists charts and graphs using such
data:
RT @humdata: Initial who-is-doing-what-where #data
for #NepalEarthquake response: https:\/\/t.co\/1JAYQZa4nO
embeddable #dataviz coming soon @\u2026
RT @humdata: New 3W dataviz on HDX courtesy of
@Simon_B_Johnson
#NepalEarthquake
http:\/\/t.co\/me4BjQzjIg http:\/\/t.co\/C3ufTO5HNm
Finally, we found tweets filtered through Tweepy which
had #s related to the Nepalese disasters, but its content was
not. These #s were high-jacked in order to reach people for
marketing purposes or spreading political views. We checked
their content and categorise them as MISUSE. Examples are:
@etploshay Congrats!! Welcome @AmeriCares to
#bitcoin and great win @BitPay !! #NepalEarthquake #Nepal
#NepalQuakeRelief
#GabbarIsBack is one of @akshaykumar best movie.
And a generous move of akki sir to donate a part to
#NepalEarthquake victims

RT @telesurenglish: #NepalEarthquake| Homeless
salvage what they can. Watch video clip here:
http:\/\/t.co\/OBM9hyQ1BD http:\/\/t.co\/mp22mCRiMn
CAMPAIGN are tweets which promote campaigning.
They are divided into CAMP_Food, tweets which campaign
for either food donations or addresses the issue of food
shortage, CAMP_Medicine which ask for medicine to be
donated (often directed to pharmaceutical), CAMP_Shelter
which ask for shelter, but mostly tents and blankets, and
CAMP_Volunteer are tweets which advertise needs for
construction workers or engineers. Examples are:
Need Baby food(Sarwattam Pitho) for some affected
villages,in
Nuwakot,
Dhahding
.@bibeksheelnp
#NepalEarthquake #NepalQuakeRelief
@PositiveRishi: Need #Pharmacy company to #Donate
us #Medicine #Drug for #NepalEarthquake #Nepal
#MedicalSupport. \u2026 http:\/\/t.co\/etmnbCD3UY
Help #NepalEarthquake victims. Bring your used tents,
sleeping bags, and gear to BCEXP May 16. Donations go to
the Karma Bhotia Foundation.
Opportunity 2 join @UNVNepal post #NepalEarthquake
Debris Mgmt.Civil\/Construction Engineers apply now.
#Nepal http:\/\/t.co\/4993l8asB0
Categories CRY_F_HELP and RAISE_AWA are selfexplanatory. All of them are full of emotions which really
touch the reader. They also raise awareness of the scale of the
disaster and might achieve the same goal: Please HELP!
However, there is only a subtle dfference between them which
was addressed in the categorisation. CRY_F_HELP will
contain tweets which have word help in the content of the
tweet. All others are in the category RAISE_AWA. They
both highlight the problem and try to reach as many people as
possible. Examples are:
@WFP #NepalEarthquake please help people are hungry
and government relief is not effective ..people started to
suicide #concreteAction need
\"Want to help rebuild Nepal? Projects Abroad is
organizing relief trips\" http:\/\/t.co\/0SB6beQV8Y via
@latimes #NepalEarthquake #Volunteer

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF FILTERED TWEETS

SUPPORT are tweets which contain texts were people
show their gratitude and they thank to others for help given in
the disaster. They may also show individual’s support for the
cause by advertising their charity activities, such as charity
runs, which may be associated with fundraising in future.
RT @Oxfam: #NepalEarthquake snapshot. Thank you to
all you who have made this possible: http:\/\/t.co\/IOptjcMBht
#Nepal http:\/\/t.co\/epeEs2WUGA

We performed the content analysis of 10,000 filtered and
categorised tweets. There were 2442 tweets and 7558
retweets, i.e. re-tweets dominated. Twitter users re-tweet in
order to disseminate information related to the Nepalese
disaster.
In Table 1 we have numbers and percentages of tweets
per each tweet category. The results show the following:
Tweets related to campaigning in order to increase fund
raising dominate the scene (43%). All other campaigning for
food, medicine shelter and volunteers are very low comparing
to fund raising. They present only 0.22% of total tweets.
Obviously twitter users believe that fund raising might resolve
shortages in all sectors of HC, which is in line with the
announcement of the Nepalese government in the early stage
of the Nepalese crises to donate money and not goods .
Table 1 also shows relatively high percentage of tweets
which are categorized as FACTS (14.97%).
They
contained credible information underpinned with the evidence
in each tweet. However, this number could be considerably
higher for two reasons:

AUDIO, PICTURE and VIDEO categories are self
explanatory: there is often no text or the text is meaningless
without added picture, audio and video. AUDIO referees to
interviews (e.g. a firefighter or rescue worker commenting the
situation in Nepal) which were recorded and referred to in the
tweet.
We wanted to see how many tweets try to squeeze an
excessive amount of information within 150 characters.
Therefore we decided that HASH_URL category will have
tweets with a couple of # and 1 or more URL link in it, such
as
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1.

2.

Tweets categorized as HASHTAGS, URL. VIDEO and
IMAGE are all full of evidence which may make these
tweets credible. The authors use URLs and # in order to
squeeze more information within the tweets, but in
principles these tweets are very likely to be FACTS.
Tweets which are categorized as RAISE_AWA and
SUPPORT also have content which is close to FACTS:
people use their own way of attracting attention of the
twitter community and even if some of them may look
like OPINIONS, in most cases they are FACTS.

Table 2 lists the number of (re)tweets per each twitter
account which has at least 8 (re)tweets. We could see that the
highest number of (re)tweets (262) is coming from an
individual and there is NO professional organization listed in
Table 2. Therefore we had to prepare Table 3.
Table 2 The highest number of (re)twets per a twitter account

Table 1 also highlights that a total amount of tweets
which contain predominantly URLs, #, VIDEO and IMAGE
in their text is around 6%, which shows the tendency of the
tweet owners to insert within their tweets as much
information as possible.
It is important to note that on the 11th day of the Nepalese
crises we found 10 tweets which can take you directly to the
statistics and graphical presentation of data on Nepalese
earthquake which was available on the Internet. This means
that the statistics was available at relatively early stage of HC,
and individuals were able to direct twitter users to them. This
is extremely important for organising and decision making in
HRTable 1 Number of Tweets per Category

Table 3 shows relatively low involvement of professional
organization within these 10,000 tweets. It is obvious that a)
some of these tweets were generated by media b) professional
organizations from Asia dominate and c) their tweets were
not retweeted.
If we assume that misused tweets are generated by people
who used the Nepalese earthquake for their own advances and
therefore should not be there at all, then 0.61% is really a very
low number of tweets which are definitely NOT CREDIBLE.
However, we can argue that OPINION (8.93%) may also have
low credibility, even if they are underpinned with pictures and
videos (OP_P and OP_V categories count to 3.5%).
Our tables 2 and 3 focus on the owners of 10,000 tweets.
We wanted to know how many professionals/organizations
were involved in tweeting for one simple reason. Tweets
from professional organization could have a huge impact on
decision making in HR and they are likely to be credible. We
could use the content of these tweets directly in the decision
making because of their credibility and information which
they must contain.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Implication of the Research
It is too early to expect that we could find publications
related to this research and compare our results with someone
else’s. We happened to collect enormous amount of data
since the first day of the Nepalese crises, just because of our
long term interest in live data and information available in
social media during HC. User generated content which is
instantly available during any HC should find its way towards
repositories and software applications which are used for
organizing HR (Shamoug et al., 2015). There are no technical
obstacles when trying to add into traditional databases and
other repositories, the data we collect from social media
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(A) Are tweets which were carefully filtered and relevant to
our problem domain credible?
(B) Do filtered tweets give any information which is relevant
to (i)-(iii) above?

(Shamoug et al., 2015 a) and if we can filter credible tweets
successfully then we can feed successfully any software
solution available for decision making in HC.
Table 3: The highest number of (re)twets for profesional
organisations

The result of content analysis showed that in 10,000
tweets on the 11th day of HC we predominantly discovered
highly credible information and relatively low level of tweets
which are solely someone’s opinions. When looking at our
categorization of tweets the reader could see that we focus on
their credibility and various ranges of credible information
they may have. The results are encouraging, because we
found a high level of credible information. However, we made
special effort when filtering tweets in terms of having a strict
control of what is supposed to be filtered and why. Therefore
filtering through the carefully chosen # and our own
categorisation of tweets secured answers YES to both
questions, (A) and (B).
Furthermore, a huge interest of the twitter people to
campaign for fundraising (and not much for the other sectors
common in HC) directly co-relate with repeated Nepalese
government request (which happened before we collected
these 10,000 tweets) to donate money and wait with other
donations. The announcement of the Nepalese government
was publicized in the UK Guardian newspaper fairly early,
but even one week after the announcement, tweets really
repeated what was said in it.
There are numerous
explanations for this: authors of these tweets may have been
very close to the disaster area, they may have been informed
about the situation on the ground, they may have experiences
of organizing HR somewhere else and they may also be
motivated with their personal goals which often associate
humanitarian help with donating funds. Many governments
do enable charitable donation/fund raising as soon as disasters
happen and URLs of donation websites are easily obtainable.
We could not find answers for relatively low involvement
of professional organizations in tweeting and rewriting and
consequently their tweets are not retweeted by individuals and
other organizations. In times where twitter presence is
prevalent in business / education and governance it is difficult
to understand that it has not been extensively used by
professionals who should be keen to disseminate credible
information, and receive them at the same time, in order to
make efficient decision making when organizing HR.

There are technologies which enable us to transfer
information from tweets into our software applications and
help to determine on daily basis:
i) which sectors in HC appear in which location,
ii) which agency needs to be funded by
available/interested donors in HC and
iii) which implementers are available on locations in HC
and have expertise in a sectors of the crises.
Therefore we expected that twitter data should deliver
information relevant to (i)-(iii) above.

Limitations and Future Work

Categorization of Tweets

In this paper we show only an excerpt from results of the
content analysis of filtered tweets. We wanted to emphasize
that content analysis has to be based on a specific
methodology tailored for its purpose (i.e. specific
categorization of tweets) and underpinned with controlled
filtering of tweets. This will result in collecting relatively
credible information, which could be further used in HR
decision making.
There are limitations in this study. Firstly, tweet filtering
and categorisation was done manually by one person.
Therefore every single tweet was read by the person and
categorised according to the person’s decision. One may
argue that tweet categorisations may have been subjective, but
at least it was consistent and it followed our published
definitions of categories. Secondly, we analysed only 10,000
tweets on day 11 of the Nepalese disaster, and one may argue

Our categorisation of tweets can address (i) above.
CAMP_Food,
CAMP_Fundraising,
CAMP_Medicine,
CAMP_ Shelter, CAMP_Volunteers categories are related to
sectors in HC and these tweets in addition may have
information on humanitarian agencies and implementers for
the Nepalese location. This means that the existence of tweets
which belong these categories guarantee answers to (i)-(iii)
above, which is essential in decision making. They may
indirectly increase the effectiveness of HR for a particular
HC.
Answering Research Questions
When trying to answer our research goals from a) and b)
in the introduction, we focused on two important questions in
our content analysis:
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that our study may not be a real picture of the credibility of
information within the titter data. However, since the first
day of the HC we collected tweets and manually inspected at
least 2,000 of them on a daily basis in order to see if there are
some discrepancy of their contents from one day to another.
In our manual inspection we could not find any and therefore
we believe that results from day 11 would be similar to any
other day. As we already mention, day 11 contained the
widest range of categories, which did not exist in earlier days
and thus day 11 was used for the content analysis in this
paper.
We could not show any level of automation which may
exists when feeding the HR decision making process with live
twitter data in order to answer YES to research questions a)
and b) from the introduction. We worked off line but our
future works involves the automated categorization of tweets
which can be relatively close to the way humans can perform
it. It remains to be seen which technology can be used in
automated categorisation of tweets and which level of
“credible tweets” it may detect.
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Any fool can write code that a computer can understand.
Good programmers write code that humans can understand.
~Martin Fowler

collaboration, and change is treated as a norm rather than an
exception to a plan. These values have changed the traditional
system engineering approaches – opening up possibilities of
faster reaction to change as compared with the traditional
SDLCs. However, there are certain challenges as Agile scales
up to large scale development. For example, eschewing
standardized templates leads to different kinds of
documentation and in some cases, no documentation. Teams
can also gyrate to different ‘styles’ of working – leading to
potential confusion later in the engineering lifecycle. Agile
tends to be closer to ‘Art’ rather than ‘Engineering’ discipline.
Furthermore, an important experience emerging from the
extensive use of Agile is that, as an umbrella concept, Agile is
too good to be limited to software development (Unhelkar,
2013). In fact, it's too good to be limited to merely a skill set
or practices. Instead, many organizations aspire to use Agile
across multiple business functions and as an integral
organizational culture (Unhelkar, 2013a). . Practical Agile is
thus a sensible combination of the pure Agile techniques and
the formality of planned lifecycles. Such combination
provides the benefits of Agility and, at the same time, enables
many other responsibilities of an organization such as legal,
compliance and project reporting to be carried out
satisfactorily.

ABSTRACT
Agile is one of biggest revolutions in SDLCs irrespective
of its likes and dislikes. In most practical situations it is
discovered that pure Agile techniques such as writing a User
story or conducting a Daily standup is not enough. This paper
presents a well researched and highly practiced Composite
Agile Method and Strategy (CAMS). CAMS has been
adopted by large banks, medium sized globally dispersed
travel companies and even non-IT firms. This paper
summarizes and presents CAMS including how it can be put
together in practice with a waterfall SDLC and other business
lifecycles.
WHAT IS AGILE? A PRACTICAL UNDERSTANDING
Popularity of Agile methods in engineering software
systems development can be attributed to their promise to
accommodate change and deliver rapidly to the expectations
of business (Unhelkar, B., 2013). Alan Radding, back in
2002, described ‘these new programming methodologies’ as
“adaptive – because they react to changing user input, agile –
for their frequent iterations and continual testing, and
lightweight – because they emphasize small teams and
downplay documentation”. (Radding, 2002). The popularity
of Agility leads to varied meanings to different people. In the
context of Systems engineering, Agile can be understood as a
suite of software development methods (Ambler, 2015) that
are based around a manifesto, principles and practice (Agile
Manifesto, 20001,2). This manifesto characterizes Agile as “a
value statement not a concrete plan or process” (Coffin &
Lane 2007) – thereby laying the foundation for extensive
collaboration and iterations through the Agile values,
priorities and principles. Practical success in using Agility
results when the Agile techniques complement program
management and design activities through iterative and
incremental lifecycle, extensive collaboration with the enduser and acceptance of change throughout the development.
Agile can also imply intense focus on delivery (DevOps,
2015) closely accompanied by continuous testing and
integration (Mistry, 2015). These values aspire for minimal
formality and planning. For example, individuals and their
interactions are promoted through the ‘Daily Stand-up’
meetings; and User Stories are written and physically pasted
on a wall. Similarly, working software is given high
precedence over comprehensive documentation. Contracts
fade in the background in light of high customer

SDLC AND MOVING TOWARDS A “COMPOSITE
AGILE METHOD AND STRATEGY” (CAMS)
LIFECYCLE
A software development lifecycle (SDLC) is a
background conceptual model that we use to guide a software
project sequentially. Two of these popular SDLCs are the
Waterfall (Royce 1970) and the Spiral (Boehm 1987).
Occasionally, Rapid Application Development (RAD) (Maner
1997) also is classified as an SDLC. Each lifecycle represents
a line of thinking with its own characteristics, strengths and
weaknesses. In putting together Composite Agile Method and
Strategy (Unhelkar, 2013), each of these lifecycles were
studied in detail – including their strengths and weaknesses,
and their practical applications. This is shown in Figure 1.
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organization. This repository is shown on the bottom right in
Figure 1. This repository covers a wide spectrum of process
elements that are derived from the Agile, IT, project and
business levels of the organization. Depending on the type
and size of organization, and the specific methods that it is
using, this repository can change. However, the process
elements can stretch the spectrum of elements that are leaning
towards the planned/controlled/measured scale, and the ones
that are towards the flexible/risky/iterative scale. These
elements need not be derived anew, but are available from the
existing planned processes (project management, business
management and software development – as can be seen in
Table 1 presented at the end of this paper, as the table is
difficult to include in this two-column format) and the agile
processes. There are number of variables that need to be
considered when it comes to configuring a CAMS. For
example, people-specific factors such as personalities,
formation of cross-functional teams and characteristics of the
project (such as Outsourced project), are considered in
CAMS.
The CAMS repository of Agile and Formal processes is
further refined through a matrix of these features ( Table 1)).
Many Agile features directly relate to the IT, PM and
Business processes whereas others are not a direct mapping.
The combination of features depends on the needs of the
project and the experience of a project manager. The ticks in
the table indicate the areas where a definite affirmation was
received from more than one participant.
When an astute project manager (or a process consultant)
puts together a CAMS configuration for a specific
environment (instance), it looks like an ‘unfurlled’ roll. An
example of such instance is shown in Figure 2. This figure
represents a multi-tiered project plan encompassing all levels
of processes. The breadth and extend of this plan will depend
on the complexity and size of the project. However, what is
represented here is the basic principle of CAMS in operation
– process-elements appearing in multiple tiers. This unrolled
CAMS instance indicates the opportunity to use Agility
(Scrum, in this instance) for some of the phases in the
business and governance aspects of the organization. For
example, the Define and initial Measure of SixSigma maps to
the Plan & Organize of CoBIT. Similarly, during the
Inception phase of RUP, Agility can play a role through
creation of early software modules that clarify requirements
and provide the equivalent of a prototype.

Fig. 1: Bringing together elements of Waterfall, IterativeIncremental and Agile Practices together in CAMS

Figure 1 shows how CAMS embeds the principles and
practices of the Agile within various other methods and
standards within the organization. In carrying out the original
research around CAMS, a series of interviews were carried
out by the researchers with local organizations. Almost all
interviewees emphasized that Agility, as a suite of practices
and guidelines, holds tremendous promise when merged
within the framework of these formal/planned processes. In
addition to the synergy of planned and agile software methods
at software level, CAMS is result of merging of Agile
principles and practices at all levels of the organization. This
merger and balancing indicates that Agile should not be
treated as an independent methodology that would replace the
existing process being used by the organization, but rather a
suite of practices or activities that need to be carried out
within and across those existing processes. The resultant is a
Composite Agile Method and Strategy (CAMS) that uses the
practices of Agile across the board. The CAMS process
architecture is made up of the following:
•
•

•

•

CAMS Repository – that holds all the principles and
practices that are sourced from business, formal
(heavyweight) and at Agile levels.
Configuration of CAMS – this is the drawing of
relevant elements from the CAMS Architecture and
Repository into an instance of a “process”. This is
also the strategy of the organization that – while
keeping a project in mind - goes beyond a project
and considers the entire organization and the
business environment in which it exists.
Enactment of CAMS – is the application of the
method and strategy in practice. This enactment is
dynamic, and is continuously updating the
configuration of the method.
Measurement with CAMS – this is the metrics and
measurements during and after enactment.

The CAMS Repository

Fig. 2: Unfurling a CAMS instance in practice

The CAMS repository is a collection of all elements from
all processes being used at every level within the
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CAMS advocates the use of elaborate architecture –
going to the extent of basing it on enterprise level frameworks
such as Zachman and/or TOGAF. Even though the precise
nature of every story/requirement is unlikely to be known
upfront, still the management and development team members
must see the big picture first. An enterprise architecture
provides the background and basis for ascertaining the “big
picture” requirements that can be invaluable in planning and
estimations.
Most interview participants agreed on the need for a
comprehensive enterprise architecture regardless of Agility.
Based on the responses, and my own experience, an overall
architecture framework seems imminent. A working model of
how CAMS influences various architectural spaces is shown
in Figure 3. The enterprise architectural space influences both
– the requirements as well as the solution design. This
influence results in information architecture (in the problem
space) and solution architecture (in the solution space). While
pure Agile operates well in the solution space, the problem
and pure business space are given high significance in CAMS.
This architectural effort particularly in the problem space can
dictate what can and cannot be specified in a requirement. The
high-level business requirements and the enterprise
architecture dictate the solution design. The solution design is
the high-level ‘design’ and ‘listening’ of the basic software
discipline. A solution design is the only area within CAMS
where many practices of Agile are directly applicable.
“Having an architecture framework is one necessary step
towards making Agile scalable,” stated one participant.
Another one mentioned that having architecture ensures that
non-functional requirements are captured and catered for right
at the beginning of a project.
Finally, CAMS advocates architectural framework so as
to enable strategic decision making - such as buying a
component library, shifting towards cloud-architecture in
order to make use of services (especially SaaS agreements)
and incorporating a formal reuse strategy that goes beyond
just code reuse.

also paves the path for in-depth user experience analysis —
particularly outside the organization’s firewalls.
Systems Engineering is, by its nature, a multidisciplinary
science, endeavoring to look at the “big picture”. Therefore,
by its very nature it is a Multidisciplinary Disciplinary
Systems Engineering (MDSE) – and CAMS represents a
practice MDSE. For instance, CAMS brings together the
rigors of planning with the flexibility of Agile. CAMS is one
of the answers to the needs of the industry to have an inherent
revolutionary way of thinking and approaching problems –
which is particularly so in the era of Big Data. For example,
while data analysis is quite common in Big Data, CAMS
draws attention to the dynamic nature of such data; the variety
of data is based on the access available to the user. The user’s
demands to view data in a personalized and context-sensitive
manner can be satisfied when an Agile approach is used to
ascertain this dynamically changing needs of the user. CAMS
enables understanding of customer sentiments by integrating
underlying data and analyzing it in a highly dynamic manner.
The ”strategy” element of CAMS encourages businesses
to push for new channels and varieties of services. For
example, many customers (especially technical ones) would
much rather solve their initial problems through interactive
social media forums (these conversations are an important
part of Agility) and then, perhaps, approach the vendor for
support. CAMS-driven organizational strategies are bound to
provide not only excellence in systems engineering but in the
overall structure and dynamics (functioning) of the
organization.
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Table 1: Mapping of Elements from IT, PM, Business Processes Features to Composite Agile Method and Strategy (CAMS).

Requirements

√

√

Design

√

√

Coding/Implementation

√

√

√

Testing

√

√

√

Business Modelling

√

√

II Development

√

√

Quality Assurance

√

√

Change/control Management

√

√

√
√

√

Monitoring

√

Performance Measurement

√
√

i

√
√

Kaizen

Six Sigma

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Strategic alignment
Maintenance/Support

√

√

Communication
Deployment/Delivery

√

√

√

√

√
√

√

Risk Management

√

√

Value delivery
Planning

ITIL

PRINCEII

CoBIT

RUP

Mentor

Processes
OPEN

Features

√
√
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just in comparison to other aspects for women but also when
compared to other OECD countries.
And even if women succeed in overcoming such
obstacles, there exists a thick glass-ceiling for promotions to
high level positions in Korea. For positioning gender equality
the proportionate ratio of female workers to female
management staff is more important than that of female
executives. Statistics show a significant gender gap in the
ratio of female workers to female executives and that of their
male counterparts. The lack of support for child rearing lies at
the root of Korea's low birthrate and thus policies that reduce
the burden of child rearing such as financial support and a
quota system for female executives are necessary if Korea's
population of highly-educated women are to realize their
latent competency in the labor market
This study attempts to looks at the characteristics of
Korea's organizational culture and the social stereotypes
pertaining to women and analyze the status quo and quality of
female employment as seen via statistics. Statistics by the
national statistics office such as college enrollment rates,
economic activity rates, the percentage of female management
staff and its ratio to all workers by gender have been used as
the main source material to understand where female labor
stands in Korea today.

ABSTRACT
Sustainable economic growth requires a stable source of
labor and the answer to Korea's problem could be found in its
population of highly-educated women that remains largely
unused. The question then should be asked, what is the cause
behind the under utilization of such a rich source of human
resources?
The patriarchal, male-dominated culture of the Korean
society has created sexist stereotypes against women that are
strengthened and spread within the society via language. Its
social norms have caused the socialization of discriminatory
gender roles, the root of the prevalence of sexual
discrimination
against
highly-educated
women
in
employment, career development, promotion, and other
workplace opportunities as various statistics show.
While Korea has one of the highest rates of female
college enrollment in the world, its level of female economic
activity is one of the lowest among OECD countries. The
reality is that the percentage of female management staff and
female CEOs at the top 30 firms in Korea remain very low
despite the fact that there are many highly-educated women
due to the difficulty in entering the labor market and the
career interruption caused by pregnancy, child birth, and child
rearing.

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND THE SOCIAL
CONVENTIONS ON WOMEN

INTRODUCTION

Korea's Patriarchal, Male-Dominated Culture

The abundance of cheap and high quality labor that drove
Korea’s economic growth no longer exists. Compared to 34
OECD countries, Korea is below the average in its
economically active population while at the top in its rate at
which the society is aging. Its labor shortage is becoming
increasingly exacerbated and its economic growth is quickly
losing momentum.
The biggest challenge faced by the Korean labor market
today is its labor shortage due to the rapid decrease in its
productive population. Korea's compressed economic growth
during its industrialization process was made possible by an
abundance of high quality labor but since then a low birthrate
and its rapidly aging society have caused a continued decrease
that ultimately led to its current shortage.
The labor shortage is an issue that must be resolved in
one way or another. Korea's male labor force, which has been
developed and utilized as the main source of labor, is no
longer capable of powering economic growth. Thus, the
increase of highly-educated female labor force entering the
labor market and the continued utilization of their labor is
necessary for Korea to increase its productive population.
Female employment is an area where Korea lags behind not

A Country’s traditional culture is the primary and most
influential factor in developing gender role biases.
Women’s status was relatively high during the Three
Kingdom Era and Koryo but the adoption of Confucian values
during the Chosun Period placed women below the starts of
men for 500 years during the Chosun Dynasty.9Yang, 2006)
Confucianism was upheld in the Korean society for half a
millenium during the Chosun Dynasty and as such, the
Confucian traditions still remain deep-rooted in modern day
Korea. The tradition emphasizes values such as filial piety
and respect for the elderly but at the core of it lies a
patriarchal culture, where the father is the head of all family
members whose opinions cannot be disputed by the family.
Such male-dominated patriarchal traditions at home was
also extended to other organizations, such as the workplace.
Thus, there is an evident gender gap in terms of the quality of
employment as well as the human resource management
system in the workplace.
Male and female gender roles, the social role played by
each gender according to the actions and attitudes deemed
appropriate by the society's culture, are learned via a
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socialization process that occurs within one's social groups,
such as the family, school, community, and workplace.
Socialization is the process by which one acquires the actions,
beliefs, standards, motivation, and so on that one's affiliated
culture upholds as valuable. (Anderson, 1983)
The socialization of gender roles begins in the family
with the parents. The family is a microcosm of the society in
that it contains the same political and economic structures,
and it is here that the family is the first male-dominated social
organization to which one is exposed.
And institutional education is the influence to shape
biases and human resource practices after one enters the
workforce is the determining element. Unequal development
of women leaders is caused by the educational environment
requiring role division according to gender.
Korean
Women’s Development Institute(KWDI) inspected the 6th
curriculum edition of school textbooks (102 books at the
elementary level, 26 books at the middle school level, and 23
books at the high school levels for a total of 151 books) and
found that the textbooks contained traditional elements of
gender discrimination. (Maeil Business Newspaper, 2004)
Contrasting experiences were noted by a lecturer at a
coed university who originally used to work at a women's
university. Male students, unlike female students, actively
sought leading roles within their team of peers. Male team
leaders were most vocal and showed the tendency of
dismissing their peers' opinions, especially if they were from
female students. Meanwhile, female students tended to be less
confident, spoke with a softer voice, and less active in sharing
their thoughts. Instances of sexist conclusions being drawn
were also observed. (Nah, 2006) From such observations, it
can be concluded that students learn the social stereotypes and
gender roles of men leading and women following when male
and female students discuss to reach a decision. Once learned,
the social norms regarding gender roles will remain deeprooted in oneself, which is why even highly-educated women
will still be under the influence of the patriarchal culture in
their family.

Thus, the discriminatory socio-cultural structure deeprooted in the society causes the low status of women in the
workplace and the low quality of female employment even in
the knowledge- information society. Korea has developed the
lower status of women in the workplace and the lower quality
of female employment.
According to the World Values Survey conducted among
OECD countries on the gender gap in employment during
severe unemployment crises, Korea had the biggest gap at
34.5% in the belief that male applicants should be prioritized.
Following Korea was Poland was at 31.1%, Chile at 27.8%,
Japan at 27.1%, and Mexico at 25.1%. In contrast, countries
with a high level of female social participation were found on
the lower end, with Sweden at the lowest at 2.1%, Norway at
6.5%, and the US at 6.8%.
Furthermore, the sexist attitude and the gender gap in
employment were found to have a correlation, with a
0.437(r=0.437) the correlation coefficient value between the
two variables. Korea had the largest gender gap at 22.4%,
followed by Chile and Mexico. (World Values Survey
Association, 2009) This signifies that the bigger the gender
gap in employment, the higher the numerical value of the
country's sexist attitude.
STATUS QUO OF FEMALE LABOR UTILIZATION
The Rate of Higher Education and Economic Activity
Table 1 shows that the college entrance rate for men was
4% higher than that of women in the 1980s, with 34% of
women entering university by the mid-80s. But the gap
continuously decreased and the female entrance rate peaked at
83.5% in 2008 before overtaking its counterpart in 2009 by
0.8% with 82.4% of women and 81.6% of men entering
college. As of 2014 the college entrance rate for female
students is 74.6%, which is 7% higher than the 67.6% of male
students. In terms of graduate school, the female entrance rate
is 6.0% as of 2014, which is lower by 1.6% than the male
entrance rate at 7.6%. Neither rates have seen a drastic change
in figures since the mid-1980s.
As can be seen in Table 2, Korea lags behind in terms of
female economic activity among 32 OECD countries with its
55.6% rate of economic activity, which is 7.0% lower than the
OECD average of 62.6%.(See Table2 & 3)
Career Interruption in Highly-Educated Women and the
Quality of Employment
Highly-educated women provide Korea with a rich
source of labor. However, women are at a disadvantage in
entering the workplace, and those who succeed face career
interruption due to pregnancy, child birth, and child rearing.
As Table 4 illustrates, 20.7% of all married women have
discontinued their career as of 2014, and 36.7% of those
women are between the 30-39 age bracket.
Marriage was found to be the biggest cause of career
discontinuity at 45.9% followed by child rearing at 29.2%.
(See Table 5) The career discontinuity of Korean women
follows an L-shaped curve as many female workers will leave
the labor market upon marriage, focus on child rearing for
years, until they re-enter the market in their mid-to-late 30s or
give up re-entry for good. (KWDI: Korea Women's
Development Institute, 2013)
41% of all female workers were found to be on temporary
contracts compared to the 26.8% of males, and it was found

Social Norms and the Socialization of Gender Roles
The acquisition of language is how one starts using
communication as a learning tool, which points to verbalism
as one tangible proof of the social conventions on women.
The language used reflects the internalized values and
attitudes held by the speakers, and the Korean language is
marked with openly derogatory verbalism against women.
(Yang & Kwon, 2008)
In a survey of Korean and American university students
and their exposure to sexist language, Korean students replied
with a higher frequency and variety of discriminatory
language experienced than American students. The majority
of the terms Korean students had been exposed to were simple
phrases full of sexism such as "how dare a woman," and
"that's what women do".
Language spreads the social norms of male-domination
within society including the workplace and the women
themselves, and the acceptance of such discrimination as
natural and reasonable can lead to a vicious cycle against
women in terms of work ethic and success in the workplace.
According to the socialization theory of gender roles, one's
sex in relation to the society is central to the formation of
one's gender identity.
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that 53.5% of all temporary workers were female.
Furthermore, a gender gap was also found in terms of wage,
with female workers only earning 68% of their counterparts in
2013. (KWDI, 2013)

Korea has a high level of college entrance rate for both
male and female students. There are more female students
have been entering college than males since 2009 and the
entrance rate for graduate school shows no great disparity
between the sexes. However, its rate of female economic
activity and employment is one of the lowest among the
OECD countries, meaning that highly-educated women in
Korea are unable to utilize their competence in the labor
market. And even if they are employed, they are subject to a
career interruption due to pregnancy, child birth, and child
rearing.
Most cases of discontinuity occurred when the highlyeducated women were in the 30-39 age bracket. The most
prevalent reason for the interruption was marriage at 45.9%
followed by child rearing issues. Female workers were
experiencing an L-shaped career interruption curve
characterized by a period of discontinuity that ultimately led
to them giving up re-entry into the labor market. It was found
that there were more temporary female workers than there
were male, and there was a gender gap in wages with female
workers earning 68% of the male income. There was also a
significantly low percentage of female management staff as
well as female executives in the 184 listed companies of
Korea's top 30 conglomerates. Also, the ratio of total female
workers to female executives was much lower than that of
men, which pointed to a positioning gender imbalance.
Economic growth requires labor, and Korea can increase
its productive population through its under utilized female
labor force. If Korea turns to female labor as one of its
solutions, a great change in the society's perception of gender
norms will need to occur for the female labor force to grow
and develop. A detailed action plan reforming the past
traditions of patriarchal and male-dominated culture is
required, as well as social support measures for child rearing
and children's education if female workers are to remain in the
labor market and develop their competence.
Policies such as the quota system for female executives
found in developed countries are necessary to enable highlyeducated women in their 30s remain in the workplace in face
of needs such as child rearing. For example, Norway was able
to sufficient increase its productive population by means of its
women's employment quota that sees female executives at
30%. It's neighbors in Europe such as Sweden, Germany, and
France also have similar systems in place. Korea's aging
society is rapidly becoming an aged society, signaling the
further decrease of its production population. As statistics
show, highly-educated female human resources are the latent
growth engine in Korea's economy.
In this study it was proven that the sexually
discriminatory stereotypes and the Korean society's
organizational culture are stunting the development of the
female labor force, and that the development of highlyeducated female labor needs to take place before Korea can
solve its labor shortage problem. Based on such facts, this
study suggests that the Korean society acknowledge the
importance of fostering female leadership as a goal and take
the necessary action in support of it, using the policies of
developed countries as case studies for reference.

FEMANE MANAGEMENT STAFF AND FEMALE
CEOS IN KOREA
The Percentage of Female Management Staff and
Female Executives
A survey of organizations with more than 500 full-time
workers was carried out that found the female employment
rate in the public sector to be 33.61% and 38.48% in the
private sector. The ratio of female management staff averaged
11.5% in the public sector and 17.9% in the private
corporations, showing that the ratio of female management
staff to total workers is comparatively quite small. (Table 6)
Table 7 shows that compared to the OECD average of
28.3%, Korea at 9% has one of the lowest percentages of
female management staff. (OECD Human Development
Report, 2009)
In the private sector most female workers were found at
or below the middle management level. In corporations with
more than 500 full-time workers, 6.6% of the executives were
female in 2009. Table 8 compares the percentage of female
executives in OECD countries. Norway has the highest
percentage of promotions of female workers to the executive
level at 36.1%, Sweden in second at 27%, Finland at 26.8%,
and France in fourth at 18.3%. (Meerae Forum, 2015)
Based on the 2015 CEO Score, Table 8 presents the ratio
of male to female executives in relation to the total number of
workers in the 184 listed companies in the top 30
conglomerates in Korea. (CEO Score, 2015)
Positioning Gender Eqality and Executive Ratio
Simply noting that the percentage of female executives
has increased with time is insufficient in analyzing the present
day conditions in the top 30 conglomerates in Korea. What is
of importance is determining whether a positioning gender
balance has been achieved. The positioning gender balance is
achieved when there is a adequately proportionate ratio of
executives to the total number workers. However, it can be
seen that the ratio for female executives to total workers is
0.08%, while the male ratio is 1.15% - meaning there is a
positioning gender imbalance. (See Table 8)
Moreover, it was also found that female executives were
less likely to be found in the core departments of the
corporations, with 27.1% of all female executives in
marketing in charge of sales, 19.2% in the technical
department, 18.1% in planning, 12.4% in research, and 5.1%
in human resources.
CONCLUSION
It was found that Korea's predominantly Confucian and
male-dominated culture has led to the existence of sexual
discrimination against women in the labor market and the
socialization of discriminatory gender roles. The thick 'glassceiling' it has resulted hinders female workers to further
develop their competency and get promoted to management
staff and executive positions.
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Female(%)

Male(%)

1985

34.1

38.3

1990

32.4

33.9

1995

33.9

52.8

2000

65.4

70.4

2005

80.8

83.3

2007

82.2

83.3

2008

83.5

84.0

2009

82.4

81.6

2010

80.5

77.6

2012

74.3

68.7

2013

74.5

67.4

2014

74.6

67.6

Table 2 Economic Activity
Unit : 1,000 persons, %

Year

Economically Active Population
Female

Male

1985

5975

9 617

1990

7 509

11 030

1995

8 397

12 456

2000

9 101

13 034

2005

9 860

13 863

2010

10 256

14 482

2012

10 609

15 071

2013

10 802

15 071

2014

11 149

15 387

Table 3 OECD Economically Participation Rate
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Unit : %
Year
2013

2012

2011

Korea

55.6

55.2

54..9

Japan

65.0

63.4

.63.2

USA

67.2

67.6

67.8

OECD

62.6

62.3

61.8

Table 4 Career-Interrupted Women

Unit : 1,000 persons, %
2012
Married
Women (A)

9 747

Nonemployed
women(B)

4 049

2013

2014

9 713

9 561

Table 7 OECD Women Top Manager in 2009

Unit : %
Norway

Sweden

41
4 063

72

Germany

Korea

13

6.6

3 894
Table 8 Staff- CEO Contrast Ratio by Sex

CareerInterrupted

Total

1 978

1 955

1 977

Employees

Women (C)
C/A(%)

Num-ber

20.%

20.1%

20.7%

1,000
Sex

Persons

%

total

Sex

Board
Mmber

Ratio
CEO

(B)

(C)

97.9%

(A)

Staff
Officers
Contrast
Ratio
B/A)

Table 5 The Reason of Career-Interrupted Women

Unit : %
The Reason of Career-Interrupted

Total

Marriage

Pregnancy
&
Childbirth

Infant
Care

Education
of
Children

45.9

21.2

29.2

3.7

Table 6 The Ratio of Female Managers

Unit : %
The Ratio of Female Manager
Total

Public

Private

Sector

Firm

2013

117.02

11.55

17.96

2014

116.62

11.01

17..59

2015

116.09

10.53

17.13

200

M

760

75.8

7,618

F

1166

24.2

163

Total

9926

100

7,781

2.1
%
100%

1.15%
0.08%
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media, such as feature based domain models, and component
decomposition models in XCOSEML.
Resolving the
variability is desired to automatically result in the
configurations of other media such as a process model, or the
executable code.
The vision concerning such a compositional approach
should be supported with verification. Critical developments
cannot yield dependable products, otherwise. Model
checking is a common approach used in verification.
Especially fit for the involved techniques and having
supportive tools, mentioned approach was opted to be
verified through model checking. Because we are dealing
with variability-intensive systems, there are too many
variations for the system for which a developer cannot apply
model checking techniques manually. Therefore, a semiautomated or automated mechanism is needed to be used.
The modern development techniques emphasize
compositional and generative approaches such as Model
Driven Development (MDD). In this approach, a high
abstraction level model gains importance more than any
other concept in development. The proposed approach is
also advocating the assertion of the XCOSEML in complex
system development. Once the approach heavily depends on
a reference model, its further processability and verification
becomes very important. A natural choice appears to include
model checking in the development process.
The main contribution of the presented research is to
propose a model checking mechanism for variabilityintensive complex system development through developing a
tool supported transformation. This transformation takes a
component oriented software system model that includes
variability. The output of the transformation constitutes an
fPromela and a TVL representation for the system. Hence,
model checking for the system under development can be
possible.

ABSTRACT
A new approach to formally verify component
compositions incorporating variability is proposed which
eases variability-intensive component-oriented system
development by reducing the complexity of verification. A
step by step model transformation approach from
XCOSEML to Featured Transition System (FTS) is used
which automates generation of FTS models, namely required
feature model of the variable component composition and its
fPromela specification. XCOSEML is a domain specific
language that establishes a variability specification and
system configuration environment for Component Oriented
Software Engineering Modeling Language (COSEML).
Component compositions in XCOSEML are supported with
variability specifications, which define collaborating
components. Due to the necessity to check consistency of all
possible compositions, verification is a costly and complex
task in such variable-intensive compositions. A formal and
easy model to formally verify these types of systems emerges
as a critical need. Our experimentation indicated successful
verification through the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
XCOSEML is an enhanced version of a previous
language, Component Oriented Software Engineering
Modeling Language (COSEML) (Dogru & Tanik, 2003), that
emphasized the structure dimension and build by integration
paradigm. However, missing expressive power in dynamic
modeling and especially the capability to represent
variability as required to support the modern approaches such
as Software Product Lines (SPLs) was not addressed.
XCOSEML was introduced (Kaya, Suloglu, & Dogru, 2014)
to fill these gaps towards achieving more automated
environments in the development of complex systems.
With the emergence of new compositional development
approaches, variability manifested itself as an important
notion. As the experience in SPL suggests, commonality and
variability are the two important aspects of development.
Commonality is expected to be completed earlier, and for the
product engineering for every new project, addressing
variability would be the single most important issue. A
suggested methodology would model variability in different

MODEL CHECKING OF XCOSEML MODELS
In order to ensure reliability, verification is critical for
software systems. Verification is to check software system
functions whether they operate correctly. One of the
verification techniques is model checking. Model checking is
mainly concerned with models and properties. Models
describe the behavior of a system. Properties are the system
specifications that are checked if the system satisfies them or
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not. The task of model checker is, when it is given a model
and a property, to determine whether or not the model
satisfies the property (Classen, 2011). One of the model
checking approaches that deals with variable-intensive
systems is FTS.
FTS (Classen, et al., 2013) model checking algorithms
are used to verify each different product that is derived from
a product family at a single run and detects violations that
may occur in each of the products. The SNIP tool (Classen,
et al., 2012) is developed as an implementation of FTS
algorithms. SNIP provides two input languages, TVL
(Classen, Boucher, & Heymans, 2011) and fPromela, for the
definitions of structural and behavioral aspects of the input
model.
FTS approach has several advantages when compared to
other approaches in the literature. The FTS approach can
properly find products that cause violation, uses an efficient
algorithm, and can check a whole system against violations
without stopping the search when a violation is detected.
Defining input models as a feature model and a behavioral
model (considering variability) in FTS, lets easy
transformations from XCOSEML. A full transformation is
not possible because of some semantic differences. However,
these are not obstacles in the way to perform model checking
with FTS.
In (Suloglu, Aktunc, & Yucefaydali, 2013), authors
perform model checking using the FTS approach for their
service orchestrations. Hence the fundamental structure of
their grammar is identical to the grammar of XCOSEML,
they also have a similar variability model to “XCOSEML
Configuration interface” and a similar behavior model to
“XCOSEML Composition Specification”. This work gives a
clue on applicability of FTS model checking for XCOSEML
models.
Beyond testing components alone, a component based
system should be checked as a whole. There are some
approaches to deal with this problem in the literature. One of
them proposes a hybrid approach that consists of both model
checking and traditional software testing (Xie, 2004).
Another approach uses a tool-supported framework for
model checking of a component based system after some
changes such as additions, removals, or modifications
(Johnson, Calinescu, & Kikuchi, 2013). However, these
approaches do not work for variability-intensive systems.
Authors proposed an approach for product line model
checking that supports maintenance after the evolution of a
product line in (Jahn, et al., 2012). Also, in (Beek, & Vink,
2014), authors use the mCLR2 language for behavioral
variability analysis of component based product lines.
In this study, we introduced a model checking approach
for variablity-intensive component-oriented systems modeled
in XCOSEML. To achieve this, XCOSEML models are
transformed to FTS models that are TVL and fpromela
compliant.

Transformation of Configuration Interfaces in
XCOSEML to TVL Feature Model
TVL is a text-based feature modeling language that is
human-readable and has a rich syntax and formal semantics.
TVL models in FTS include features, their attributes, and
constraints in a hierarchical structure, which indicate
variability of a system. Configuration Interfaces in
XCOSEML include variation points (internal, external and
configuration), variants, constraints, and variation point
associations. In our effort to verify the models for software
development, XCOSEML configuration interfaces for TVL
transformations are necessary. However, since these two
models are not semantically compatible, mapping between
them requires special care.
The Configuration interfaces which belong to
composition specifications are transformed to TVL. The
transformation steps from “XCOSEML configuration
variation point” to TVL can be described as follows:
• The name of the root feature needs to be defined
which is taken from the name of the configuration
interface.
• Configuration variation points are added to the
model. A main block is also attached to the root that
is named after the name of the configuration
variation point. If the variation points of the
configuration interface are not used in a
configuration variation point, then they are added to
the root directly. Otherwise, since the variation
point will appear in the variants of the configuration
variation point, it is not added.
• All variants, related with added variation points and
configuration variation points, take place in a TVL
block embedded in curly braces ({}). The name of
the variation point is given to this block. Variants
are put in an inner block while their types (e.g.
mandatory, alternative or optional) are used as their
names.
• A constraint can only be converted to TVL, if it is
semantically possible. For instance, integer
constraints can be transformable to TVL equivalent
ones.
An excerpt from the XCOSEML configuration interface
and its TVL equivalent is listed in Table 1.
Transformation of Composition Specifications to
fPromela
This section introduces the mechanism for the
transformation from XCOSEML to fPromela. Different
constructs need different translation approaches. These
approaches are described with some examples:
In XCOSEML Composition specifications, we have
“send” and “receive” messages as atomic interactions. These
correspond to “!” and “?” characters in fPromela. At the
same time, communication channels should be added to the
fPromela version, since processes in fPromela can only
communicate through channels. We also have composite
interactions in XCOSEML as “parallel”, “sequence”, and
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“repeat”. A sequence interaction is shown as “sequence
(exp1 exp2)”. This structure is transformed to fPromela as
follows:

are controlled remotely through computer or phone
applications that result in significant time, money, and
energy savings. An additional advantage is the comfort that
comes along. These functionalities are provided through
communications with the devices, appliances and sensors at
home to control the heating, lighting, air conditioning,
multimedia consoles, cameras, and wearables. The system
covers various home devices, enabling communications
across the devices, which is done through a monitoring and
management environment. For example, the system can
allow the users to automatically prepare coffee, generate
energy status reports, prepare music play lists, check and
report access history along the day and do locking and
unlocking of the doors as the home resident leaves or gets
back to home.
As it can cover several features, smart home system can
provide different functionalities for different sub-domains
such as security, telecare, safety, entertainment, energy
management and hobby garden. The security domain deals
with surveillance cameras, locking and unlocking of gates,
alarm system for emergency cases, and authentication and
authorization mechanisms. The safety domain can provide
management abilities where home devices and lighting can
be turned on and off, devices are monitored, any
inconsistencies are detected, and detections and warnings for
any potential dangers are handled. The telecare domain
includes remote monitoring of residents’ health condition
through any wearable gadgets and devices such as smart
watches, smart clothes, and wrist bands. These instruments
can watch for sudden falls, remind the patients for their
medications, and supply exercise programs based on their
health status. The entertainment constituent controls
multimedia devices, sets up home residents’ favorite play
lists, provides tele-conferencing with their doctors or medical
teams for diagnosis or consultation purposes. The energy
constituent monitors and handles all the facilities that are
related to resources such as water, electricity, and wind
panels. The hobby garden facility includes the monitoring of
soil and plants considering temperature and humidity. The
mentioned sub domains and their functionalities change
based on the residents’ needs and how big the house is. The
mentioned sub-domains are all optional for a house to have,
so for example the hobby garden sub-domain could be
included if there is a garden with the house. A smart home
system which includes a set of functionalities with some
variability is represented in XCOSEML. Figure 1 shows the
decomposition of the Smart Home system in COSEML.

{fPromela-equivalent-of-exp1};
{fPromela-equivalent-of-exp2};
An excerpt from XCOSEML composition specification
and its fPromela equivalent is given in Table 2. Actually,
these composite interactions are added to XCOSEML to
address the need to enhance the more static capabilities with
process modeling.
Transformation of XCOSEML models to FTS
To transform XCOSEML models to FTS models, the
ANTLR tool was used. ANTLR (ANother Tool for
Language Recognition) is a parser generator used for
translating structured text (Parr, 2013). For the input
language XCOSEML an ANTLR grammar was developed.
In developing the grammar, the ANLTR plugin for IntelliJ
IDEA IDE was used, which supports live syntax diagrams
for the entered inputs, to ease the grammar development.
The lexicon used in ANTLR tool is similar to C with
some extensions to support grammatical descriptions. In our
case, the transformation is a code generation for our
mentioned target languages. ANTLR generates a parser
based on the provided grammar. Giving an input based on
the grammar, ANTLR builds a data structure called parse
tree or syntax tree to be used for traversals for different
purposes. ANTLR uses two different approaches for the tree
walk.
The transformation which embodies the semantics
behind the grammar rules can be developed using two
different approaches in ANTLR, using either the Listener or
the Visitor pattern. Listeners and visitors are useful in that
they keep application-specific code out of grammars, making
grammars easier to read and prevent them from being
coupled with a particular application. The biggest difference
between the listener and visitor approaches is that listener
methods are called independently by a tree walker provided
by the ANTLR, whereas visitor methods must walk across
the tree to visit their children with explicit visit calls.
Forgetting to invoke visitor methods on a node’s children,
means that those subtrees will not be visited. Since Visitor
pattern provides a better control on the generated parse tree
over the listener pattern, we chose this mechanism. With the
Visitor pattern, you get separate functions for each of the
rules and labels in the grammar. The function provides the
language implementer with the context parameter that allows
him to access the Parser and Lexer rules for the current rule.

Model Checking for the Smart Home Case Study
Case Study models are transformed to FTS equivalent
ones based on the rules described in the previous sections.
Excerpts from TVL and fPromela models are shown in Table
1 and Table 2. After transformations, the SNIP tool is used to
check against deadlocks and assertions which can execute
over representations in fPromela and TVL.
In fPromela, messages communicate through channels.
When a “send message” tries to write to a channel while the

VERIFICATION OF SMART HOME STUDY
Smart Home
As a case study, the smart home system is used to
demonstrate the application of our proposed verification
approach. The aim of the smart home system is to provide
the people who live at the home with some functionality that
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channel is full, or a “receive message” tries to read an empty
channel, a deadlock occurs. This case can be detected by the
tool and model checking terminates indicating where the
deadlock occurred. Developers or tester can add semantic
statements as assertions to test intended functional parts of
fPromela model. After checking the models against these
assertions, the tool produces errors if assertions are violated.
If the models do not contain any deadlock or assertion
violation the execution ends normally. That means the model
does not contain any inconsistency.
The SNIP model checker uses TVL and fPromela files
as explained before. It can be started using the following
command line:
./snip -check -fm path/example.tvl path/example.pml
The SNIP tool produces an output as a result of an
execution, showing the results of the model checking. The
line numbers and the responsible expression, including its
features are reported if a deadlock or assertion violation
happens. As an example, the absence or presence of a feature
could cause faulty operation. The developer conducting the
test can correct the fPromela and TVL files directly.
Alternatively, modifications can be done in the XCOSEML
representation and transformations would yield the modified
fPromela and TVL files. The tool transforms XCOSEML
models that employ variability specifications. Variability
information, such as variation points and related variants, is
allocated in the configuration interface. Configuration
interfaces are defined for components and packages.
However, only package level constructs are addressed for
variability, as our model does not allow recursive
composition of components. Since components cannot have
composition specification, a configuration interface for them
is not necessary.
We have run the SNIP tool for two different cases. In the
first case the result indicated no deadlock or assertion
violation in the models. The output of this run is presented in
Table 3. Then, we inserted a bug which causes a deadlock in
the second run. This time, the tool detected the deadlock and
indicated the configuration that leads to the deadlock. The
output is shown in Table 4.

DISCUSSION
Overall, the goals of the research were satisfied and
verification of case study models could be successfully
conducted. More efficient and easy to use environments
could improve the usability of the approach. During the
research, some difficulties were encountered: semantic
differences are a major difficulty in providing the
transformation. The heart of the variability resolution in the
XCOSEML side is configuration interfaces.
Feature
representations in such interfaces are not compatible with
that of the TVL models. There are other minor semantic
incompatibilities among the involved models.
We would like to advance in research that could
ultimately reach a level where managing variability in
intuitive models that automatically yields applications. Such
an ambitious goal could be supported with more realistic
shorter term goals such as integrating the transformation and
XCOSEML output behind a single user interface, to speed up
the model checking process.
Later, this verification
capability could be integrated with the graphically supported
XCOSEML editor.
CONCLUSION
This research presented a model checking approach for
component oriented models that incorporate variability. The
approach was demonstrated using case studies. Aside from
the Smart Home case study, we also have applied model
checking to Travel Itinerary models (Kaya, Suloglu, &
Dogru, 2014). Overall, the case studies have shown that the
approach can be used for the verification of the component
oriented models. However, the results are obtained with
some manual support to otherwise missing total automation.
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Figure 1. Structural decomposition of the Smart Home case study
Table 1. Transformation from XCOSEML Configuration Interface to TVL.

Configuration interface smarthome_conf of package
smarthome
externalVP functionalities:
...
optional
variant telecare
variant hobbygarden
...
configuration homesize:
varType externalVP
alternative
variant small
variant middlerange
variant big
(min:1,max:1)
confvariant small mapping
VPName bedroom selectedVariants(onebedroom
twobedroom; min:1, max:1)
...
XCOSEML Representation

root Smarthome_conf{
group someOf{
Functionalities group allOf{
...
Fopt group someOf{
Telecare,
Hobbygarden,
...
}
},
Homesize group oneOf{
Small group allOf{
Bedroom group [1..1]{
Onebedroom,
Twobedroom
}
},
...
TVL Representation

Table 2. Transformation from XCOSEML Configuration Interface to TVL.

Choreography smarthome of package smarthome
...
Method onthewayhome:
parallel (
safety.steepCoffeeAndTea receive
from{homeresident.cominghome}
...
#vp functionalities
ifSelected(telecare)# sequence (
repeat residentdistance<= 5 (
homeresident.sendDistance
send{ehealth.getDistanceFromHome}
)
)
...
)
...
XCOSEML Representation

proctype onthewayhome() {
chan_safety_homeresident!temp;
chan_safety_homeresident?temp;
...
gd
:: f.Telecare -> temp = temp + 1;
{
do
:: cp_residentdistance <= 5 ->
chan_homeresident_ehealth!personID;
chan_homeresident_ehealth?cp_residentdistance;
::else -> break;
od;
};
...
fPromela Representation
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For in Organizations, as in life, we progress as much by
knowing what not to do as by recognizing what we must
do”
(Charles Handy in “Understanding Organizations”)

first explain what we understand by Governance-RiskCompliance (GRC):
•

ABSTRACT
Governance, Risk management and Control (GRC)
protect business investments. These investments provide
significantly higher value when they are protected by GRC
that is carefully mapped to business capabilities. This is so
because apart from ensuring compliance, GRC is also geared
to ensure value-for-money. Thus, Business Capabilities
enhance governance processes which, in turn, help identify
risks upfront as also enable positioning of effective controls
to ameliorate those risks. In the context of upcoming Big
Data technologies, it is vital that these risks are identified
quickly and handled effectively – as Big Data technologies
provide a wide gamut of options and expose the organization
to a suite of uncertainties in terms of business and technology
strategies and their execution. GRC based on Business
Capabilities can help in Big Data strategy planning; they can
also eventually help in maintaining compliance with legal,
audit and accounting requirements. This paper outlines how
business capabilities enhance GRC to enable sensible
technology strategic investments.
INTRODUCTION TO GRC AND BUSINESS
CAPABILITIES
The successful execution of any business strategy
depends over its Governance, Risk management and Control
(GRC) framework. This is particularly true with Big Data
driven business strategies because of the uncertainty due to
the ‘Volume, Velocity and Variety’ of Data (McKinsey,
2011). A GRC framework provides opportunities for
strategic investments based on business and technical
capabilities. GRC can make or break an IT investment
strategy. Appropriate level of governance sans bureaucratic
burdens requires a framework that is based on the needs of
the enterprise as also a realistic assessment of its capabilities.
The anchor of the governance framework must be
organizationally agreed business priorities that are required
to support the business strategy. In order to understand how
we can enhance a GRC to utilize as well as help with
business and technical capabilities of an organization, we

•

•

Governance is the overall management approach and
controls that directs the organization. Governance must
understand both the aspirations and the limitations of the
organization. The advent of Big Data requires even more
Governance than before because of the multi-layered
data sources which can be structured and unstructured.
Risk Management supports governance through which
management identifies, analyzes, and, where necessary,
responds appropriately to risks. Risks in the Big Data
age are extremely dynamic – that is, they can come at
any time and completely unanticipated.
Compliance means conforming to stated Requirements,
Standards, and Regulations. Due to the complexity of
Big Data, compliance assumes greater importance than
before. This is because compliance can percolate down
to many layers of businesses which could be responsible
for the ultimate outcome.

Governance is usually top down. The priorities of the
business, based on its capabilities, can be approved and
accepted by the organization when it comes from the
decision-makers and owners of the organization. Effective
Governance is based on a body that comprises both business
and technical decision makers of the organization.
Underneath this group, Business Capability Competency
Groups that align to the strategy focus are established. These
groups synergize operational, strategy and IT professionals to
ensure that the relevant IT systems, services and platforms
support the organization’s outcomes. Assisting these
competencies is the enterprise architecture governance
framework that ensures the architecture principles, standards
and guidelines are expressed along the lines of the
organizational goals and strategies.
The GRC returns significant value when it is carefully
mapped to business capabilities. This is so because apart
from ensuring compliance, GRC is also geared to ensure the
organization gets what it has paid for. Business Capabilities
benefit organizations provided they are controlled through
governance processes, their risks are identified upfront and
there are effective controls to handle the risks. Eventually,
this is helpful in maintaining compliance with both external
and internal legal, audit and accounting requirements. In this
paper, we are arguing for the importance of GRC coupled
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with business capabilities. This, based on our experience, is
vital to pave the path for sensible technology investments –
which are themselves assuming significant importance and
demanding high attention from decision makers in the era of
Big Data driven technologies and businesses.

maintains the accountability and authority of managers, as
well as defines decisions and actions they take.

GOVERNANCE AND RISKS – A BALANCING ACT

GRC facilitates investment decisions – primarily based
on cost and benefit analysis. However, other prioritization
mechanisms such as regulatory demands, competition and
technology breakthroughs can also dictate investment
decisions. Thus a certain amount of Business Intelligence
(BI) can be brought in, internally, in these decision making
(Unhelkar and Tiwary, 2010).
Figure 1 shows a traditional stage-gate process based on
Cost and benefit analysis. In this figure, each project is
assessed based on the project costs and benefit it can offer to
the organization. This method looks at each and every idea
and initiative in silos. While this has been the traditional and
most popular approach to investment decisions, it will not
encourage a holistic approach to a program of development
for the entire organization. This is particularly true of dataintense applications and solutions (see Kleppmann, 2014).
The linear nature of this process leads to a fragmented
governance of the projects. As such, it does not mitigate the
risks of multiple simultaneous projects which may not be
aware of each other. GRC, in such cases, becomes a variation
of multi-gating process where on each gate the projects are
assessed based on pre-defined. This approach runs the risks
of experienced project sponsors ticking the boxes and getting
projects through these loops. Apart from the risks of project
conflicts, this can also result in building duplicate
capabilities – a very real risk experienced by us in the Big
Data technology space with our clients.
The governance rules were also linearly defined and
therefore did not result in a cohesive whole that could be
mapped to the strategic direction of the organization.

The starting point for good Governance is that it must be
pragmatic. This means it should not only consider various
organizational risks but also balance that with opportunities.
Furthermore, risks need to be managed in such a way that
they don’t negatively impact quality, cost and operational
efficiency of the organization. Therefore governance and
risks are a balancing act to ensure achievements of business
objectives without sacrificing quality. The GRC
effectiveness and efficiency is enhanced by understanding
the business capabilities and limitations. This requires a good
understanding of organization wide accepted business
capabilities, business and technology strategies and the way
in which the organization views opportunities and risks. Our
experience is that a GRC framework succeeds only when
coupled with sound business capabilities – resulting in an
effective and enterprise wide anchor and decision making
tool to the decision makers. Following are the key
characteristics of a GRC framework that we discovered in
our practice:
•

•

•

•

Discipline - enables a consistent criteria to assess
multiple projects across an organization in terms of their
business impact and outcomes. In the absence of an
organization-wide discipline, assessment of projects
tended to be subjective and influenced by individual
decision-makers personalities.
Transparency and fairness – projects are assessed based
on enterprise wide principles and standards that are
made part of the organizational framework. Here, we
discovered that Big Data related technologies created a
need for extreme transparency as the impact of
technologies remained unknown for most business
decision-makers.
Independence – enterprise architects (EA) had to have
independence to provide a range of solutions that are
based on organizational demand. This was again vital to
ensure that decisions based on Big Data were realistic
and that the organization had the capabilities to
incorporate and absorb the new technologies.
Accountability: architects and project managers are
made accountable and responsible for documenting any
deviations and exceptions from the architecture
principles. This came from the compliance aspect of
GRC.

As a result of the above characteristics, GRC framework
provided stability to the organization. Changes to GRC itself
is permitted only when there is a change to the overall
organization, responsibility reporting model of the business
or the makeup of operating facilities, or after a crisis event
that identified gaps in overall Business capability Modelling
(BCM) . GRC is thus independent of management. It

GOVERNANCE PROCESSES ASSOCIATED WITH
BUSINESS INVESTMENT

Fig. 1 Linear Stage gating process steps for cost and
benefit assessment

CORRELATING BUSINESS CAPABILITIES TO GRC
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Business capabilities are the way in which enterprises
combine resources, competencies, information, processes and
their environment to deliver consistent value to their
customers. They are used to describe what the business does,
and what it will need to do differently in response to strategic
challenges and opportunities (Balasubramanian, et. Al,
1998). Examples of Big Data based capabilities include
Analytical capabilities (e.g. Predictive, Net Promoter Score –
NPS), Unstructured Databases, Networks and Security
infrastructures, Business Agility and so on.
Thinking in terms of business capabilities is one of the
ways enterprises understand and express how they combine
technologies and processes to deliver value. This is the
dynamic value to the customers. What makes business
capability modelling unique is that it is focused on what the
business does and what it will need to do differently in
response to strategic challenges such as arising from “Big
Data” technologies and the ensuring opportunities.
A typical heat map, as shown in figure 2, is a
representation of the business capabilities that are required to
run the business. The business capability map can be
enhanced with additional layers of information on it such as
organizational risks on business capabilities, information
requirements. Akin to a geographic map that represents the
physical features of a particular region, this business
capabilities heat map can also include technical, operational,
security and organizational information on top of the
underlying capabilities. For example, with one of our clients
dealing with state policing function, this Heat Map became
more useful when transport infrastructure is superimposed, or
population centers' or locations of service stations. The
overlaid Traffic information and weather data was correlated
in the Big Data environment to offer multiple additional
opportunities for the client to provide service.

the core map that becomes “second Nature” and a basis for
communications. The additional layers also communicate
vital information on capabilities, strategies and risks.
Eventually, such a heat map leads to the development and
use of a rich set of common vocabulary that enhances
organization communication. Following are typical
advantages of creating a multi-layered heat map of business
and technical capabilities:
• A heat map provides an overview and, depending on
how far we want to drill down, details of the business
and technical capabilities of an organization. This can be
an overview of the Big Data strategic capabilities that an
organization has developed and/or the availability of
technical skills (e.g. in Hadoop or Spark)
• A heat map also provides assessment of capability
“gaps” in the overall organization when it is compared
with an industry standard – or even a generic map of “to
be” state of the organization. For example, a generic heat
map would indicate the need to have both Hadoop as
well as statistical analytical capabilities. Another
example, as shown in Figure 3, is the gap for a particular
capability requirement (Fix underperforming categories,
grow others)
• A heat map draws visual attention to the capabilities that
an organization may be lacking or the ones that require
immediate attention. These capabilities can be not only
technical but also legal and compliance related. In
Figure 3, it’s visually clear that the creation and
management of organizational performance strategy has
the major gap and needs immediate attention.
• A heat Index in the map presents the gap between
targeted and actual performance of those particular
capabilities in the organization. This is a “live” and
dynamic indicator of the gaps.
• A heat map can lead to analysis of the gaps and then the
approach to plugging those gaps to result in a holistic
and enterprise wide systems strategy (e.g. as discussed
by Cruz-Cunha (2010).
• A heat map also documents the capabilities that work
and those that don’t. This comparison can be used to
eliminate redundant or negative capabilities. For
example, having capabilities to write key-value pairs in
Big Data space may not be relevant if you are a small
and medium enterprise (SME). Instead, plugging into
Cloud-Analytics would be more rewarding for a SME.

Fig. 2 Business capability Heat Map superimposed with
Transport and Weather layers

Thus, the basic Map, superimposed with additional
layers, became vital element of overall GRC. Establishing
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Fig. 3 business capacity assessment

A capability gap assessment as shown in figure 3 can be
portrayed in a heat map. The gaps that are visualized should
be enhanced with the GRC framework in identifying the
organizational risks and prioritizing the capabilities. These
prioritizations should focus enterprise wide effort in
developing a prioritized list of capabilities and an approach
to lift them. For example, such prioritization will consider
not only the capabilities needed, but also existing
capabilities, their maturity levels, the gaps between them and
required capabilities, efforts need for alignment and
integration, and ensuring uniformity in capability building
activities. This in a way, is governance around GRC (based
on White et. Al (2015).
Business Capability
Framework

Business
capability gap
analysis

Business
capability
prioritisation

Investment
decision
making

Annual
Prioritised
Plan

Business investment plan

Fig. 4 Investment decision workflow

The capability gap analysis then should be used to
prioritise the projects and define a business investment plan.
The process for this definition is as shown in figure 4. The
GRC will need to articulate and gain consensus across
organisation on capability prioritisation. This must be done at
the highest level of management for better adoption across
the organisation. Eventually, as shown in Figure 5, a process
based on business capabilities and GRC can be used to
undertake investment decisions.

Fig. 5 recommended process for using business capability in
investment decision making

The business capability driven GRC will need changes on
two levels. Level one change will be to define an
organisational investment plan based on business capability
prioritisation. This is a pro-active measure. This need each
prioritise capability gaps are assessed a roadmap to achieve
desired capability maturity is planned. This roadmap in turn
will initiate one or many projects. The GRC will monitor
each project progress and will have mechanism to assess the
capability gaps that will be filled by implementing the
project. This will provide a better measurement of project
success. The success of project must be measured based on
traditional cost/benefit analysis and also improvement in
capabilities that will assist in either reducing cost to the
organisation enterprise wide or provides additional capability
for increasing revenue of the organisation.
On level two, when a project is initiated, it must be assessed
for the business capability it will be enhancing or developing.
In some exceptional cases, legislative or operational demands
may supercede this aforementioned demand. . Thus, overall,
a GRC that is mapped to business capabilities ensures that
investments of time, resources and money are made in a way
that best supports the strategic directions of the business.
Specifically with the advent of Big Data technologies (e.g.
see discussions by Buytendijk
and Oestreich, 2015),
following are the advantages an organization gains in its
technology investments:
• Providing visible evidence of investing in Big Data
technologies as well as strategies. For example,
technology investment requiring a multi-node
Hadoop installation can be undertaken keeping in
mind what the business wants to achieve from Big
Data
• Similarly, maximizing the transition needs of the
business; For example, use of Big Data analytics
would require both existing organizational data and
the new, dynamic, perhaps externally sourced,
unstructured Big Data. The need to transition to a
new suite of Data and Analytics is acute and, more
often than not, fraught with risks. This risk is
reduced and transition value maximized through
GRC.
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•

•

•

•

Discover harmonization opportunities for Data,
Analytics and user experience across various
functional areas of the organization, resulting in
efficiency and reduced costs
Provide a sound reference point for investment
decision making – as investments needs to be placed
under governance, should be able to return the risks
on investments and be legally compliant
Understand the implications of cost optimization
efforts on current and future business capabilities as,
very often, initial costs can be daunting and may
result in erroneous decisions on postponing
technology investments

•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE (BA) AND GRC
Business and Enterprise architectures are not limited to
technologies. Business architecture is not a plan but need to
deliver the plan for the change and also drive the change in
organization. IT will be supporting the change or may be the
enabler of it (Tiwary and Unhelkar, 2011). Before embarking
on business architecture some of the key objectives must be
defined. We need to define why we are doing this and benefit
(tangible to the organization must be defined). Where
embryonic state businesses will find out the gaps within
business capabilities, matured business will be able to cross
check the business capabilities disciplines.
In essence a business architecture provides a map of the
Business. The map is a representation of the business
capabilities that are required to run the business
Once the map is accepted as a valid representation of the
business, value comes in layering other information on top of
this Map. For us the most valuable information was the gap
(current vs required) in our business capabilities to deliver
strategy. The richness of the business architecture grows over
time as the initial maps are supplemented by additional
representations of information using the basic Map.
ENHANCING GRC WITH BUSINESS
ARCHITECTURE
Business Architecture (BA), in turn, eliminates
redundancies and duplications in the activities of governance
and risk management. BA is about efficiency and
effectiveness that would reduce operational costs, project
costs and risks. BA facilitates integration and governance
and risk management are activities that can benefit by such
integration The planned approach for the business
architecture initiatives is
• Focus on high business value adding activities and
capabilities
• Establish a metrics regime to monitor and improve
business value
• Adopt standard architecture and processes to ensure
to work well with partners
• Continually source and adopt reference models and
artefacts from industry specialist vendors
• Establish architecture practice partners and develop
deep relationships
• Understand and practically document business
drivers

•
•

Maintain appropriate level of analysis and
governance
Ensure that the organization is prepared for
challenges ahead in the distruptive technology area
such as big data.
Ensure that investments of time, resources and
money are made in a way that best supports the
organizational strategy
Maximizing transformational opportunities that are
presented
Discover harmonization opportunities that cross
organizational and functional areas that will drive
efficiency and reduced costs
Understand the implications of cost optimization
efforts on current and future business capabilities
Provides the reference point for governance
Stop non-essential projects and activities

CONCLUSION & FUTURE DIRECTION
In this paper we have argued for the importance of GRC
in enhancing an organization’s ability to fully utilize its
business capabilities. Our practical experience indicates that
having a robust GRC framework is most helpful in
understanding and utilizing business capabilities. Our
understanding, based on our experience, is that the business
capability based risk management approach ensures that
investments of time, resources and money are made in a way
that best supports the strategic activities. This also
maximizing transformational opportunity that are presented.
This results in lowering the cost of implementation and also
reducing the risk of siloed capability developments by
multiple departments. This approach assist in discovering
harmonization opportunities that cross units and functional
areas that will drive efficiency and reduced costs. The
proposed method also provides the reference point for
governance across Big Data organisational investments. We
have shown here through heat maps and process maps how a
business capabilities framework can be sensibility evolved
into a technology strategy. Without such mapping, we
believe technology strategies will fail to provide the
necessary value to organizations – especially in the era of
Big Data and related technologies.
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(KAM). KAM is one of the more significant marketing
trends of the past several decades (Abratt and Kelly 2002).
The obejective of this study is to analyze prior researches
of key account management. Also, this study is to segment
into various research categories and provide future research
agenda of key account management.

ABSTRACT
This study attempted to investigate an efficient human
resources management plan by enhancing organizational
performance and reducing the factors which influence. As a
reaction to changes in environmental factors, in their
customers' purchasing behavior, and also because of their
own evolution toward more complex offerings, many
suppliers in the business-to-business field have introduced
key account management programs.
The aim of these programs is to serve strategically
important customers in a more individual manner than
ordinary accounts. These customers are called as key
account. A basic assumption in the key account management
literature is that suppliers are willing to increase their input
into key account relationships because they hope to enhance
the relationship outcome.
So, this study presents the definition of key accounts and
reviews prior researches of key account management. This
study provide the classification of research areas of key
account mananment and further research direction.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Definition of Key Accounts
There are many labels given to a firm’s most important
set of customers (e.g., national, global, strategic, major, key,
house accounts) and inconsistent or imprecise definitions of
the approaches used for managing these accounts (Workman,
Homburg and Jensen 2003). Key accounts are customers in a
business to business market identified by selling companies
as of strategic importance (McDonald, Millman and Rogers
1996).
McDonald, Millman and Rogers (1996) argue that
strategic importance should be objectively decided on the
basis of a customer portfolio matrix constructed from two
perspectives: the attractiveness of the customer and the
customer’s perception of the supplier’s business strengths.
Some authors have taken the key account concept beyond the
bounds of customer relationships, to include internal and
lateral relationships as well.

INTRODUCTION
In today's business-to-business markets, there is intense
pressure to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of both
marketing and procurement efforts. Firms everywhere are
seeking ways to perform these critical functions better while
reducing costs in the value-adding process (Dertzousas,
Lester, and Solow 1989). Similarly, marketing scholars
interested in this arena are critically rethinking previously
embraced theories, empirical results, and normative
prescriptions, some of which are proving to be outdated in
todays highly competitive global markets (Hakansson and
Snehota 1995; Webster 1992).
Buyer–supplier relationships have evolved tremendously
during the past decade and a half, due to increased
competition, globalization, account concentration, a
reduction in the number of suppliers, and a stronger
procurement function (Capon 2001). Many companies have
moved away from transactional-orientated marketing
strategies towards relational-orientated marketing strategies.
Suppliers have recognized that improved customer–supplier
relationships increase key account customer retention and
loyalty, allowing them to compete more effectively. This
shift towards relationship marketing brought with it a new
management philosophy, namely key account management

Understanding of Key Account Management
Burnett (1992) defines Key Account Management
(KAM) as ‘the process of allocating and organising resources
to achieve optimal business with a balanced portfolio of
identified accounts whose business contributes or could
contribute significantly or critically to the achievement of
corporate objectives, present or future.’
The concept of KAM has several parents such as sales
origins, relationship marketing, supply chain management.
and there are potential benefits from KAM, or companies
would not energetically engaged in pursuing this approach.
The benefits to the selling company are business growth, risk
reduction and possibly cost reduction (McDonald 2000).
Key account managers speak to the larger, complex,
strategic customer in one voice that represents the full
capabilities of the supplier. Napolitano (1997) indicated that
the selection of the right key account manager is crucial to
the success of the KAM program. The primary focus is to
orchestrate intercompany relationships to ensure attainment
of mutually beneficial goals of increased sales and profits.
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He also noted that the key accounts manager must have the
conceptual and analytical ability to understand the key
account customers key profit and productivity goals, main
concerns, and to provide solutions based on his company’s
resources and creativity.
Homburg, Workman and Jensen (2002) conceptualize of
KAM by identifying the fundamental dimensions of the
KAM phenomenon. Prior research on dimensions of KAM
can be summarized in terms of four basic questions: (1) What
is done? (2) Who does it? and (3) With whom is it done? (4)
How formalized is it? They conceptualize four dimensions of
KAM. Drawing on research on the management of
collaborative relationships that has distinguished among
activities, actors, and resources (Anderson, Hakansson, and
Johanson 1994; Narus and Anderson 1995). They refer to the
four dimensions as (1) activities, (2) actors, (3) resources,
and (4) formalization.

implementation options of national account manangement
are cooperation with existing sales force, company
executives, or a separate sales force. Montgomery and Yip
(2000) identify that customer demands encompass
coordination of resources, uniform terms of trade, and
consistency in service quality and performance. Sengupta,
Krapfel, and Pusateri (1997) identify customer-based
compensation as a success factor of KAM. Shapiro and
Moriaty (1984) describe roles of various functional groups in
the performance of activities for key accounts. Stevensen
(1981) explores payoffs from national account management.
Yip and Madsen (1996) develop framework for global
account management and describe internal cooperation for
key accounts in global companies.
Specific research topic areas
Guesalaga and Johnston (2010) contrasts the academic
literature on KAM with the topics in this subject that are
most critical to practitioners. Sixty four academic articles
published in 17 journals, and ninety practitioners' articles
appearing in the Velocity Magazine — published by the
Strategic Account Management Association — were content
analyzed and classified under ten ‘topic’ categories.
Similarities and differences in the results for academics and
practitioners are discussed.

PRIOR RESEARCH ANALYSIS OF KEY ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT
Homburg, Workman and Jensen (2002) subsume under
KAM all approaches to managing the most important
customers that have been discussed under such diverse terms
as key account selling, national account management,
national account selling, strategic account management,
major account management, and global account
management. Several researchers provide insights of prior
key account management.

(1) Reasons to adopt KAM
Suppliers' motivation to adopt (or not adopt) a KAM
approach; benefits and challenges of KAM programs (Ivens
and Pardo 2007; Stevenson, 1981).

Main research category
Homburg, Workman and Jensen (2002) segment KAM
research into 3 groups focusing on (1) individual key account
managers, (2) dyadic relationships between suppliers and key
accounts, and (3) the design of key account programs.
Group 1 takes the individual key account manager as the
unit of analysis, it is similar to personal selling research.
Boles, Barksdale (1996) identifies salesperson activities,
skills, and attitudes that are appreciated by key account
decision maker. Weeks and Stevens(1997) suggest that key
account manangers are dissatisfied with sales training
programs and provide descriptives on experience and skills
of key account manangers.
Group 2 is closely related to relationship marketing
research. Lambe and Speckman (1997) explores differences
between national account relationships and other types of
strategic alliances. McDonald, Millan, and Rogers (1997)
describes development of key account relationships from
pre-KAM, trasactional phase to collaborative relationship
that goes along with increasing complexity of involvement.
Pardo (1997) suggests three ways that key account perceive
KAM: disenchantment, interest, and enthusiasm and finds
that moderators o KAM program perception by customers
are perceived product importance and centralization of
purchase decisions. Sharma (1997) suggests that customers’
preferences for KAM programs depends on levels involved
in purchasing, and time taken for purchasing.
Group 3, which focuses on overall management of key
accounts, is the largest group. There ara many researches.
Colleti and Tubridy (1987) explores reporting level, tjme
utilization, compensions, ans required skills of account
manangers. Dishman ans Nitse (1998) find that

(2) Selection of key accounts
Key account selection; characteristics of customers that
make them candidates for a KAM approach (Pels 1992;
Sharma 1997).
(3) Elements of a KAM program
Definition and elements of KAM; how KAM programs
differ from regular programs with customers (Homburg,
Workman, and Jensen 2002; Shapiro and Moriarty 1982).
(4) Role and characteristics of key account managers
Role, SKAs (skills, knowledge and abilities), behaviors
and other characteristics that key account managers should
have; how profiles of key account managers differ from
those of traditional salespeople (Guenzi, Pardo, and Georges
2007; Weeks and Stevens 1997).
(5) Organizing for KAM
Organization of the sales force and other units in the
company to attend key accounts; hierarchical structure;
internal communication; compensation in KAM, etc
(Kempeners and Van der Hart 1999; Wengler, Ehret and
Saab 2006).
(6) Adaptation of KAM approaches
Adaptation of the value proposition to different
customers; development of different KAM approaches;
resource allocation among key accounts (Sengupta, Krapfel,
and Pusateri 1997; Verbeke, Bagozzi, and Farris 2006).
(7) Team selling
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Use of teams in KAM; composition of teams and roles of
team members; points of contact with customers (Cespedes
1992; Jones, Dixon, Chonko, and Cannon 2005).
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Account Management," Industrial Marketing
Management, 10(April), 119-24.

(8) Customer relationships
Characteristics of the relationships with key accounts;
how to build long-term valuable relationships;
communication and collaboration with customers, etc
(Gosselin and Bauwen 2006; Toulan, Birkinshaw, and
Arnold 2006).
(9) Global account management
Challenges and unique features of global account
management; structure, communication, interaction, roles,
etc.; differences between “global” and “national” account
strategies (Harvey, Novicevic, Hench, and Myers 2003; Shi,
Zou, White, McNally, and Cavusgil 2005).
(10) Success factors in KAM
Best practices and determinants of performance in KAM
(Abratt and Kelly 2002; Workman, Homburg, and Jensen
2003)
CONCLUSION
Buyer–supplier relationships have evolved tremendously
during the past decade and a half, due to increased
competition, globalization, account concentration, a
reduction in the number of suppliers, and a stronger
procurement function (Capon 2001). KAM is one of the
more significant marketing trends of the past several decades
(Abratt and Kelly 2002).
The obejective of this study is to analyze prior
researches of key account management. Also, this study
contribute to segment into various research categories. Future
research agenda of key account management as follows.
(1) The comparision between supplier-based evaluations
and customer-based evaluations of key account relationships.
(2) The relationship with relational behaviors of key
account manager and performance.
(3) Organizational structure and implementation Issues for
improving key account performance.
(4) The relationship with specific dimension of top
management involvement with key account and
performance..
(5) Longitudinal study of relationship performance
with key account.
(6) Difference of key account management elements in
various industries.
(7) Expanding framework and specific dimensions of key
account management
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Marginal Hilbert spectrum (MHS) (Ibric et al, 2015, Kai et
al., 2015) and global wavelet spectrum (GWS) (Avdakovic et
al., 2014) are in the focus of the research presented in this
paper. The time-frequency analysis is the first step in the
process of epilepsy detection. It is used to extract features,
that carry information sufficient for the disease detection.
The feature extraction, as the second step, is based on
the analysis of frequency content. Features are correlated
with the energy of spectral components in the frequency
bands characteristic for EEG signals (alpha, beta, delta and
theta).
The artificial neural networks, as the classifiers, are used
in the last step in the process of epilepsy detection and
diagnosis. Two ANN models have been used for
classification: feed forward neural network (FF) and cascade
forward neural network (CF).
Many algorithms have been proposed and tested for
EEG signal processing. Some papers are based on Fourier
spectral analysis for feature extraction, for example
(Srinavasan, Eswaran, & Sriraam, 2003) and (Polat & Gunes,
2007). However, joint time-frequency-domain analysis is
more efficient, since the EEG signal is a highly nonstationary process. Several papers have applied this type of
processing for EEG signal analysis as: wavelet transform
(Omerhodzic et al., 2010, Subasi, 2007, Subasi, 2005, Adeli,
Ghosh-Dastidar, & Dadmehr, 2007), Hilbert-Huang
transform (Lin et al., 2008, Bajaj & Pachori, 2012, Pachori
& Patidar, 2013 and Kai et al, 2015), and some applications
in the context of EEG signal processing can be found in the
work (Motamedi-Fakhret et al., 2014). The automatic seizure
detection using time-frequency analysis and artificial neural
network is presented in (Tzallas, Tsipouras, & Fotiadid,
2007).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a
description of EEG, introduction to Hilbert-Huang transform

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates application of artificial neural
network for automatic classification of epilepsy syndrome
using EEG signals. Classifiers are founded on features
obtained in time-frequency analysis implemented in the preprocessing stage. Two pre-processing algorithms are
compared: Hilbert-Huang transform with marginal Hilbert
spectrum and continuous wavelet transform with global
wavelet spectrum. Epilepsy features are extracted from the
spectrum calculated from EEG signals, and forwarded to the
input of artificial neural network that performs final
classification. Proposed system is implemented and tested
for two groups of EEG signals. The first group contains EEG
signals of healthy subjects and the other one EEG signals of
patient with epilepsy syndrome. It is proved that proposed
system efficiently classifies EEG signals into two categories:
healthy and epileptic.
INTRODUCTION
The focus of this research is diagnosis of epilepsy
syndrome based on recorded electroencephalogram (EEG)
signal. Epilepsy detection, presented in the paper, is realized
with use of time-frequency analysis, feature extraction and
artificial neural network (ANN).
Epilepsy is brain disorder characterized with frequent
epileptic seizures. Since it is one of the most common
neurological diseases, it is very important to develop
methods that can facilitate diagnosis of epilepsy syndrome.
Detection and diagnosis of epilepsy is mostly based on the
EEG signal processing.
EEG signal is highly non-stationary process. Extraction
of significant parameters from this type of non-stationary
signals can be realized using joint time-frequency analysis.
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(HHT), continuous wavelet transform and GWS, as well as
basics of ANNs are presented in the next section. Section 3
contains system description, followed with results and
discussions in section 4. Conclusions are given at the end of
the paper.

at any point mean envelope value, determined by
local minima and local maxima envelope, has to be
zero.
The process of decomposing data into the corresponding
IMFs is also known as the sifting process. The first step in
the sifting process is to find all occurrences of local extreme
values in signal. Afterwards, cubic spline interpolation is
used to create envelopes: upper envelope by connecting all
local maxima and lower envelope from local minima.
If m 1 is the mean value of the upper and the lower
envelope, then the difference between the original signal x(t)
and m 1 is a candidate for the first IMF component, if it
complies with IMF function definition. Therefore,
(1)
so if h 1 complies with IMF function definition, it is denoted
as the first IMF component. Otherwise, a repeat of the
described procedure is necessary. In the next iteration h 1 is
treated as a new signal and h 11 is obtained as:
(2)
In the last expression m 11 represents the mean of the
upper and the lower envelope values for signal h 1 . The
sifting process is iterated up to k times, as it is required to get
h 1k component that satisfy the definition of an IMF. That
component is designated with c 1 and represents the first IMF
component, which contains the highest frequencies appearing
in the analyzed data.
After extraction of the first IMF from original data,
the residue is obtained as:
(3)
The same sifting process is obtained treating the residue
r 1 as the new data, with goal to get an IMF of a lower
frequency. Described algorithm is repeated as many times as
it is required to extract all IMF components or until some
predefined stoppage criterion is met.
As a result of EMD process, original signal is
decomposed on component functions IMFs, and Hilbert
transform of i-th IMF is given by:

THEORETICAL BASICS
Electroencephalogram
Electroencephalograph is a device used to measure the
electrical brain activity over a time. EEG is obtained
recording of electrical brain signals. Since the cause of
epilepsy is associated with chronic structural and functional
cerebral cortex abnormalities, analysis of EEG signal is
crucial for epilepsy syndrome detection.
Brain neurons communicate with each other generating
electrical signals with extremely small amplitudes. Potentials
that are created by synchronous activity of larger populations
of active neurons are collected using scalp electrodes and
recorded as EEG signal.
Motivation for further processing of EEG signals is
based on belief that electrical signals generated by brain
reflect the whole body status. Recorded EEG signals can be
used for exploring various clinical problems such as: coma
and brain dead issues, locating areas of brain damage
following head injury, stroke or tumor, controlling anesthesia
depth, investigating epilepsy and locating seizure origin,
investigating mental disorders and many others (Sanei &
Chambers, 2007).
EEG signals are used to measure brain rhythm, that can
be subdivided into alpha, beta, delta, theta and gamma
rhythms or waves depending on the occupied frequency
range. Delta (0-4 Hz) and theta (4-8 Hz) are commonly
denoted as slow waves: delta is normally present in deep
sleep, while theta waves appear in drowsy state, and are
usually associated with unconscious material, creative
inspiration and deep meditation. Alpha (8-12 Hz) rhythm is
specific for relaxation state of awake person with closed
eyes. These waves typically occur in occipital realm and are
reduced by attention or opening eyes. Beta (13-30 Hz) wave
is usually related to the state of active thinking, active
attention or solving concrete problems (Sanei & Chambers,
2007).
Amplitudes and frequencies of EEG signals vary with
changes of human state. Delta wave is significant for
epilepsy syndrome detection, since the epilepsy features can
be observed within the frequency range between 1-3 Hz
(Garg & Narvey, 2013).

(4)
With H[c i ] and c i analytic function can be formed as:
(5)
where a i (t) is instantaneous amplitude and θ i (t) instantaneous
phase function of z i (t). Instantaneous frequency can then be
defined as:
(6)

Hilbert-Huang Transform

Original data can be expressed in the following form:

HHT is a combination of empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) and Hilbert spectral analysis. HHT uses EMD to
decompose an arbitrary dataset into a finite set of functions,
called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Hilbert spectral
analysis is then applied on each IMF component in order to
determine instantaneous frequencies (Huang et al, 1998).
The result of EMD algorithm is a set of IMFs. IMF is a
function that satisfies the following conditions (Hui,
Yupping, & Haiqu, 2008):
• in the whole dataset, a total number of extreme values
and total number of zero crossings must be equal or
must not differ by more than one;

(7)
which is denoted as Hilbert-Huang spectrum. Hilbert
spectrum offers amplitude distribution as a function of time
and frequency. If T is the total data length, then MHS is
given by:
(8)
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MHS is a measure of the total amplitude contribution
from each frequency value (Huang et al, 1998, Huang et al,
2003, Huang et al, 2009).

ANN training is process of adjusting artificial neurons
weights in order to obtain target output.
So far, the different number of ANN models are
developed. One of the most common ANN model is a feed
forward network (FF), which use back propagation model in
training process. FF is organized in layers. The output of
each layer is forwarded to the next layer as input. CF is
similar to FF, but include a weight connection from the input
to each layer and from each layer to successive layers
(Beale, Hagan, & Demuth, 2015). Both ANN models use
back propagation algorithm for learning. The error is
calculated as difference between target and obtained results
and propagated backwards. Then the calculated value is used
for adjusting weights with goal to reduce the error.

Global Wavelet Spectrum
Common tool used for the power distribution analysis
over frequencies of non-stationary signals is wavelet
transform. In this paper we use combination of continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) and global wavelet spectrum
(GWS).
The CWT is obtained as (Torrence & Compo, 1998):
(9)
for discrete sequence x n (n=0,1 ... N-1), where δt is a time
interval between consecutive samples in x n , '*' represents the
complex conjugate, and ψ 0 a wavelet function defined as:

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the system
presented in this study. The idea is to provide an automated
classification of EEG signals into two groups, as epileptic or
healthy. Three scenarios have been used in this work.
Data used in this research are EEG signals collected by
Dr. Ralph Andrzejak, Epilepsy Center in Bonn, Germany
(Andrzejak, 2001). This dataset consists of two EEG signals
groups: the first group is recorded from healthy subjects, and
the second used group contains EEG signals of subjects with
epilepsy syndrome but without seizure. Each group has 100
single channel EEG signals. Recorded EEG signals contain
4097 samples with sample frequency of 173.61 Hz.
Time-domain EEG signal is sent to pre-processing
block, as can be seen in Fig. 1. In the pre-processing block
the time-frequency analysis is performed. The outputs of this
block are frequency components used as input for
extraction/selection process. The non-stationary signal is
transformed in the form that provides greater differences
between EEG signals in these two groups, as epileptic or
healthy.
Table 1 shows pre-processing parameters for three
analyzed scenarios.

( 10 )
where ω 0 is the non-dimensional frequency and η nondimensional 'time' parameter. To be acceptable as a wavelet,
function must have zero mean and be concentrated in time as
well as in frequency around certain point (Torrence &
Compo, 1998). ψ 0 (η), defined in equation 10, is known as
Morlet wavelet function. It is usually designated as 'mother'
wavelet, and signal is translated into shifted and scaled
versions of this mother wavelet using parameters a, for scale,
and b, for time shift.
Wavelet transform gives a time-frequency span, and
amplitude variation with time of any presented frequency
component can be extracted. Since W n (a) is complex value in
general, |𝑊𝑛 (𝑟)|2 is marked as a wavelet power spectrum.
GWS is averaged wavelet power spectrum in time:
( 11 )
where N is size of analyzed data sequence x n .
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is the transformation process of input
data into output with a reduced number of samples that are
denoted as features. Extracted features should contain
relevant information for the classification process. It is
important that desired classification can be successfully
performed with the obtained set of features.
In this paper, the mean value and energy of frequency
components over defined bands in MHS of EEG signal are
extracted as features. In the case of GWS, all samples of the
spectrum are used as features.
Artificial Neural Network
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is type of a network
inspired by a biological neural network. Biological neural
network consists of neuron cells, which are organized into
complex intercommunicating structure. ANNs are based on
artificial neuron units or nodes. Each neuron is a processing
node that contains inputs, activation function and output.
Neuron inputs are multiplied by certain weights. Optionally,
scalar bias can be added to the weighted input. Obtained
scalar value is input parameter in the activation function.
Activation function is some mathematical function that
produces scalar value as neuron output (Kriesel, 2005).
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be extracted. Extracted features are input to ANN, which
classifies healthy and epileptic patients.
The difference between the first two scenarios is feature
extraction block, which implies minor differences in ANN
settings. After processing with HHT, number of samples is
reduced to 1000. As the frequency components above 30 Hz
are not significant for EEG signal analysis, in these two
scenarios the first 360 samples are used.
In scenario 1, feature extraction/selection block
calculates mean amplitude value of obtained MHS for each
EEG frequency band. After that, the features are forwarded
as input to ANN. In this case, input to ANN contains N=4
samples, one sample for each band: delta, theta, alpha and
beta.
In scenario 2, in addition to mean value as in scenario 1,
the energy that is contained in each EEG frequency band is
also calculated in feature extraction/selection block. In this
case, feature extraction block gives N=8 samples, mean
value and energy of EEG signal MHS for each band that are
used as features for classification in ANN.
In the third scenario, the feature extraction/selection
block selects all N=25 samples of GWS as input to ANN.
Good results are expected due to good time-frequency
resolution provided by the methods used in the first step of
signal processing. Number of frequency components that
give MHS and GWS may be set.
Table 4 shows the ANN settings for all scenarios. Two
models of ANN network have been used for diagnosis of
epilepsy: FF and CF. Both networks have one output. Target
output is 0 for healthy subject EEG signal and 1 for epilepsy
syndrome EEG signal. 50% of available signals were used
for network training and the other 50% for testing. The back
propagation algorithm with mean squared error is used in
both network training. Used ANNs have topology with one
hidden, input and output layer, and use tansig as a transfer
function in the hidden layer neurons. Activation function of
neurons in the output layer is tansig for FF, and logsig for
CF. The different neural networks were tested seeking the
best classification of the EEG signal. Generally there is not
clear recommendation about configurations of neural
network (number of layers etc.).

Fig. 1 The block diagram of the proposed classifier

Scenarios 1 and 2 use HHT followed with calculating
MHS in pre-processing block. HHT is applied to these 200
EEG signals using the software codes presented in papers
(Flandrin et al, 2004) and (Battista et al, 2007). In the work
(Ibric et al, 2015) is shown that methodology with HHT
achieves clear differentiation between two EEG signal
groups, keeping features related to the individual component
amplitudes and reducing a number of numerical values,
which gives a good potential for creating EEG signals
classifiers. Scenario 3 uses GWS in the pre-processing block.
Results obtained over the same signals using global wavelet
spectrum are presented in paper (Avdakovic et al, 2014).
GWS also provide a good basis for developing EEG signals
classifiers.

Table 4 ANN settings for three scenarios
1
2
3
Scenario
ANN type
FF
CF
FF
CF
FF
CF
Number of inputs
1
1
1
Input size N
4 samples
8 samples
25 samples
Number of
1 (0 for healthy, 1 for epileptic)
outputs
Hidden layer size
4
4
10
Hidden layer
tansig
tansig
tansig
transfer function
Output layer
tansig logsig tansig logsig tansig logsig
transfer function

Table 3 Pre-processing parameters for three scenarios
Scenario
1
2
3
Time-frequency
HHT+MHS HHT+MHS CWT+GWS
analysis
Input size
4097
4097
4097
Output size M
1000
1000
25

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Time-frequency analysis has been performed using
methodology described in the previous section. HMS is used
for scenarios 1 and 2, and GWS for scenario 3. 50% of
available signals were used for ANN training and the other
50% for validation.

Pre-processing block output is an input to feature
extraction/selection block, where relevant information for
distinguishing between epilepsy and healthy signals should
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Table 4 contains structure of ANNs used in simulations
of this research. These parameters were selected in order to
achieve optimal performance for each scenario. Table 5,
Table 6 and Table 7 show research results.
In all scenarios, results show that extracted features,
used as input in ANN, provide an acceptable accuracy level
for classification. The proposed classification system clearly
detects differences between signals from two groups:
epileptic or healthy. When analyzing obtained simulation
results and used ANN architecture, it can be concluded that
scenarios with HHT and MHS in pre-processing provide
better feature extraction. In that case, smaller number of
neurons in hidden layer is needed to achieve adequate
classification. This also indicates that in scenario with GWS
some kind of feature extraction process should be employed.
The presented EEG signal processing and feature
extraction significantly reduces the required number of input
data for the classifier and keeps relatively high accuracy.
Increasing the number of samples at the input to the
classifier leads to increased accuracy.
Table 5 Results for scenario 1
ANN type
FF
Class
H
ES
A
H
H
48
2
96%
49
ES
1
49
98%
1
Overall A
97%
H-healthy, ES-epilepsy syndrome, A-Accuracy

CF
ES
1
49
98%

A
98%
98%

Table 6 Results for scenario 2
ANN type
FF
Class
H
ES
A
H
H
50
0
100%
50
ES
2
48
96%
4
Overall A
98%
H-healthy, ES-epilepsy syndrome, A-Accuracy

CF
ES
0
46
96%

A
100%
92%

Table 7 Results for scenario 3
ANN type
FF
Class
H
ES
A
H
H
50
0
100%
48
ES
3
47
94%
5
Overall A
97%
H-healthy, ES-epilepsy syndrome, A-Accuracy

CF
ES
2
45
93%

A
96%
90%

applicability of the presented system in the process of
epilepsy diagnosis. This system is intended as a software tool
for medical personnel providing faster EEG signal analysis in
the process of epilepsy diagnosis. The future research will
focus on classifiers with a smaller number of inputs. This
will result in less demanding algorithms and easier practical
realizations of the device. Furthermore, additional efforts
will be given to the research of patients with different ages.
Special attention will be placed on processing of EEG signals
of children under three years of age. The ongoing activities
relate acquisition of EEG signals at pediatric clinic.
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and surgery assistance robots (Suthakorn, 2004). Robots for
autonomous surgical performance are still research topic and
no systems are in clinical use on patients (Moustris et al.,
2011).
The surgical robots in clinical use on patients are
controlled by the surgeon and equipped with sensors that
provide feedback data on the current situation and
information necessary to determine further activities. The
main advantages of robotic surgery are the accuracy of
steering and navigating the instruments during operation, the
ability to repeat identical motions, the lack of tremors
occurring in the physician's hands, etc.
The surgical robots include different types of robotic
devices. The first robot in surgical procedures was the
Puma560, used in 1985 to perform neurosurgical biopsies
(Hockstein et al., 2007). This system caused development of
different types of surgical robots to be used in surgical
procedures. The surgical robots are mainly controlled by the
surgeon and associated with minimally invasive surgery
which considers surgery procedure performed through
several very small incisions in the skin. These incisions allow
passing of the special surgical instruments and thin tube with
video equipment necessary for performing surgical
procedures. One of the first types of minimally invasive
surgeries was laparoscopy (Walter, 2013). Compared to
minimally invasive surgeries an open surgery includes large
incision. The most advanced surgical robot specialized for
surgery procedures based on minimally invasive approach
and which is controlled by the surgeon, is da Vinci Surgical
System robot equipped with four separate robotic arms (da
Vinci Surgery, 2013). Miniaturized instruments are mounted
on three arms and fourth arm contains high-definition 3D
camera that guides the surgeon during the surgical procedure.
Da Vinci Surgical System allows the surgeon to operate with
great precision, dexterity and control providing a lot of
benefits for the patient such as less pain and bleeding, faster
recovery and shorter hospital stay.
Nevertheless, some surgical procedures still have to be
done as an open surgery, in accordance with the best interest
of the patients (Walker et al., 2009). Despite of a long
incision and large wounds that cause ongoing pain and
slower healing, an open surgery has many advantages such as
the exposure of the most of the abdominal viscera, less time
needed for surgery, less risk compared to laparoscopic
surgery and examination of the organs both visually and by

ABSTRACT
This paper deals with autonomous surgical performance
of simple surgical actions in an open surgery using robotic
system. The laparotomy midline incision as an open surgery
procedure is chosen. A basic concept of robotic laparotomy
without direct control by the surgeon is proposed. A robotic
surgery setup for cutting surgical procedure within midline
laparotomy is presented. The setup is based on industrial
robot and stereo vision system. The experiments are
performed and recommendations for future work are
emphasized. The results of open surgical cutting procedure
experiment confirmed the assumption that autonomy of
robotic surgeries can be improved by stereo vision system,
and also revealed the potential of proposed concept for reallife scenario usage.
INTRODUCTION
During recent decades, we are witnesses of technological
development in various fields of science. The improvements
in the field of sensor technology resulted in the development
of more sensitive and adaptable sensors, sensors of different
sizes, contactless sensors, and usage of sensors in different
applications, such as a vision system. In addition, the
development in the field of robotics provided the increase of
robots accuracy, interaction capability, manipulation ability,
perception ability, dynamic performance improvement,
manipulators modular structure, increase of robots autonomy
in performing tasks (Maric & Djalic, 2012), control of
redundant robots, and development of humanoid robots.
Thanks to the aforementioned in addition to improvements of
information and communication technologies (ICT), robotbased devices may become an integral part of complex
medical procedures including neurosurgery, cardiac surgery,
orthopedic surgery, urological surgery, bariatric surgery,
prosthetic implantation, and rehabilitation (Althoefer et al.,
2010). Based on robot utilization, medical robotics is
classified into three fields: rehabilitation robotics, robotics in
surgeries and other applications (Suthakorn, 2004). Our
focus in this paper is on robotic surgery.
Robotic surgery is one of the categories under minimally
invasive surgeries. It involves the use of medical robot which
may operate autonomously or assist the surgeon, thus surgery
robotics could be categorized as surgery performing robots
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touch. These advantages could be motivation for considering
of using robots in an open surgery.
The open surgery includes many of the surgical
procedures; therefore robotic devices probably could be used
in performing some of them. A visual examination of the
organs is highlighted as one of the major advantages of open
surgeries, which raises the possibility of the use of vision
systems during surgery procedures (Tamadazte et al., 2014).
The vision system is used in a large variety of different tasks
such as quality control, automatic inspection, robot guidance,
color and structure recognition of an object, pattern
recognition, 3D reconstruction, etc (Maric, 2010). Vision
systems, based on advanced computer vision techniques,
have become very useful in medical applications, especially
in surgeries (Bartoli et al., 2012). Thus, the idea of using
robotic devices in an open surgery procedures, equipped with
vision system as well as other sensors, could be reasonable
and attainable.
The main goal of this paper is to provide the automation
of surgical cutting action in open surgery 1, which will be
performed on physical phantom models. The basic concept
of performing surgical cutting action in laparotomy midline
procedure using autonomous industrial robot is proposed.
One possible improvement of industrial robot autonomy in
mentioned surgical procedure using stereo camera system is
emphasized. Additional improvements of proposed concept
and approach are addressed as well as observed limitations.
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Fig. 1 Robotic laparotomy flowchart diagram

modalities can generate 3D model of a patient using
computer tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), or 2D model using ultrasound (US), fluoroscopy, and
X-ray radiography. Most of these sensing technologies could
be applied for tasks within the pre-operative phase (MRI,
CT), and intra-operative phase (US, fluoroscopy). The
sensing task within the pre-operative phase includes
collecting data by sensing module before the procedure
starts. The sensing task within the intra-operative phase
includes sensing that is continuously performed during the
surgery. The situation awareness module should detect
critical situations during the surgery. The reasoning module
should give the information to control robot module, by
processing the given sensory information. The main function
of the control robot module is to provide control strategy of
surgical robot, which provides an accurate and fast
positioning of the surgical instrument tip. Robotic surgery
system can be thought of as system with two loops, as shown
in Figure 1. Over internal feedback the robot controller
receives data from robot sensors such as joint angles, force,
orientation, speed, limits, etc. Over external feedback the
reasoning module receives and processes data from intraoperative sensing. It sends the processed data, as control
commands, to robot controller and provides execution of
robotic surgical actions.
Robotic surgery in term of laparotomy midline cutting
surgical procedure is the focus of this paper. Therefore, a
short background in laparotomy surgical procedure and
robotic laparotomy concept proposal are given below.

ROBOTIC LAPAROTOMY
Robotic surgery is often understood as the surgery using
surgical instruments attached to a robotic arm that is
controlled by the surgeon. Robotic surgery offers many of
benefits to patients, such as faster recovery time, shorter
hospitalization, smaller incisions, minimal scarring, etc.
There are many benefits for surgeons too, such as greater
precision and control, enhanced dexterity, greater
visualization, resistance to radiation and infection,
elimination of physiologic tremors and tiredness, etc.
Robots in surgery do not have autonomous functions, so
the surgeon must control the robotic arm during surgery
procedure. To provide robotic system which is not controlled
by the surgeon during the surgical procedures, a particular
robot should act as an autonomous and intelligent system.
Using the information from its environment the robot should
be able to make decisions, perform tasks, react to unexpected
events, detect collisions, etc (Morvan et al., 2009). Therefore,
it is necessary to solve the challenging problems concerning
the required sensing, reasoning, situation awareness and
control system to be integrated in order to provide the
autonomy of the robotic system, as shown in Figure 1.
The sensing module should collect sensory information in
order to get feedback from the environment and enable a
robotic system to automatically perform a procedure. The
improvements in ICT in medicine resulted in advanced
computer imaging that is used to provide a detailed plan of
activities during the surgery procedures. These imaging

Laparotomy as a surgical procedure
A laparotomy is an open surgical procedure involving a
large incision through the abdominal wall to gain access into

1

The automation in surgery was one of the aims of the EU-project ISUR (Intelligent Surgical Robotics), http://www.isur.eu/isur/.
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the abdominal cavity that ensures a direct sight and approach
to the organ that needs to be treated. The most common
incision for laparotomy is the midline incision. The midline
incision is made between the xiphoid process and the pubic
bone, which follows the linea alba along which the bleeding
is minimal, and avoids the umbilicus. The incision is usually
15 to 35 centimeters long. During the laparotomy incision, it
is required to pass through the various layers of the
abdominal wall: the skin, the subcutaneous fat, the linea alba
of the rectus muscles, the preperitoneal fat and the
peritoneum. In order to approach them in a proper way
during the incision, it is necessary to identify different
abdominal layers of the tissue. These layers are characterized
by different features like color, haptic consistency and
vascularity, which help to distinguish them as well as to
choose the surgical instruments to execute the incision.
A general laparotomy procedure could be performed
through the execution of two main sub-goals:
1. Planning of laparotomy procedure that includes the
following
a. Detection of the different abdominal layers
b. Detection of the critical area to be avoided
c. Detection of the linea alba
d. Selection of the surgical instrument to be used
during procedure
e. Defining cutting trajectories
2. Surgical action (execution of cutting that refers to
incision of a body tissue which includes)
a. Incision of one layer per time following the
planned trajectory
b. Identification of each layer during the
procedure

The execution of cutting action consists of following
procedures: positioning instrument above the skin surface
pointing to the initial point of cutting trajectory and directing
it in correct cutting direction, insertion of the scalpel at the
initial point, movement of the scalpel according to the
nominal trajectory for each layer of abdominal wall, and
updating trajectory by increasing the depth of the cut. When
the system starts to cut, the tissue will get deformed.
Deformations need to be tracked in order to provide that
cutting instrument follows the right trajectory.
To perform robotic laparotomy midline incision
procedure, two serial manipulators for holding surgical endeffectors should be used. One arm could be equipped with an
instrument grasper to hold the cutting instrument, while the
other arm will hold a tissue grasper. The MRI, CT and
ultrasound could be used for detection of the 3D median line
of the human body beneath the skin. Moreover, visual
features on the skin, like the umbilicus, could be detected
using visual system. Human body abdomen could be
emulated using surgical phantom.
Furthermore, the planed incision line must be found on
the phantom and mapped on the common global coordinate
system. To identify the incision line, the phantom also has to
be registered into the common global coordinate system. The
3D poses of the characteristic midline points should be
obtained. In addition, processing of different scenarios is
required such as different tissue identification, correct cutting
trajectory for each layer based on processing new
information from sensing subsystem, take care of the
bleeding, detect critical situations, send alarm to robot
controller etc.
Considering previously stated the advantages of vision
systems and computer vision based techniques could be
exploited in solving problems of detection of visual features
on phantom surface such as the midline characteristic points
and the critical area to be avoided, detection and tracking of
surgical instruments, wound detection, tissue recognition,
tissue deformation, bleeding detection, etc.

Robotic laparotomy concept
It this section the basic concept of robotic laparotomy
midline procedure is proposed. In accordance with the
previously stated general laparotomy sub-goals, the robotic
laparotomy consists of planning and executing task.
The planning procedure includes detection of the linea
alba, of the different tissue layers, and of the critical area to
be avoided. After defining the linea alba and layers of the
abdominal wall, definition of cutting trajectory based on
identification of both, the midline on the abdominal surface
and the critical area represented by umbilicus, is required.
The midline is specified with three characteristic points: the
xiphoid process as an initial point, the pubic bone as a final
point, and the umbilicus. Trajectory for the midline incision
includes the linear trajectory from the initial position to the
umbilicus, the half circular trajectory around the umbilicus
and the linear trajectory from the umbilicus to the final
position. Based on defined cutting trajectory, a robot control
strategy could be performed. Selection of the instrument to
be used for cutting procedure has to be done. Cutting
procedure usually refers to an incision produced by cutting
with a sharp instrument which implies the contact among the
instrument and the patient. Thus, based on consistency and
stiffness of detected tissue layers the force control for
regulating the insertion of the instrument to each layer should
be considered.

ROBOTIC SETUP
To evaluate practical benefits of proposed robotic
laparotomy concept, an experimental setup for cutting
surgical action has been prepared, as shown in Figure 2. The
proposed setup for cutting surgical action includes one
industrial robotic manipulator (Mitsubishi RV-2SDB with 6
DOF and CR1DA-700 robot controller).
The robot is used to hold the cutting instrument and
perform surgical cutting action. The monochromatic sponge
emulating the surgical phantom has been used for
experiments. The sponge was covered with a surgical canvas
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Therefore it was necessary to find transformation
between their coordinate systems, denoted by RFT PF.
Coordinate system located at the top of surgical scalpel
mounted on the robot, represents the scalpel tip coordinate
system, called Scalpel Tip Frame (STF). The scalpel tip
coordinate system, in general, defines position and
orientation of the scalpel referenced to robot frame.
Transformation between the STF and RF could be
determined by RFT STF = RFT EEF ∙ EEFT STF. , so position of STF
related to PF could be determined by STFT PF = (RFT STF )-1
∙ RFT PF . The coordinate system of stereo camera called
Stereo Camera Frame (SCF), used as an intermediate
coordinate, is located in the optical center of the left camera.
The reference coordinate system coincides with the patient
frame and all positions are related to it. Transformation
between SCF and RF could be determined by SCFT RF
= SCFT PF ∙ (RFT PF )-1. Relations between the robot and the
stereo camera system, as well as between the stereo camera
system and the patient are based on the results of calibration
procedures.

Fig. 2. Robotic laparotomy setup

that exposes only a part where the cutting procedure will
be performed. The steel surgical scalpel was selected and
mounted on the robots end-effector to provide cutting
surgical action. Simple texture markers are used to represent
characteristic points of the cutting trajectory. Vision system
based on stereo camera, made of two off-the-shelf web
cameras with 9cm stereo baseline, has been used. Stereo
camera system allows capturing images in a synchronous
mode with acceptable delay between capturing times of each
camera. Synchronization is provided by software instruction
to both cameras. Both sponge with markers used to define
midline characteristic points and vision system are fixed,
without any movement; therefore capturing delay is not
critical in this stage of experiment. One computer is used for
vision system, image processing, and also to control the
robot. UDP connection (Ethernet LAN 100Mbps) is
established between the robot controller and computer.
Registration of elements and objects, participating in the
experiment, as well as pre-operative initialization is provided
by homogeneous transformations among corresponding
coordinate systems. An illustration of proposed robotic
laparotomy concept using previously mentioned setup with
coordinate systems and related transformations is shown in
Figure 3.
The patient coordinate system, called Patient Frame (PF),
is located in upper left corner of the chessboard pattern
attached to the surgical table. In addition, the coordinate
system located at the base of the robot is called Robot Frame

Calibration and validation of the cutting accuracy
To provide cutting along nominal trajectory precisely, the
vision system as well as the robot should be highly accurate.
This could be provided by robot calibration (Elatta et al.,
2004), (Hallenberg, 2007) and stereo camera calibration
(Zhang, 2000), (Bouguet, 2013).
The robot is calibrated after production for its standard
configuration (transformation denoted by RFT EEF ) and it has
very good pose repeatability. Mounting the scalpel on its
end-effector changes the robots geometry, and the
information about position of the scalpels tip related to the
robot base coordinate frame is required. This information
could be obtained by tool tip point calibration. To achieve
the best possible accuracy of the robot, it is necessary to
define the scalpel tip coordinate system as precisely as
possible. Calibration procedure provides information
necessary for determination of previously mentioned EEFT STF
transformation and it has to be performed each time the
scalpel is changed. In order to meet the requirements for
precise definition of the scalpel tip, the calibration procedure
based on 3D scalpels tip point detection using stereo camera
system could be performed (Đalić & Marić, 2011).
The camera calibration process determines intrinsic and
extrinsic camera parameters. It allows the estimation of true
stereo camera parameters, which can be further applied to 3D
reconstruction i.e. extracting 3D information from 2D
images. Matlab’s Camera Calibration Toolbox based on
images of a planar chessboard was used to calibrate stereo
camera system (Bouguet, 2013). Considering the importance
of the vision system to the outcome of the proposed
procedure, the accuracy of the stereo camera system has been
analyzed. In (Wohler, 2013) aspects that have influence on
the accuracy of both vision system and calibration procedure,
such as the camera model for the given camera and lenses,
the accuracy of the calibration rig, the accuracy of target
points localization algorithm, and positioning the rig in the
process of calibration are presented. Assuming that the stereo
camera calibration is done properly (reprojection error less
than 0.2 pixels), the improvement of the stereo camera
system accuracy is investigated in terms of target point
localization. The analysis of the stereo camera accuracy is

Fig. 3. An illustration of robotic laparotomy concept

(RF) and the coordinate system located at the robots
end-effector is called End Effector Frame (EEF). In order to
provide autonomous cutting using robot, the robot and the
patient coordinate systems must be correlated.
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performed using two algorithms for localization of target
point presented by corners of chessboard rig. The rig is
placed on distance of 43cm from the stereo camera in order
to emulate real robotic setup scenario. The first algorithm,
based on corner detection, is used from Camera Calibration
Toolbox for Matlab. The second algorithm is developed for
localization of target points as line intersections, using line
segments extraction based on Hough transformation.

up to 2.5 pixels while mean value of square size along both
axes is approximately 55 pixels, thus, in order to emphasize
the accuracy analysis results of both algorithms the enlarged
area is presented in Figure 4. The algorithm based on corner
detection is chosen for the target point localization, and
provided 3D points reconstruction with maximal error less
than 3 millimeters. However, there is no doubt that it is not
suitable and sufficient for performing 3D cutting trajectory as
well as identification of different layers of the abdominal
wall. The quality of the stereo camera system is one of major
reasons that cause less accuracy in 3D point estimation using
2D images obtained by aforementioned vision system. Next,
error in 3D estimation causes inaccurate and unreliable
definition of the cutting trajectory, which is unacceptable in
surgery procedures. Therefore, better stereo camera, should
improve results in terms of accuracy of 3D point
reconstruction.
The outcome of robotic cutting surgical action along
planned trajectory is shown in Figure 5. One can notice that
the midline incision mapped with simple texture markers is
correctly identified and cutting action executed as required.
The experimental setup for cutting surgical action is properly
prepared and calibrated. Considering previously mentioned
accuracy analysis of the stereo camera, it can be seen that the
cutting trajectory is defined as precise as possible. In
addition, the image processing algorithms proved to be
suitable for performing given tasks.
The results of open surgical cutting procedure experiment
using previously mentioned laboratory equipment showed

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSION
According to the proposed robotic laparotomy concept,
the experiment is performed to autonomous cutting surgical
action using industrial robotic manipulator equipped with
stereo camera system. The experimental setup is limited due
to the lack of additional robotic manipulator, force sensing
devices and phantom, which would allow tissue separation,
force control and detection of different tissue layers,
respectively. Considering mentioned limitations the
experiment is prepared for cutting of only one layer without
updating trajectory by increasing the depth of the cut, and
without recognizing different layers of the abdominal wall.
The planning phase of experiment was performed through
setup initialization and calibration of robot scalpel tip and
stereo camera system. Furthermore, a common general
coordinate system is mapped in upper left corner of the
chessboard pattern located on the sponge. The abdominal
surface is assumed to be flat and the area of interest for
laparotomy midline cutting procedure is defined on the
sponge. To define three characteristic points which form the
cutting trajectory conformed to the linea alba, positioning of
markers on appropriate places on the sponge surface is done.
It is assumed that the marker in the middle representing the
umbilicus.
Using custom developed algorithms for automatic marker
detection and identification of marker center positions on
stereo camera images, 3D positions of marker centers
referenced in common global coordinate system are obtained
(Marić, & Ðalić, 2011). Based on marker center poses,
cutting trajectory is projected as a point-to-point trajectory
along two linear segments and a half circular segment with
2cm radius, around the umbilicus. Robot control for
Cartesian space trajectory planning is provided. The robot
control strategy is based on executing scripts, created using
3D coordinates of trajectory characteristic points, and saved
on the robots controller.

Fig. 4. Mean value and standard deviation of chessboard
square size along X – axis (top) and Y – axis (bottom)

Results of the cutting validation
This section reports results of both, the stereo camera
accuracy analysis and the experiments of cutting surgical
action within laparotomy midline procedure using the
autonomous robotic system.
The results of performed stereo camera accuracy analysis
in terms of mean value and standard deviation of chessboard
squares size along X and Y axes are shown in Figure 4. In
addition, the results of corner detection using mentioned
algorithms in terms of mean value and standard deviation of
corners coordinates differences in pixels are given by
Diff = [0.6148 0.3660] ± [0.7087

0.8103].

The results of performed analysis show similar results
for both algorithms. Maximal value of standard deviation is
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Based on the results of performed experiments many of
challenges in surgical cutting action that should be
considered and resolved in the future are addressed. In order
to provide the abovementioned, robotic system should be
highly autonomous and intelligent. Autonomous robot in
surgery consider robot able to operate without direct control
of surgeon, to react on different situations, to make decisions
during the procedure, etc. In order to compensate plenty of
surgeon’s knowledge, skills and abilities the robot should be
supported with additional high technology sensors in
addition with advanced algorithms for processing sensory
data. These systems require very expensive equipment as
well as special implementation, so complete solution for
autonomous robotic system in surgery is very demanding
project from both scientific and technological aspect. Many
aspects of proposed concept can be further investigated. In
general, the lack of haptic technology and the lack of
intelligence of medical robots are serious limitations for
providing autonomous robots that could be used in surgeries.

Fig. 5. Robotic laparotomy incision

that the proposed concept has a potential to be used reallife scenario. However, it is necessary to emphasize that
there are significant challenges in this research. Thus, in the
future work, real time planning and tracking of the cutting
trajectory, which are not implemented, will be considered.
Visual feedback in addition to force feedback may be very
advantageous in solving previously mentioned. Although the
vision system could significantly improve autonomy of
surgical robot, the force sensing devices are required to
provide more information about interaction between robots
tool tip and patient. In these experiments the information
about force of the scalpel to the sponge could be very useful.
The determination of the incision depth as well as force
limits required for cutting different layers of abdominal wall
could be facilitated using information given by the force
sensor (Tholey et al., 2005). Smooth incision is pointed out
as one of the robotic surgery benefits. To provide incision as
smooth as possible, the robotic laparotomy cutting action
should be performed as continual and not a point-to-point
trajectory. In order to perform a complete robotic laparotomy
midline procedure it is necessary to provide abdominal wall
phantom which allows the identification of different layers,
tissue edges separation, planning trajectory for cutting each
layer, and choice of surgical instrument.
Furthermore, additional challenges should be tackled
such as processing of images obtained by different sensor
technologies (digital camera, stereo camera system, MRI,
CT), data acquisition and processing, robot control,
communication protocols, robotic surgery system design, etc.
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utilities (Zheng, Gao, & Lin, 2013). The most important
benefit for a consumer is to manage its energy consumption
in a more effective way and to reduce an electricity bill.
Smart metering system will provide numerous benefits for
power utilities, such as real-time consumption data, shift of
peak loads, reduction of non-technical leakage or outage
detection.
Directives 2009/27/EU and 2009/73/EC of the European
parliament gave requirement “to ensure the implementation
of intelligent metering systems to assist the active
participation of consumers in the electricity and gas supply
markets”. According to these directives, if deployment of
smart meters is considered as cost effective, at least 80% of
consumers must be equipped with smart meters before 2020.
It is also stated “final customers must be properly informed
of actual electricity/gas consumption and costs frequently
enough to enable them to regulate their own consumption”
(Directive 2012/27/EU, 2012). Besides guidelines defined
by EU directives, governments find benefits in the
deployment of smart metering systems such as reduction of
consumption, increased power supply security and reliability
of service, and economy stimulation by new investments
(Zheng, Gao, & Lin, 2013).
This paper gives an overview of fundamental
functionalities of smart meters, describes generic
architecture, and presents communication requirements for
smart metering and investigates performance of two
technologies, power line carrier (PLC) and long-term
evolution (LTE), in smart metering systems.

ABSTRACT
Communication infrastructure plays a crucial role in the
performance of smart metering systems. This paper
investigates requirements on the communication system from
the angle of smart metering and investigates performance of
two the most accepted technologies for this purpose: PLC
(Power Line Carrier) and LTE (Long Term Evolution).
Theoretical considerations are proved by the measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Power systems are currently dealing with aged
infrastructure and new requirements to accommodate
distributed generation into the system, to allow high-rate
charging of electrical vehicles, and to integrate utility scale
renewable energy sources into the transmission grid (Galli,
2015). In order to fulfill these requirements and
simultaneously increase power system security, real-time
monitoring and control should be provided. Deployment of
information and communication technologies (ICT) on “top
of the grid” and introduction of intelligent devices achieve
this task. The concept of advanced power grid, with
bidirectional flows of information and power, is known as
smart grid. It is necessary to underline that previous
modernization and investments were primarily made to the
transmission grid, and it is why the smart grid concept
dominantly relates to the distribution grid, which is going
through significant changes.
In the traditional power system concept, a customer
treats power supply service as a “cloud service”. A customer
is not aware of a balance between produced power and load
or any other technical limitations present in the power supply
system. In the smart grid environment, consumers should
take an active role in the power supply chain. A consumer
potentially appears as an energy producer or can participate
in the load shifting and get additional benefits. The
communication network between a consumer and power
utility is also known as advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI).
Application of smart meters with communication
capabilities at consumers’ premises, will allow consumers to
participate in the smart grid applications such as real-time
pricing or direct load control (DLC) (Balachandran, Olsen &
Pedersen, 2015). Deployment of a smart metering system
introduces benefits to consumers as well as for power

SMART METERING SYSTEM
Deployment of a smart metering system introduces
benefits for both, consumers and power utilities (Zheng,
Gao&Lin, 2013). Smart meter ensures more accurate data for
a consumer through a friendly interface. This data allows a
consumer to manage consumption and to change behavior
pattern in order to reduce the electricity bills. Consumers get
better awareness of the consumptions and new possibilities
for energy savings (Opris, & Caracasian, 2013). In smart
grids, consumers can participate in programs such as demand
side management (DSM) or direct load control that shift
loads from high-price to low-price intervals. DSM introduces
benefits also to power utilities, which can use available
generation in a more efficient way (Subhash, & Rajagopal,
2014). A smart metering system reduces operational costs of
power utilities and reduces losses, provides more accurate
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and comprehensive measurements, and ensures better
detection of outages and frauds (Opris, & Caracasian, 2013).
Two fundamental components of the smart metering
system are smart meters and communication infrastructure
that provides data exchange between smart meters and power
utility. The smart meter is a power meter with advanced
functionalities in comparison with conventional power meter.
In addition to the measurement of 50 Hz (or 60 Hz) voltage
and current, the smart meter should provide accurate data
about real-time energy consumption, aggregated for a user or
measured at particular appliances, to record and store load
data, to support advanced tariffs, to detect illegal energy
consumption and to have network connectivity (Opris &
Caracasian, 2013).
Basic architecture of the smart metering system is
presented in Fig. 1. Data concentrators (DC) collect data
from a logical set of smart meters, usually from one
distribution transformer area, may or may not process this
data and transmit it to the head end (utility central processing
unit). Head end software aggregates the data received from
all smart meters, stores and processes the data and transfers a
subset of data to different applications such as billing system,
asset management, outage management, or distribution
automation (Edison Electric Institute, 2011).
Communication infrastructure is functionally divided
into two networks, founded on different communication
technologies. First is local area network (LAN), providing
communication between smart meters and corresponding
data concentrator. Two most common technologies for LAN
deployment are power line carrier (PLC) and radio frequency
(RF) transmission. Data concentrators forward metering data
to the head end using wide are network (WAN). It is obvious
that WAN connectivity requires higher bandwidth than LAN.
Communication technologies appropriate for WAN are
optical links, medium voltage (MV) PLC, GPRS (General
Packet Radio Service), UMTS (Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System) and LTE (Long-Term
Evolution).
The third and fourth generations of mobile
telecommunication systems (UMTS and LTE, respectively)
provide high bandwidth and wide area coverage, allowing
smart meters to communicate to the head end directly. In this
architecture, however, the head end must manage much
higher number of connections. Smart metering system will
rely on telecom service provider network in this scenario,
while power utilities prefer to build its own communication
infrastructure.

COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
In the smart grid environment, AMI serves as a
communication network inside the smart metering system. It
implies that AMI provides communication services also for
other applications, such as DSM, dynamic pricing and
service management (e.g. disconnect/reconnect). In general,
AMI traffic will contain high-priority and low-priority
messages, with different requirements on delays and
bandwidth. Transfer of alarm indication and control
messages are examples of high-priority messages, while
smart metering has the lowest requirements on the
communication infrastructure (Suljanovic et al., 2014).
In order to make rough estimation of the bandwidth,
authors in (Balachandran, Olsen, &Pedersen, 2014) proposed
abstraction model with different AMI scenarios. Even though
this model introduces some assumptions, such as transfer
protocol and neglect of delays, it can be used for estimation
of the bandwidth requirements in LAN and to calculate an
amount of data which must be handled by the head end in a
given time interval. According to this model, one smart
meter message contains Id field (64 bits), time stamp (32
bits) and data (128 bits). The model doesn’t consider how
measurement data are packed into a message. It is only
defined that data field contains 8 bytes of measurement data
and 8 bytes of metadata.
A smart meter will sample energy consumption with a
sample interval S and transmit the data in an interval interval
T. Considered sample intervals in (Balachandran, Olsen,
&Pedersen, 2014) are 0.5 s, 2 s, 30 s, 1 min and 5 min.
Transfer intervals used in the scenarios are 1 s, 4 s, 60 s, 5
min and 15 min. Simulation results showed that message
length is very small in comparison of MTU of 1500 bytes for
Ethernet. For instance, if S=0.5 s and T=1 s, 422 bytes of
data will be transferred every 1 second. Therefore,
transmission interval should be longer in order to have less
percentage of overheads in the message and more effective
transmission. Highest demand is present when data is
transferred each second. In this scenario, the required
bandwidth per power meter equals 3376 bps, which is quite
low demand. This is upload bandwidth, from the meter’s
perspective. On other hand, real-time price (RTP) application
requires 96 RTP updates per a day what significantly
increases meter’s download (Nielsen et al, 2015). We
observe that smart metering traffic is characterized by small
amount of data coming from a large number of devices.
Unfortunately, the previous approach can’t be used to
determine boundaries for transmission latencies in smart
metering systems. In the basic energy consumption
measurements, meters report 1 to 4 times a day, while some
systems send data every 15 min. Therefore, basic metering
application is not critical in the sense of bandwidth or
latency. This latency usually can vary in the range between 2
and 15 seconds (U.S. Dept. of Energy, 2010).
It is necessary to emphasize that power utilities can
establish different applications and define different message
sizes as well as reporting intervals. The OpenSG Smart Grid
Networks System Requirements Specification, prepared by
the Utilities Communications Architecture (UCA)
consortium of 190 companies, assumes 2400-byte messages
with 1 hour long reporting interval by default, for
commercial consumers (Nielsen et al, 2015). SMs at

Fig. 1 Basic architecture of smart metering system
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residential consumers use message-size of 1200 bytes and
4h long reporting interval, according to the specification. For
such default reporting, each smart meter will generate 11 kB
of raw data per a day. Decreasing reporting interval to 15 s,
amount of data will increase on 1,9 MB per meter per day.
Maximum latency, according to this specification, for
periodic meter reading can be above 60 s.
With the trend of distributed energy resources
incorporation, such as rooftop photovoltaic and electrical
vehicles, power utilities require deeper insight into
distribution grid state by making more detailed and more
frequent measurements as well as more advanced control
technologies. Enhanced smart meters (eSM), with a
capability to measure and transmit voltage and current
phasors, will replace smart meters for this purpose (Nielsen
et al, 2015). Such PMUs (phasor measurement units) are
used to send data for the grid state estimator and increase
observability of a distribution grid. State estimation and realtime control in the distribution grid, require reporting interval
equal to 1 s. Taking into account PMU frame in compliance
with IEEE 1588 standard and overhead of IPv6 and UDP
protocols for transmission, authors in (Nielsen et al, 2015)
calculate eSM packet size of 3848 bytes and necessary
bandwidth of 30.8 kbps. Latency for eSM is stricter than for
SMs and must be bellow 1 s, in order to serve distribution
grid state estimator.

Fig. 2 Architecture of LV PLC access network for smart
metering

Power lines are primarily designed for the transfer of
electrical energy, not for the transmission of communication
signals. LV power grid represents shared communication
medium, which is hostile environment for the HF signal
transmission due to branched topology, impedance variations
and dominantly impulsive noise (Zimmerman, & Dostert,
2002). Such channel characteristics increase bit error rate
(BER) and limit available bandwidth.
LV PLC systems are classified as narrow-band (NB) and
broad-band (BB), according to the utilized frequency
spectrum (Galli, Scaglione, & Wang, 2011). NB PLC
operates in the frequency range from 3 to 500 kHz, including
European Cenelec (Comite ́ Europe ́en de Normalisation
E ́lectrotechnique) band 3-148.5 kHz and US FCC (Federal
Communications Commission) band 10-490 kHz. NB PLC is
further classified as low-data rate (LDR) and high-data rate
(HDR). LDR PLC is a single-carrier communications
system, usually based on FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) or
Spread-FSK modulation, providing data rates up to few kbps.
HDR PLC systems utilize broader frequency range, up to 500
kHz, and robust OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiplexing) modulation what results in data rates up to 500
kbps. Broadband PLC systems can reach data rates up to
several hundreds of Mbps and operate in wide frequency
range 1.8-250 MHz (Galli, Scaglione, & Wang, 2011).
NB LV PLC channel shows lower attenuation than BB
PLC channel, but power spectrum density (PSD) of noise is
higher in this frequency range. In the frequency range above
1 MHz, attenuation increases but PSD of noise is rather low
and broader spectrum can be utilized. In BB PLC case,
spectral efficiency is low but high data rates are achieved by
exploiting the broad frequency range.
NB PLC, founded on standard IEC 61334, is currently
the most used PLC technology in AMR (automatic meter
reading) systems in Europe. Such systems use S-FSK
modulation in the frequency range from 20 kHz to 100 kHz,
providing average data rate equal to 1 kbps. Since most of
power utilities use 1 reading of energy consumption per a
month, such systems meet this requirement. Besides very low
data rates, PLC technology based on IEC 61334 standard
showed some other drawbacks in practice. Since S-FSK
assumes one frequency for uplink and another frequency for
downlink, these systems are very sensitive on the presence of
non-standard appliances that generate interference at used
communication frequencies. In such cases, additional stopband filters must be used. Another drawback, experienced in
the practice, is usage of simple MAC (Medium Access

NARROW-BAND PLC AS ACCESS TECHNOLOGY
FOR SMART METERING
Power line carrier (PLC) is a communication technology
that provides data transmission over power lines. PLC is
available for all voltage levels and topologies of power grids,
but they significantly differ in used communication
techniques and utilized spectrum. Data can be transferred
over power cables inside a house or building, through a
distribution grid at low and medium voltage as well as over
high-voltage overhead transmission lines. For the smart
metering purposes, the low-voltage (LV) PLC is used as
access network, for data transmission in the distribution grid
between transformer and consumer premises. Architecture of
the PLC access network is presented in Fig. 2. Basic
components of this architecture are data concentrator, which
is located in the substation and have backbone connectivity,
and smart meters, which are equipped with PLC modems.
PLC communication equipment uses a coupling device that
block 50 Hz voltages and allow propagation of highfrequency (HF) PLC signals. Concentrator is always
connected to three phases, while modems at customer
premises could be connected to one or three phases.
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Control) protocol that allows a registration of power meter at
a data concentrator of another network.
Obviously, low-data rate NB PLC systems can’t meet
requirements on the bandwidth and latencies defined in the
previous section. On other hand, NB PLC systems that use
multicarrier modulation and a wider frequency range provide
required bandwidth. Three the most accepted NB PLC
technologies are based on PRIME (Powerline Related
Intelligent Metering Evolution), G3-PLC and IEEE 1901.2
specifications. These standards are designed and optimized
primarily to serve for smart grid applications (Galli, & Lys,
2015).
PRIME specification, standardized by ITU-T as G.9904,
defines data transmission over AC and DC power lines using
OFDM modulation in CENELEC A band (49-89 kHz) (ITUT G.9904, 2012). Each subcarrier is modulated by DPSK
(Differential Phase Shift Keeying) modulation, with three
possible constellations: DBPSK, DQPSK and D8PSK.
Convolutional coding with rate ½ is optionally used, and can
be disabled in order to achieve higher data rates if channel
SNR (signal to noise ratio) is high enough. Raw data rate at
the physical layer is in the range from 21.4 kbps to 64.3 kbps
with the convolutional coder enabled. These data rates are
doubled for good channels, when convolutional coder is
disabled.
PRIME network has a tree topology, with two kinds of
nodes: the base node and service nodes. The base node,
located in the root (usually substation on LV side), registers
service nodes and communicates with them in order to
retrieve measurement data. This communication is also used
for network management purposes. In general, the base node
“manages the subnetwork resources and connections” (ITUT G.9904, 2012). Service nodes are designed with two
functionalities, as shown in Fig. 3. In the terminal state,
service node provides connectivity for its applications. When
another service node can’t communicate with the base node
directly (in one hop), a terminal can be promoted into the
switch mode. Switch keeps all the terminal functionalities,
which are upgraded with the capability to “forward data to
and from other nodes in the same subnetwork”. At the start
of the operation (installation or loss of power supply), a
service node should go through the registration process at the
base node and become a part of the subnetwork (Fig. 3). It is
important to underline the fact that service node should
register at the base node, which manages the subnetwork
where the power meter, equipped with the PRIME modem, is
installed. As we mentioned before, it appears in practice that
a NB PLC modem registers at the concentrator in a
neighboring LV grid.
While PRIME specification allows higher data rates for
good channels, G3-PLC technology aims more robust
communication at the physical layer, with OFDM
modulation and mandatory Reed-Solomon (RS) and
convolutional coding (Galli, & Lys, 2015). G3-PLC also
defines frequency plans CENELEC A (36-91 kHz) and
CENELEC B (98-122 kHz) for utilization in Europe and
FCC band for the deployment in USA. Data rates are
determined based of on the number of symbols per physical
(PHY) frame, number of subcarriers per symbol, subcarrier
modulation (DBPSK, DQPSK or D8PSK) and a number of
redundancy bits added by encoder.

In CENELEC A band, G3-PLC modems use 36
subcarriers and can reach data rates up to 43 kbps (ITU-T
G.9903, 2014). In comparison to PRIME, a new feature is
robust (ROBO) mode, aimed for data transmission over bad
channels. Robust mode uses additional repetition coding
(RC), implemented after RS and convolutional encoders. RC
repeats each bit four times, making transmission more robust
but reduces data rate to ¼ of the nominal value in normal
operation.

Fig. 3 Functional states of PRIME service node

The link-layer of G3-PLC is founded on IEEE 802.15.4
protocol and comprised of two sublayers: MAC sublayer and
adaptation sublayer (Fig. 4). MAC sublayer specification
includes guidelines for he shared media (channel) access
utilizing CSMA/CA (carrier sense multiple access with
collision avoidance algorithm with priorities), ARQ
(automatic repeat request), and MAC payload segmentation
and reassembly when MAC frame is to large to fit in a
transmission unit of the PHY layer. Since G3-PLC devices
should have IPv6 communication capabilities, 6LoWPAN
(IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks)
protocol is used as a base for the adaptation layer (Galli, &
Lys, 2015). In other words, G3-PLC network is organized
in a similar way as a mesh WSN (wireless sensor network)
and is capable to participate in the concept Internet of
Things. Adaptation layer is responsible for IPv6 header
compression to fit G3-PLC MAC header, IP packet
fragmentation to fit in maximal size of MAC frames and
mesh-under routing.

Fig. 4 G3-PLC protocol stack

Mesh-under routing approach allows multi-hop topology to
be presented to the network layer as a single broadcast link.
The default routing mechanism in G3-PLC network is
LOADng (lightweight on-demand ad-hoc distance-vector
routing protocol – next generation), implemented on the top
of the adaptation sublayer. This is reactive routing
mechanism, which discovers a path only if a router receives a
packet with a destination address, which is not present in the
routing table. LOADng floods the network with a Route
Request (RREQ) packet, containing the destination address.
In LOADng networks, only a destination router is permitted
to send back a Route Reply (RREP) packet to the source via
reverse path. This routing algorithm is designed to work in
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networks with dynamic topology and have low overhead of
control messages, a flexible message format and simplified
message processing (Cordero et al., 2013).
IEEE standard 1901.2 is dominantly founded on G3PLC and IEEE 802.15.4, and describes PHY and MAC layer.
The standard doesn’t include authentication and routing.
IEEE 1901.2 modems are fully interoperable with modems
implementing ITU G.9904 and ITU G.9903 in CENELEC A
band (IEEE Std. 1901.2, 2013).

Further development of 3G mobile telecommunication
systems brought improvements in downlink and uplink peak
data rates. For instance, Release 6 of 3GPP (3rd Generation
Partnership Project) specification defines peak data rates
equal to 14 Mbps in the downlink and 5.7 Mbps in the
uplink. Latency in 3G networks is of order 100 ms, what
makes this technology inappropriate for real-time
applications (Cox, 2012). This latency depends on a network
congestion. Authors in (Maskey, Horsmanheimo, &
Tuomimaki, 2014), presented measurement results of RTT
(round trip time) latency in GSM, UMTS and LTE networks.
Results showed that 90% of UMTS’s RTT samples fall
within interval of 50 ms. In the peak load hours, however,
RTT latency reaches 5 s. Obviously, 3G networks provide
data rates and latencies that are much above requirements set
up by smart metering systems. Other smart grid applications,
referring monitoring, control and protection of a power
distribution grid, can’t rely on quality of service (QoS)
provided by 3G networks. Implementation of functionalities,
defined by standard suite IEC 61850 that describes
automation of power utilities, requires further enhancements
of mobile telecommunication systems in the sense of
latencies and reliability.
4G networks ensure further reduction of a latency and
enhancement of data rates. Unlike GSM and UMTS,
architecture of LTE (long term evolution) systems doesn’t
include circuit-switched network. LTE is designed to provide
high data rates, 100 Mbps in the downlink and 50 Mbps in
the uplink, with operating range of 30 km (though, not all at
the same time, speed/coverage/range tradeoffs apply) (Cox,
2012). LTE system applies OFDMA modulation scheme and
supports two types of duplex communication links,
Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and Time Division
Duplex (TDD). TDD is better solution for MTC purposes
because of more efficiently used spectrum.
In order to analyze latencies in LTE network, it is
necessary to understand basic LTE system architecture,
presented in Fig. 5. LTE system contains three fundamental
components: user equipment (UE), the evolved UMTS
terrestrial radio access network (E-UTRAN) and the evolved
packet core (EPC) (Cox, 2012).
The evolved UMTS terrestrial radio access network (EUTRAN) is responsible for radio communication between
user equipment (mobile terminals) and a base station (in LTE
system denoted as evolved Node B - eNB).

USAGE OF MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS FOR SMART METERING
Mobile telecommunication systems provide an elegant
solution for connecting a large number of smart meters with
the head end of a distribution utility. There two approaches
in machine-type communications (MTC), for provision of
device connectivity: cellular MTC and capillary MTC
(Misic, Misic & Nerandzic, 2012). The cellular MTC is a
solution in which devices have a direct communication with
a mobile telecommunication system. The second approach is
capillary MTC, when devices are organized in a cluster and
communicate with the gateway, which is connected to the
mobile telecommunication system. Cellular MTC is used in
the smart metering system if communication is established
only to smart meters.
Otherwise, if power utility also
communicates directly to smart appliances within smart grid
applications, a smart meter becomes a gateway and capillary
MTC should be used. The reason for this is found in a traffic
pattern of smart devices and a complexity of mobile
telecommunication systems, which are designed and
optimized for human end user applications.
Smart meters and smart devices, in general, use small
messages that generated periodically (e.g. power
consumption reporting) or in ad hoc manner. Ad hoc
messages could be event driven (e.g. alarm messages) or
appear as a response on a request. Traffic is consist of a large
number of short messages and most of traffic is present in the
uplink direction. Complex infrastructure of mobile
telecommunication systems is not optimized for such traffic
and may be inefficient in handling of that kind of traffic.
Smart metering system has low requirements for latency
and reliability, which are discussed in Section 2. Even GPRS
(General Packet Radio Service) meets these requirements.
Maximal data rate in GPRS systems is 171.2 kbps, while
latency varies in the range from 500 to 5000 ms (Maskey et
al, 2014). The main advantages of GPRS systems are wide
deployment, availability and low cost of user devices. On the
other hand, GPRS is not suitable technology for the transfer
of the increased mobile traffic and telecom operators turned
to next generation technologies. Machine to machine
communication, appeared as a business case for the existing
low-cost GPRS systems.
3G technologies use more effective communication
techniques with better spectral efficiency and wider
spectrum. UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication
System) is the most adopted 3G system In comparison with
GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications), UMTS
introduced new redesigned radio access network, while the
core network kept the similar concept as GSM. UMTS uses
wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) in 5
MHz frequency range, providing increased data rates.

Fig. 5 Basic high-level architecture of LTE system

eNB incorporates functionalities of the Node B (base
station) and the radio network controller in UMTS system
with the aim to reduce latency caused by mobile information
exchange between system components. The evolved packet
core (EPC) transfers user data using packet-switching
technology only. Contrary to UMTS, EPC in LTE system
ensures IP connectivity of a mobile device as long as the
device is switch on. Routers, gateways and servers in EPC
provide communication with outside networks (such as
internet), manage data routing and signaling functions and
store all necessary data about users (Cox, 2012). EPC
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components exchange data and control messages through
interfaces with associated protocol stack.
The protocol stack is divided into two planes: user plane
(u-plane) and control plane (c-plane) (Fig. 6). User plane
protocols are in charge for user data handling and support
user data routing inside a network. Protocols in the control
plane define exchange of signaling messages between
network components. Both user plane and control plane are
located above the transport layer, in protocol hierarchy. The
network latency incorporates c-plane latency and u-plane
latency. In order to estimate a magnitude of the latency, it is
necessary to understand how data and signaling messages are
handled inside the LTE system. There are handover latencies
present in a mobile communication system, which are not
treated in a smart metering system.
In the user plane, application data are handled by
transport protocols (TCP, UDP) and network protocols (IP).
Radio resource control (RRC) protocol is responsible for
signaling between UE and eNB. At both planes, data and
signaling are passed to the physical layer after they are
processed by the packet data convergence protocol (PDCP),
the radio link control (RLC) protocol and the medium access
control (MAC) protocol (Cox, 2012).

aimed for mobile terminals and it introduces unnecessary
delays in a smart metering system.
Authors in (Nikaein, & Krco, 2011) analyzed major
contributors to the latency in LTE system serving to
machine-to-machine communications. According to this
study, c-plane latency in the access domain is mostly caused
by establishment delay. This delay corresponds to the time
necessary that UE switches from a current state to the active
state, and may reach values up to 75.5 ms. Some of the
delays, contributing to the u-plane latency in the access
domain, are:
• Establishment delay, up to 28.5 ms,
• Scheduling delay, 8 ms,
• UE processing delay, 1 to 4 ms,
• Delay due to retransmission of 30 to 50% of
messages, 1.5 to 2.5 ms.
Establishment delay, in both u-plane and c-plane, depends
on the current status of UE. DRX delay is in the range from
10 to 512 ms. The one-way total latency of the access
domain is sum of the above listed delays. The c-plane
latency should be increased for the time interval required for
radio processing (12 ms). The LTE network latency also
includes IP backbone delay, which depends on a various
parameters, such as network type, topology and a number of
hopes.
Measurement results in LTE network presented in
(Maskey, Horsmanheimo, & Tuomimaki, 2014) showed that
99% of RTT samples are below 50 ms. Maximal LTE
latency is bellow 90 ms, which is significantly lower than
maximal UMTS latency.

Fig. 6 Protocol architecture of the LTE system

Data and signaling messages are exchanged between
protocols through channels. Transport channels are defined
between MAC and PHY protocols, while physical data
channels are used at the PHY layer. Three most important
physical channels are physical downlink shared channel
(PDSCH), physical downlink control channel (PDCCH), and
the physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH). The base
station uses PDCCH to send scheduling commands to UE,
which contain transmission parameters such as resource
block allocation. PUSCH channel carries data and signaling
in the uplink. UE receives a scheduling grant through
PDCCH, what is permission for UE to transmit, with all
transmission parameters. In a case of large number of devices
in MTC, PDCCH may become congested with increased
number of grants. In other words, capacity of PDCCH may
become too small, while PUSCH channel remains unused. In
this scenario, data is waiting at buffer of devices and
significant latencies may appear (Afrin, Brown, & Khan,
2013). The scheduling policy and buffering contribute to the
u-plane latency.
The network latency is also influenced by the current
state of UE. UE can be active and communicate with the
network, or to be in low-power standby state (Cox, 2012). In
particular, a mobile terminal takes one of the following
states: LTE_IDLE, LTE_ACTIVE, RRC_IDLE (Radio
Resource Control), and RRC_CONNECTED (Nikaein &
Krco, 2011). There is DRX (discontinuous reception) mode,
available in states LTE_ACTIVE and RRC_CONNECTED.
In the DRX mode, mobile terminal receives only downlink
control information from eNB in certain subframes. Between
these subframes, a mobile terminal enters a sleep mode in
order to extend the battery life (Cox, 2012). DRX mode is

DISCUSSION WITH MEASUREMENTS
Requirements on communication system serving for
smart metering are quite low and can be implemented
combining different technologies.
It is likely that
communication segment of the smart metering system will be
used also for other smart grid applications. This leads to
more efficient utilization of resources and reduction of costs.
Smart grid applications, such as demand side response and
distribution grid monitoring, set up more strict requirements
on the quality of telecommunication services.
In this paper, we put focus on the two communication
technologies and analyzed their performance in the smart
metering system: PLC and LTE. PLC is native technology
for smart metering since it utilizes power line for data
transmission and reaches every single smart meter. LTE
represents mobile telecommunication system of the fourth
generation (4G), which is expected to be widely spread in the
future and to adapt customization to support machine-tomachine communication. Each technology has benefits and
drawbacks, which are considered in this section.
Power utilities prefer PLC technology, since it is lowcost and utilizes existing power lines. PLC systems are
completely owned and maintained by a power utility, what is
additional advantage. The major drawback of PLC in the
low-voltage distribution grid is a hostile channel,
characterized by multipath propagation, impedance
variations and impulsive noise. According to their frequency
characteristics, PLC channel and wireless channel are very
similar. Adoption of new NB PLC standards, in particular
PRIME and G3-PLC, made PLC systems appropriate for
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smart grid applications. Both standards are defined for
CENELEC-A band, founded on robust modulation OFDM
and
introduce
routing
mechanisms
that
allow
communications with smart meters, which are out of range of
the base node. Routing mechanism, however, also increase
transmission latency in access PLC systems.
In order to analyze performance of PRIME PLC system,
we measured high-frequency characteristics and bit error rate
performance in a 400 V distribution grid of Bosnian power
utility Elektroprivreda. One segment of the distribution grid
is given in Fig. 7.
The test grid is used to supply individual houses in a
rural area, and is consist of overhead cables. Measurements
of high-frequency characteristics (S-parameters) are obtained
using vector network analyzer and two coupling devices with
pass band in the frequency range from 10 kHz to 500 kHz.
Characteristics are determined for the channel between the
pole–mounted transformer and a smart meter. Return path is
provided with the coax cable.

parameters are recorded in MAC coprocessor registers on the
evaluation board (ref). A user application reads these values
through the four sets of primitives, which are part of the
Atmel PRIME stack.
We used two registers VITERBI_BER_HARD and
PHY_SNR, for the estimation of the PLC link quality.
Values of these registers are read and stored for every
received message. Register VITERBI_BER_HARD “stores
the number of errors accumulated in a message reception
using Viterbi hard decision” (Atmel ATPL210A, 2012).

Fig. 8 Attenuation of test PLC channel

According to vendor’s documentation, BER (bit error
rate) as link quality parameter can be calculated using
formula:
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

10�

−1�

40
𝐵𝐵𝐵 =
(1)
100
In PRIME specification, PHY_SNR corresponds to
signal to noise ratio, of the last received message. This value
is reciprocal of EVM (error vector magnitude) in dB, which
is computed for OFDM symbols. PHY_SNR value is
recorded in the register as a 3-bit number that represents
SNR class as follows: 0: SNR ≤ 0 dB, 1: SNR ≤ 3 dB, ... 7:
SNR > 18 dB.
Figure 9 shows calculated BER vs. SNR class for the
link between transformer and house 2. The presented values
are obtained by averaging BERs for all messages received
with equal SNR class. There were no detected errors for SNR
classes 6 and 7. Since every SNR class corresponds to SNR
value that spans at least 3 dB wide intervals, interpolating
curve in Fig. 9 is symbolic. Presented BER is a statistic
measure of the link quality rather than “true” BER.
Channel characteristics vary with a load in the
distribution grid. PLC channel is characterized by a large
number of lost frames at MAC and PHY layer, causing
numerous retransmissions and reduced effective data rate.
Considering available data rate and observed registration
delays below 1 minute, it is obvious that NB PLC technology
meets requirements to serve in the smart metering system.
Additional link between the base node and the head end of a
power utility, should be established using appropriate
technologies such as optical links available inside power
lines or mobile telecommunication service.

Fig. 7 Low-voltage distribution grid used in field tests

Channel characteristics for the first three houses are
given in Fig. 9. LV distribution grid is characterized with the
tree topology and intensive impedance variations, causing
interference with reflected signals and notches in channel
amplitude characteristics. In Fig. 9 we observe that
attenuation of the channel to the house 3 is better in
CENELEC band than is the case with the houses 2 and 3.
In order to complete PRIME modem performance
measurements, Atmel evaluation boards SAM4SP32AMB
are used. Modem located at the transformer is configured as
the base node, while modems in houses 1, 2 and 3 are
configured as terminals. Promotion of a terminal in a switch
mode is automatic. Measurements are done in two steps. The
first step is terminal registration at the base station. Detected
registration time of a terminal that directly communicates
with the base node was in the range from 5 to 15 s. If a
terminal needs a switch, registration time is extended for a
time interval necessary for the promotion of a terminal into a
switch, which will relay the messages. In such case,
registration process is 1 minute long. In the second step, the
base node broadcast messages, while other three terminals
receive and process messages. Used subcarrier modulation is
DBPSK with convolutional encoder, fixed by manufacturer
and can’t be changed. Raw data rate at PHY layer, with this
modulation and enabled convolutional encoder, is 21.4 kbps.
After each message is processed, some link quality
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Fig. 11 Measured LTE upload capacity

Fig. 9 BER vs. SNR class for the PLC link between transformer
and house 2

CONCLUSION
Requirements for the communication network in the
smart metering system are quite low. Two of the most used
technologies for the smart metering are PLC and mobile
telecommunication system.
PLC is native technology for communication
infrastructure inside power system. PLC channel is a harsh
environment for data transmission that limits data rates and
reliability. Adaption of recent NB PLC standards, PRIME
and G3-PLC, significantly improved PLC performance by
the introduction of robust OFDM modulation and routing
mechanisms.
Low-cost of GPRS devices and low-requirements led to
the wide deployment of GPRS for automatic meter reading.
GPRS still meet requirements in smart metering systems, but
latency is too high for other smart grid applications. LTE, 4th
generation mobile telecommunication system, provides high
data rates and low latencies, which are much above smart
metering needs. Selection of the appropriate technology
varies on demands of particular power utility, services they
offer, level of development of their power and
communication infrastructure, and availability of mobile
telecommunication services.

LTE system is very complex telecommunication system,
whose functionalities are much above requirements of the
smart metering system. Application of LTE allows direct
communications of smart meters with the head end of a
distribution operator that will reduce overall latencies. Unlike
PLC system, LTE service is provided by the telecom
company and introduces additional monthly costs. A power
utility doesn’t have any influence on the performance of this
system. It is clear that new business models and SLA
(service level agreement) are required for telecom operator to
become a significant player in the smart grid ecosystems
(Sunseed, 2015). On the other hand, LTE provides high data
rates, have reasonably low latencies and has wide coverage.
A variation of PLC system in performance is significantly
higher than is the case with LTE system. If communications
are used only for smart metering, there is no need to use LTE
for such purpose. In the case that is necessary to collect
comprehensive data such as from distribution PMUs, LTE
may become functional.
LTE performance has been analyzed in the network of
Telekom Slovenije, making extensive measurements of the
latency and upload capacity. Measurements were done with
mobile and static terminals across wider rural and dense
urban areas, daytime hours that exhibit data traffic peak, with
open performance measuring software package (Speedtest,
Ookla). LTE latency distribution presented in Fig.10 shows
that 95% of sampled values are within 60 ms. Figure 11
shows distribution of the measured uplink capacity, which is
important since majority of the traffic is in the uplink
direction. We observe that uplink capacity varies in the range
from 5 to 45 Mbps, what satisfies all smart grid applications.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a system for bioimpedance
measurement and parameter estimation of the Fricke-Morse
2R-1C model of biological tissue. The device is based on the
Analog Devices AD5933 integrated circuit and the
ATmega128 microcontroller from Atmel. The main features
of the proposed system are low cost, small dimensions, and
optional full standalone operability. The system includes a
TFT display, an embedded keypad, an SD card for data
storage, a self-calibration system, as well as a PC software.
The device was initially tested using a Fricke-Morse 2R-1C
model featuring only passive resistive and capacitive
elements. Finally, data collected from volunteers was used
for parameter estimation of Fricke-Morse model considering
electrode impedance. Obtained results are promising and
showed that the proposed device can be used successfully in
applications that rely on a two-electrode configuration for
bioimpedance measurements.
INTRODUCTION
The first discussion on the electrical properties of
biological tissues was presented by Hermann (1871). Over
the next few decades, studies were conducted using wider
frequency ranges and on a larger variety of biological tissues,
addressing issues such as tissue health and undergoing
changes resulting from diseases or death. In the very end of
the 1960s, four-surface electrode bioelectrical impedance
analysis (BIA) technique was introduced by Hoffer, Clifton
and Simpson (1969) and Nyboer (1970). In the 1970s, the
foundations of BIA had been established and single
frequency analyzers were in use. Multi-frequency analyzers
would become available in the 1990s (Martinsen and
Grimnes, 2008; Kyle et. al, 2004).
Nowadays, growing demands on health services
demands for big investments in expanding the infrastructures
of hospitals and clinical staff. Development of small smart
electrical devices that can be used in home and mobile
healthcare systems is a very promising idea for it can help
reducing healthcare costs in general. Because of that, the
focus is on the development of medical diagnostic
instrumentation which can be used in applications such as
heart rate monitoring, continuous blood pressure monitoring
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systems,
electrocardiography,
and
bioimpedance
measurement. For this reason, many academic and industrial
institutions are involved in designing, development, testing
and manufacturing of bioimpedance systems with a wide
range of applications. For instance, bioimpedance monitoring
is largely used in body composition estimation and
non-invasive evaluation of clinical status, such as monitoring
of renal function or abdominal fatness, respiratory cycle
monitoring, and detection of lung water.
The integrated circuit AD5933 from Analog Devices is
the first on-chip impedance analyzer which introduces a new
age in the design of small and low-cost bioimpedance
devices (Analog Devices, 2013). This chip has already been
used in many biomedical applications that require impedance
measurement. Some examples of realizations of electrical
bioimpedance spectrometer using the AD5933 are presented
by Ferreira et al (2010), Seoane et al. (2008), and Cornelius
et. al. (2014). The blood coagulation monitoring and
monitoring of the psycho-galvanic reflex of the human skin
are presented by Berney and O'Riordan (2008), and Majer,
Stopjakova
and
Vavrinsky
(2009),
respectively.
Jacobsen et. al. (2011) presented a modular platform for
wireless body area network research and real-life
experiments. The AD5933 was used in a 2-electrode
configuration as read-out electronics for fluid balance sensor.
In this study, the AD5933-based impedance
measurement device reported earlier (Simic, 2014a; Simic
2014b; Simic, 2015) was tested in bioimpedance
measurement. Our approach for processing the bioimpedance
data is based on the Complex Non-Linear Least Squares
(CNLS) fitting method (Sanchez et. al, 2013) and relatively
simple model of biological tissue including skin-electrode
impedance. Contribution of our design is that proposed
system provides rapid and automated information on
measured bioimpedance with satisfying accuracy.
FRICKE-MORSE MODEL OF BIOLOGICAL TISSUE
The impedance of the biological tissue is defined as the
opposition to the flow of an electric current through that
tissue and varies with frequency and tissue type. Cells can be
modeled with just three components (2R-1C network) as
shown in Fig. 1.

Measurement board with analog front end
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Fig. 1 Fricke-Morse model of biological tissue.
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The extracellular space is presented as a resistor, R e , and
the intracellular space and the membrane as series of a
resistor R i and a capacitor C m . This model was introduced by
Fricke and Morse (1925) and is widely used in bioelectrical
impedance analysis due its simplicity and direct physical
interpretation. According to this model, the impedance of a
cell is given by
R (1 + jω Ri Cm )
Z (ω ) = e
.
(1)
1 + jωCm ( Re + Ri )
Electric current flows through biological tissues using
different frequency dependent paths. For example, at low
frequencies, almost all the current flows through the
extracellular space only. At higher frequencies, the current
can cross the capacitance of the cell membrane and even
enter the intracellular space as well.
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Fig. 3 AD5933 with AFE.

The measurement board is based on the integrated
circuit AD5933 with analog front end (AFE) electronics
(Fig. 3). AFE is composed in such a way that the proposed
system operates in two-electrode mode, which means that the
same pair of electrodes is used for stimulation and sensing.
AFE is designed to reduce output resistance of the signal
source (V out ), increase overall accuracy and to remove DC
bias from excitation signal. Measurement board is also
equipped with calibration (R calib ) and feedback resistive
networks (R fb ) so no additional components are required for
operation. Switching between impedance measurement and
calibration process is controlled by microcontroller and an
analog switch (Simic, 2015).

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The system for bioimpedance measurement proposed in
this work consists of three main units: a control board, a
measurement board, and a PC software. The hardware layout
of the prototype device is shown in Fig. 2.
Control board
The core of the control board is a microcontroller AVR
ATmega128. The microcontroller executes the main program
and coordinates the work of peripherals and connected
components. The board also has TFT color display, micro
SD card and keypad. TFT color display is used for graphical
presentation of the measurements. The local data storage
element is a micro SD card with a FAT16 file system. A
keypad with two navigation buttons (Up and Down) and two
confirmation keys (OK and Esc) is embedded in the board to
ensure easy menu system manipulation in handheld
operation.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT
Fig. 4 shows the main screen of software for
bioimpedance measurement. Through the implemented
features, the user has full control over AC voltage magnitude
selection (200, 400, 1000 and 2000 mV), sweep parameters
configuration (start frequency, frequency increment and
number of increments), and obtained results (graphical
presentation and tabular form). The unweighted CNLS
data-fitting method (Sanchez et. al, 2013) is used for the
estimation of R e , R i and C m from measured data.
Measurements were conducted on 50 frequencies (linear
frequency step) in range 10 kHz - 100 kHz. At low
frequencies, impedance of the 2R-1C circuit is dominantly
determined by R e , so initial value for R e was estimated from
value of impedance magnitude at the lowest measurement
frequency. At high frequencies, the influence of C m is very
small, so impedance magnitude of 2R-1C circuit at the
highest measurement frequency can be defined as previously
calculated R e in parallel with R i . Finally, C m can be
estimated from the value of the frequency at which first

Fig. 2 Hardware prototype of the system.
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derivative of imaginary part of the impedance is equal to

zero.

Fig. 4 Main screen of the Windows application.

Data-fitting was performed with Trust region algorithm
(Byrd, Schnabel and Schultz, 1987) with maximum number
of function evaluations and maximum number of iterations
set to 106, while termination tolerance on the function value
and termination tolerance on estimated vector were set
to
10-18.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Impedance measurement and parameter estimation from
a 2R-1C network
The first test of the proposed system was in estimating
of the values of R e , R i and C m from impedance measurement
data obtained from the 2R-1C circuit of Fig. 1 consisting of
passive components with known values (R e = 1 kΩ ± 5%,
R i = 367 Ω ± 5% and C m = 5 nF ± 5%). To minimize errors
due to components tolerance, the values were measured
using a Mastech MY68 multimeter (±1.2% tolerance). These
values were found to be are as follows: R e = 986 Ω,
R i = 367 Ω, and C m = 5.02 nF.

Fig. 5 Comparison of measured, estimated and calculated
impedance magnitude of the 2R-1C circuit.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of measured, estimated and calculated
impedance phase angle of the 2R-1C circuit.

Fig. 8 Measured values of bioimpedance magnitude.

Before the measurements, parts of the skin where
electrodes are placed were cleaned with 70% diluted ethanol.
Distance between electrodes was 5 cm. Measurements were
conducted on 50 frequencies (linear frequency step) in range
10 kHz - 100 kHz while volunteers were in sitting position.
The values of impedance magnitude and phase angle of
volunteers measured with our device are presented in Fig. 8
and Fig. 9.
In the case of two-electrode measurement configuration,
the measured impedance is the sum of tissue impedance and
both skin-electrode impedances. Because of that, the
parameter estimation of Fricke-Morse model of biological
tissue is done considering electrode impedance. Two
identical impedances (Bogonez-Franco et. al., 2015) are
added in series with the 2R-1C model of biological tissue, as
shown in Fig. 10.
The CNLS data-fitting method was again used for
estimation of biological tissue parameters (R e , R i and C m )
and skin-electrode impedance model (R 1 , R 2 and C) from
measured data. Obtained values for all volunteers are
presented in Table 1.

The comparison of calculated values of impedance
magnitude and phase angle based on MY68 measurement
and measured values with our system for the 2R-1C circuit
are presented in Fig. 5. and Fig. 6, respectively. Maximum
difference between measured and calculated phase angle was
1.2º (at frequency of 96.4 kHz), while for impedance
magnitude that difference was 1.1 % (at frequency of
20.8 kHz). Moreover, estimated impedance magnitude and
phase angle are also presented. The estimated values are
R e = 997.33 Ω, R i = 332.98 Ω and C m = 5.12 nF. Comparison
between values measured with our device and estimated
values give root mean square error (RMSE) for impedance
magnitude and phase angle: RMSE |Z| = 7.54 Ω and
RMSE θ = 2.62º, respectively. Maximum difference between
measured and estimated phase angle was 3.5º (at frequency
of 96.4 kHz) while for impedance magnitude that difference
was 2.7 % (at frequency of 98.2 kHz).
Bioimpedance measurement
The bioimpedance measurement with the developed
device was conducted on 3 male volunteers aged 24
(Volunteer A), 28 (Volunteer B) and 30 years (Volunteer C).
Self-adhesive rectangular electrodes delivered with
Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation HV6609 device
were placed on volunteers' forearm and connected with the
developed measurement device as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 Measured values of bioimpedance phase angle.

Fig. 7 Electrodes position during measurements.
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six parameters with no need for more complex elements such
as constant phase elements as suggested by
Lazovic et. al. (2014) or single and double time constant
models for modeling of skin-electrode interface (Assambo et.
al, 2007).

Fricke-Morse model of
biological tissue
Ri

Cm
Re
R1

R1
R2

R2

CONCLUSION

C

C

In this paper a realization of the AD5933-based
bioimpedance measurement device and the parameter
estimation of Fricke-Morse model of biological tissue are
presented. The measurement device can be used as a
handheld or PC-controlled device and holds promise that it
can be used as a part of a diagnostic or monitoring medical
instrumentation in home health care systems.
Developed device has self-calibration system and
implemented algorithm for auto-ranging in impedance
measurement. Thus, no additional components are required
or manual range switching during measurement. Moreover,
according to the device datasheet, AD5933 has resolution of
1 million samples per second which ensures data acquisition
in real time and gives high practical value to our device
which can be used for rapid and automated bioimpedance
measurement.
A simple 2R-1C model of biological tissue, proposed by
Fricke and Morse in 1925, is widely used in bioelectrical
impedance analysis due its simplicity and direct physical
interpretation. Thus, as a first step, the system verification
with 2R-1C network formed with passive components was
done. The comparison of calculated values of impedance
magnitude and phase angle based on MY68 measurement
and measured values with our system for the 2R-1C circuit,
verified the system accuracy of measurement device, while
the application of CNLS algorithm successfully estimated
parameters of passive components. Procedure for initial
values estimation of 2R-1C model is also presented.
Comparison between values obtained with our device and
estimated values give RMSE for impedance magnitude and
phase angle: RMSE |Z| = 7.54 Ω and RMSE θ = 2.62º,
respectively. Maximum difference between measured and
estimated phase angle was 3.5º (at frequency of 96.4 kHz)
while for impedance magnitude that difference was 2.7 % (at
frequency of 98.2 kHz).
Test of suitability of the developed measurement device
in biomedical applications was conducted on three male
volunteers. As noted in the literature, a simple Fricke-Morse
model of biological tissues in measurements with twoelectrode devices should be expanded with skin-electrode
impedance model. Thus, in the conducted study, a relatively
simple model of biological tissue with skin-electrode
interface based on pure RC elements with just six parameters
is used. In the most cases, there is no need for more complex
elements such as constant phase elements or single and
double time constant models for modeling of skin-electrode
interface. The presented approach gave accurate estimation
of impedance under test.
Future work is directed towards further expansion of the
model with parasitic capacitance and electrode mismatch
effects. That will increase complexity of the model but it will

Skin-electrode
impedances

Fig. 10 Model of biological tissue including skin-electrode
impedances.
Table 1. Estimated parameters of Fricke-Morse model with
included skin-electrode impedance.

Volunteer/
Parameter
Re [Ώ]
Ri [Ώ]
Cm [nF]
R1 [Ώ]
R2 [Ώ]
C [nF]

A
1575.8
121.88
50.97
87.59
134.02
18.48

B
1222.03
154.93
78.81
69.56
95.57
27.27

C
1757.49
237.76
43.98
58.24
18.92
53.08

The estimated impedance magnitude and phase angle,
obtained with parameters presented in Table 1 and the model
presented in Fig. 10, are compared to the measured values
presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 with RMSE calculation. RMSE
for impedance magnitude and phase angle for all volunteers
are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. RMSE for impedance magnitude and phase angle
estimation for all volunteers

Volunteer RMSE |Z| [Ω]
A
0.23
B
1.08
C
0.24

RMSE θ [º]
0.59
0.19
0.71

Moreover, maximum difference between these values, as
well as frequencies on which those differences occurred for
all volunteers are presented in Table 3.
Table 3 Maximum differences between estimated and measured
impedance magnitude and phase angle.

Variable /
Volunteer
A
B
C

Impedance magnitude
Frequency
[kHz]
Error [%]
1.64
10
1.53
31.6
1.21
10

Phase angle
Frequency
[kHz]
Error [º]
0.6
31.6
0.5
46
0.7
31.6

Analysis of obtained results showed that developed
impedance measurement device with expanded Fricke-Morse
2R-1C model which includes both skin-electrode impedances
can be successfully used in bioimpedance applications. The
proposed model is based on pure R and C elements with just
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also increase accuracy of the obtained results. Moreover,
procedure for initial values estimation of 2R-1C model with
included skin-electrode impedance also should be
determined.
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Communication
technologies
(including
Mobile
communications) to conduct any kind of transactions.
Hykkanen, Nenonen & Kojo (2014) have defined VW
simply as working anytime and anywhere made possible via
electronic communication.
Ouye (2011), Wayne (1999), Thompson & Caputo
(2009), and Poeppelman & Blacksmith (2015) have pointed
out that the paradigm of VW is a reality now and the
number of employees working in VWs is on the rise. For
example, an estimate of 20% of the world’s employees were
working in VWs in 2005 (Watt, 2007), and based on the
Haid (2010) less than a quarter of employees is not working
in VWs-40% of these employees will be working in VW
soon. Johns & Gratton (2013) claimed that it is projected by
the experts that within a few years, more that 1.3 billion
people will be working in VWs.
Based on the research by the Kelly Global workforce
index (2012) organizations and employees have adopted to
the newest workplace evolution (VW) in different ways and
with varying degrees of success. Working in VW means
working differently and requires a unique set of skills and
competencies (Haid, 2010).Yet, little understanding is there
of how to coordinate a workplace in which employees and
managers don’t work side-by-side.
Lam (2010) claimed that not all employees working in
virtual workplace are happy working and the challenges of a
VW are not the same as non-VW.
Lam (2010) further argues that VW will continue to be
a major topic of discussion in this century. Wiesenfelda,
Raghuramb & Garuda (2001) pointed out that there is
limited empirical research on the effects of VW in particular
the conduct of employees and their opinions and
perspectives.

ABSTRACT
This paper reports on a study conducted to explore the
impact of a Virtual workplace on employee behavior. The
empirical evidence in this paper is based on the surveys and
interviews from Australian SMEs located in Greater
Western Sydney (GWS) region. We believe this study is
vital for the upcoming age of Big Data based business
strategies. This is mainly because of the collaborative nature
of Big Data that works on “loose affiliations” - not only data
structures but also organizations. Virtual workplace is not
new in itself, but its study in the context of SMEs and Big
Data is our new contribution. That virtual workplaces are
more productive only when combined with traditional work
norms was an interesting insight gleaned from this study.
Keywords: Virtual Workplace, Virtual Employees, SME,
Small and Medium Enterprises, Big Data
INTRODUCTION
Virtual Workplace (VW)-work anytime and anywhere has dramatically changed the workplace. Furthermore, with
the advent of technologies such as Big Data, the definition
of a workplace itself is revolutionized. The loose affiliation
of organizations and data sources creates an environment
where VW becomes a requirement rather than an option.
Therefore, it was important to study the impact of VW on
employee behavior. The aim of this paper is to identify the
impact of VW on employee behavior by examining their
opinions and perspectives. The empirical evidence is based
on the surveys and interviews from Australian SMEs
located in Greater Western Sydney (GWS) region. Nonparametric, Mann Whitney Rank test was used to analyse
the collected surveys through SPSS; and thematic analysis
was used to analyse the in-depth semi-structured interviews.
The results indicate employees are enthusiastic about VW.
Nevertheless, their performance can be improved by
maintaining some traditional work norms. This insight can
be used in the Big Data age by SMEs, wherein they are most
likely to use Cloud-based analytics that are ‘virtual’ by
default. Identification of employee behavior can help
establish and manage successful VW. This rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Literature Review, Research
Methodology, Results, Discussions and Conclusion.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Conceptual Framework: In order to identify the
opinions of employees toward VW it was decided to explore
the employees’ job satisfaction, job involvement and
organizational commitment. The in-depth semi-structured
interviews approach was chosen to explore the perspectives
of employees toward VW. To increase the reliability of the
study, employees working in VW as well as working in nonVW were recruited in this study and their responses are
compared and contrasted. In this study the terms
‘management’ and ‘organization’ denote workplace.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Virtual is understood as something that is not physical.
In the electronic age, virtual is concomitant with the use of
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Objective: The objective of this study is to identify the
impact of VW on employee behavior. The following
hypothesis is proposed to identify the conduct of employees
in a virtual workplace.
Hypothesis: Employees are more enthusiastic working
in a VW compare to working in a traditional workplace.
Sub-hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1 (H1): Job satisfaction tends to
increase as employees workplace changes from
traditional to virtual.
Hypothesis 2 (H2): Job involvement tends to
increase as employees workplace changes from
traditional to virtual.
Hypothesis 3 (H3): Organizational commitment tends
to increase as employees workplace changes from
traditional to virtual.
Data Collection Phase One: For the purpose of the
hypothesis testing a hybrid of online (self-administrated)
and paper surveys were distributed to a set of randomly
selected Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs)
located in Greater Western Sydney (GWS) region.
The survey was divided into three parts. The first part
of the survey comprised of ten questions which were
designed to measure the Job satisfaction. The second part of
the survey comprised ten questions which were designed to
measure Job involvement. The third part of the survey
comprised of nine questions which were designed to
measure Organizational commitment. Five-point Likert
scale was used to measure the level of agreement to each
particular question. 180 responses were collected, yielding
15% response rate.
Data Editing: Zikmund (2003) defined data editing
procedure as the “process of checking and adjusting the data
for omission, legibility and consistency”. The purpose is to
ensure that the data is consistent, complete and readable for
the analysis stage.
For the purpose of data legibility and consistency the
incomplete survey responses and the responses by
participants with less than six months employment were
excluded from the data analysis procedure. As a result only
159 responses out of 180 responses were useful.
Research Design: Cronbach's test was performed to
check the consistency of the questionnaires as a research
instrument. Non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was used to
analyse the data because the dependent variables were
measured on an ordinal scale. Furthermore, the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to check for normality.
Statistical Tools: IBM SPSS (Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences) 21 was used for data analysis.
Data Collection Phase Two: Nine employees working
in VW and nine employees working in traditional workplace
voluntarily participated in the study. In-depth semistructured interviews were used to collect data. Employees
working in VW are considered as Virtual Employee (VE)
and employees working in traditional workplace are
considered as Traditional Employees (TE). VE and TE are
used as codes for the two groups of participants. Thematic
analysis was used to analyse the interviews.

TEs and VEs were probed to discuss their views and
opinions about their organization-that is how they perceived
their organization and management.
RESULTS
Survey Results:
Table 1 Cronbach’s test results
TEs
Constitutes of Job Attitude
Cronbach’s α coefficient
Job Satisfaction
0.817
Job Involvement
0.829
Organizational Commitment
0.910
VEs
Constitutes of Job Attitude
Cronbach’s α coefficient
Job Satisfaction
0.868
Job Involvement
0.840
Organizational Commitment
0.899

A Cronbach’s alpha greater than 0.70 is considered
reliable, thus, the questionnaire used in this research is
reliable.Non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was used to test
the hypotheses because the dependent variables were
measured on an ordinal scale. Furthermore, the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to check for the
normality of the dependent variable values. Based on the
results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which indicated a
highly non-normal distribution, the Mann-Whitney test was
deemed the most appropriate test statistic for testing the
hypotheses.
Table 2 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results for Job Satisfaction
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Responses
Statistic
df
Sig.
0.328
159
0.000

The significance value (p = 0.000) for the Job
Satisfaction variable is less than the desired significance
level (α) of 0.05, therefore, the Job Satisfaction variable can
be considered highly non-normal.
Table 3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results for Job Involvement
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Responses
Statistic
df
Sig.
0.293
159
0.000

Similarly, the significance value (p = 0.000) for the Job
Involvement variable is less than the desired significance
level (α) of 0.05, therefore, the Job Involvement variable
can also be considered highly non-normal.
Table 4 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results for Job
Organizational Commitment
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Responses
Statistic
df
Sig.
0.236
159
0.000

Finally, the significance level (p = 0.000) for the
Organizational Commitment variable is less than the desired
significance level (α) of 0.05, therefore, the Organizational
Commitment variable can also be considered highly nonnormal.
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Table 5 results of the Mann-Whitney test for TEs and VEs
attitudes towards their management
Variables
Employees Number Mean
Z
Sig.
rank
Job
TEs
71
78.21
0.620
Satisfaction
VEs
88
81.44 0.496
Job
TEs
71
75.18
0.200
Involvement
VES
88
83.89 1.281
Organizational
TEs
71
72.78
0.063
Commitment
VEs
88
85.82 1.860

increase as the management shifts from non-virtual to
virtual
TEs’ Interview Results: The first interview question asked
to the TEs was to discuss their views and opinions about
their workplace (i.e. how did they perceive their
workplace?) The participants were probed to express their
opinions. Six TEs had optimistic responses in terms of VW.
The optimistic responses are manifested in the
following responses made by the participants.

For Job satisfaction the significance value (p = 0.620) is
higher than the desired significant level (α) of 0.05,
therefore, the null hypothesis related to Job Satisfaction is
rejected, as shown in the following table.
For Job involvement, again, the significance value (p =
0.200) is higher than the desired significance level (α) of
0.05, therefore, the null hypothesis related to Job
involvement is rejected, as shown in the following table.
Finally, for Organizational commitment, the
significance value (p = 0.063) is higher than the desired
significance (α) level of 0.05, therefore, the null hypothesis
related to Organizational Commitment is rejected, as shown
in the following table.

“The organization is conscious of environment and safety of
employees” (TE 1)
“The organization has a structured identity and is market leader”
(TE 4)
“The organization provides me greater choice in learning and
development and career progression” (TE 4)
“The organization is very laid back with a family feel” (TE 5)
“The organization has close knit team” (TE 5)
“The organization has lovely people and is very supportive of
safety of staff” (TE 5)
“The organization is a market leader” (TE 6)
“The organization provides an opportunity where employees have
a greater scope of employment choices & learning aids for their
career to pursue” (TE 6)
“The organization has international ties” (TE 7)
“The organization is positive and dynamic, continuing to achieve
best practice standards whilst maintaining standard business
checks and balances” (TE 7)
“The organization has strong ethics and the main consideration in
all areas of decision making is the outcome for employees” (TE 8)

Table 6 summary of hypotheses test based on Mann-Whitney
U test using median values
Job Satisfaction Hypothesis
p value
(H1 0 ): Job satisfaction does not
(p=0.620)>0.05
increase as employees workplace
changes from traditional to virtual.
(H1 a ): Job satisfaction tends to increase
as employees workplace changes from
traditional to virtual.
Job Involvement Hypothesis
p value
(H2 0 ): Job involvement tends to
(p=0.200)>0.05
increase as employees workplace
changes from traditional to virtual.
(H2 a ): Job involvement does not
increase as employees workplace
changes from traditional to virtual.
Organizational commitment Hypothesis
p value
(H3 0 ): Organizational commitment
does not increase as employees
workplace changes from traditional to
virtual.
(H3 a ): Organizational commitment
tends to increase as employees
workplace changes from traditional to
virtual.

(p=0.06388)
>0.05

Test
Results
Fail to
Reject

Three TEs had pessimistic responses. The pessimistic
responses are manifested in the following responses made
by the participants.

Reject

“The organization continues to commit to business growth by cost
reduction” (TE 2)
“The organization is fearful of a reduction in shareholder value”
(TE 2)
“The organization does not invest in innovation and its people”
(TE 2)
“The organization is going through a massive change and change
is communicated poorly” (TE 3)
“The organization has a management hierarchy which most
processes are delayed and decisions are made by people who are
not directly involved, who have no idea of the person or their
responsibilities” (TE 9)

Test
Results
Fail to
Reject
Reject

Test
Results
Fail to
Reject

The second interview question asked was to discuss
their views and opinions about their management-that is
how did they perceive their management? Only four
optimistic statements were made in this regard. The rest
were pessimistic.

Reject

The optimistic responses are manifested in the
following:

Table 7 summary of the main hypothesis
Main hypothesis
Hypothesis (0): Employees are less enthusiastic
Fail to
working in a VW compare to working in a
Reject
traditional workplace.
Hypothesis (1): Employees are more
Reject
enthusiastic working in a VW compare to
working in a traditional workplace.

“Management has a great network offering support” (TE 1)
“Management has relied on the good nature and hard work ethic
of many long term employees” (TE 3)
“Management has very close existing bond” (TE 5)
“Management is supportive and consultative” (TE 8)

Based on the above hypotheses the null hypothesis is
rejected and at a significance level of 0.05, there was no
statistical evidence that the positive job attitude tended to

“Management lacks communication” (TE 1 & TE 3)
“Management sometimes need to be more open to change” (TE 5)
“Management is sometimes weak” (TE 8)

The same TEs also made pessimistic statements about
their management. This is reflected in the following
statements:
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The other five TEs made pessimistic statements about
their management. The following statements reflect this
finding.

one knew the names of their kids and asked about each other” (TE
9)

VEs’ Interview Results: The first question asked to the
VEs was to outline the benefits and issues/limitations of
VW based on their experience. They were probed to discuss
their opinions about the benefits and drawbacks of VW.

“Management is traditional and has top-down bureaucratic
structure” (TE 2)
“Management do not have the capability, or foresight, to be able
to manage this business effectively into a world as open to
globalisation as ever” (TE 2)
“Management believe that the only way to ensure productivity is to
observe the person working and in doing so, dismiss the
disadvantage from having a disengaged employee that cannot
exercise flexibility in their job by working remotely” (TE 2)
“Management is performed remotely” (TE 4 & TE 6)
“Management is heading towards a “silo management” system”
(TE 6)
“Management has a system where the implementation of
expectations is delivered in an ordinary way that is void of team
building. This is reflected in the communication, delivery resulting
in staff being cautious and not willing to be involved and generally
keeping their heads down for survival. Most respond on a need to
rather than a want to” (TE 7)
“Management is direct and reciprocate” (TE 9)
“Management conflict of opinions does take place-the stronger
party wins, but the stronger party is not by numbers but by
position” (TE 9)

Table 8 the benefits of VW stated by VEs
Themes
Frequency of
responses
Work flexibility
4
Decreased workload in head office
1
Opportunity for business expansion
1
Freed of desks in the office
1
Working out of office hours
1
Working independently
2
Working more freely
1
Easier to manage a diverse group of
3
geographically dispersed casual employees
Time saving
3
Less data entry
1
Communication from any area of work
1
Better work-life balance
1
Spend more time with customers
1
Fewer interruptions
1
Suitable for global companies
1
Cost reduction
1

The third interview question asked was to discuss the
difference between their organization and a similar
organisation.

The common theme with the highest frequency was
work flexibility. The following statements indicate the
above findings:

Five TEs had positive perception of their organisation
in comparison to other similar organizations. The positive
perceptions are manifested in the following responses made
by the participants.

“The benefits of virtual workplace: increased flexibility of work for
employees,,,,,,,” (VE1)
“Benefits of virtual workplace, flexible work place,,,,,” (VE 2 &
VE5)
“I think the benefits [of VW] will be very handy, because the
people can work all the time, on their own and,,,,,” (VE8)
Other common themes with the highest frequencies were, easier to
manage a diverse group of geographically dispersed casual
employees and time saving. The following statements provide
preference to this finding:
“VW makes it easier to manage a diverse group of geographically
dispersed casual employees” (VE 3, VE 8 and VE 9)
“VW saves working times,,,,” (VE 3, VE 8 and VE 9)
Overall, most of the VEs were content about the
advantages of VW in their role. The quotes below reflect
this finding.
“The benefits of virtual workplace are decrease in head office
workload in coordinating communications between staff and
clients, decrease in office workload in managing payroll, rostering
and inventory and opportunities for business expansion exist once
systems are in place to coordinate work to remote sites” (VE 1)
“The benefits of VW for employer are freeing up of desks in the
office, knowing that workers can put in time and effort to achieve
results in out of office hours and providing and flexibility in order
to keep staff that may have the need to be at home for other
reasons” (VE 2)
“The benefits of VW for employee are independence to work from
another location, independence to work at a time of day that suits
best and being able to work basically, distraction free and
therefore the ability to achieve more in a given time” (VE 2)
“I feel the benefit for myself as a virtual employee is I could
choose to ignore a text if I really wanted to. If I found myself in a
situation that I was not being listened too I could choose this
option” (VE 4)

“My organization compare to other similar organizations is large,
it is a market leader, it has a range of products and it is growing”
(TE 1)
“My organization compare to other similar organizations is big
and decisions are made in quickly” (TE 3)
“My organization is more focused on customers” (TE 3)
“My organization has quit a number of long term employees within
this business which provides sound experience in product and
technical aspects” (TE 4)
“My organization compare to other similar organizations in an
appropriate manner encourages people, respects people and
created a positive culture” (TE 7)
“My organization compare to other similar organizations has very
good practices and procedures in place ensuring the safety and
comfort of our residents at all times” (TE 8)
Four TEs had negative perception of their organization compared
to other similar organizations. The negative perceptions are evident
in the following responses made by the participants.
“My organization as a market leaders don’t have the advantage of
high barriers to entry for competitors anymore due to
bureaucracies where decision making is centralised and slow,
allowing the competitors to incrementally steal market share” (TE
2)
“My organization blames poor market conditions for their
performance” (TE 2)
“My organization compare to other similar organization is that we
don’t keep up with the latest technology and could be operating
more efficiently” (TE 4)
“My organization is set in old ways and reluctant to change” (TE
5)
“My organization is a multi cultural organization and compare to
other organizations I worked for the people were like family, each
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In contrast, four VEs made negative statements about
VW, reflecting their views of VW as evidenced in the
following quotes:

“The benefits of virtual management are ability to communicate
with clients & staff from any work area and to have a better
work/family balance” (VE 5)
“The benefits of VW are that you can spend more time with your
customer, and you can concentrate on your business operation,
with fewer interruptions” (VE 6)
“Well the benefits are we do run a global company. If we didn’t
have this virtual technique there’s no way that we could have sold
our [product] into the markets that we’re selling to” (VE 7)
“Due to the nature of what we do in a [---] roles we’ve found that
virtual roles work a lot better” (VE 9)

“I don’t like VW as again I don’t really have a connection with my
manager, although this is improving the longer I am with the
company” (VE 4)
“This [VW] will only work with employees who have good work
ethics and can manage unsupervised” (VE 5)
“So nothing will take the place of a face to face encounter, virtual
reduces the amount of face to face and can be seen as inefficient
sometimes with time zones and waiting for responses to questions”
(VE 7)
“VW can cause inefficient communication” (VE 8)
“VW increases distances with people, because they are not face to
face anymore, so the interact by phone, but rather than just sitting
together and talking to each other face to face, so I think maybe
that’s a disadvantage” (VE 8)

Table 9 the limitations/issues of VW as stated by VEs
Themes
Difficulty to manage face to face meetings
Competency of employees to use virtual system
Possibility of fraud over time management
Employer can’t give firm guidelines to employees
Limited/no face-to-face interaction
Requires employees to be more organised and proactive
Lack of regular contact
Communication issues
Working in isolation
Increase distance between employees

Frequency
of
responses
1
1
2
1
5
1
1
2
2
1

The third question asked was to discuss how VW has
affected their team norms such as team values. The
participants were probed to discuss how their team culture
has been affected by VW.
Three VEs had optimistic responses indicating their
positive perception of VW. The following statements
provide preference to this finding:
“Team culture and norms are the same after VW” (VE 2)
“VW has made our employees much happier in terms of
management and organisation - it lets them see far in advance
what work they have coming up and lets them plan their lives
accordingly without having to constantly check in with the head
office. It has also made the administrative side of things less
arduous because all bookings are rostered and invoiced in far
fewer steps, making us much happier people!!!” (VE 3)
“Team culture is multicultural now after VW” (VE 6)

The common theme with the highest frequency was
lack of face-to-face interaction this finding is reflected in the
following quotes.
“VW makes difficulty to manage face to face meetings” (VE 1)
“One /limitation of VW for employees is not as much face to face
contact with Management as in traditional employment” (VE 2)

In the same vein, VE 4, VE7 and VE 9 stressed that
lack of face-to-face or no face-to-face interaction to be a
major drawback of VW.
The second question asked was to discuss their views
and opinions about VW. The participants were probed to
discuss how they perceive VW.
Eight VEs had positive views of VW and perceived
VW positively. The positive perceptions are manifested in
the following responses made by the participants.

Two VEs had pessimistic responses indicating their
negative perception of VW. The following statements
provide preference to this finding:
“Company culture is difficult to keep strong now that virtual
management has been put into place” (VE 1)
“The culture is one of dilution so the culture has been diluted; they
[employees] feel as if they’re not in control as much as they were.
It was a concise small team that would be doing the work on a
daily basis but now there’s a different world that’s influencing
what they do every day” (VE 7)
“We’ve got people in our business that do virtual business [virtual
job] that work from home but they do work long hours and
different hours. They have to mix the two together in their home
life,,” (VE 7)

“Virtual workplace will become a greater feature of our business
operations into the future” (VE 1)
“I do like the VW scenario, as a worker. I think the benefits are
huge” (VE 2)
“I feel VW will become more acceptable in business over time”
(VE 2)
“In my case, VW is an efficient and straightforward way to
manage our team of dispersed casual staff” (VE 3)
“In some industries, VW is a good thing” (VE 3)
“I feel virtual management is the way of the future, this will also
make time management much more efficient” (VE 5)
“I see VW as the opportunity for my business to increase my
ground” (VE 6)
“VW in this type of environment is really a correct and only way
for an organisation to lower overhead costs, organisations
operating from under a single operation, but operating very
similar to a franchise” (VE 6)
“So the view is that somehow it [VW] enables you to open up the
world to different markets” (VE 7)
“I think the benefits will be very handy, because the people can
work all the time, on their own” (VE 8)
“I perceive VW as very positive” (VE 9)
“I think technology makes VW easier” (VE 9)
“VM is feature of future work” (VE 9)

Five VEs were concerned about the operation of VW
and made the following caution statments.
“The system is only as good as the system itself, the training on
using that system and the staff competence in using the system
itself following training. If staffs don’t follow set procedures or
were not completely trained on using the systems there are
opportunities for scheduling clashes” (VE 1)
“Staff need to be organised and proactive about managing their
availability and shifts or else the whole system falls apart” (VE 3)
“Regular check in with staff are required to ensure that everybody
is on the same page with regard to shows and etiquette and use of
different systems” (VE 3)
“Dispersed staff also can lead to miscommunications because it is
not taking place face to face” (VE 3)
“Also the possibility of time fraud by the virtual employee and
employees not working within company guidelines and going off
task” (VE 5)
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“First thing, you must have a good, reliable web based system in
the area that I’m in. Now, the disadvantage of that is that you’ve
got to manage that and make sure it’s good” (VE 6)
“From my perspective and I think a challenge talent for us in the
communications industry is to build infrastructure is to prepare the
office of the future for the younger generation” (VE 9)

committed to long term employment and my organization
ensures the safety of the employees.
Discussion of VEs’ Interview Results: In response to the
first interview question, VEs identified the advantages and
limitations of VW. The findings are consistent with those of
the other studies and suggest that work flexibility, easier to
manage a diversified team and time saving are among the
major advantages of VW. For instance, in their major
studies Khan (2011), and Ebrahim et al., (2009) have
pointed out work flexibility to be a major advantage of VW.
Although, the many advantages of VW have been discussed
by Biglow (2000), Hemingway & Breu (2003), Ivan (2003),
Furst, Reeves, Rosen & Blackburn (2004), Ebrahim et al.,
(2009), Sundin (2006), Molgale (2009), Economist
Intelligence Unit (2009), Lam (2010), Khan (2011), and
Lanneborn (2013). Yet, the findings of this study outlined
other advantages of VW which have not been previously
discussed such as, decreased in head office workload,
opportunity for business expansion, fewer interruptions and
suitable for global companies. Presumably, these observed
advantages could be attributed to the practical experience(s)
of the VEs.
The results of this question indicated that most of the VEs
are happy about the advantages of VW in their roles.
However, there is no previous study to support this finding.
There is one possible explanation for this finding. As –
according to the literature – on employee bases, VW
facilitates work and home balance, employment
opportunities for house-bound people, a less stressed work
place, greater degree of freedom and flexibility, increased
job satisfaction, improved quality of work life, and it also
enhances the psychological contract (Biglow 2000; Ivan
2003; Ebrahim et al., 2009; Economist Intelligence Unit
2009; Lam 2010; Khan 2011).
In response to the second part of this question, VEs
stated the limitations/issues of VW. The findings indicated
that lack of face-to-face interaction is a major limitation of
VW. This finding supports studies by, Toglaw (2006),
Sundin (2006), Cisco, (2007) and Mulki et al., (2009). This
is no surprise. There are two possible explanations for this.
First, in their major studies, authors like Biglow (2000),
Pang (2001), Brown, Huettner & Tanny (2007), Foti,
(2007), Hunsaker & Hunsaker (2008), and Ebrahim et al.,
(2009) have pointed out that communication breakdown,
employees’ feeling of isolation and uncertainty, less
socialization, stress associated to self organization,
complexity of management and employee relation are the
limitations of the VM. These limitations can be related to
lack of face-to-face interaction. Second, as discussed in the
above section, the main characteristic that distinguishes a
non-virtual employee from a virtual employee is the nonexistence of physical interaction. VEs are separated from
their management which can result in many VW issues.
Some of the limitation of VM discovered in this study has
not been discussed in the literature. For example, employees
may lack the competency to use virtual systems and there is
possibility of fraud over time management. It seems
possible that lack of face-to-face can also trigger these
limitations. This is the result of lack of face-to-face
interaction and can cause employee isolation, less
socialization and stress associated to self organization.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussion of the survey results: The significant
values (p) were greater than the significant (α) level of .05
for job satisfaction, job involvement and organizational
commitment. Therefore, the three sub-hypotheses are
nullified which led to the rejection of the main hypothesis.
This finding was somewhat surprising and was
unexpected. This is so, as the finding interviews indicated
that VEs in comparison with TEs have positive views
toward VW.
Many authors agreed that employees and employers
alike lured to the advantages of VW. For instance, in their
studies Biglow (2000), Hemingway & Breu (2003), Furst,
Reeves, Rosen, & Blackburn. (2004) and Ebrahim, Ahmed,
& Taha (2009) outlined the advantages of VW such as,
uniting highly qualified people, facilitating work and home
balance and reducing the cost of production to name but a
few. Concurrently, these authors and many more like
Hunsaker & Hunsaker (2008), Pang (2001), Vinaja (2003),
Sundin (2006) and Mulki, Bardhi, Lassk & Nanavaty-Dahl
(2009) have argued that the drawbacks of VW such as,
employees’ feeling of isolation, lack of face-to-face
communication and many more should not be
underestimated lest VWs may lose the support of the
employees. A possible explanation for the rejection of the
research hypothesis lies within the above argument. Hence,
despite the many advantages offered by VWs-its drawbacks
overshadows these advantages which are reflected by the
findings of this question.
Discussion of TEs’ Interview Results: The results of the
first interview question indicated that six TEs had positive
view/perception toward their organization, whereas, three
TEs had negative view/perception of their organization. A
possible explanation for this is that the majority of TEs have
high job satisfaction or are happy in their organizations.
This result is consistent with the study of Srivastava (2008)
where he suggested that positive perception is correlated
with job satisfaction.
The results of the second interview question
indicated that TEs had positive perception towards their
management. There is no prior study to support the results
of this question. However, the possible explanation for this
result can be found in the responses made by TEs. For
example, lack of communication, weak management, topdown bureaucratic structure, less capable management and
silo management.
The results of the third interview question indicated
that five TEs perceived their organization positively and
four TEs perceived their organization negatively in
comparison to other similar organizations. A possible
explanation for this might be that this question is related to
the first question which is discussed above. Another
possible explanation for this is TEs have positive image of
their organization. For example, my organization is a market
leader, my organization is growing, my organization is
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In response to the second interview question, eight
VEs had positive views of VW and perceived VW
positively. In contrast, some VEs made negative statements
about VW, reflecting their views of VW. The following
factors may possibly explain this finding. First, the change
in employees’ lifestyles, values and attitudes requires the
organizations to be more flexible, this can be more easily
facilitated by VWs (Pang 2001; Hemingway & Breu 2003).
Second, a VW facilitates greater work and home balance,
employment opportunities for house-bound people, a less
stressed workplace and a greater degree of freedom and
flexibility (Biglow 2000; Ivan 2003; Ebrahim et al., 2009;
Economist Intelligence Unit 2009). Third, a VW facilitates
employment opportunities for house-bound people, a less
stressed work place, and greater degree of freedom (Biglow
2000; Ivan 2003; Ebrahim et al., 2009; Economist
Intelligence Unit 2009; Lam 2010 and Khan 2011). Fourth,
a VW increases job satisfaction, improves time
management, reduces travel time and expenses, improves
quality of work life, and improves performance and
autonomy (Khan, 2011). Fifth, VW enhances psychological
contract as virtual employees. They believe they can be
more effective, productive, and efficient when they work
remotely (Lam, 2010). On the contrary, the negative
statements about VW may be explained by the challenges of
virtual organization. For example, lack of face-to-face
interaction, communication breakdown, work-life balance
issues and feeling of isolation to name but a few.
In response to the third interview question, three VEs
had optimistic responses indicating their positive perception
of VW. Contrary, two VEs had pessimistic responses
indicating their negative perception of VW. This finding
was expected and suggests that VW is perceived positively.
The possible explanation for this has been discussed in the
above section. The most interesting finding was that five
VEs made caution statements about VW. This finding
corroborates the ideas of Pang (2001), Gerke (2006), Sundin
(2006), Cisco (2007), Derven, (2007), and Hunsaker &
Hunsaker (2008), Economist Intelligence Unit (2009) and
Snell (2009) who have suggested that to overcome the
challenges faced by VW, a VW should be established on the
pilars of an appropriate system. I
Three conclusions are drawn from this study. First,
VW is perceived positively. Second, as the workplace
changes from traditional to virtual the attitudes of
employees remain invariable, it is argued that face-to-face
interaction and other traditional work norms must be
assured lest the attitudes of VEs toward VW will not
improve. Third, the findings indicate that the behavior of
employees is affected as workplace changes from traditional
to virtual. This is so, as VW affects the perceptions of VEs
which is an important element of behavior. Therefore, it
maybe deduced that VEs are more contented than TEs.
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proposed to solve this problem. COCOMO is a wellestablished and widely used software cost estimation model
(Boehm, 1981; Boehm, Horowitz, et. al., 2000). Some
studies have suggested a way of refining COCOMO’s
estimates by using machine learning and date mining
techniques (Chen, Menzies, et. al., 2005). Moreover, the
datasets are made publicly available in the “PROMISE
Repository” (Shirabad & Menzies, 2005). In this study, we
apply the PSO to perform feature selection optimization on
the COCOMO model by using the online datasets. The study
demonstrates there is scope for fine-tuning the model.

ABSTRACT
Feature subset selection is an effective method to
improve the generalization performance of models. It
consists in finding an appropriate feature subset of the
original features, since some redundant features lead to the
deterioration in the generalization performance of the
models. In this paper, we use the Particle Swarm
Optimization to solve the combinatorial Feature Subset
Selection Optimization problem. We demonstrate that the
software cost estimation models can be fine-tuned using this
novel method.

FEATURE SELECTION

INTRODUCTION

Feature selection is the method to find the subset of all
features which makes the construction of learning models
faster and more robust. The filter method and wrapper
method are some of the main methods to implement feature
selection.

Data mining and machine learning algorithms need to
deal with datasets that include a large number of features or
attributes. However, some of the features may be redundant
in the datasets; others may contain noise in the feature namevalue pairs. In such cases, pre-processing the datasets before
performing actual data mining becomes essential.
In order to leave out the features which do not influence
the generalization performance of the model, a procedure
known as “feature subset selection” is traditionally
performed on the data sets. The wrapper method is one of the
major methods used to implement feature subset selection. In
general, the wrapper method uses the greedy algorithm
which performs the backward selection. In this method, it
will exhaustively find all possible subsets of features and
search for the best subset which improves the generalization
performance. But the exhaustive search leads to a huge
computational cost.
In this study, we cast the feature subset selection
problem as an optimization problem and solve it by using the
well-known
Swarm
Intelligence
Particle
Swarm
Optimization (PSO) algorithm. This algorithm is based on
the food-searching strategy of a swarm of birds or a school of
fish and is found to have robust and speedy performance
(Kennedy & Eberhart, 1995; 1997; Kennedy, Eberhart, &
Shi, 2001; Gonsalves, 2014). Its applications in optimization
are rapidly increasing (Krause, Cordeiro, et. al., 2013). This
novel study is aimed to extend the PSO application to the
feature subset selection problem.
Software development projects are notorious for
overshooting both, completion time and budget estimates
(The Standish Group Report, (2015). A number of software
development project cost estimation models have been

Filter Method
Filter method is the way to find the subset of features by
using the response variable and criterion of each feature to
value the subset of features. This method can find subsets
faster than the wrapper method, but sometimes the subsets
found by this method has lower predictability than those
found by the wrapper method.
Wrapper Method
Wrapper method is the way to find the subset of features
by using learning algorithms. This method can find
predictability subsets compared to the filter method. But the
problem is computational cost, because this method tries to
find the appropriate subset by exhaustively checking all
possible feature subsets.
Feature Selection Procedure
In order to produce the feature selection, first we will
choose the subset. In this case, we choose the subset of
features by using an appropriate searching algorithm. Then
evaluate the chosen subset. We will repeat these two steps
until the termination condition is met. Finally, we check the
validity of the subset of features found by the searching
algorithm by applying them on new datasets.
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randomly drawn from a uniform random number distribution
and w is a momentum coefficient.

PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is Swarm
Intelligence technique, based on the intelligent movement of
the swarm. In order to find an optimal solution to the
problem, PSO uses a number of particles that constitute a

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
In this section, we demonstrate how to apply the PSO
algorithm to feature subset selection.
Step 1: Set fitness function, constraints and datasets. In this
study, there are two fitness functions to evaluate the feature
selection. One is to minimize the mean magnitude of the
relative error (MMRE). MRE is the percentage of error
between actual effort and predicted effort. Another is to
maximize the PRED(N). PRED(N) is the percentage of all
instances in which the MRE is lower than N%. For example,
if PRED(30)=50% implies that half of the instances’ MRE is
lower than 30%.
1

Min MMRE(%) = ∑𝑇𝑖 𝑀𝐵𝐵𝑖 ∗ 100
𝑇
Or

(3)

Max PRED(N)(%) =
100
𝑇

𝑁
∑𝑇𝑖 � 1 𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝐵𝐵𝑖 ≤ �100
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑝𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑝

(4)

Where T: number of instances
Fig.1 PSO algorithm flowchart

Step 2: Apply {0, 1} to each feature as particle

swarm moving around in the search space looking for the
best solution. Each particle is treated as a point in an Ndimensional point which adjusts its flying according to its
own flying experience as well as the flying experience of
other particles.
Each particle has two associated properties: a current
position and a velocity. Each particle also has a memory of
the best location from their flying experience in the search
space that it has found so far which is called personal-best
(p-best). Every particle knows the best location found to date
by all the particles in the population which is called globalbest (g-best).
The velocity size or direction is influenced by the
velocity in the previous iteration of the algorithm and the
location of a particle relative to p-best and g-best. Therefore,
each step of the algorithm, the size and direction of each
particle’s move is a function of its own flying experience.
The update formula for the particle i’s velocity vector v i
and position vector x i are follows:

𝑣𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑤 ∗ 𝑣𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑐1 ∗ �𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)�
+𝑐2 ∗ 𝐵2 ∗ �𝑔𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)�

Step 3: Evaluate each particle by using the fitness function
Step 4: Update the particles
Step 5: Evaluate the particles
Step 6: Repeat Steps 3 to 5 until the termination condition is
met.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We optimize the features by using PSO algorithm.
The performance parameters of PSO are shown in Table 1.
We use COCOMO Datasets (COCOMO-81, NASA,
Project02, Project03, Project04) which are given in the
“PROMIZE Repository” (J.S. Shirabad & T.J. Menzies,
(2005)). COCOMO is the abbreviation of Constructive Cos
Model and it is the model to estimate cost, workload and
schedule of software development. In this study, we will use
the following equation to calculate the cost (effort estimate in
person months) by using values of datasets.
𝑃𝑀 = 𝑟 ∗ (𝐾𝐿𝐾𝐶)𝑏 ∗ (∏𝑗 𝐵𝑀𝑗 )

(1)

𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 + 1)＝𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)＋𝑣𝑖 (𝑡 + 1)

PM : effort estimate in person months
a : productivity coefficient
b: economies (or diseconomies) of scale coefficient
KLOC: kilo lines of code
EM : effort multipliers or cost drivers

(2)

where, c 1 and c 2 are parameters associated with the p-best
and g-best terms in the velocity update equation which
represents the relative impact of the p-best and g-best
locations on the velocity of a particle. R 1 and R 2 are
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(5)

The features of the data include: productivity coefficient,
economies (or diseconomies) of scale coefficient, required
software reliability, data base size, process complexity, time
constraint for CPU, main memory constraint, machine
volatility, turnaround time, analysts capability, application
experience, programmers capability, virtual machine
experience, language experience, modern programing
practices, use of software tools, schedule constraint, kilo
lines of code and actual effort of software development.
Productivity coefficient, economies scale coefficient, kilo
lines of code and actual effort of software development are
not the targets of feature selection and we will optimize the
rest of the features.

MMRE
MMRE(%)

1,5

p02
p03
0

1

2

3

p04

4

number of cuts
Fig. 2 Graph of Experimental Result (MMRE)

1000
1
1
1000
1
-1

Table 3 Average of PRED (30)
Number of
cuts
COCOMO
-81

In order to proceed with the experiment, we will divide
the data set into two groups: training data set and testing data
set. The reason we divide it into two groups is because we
have to check whether feature selection is working well. In
this paper, 66% of the data will be training data set and 33%
of the data will be testing data set. We will use training data
set to find the features that should be cut by the PSO
optimization algorithm. The new feature subset is used for
testing the test data set. The experiment results are shown in
Table 2 and Table 3. Table 2 shows the MMRE and Table 3
shows the PRED(30) of COCOMO datasets. Both of them
show average of 30 experimental results and the number in
upper row shows number of cuts.
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Table 1 Parameters of PSO
The number of particles
The importance of pbest c 1
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Iterations T
Upper velocity V max
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Fig. 3. Graph of Experimental Result (PRED(30))

CONCLUSION
Our results show that if we can find the appropriate
feature we should cut, the result will be better. This means,
the features we cut were inappropriate to measure the effort
estimate in person months. However, some of the datasets do
not show much improvement upon optimizing the feature
subsets. This implies that the original datasets we used are
reliable and we do not have to cut the features to further
improve the model. In the future, we want to apply this
feature selection method to data mining to increase the
prediction accuracy and decrease the computational
complexity.
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obstacles”. In conclusion, minesweeper trained in the field
with no obstacles could remove mines smoothly. However,
minesweeper trained in the field with obstacles could not
avoid the obstacle to pick up mines in some situations. In the
future, this situation can be improved by the application of
deep-learning methods.

ABSTRACT
Autonomous driving is increasingly becoming an active
area of research. In this paper, two important methods of
Computational Intelligence – Artificial Neural Network and
Genetic Algorithm are used to simulate the training of
minesweepers to remove mines scattered in a field. The
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), being a mathematical
model of the processing function of the brain, is used as a
tool for learning. The Genetic Algorithm (GA), being a
model of the biological evolution, is a tool for optimization.
The combined strength of ANN and GA produces an optimal
autonomous driving system. The ANN controls the
movement of the minesweepers and the GA optimizes the
evolving ANN connection weights. In the simulated
environment, initially the minesweepers move around
randomly and through repeated GA evolutionary cycles learn
to remove the maximum number of mines without colliding
with the obstacles placed in the mine field.

METHODS
In this study, two methods of Computational Intelligence
(Yen & Fogel, 2006; Engelbrecht, 2007; Konar, 2005;
Eberhart & Shi, 2007) are used for training vehicles: the
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and The Genetic
Algorithm (GA). The ANN is used as controller of vehicles.
The vehicles move based on the output of the ANN, The GA
is used for tuning the ANN connection weights. These two
methods are described in the subsection “The artificial neural
network” and “The genetic algorithm”, respectively.
The artificial neural network
The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a mathematical
model of the processing function of the brain. A multilayered
neural network as shown in Figure 1 consists of three kinds
of layers: The first one is the Input Layer which receives the
input signals. The second one is the Output Layer which
gives off output signals. The third one is the Hidden Layer
which is between the Input Layer and the Output Layer.

Keywords: Autonomous Driving, Computational
Intelligence, Evolutionary Computation, Genetic Algorithm,
Neural Network, Optimization.
INTRODUCTION
Autonomous Driving is actively researched these days.
autonomous driving technology is applied not only cars, but
also to cleaning robots, drones and so on. It is important that
machines move autonomously in case that humans cannot
operate them for some reasons.
The purpose of this study is to train a vehicle to move
autonomously and reach the goal without colliding with
obstacles. To achieve this, Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
and Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used. The methods and the
way in which they are used in this study are described in
Section “METHODS”. In addition, the application called
Minesweeper (Buckland, 2002) is packaged for the purpose.
When implemented, some mines and some minesweepers
which are vehicles to remove mines are displayed in the field
and minesweepers move to pick them up based on the
information about the circumstances around them. In this
study, the experiments are conducted in two type of
situations – one is without obstacles and the other is with
obstacles. Each experiment is described in the Subsection
“Minesweeper with no obstacle” and “Minesweeper with

Fig. 1 Multilayered Neural Network

There are two kinds of multilayered neural networks –
the Single-layer Perceptron, which has no Hidden Layers and
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the Multi-layer Perceptron, which has Hidden Layers. In this
study, the latter with one Hidden Layer is used.
The genetic algorithm
The Genetic Algorithm models the natural evolutionary
process in which living things evolve to adjust to the
environment (Goldberg, 1989). The following is the
flowchart of the GA’s procedure.

Fig. 3 The display of Minesweeper

In this application, each minesweeper has ANN and in
each step, it gets the information about mines and obstacles
as the input to the ANN. Then, it decides how to maneuver
itself to collect mines.
The minesweepers are trained as follows: First, the
weights of the ANN for each minesweeper are generated and
evaluated by moving 2000 steps on the screen. Then, based
on the fitness, the next-generation solutions are generated
through genetic operations.
In this study, two types of experiments are conducted.
One is training minesweepers in the field with no obstacles.
The other is training them in the field with some obstacles.

Fig. 2 The flowchart of GA

First, the solutions are generated and evaluated by
calculating their fitness. The fitness means how good the
solution is. And then, new solutions are generated through
genetic operations as follows.

Minesweeper with no obstacles
First, the experiment without obstacles is conducted. The
ANN used in this experiment is as shown in Figure 4.

1) Selection
In this step, the solutions are selected, based on fitness,
to generate next generation’s solution. The solution with
higher fitness is more likely to be selected.
2) Crossover
In this step, two solutions are selected randomly and
their genes are exchanged.
3) Mutation
In this step, solutions are mutated with some probability
by their part’s being replaced with some other values. If the
probability is too high, it would be a random search. On the
other hand, if the probability is too low, the range of the
search would highly depend on the initial population.
Therefore, it is necessary to set the probability properly.
Fig. 4 The architecture of ANN

EXPERIMENTS

This time, the inputs and the outputs are as follows.
• Inputs
• θ : The angle between two vectors. One is to the
direction which the minesweeper is facing. The
other is to the closest Mine’s position.
• −1 : The bias

In this study, the Autonomous Driving Minesweeper
application is implemented in Java. When this application is
running, some mines are displayed on the screen and the
vehicles (minesweepers) go around and collect them as
shown in Figure 3.
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•
•
•
•

Outputs
The output of the minesweeper’s left caterpillar.
The output of the minesweeper’s right caterpillar.
Both of the output values are between 0 and 1.

The solutions are evaluated by adding the score every
time the minesweeper picks up mines.
Minesweepers with obstacles
Next, the environment with some obstacles (Figure 5) is
prepared for training minesweepers to pick up mines without
collision.

Fig. 7 The grid map

In this experiment, the ANN used is follows:

Fig. 5 The training environment with obstacles

For perceiving obstacles, the sensors are added to the
minesweeper as shown in Figure 6. These sensors return the
value which represents whether the sensor perceives an
obstacle and the distance to the obstacle.

Fig. 8 The structure of the ANN

This time, the inputs and the outputs are as follows.
• Inputs
• θ : The angle between two vectors. One is to
the direction which the minesweeper is facing.
The other is to the closest Mine’s position.
• −1 : The bias
• 5 sensor values for obstacles
• 5 sensor values for number of steps in the cells
• Outputs
• The output of the minesweeper’s left
caterpillar.
• The output of the minesweeper’s right
caterpillar.
• Both of the output values are between 0 and 1.

Fig. 6 The sensor of minesweeper

In addition, for preventing minesweepers from staying in
the same position after colliding with an obstacle, grid map is
prepared as shown in Figure 7. The display is divided into
cells and the number of minesweeper’s steps are counted in
each cells. When the sensor touches the cells, the value is
read by the minesweeper.

In this experiment, solutions are evaluated as follows.
ⅰ) Every time minesweeper picks up a mine, 5 is added
to the fitness.
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ⅱ) Every time minesweeper collides with an obstacle, 1
is subtracted from the fitness.
ⅲ) The number of cells which the minesweeper has
visited is added to the fitness.
TRAINING AND TEST
The training in the experiment without obstacles is
conducted up to 100 generations and the other training in the
experiment with obstacles is conducted up to 400
generations. Each training is conducted 10 times. The fitness
is observed every 10 generations and the average of 10
training’s fitness is calculated.
The outcome of experiment without obstacles

Fig. 10 The result of ten-time training with obstacles

The average of 10 training’s fitness is as shown in
Figure 9. This shows the training finished by 100
generations.

Figure 10 shows the training finished by 400
generations. This time, the number of mines picked up is
counted for 2 minutes. The result is as follows.
Table 2 The average number of mine picked up

#
count(ave)

1
1.4

2
6.8

3
3.8

4
4.3

5
2.9

6
2.5

7
6.2

8
5.1

9
6.5

10
2.2

ave
4.17

CONCLUSIONS
In this computer simulation study, the minesweepers
could learn how to pick up mines smoothly. On the other
hand, when there exist obstacles, the minesweeper could not
avoid the obstacle in some situations. In the future, this
situation can be improved by the application of deep-learning
methods.

Fig. 9 The result of ten-time training without obstacles

The result of the test is as follows. The value in the
second row in Table 1 is the average number of mines
counted for 1 minute.
Table 1 The average number of mines picked up

#
count(ave)

1
86.1

2
105.7

3
116

4
100.9

5
117.3

6
121

7
103.4

8
98.7

9
112.5

10
98.2

ave
105.98
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The outcome of experiment with obstacles
In this experiment, the average of 10 training’s fitness is
as shown in Figure 10..
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In this paper an analytical model for LV network
channel is derived. Furthermore, effects of multi-conductor
wire interleaving during the mounting, are taken into account
in order to gain accurate model. The proposed power line
channel model is validated in the laboratory LV network.
Test network is comprised 4x16mm2 and 4x25mm2
aluminum core distribution cables, spread between nine
branches within area of 100x100 meters. Results from the
numerical calculations are compared with the measurement.
The analysis showed close alignment between measurements
and numerical results.

ABSTRACT
Power-line models derived for 50/60 Hz are not
appropriate at high frequencies, utilized for analysis of signal
transmission or transient’s propagation. This paper presents
low-voltage power line model at frequencies below 500 kHz,
which are utilized for power-line carrier (PLC)
communications. High-frequency model of infinitely long
low-voltage multi-conductor power line is founded on
electromagnetic theory, while characteristics of a power grid
with a branched topology are obtained using multiport
theory. Numerical calculations are validated by
measurements on 400 V power line.

MODEL OF THE LOW-VOLTAGE POWER LINE
Analysis of the multi-conductor transmission line theory
is based on the theory of electromagnetic waves.
Electromagnetic (EM) theory states that, in order to achieve
efficient point-to-point transmission of power and
information transmission, source energy must be guided.
When power lines are utilized for transmission of
communication signals, they should be analyzed as
transmission lines
which guide the Transverse
Electromagnetic (TEM) waves. However, these methods
which involve the electromagnetic field analysis are complex
and computationally extensive (Meng, Chen & Guan, 2004).
Generally, low voltage power cables are stranded cooper
lines with PVC insulation. Three-phase cables incorporate
four conductors: one neutral conductor and three phase
conductors. For communication purposes, only two
conductors are used for PLC signal transmission (one neutral
and one phase conductor). Commonly, power line cables are
described by distributed parameters R, L, C and G of a twoport network, and for the multi-conductor presented in Fig. 1,
they can be determined as:

INTRODUCTION
Growing trend for enabling communication between all
electrical and electronic devices is also evident in power grid.
Implementation of this idea can be seen through power line
communications (PLC) in concept called smart grids (Galli,
Scaglione & Zhifang, 2011). This new concept is adopted
with an idea to increase the efficiency and reliability of the
grid, integrate the advanced metering system and energy
management. By utilizing the array of sensors, state of the
grid is incorporated in the management of the overall system.
In order to deploy the smart grid a communication
infrastructure is required (Galli, Scaglione & Zhifang,
2011).. The most obvious solution is utilization of power line
cables as communication medium. Power lines, as
communication medium, are characterized as a hostile
environment for data transmission due to the extensive
fluctuations in the noise, impedance and signal attenuation
(Zimmermann & Dostert, 2002). They are highly
unpredictable and variable with time, frequency and location
within the grid. Over the years, an extensive effort has been
taken in order to characterize and model low-voltage (LV)
power line channel (Andreadou & Pavlidou, 2010; Tonello &
Versolatto. 2011; Zimmermann & Dostert 2002). Using these
models estimations on achievable data throughputs and bit
error rates can be computed (Gogic et al, 2015; Gogic et al.,
2014).
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R = (1 πa ) πfu c / σ c

(1)

L ex = (u / π ) cosh −1 (D / 2a ), Lin = R 2πf , L = Lex + Lin

(2)

G = 2πfC tan δ

(3)

C = (πε ) / cosh

−1

(D / 2 a )

voltage and an eddy current induced by the oscillating
magnetic field, and can be expressed as:
j= j 0 + j eddy
(6)

(4)

where is: a is radius of the conductor, f is frequency, D is
distance between cables, µ c is permeability of conducting
material, σ c is conductivity of conducting material, ε is
permittivity of dielectric material between conductors, µ is
permeability of dielectric material between conductors, σ is
conductivity of dielectric material between conductors. A
cross-section of the four-wire cable is shown on Fig.1.
A transmission line is characterized by its characteristic
impedance Z c and propagation constant γ, or equivalently by
its per-unit-length parameters. Basically, the paired power
cables can be presented as a distributed parameter network. It
can be described by circuit parameters that are distributed
over its length (Wei & Li, 2006).

If the simulation of the magnetic field is coupled with
electric circuit, the equation for a current is:
U
I = − iωσ ∫ Ads
(7)
R
s
where U is the voltage between the two terminals of the solid
conductor, and R is the direct current (DC) resistance of the
conductor, B is magnetic flux density vector. The problem is
formulated as a partial differential equation for the complex
amplitude of vector magnetic potential A. The flux density is
assumed to lay in the plane of model (xy or zr), while the
vector of electric current density j and the vector potential A
are orthogonal to it. Only j z and A z in planar or j θ and A θ in
axisymmetric case are not equal to zero. We will denote
them as j and A. The equation for planar case is:
∂ 1 ∂A
∂ 1 ∂A
− iωσA = − j 0
+
∂x µ y ∂x
∂y µ x ∂y

(8)

∂ 1 ∂A
∂ 1 ∂ (rA)
− iωσA = − j0
+
∂z µ r ∂z
∂r rµ z ∂r

(9)

Source current density j 0 is assumed to be constant within
each model, where electric conductivity σ and components of
magnetic permeability tensor μ x and μ y (μ z and μ r ) are
constants within block in planar case and vary as 1/r in
axisymmetric case (COMSOL, 2012).

Figure 1. Four wire multi-conductor
In recent years, the most used approaches for power line
channel modeling are multipath model (Zimmermann &
Dostert, 2002), two-port network model (Galli & Banwell,
2005), linear periodically time variant system, time-invariant
system (Zimmermann & Dostert, 2002) and hybrid model as
combination mentioned approaches (Tonello & Versolato,
2009).
Cables in the multi-conductor are twisted and
calculations of parameters are realized for all positions in
space of core wires (Fig. 2). Electric and magnetic field are
assumed to be sinusoidal. In such case, field components and
currents vary with time as:
Z = Z 0 sin(ωt + ϕ z )
(5)

Figure 3. Geometry and mesh of problem

where z 0 is a peak value of z and φ z its phase angle, ω is
angular frequency.

Cable parameters are calculated by using COMSOL
Multiphysic Program modules ''Electrostatic'' and ''ACElectromagnetic'' depending of the type of needed
parameters. Electrostatic field energy W e the cable is
computed as::

1
We = CU 2
2

Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of the twisted wires
The total current in a conductor can be considered as a
combination of a source current produced by the external

(10)

Using COMSOL Multiphysic postprocessor distribution of
voltage and energy intensity is evaluated. Numerically
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computed value of capacitance is 12.7 (pF/m). Furthermore,
intensity of the cable electrostatic energy is
We = 1.016 ⋅10 −6 Ws / m . This value is different from
analytically obtained since coupling effects increase
parameters such as capacitance and conductance between
paired cables. To minimize this difference is necessary to
include corrections in analytical calculations. Module ''AC
electromagnetic'' is used for analysis of skin effect. Cable
parameters inductance L and resistance R, are calculated
using this module. Parameters L and C can be considered as
frequency invariant and constant, depending on the crosssection cable cross-section size in mm2 (Canete, Cortes,
Diez, & Entrambasaguas, 2011; Marrocco, Statovici &
Trautmann, 2013).
FEM (finite element method) software is very
helpful for estimation and visualization of various parameters
for complex geometries. Results of numerical calculation are
compared with results of analytical calculation. The
propagation constant and characteristic impedance of
transmission line are calculated using model presented in
(Zhang, Drewniak, Pommerenje, Koledintseva, DuBroff,
Gheng, Yang, Chen & Orlandi, 2009):

γ = ( R( f ) + j 2πfL( f ))(G ( f ) + j 2πfC ( f ))
Zc =

R( f ) + j 2πfL( f )
G ( f ) + j 2πfC ( f )

It can be concluded that there is no-influence of twists in
power cable on calculated parameters, if the step of twist is
around 40-60 cm. Comparison of inductive reactance
obtained by analytical and numerical calculation for cable
42,5 m length are given in Tab. 2. Comparison of signal
attenuation results obtained by measurement and calculation
for cable 42,5 m length are presented in Tab. 3. The level of
signal attenuation obtained by calculation is lower than the
measured. The difference can be explained by the dissipation
factor for PVC material (Zimmermann & Dostert, 2002).

(11)

(12)

These paramters are used for calculation of ABCD matrix
ABCD =

A

B

C

D

=

cosh(γl )
sinh(γl ) / Zc

Zc sinh(γl )
cosh(γl )

(13)
Figure 4. Network topology of the low voltage test polygon

From the ABCD matrix, S-parameters are computed as:
S11
S 21

A + B / Z c − CZ c − D
S12
A + B / Z c + CZ c + D
=
2
S 22
A + B / Z c + CZ c + D

2( AD − BC )
A + B / Z c + CZ c + D
− A + B / Z c − CZ c + D
A + B / Z c + CZ c + D

Value of tg(δ) depends on the cable type and the
dielectric and on various factors, such as impregnating mass,
mechanical
pressure,
age,
temperature,
chemical
deterioration, moisture, and various defects (water trees,
electrical trees, and air pockets). Since the permittivity and
the loss factor vary from cable to cable, no generic
theoretical method exists for their evaluation (Amirshahi &
Kavehrad, 2006).

(14)

Table 1. Power line parameters for frequency range 50
Hz-500 kHz

RESULTS OF ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL
CALCULATIONS

f[Hz]
50
103
104
105
2∙105
3∙105
4∙105
5∙105

Low voltage test network topology is depicted in Fig. 4.
Communication channel and measurements are performed
between the nodes S0 and S3. Computational results
(numerical) of power line parameters for case 1 (currents are
in a P1 and P0 conductor) are presented in Tab. 1.
Parameters are calculated for frequency range starting at 50
Hz and ending at 500 kHz. Geometry and generated mesh for
numerical calculation are shown on Fig.3. Calculation is
realized for two cases (with currents in P2 and P0 conductors
and P1 and P2 conductors).
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Z[Ω]
0.00423
0.0052
0.029
0.238
0.47
0.710
0.945
1.180

R[Ω]
0.0042
0.0042
0.007
0.0155
0.0159
0.0161
0.0160
0.0160

X P [Ω]
0.00015
0.00031
0.028
0.238
0.473
0.701
0.944
1.180

L[10-7H]
4.81
4.803
4.51
3.794
3.77
3.76
3.759
3.758

We conclude from the results that for LV power cables
in the high frequency range signal attenuation correspond to
the commonly used communication cables.
The analysis of the results of analytical, numerical and
measurement methods for determination of primary and
secondary parameters showed following:
-the influence of the parameter D (distance between
centers of phase and neutral conductor) on primary
parameters,
- the influence of frequency on primary parameters, and
- the influence of physical properties and material
composition of the cable on primary parameters.
Table 2. Comparison of inductive reactance values
obtained by analytical and numerical calculation
f[kHz]
100
200
300
4 0
50

X L '[Ω/m]
Analytical
0.229
0.459
0.689
0.919
1.15

Figure 5. Resistance value for frequency range 50kHz –
500kHz

X L '[Ω/m]
Numerical
0.238
0.473
0.71
0.944
1.18

Primary parameters are calculated for two different distances
between conductors (e.g. D1 is distance P1-P2, P1-P3, P3P0, P2-P0 and D2 is distance P1-P0). Inductance and
capacitance are remained almost the same, but resistance and
conductance which caused increase of propagation constant
and S parameters are changed less than 10%. Primary
parameters of the 400 V power line, presented in figures 5, 6,
7 and 8, are analytically calculated.

Figure 6. Inductivity value for frequency range 50kHz
– 500kHz

Table 3. Comparison of signal attenuation results
obtained by numerical calculation and measurement
f[kHz]
10
80
100
120
200
500

α[dB]
Analytical
0.085
2.09
2.17
4.3
5
0.21

α[dB]
Numerical
0.085
2.02
2.17
3.3
4
1

Figure 7. Conductivity value for frequency range 50kHz –
500kHz

Obviously, there is no significant deviations
between parameters calculated in analytical on numerical
matters. Figures 5 through 8
show the frequency
characteristics of primary parameters for frequency range
50kHz – 500kHz. Secondary parameters, the propagation
constant γ and characteristic impedance Z c are calculated on
the basis of primary parameters. In Fig. 9 frequency
characteristic of the propagation constant γ is presented and
characteristic impedance on Fig. 10.

Depending on the method for calculation of primary
parameters, analyzed cable could show different behavior in
the frequency domain. Power lines used for transmission of
communication signals can be considered as transmission
lines which guide the transverse electromagnetic waves
(TEM). The distance between wires in the cables is not
uniform, but the variation of the distance is very small
between cables. The presented results show the high
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influence of the calculation of primary parameters on
secondary parameters.. Figures from 11 through 14 show the
comparison between calculated and measured S parameters.
The secondary parameters are calculated using model
presented in (Zhang, Drewniak, Pommerenje, Koledintseva,
DuBroff, Gheng, Yang, Chen & Orlandi, 2009).

Figure 8. Capacity value for frequency range 50kHz –
500kHz

calculated and measured values cold be caused by
environment and weather (temperature, wind speed
(Douglas & Kirkparick, 1985)). Based on the results, it
can be concluded that the critical parameters
impedance, attenuation are found to be highly
unpredictable and variable with time, frequency and
location.

Figure 10. Comparison of calculated and measured S 11
parameter for frequency range 50kHz – 500kHz

Figure 9.Propagation constant for frequency range 50kHz –
500kHz
Figure 12. Comparison of calculated and measured S 12
parameter for frequency range 50kHz – 500kHz

Figure 10.Characteristic impedance for frequency range
50kHz – 500kHz
The values of attenuation are different form measured
values. This difference could be caused by dissipation
factor tg(δ) from equation (3). Also, difference between

Figure 13. Comparison of calculated and measured S 21
parameter for frequency range 50kHz – 500kHz
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Figure 14. Comparison of calculated and measured S 22
parameter for frequency range 50kHz – 500kHz

CONCLUSION
In this paper analytical, numerical and experimental
approach for modeling of PLC was presented. Furthermore, a
simplified mode of the transmission line was proposed along
with the computational apparatus for the inductance and the
capacitance calculations using finite element analysis (FEA)
method for four-wire transmission line. Computed
parameters are validated using the FEA on the laboratory 400
V network. Results from the FEA and analytical methods
show close alignment to each other. The main contribution of
this paper is simplified calculations of power line parameters
using the proposed FEA method and model operability on
large frequency range. Another benefit of this approach is
application of the computational apparatus in cases where
complicated conductor arrangements and arbitrary conductor
shapes are met. Experimental verification of the model and
measurement is realized by results comparison of the two
procedures. Analysis of the results show that estimated signal
attenuation level allows the maximum cable length of 700 m.
This is very important finding, since practical limit for low
voltage power lines is 500 m.
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physical time these results are produced and also how fast
they are produced (Cheng, 2002), (Stankovic, 1992).
CEP is a technology used to analyze and track streams
of data from multiple sources and identifying meaningful
complex events which are comprised of logical, temporal and
causal operators to be able to respond to them quickly
(Magid, Adi, Barnea, Botzer & Rabinovich, 2008). This
processing is done by matching complex event patterns
against event instance sequences and it is required to be able
to define and trigger reactions to the complex events
(Teymourian & Paschke, 2010).
To increase efficiency of the analysis tool, a pattern
matching approach inspired from Rete is used. A cycle
comprises three phases (Match-Select-Act) and needs to be
executed in every production system by an interpreter
(Doorenbos, 1995). The match phase is repeated in every
cycle of this process and it consumes up to ninety percent of
the execution process (Forgy, 1979). Having improved the
rule-based environments performance, there has been a
desire to incorporate the Rete approach to Real-time systems,
but such attempts have not been very successful or widely
accepted yet. Our approach achieves similar performance
gains through “dynamic subscription” to events hence
avoiding the broadcasting of an incoming event. Initial rulebased systems employed a black-board algorithm that may be
implemented through broadcasting. Rete on the other hand,
based on the existing rules expectations, drives the system to
its current status as the working memory changes. Only
required actions are processed instead of attempting to
activate every rule.

ABSTRACT
In this research, an analysis tool is implemented for a
real-time rule-based domain specific language which was
proposed for mission critical systems and defined during a
PhD study. Two main requirements that are functional
correctness of the program and stringent timing constraints
were analyzed dynamically. Five analysis capabilities are
created and tested with randomly generated numbers of event
and rules. Difficulties of static analysis in the event
processing domain and a comparison of the analysis tools
that both have the same background and design but were
developed using two different languages (C++ and Python) is
also mentioned in this article.
INTRODUCTION
Real-time rule-based Complex Event Processing (CEP)
is an important subject for many areas including military and
business related technologies. There are two main
requirements for these systems; functional correctness of the
program and stringent timing constraints where failure in one
of them could have fatal consequences. These two main
requirements need to be analyzed very carefully before
production environment usage to avoid undesirable
consequences.
Some foundation technologies will be
introduced in the remainder of this section.
Background
Rule based languages are comprised of sets of rules and
used in expert systems. Most of them comprised of "If-Then"
structures. Making an inference corresponds to firing a rule
in most rule-based expert systems. If all the necessary
conditions take place then a rule fires, in other words action
part of the rule enters to the system as an input (Lunardhi &
Passino, 1991)
Real time systems are decision systems which are
responding to external events and deciding based on input
and state information in a very short time. Those are critical
systems, where a failure might cause catastrophic
consequences. In real-time systems the correctness of the
system depends not only on producing the effects of logical
computation and result of that computation, but also on the

Analysis Approach
Real-time Rule based systems analysis has been
discussed in several studies, however all of them are related
to formal or static analysis of the languages and none of them
are event based languages (Zupan & Cheng, 1998), (Mok,
1989), (Browne et al., 1990), (Wang & Mok, 2011), (Wang
& Mok, 1993), (Cheng & Chen, 1992), (Browne et al.,
1994),(Cheng & Tsai, 2004), (Cheng et al., 1993), ( Cheng et
al., 1991), (Cheng & Wang, 1990), (Chen & Cheng, 1995),
(Cheng & Chen, 2000). Although static analysis is very
important, it does not give real system response results and
therefore can be considered as inadequate for some
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environments. Therefore importance of dynamic analysis for
these systems emerges.
For a system, being real-time and being knowledge
based are two different and mutually exclusive features.
Combination of these two important features in one system
and language are very important and at the same time
difficult work. It is stated that many rule based languages are
not suitable for real-time applications (Thomas, Preston,
James, & Simon & Jackson, 1988). Representing knowledge
in real time domain can be problematic. This supports the
need for the created language in (Kaya, 2014) and implicitly
shows that analyses of these kinds of languages are also
important.
Besides, in (Magid et al., 2008) it is directly stated that
most of the CEP studies do not include real-time processing,
they focus on improving the performance and handling large
volumes of streaming data.
In (Etzion & Niblett., 2010), analysis of event based
systems is mainly divided into two categories; static analysis
and dynamic analysis. Static analysis considers semantic
analysis before run-time, it is mostly used to validate the
design of the application and it shows possible errors that
might occur when the system is actually working. To be
completely certain about the results dynamic analysis must
be conducted. Dynamic analysis is basically a run-time
analysis approach. It might provide some results that cannot
be understood through static analysis. Dynamic analysis is
done based on the observation of runtime execution of the
application. Two types of dynamic analyses can be done;
simulation and tracing (Etzion & Niblett., 2010). Creation of
random test data, using these data in the system and
observing the results of scenarios is defined as simulation.
Taking the traces of execution and analyzing them is called
tracing.
There are some advantages of dynamic analysis over
static analysis. First one is; dynamic analysis enables to
detect if the system is terminated at some point. This is called
the termination problem. The termination problem might
occur because of a loop involving some rules, resulting with
infinitely executing cycles. Rather than predicting it with
static analysis dynamic analysis produces the real
consequences (Etzion & Niblett., 2010). Secondly, some
rules may never fire in the run time system, the existence of
those rules are redundant and therefore might be eliminated
in the rule set. In static analysis they can be stated as
reachable and since there is no way to know about such
redundant rules without dynamic analysis it can cause some
problems in production environments. This is called the
reachability issue of rules. Lastly, some of the actions, the
output of the firing rules, may not be consumed by the event
set in the system. The output of rules is unusable and there is
no need to consider those actions. With dynamic analysis
these situations can be detected easily. Therefore, preferring
dynamic analysis seems to be a better choice since it
provides real results rather than predictions.
In this study we created a dynamic analysis tool and
created five dynamic analysis capabilities for the analysis of
programs written in the mentioned language. The Literature
is searched with the combination of the following keywords
but no study was found related to our work: Real time, Rule
based languages, Complex event processing, dynamic
analysis, and analysis. Furthermore, as stated before, in

(Zupan & Cheng, 1998), (Mok, 1989), (Browne et al., 1990),
(Wang & Mok, 2011), (Wang & Mok, 1993), (Cheng &
Chen, 1992), (Browne et al., 1994), (Evertsz, 1991), (Cheng
& Tsai, 2004), (Cheng et al., 1993), ( Cheng et al., 1991),
(Cheng & Wang, 1990), (Chen & Cheng, 1995), (Cheng &
Chen, 2000) and some similar studies timing analysis of real
time rule based languages are studied, but none of them
include complex event processing and none of them performs
dynamic analysis. Moreover, in (Magid et al., 2008) it is
directly stated that, timing analysis of event based systems
does not include real time processing. Therefore, in this
study we are focusing on real time rule based complex event
processing analysis topic and we created a dynamic analysis
simulation tool as a supporting capability for our interpreter.
This article continues as follows: the next section
introduces a literature survey on the presented subject. In
“Language Structure” section our language and its features
are explained briefly. “Main Architectural Components”
section explains software architecture and some data
structures used in the implementation of the analysis tool.
“Performance Evaluation” section presents an evaluation of
the analysis tool. Mutual exclusion detection problem in the
event domain is discussed in the following section. Then, in
“Analysis Capabilities and Experiments” section developed
analysis capabilities and sample tests are presented. Final
section is about conclusion.
LITERATURE SURVEY
There are two kinds of analyses in rule based systems:
those related with timing requirements and functional
correctness. Aim of timing requirements analysis studies is
finding whether the system has a bounded response time and
if there is what the response time is. Another concern of
these studies is to reduce response time of a system.
Functional correctness analysis is the validation and
verification (V&V) of the rule based system. Validation is
determining the correctness of system according to the
requirements and verification is determining the correctness,
completeness and consistency aspects of systems.
Consistency analysis includes the determination of
redundant, conflicting, subsumed and circular rules and
unnecessary if conditions. Completeness analysis includes
the determination of the dead-end condition, missing and
unreachable rules (Nguyen et al., 1985). Some analysis tools
exists in the literature that have some analysis capabilities.
The tools and the existing studies cover only static analyses.
In (Zupan & Cheng, 1998), (Mok, 1989), (Browne et al.,
1990), (Wang & Mok, 2011), (Wang & Mok, 1993), and
(Cheng & Tsai, 2004) response time analysis of the rule
based systems which uses Equational Rule-Based Language
(EQL) and EQL based Macro Rule-based Language (MRL)
is studied statically by the State Space Graph (SSG)
representation technique. A method called fixed point
convergence is defined to check systems bounded response
time. In (Zupan & Cheng, 1998) in addition to finding if
system has a bounded response time, the response time is
also optimized by a constructed reduced cycle-free finite
SSG. A formal analysis is presented to conduct a response
time analysis in (Mok, 1989). (Browne et al., 1990) present a
fault tolerance mechanism in addition to bounded response
time analysis. In (Cheng & Tsai, 2004) timing analysis and
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refinement of the OPS5 language is investigated. Although
SSG is a way for timing analysis, it is not applicable as the
rule set gets bigger. In the next paragraph alternative studies
for timing analysis are presented.
In (Cheng & Chen, 1992), (Cheng et al., 1993), (Cheng
et al., 1991), (Cheng & Wang, 1990), (Chen & Cheng, 1995)
and (Cheng & Chen, 2000) timing analysis of the systems
which use OPS5, EQL and Estella are analyzed statically.
Those studies differ from the ones mentioned in the previous
paragraph because they do not apply the SSG method.
Instead a set of behavioral assertions are proposed and it is
stated that if a rule set obeys one of the four proposed
assertions, then that rule set has a bounded response time.
This set is called Special Forms. There are four Special
Forms (A, B, C and D) presented in the studies. Three
Compatibility Relations (CR1, CR2, and CR3) needed to be
checked before looking into those special forms.
In (Nguyen et al., 1985), (Evertsz, 1991), (Suwa &
Shortliffe, 1982), (Antipolis, 1985), and (Stachowitz et al.,
1987), some well-known tools for verification and validation
(V&V) of knowledge base systems are examined. (Nguyen et
al., 1985) create a program called 'CHECK' that is created to
verify consistency and completeness of Lockheed Expert
System (LES). The program checks for redundant rules,
conflicting rules, subsumed rules, missing rules, circular
rules, unreachable rules and dead-end rules. A 'dependency
chart' is also created to show dependencies among rules and
the goals and to detect circular chains. The created program
is used to detect errors before the knowledge base testing
phase. CHECK does not perform any syntax checking; it
statically analyzes the knowledge base. Among the seven
criteria, four are concerned with potential problems and the
last three are concerned with gaps in knowledge bases.
Some mentioned Potential Problems are:
Redundant rules: two rules succeed in the same
situation and have the same results.
Conflicting rules: two rules succeed in the same
situation but with conflicting results.
Subsumed rules: two rules have the same results, but
one contains additional constraints on the situation in which
it will succeed.
Circular rules: rules forming a cycle are called a
circular set.
The authors found three kinds of gaps in their study:
Missing rules, unreachable rules, and dead-end rules.
Missing rules: A situation in which some values in the
set of possible values of an objects attributes are not covered
by any rule.
Unreachable clauses: These rules are not invoked by
any other rule or input event in the system. They generally
reduce systems performance.
Dead-end Clauses: Action part of these rules do not
affect other rules in the system. Their results have no impact
on generating a solution.
In (Evertsz, 1991) analysis of forward chaining rule
based systems is done by modeling the procedural semantics
of such languages rather than declarative semantics. 'Abstract
Interpretation' process is defined and used to map input and
output of rules through a program called AbsPS. The
program is implemented to analyze the effects of conflict
resolution, closed-world negation and retraction of facts. It is
claimed that the previous approaches only consider

declarative semantics and this is adequate if procedural
semantics are not an issue. Some of the errors occurring in
the systems may reduce efficiency of rule based systems
while the others may result with erroneous inferences. To
improve reliability and efficiency of forward chaining rule
based systems these errors must be fixed. Four efficiency
reducing features are defined and AbsPS can detect these
rule types: redundant rules, subsumed rules, unreachable
rules and dead-end rules.
(Suwa & Shortliffe, 1982) create a rule based consultant
for clinical oncology called “ONCOCIN”. The authors
suggest a set of mechanisms to correct problems related with
knowledge base consistency and completeness before they
cause problems. They present an automated assistant for
checking completeness and consistency of the knowledge
base. The analyzed rule types are Conflicting Rules,
Redundant Rules, Subsumed Rules and Missing Rules. In
(Antipolis, 1985), to guarantee a certain degree of reliability
in knowledge base programs a tool is implemented for use
during the system development process. Five consistency
issues: redundancy, conflicts, subsumptions, unnecessary
conditions and circular rules are examined by the tool. EVA
is another well-known verification tool; it can detect
unreachable, cyclic, missing, redundant and dead-end rules
statically. For developers to determine anomalies the
program also creates tests (Stachowitz et al., 1987).
LANGUAGE STRUCTURE
In this section, the structure and the grammar of the
subject language is explained. The language includes
temporal, logical and arithmetic operations. The main
structure of the language is given in the following.
expression = condition ‘->’ action;
The rules are composed of two parts: condition and
action. There is a separator symbol between them. “->” is the
symbol used in this study. There are three keywords for
defining the events: “fault”, “symptom” and “source”. The
events and operators combine and create the condition part.
The action part may or may not include events. The events in
an action part are separated with semicolon ";". The events in
the condition part are separated with operators and
parentheses. An example rule is given below:
(symptom(source (4,2),8)|| symptom(source (3,9),4))
-> fault(source (3,1),6),7; fault(source (9,4),2),1
There are two “symptom events” in the example above,
connected through an ‘or’ operator in the condition part of
the rule. If any of these events is received with ‘true’ value
the rule fires by creating two ‘fault’ events. The numbers
accompanying the event type names indicate the source and
the types of the symptom or fault. In the remainder of this
article, one-letter event names are used for readability. The
original deployment recognizes such “fault management
domain specific” event names, however generic symbols are
sufficient to investigate the language characteristics.
MAIN ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS
In this section main software components of the analysis
tool is explained briefly. There are four main components:
ParserControl, Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), Activation Order
Flowgraph (AOF) and Subscriptions.
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initialization time, after AST and AOF structures are
generated, subscriptions are conducted for related nodes
using AST and AOF. This is done by constructing the Hash
Table and inserting pointers to related AST nodes into its
lists. Hash Table is the most important data structure in the
Subscriptions subsystem.
An approach to check whether the incoming events exist
in our AST list or not, is developed to avoid iterating over all
the AST’s event nodes. This approach increases time
performance whereas it increases use of memory. Having
Rete capability in real time systems and engines is not very
common. The aim of this approach is to achieve advantages
of Rete while avoiding its implementation difficulties by the
following two mechanisms:
• Subscription records are stored for incoming events
and requestor nodes in the hash table.
• For AST’s the activation order for the subscribing
nodes is stored in a data structure (AOF). This way only the
nodes that can be active are sensitive to the incoming events,
the others are not covered in the search. Then, subscription is
conducted: A node in the AST becomes active and starts
listening to an incoming event. This approach is called
“Dynamic Subscription”.

Parser Control
Parser is responsible for reading and parsing rules and
creating AST for condition parts of each rule. The rules are
in infix format. They are converted into postfix notation to be
able to create ASTs for these rules (Reverse Polish notation,
2015). For each AST, a corresponding AOF structure is
created.
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)
An AST is created for the condition part of each rule.
Leaves of an AST correspond to events and intermediate
nodes and root node correspond to operators. The root node
is responsible for the final evaluation and returning the result
of that tree. An example AST is given in Fig. 1 for the
expression (A ~B ; C) ; (D && E).

Fig. 1 An Example AST

Activation Order Flow graph (AOF)
AOF is designed to activate the AST nodes when their
time comes. A node in the AST that performs its transaction
successfully sends a message to its corresponding AOF node.
This message states that the current node in the AST has
finished its job; consequently AOF triggers the next nodes.
To do so, the node receiving the message in the AOF passes
the control to its neighbor node. Newly activated node in
AOF, in turn, activates its corresponding AST nodes that
could be more than one to activate. The four basic AOF
structures are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 Runtime connection of main data structures

Figure 3 represents the run-time execution model of the
main components. Parser Control finishes its job at the
initialization time; therefore it is not included in the figure.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Performance evaluation is defined as average processing
times for arriving events in (Kaya, 2014). In this study, we
also perform the same evaluation for the comparison of the
two studies. Computation environment information is also
presented, because computation time also depends on the
environment. The previous study utilized in Windows 7 64
bit operating system, Intel I7 CPU Q720 processor running
on 1.6 GHz clock, and 8 MB System memory. Our
environment is based on the 64 bit Windows 8 operating
system. The processor is Intel® Core i5-4210 @ 1.70 GHz –
2.40 GHz with 8 GB of RAM.
There are two different results that an event might cause
in the system. First one might cause firing of a rule, and
secondly an event entering the system that does not cause a
firing of a rule but is still processed probably to advance the
AST to a next state. We wanted to determine how much time
does each of those cases last on the average. We have

Fig. 2 AOF Structures: single, serial, diamond and fork
flows

Subscriptions
This subsystem is responsible for receiving the incoming
events and directs them to the related parts in run-time. In
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conducted many experiments with a huge number of
randomly generated events.
The results of the performance evaluation are shown in
Table 1. The numbers of events that is used in the analysis
and results in terms of microseconds are shown. If the
number of events and number of rules are small, there is no
combination of inputs that cause a rule to fire. Therefore, for
some small numbers, average processing time per event
arrival which causes firing of a rule is not applicable.
Moreover, again for small numbers, average processing time
per those event arrivals that do not cause firing, (referred to
as Mid-eval) is also not applicable. The reason behind this is,
since the rules and input events are generated randomly,
there may be input events that are not requested by any of the
rules.

three compatibility relations must be fulfilled. Some terms
used in these studies are explained in the following.
L a and L b are defined as the left sides of the rule a and
rule b. What it means by left side is left hand side of
expressions given in the action part of the rules. For instance,
in the examples given below, x and y constitutes L a, m and n
constitutes L b . The parts that are stated as "test" are the
condition part of rules. In the below example, test a is (z < 7)
and test b is (l > 6)
Rule a = “ (z < 7) -> ((x = 5), (y = 3))”
Rule b = “ (l > 6) -> ((m = 8), (n = 9))”
It is stated that two rules are compatible if and only if at
least one of the three conditions hold. The three conditions
are given as follows:
CR1: Test a and test b are mutually exclusive
CR2: L a ∩ L b = Ø
CR3: Suppose L a ∩ L b ≠ Ø, then for every variable v in
L a ∩ L b , the same expression must be assigned to both in
rule a and b.
These studies have been conducted for variable
involving rules only; they do not consider the events.
However, in terms of analysis, there is not much difference
between event and variable concepts. Events can also be
represented as variables, with some caution. Events with
values can be considered the same as variables, whereas
Boolean type events can be considered as variables with only
two values. In the above conditions CR2 and C3 can be
adapted to the event domain easily. When mutual exclusion
detection is considered, there is a problem. Firstly, let's look
at formal definition of mutual exclusion given in those
studies.
Mutual Exclusion:
The main logic behind mutual exclusion is defined as "If
two tests are mutually exclusive, then only one of the
corresponding rules can be enabled at a time." in (Cheng,
Browne, Mok & Wang, 1991).
Definition of Mutual Exclusion is given in the following.
be the vector < v 1 , v 2 ,...,v n
Let T = ( v 1 , v 2 ,...,v n } and let
> With this definition, each test in a program can be viewed
as a function f ( ) from the space of
to the set { true,
false }. Let f a be the function corresponding to the test a and
for which the function
let V a be the subset of the space of
f a maps to true. Let V a,i be the subset of the values of v i for
which the function f a may map to true; that is, if the value of
the variable v i is in the subset V a,i , then there exist an
assignment of values to the variables in the set T - v i such
that the function f a maps to true. Note that if the variable v k
does not appear in the test a, then V a,k is the entire domain of
v k . We say that two tests a and b are mutually exclusive iff
the subsets V a , and V b of the corresponding functions f a and
f b are disjoint (Chen et al., 1991).
An example to clarify this subject is given in the
following.
Below two rules are mutually exclusive:
Rule 1: a == 5 and b == true -> c = 3
Rule 2: a != 5 -> c = 5
The values for which the functions map to true is:
V 1,a = {5}, V 1,b = {true}, V 2,a = { - ∞, 5 ], [ 5, ∞ },
V 2,b = {true, false}
f 1 and f 2 are disjoint therefore, rule 1 and rule 2 are
mutually exclusive. Important point is, these rules include
variables only.

Table 1 Average Processing Time per Event Arrival in
Microseconds

In this study we also aimed to see the effect of a
programming language on the performance of a program.
Result of the similar study which was done in PhD thesis of
(Kaya, 2014) is given in Table 2. In his study he used Python
programming language in his analysis tool. His results are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Average Processing Times per Event Arrival in
Microseconds in Kaya's study

We can see that the choice of programming language
affects the system performance along with the execution
environment. The tool speed is improved approximately 10
times compared to the one written in Python language. There
are other factors that affect the results like CPU usage,
number of processes running etc. The environment
information is presented to support more meaningful
comparisons. Also Python environment is interpretive
whereas our C++ environment is compiled that is a big factor
in efficiency.
MUTUAL EXCLUSION DETECTION PROBLEM IN
EVENT PROCESSING LANGUAGES
In (Cheng & Chen, 1992), (Cheng & Tsai, 2004),
(Cheng et al., 1993), (Cheng et al., 1991), (Cheng & Wang,
1990) and (Chen & Cheng, 1995) authors try to find whether
the system has a bounded response time. For this aim four
“Special Forms” are defined and system that comply with
one of the forms are said to have a bounded response time.
To check special form compatibility, primarily one of the
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The following two rules are not mutually exclusive:
Rule 1: (a == 5) and (b == true) -> c = 3
Rule 2: a == 5 -> c = 5
The variable values that functions map to true have a
common map, which is {a = 5 and b = true}. To convert
these rules to event processing rules, Let variable “a” be
"Event A" and “b” is "Event B" and “c” is "Event C".
The two rules become:
Rule 1: (A == 5) and (B == true) -> C = 3
Rule 2: A == 5 -> C = 5
There is a combination of event values and sequences
that these two rules can fire at the same time. If event B
occurs at time t 1 with value "true" and event A occurs with
value "5" at time t 2 , where t 1 < t 2 then these two rules can
fire at the same time. If t 2 < t 1 , then these rules cannot fire at
the same time. Therefore, static analysis in event processing
domain is not the same as variable domain. In event domain
event occurrence time needs to be considered carefully.
Moreover, in our study, we deal with two temporal
operators: sequence operator ";" and abort operator “~”.
When analyzing mutual exclusion subject, these operators
require extra work. Consider the following example about
sequence operator;
Rule 1: (A == 5) ; (B == true) -> C = 3
Rule 2: A == 5 -> C = 5
The above two rules are mutually exclusive. First rule to
be active, firstly A event has to occur with value "5" and
after that B event has to occur with value "true". For second
rule to fire there is only one condition and it is occurrence of
event A with value "5". But when it occurs, it will
immediately fire and there is no chance for rule 1 to fire at
the same time with rule 2.
A similar scenario exists for the abort operator;
Rule 1: (A == 5) ~ (B == true) , (D < 4) -> C = 3
Rule 2: (A == 5) ~ (D < 4) , (B == true) -> C = 5
For rule 1 and 2 to fire, firstly A event must occur with
value 5. Then for rule 1 to fire, B event has to occur with
value "true" before event D occurs with value smaller than 4.
However, this is just the opposite for rule 2. For rule 2 to fire,
event D has to occur with value smaller than 4 before event
B occurs with value "true". Since these two cases cannot
happen at the same time, these two rules are mutually
exclusive. In the variable domain, there are no temporal
operators and therefore, their mutual exclusion analysis is
considerably easy with respect to the event processing
domain.
To conclude, in event domain time is crucial.
Occurrence of event times and event sequences are very
important. As stated before, the correctness of the real time
systems depend on time and sequence of event occurrences
in addition to results of logical computations.

that book is the “Termination Problem”, which is infinitely
executing cycles that involve some rules. The second
analysis capability is “Reachability Issues”. If a rule exists in
the rule set is but never used during the analysis there is a
reachability issue. Third and the last analysis capability is
“Output Terminal is Unusable”, which is output events
(events fired from action parts of rules) is not consumed by
any of the rule in the rule set.
Analysis 1: Measuring time between processing input
events
Measuring the time between two specified input events
is the first analysis capability we have developed. It is an
important capability, because it allows users to see how
much time it takes for their program to finish execution. To
better understand the analysis capability, visualization of the
scenario is given in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Visualization of First Analysis

To test the created analysis capability, we have
performed the analysis with randomly created events and
rules. A timer is used to perform the sample analysis. Timer
starts before the first input event enters the system and ends
when last event finishes its operations. The results of the
analysis are given Table 3.
Table 3 Processing Time of Number of Events in
Milliseconds

The test is conducted with random events and rules. For
five different tests listed in the table, the processing time is
zero. The reason is that, none of the input events exist in the
rules. These results are not valid for different event and rule
sets. This test only shows the analysis capability is working..

ANALYSIS CAPABILITIES AND EXPERIMENTS
In this section, five analysis capabilities and performed
experiments are explained. The first analysis capability is to
measure time between processing events. Second analysis
capability is to see performance of events fired by rules and
their effects to the system. The rest of the three analysis
capability types are mentioned in section 10.5.2 "Dynamic
Analysis of Event Processing Networks" in (Etzion &
Niblett., 2010). The first analysis capability mentioned in

Analysis 2: Performance and Effects of Generated Events
Second analysis capability we have developed measures
the performance and effect of events fired from action parts.
These events are referred as "Generated Events". When a
rule fires, the events in the action part of the rule become
input to the system and they may have a great effect on the
system behavior and results. Two types of analysis
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capabilities were developed. First type of capability conducts
a performance evaluation for generated events. This
capability has some differences from the performance
evaluation of input events mentioned in Section 6.3 in the
implementation, since distinguishing generated events in the
input events requires some work. The curiosity to find
whether the performance of generated events is different than
input events revealed this analysis capability. The
visualization of the scenario is shown in Fig. 5. To test the
created analysis capability, randomly created rules and
events are used. Result of the tests is listed in Table 4.

third analysis capability in our study warns users for possible
cyclic cases statically before run time and dynamically
during run time.
Static cycle warnings take place before run time. Events
and rules that may create a cycle in run time, are revealed
through a semantic analysis. To clarify this concept, a simple
example is presented next. Two very basic rules are typed
below. These rules may create a cycle in run time. The first
rule can be enabled with the reception of events A and B and
as an output, the C event is fired. In rule 2, C or D events are
necessary for that rule to fire and as an outcome A event is
generated. If the required case occurs, these rules may create
a cycle and system crashes. Thus, our tool determines these
rules as probable cyclic rules and warns the users.
Rule 1: A && B -> C
Rule 2: C || D -> A
Static Cycle Detection Rule:
If the action part of a rule m includes one or more events
that is found in rule's n condition part and rule n has one or
more events that exists in rule m's condition part, then these
two rules are said to be probable cyclic.
Dynamic cycle warning warns user during run time
execution. To detect these cycles a number that defines upper
limit for a rule firing is defined, which is called “warning
limit”. When the upper bound is exceeded, system is
monitored for a short period. If cycle continues the program
closes itself until another number of firings, which is called
“termination limit”.
A test was conducted with thousand randomly generated
rules and hundred events. Then, two rules were added
intentionally for the system to enter a cycle. Rule structures
are like the following: "A|| B->C" and "C || D->B". The
warning limit is given as 1000 and termination limit is given
as 1500. Figure 6 shows the output; the program first warns
the user, then it finishes the program execution.

Fig. 5 Visualization of Second Analysis
Table 4 Average Processing Time of Events received from
Action Parts per Event Arrival in Microseconds

Second type of analysis capability provides the ratio of
computation times for generated events which cause firing of
a rule to those of which stays in a middle of an evaluation.
For testing purposes, random events and rules are used. The
result of the tests is listed in Table 5.
Table 5 Ratio of Events received from Action Part: Fire
and Mid-Eval

Fig. 6 An example output for the Third Analysis

The tests for these two type analysis capabilities exist
only to show that capabilities are working correctly. For
some other tests with different rule and event sets, the results
will be different.

Analysis Capability 4: Reachability Issue Detection
Fourth analysis capability created in this study provides
reachability issue detection for a given rule and input event
set. If a rule in a rule set never fires during an analysis that
issue is defined as "reachability issue". This situation
generally occurs because of a mistake, but sometimes can be
done on purpose. In both cases, users must be warned. Static
analysis for reachability issue detection gives possible results

Analysis Capability 3: Static and Dynamic Cycle
Warning (Termination Problem)
Termination problem occurs because of a loop involving
some rules, resulting with infinitely executing cycles. The
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and their results are not certain. Rules stated as "can fire" in
static analysis may not fire during a dynamic analysis. These
rules need to be excluded from the rule set to increase system
performance and avoid unnecessary computation.
This analysis capability is tested with 100 randomly
created rules and 10000 input events. Output of this test is
shown in Fig. 7. This is a random test only to show usage
and example output for the developed analysis capability.
Results will change for every different rule and event set.

Fig. 8 An example output for the Fifth Analysis

CONCLUSION
In this study an analysis tool for a real-time rule-based
complex event processing language is implemented using
C++ language. The analysis results have shown that the
chosen programming language has a very important effect on
the system performance. The previous work on that language
was completed with Python programming language whereas
this work was written with C++ and as a result, tool in this
study is nearly 10 times faster than the one written in Python.
Then, static analysis difficulties in event domain are
analyzed. The difficulties are explained carefully and kept in
mind as future work to be studied. At last, five dynamic
analysis capabilities were developed and tested. We have
experimented with artificially created rules and events and
observed the usability of our analysis capabilities. The results
for the analyses depend on the rule set and input events.
Different results are expected for different analyses. Finally,
improvement of this analysis tool would be a nice future
study. Support for different rule based languages can prove
to be very useful. Performance improvement is also very
critical as in all other studies. Performing new types of
analysis and combination of dynamic analysis with static
analysis, where possible, would also be a great study for this
area.

Fig. 7 An example output for the Fourth Analysis

Analysis Capability 5: Non-Consumed Generated
Events
The fifth analysis capability we have developed in this
study provides finding generated events that are not received
by any of the existing rules. Generated events that are not
received by any of the existing rules in the rule set are
referred as "Non-consumed Generated Events". These events
might point to a problem in the system or its design.
Using static analysis to find non-consumed generated
events is not sufficient for critical systems. Static analysis
semantically searches condition and action parts of the rules,
and state the events as non-consumed generated events, if
those generated events do not exist in any of the condition
parts. However, during run-time, some generated events may
not be received by any of the rules because corresponding
part of the rule may not be active, or that part may already
have been evaluated. Thus, dynamic analysis is required for
an accurate result.
To test this analysis capability 100 rules and 10000
events, both randomly generated, were used. The output is
shown in Figure 8. The output only shows the sample usage
of this analysis capability. Different results occur for each
different rule and event set.
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Radar Team, 2011). In addition to developing a proper
definition, the big data research community focuses mainly
on how to extract value, use data, and transform a bunch of
data into big data (De Mauro et al., 2014). This research
provides new opportunities for gaining insight into hidden
values and for overcoming new challenges.

ABSTRACT
Big data analysis continues to reach remarkable levels of
use in various fields such as smart grid. It becomes
increasingly important both to decipher the information that
counts and to uncover hidden patterns (or unknown
correlations) for improved decision making.
In this paper, we define big data analysis, discuss the
technical challenges, review the latest advances and examine
smart grid applications. These discussions aim to provide a
comprehensive overview to readers in this exciting area.

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
Over the past few years, both industry and academia
have started big data projects to deal with the overwhelming
data flows in various fields. Cooperation among experts in
various fields has started to help scientists and engineers
access different kinds of data and fully utilize their expertise
to complete the analytical objectives. Many challenges on
this topic refer to data acquisition, storage, management and
analysis that require fundamental changes to computing
architectures and large-scale data processing mechanisms.
Traditional data management and analysis systems have
concerned themselves primarily with relational database
management systems (RDBMS) optimized for structured
data; semi-structured or unstructured data require
increasingly expensive hardware to treat in this fashion.
RDBMSs have limitations when handling huge volumes and
heterogeneous data. The research community has proposed
some solutions to address this issue:
• The use of cloud computing to meet the
computing resource requirements for big data;
• The use of novel storage technologies, such as
distributed file systems (Howard et al., 1988) and
NoSQL (Cattell, 2011) databases, to support the
curation and analysis of large-scale, disordered
datasets.
Developments of big data applications (Labrinidis &
Jagadish, 2011; Chaudhuri, 2011) present their own
difficulties:
• Data representations may reduce the value of
the original data or stymie efficient data analysis;
• Redundancy reduction and data compression
may increase the indirect cost of the entire system;
• Analytical mechanisms may penalize the
performance requirements;
• Analytical algorithms may not be able to
process expanding and evolving complex datasets.
The name “big data” overemphasizes the “Volume”
aspect of big data analysis. The other Vs are arguably more
challenging technically and likely to provide more profound
advances in research.

DEFINITION
Big data is a broad term used to describe the exponential
growth and availability of datasets that include masses of
structured and unstructured data. However, because of much
conceptual vagueness people still have different opinions on
its definition. Generally speaking, big data treats datasets that
can not be perceived, acquired, managed and processed by
traditional information technology and software/hardware
tools within an acceptable timeframe. This means that:
• Datasets’ grow markedly over time and differ
greatly from one application to the next;
• Traditional database technologies may not
handle the increasing volumes and rapid evolution.
The following definitions may help us have a better
understanding on big data. Doug Laney (Laney, 2001), an
analyst at Gartner, defined big data in terms of the 3Vs,
noting that each is expanding at an increasing rate:
• Volume refers to the quantity of data that
continues to challenge network and storage
capacity;
• Velocity refers to the speed of data processing
that, specifically for data collection and analysis,
must be rapidly and timely conducted;
• Variety refers to the number of types of data,
including semi-structured and unstructured data,
such as audio, video, webpage, and text, as well
as traditional structured data.
Since then, many others have added Vs to the original
model, such as Value (Gantz & Reinsel, 2011), referring to
the extraction of strategic insights from a dataset. Such big
data
definitions highlight both its meaning and its core
challenges. Big data analysis discovers value in datasets with
enormous scales, a variety of types, and rapid evolutions.
There have been considerable discussions from both
industry and academia on the definition of big data (O’Reilly
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have released products supporting R. It can be used by
RapidMiner.
Excel (28%) (KDnuggets, 2013; Ozgur, 2015), a core
component of Microsoft Office, provides powerful data
processing and statistical analysis capabilities. Excel is the
only commercial software package among the top four.
Weka/Pentaho (14.3%) (KDnuggets, 2013; Hall, 2009)
is free and open-source machine learning and data mining
software. Weka provides such functions as data processing,
feature selection, classification, regression, clustering,
association rule, and visualization. Pentaho is one of the most
popular open-source business intelligence software packages.
It includes a web server platform and several tools to support
reporting, analysis, charting, data integration, and data
mining, all aspects of business intelligence. Weka’s data
processing algorithms are also integrated in Pentaho and can
be directly called. The learner and evaluation method of
Weka are integrated in RapidMiner.

DATA ANALYSIS
Big data analysis is just the application of novel
techniques to special, challenging datasets. Nonetheless
many traditional statistical methods are still relevant for big
data analysis. The following describes a number of these
methods that arose from statistics and computer science:
• Cluster Analysis is a statistical method for
dividing objects into categories (clusters)
according to discovered features: objects in the
same category will have high homogeneity while
those in different categories will have high
heterogeneity.
• Factor Analysis describes the relations among
many elements with only a few factors that are
then used to reveal the most salient relationships
in the original data.
• Correlation Analysis is an analytical method for
determining the law of relations among observed
phenomena and accordingly conducting forecast
and control.
• Regression Analysis is a mathematical tool for
revealing correlations between variables and
identifying dependence relationships obscured by
randomness among them.
• A/B Testing is a technique for determining how
to improve target variables by comparing the
tested group.
• Inferential statistical analysis can draw
conclusions from data subject to random
variations.
• Data mining is a process for extracting hidden,
unknown, but potentially useful information and
knowledge from massive, incomplete, noisy,
fuzzy, and random data.
Although useful, the challenge in using these techniques
is often related to how they can be used to extract timely
values efficiently from big data.
Many tools for big data analysis are available including
bothindustrial/academic and commercial/open source
software. We briefly review the top four most widely used
software packages, according to the 2013 KDnuggets
Software Poll of 1880 professionals (KDnuggets, 2013):
commercial and free software maintained parity, and only
10% of respondents used their own code. Real big data tools
are still used by a minority: only 1 in 7 used Hadoop.
Rapid-I
RapidMiner/RapidAnalytics
(39.2%)
(KDnuggets, 2013; Ristoski, 2015) is open source software
used for data mining, machine learning, and predictive
analysis. Data mining and machine learning programs
include data extraction, transformation and loading, preprocessing and visualization, modeling, evaluation, and
deployment. The data mining flow is described in XML and
displayed through a graphic user interface. The operators are
specific functions with different input and output
characteristics.
R (37.4%) (KDnuggets, 2013; Ozgur, 2015) is an open
source programming language and software environment,
designed for data mining, analysis and visualization. Skilled
users can directly call R objects in C. Due to the popularity
of R, database manufacturers, such as Teradata and Oracle,

SMART GRID APPLICATIONS
Across the globe, factors such as increasing renewable
energy, new power grid technologies and challenging energy
demands are forcing a transition from centralized power
grids with one-directional energy flow into complex,
distributed energy systems with bidirectional balancing.
These smart grids generate unprecedented amounts of data
from various sources:
• Power utilization habits of users;
• Graphical information system;
• Automated metering infrastructure;
• Phasor measurement data;
• Energy consumption data;
• Energy market pricing and bidding data;
• Management, control and maintenance data for
devices and equipment in the power generation,
transmission and distribution networks.
With respect to big data, we can categorize smart grid
applications into the following:
• Energy management;
• Power generation and power consumption
interactions;
• Virtual power plant;
• Access to renewable energy.
By analyzing data in the smart grid, it is possible to
identify clusters that have excessive electrical load, clusters
that have high power outage frequencies or transmission
lines with high failure probability. As a result, it is possible
for example to identify grid upgrades, transformations and
maintenance and to effectively forecast energy management.
An ideal power grid continually balances power
generation and consumption for grid stability. The traditional
power grid is based on one-directional approach from
concentrated electrical power generation to the grid
distribution by the transmission line, which does not allow
the reverse flow. Currently, the boom of renewable energy,
local energy production (from the original consumer called a
“pro-consumer”), electrical mobility with rechargeable
battery systems, energy storage and many other applications
have forced the decentralization of the power system. In
detail, the power grid system is evolving from a concentrated
power plant to a micro one, where each local consumer may
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become a producer by, for example, photovoltaic panels
installed at home, storage, and fuel cell application. In this
new scenario, the electronic meter is the gateway that
connects the consumer/pro-consumer to the power grid. It is
a key device for big data: data are frequently and rapidly
acquired and subsequently analyzed by the power utilities.
Since 2000, the Enel Company has replaced 38
millionanalogic meters with electronic meters, becoming the
first power utility in the world ready for the smart grid
application (Enel, 2015).
The increasing number of distributed power stations,
such as wind farms, concentrated heat power units, mini
hydro plants and photovoltaic systems creates a Virtual
Power Plant (VPP). This new system can replace a
conventional power plant, while providing more flexibility
and higher efficiency. However, VPP is a complex system
that requires difficult control optimization and secure
communication. Big data analysis may help resolve problems
and increase the reliability of the system.
At present, many new energy resources, such as wind
and solar, can be connected to power grids. However, since
the power generation capacities of new energy resources are
closely related to climate conditions that feature randomness
and intermittency, it is challenging to connect them to power
grids. If the big data of power grids is effectively analyzed,
such intermittent renewable new energy sources can be
efficiently managed: the electricity generated by the new
energy resources can be allocated to regions with electricity
shortage.
Big data analysis will be key in the evolution to smart
grids. Only the efficient extraction and analysis of the smart
grid data will permit the efficient management of the
distributed, complex, and stochastic elements of the future
power grid.

of Key Research Topics. Proceedings of the
4thnternational
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Integrated
Information, Madrid, Spain.
Enel (2015). Company profile. http://www.enel.com/enGB/doc/group/profile/enel_company_profile.pdf
Gantz, J. & Reinsel, D. (2011). Extracting Value
from
Chaos. IDC iView, PP:1-12.
Hall, M. & Frank, E. & Holmes, G. & Pfahringer, B. (2009).
The WEKA Data Mining Software: An Update.
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RapidMiner and R vie for the first place,
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Labrinidis, A. & Jagadish, H. V. (2012). Challenges and
opportunities with big data. Proceedings of the
VLDB Endowment, 5(12), PP: 2032-2033.
Laney, D. (2001). 3D Data Management: Controlling Data
Volume, Velocity and Variety. META Group
Research Note.
O'Reilly Radar Team (2011). Big Data Now: Current
Perspectives from O'Reilly Radar Team. O'Reilly
Media.
Ozgur, C. & Kleckner, M. & Li, Y. (2015). Selection of
Statistical Software for Solving Big Data
Problems. Sage Open, PP: 1-12.
Ristoski, P. & Bizer, C. & Paulheim, H. (2015). Mining the
Web of Linked Data with RapidMiner. Web
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World Wide Web, PP: 1-10.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper includes 1) a restatement of the big data
definition (4Vs are good), 2) the technical challenges that are
driving an evolution from relational to non-relational
databases, 3) how big data analysis applies to smart grids
(with some explicit statements of the societal value) and 4)
some broad statements about how societal and technological
changes are leading these important changes to how we live.
These discussions aim to provide a comprehensive
overview to readers of this exciting area. In the short term,
we are analyzing each of the described packages with respect
to the 4Vs defined earlier. In the medium term, we are
planning a systematic literature review.
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In 2009, a survey from have been conducted in 62 countries
by global job task analysis (GJTA). The study intended to
gather the core competencies needed in a facility
management effort (GJTA, 2009). They are listed below:
1. Communication—Communication
plans
and
processes for both internal and external stakeholders
2. Emergency
Preparedness
and
Business
Continuity—Emergency and risk management
plans and procedures
3. Environmental Stewardship and Sustainability—
Sustainable management of built and natural
environments
4. Finance & Business—Strategic plans, budgets,
financial analyses, procurement
5. Human Factors—Healthful and save environment,
security, FM employee development
6. Leadership and Strategy—Strategic planning,
organize, staff and lead organization
7. Operations
and
Maintenance—Building
operations and maintenance, occupant services
8. Project Management—Oversight and management
of all projects and related contracts
9. Quality—Best practices, process improvements,
audits and measurements
10. Real Estate and Property Management—Real
estate planning, acquisition and disposition
11. Technology—Facility management technology,
workplace management systems

ABSTRACT
The last two decades, due to the fierce competition,
organizations have decided to refocus on their core business
by outsourcing some of their internal activities or services
ranging from building maintenance or cleaning services,
infrastructure improvement to catering or gardening.
Facilities Management as an emerging discipline is getting a
lot of attention from practitioners in pursue of a more
systematic integrated approach to operating, adapting and
maintaining infrastructure. This paper introduces concepts
and an innovative system aiming to enhance collaboration
within the building maintenance.
Keywords: Facilities management, Knowledge sharing,
building maintenance, Computer aided systems
INTRODUCTION
Today, it is well recognised that in order to be able to
increase competiveness of organisations, there is a need to
focus on fostering a working environment supporting their
main business objectives (Mustapa & Adnan, 2008).
Therefore, some companies have decided to outsource their
secondary activities such as for i.e. building maintenance,
cleaning services, securities to third parties in order to focus
better on their core business. Another challenge, that many
companies are today facing is the retirement of people, and
thus with reduced work force, it is even more important to
concentrate efforts on achieving the main business objective.
The last three decades, a new business segment, the so called
“ facility management” has emerged as a profession
integrating Facility Management (FM) is a profession that
encompasses multiple disciplines to ensure functionality of
the built environment by integrating people, place, process
and technology (IFMA, 2014). FM contributes to spare
organizational funds, time, staff and physical resources. In
addition, FM as a customer centric activity offers quality and
timely, integrated services. A well-designed FM strategy will
contribute to create a more efficient working environment for
both facility managers and their customers (Keane, 2011).

One the most important challenges in conducting a
successful facility management effort concerns the
development of adequate technology or systems that could
fulfil the requirements stated by the international Facility
Management Association (IFMA): “how to best coordinate
people, the people and the work of an organization into the
physical workplace” (Mustapa & Adnan, 2008). In France,
the facility management market is getting an increasing
attention from companies motivated by the need to decrease
the cost, the economic crisis, the retirement of high number
of people and so forth. However, even systematic approaches
and methods have emerged in order to standardize the overall
landscape of facility management, it is as well recognized
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that the progression is still slow due to various issues. It is
crucial to provide to organizations that outsource real estate
services like cleaning, or, building maintenance, energy
management, and so forth knowledge in real time about the
status of various outsourced activities. Knowledge about the
status of operations or maintenance activity is an important
asset and therefore sharing knowledge amongst the
stakeholders is vital. One issue that could hamper the
knowledge sharing process is related to poor technological
infrastructure that could help to promote better the
cooperation between different actors involved in a facility
management effort (Brejon, 2014). In order to increase
knowledge sharing, it is important to provide an online
platform enhancing the collaboration between different
stakeholders. Several companies claim that they are
providing software for facility Management the so called
“Computer Aided Facility Management (CAFM)”
(SoftwareAdvice, 2015). Most of them provide support the
strategic operations. A large amount of generated data
contributes to give a better picture of the FM managers to
their customers by establishing their relationship throughout
the Service level agreements (SLA) and key performance
indicators (KPI) (Keane, 2011).
However, most of the current CAFM are rather software
helping to manage assets, or to track operation and
maintenance of the buildings. In addition, CAFM software
might address planning of space, facilities, services and
budgets. Cooperation and collaboration amongst the
stakeholders such as customers, FM mangers, and third
parties are not sufficiently addressed.
This paper present an innovative platform enhancing
collaboration between actors in FM process. This platform
the so-called “PROMETHÉE” is based on cloud computing.
The next section presents a brief overview of knowledge
sharing and how cloud-computing concepts can be used to
develop a collaborative platform for Facility management.
The third section outline the basic functions of
PROMETHÉE.

and information”. Hunter(1999) focuses more on actionable
knowledge and suggests rather "Knowledge is information in
the mind, in a context which allows it to be transformed into
actions”.
Practitioners and academics have defined several types of
knowledge such as tacit, implicit, explicit and systemic
knowledge at both individual and organisational levels (King
& Marks, 2008).
It is important to identify the type of knowledge, tacit or
implicit, in order to adopt the adequate strategies for
capturing, storing, sharing, searching and disseminating the
knowledge in a more efficient way. The type of industrial
knowledge that should flow in the firms will direct the
needed KM strategies such as codification for explicit
knowledge or personalisation for tacit knowledge.
In Facility Management business, the both type of
knowledge need to be taken in account. Therefore, it is
important to identify the activities that require a special
attention. FM consulting business is often engaged in large
duplication efforts (Robson, Norris, Lefrere, & Mason,
2003). For example, consultants are often involved in
repetitive solutions finding process together with the clients
or third parties. Therefore, new ways to work and interact
with all the business stakeholders need to be re-designed in
order to make sure that knowledge is reused. In this case,
codification of the knowledge could contribute to facilitate
the reuse of it. Amongst the knowledge processes,
knowledge sharing is perceived as the most challenging one
to promote within a facility management setting. Defining
the best knowledge sharing strategy will contribute to foster
a better collaborative environment.
The requirements for developing this collaborative platform
are listed below:
• to unify the management of multiple geographically
dispersed facilities
• to monitor operational and maintenance building in
transparent way for all stakeholders
• to facilitate and share decisional reporting related to
intervention
measures
trough
document
management system
• to provide Facility management processes as
services.
• to manage work contract in effective way between
facility manager, contractors and companies
involved in the process of repairing or operating
services

KNOWLEDEGE AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
IN CLOUD COMPUTING SETTING
Facility Management constitutes a real estate segment,
where knowledge is considered as an important development
asset. This business sector is facing various challenges
ranging from real time maintenance or operational building,
project cost reduction to environmental issues. In addition, it
is not uncommon that each facility is managed by its stake
holder in isolation from the management of other similar
facilities (Borgert, Munch, & Heuser, 2014).
Management of multiple geographically dispersed
facilities including different stakeholders means that
measures to take care of knowledge are crucial. Knowledge
Industry management aims at improving the ability of firms
to execute operational or maintenance functions in a more
efficient and effective way. There is a general consensus on
agreeing that there is so far no one single definition of
knowledge (Boisot, 1998; Dixon, 2002). One popular
definition is from Davenport & Prusak (2000), they define
the knowledge as “a fluid mix of framed experience, values,
contextual information and expert insight that provides a
framework for evaluating and incorporating new experiences

Based on the requirements, a platform providing functions
allowing document sharing, geo-localizations of building,
service maintenance or operation reporting, decisional
reporting, follow up of work maintenance, and so forth.
In addition, it is important to make this platform
available for all stakeholders independently of time and
location. Hence, recent developments of advanced cloud
environments have gained a tremendous attention from the
Facility management business sector (Borgert et al., 2014;
Chang Ho, Hyuck, Hae Sun, Heon Young, & Yong Woo,
2009).
Users started to realise the value of not owning
computing resources but rather lease them based on their
current needs. Lau et al propose cloud-based platform
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designed to support/manage a multitude of smart facilities in
large building companies (Lau et al., 2013). The concepts of
cloud-computing relies on considering software, data or
hardware as a service. The main advantages are reduction of
managing cost computer infrastructure by making available
on cloud, availability of data from anywhere. The next
section describes the modules of Prométhée that should fulfil
some of the listed requirements.

In the basement, we can find a heating plant that is composed
with a furnace.
Technical audit
This module provide information about technical settings and
list of operational and maintenance works to be perform. The
buildings assessment helps to define the health status of
buildings and are categorized into four major areas such as:
• Safety of people and good : Risks that could
impact safety of people or good should be
identified, assessed and prioritized. Safety risks
might be originated either by the installation of
equipment’s or specified by safety regulation body.
For example, a default on the electrical appliance
might lead to a fire or electrocution risk.

PROMETHEE
PROMÉTHÉE@ is an integrated online real estate CLOUD
platform management system that provides to organisations
an environment integrating business, operation and
maintenance processes. It provide several modules allowing
geo-location of the assets, schedule the work to be
performed, monitor the progress in real time, receive up to
date information and process it in an effective manners while
reducing the cost of duplicating information. It is possible to
integrate photographs, drawing annotation in an online form
filling process, thus analysis reducing time during for i.e. the
maintenance tracking. One important feature in computer
aided Facility Management is the possibility to generate
reports for day to day management activities. In order to
facilitate the decision making, the received data is
categorized and prioritised. This decision support module
proves to be efficient for a better collaboration between
different stakeholders. Others modules are as well included
and are described below:

•

•

Building assessment Module
This module encompasses several tools such as Audit
Management tool, Technical audit tool and Operation
Management Tool, Energy Audit Tool.

•

Audit management Tool
An integrated geographical information system is integrated
and therefore, location of the building to operate or maintain
will provide various information such ways to access to it.
This module describes as well the type of the building private
or public, residential or services sectors, its area, structure,
technical equipment’s and their operational status.

Work Maintenance: this area focuses on specific
work description linked to corrective or evolutional
maintenance of equipment fleets that are nearing
the end of their operational lives or outdated such
for i.e restoration of building’s historical facade.
Another example includes, continues mechanical
failures on boiler systems requiring extensive
maintenance work means its replacement.
Upgrading existing buildings: lead to identification
of pathologies related to equipment or the built
environment in order to decide strategical
investment such cost reduction, operational function
improvement or building decoration such stairway
upgrading or installation of heating control system.
HQE : defines the strategical or economic measures
having a beneficial effect on the environment such
for i.e put in place an energy policy complying with
EU regulation.

Currently the database of PROMÉTHÉE contains
25 000 entries, reports are automatically generated
together with a diagnosis related document for each
equipment and three pictures.
Energy Audit tool
This tool provides preliminary information the so-called
“ecological report” about the up to date building
situation. It allows a snapshot of current energy
consumption about heating, water, power usage in
common areas. This report will allow to define
improvement areas in order not only to reduce the cost
but as to control better the energy consumption. For i.e
in France, since January 2012, all residential
condominium unit with more than 50 district heating
built before 2001, must complete energy audit within 5
years. Considering, the high number of buildings, it is
important to provide functions that will facilitate this
audit function.
Operation Management Module

Figure 1: overview of the level of building

This module should encompasses several tools such as
Metering Management tool, Service request management
tool, Document management / report management,
Maintenance contract management, online Directories

The figure 1 depicts a site that have 2 buildings. The building
1 (Bât1) is composed of 1 level floor (RDC) and basement.
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Metering Management tool
Optimization of fluid flow is essential in Utility and building
management. Fluids are part of factors that contribute to the
sustainability of building infrastructure. PROMÉTHÉE
allows the follow of various metering systems by collecting
different data over several years period and analyse them. A
set of data processing allows to defines some real and
theoretical energy consumption and draws models in order
to refine analysis, for Instance, energy consumption for the
heating is associate to the ratio Mwh /DJU, thus efficient
management will contribute to a better optimisation.

•
•
•

Figure 3: Report of

Document management / report management
Maintenance contract management
Yellow page containing information

Document Management System Module
Documents such Contracts, reports, invoices, plans,
Geographical information, regulations, and so forth need to
be stored, updated, removed and in some case shared
amongst several people involved in the building facility
management process. According to the type of documents,
several categories have been specified and users according to
his own profile and setting will get the views only into the
documents that concerns them.
This module is considered to be the backbone of the FM.
Users and end users can access to the documents through
web-based application. This provide a great flexibility for all
the stakeholders as they can access to the document
anywhere at any time. Security is of course, an essential
requirement. Since the software is considered and work with
building managers in order to set up goals, objectives,
resources and costs.

Figure 2: consumer profile

Services Request Management Tool
This tool aims to create, control and process all the services
requests. The status of the service request is codified by
specific code color that will allow the monitoring and the
follow up. A report upon request is generated will serve as
the basis for the strategic maintenance by the tasks defining
level of priorities of services to be executed. It allows
optimisation of interaction between stakeholders such for i. e
facility manager and the set of SME’s involved in the
operation or maintenance process.
Work Follow up tool
This tool allows the follow up of any service request, from
the diagnosis of the service until its closure. This service can
be technical such as repairing a boiler or it can be tracking
energy resources consumption for i.e.. Status of the
monitoring the work underway is codified as well by a code
color. During this activity, a report can be generated and
contributes to provide the comprehensive set of data and
analyses necessary to assess future investments or refine the
maintenance policy. The figure 2 shows an example of
generated report of diagnosis of heating system. A picture
shows the machine and its external environment.

Contracts Management module
This module offers user-friendly contract tracking, contract
drafting, tasks, document management, workflows,
document searching, reporting, and costing. This module
contribute to help managers in their decision about
maintenance policy.
Collaborative directories module
Sharing is essential for a succesfull FM process. Therefore,
PROMOTHEE allows not only the sharing of the documents
among several actors, but information about address, phone
number, engineers, control units, and so forth are stored in
database and it is easily accessible via a simple search
function. Each actor is assigned to each building, hence
facilitating the search of the relevant information and insure
a level of good quality.
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CONCLUSION
The FM’s role as a leader changed as the work
environment has become more complex. In this paper, we
described a tool PROMETHEE, that provides functions
allowing management of several geographically dispersed
facilities. The cloud-based platform provide flexibility for
remote managers or operators. Future works include
possibility to manage sensors that will be attached to the
machines.
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tradition. Less known is the fact that the revolutionary
generation was fascinated with scientific progress.
The founders were products of the Enlightenment
Project. As such, they believed in the beneficent influence of
scientific thinking and rational argument.
The much
heralded “unalienable Rights” proclaimed in the Declaration
of Independence was the result of an analysis of political
systems (U.S. Continental Congress, July 4, 1776). It was
grounded in logical reasoning rather than in given traditions
of the divine rights of kings.
The revolutionary generation was educated in the
Classics. This means that they were taught the advantages of
using rationality not only in politics and ethics, but also in
“natural philosophy” or science. In fact, the founders saw
America’s future as one in which home-grown technological
innovation would propel the country to a top ranking in the
world. North America, to them, was a “startup”.
This point of view can be seen in one debate held during
the Constitutional Convention of 1787. It had to do with
whether the federal government should be given the power to
“establish seminaries for the promotion of literature and the
arts and sciences.” (Madison, J., August 18, 1787). This may
appear to be an uncontroversial topic for debate, but if one
recalls that the founders were very reluctant to give the
federal government any substantial power, the fact that they
were considering the establishment of national schools for
the teaching of science is significant.
While this measure did not make it into the Constitution,
a patent and trademark provision did. Congress was given
the right to grant legal protection to inventors, innovators and
creators “[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful
Arts…” (Constitutional Convention, September 17, 1787).
By this, individual commercial rights were protected, the
powers of the national government remained limited, and
science and invention were promoted.
Yet in regard to the effort to promote scientific
education, George Washington was undeterred. During the
first State of the Union address, President Washington called
upon Congress to promote science education. He declared
that “there is nothing which can better deserve your
patronage than the promotion of science and literature.
Knowledge is in every country the surest basis of public
happiness.” (Washington, G., July 8, 1790).

ABSTRACT
There has been a lot of thought given to the problems of
education in America. It often takes the form of worry about
perceived weaknesses of educational outcomes in science,
technology, engineering and math (STEM). While fear has
proved a prime funding motivator, it also propels educational
efforts toward quantities.
These are test scores,
“benchmarks”, numbers of degrees obtained and the like.
Aspiration, on the other hand, promotes qualities. When the
focus is on the inherent value of a scientific education, the
social and ethical interests of opportunity and prosperity
come to the fore. This paper sets out the efforts of the
University of Alabama in Birmingham (UAB) School of
Engineering to shift the focus. First is a discussion of the
history of STEM education in America; then an analysis of
claims made about deficiencies; and finally a proposal is
made
for
standards-grounded,
evidence-based
implementation.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF STEM IN AMERICA
The territory claimed by Britain in North America was a
wilderness. Although the tax hungry empire saw great
potential, the land was completely undeveloped. There was
no infrastructure and no publicly available education.
The colonies were a loose political unit filled with
people disgruntled with the status quo. The United Kingdom
was a powerful world empire, and had recently made it clear
to other colonies that control would be maintained with
ruthless force. If the continental colonies dared and
succeeded in breaking away, a seemingly impossible task,
they would then have to compete with that same empire on
the world stage. They were going to need a little help. The
proposal was aspirational and based on an understanding of
the societal impact of the scientific and engineering
approaches to solving problems.
The revolutionary generation
Americans have been interested in STEM education
from the beginning, even though they didn’t call it that. It is
well known that the founding fathers were interested in new,
progressive political ideas that broke with European
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This may appear to be mere applause-baiting speech. It
was not. Washington was using his political savvy to
promote scientific innovation in America. First, he made the
bold assertion that nothing was more important than
education for the use of federal tax dollars. To prove it, he
asserted, in typical founding generation style, that it was selfevident that scientific knowledge begets “happiness”. It
serves to remember that for the founders, only the securing
of “unalienable Rights” justified the existence of
government. One of these three rights was the “pursuit of
happiness” (U.S. Continental Congress, July 4, 1776). Thus,
Washington argued that by spending most of the
government’s money on education, politicians could justify
the existence of government itself, and thereby their own
jobs.
In can be seen, then, that in the early days of the
republic, it was held that STEM education was the engine
that would propel the country to prosperity. Yet there was a
fly in the ointment: a glaring failure to apply this tenet to all
citizens. This work remains to be done. Still, it can be seen
that the U.S. educational model was aspirational, not fearful.
Catastrophic events would change that.

Federal funding in the 1980s demonstrates this change.
The federal government began assisting educational
programs that employed student-centered learning and
emphasized scientific processes and “literacy”, to wit realworld application, over the rote memorization of facts.
These approaches were taken from successful school
programs of this and other nations. It could be argued that
whether or not the fear driving these reforms was justified,
the fresh approaches and funding certainly were.
In 2005, the National Academies released Rising Above
the Gathering Storm, a much discussed report that warned
federal policymakers about weaknesses in the U.S. STEM
education system (The National Academies, 2005). On
August 9, 2007 George W. Bush signed into law the America
COMPETES Act (Creating Opportunities to Meaningfully
Promote Excellence in Technology, Education and Science).
Among other things, the Act authorized the creation of
STEM education programs at the National Science
Foundation, Department of Education, National Oceanic &
Atmospheric Administration, and the Department of Energy.
In 2009, President Obama announced the Educate to
Innovate initiative. This program involves the distribution of
over $260 million in public and private funds to promote
STEM academic achievement in America. It remains in
operation today.

The modern era
The mechanized and scientifically produced horrors of
World Wars I and II changed attitudes. Optimism about
scientific progress gave way to pessimism about the use of
technology. Aspirations about prosperity yielded to concerns
about security.
A fear emerged that the country’s
preeminence would be over-taken by countries less
democratically minded.
The launch of Russian satellite Sputnik on October 4,
1957 was fuel to the fire. President Eisenhower sounded the
alarum: “The Soviet Union now has – in the combined
category of scientists and engineers – a greater number than
the United States. And it is producing graduates in these
fields at a much faster rate.” He asked federal, state and
local governments to work together and make haste to
increase the production of students trained in science. More
specifically, he called for a “system of nation-wide testing of
high school students”, and a “system of incentives for high
aptitude students to pursue scientific or professional studies”
(Eisenhower, D., November 13, 1957). Notice the emphasis
on numbers and “high aptitude students”. When the goal is
quantities, everything else must fall away.
In July of 1958 Congress hurried to pass the National
Aeronautics and Space Act, followed by the National
Defense Act. “National defense” included providing $1
billion for loans, scholarships and graduate fellowships that
promoted educational achievements in STEM fields. Fear
drove a shift of emphasis from the qualitative benefits of a
scientific education to quantitative outcomes.
In 1983, the Reagan Administration published A Nation
at Risk, a report that warned of a “rising tide of mediocrity”
in American education (National Commission on Excellence
in Education, 1983). It was posited that this threatened “our
very future as a nation and as a people.” It was asserted that
there was a disturbing drop of achievement in STEM
subjects across all levels of American education. Such a
state of affairs, it was held, necessitated a change in
approach.

ALARMS AND ANALYSIS
A survey of the literature on STEM education in
America since the late 1950’s reveals grave warnings about
education trends. Commonly asserted are America’s low
rankings on international science and math tests, losses in
global rankings of STEM degree output, STEM labor
shortages, increases in foreign student degrees, low teacher
quality, and persistent achievement gaps among demographic
groups. A measured approach is necessary to properly
consider these claims.
Frequently cited are international math and science
rankings that show that the United States is performing from
average to poor in comparison to other countries. The
conclusion expressed is that America once topped such
rankings, but is now dropping. Yet it has been shown that
America has never topped such rankings, has never done
well on them, and is not trending downward. Instead, it
appears, America has been improving (Loveless, T., 2011).
The international rankings at issue began in 1964. It can be
noted, then, that the era of perceived American preeminence
in STEM activity includes the very years during which the
U.S. rated from average to poor on these international
rankings.
Further, it is important to compare apples to apples.
When the socio-economic context of the raw numbers is
considered, America’s ranking improves significantly. In
2013, such an analysis was performed by the Economic
Policy Institute.
In every country, students on the lower end of the socioeconomic classes perform worse than students on the higher
end.
America has a greater share of economically
disadvantaged students in the overall population than in any
country with which America is normally compared. These
are the “similar post-industrial” countries of France,
Germany and the United Kingdom and the “top scoring”
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countries of Canada, Finland, and South Korea. The United
States tests more students from the bottom of the social class
distribution than do these countries. In other words, the
abundance of lowest social class testers affects the U.S.
average (Conroy, M. & Rothstein, R., 2013).
In addition to these findings, analysis by the Economic
Policy Institute revealed the following: If the U.S. had the
same class distribution as the similar post-industrial
countries, U.S. reading scores would be higher than, and
math scores would be the same as, those countries.
Yet social class distribution differences do not account
for everything.
Making adjustments to social class
distribution for comparative purposes would narrow, but not
eliminate, average differences between America and the topscoring countries (Conroy, M. & Rothstein, R., 2013). A
pedagogical explanation for this gap will be examined supra.
Unadjusted comparisons are also of interest. An
unadjusted social class comparison between America’s
advantaged students and those of the top-scoring countries
revealed that America’s advantaged students fared better
than those of the top scoring countries of Finland and
Canada.
Also, an analysis of trends revealed that the
performance of the lowest social class of American students
has been improving over the last twenty years. In contrast,
the performance of this same class of students has been
dropping in the top-scoring countries and in the similar postindustrial countries (Conroy, M. & Rothstein, R., 2013).
From this it could be argued that America’s high
achieving students do not need additional support, the low
achieving students do. This may seem an obvious point, but
it is overlooked by initiatives that strive for sheer numbers of
graduates. High achieving students are the low-hanging fruit
of academia. Therefore, when chasing numbers, emphasis is
placed there. Progressive efforts over the last twenty years
have reduced achievement gaps for the challenged students.
More can be done.
Another alarm often heard is that the United States is
falling behind other countries in the production of STEM
degrees. Yet it may be asked what kind of fair comparison
can be made between countries of such disparate populations
as the United States (321 million), India (1.25 billion) and
China (1.36 billion) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). Also, the
STEM degree achievement numbers used in such arguments
have been criticized as being “inaccurate and misleading”,
and the quality of the compared foreign degrees has been
challenged as not commensurate (Gereffi, G. et al., 2008).
It is often put forward that U.S. STEM education
weaknesses will contribute to workforce shortages and losses
in global competiveness and security. Yet there is research
that indicates that this is not the case. Instead, it is argued,
the domestic supply of STEM professionals in fact exceeds
demand (for example, see Lowell, B. & Salzman, H., 2007).
Although it can be shown that there has been an increasing
number of foreign STEM workers in America, this may be
attributed to the attractiveness of cheap labor to businesses,
not to a shortfall of American worker quantity or quality
(Salzman, H., Kuehn, D. & Lowell, B., 2013).
Coupled with the disquiet about the number of foreign
STEM workers is the worry expressed that there is an
increasing percentage of foreign students achieving STEM
degrees in the United States. The numerical claim appears to
have merit (Feigener, M., 2011). However, if the counter-

arguments about STEM labor shortages are true, foreign
student degree achievement in and of itself presents no
domestic labor problem. Still, assuming arguendo that such
foreign students do not remain in the United States, it could
be posited that U.S. education resources are being expended
to enable other countries to become more effective
competition.
Another assertion focuses on teacher quality in STEM
subjects. Twenty years of research indicates that having a
teacher who majored in the subject taught positively affects
student achievement (Allen, M., 2003). In 2007, only 17%
of teachers overall did not major in the subjects they taught.
This may be unfavorably compared to the 28% of math
teachers who did not major in mathematics (U.S. Department
of Education, et al., Education and certification qualifications
of departmentalized public high school-level teachers of core
subjects, 2011). In that regard, this apprehension appears to
have merit. However, it has been reported that, at least on a
pre-college level, teacher degree achievement does not
correlate as strongly with student success as does a
curriculum emphasizing concept and applicability over
procedure (Richland, L., Stigler, J., Holyoak, K., 2012). This
result will be discussed further, supra.
Lastly, there is vexation that achievement gaps exist
among various demographic groups in STEM education
outcomes. Research is often cited that shows disparities by
race, ethnicity and gender in test scores, degree achievement
and employment (for example, see U.S. Department of
Education, et al., The nation’s report card: mathematics
2011, 2011); (U.S. Department of Education, et al., S&E
degrees: 1966-2008, 2011). These claims have demonstrated
merit. Further, although improvements have been made, the
gaps tenaciously persist.
Putting it together
Despite all of the publicly decried shortcomings, the
general U.S. STEM education picture seems to show a
system holding steady and improving. The National Science
Foundation estimates that the percentage of bachelor’s
degrees in science and engineering fields has remained
relatively constant since 1966. The total number of science
and engineering bachelor’s degrees has more than doubled.
During the same period, the percentage of doctorate degrees
in science and engineering has ranged from 56% in 1976 to
67% in 2008. The total number of doctoral degrees in
science and engineering fields has nearly tripled (ibid).
Similar consistency can be seen in the pre-college level
grades. The performance of American K-12 students on
standardized national mathematics tests have remained
constant or have improved since 1966. It should be noted,
however, that this data also reveals that despite
improvements, significant demographic achievement gaps
abide (ibid).
The alarms about STEM education in America have
been sounding for decades. Yet a more nuanced approach to
research in the area steers one away from fears of a tumbling
America. Instead, reasoned analysis leads one back to
aspirations. It recalls the mind to the founding fathers’
beliefs about the value of a scientific education: that it
promotes opportunity and prosperity.
Fear drives education toward sheer numbers. This focus
permits and requires a disregard of qualities such as equal
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opportunity. When quantity is the driving need, there is no
time or resources for anything else. This is terribly
convenient, as achievement gaps have proved to be so
difficult to change. A focus on quality, by contrast, does not
permit a neglect of value. There is a need to complete that
for which the founding generation did not have a will.
Achievement gaps of under-represented groups must be
closed. Fears about national security can foster narrow
education outcomes. Aspirations about the value of a
scientific education can encourage broader socio-economic
progress.

Humanities are traditionally thought of as the fonts of
creativity and social awareness. It may be asked whether a
STEM centered education system would leave these
important skills behind.
THE UAB ENGINEERING C-STEM PROJECT
Can a program be designed to confront the legitimate
shortcomings of STEM education in America? Can it be
developed to also promote the aspirations of society? The
UAB School of Engineering continuous STEM program (CSTEM) is an attempt to do just that. The following is a
description of the criteria and constraints of this effort.
Certain universities and organizations have endeavored
to confront STEM achievement gaps before. These efforts
have often taken the form of summer or after-school
programs aimed at students below the college age. Such
programs attempt to stimulate interest in STEM subjects.
Generally speaking, they are of short duration, focus on
science and math, and are directed toward pre-teenagers.
The result is that short-term gains are quickly lost, exposure
to engineering and technology disciplines is practically nonexistent, and teenagers are left out.
The C-STEM program reaches into local high schools
and brings STEM knowledge directly to students. The
program picks up where other programs leave off by
focusing on engineering and technology for teenagers while
school is in session. It addresses the problems identified
infra by encouraging local high school students to explore
engineering through Ph.D. class facilitators, and by creating
a broad-appeal learning environment welcoming to women
and minorities.

FOCAL POINTS FOR STEM EDUCATION
It may be said that Americans have begun to see the
broad economic and social impact of STEM education.
Technological gadgets are no longer just the tools of spies
and the military, nor are they just the toys of electronics
hobbyists. Instead, they are an essential part of everyday
life. It has been reported that in 2015, 64% of all Americans
owned smartphones. This is a sharp increase from the 35%
who did so in 2011 (Pew Research Center, 2015). First-hand
experiences with advances in medicine are impressive and
convincing.
It is repeatedly asserted in popular media that STEM
literacy will be essential for workplace competency in the
future (for example, see Gillibrand, K. & Kennedy, J., STEM
jobs key to better economy, USA Today, January 10, 2014).
So-called “middle level” jobs, the majority of which require
STEM training, made up 48% of the total U.S. labor market
in 2006 (Holzer, R. & Lerman, R., 2009). As a result, the
need for STEM training has become more commonly
understood.
Such a perspective, combined with apparently legitimate
concerns about the number of foreign student degrees,
pedagogical approaches and demographic achievement gaps
cause interest to shift from quantity to quality: from numbers
of degrees obtained to individual, local opportunity and the
caliber of instruction provided.
In regard to individual opportunity, it can be said that
workforce population data reveal that STEM fields are
significantly diversity-challenged. In 2008, women made up
about half of the total U.S. college educated workforce, but
they represented only 27% of that workforce in science and
engineering. Blacks and Hispanics made up 24% of the
college educated workforce, but only 8.8% of that workforce
in science and engineering (U.S. Dept. of Labor, 2010; U.S.
Dept. of Labor, 2011; National Science Board, 2012). The
implications are that the workforce is losing talented,
motivated women and minorities to other fields; and that
students are walking away, or being turned away, from the
benefits of an education and career in a STEM field.
Yet there is another, heretofore undiscussed,
presentiment about quality. The “be careful what you wish
for” admonition should not be forgotten. What would
America look like if STEM initiatives were as successful as
hoped? What if the liberal arts and “soft” sciences were
devalued over science, technology, engineering and math?
It could be argued that successful entrepreneurship
depends not just on great products, but also on an
understanding of how those products interact with people.
Both Apple and Facebook exemplify this outlook. The

Description of the program
C-STEM is a continuous, comprehensive and
collaborative STEM initiative. Each of these adjectives
bears elaboration. First, the program is continuous in that it
provides learning activities for students throughout the
school year. It goes further to accompany students for three
consecutive years. This is a significantly distinguishing
feature. It results in not just a quantitative change in student
exposure to STEM concepts, but also a qualitative one.
When given this length of time, it is possible to develop a
deeper understanding of fundamental engineering concepts,
which are often passed over in high schools.
This is also the program’s greatest challenge. With a
short duration program, it is a practical necessity to deliver a
small set of material in a simple, straightforward manner.
With a long duration program, the situation is different. Not
only must a larger set of material be delivered, it must be
developed, over time, in order to avoid the “mile wide and
inch deep” pitfall. The C-STEM program employs the
standards-based conveyance of concept and application,
discussed supra, to solve this problem.
The program is comprehensive in that it delivers not
only fundamental engineering concepts, but also the many
aspects of engineering activity, including teamwork,
communication, critical thinking, and creativity.
UAB’s C-STEM program is collaborative in that it
recognizes the student’s point of view in order to make the
subject matter more approachable.
Under-represented
student populations carry with them collaboration building
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challenges and contributions. Research in psychology is
employed to involve these students. The look and feel of the
environment is considered to create a broad appeal learning
environment that promotes confidence.
Mentors are
presented who defy engineering profession stereotypes. The
plasticity of intelligence and the normalization of struggle are
addressed to encourage students to embrace, rather than
reject, the challenges of engineering. Further, the program
works with local businesses and industry to help bring the
needs of the changing job market to students, and students to
the job market.

Finally, higher education encouragement is provided in
the form of college credit. Students in the C-STEM program
are given the opportunity to earn college credit for
completing each year of the program. It is believed that
students for whom a college education seemed impossible
will leave the program believing it to be probable.
In addition to the C-STEM program, which operates
during the regular school term, UAB’s School of
Engineering provides summer STEM programs to reach
students. Appended hereto are reports by two such students
relating what they gained by participating in one such
program.

Cardinal components
Program delivery is based on three core concepts:
thinking for understanding, learning in context and
innovation inception. Thinking for understanding refers in a
broad way to critical thinking, metacognition, self-learning
and lifelong learning. These skills are highly praised but
often poorly understood. It is not uncommon for STEM
programs to “check the box” of critical thinking by claiming
that some activity or lesson will automatically “develop”
critical thinking skills. This leaves the subject to chance.
The C-STEM program directly addresses these subjects and
breaks them down into digestible bites. By doing this, it is
believed that scientific thinking and the engineering method
can be readily absorbed.
Learning in context refers to project-based learning. The
context is twofold: fundamental engineering concepts and
real-world problems. Although not a magic pedagogical
bullet, open-ended investigations allow students to see
fundamental concepts in action, realize their real-world
significance and participate in the doing of engineering.
Engineering is different from other subjects in that it
involves a process rather than sets of information. Often, this
problem is solved by creating another. When engineering is
taught on a high school level, it is often presented as applied
science. This is convenient as no new material need be
presented. Instead, previously gained scientific knowledge is
applied to problems through projects. Yet the engineering
process employs science as only one of many tools used for
the design of solutions. The “applied science” approach does
not prepare high school students for what engineering is or
what they can do with it.
High school graduates often have little exposure to
engineering and, therefore, overlook the benefits that the
problem-solving techniques of engineering can provide.
Similarly, students leave high school with little
understanding of the opportunities presented by a
university’s school of engineering. The C-STEM program
endeavors to solve this problem by giving high school
students substantive experiences in engineering.
Innovation inception refers to the effort to solve another
quandary: how to incite students to use old tools in a new
way. The program’s approach is to deliver high-level
concepts in understandable, fitting units, the application of
which can be transformed into multiple purposes.
In regard to the skills necessary to make technology
resonate with people, the C-STEM program provides
exposure to topics usually associated with the Humanities.
These include active listening, communication, presentation
and creativity.

EDUCATION STANDARDS
The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) is a set of
K-12 education standards promulgated by the Council of
Chief State School Officers and the National Governors
Association. The most recent version was published in 2010
and regards - quite simply - reading, writing and arithmetic.
More properly, the CCSS comprises mathematics, and
English language arts and literacy in history, social studies,
science and technical subjects. Literacy in science and
technical subjects means being able to read and comprehend
scientific papers. Therefore, the “common core” does not
involve science proper.
The National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) is
an organization of science teachers in the United States.
Founded in 1944, it currently represents the largest such
association in the world. NSTA issued the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS) in April of 2013. The purpose of
the NGSS is to provide K-12 students and educators with
educational targets for science subjects based on the current
expectations of higher education and industry. The aim is to
help prepare students for college, career and citizenship.
The Standards were based on the Framework for K-12
Science Education, developed by the National Research
Council (NRC), the staffing arm of the National Academy of
Sciences (National Research Council, 2012).
The
Framework sets out the broad ideas and practices of the
natural sciences and engineering it is believed every high
school student should know upon graduation. Simply put,
the goal of the Framework is to develop scientifically
minded citizens.
The approach of the Framework is to emphasize depth
over breadth and to let students participate in how science is
actually done. It is proposed that depth can be achieved by
reducing the amount of “detailed and disconnected facts” to
core foundational concepts that are repeatedly explored, with
increasing complexity, throughout the school years. Such,
the contributors argue, imparts a sense of coherence and
unity to science (pg. 1-2,10).
This approach was based on research findings about the
differences between experts and novices in any field
(National Research Council, 1999). It is argued that experts
use core principles to attack new problems. Novices have
disconnected, and often contradictory, knowledge that they
struggle to integrate when approaching problems (pg. 25).
It was stated, infra, that there was a pedagogical
explanation for the achievement gap between American
students and those of the top-scoring countries. This is it: a
meta-analysis of research on international, pre-college
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classrooms revealed a major distinguishing feature of the
highest ranking international curriculums. It is that concept
and application are emphasized over mere procedure. In
America, mathematics is taught almost exclusively as a set of
procedures (Richland, L., Stigler, J., Holyoak, K., 2012).
The result is a demonstrated, general weakness of American
students: this is the difficulty in applying knowledge to a
given situation (Organisation for Economic Co-operation &
Development, 2012). In fact, the meta-analysis revealed that
a focus on concept and application was more positively
correlated with achievement than delivery style, such as
lecture versus project based learning (Richland, L., Stigler,
J., Holyoak, K., 2012). For this reason, among others, the
Framework emphasizes science and engineering concepts
and practices.
The Framework contributors propose that an education
based on core ideas prepares students to think like an expert.
It is not feasible to impart to students everything they “need
to know” about all of the disciplines of science and
engineering. This is true, in part, because the state of the art
changes frequently. Therefore, the Framework represents an
effort to prepare students to be lifelong and self-learners (pg.
25,30-31). The Framework contributors argue that “thinking
like an expert” must be developed over years, not weeks or
months (pg. 26).
In terms of content, the NGSS differs from the CCSS
and most state science standards in one important way: the
NGSS actually contains engineering material. It should be
noted, however, that under the NGSS, engineering is not
treated as a separate subject. Instead, it is integrated into
science education.
According to the Framework
contributors, engineering is included “to recognize the value
of better integrating the teaching and learning of science,
engineering and technology.” (National Research Council,
2012, pg. 8, emphasis added). This seems to mean that, for
students, engaging in engineering practices “enhances their
understanding of science” (pg. 12). A criticism could be
made, then, that while the addition of engineering practices is
welcome, more could be done.
The C-STEM program is delivered in Alabama.
Therefore, the status of Alabama’s education system is
relevant. In 2010, Alabama adopted the CCSS and combined
it with selected Alabama standards. In this form, it was
called the Alabama College & Career Ready Standards
(CCRS). In regard to science education, Alabama has a set
of standards. The current version, 2015 Course of StudyScience, is based on Alabama’s 2005 standards and upon the
Framework.

in the NGSS, mathematics is likewise vital to engineering.
Although science and math per se are not the focus of the
C-STEM program, reinforcement of knowledge in these
areas is essential.
Further, approaching these challenging subjects from a
different angle, particularly one with a more practical focus,
can be helpful for students. A thoughtful implementation of
the Standards allows students to see math and science
through the lens of engineering. In fact, it is held to be
fundamental for the employment of the NGSS to emphasize
that core disciplinary knowledge sets overlap and
interconnect. This is one example of a way in which the CSTEM program promotes NGSS content and methods.
Going further, such material can be developed to introduce
students to transdisciplinary approaches.
The material that makes up the NGSS is divided into
four groups: core disciplinary ideas, science and engineering
practices, cross-cutting concepts and the nature of science.
From these sets can be culled material that acts as an
engineering driver, and material that acts as a helpful
passenger.
This new grouping of material, the NGSS/C-STEM set,
can be used to serve the goals of the NGSS and the need to
deliver engineering as a separate subject. Yet these are not
the only goals. The material was also carefully selected for
the prosecution of the three core components of the C-STEM
program. These three components are involved in every
session. They also lend themselves to annual themes. This
provides a structure for the dispersal of NGSS material
throughout the overall program term.
The theme of the first year of delivery is based upon the
first component of the program: thinking for understanding.
Empirical observation, rational analysis and logical inference
are the keys to thinking not only like a scientist, but also
thinking like an engineer. The Standards contains material
relevant to this effort. Only from a structured exposure to
these concepts can this type of thinking be developed.
In a word, year one of the C-STEM program is about
theory. This has to do with not only rational, solutionsdriven thinking, but also the fundamental concepts of
engineering. The organization of class sessions will be
discussed supra.
Year two of the program is about practice. This
corresponds to the “learning in context” component of the
program. There are two contexts: hands-on activities are
grounded in fundamental engineering concepts and realworld problems. The fundamental concepts considered in
year one are re-examined and additional ones introduced.
Projects allow students to participate in the engineering
process. In terms of the NGSS material, dispersal can be
performed by following the structure of the NGSS
component “science and engineering practices”. These are
divided into eight categories.
Year three of the program focuses on the third
component of the program: innovation inception. During
this year, productive premise-challenging and the
transformation of a given technology from one application to
another are explored. Students are challenged to apply
knowledge gained and projects completed to new contexts.
In terms of the Standards, this is investigated by way of the
relevant remaining material of the NGSS/C-STEM set, as

Implementation of Standards in C-STEM
UAB’s School of Engineering C-STEM program is
grounded in the NGSS and the Alabama standards, not only
in material presented but also in philosophy.
Implementation, however, has its challenges. For one, the
NGSS does not treat engineering as a separate discipline, but
instead it is merged with scientific inquiry. Thus, it was
necessary to disentangle one from the other.
At the same time, retention of certain non-engineering
material is necessary and beneficial. Scientific methods and
concepts are certainly key components of the engineering
design process. Therefore, a developed grounding in science
is of great importance to future engineers. While not treated
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well as through a deeper exploration of the previously
presented material.
It is worth noting that this last statement regards an
approach fundamental to the Standards: that material and
practices are introduced, then re-examined over the years in
greater sophistication each time. This is another example of
how the C-STEM program employs both NGSS content and
methodology.
Additional material, outside of the NGSS, is also
presented. As engineering is not treated as a separate subject
in the Standards, no context or history of the engineering
discipline is provided therein. Therefore, the methods and
achievements of past engineering masters are investigated in
class.
The collaborative aspect of the program is not forgotten
in year three. The student-centered approach is brought to
the fore by the presentation of established and applicable
research on learning, intelligence growth, motivation and the
struggle to master.

easily adjusted to align with the needs of an individual
cohort. The flexibility of the material and program structure
allows different instructors, from different engineering
departments, to deliver individual class sessions without
interfering with the criteria of the program. In this way, a
variety of instructors can become a boon to student
experiences, not a wrecking ball to coherence.
The special topic slot allows for the delivery of
engineering “passenger” material. Such is constructed to
complement, not interfere with, delivery of the main material
by the class instructor. Time may be allotted to a guest
speaker. Such allows for presentations by engineering
students, instructors and persons in industry.
These
presentations emphasize dispelling stereotypes about
engineering, practical advice for students and recent
innovations.
Perhaps the ultimate practical consideration is results.
Stakeholders, funders and grants organizations want
demonstrable benefits. Because engineering is not a part of
the CCSS, and not a part of most state science curriculums,
standardized tests are not readily available. Therefore, it
became necessary to create metrics for the C-STEM
program.
Toward this effort, another benefit of using the
Standards can be seen. From the NGSS/C-STEM set for
year one, twenty cardinal questions were culled. This is the
“year one metric”. This metric is given to the year one
cohort during the first session. It is given again during the
last session. Gains in Standards-based knowledge can be
measured thereby.
At the end of each session, a five question test is given.
“Year one metric” material delivered during a particular
session is a part of that session’s test. Normally, this
amounts to two per session. In this way, each session test
reinforces Standards-based fundamental concepts.
The engineering practice of creating an engineering
notebook is a part of the program. Students are required to
make entries during each session that become part of their CSTEM notebook. Copies of notebook entries are submitted
to C-STEM instructors for student and program assessment.
In all of the ways described infra, the legitimate
shortcomings of STEM education in America is reckoned
with in developing a continuous, comprehensive and
collaborative program. Educational standards are used as a
boon, not a burden. The NGSS is employed to create
structure, focus, flexibility and assessment.
UAB’s CSTEM program is an attempt to confront the challenges and
goals of STEM education within the capabilities and
constraints of a university school of engineering.

Practicalities and Assessment
As discussed infra, once material from the Standards
was selected, topics and yearly themes were formed.
Additional material was developed. For practical reasons,
topics were divided among eight sessions. It was learned
from two years of program development that during the first
and last months of a school year there is so much
administrative activity, as well as student “settling” and
“exiting” activity, that program delivery is not practical.
Another consideration was the overall length of the
program. In many high schools, during the 12th grade year
students are required to complete “senior projects”. Students
are allowed a measure of freedom to decide the subjects of
these projects. One practical decision for the C-STEM
program was to not hold sessions during the 12th grade year.
This allows seniors to focus on their projects. At the same
time, it presented an opportunity. The UAB School of
Engineering makes available faculty for the assistance of
students participating in C-STEM who want to develop a
world-class senior project. It is believed that following
completion of the three year UAB C-STEM program,
students will be ready.
Students meet once per month for three hours. Each
session is divided into three parts: the main topic, a “special”
topic, and a related investigatory activity. Each part can
expand or contract in time as need requires. Major goals of
class structure design were coherence, variety, and perhaps
most importantly, flexibility.
The “main” topic and project in a C-STEM session is
delivered by a UAB School of Engineering faculty member.
One of the hallmarks of the NGSS is that it provides a
foundation and structure for information delivery.
Importantly, however, it is not curriculum. When materials
from the Standards were grouped by topic for the C-STEM
program, what resulted were groups of statements
fundamental to each topic. Delivery, however, remains the
purview of the instructor.
Instead of being constraining, it is liberating. One
reason for this is that an instructor is not called upon to create
a session out of whole cloth. Yet the material set is broad
enough that an instructor can bring his or her individual
expertise to bear. Also, the depth of presentation can be
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Also it is necessary to make sure the quadcopter is safe to
fly. It is recommended that a camera mounted device not be
flown near a populated area. Only the requirements have
been met should such a quadcopter be flown.

APPENDIX
Hamza Khan - Quadcopter Building Camp Summary
When I attended the building camp hosted by UAB, I
learned everything to build and fly a GPS controlled
quadcopter that is able to follow a flight plan. Many concepts
were taught about quadcopters including how they work,
how they are designed and flying according to regulations.
Construction began with the base. This involved
attaching the four arms to the bottom platform and the four
supporting poles at the back end. The next step was to attach
the top platform to the arms and the four supporting poles.
This led to connecting the motors and motor controller board
and then attaching it to the bottom platform. After that,
attaching the wireless antenna, GPS arm GPS. Next, the
controller was attached and all wires were connected. The
unconnected wires were secured so as to not obstruct the
propellers. Once the building process was complete, the
quadcopter was connected to a computer and calibrated.
After the quadcopter is calibrated, it is ready to fly.
The pilot can either fly with a flight plan or with
complete control. The parts that allowed the quadcopter to
fly include: controller, wireless antenna, GPS, motors,
blades, motor controller, switch and buzzer. The controller is
the main part in the functioning of the quadcopter. It
interprets data received from GPS, motors and antenna to be
interpreted and relayed to the other parts of the quadcopter.
The antenna receives flight plans from a computer in the
form of radio waves. The GPS uses four satellites out of the
24 orbiting the earth. This allows the quadcopter to know
where it is on the earth using latitude and longitude
coordinates and altitude. The coordinates are how a flight
plan is programmed. The motors work with the blades of the
quadcopter to roll, pitch, yaw, and acceleration control. The
motor’s interior is fixed and the housing spins. The motor
controller takes the data from the central controller, and
interprets the flight plan, and adjusts motor voltage. The
blades have a specific shape that allows the more efficient
movement of air. The switch and buzzer are safety measures
that prevent the quadcopter from arming if something is
wrong. The switch arms the quadcopter before takeoff,
unless the controller detects a problem. The buzzer makes
noise to notify the pilot if there is something wrong, or if the
battery is plugged in. All of the parts of the quadcopter work
together to make the flight seamless and the quadcopter to
follow the flight plan programmed by the pilot.
To fly a quadcopter responsibly, you need to adhere to
Federal Aviation Administration's rules. Among the rules is
the requirements to fly at a maximum height of 120 meter.

Ozair Patel - Weather Station: A Learning Framework
for Exploring Weather and Big Data Analytics
In this paper we are going to describe a weather station
system that we are going to be building. The system consists
of several single weather stations that get pooled to collect
real time weather data and feed to a big data analytic engine
to process the data in real time. This framework is developed
such that users/students can then write programs to modify
the weather station itself or query the big data database
(Figure 1). Hence it serves as a learning platform for students
to experiment with the weather station to study weather and
also to learn about big data analytics.

The system is built to extend, experiment and learn. At
the system level, the system consists of several weather
stations that are positioned at various places of interest. The
number could be one to many where many can be any
number. Each of the weather station in itself is also
expandable. A single weather station will be built on top of a
Raspberry Pi 2 (Pi2) microcontroller. The Pi2 is used for
local processing of the weather data (using Wolfram engine)
and also communicate the semi processed data to the ground
station. The task of actual interaction with the sensors is
handled by an Arduino processor. Arduino processor can
connect to several sensors and collect the data and feed to the
Pi2. The conceptual of the basic design is shown in Figure 2.
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The stream of data from each of the weather station is
sent down to a big data engine in cloud. This big data cloud
is front ended with a Wolfram’s Mathematica module for
quick processing of the data. It is also envisioned that the
students can explore the big data using the free and open
source tool sets like spark, torch. This gives an opportunity
for a student to learn about the weather, patterns in weather.
Learn about building their own microcontroller based
systems and finally exposure to big data analytics.
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Modeling (SDM) tools, that according Elith et al. (2011) has
as main objectives:
a. The prediction of the current species
distribution;
b. Understand environmental related factors;
c. Perform prediction of species abundance.
However, studies have shown that the species
distribution modeling has become more complex (Soberón &
Nakamura, 2009; Hortal et al., 2010), and equally, Peterson
et al. (2011) said that the SDM tools require application of
new techniques and improvements of modeling strategies as
interoperability of data between the available tools.
Among the most serious problems in scientific
biodiversity projects is the necessity to “integrate data from
different sources, software applications and services for
analysis, visualization and publication, attempting to offer
interoperability of data, information, applications and tools”
(Berendsohn et al., 2011).
Berendsohn and the other authors said in (Berendsohn et
al., 2011). that the lack of shared vocabularies and the
diversity of data structures used avoids data sharing.
Biodiversity data is derived from many sources, different
formats, and available on various hardware and software
platforms. An essential step to understand the global
biodiversity patterns is to provide a standardized view of
these heterogeneous data sources to improve interoperability,
and is the key to the advance of common terms (Wieczorek
et al., 2012).
This work also aims to introduce the use of PArquitect
tool as a way to represent the processes that involve the areas
of species distribution modeling, computational models and
their interoperability.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study about the use of metadata
standards for the area of Biodiversity Informatics. Species
Distribution Modeling tools generated models that offer
information about species distribution and allow scientists,
researchers, environmentalists, companies and govern to
make decisions to protect and preserve biodiversity. Studies
reveal that this area require new technologies and this
include the interoperability between models generated by
Species Distribution Tools. To ensure interoperability, we
present a schema that use metadata standards to generate
XML archives that contain all information necessary to reuse
models of species distribution. This is part of a complex
system that involves concepts of species distribution
modeling, and computational concepts of interoperability.
Therefore, the use of tools to assist the understanding of the
process involved in these complex systems, supports this
research in order to arrive at a more complete and
satisfactory solution.
INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, support technologies to
biodiversity conservation has been developed and enhanced.
The responsible area for studies and research for the use of
technology to biodiversity conservation is called Biodiversity
Informatics, or Ecological Informatics (Goethals & Chon,
2013; Recknagel, 2011; Yang, 2011), and according Peterson
et al. (2010) this area has the objective to meet the demand
for technology to support the conservation and preservation
of biodiversity.
Michener and Jones in (Michener & Jones, 2012)
declare that the Ecological Informatics offers tools and
approaches to ecological data management and transform
data into information and knowledge. Recognized as a new
area of study, and in an early stage of development, new
tools and technologies are still in progress. Among these
developments, we can mention the Species Distribution

Objectives
The main objective of this work is to present a scheme
that is an interoperable solution for models generated by the
species distribution modeling tools. Also, and not least,
understanding the process involved in species distribution
modeling, and his search for interoperability.
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The specific objectives are:
• Understand the processes involved in species
distribution modeling.
• Propose a scheme to interoperability between
models of species distribution.
• Using metadata standard to ensure interoperability.
• Use PArquitect tool to define the interoperability
processes.
This paper is organized as follows: in the next section
the theoretical concepts of research will be presented. In the
section 3, the value of interoperability for species distribution
modeling is presented. In the section 4, the study of case is
presented using the PArquitect tool, to represent the process
involved in the search of the interoperability in the area of
species distribution modeling. After will be presented the
conclusion and the future works of this paper.

publication and thus offer data interoperability, information,
applications and tools.
According Wieczorek et al. (2012) one of the challenges
of biodiversity data and its components, is the sharing of
such information, a coordinated publication of data as well as
systems integration.
Berendsohn et al. (2011) also claim that the capture and
biodiversity data storage are not enough; although most of
the attributes are shared to the same domain, the data sets are
not easily connected and integrated. The lack of shared
vocabularies and diversity of data structures used prevents
data sharing.
The lack of interoperability is a major obstacle to the
creation of efficient workflows that help scientists,
researchers and Biodiversity Informatics infrastructure users
to improve the quality and efficiency of their work processes
(Berendsohn et al., 2011).

BIODIVERSITY INFORMATICS AND COMPLEX
SYSTEMS
The document discussed and made available by the
World Commission on Environment and Development
(WCED, 1987) members argue that efforts should be made to
minimize environmental impacts through programs that
encourage the development of innovative technology or the
adaptation of traditional and existing technologies.
The union of two large areas, such as computing and
biology, provide the emergence of complex systems, since
they involve concepts from both areas and hinders their
understanding. Therefore, the understanding of the processes
involved in the distribution of species modeling is important
for the implementation of computational concepts.

Fig. 1 Process of a Species Distribution Tool

An example of the species distribution process is
presented in Fig. 1, that shows a complex way, the process of
species distribution modeling, which involves consultation
with local databases or web, through well-defined metadata,
processing the models through tools, and availability of data
processed again in the database.

Species Distribution Modeling
In the last decade, computational resources that support
biodiversity conservation have increased, and this makes
research on Biodiversity Informatics extremely important
because these computational tools meet the needs of
researchers in the biological area.
“The area of scientific research, called Biodiversity
Informatics, faces the challenge of find the demand for
support to biodiversity conservation technology” (Peterson,
et al. 2010).
The use of models for decision-making in biodiversity
conservation is advocated by Chapman cited by (Pinaya,
2013) where he states, “one of the main drawbacks of the
data records of specimens is their lack of integrity and
completeness, and use of models allows to fill gaps in
knowledge of species distribution”.
Studies have shown that the species distribution
modeling has become more complex (Hortal, Roura-Pascual,
Sanders, & Rahbek, 2010; Soberon & Nakamura, 2009). And
equally the modeling tools require application of the
improvements of new techniques and modeling strategies
(Peterson et al., 2011), as the need for interoperability of data
between the tools available.
Berendsohn et al. (2011) say that one of the most serious
"bottlenecks" in scientific projects of biodiversity science is
the need to integrate data from different sources, software
applications and services for analysis, visualization and

Process of Species Distribution Modeling
Ecological models can be compared to geographical
maps. Different types of maps serve different purposes.
There are aerial maps, river, rail, geological, archaeological,
etc. They are all different as focus on different details. They
are also available at different scales according to the
application and knowledge that the map is used Jorgensen
(1994). Similarly, the ecological models are composed of
several layers that make each model is unique and different
details. There may be, for example, different designs for the
same environmental ecosystem and the decision taken based
on these models are the variables involved in the modeling
process.
The BAM diagram, presented in Fig. 2, illustrates that a
species is likely presence if it satisfies the three main
conditions: In the region (B), a number of species should be
present and others missing as hosts, plants, pollinators,
diseases, predators etc. the circle represented by (F) means
that the species is likely to be present only if accessible. The
region (A) intersected with the region (B) is the area that
symbolizes the geographical expression of Niche Realized
and the area of intersection between (B) and (M) you can
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view the Species Geographic Distribution (Soberon &
Peterson, 2005).

making of conservation and preservation of
biodiversity.
The complex processes of species distribution modeling
systems hinder the computational and data interoperability
tools, however, by understanding the whole process involved
is possible to generate an interoperability value for models
generated by modeling tools.
In the next section will be presented a scheme to ensure
the interoperability of species distribution modeling models.
VALUE BASED PROCESS INTEROPERABILITY
BETWEEN SYSTEMS OF SPECIES DISTRIBUTION
MODELING
The IEEE in his dictionary of terms of technology (IEEE
2000) divides the concept of interoperability in four main
categories, which are:
(1) The ability of two or more systems or system
components to exchange information and the ability to use
this information that was exchanged.
(2) The ability to equipment units work together in order
to achieve useful functions.
(3) The ability promoted by the joint compliance of a
particular set of norms and standards which enables
heterogeneous technologies work together through a network
environment.
(4) The ability of two or more systems or system
components to exchange information in a heterogeneous
network and be skilled in the use of this information.
Blair et al. (2011) say that interoperability refers to the
ability of two or more systems, potentially developed by
different fronts, work together, including the ability to
change and interpret requests for action request and
associated data sets.
Interoperability, therefore, is the ability of a system has
to communicate seamlessly with other systems through
ontological resources and data standards.
The ontological resources are important for the
interoperability of data as an ontology defines the terms and
the basic relationships that make up the vocabulary of a topic
area as well as the rules for combining terms and relations to
define extensions to the vocabulary (Neches et al., 1991). In
other words, an ontology can be set to any area of science in
order to set rules and relations on certain specific vocabulary
for this science.
Still in his important article entitled "Enabling
Technology for Knowledge Sharing", Neches, et al. (1991)
state that the ontology of a system consists of vocabulary and
a set of constraints on how terms can be combined to model
certain domain. And all knowledge systems are based on an
ontology, either explicitly or implicitly.
Interoperability has been a current concern for the
Information Technology area for biodiversity, because
according to Dubois et al. (2013) biodiversity data is
enormous in its scope-space and dimension, while at the
same time they are often documented and managed in a very
fragmented and inconsistent.
A scheme that enables interoperability for species
distribution modeling is presented in Fig. 3. A user can
access data in different ways. After the search for data, the
system user defines the algorithms and parameters of this

Fig. 2 Graphic BAM – Concept of Species Distribution
Modeling

Presented the main concepts of distribution modeling of
species and their needs, then they will be presented the
concepts of complexity of modeling systems.
Process of Complex Systems
The systems engineering process, which comprises a
method of analysis of the relationship between the variables
of a complex system, offers the potential for a more efficient
method of evaluation of human actions impact on the global
environment, Brian W. Mar in (Botkin, Caswell, These, &
ORIO, 1989) cited. (Manual Global Ecology., 2002).
According to George Bugliarello in (Botkin et al., 1989)
from the moment we acquire more information and
knowledge about the functioning of ecological systems, the
more we can use that information for better decision-related
biodiversity conservation decision.
The use of a modeling tool is already a process of
complex system and some steps of the modeling process
were proposed by (Pinaya, 2013) that involve:
Definition of ecological research:
1. Data collection: This stage is the search for
biodiversity data. These data are available in the
database of biodiversity portals.
2. Analysis of data concerning the variables predictive:
At this stage is to analyze the data of species,
searching for possible faults or points that do not
correspond to what you want to process.
3. Candidates and georeferenced position: Every point
of presence through latitude and longitude are
defined.
4. Selection of predictor variables: This occurs do the
search for layers to be analyzed, which may be
climatic, geological, rain, etc. These data are also
available in biodiversity portals.
5. Select and run the modeling algorithm: Here the
modeling processing occurs through the choice of
an algorithm and tool for processing.
6. Estimate the distribution of species to the new
conditions: At this stage the new prediction type and
presented through generated models.
7. Analyze the generated model: This stage is the
analysis of the generated model and decision
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algorithm. From this it is processed the species distribution
model. Through interoperable driver, seeks all information
contained in the model, and through a metadata standard, the
driver available again for another kind of distribution
processing.
Another important point is to use a DOI to ensure the
future of data models and enable reuse of data.

The value of interoperability from complex system will
only be possible to be analyzed through the reuse of
generated models, and by analyzing the process involved in
the modeling.

Fig. 3 Schema to ensure interoperability between models generated by species distribution tools.

A practical example of the complexity of the process and
species distribution modeling tools was developed for this
paper. One of the tools used for modeling is openModeller.
The openModeller works with several algorithms for
modeling and has a friendly environment to work.
The data of a species have been chosen for this example.
These data are available with the package that came with the
modeling tool. The data are a species of a bee, called
"Furcata Bolivian". It was checked the data localization of
this species and also climate data. After validating the

acquired data, the data are entered in openModeller tool
(Souza Muñoz et al., 2011). Once inserted, algorithms are
selected to process the data and to generate the models of
distribution of "Furcata Bolivian."
An image processing and generated by openModeller
tool model can be seen in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 openMoller tool. An example of the operation of a species distribution modeling tool.

After performing this, the models are analyzed. After the
analyzes are carried out decision-making for the future of the
species. However, without interoperability, the case ends
here. The idea of this study is to show that exactly through
interoperability scheme is possible to make the generated
model can be reused for the same tool or any other tool. The
interoperability allows more quality on information, and
allows researchers to produce e reuse study cases in new
perspectives that conduct to new decision-making for the
conservation of the biodiversity.

systems, it is only possible through the use of a tool to
present all the artifacts involved in modeling.
The PArchitect tool is very intuitive and facilitates the
definition of processes, actors, parameters, and resources
involved in modeling.
An example is presented in Fig. 5 that shows the design
of species distribution modeling process, which involves an
interoperability scheme using metadata standards. The initial
value is also the end, the species distribution model. The first
step, and data collection through latitude values, longitude,
and metadata. This generates biodiversity data. For these
data, it is defined metadata standards for the sharing of
vocabulary and information as possible. After this process,
species distribution modeling is carried out with the inclusion
of climate data, geological, rain or etc. All this regenerates
the species distribution model, that is, we return to the
beginning. Through an interoperable driver it generates a file
that contains all the information used in the model, and this
happens to be able to be reused, and finally interoperable.

USE CASE OF THE PARQUITECT TOOL FOR
SPECIES DISTRIBUTION MODELING.CASE
This section aims to present the use of PArchitect tool
for understanding the processes involved in species
distribution modeling and the search for interoperability
between models.
Understanding the processes involved in species
distribution modeling, and by consequence, their complex
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Fig. 5 Processes in the search for interoperability for species distribution models, using the PArchitect tool.

The complexity of the processes, allows them to be
refined as new features are discovered. Processes can be
described indefinitely. The more detailed, the more you can
check its complexity and thus meet technological demand for
the area of species distribution modeling.
Studies are being conducted to refine these processes
and the use of tools now involving P3Tech package, which
the PArchitect part, it is possible a complete description of
all processes and especially the simulation data, actors and
resources involved.

producing a computing
distribution models.

interoperability

of

species
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Data and the data thus far seems to be core need to correlate
myriad and varied data sources. Interactions across multiple
data sources and databases require intense yet careful
collaboration. Here are a list of challenges emanating from
data that are better handled through a a Collaborative BIbased architecture (discussed later in this paper).
Lack of Data governance: Many organizations we
worked with did not have a defined data platform to
effectively control and manage information. Furthermore,
those that had a platform did not have organized repeatability
in them. Due to lack of effective Governance, Risk and
Compliance (GRC) in the Data space, we found multiple
divisions within a large organization having their own
approaches to IM. The end result was overlapping and
conflicting data structures and usage. This also resulted in
inconsistent investment decision planning and ad-hoc
technology investments. For example, in a bank we worked
with, while the marketing division was focused on collecting
and analyzing the Net Promoter Score (NPS) data, the
products division was deeply involved with the upcoming
regulatory changes and working hard to comply with them.
The need for a formal set of structures, policies, procedures,
processes, roles and controls (effective GRC) could not have
been greater requiring attention to the operations of the
organization.
Inefficient Business processes: Business processes are
driven by the data, applications and tools provided. We
found that business processes themselves were not
sufficiently modelled and audited – resulting in inconsistency
in the way they were used. In particular, we found that
Mobile-based business processes in the banking sector were
subject to different pathways. This can be a major challenge
when it comes to Big Data because the technology provides
great opportunities for instantaneous analytics – requiring
precision in changing the business process pathways to
reflect the needs of the customer at that time and place. The
lack of standards in business processes is a big challenge in
use of Big Data.
Inconsistent business practices: We discovered that
inconsistent IM practices across the organizations have led to
ad hoc and ineffective management of information. This, in
turn, limited the ability of the organization to effectively
synergize between its existing data suite and the rapidly
incoming large amount of unstructured Big Data.
Furthermore, siloed IM practices across divisions and

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the impact of Collaborative
Business Intelligence (BI) as a mechanism to handle the
adoption of Big Data within business. Starting with the key
challenges of Big Data adoption, we discuss the way such
disruptive technologies revolutionize the business and, as a
result, dramatically change the underlying infrastructure and
operations that serve the business. Data sourcing, analysis,
usage and storage are all impacted by and impact the
infrastructure and operations. In this paper we also discuss
the practical risks associated with them and how a carefully
construed Collaborative BI-based architecture goes a long
way in ameliorating those risks.
INTRODUCTION
Information Management (IM) needs a complete rethink
in the age of Big Data. This is so because of the unstructured,
unpredictable and voluminous nature of Big Data. Audio,
Video and Graphic contents can be sourced from myriad
different devices, provided by the ‘Crowd’, vended by
globally dispersed data vendors, subjected to extremely rapid
change and cannot be easily verified for their accuracy.
Furthermore, existing infrastructure and operations of most
organizations is not supple enough to accommodate these
changes. This situation requires investigations into the
impact of this new Tsunami of Big Data on the infrastructure
and operations of organizations. Strategies for changes to the
underlying infrastructures put early in place can provide
necessary Agility for extension, expansion and absorption of
change. This investigation is the purpose of this paper.
KEY CHALLENGES OF BIG DATA ADOPTION
In this section, we outline the key challenges faced by
organizations when the adopt Big Data technologies. These
challenges all lead to the great challenge of ‘Collaboration’.
The fundamental and philosophical difference between Big
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departments results in information being locally retained and
not available to be used effectively across the business.
Consistency in business practices can also help with
understanding the unstructured data coming in and using it
effectively.
Lack of effective tools: IM tools provide necessary
confidence, especially to line managers, that they will be able
to retrieve data and analytics as and when needed. However,
lack of tools to not only analyze but also make information
available results in managers keeping a copy of the data and
analytics in their own safe keeping. When considered in the
context of Big Data technologies, this is a high risk scenario
and it demands attention to the operational procedures as
well as centralized data infrastructure. In fact, developing inhouse capability to support and promote the use of tools
consistently is a vital element of Big Data technology
strategies.
Information Management Framework (IMF) Absent:
Information is collected, recorded, created and used in many
different forms and for multiple purposes. However, without
an effective overarching IM framework, information is at
risk of being dealt with in an ad-hoc manner.
An IMF enables understanding of what information is
needed to support business functions; how and when the
information is used by the business; who owns the
information; where that information is stored; what format it
needs to be stored in; what security classification it is; and
who can access it? We found lack of defined IM framework
and, in cases where there was a framework, it was not
consistent and current with the business strategies.
Business Classification Scheme not implemented:
Organizations we worked with faced significant challenges
in relation to the management of unstructured information.
These challenges were further exacerbated when combined
with hard copy documents and files and siloed electronic
documents. We had worked to create a short-term solution by
developing Business Classification Scheme (BCS) for
documents with a recognized Retention and Disposal
Authority.
Lack of digitization capability: Digitization offers
great opportunities for organizations to move away from
physical record keeping. Big Data creates further
opportunities to search, find, use and correlate data siloes
based on physical records. However, due to an organization’s
IM immaturity and key dependencies, digitization projects
are not undertaken quickly enough.
Inadequate infrastructure: Poor network performance,
a lack of storage capacity planning and slow reaction to
technology shifts/opportunities has significantly hampered
many a organization’s ability to take advantage of advances
in technology. When it comes to Big Data and analytics,
infrastructure solutions requires a careful strategic approach
to capitalize on the Cloud-based storage and analytical
opportunities. (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010).
Security - of data and information is of further
importance in Big Data because of the need and
opportunities to share data and analytics. A dynamically
updating profile for a suite of users and the organizations
they represent becomes a must. The levels of security should
enable use by collaborating organizations for agreed purpose
and, at the same time, to safeguard the information from any
malicious use.

Performance – the speed and accuracy of services with
the large volume of bigdata initiated transactions will depend
on their interfaces and the resources. While SOA provides
necessary technical integration, performance still remains a
major challenge in adopting big data for the real time use
within organization for decision making.
Metrics and Measurements –The success of adopting
big data will depend upon the value it will add to the
organizations. The balance score cards approach (where
overall performance measurements are based on collective
measurements of financial, internal process, learning &
growth and customer satisfaction) is suggested where
organizations could define the “financial” measurements that
will based on the investments in big data investments.
Incomplete single data model mainly resulting from
organic growth, there is no single and complete data model
within most organizations we worked with. While there are
MDM (Master Data Management) initiatives, these are
taking unduly long time and high costs. Business
stakeholders feel that they are losing out on Big Data
technology advantages due to lack of consistent and unified
Master data. While number of data models exist, they are not
all aligned and, in some cases, conflicting with each other.
Typical example is multiple instances of the same customer
across three or four different databases. Multiple databases
containing the same fundamental information (names,
locations, etc.) is a nightmare for maintenance as well as
operational use. For example, the data held in different
sources cannot be matched as it does not share a unique
identifier, the same properties or definitions. Therefore data
cannot be integrated or validated to support a single source of
truth, such as a single view of an entity This poses a major
problem in adopting big data for business use as the common
information received externally (person name and address)
can’t be referenced back .to organizational data and will
elevate the problem of duplication of data.
Inadequate impact analysis: Understanding data risks
and the impact of change across the data architecture involve
complex and lengthy analysis. Decisions often are based on
inadequate analysis, not properly informed, have unintended
consequences and are costly to remedy.
Inadequate reference data management: Reference
data consists of data which gives context and meaning to
other data. This is the data that can be references not only for
reuse but also to enhance quality. This data is not captured by
everyday users and is always a constrained set of welldefined and well-understood values with no overlap with
other reference data. Typical example is post codes, dates,
policies on bank accounts, parameters for insurance claims
and so on. These can be considered as business rules,
procedure status codes, gender codes and so on. As with
other data, reference data value is maximised when it is
shared to the fullest extent possible.
Lack of integration Data entry into information systems can
involve large overheads with repeated data entry or poor
controls over data entry, resulting in degraded data quality.
Failure to realize Data value: In many organizations we
worked with, the value of the organization’s data is not well
understood. The opportunities to exploit the organization’s
information for strategic use are not optimized. This issue is
further aggravated with Big data because the data itself is
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highly complex and dynamically changing. Value of the data
is the next phase after the data is understood “as is”.

Intelligence (CI) takes BI to the next level, wherein
intelligence is synergized within and across multiple
organizations to produce actionable value to the
collaborators. This is the key to success in Big Data driven
business strategies. Such CI is not limited to a single
organization. In fact, practical CI would render traditional
organizational boundaries highly porous. Thus, collaboration
is a fundamental shift in business values, needs and strategies
(Sherringham and Unhelkar, 2010).
Knowledge, which is correlating information silos,
provides insights to the users who can then use that
knowledge in an appropriate way. Intelligence takes the
knowledge to further abstraction and, at the same time,
provides actionable insights in terms of predictive behavior.
For example, in the aforementioned scenario, insurance
organizations can correlate hospital admissions with, say,
income levels and thereby bring about a potential reduction
in insurance costs through appropriate distributions of the
client base. As another example, an intelligent airline
organization can not only correlate passenger traffic with
weather information but also produce personalized schedules
for passengers depending on their travel purpose (e.g. family
visit, business visit or medical emergency). Finally, consider
a patient in a hospital. He is interested in the end-to-end
patient flow that handles his requirements from entering the
hospital, being diagnosed, investigated, treated and
discharged. Such holistic process requires collaboration
amongst numerous organizations and agencies such as the
hospital administration, the medical and surgical staff, the
pathological laboratories, the pharmacies that disburse
medications, the insurance companies that provide the
medical cover, the transportation agencies such as the
ambulance and many more. The patient is not interested in
the inter-connections amongst these various agencies but
only in the end result. These scenarios depict creative and
dynamic use of data, information and knowledge taken from
varied sources.

COLLABORATIVE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
An understanding of the above challenges leads us into
the need to embed collaboration within any architectural
solutions we contemplate around Big Data. Intelligence
within an organization is garnered through information
technologies to generate new and dynamic knowledge within
the organization.
Business Intelligence (BI) is the process of using
collective information within the organization to optimize its
business performance, enhance its customer service and
provide it with overall competitive advantage and
sustainability. BI provides the insights in organizational
capabilities and bridges the gap between the vision of the
organization and its execution strategies. BI, however, needs
to be extended beyond the organization and into the
collaborative space. We call this concept collaborative
intelligence (CI). Such collaborative intelligence is where
multiple organizations/departments within an organization
are sharing their business intelligence for the win-win
outcome without compromising their own market position
and differentiation. Such collective business intelligence was
evident during the current global financial crisis as multiple
governments coordinated the response across multiple crosssections of various industries. This is achieved by correlating
seemingly unrelated pieces of information that may be
residing in a silo. For example, a hospital may have
information on a group of patients who have been suffering
from a certain type of cancer; an apparently unrelated piece
of information hidden away elsewhere may come from, say,
their residential postcode (i.e. area of living). Correlating
these two types of information may provide an insight into
the nature of that geographical area and its potential
relationship to the cause of cancer.
From a technology perspective, collaborations require
the ability to ask the right questions to business; and for the
business to be able to concur or deny, sensibly, the
emanating value. As discussed around Gartner’s Big data
hype cycle (2013), “A significant barrier to succeeding with
Information Management will be the ability to ask the right
questions, and use the right technologies to get the answers.
It will take time to learn how to do both of these things, and
most IT organizations will need to acquire a host of new
skills.”
Collaborations require a move away from only assessing
internal data for the organization’s performance to
strategizing to incorporate external data (Big data including
social and mobile media in various formats) relevant to
organizational operations. Collaboration can be viewed as a
valid business strategy rather than that of “ organizations at
competition with each other at any cost” The breathtaking
rapidity of growth in communications, storage and analytics
leads to a strategic viewpoint that collaboration is a much
better way of competing in a shrunken globe than direct
competition. That is also an intelligent way of looking at the
business world. Business Intelligence (BI) can be understood
as the creative use of data and information by the
organization in a way that results in new bodies of
knowledge that can also be applied in practice. Collaborative
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Implement Corporate data model based on current
description
Create a common information collection mechanism
where information is entered once and is distributed
across systems based on context
A basic reporting and analytics systems to provide
immediate needs of the front office
Minimum changes to existing systems
ARCHITECTURAL CHANGES:
The architectural changes will require a complete
enterprise view realignments to utilize existing investments
of the organizations in current infrastructure and service
oriented architecture (Goel et al, 2010). The changes need to
be implemented for the following key components:

Figure 1: Collaborative information services platforms

Improved data quality and easier integration between
systems
Tighten security and privacy of data
•

Better align data to business needs
Unlock valuable information to improve operations
Maximise return from current investments such as
services
Minimise data latency
Reduce risks associated with duplication from the front
and back ends
DATA ORGANIZATION CHANGES:
Big data adoptions require organization to plan an enterprise
wide information led business. This change is necessitated
due to the information flow when including big data in the
organizational decision making and operations. An
organization using social media data to decide on product
design will require the information flow be seamless across
the organization. This need following key foundations (if not
existing in the organization)
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Figure 2: Collaborative Information Journey

Knowledge is where information is presented based
on the context of the request touch point. While this
context can change, in many cases individual
organizations can benefit from the knowledge of
each other’s technologies and processes through
collaboration. For example, in a recent major
“sticky accelerator” problem of Toyota, one can
argue that collaborative intelligence can (a) help
other car manufacturers learn from the knowledge
gained in solving this problem and (b) help Toyota
learn from others in the future to avoid other
potential problems. Collaboration not only has
tremendous opportunity in the manufacturing sector,
but also in utility and service companies. For
example the call centre context for the customer will
change depending upon the customer request and
products and service details. In the case of a
customer calling to report a problem, the knowledge
of the customer’s pending service request and
history of the problem reported, could be combined
with knowledge about the product resulting in a
combined knowledge to service the customer.

•

•

The new collaborative architecture requires
consideration of the following key principles

Business Intelligence (BI) provides the insights in
organizational capabilities and bridges the gap
between the vision of the organization and its
execution strategies. This enhances the insights of
the customers and provides a better customer
experience, and also new innovation for products
and services design for target customer segments.
Such business intelligence has tremendous potential
for application in the modern-day business world
Collaborative Intelligence (CI) is where all of the
factors described so far are put to use for
collaborative purposes. CI ensures that the business
intelligence that is not part of organizational
differentiation capabilities is shared with other
organizations and reduces the need of each
organization to “reinvent the wheel”. For example,
emerging technologies such as cloud computing,
can enable depositing and withdrawal of sharable
information by various organizations in a
public/private format. Mobile web services can
enable dynamic creation of intelligence based on the
context of the user that enables personalized service
to enhance customer experience. When applied to
handling environmental issues, it is also described
as Environmental Intelligence (Unhelkar and
Trivedi, 2009).

•

Single data entry collection methods will be used
for information exchange

•

Information translation and loading Framework is
developed to adopt information management from
multiple sources (legacy data still struggling with
information connectivity between systems)

•

Information secure vault to apply organizational and
other legislative security requirements before
exposing information to any internal or external
users.

•

Centralized Security Policies and business rule
engine

•

Centralized Information distributions (publish and
subscribe)

•

Centralized Information sharing, reporting and
analytics

The layers need re-alignments of all existing and future IT
systems described as:
•

The Presentation Layer, which provides the
information to the end user to enable requested
business outcomes. This layer may require a
information exchange based approach replacing
current systems/application driven access. Many
organizations utilize employee portal where all
employee access to systems are managed. This will
need to change to all information needs of the
employees and hiding the systems from where the
information is sourced.

•

The Information Layer, which manages all
information across the enterprise using rules and
standards to ensure the information can be presented
in an accurate, timely and relevant manner, and

•

The Services Layer, which provides the information
from organisation’ systems in a consistent and
consumable manner.

•

Alongside the layers of the architecture are two
towers which support the entire architecture, these
are:

•

Governance, which has been discussed previously
in this paper;

•

Security, which is embedded within each layer of
the architecture in a consistent manner, and
Legislative Obligations, which again are all
pervasive across the organizations and especially in
a collaborative information sharing.

Figure 3: organizational IT landscape changes

Single data entry collection
The collaborative intelligence success will depend upon the
information management where information is collected in
the most efficient way based on the context of the
information. This collection must be simple and need not
repeat the information in multiple forms or systems. It is
important to manage the volume and velocity of information
that is generated by big-data. It is important that information
is collected once and is distributed to all systems (based on
Publish and Subscribe).
Information translation and loading Framework
The big data and CI will still require legacy information
flow within and external to organization for decision making.
This will need that this information must be consistently
translated into consumable format for the distribution. This
will necessitate to create adequate indexing for the future
analytics and searching. The security of information will
loaded in the secure vault before distribution based on
security profiles and business rules.
Information secure vault
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The secure vault will be transient data storage and also
creates the necessary keys for distribution from the accepted
input. This will also be used to create the required indexing
for analytics. This will assist in creating keys for new data
create using services concept where each service must return
system keys from owner systems. This is required to have
flexibility to expand based on future analytics

Sherringham, K., and Unhelkar, B., 2010, “Achieving
Business Benefits by Implementing Enterprise Risk
Management”, Cutter Executive Report, Vol. 7, No.
3, 01 July 2010, Enterprise Risk Management &
Governance Service
Unhelkar, B., & Trivedi, B. (2009), Extending and Applying
Web 2.0 and beyond for Environmental Intelligence,
handbook of Research on Web 2.0, 3.0 and X.0:
Technologies, business and social Applications,
Edited by San Murugesan
Unhelkar, B., and Tiwary, A., 2010, Cutter IT Journal (Dave
Higgins, Guest Editor), “Business Intelligence 2010:
Delivering the Goods or Standing Us Up?”
White et. Al (2015), Andrew White, Debra Logan, Governing
the Information Governance, Gartner publication
April 2015
Wiig,
Karl,
2004,
“People-Focused
Knowledge
Management” Elsevier Butterworth-Heinemann PP
26-61

Security Policies and business rule engine
The big data and CI will need to process information
with varying degree of security and privacy requirements.
The security policies and business rules to be applied on
information based on internal and external information
policies. This require incoming information must create
required keys and also the categorisation of data security
based on business rules. In case of outgoing data, framework
must apply security profiles and only allow accessible data to
the user based on role based security
Information distributions (publish and subscribe)
It is important that the information is distributed to
systems in the format acceptable to them. This will require a
centralize mapping of the key and information exchange .
CONCLUSION & FUTURE DIRECTION
Starting with a list of challenges in information
management in the age of Big Data, we moved into the need
for an architecture that will enable Collaborative Business
Intelligence. Our collaborative information services platform
has been used by us in practice; and the corresponding
journey (Figure 2) is also a result of our practical application
of this discussion. We are experiencing an ongoing industrywide move for centralization of Big data. This is mainly due
to the nature of Big data that requires substantial
collaboration. Eventually, a Cloud-based architecture for Big
Data analytics is envisaged as a norm. But to reach there, we
need to undertake further validation of our CI architecture
presented here.
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You are Cruising Along, and Then Technology
Changes. You Have to Adopt.
Marc Andreessen
(Cofounder of Netscape; and coauthor of Mosaic
Web browser)

Data and the data thus far seems to be core need to correlate
myriad and varied data sources. Interactions across multiple
data sources and databases require intense yet careful
collaboration. Here are a list of challenges emanating from
data that are better handled through a a Collaborative BIbased architecture (discussed later in this paper).
Lack of Data governance: Many organizations we
worked with did not have a defined data platform to
effectively control and manage information. Furthermore,
those that had a platform did not have organized repeatability
in them. Due to lack of effective Governance, Risk and
Compliance (GRC) in the Data space, we found multiple
divisions within a large organization having their own
approaches to IM. The end result was overlapping and
conflicting data structures and usage. This also resulted in
inconsistent investment decision planning and ad-hoc
technology investments. For example, in a bank we worked
with, while the marketing division was focused on collecting
and analyzing the Net Promoter Score (NPS) data, the
products division was deeply involved with the upcoming
regulatory changes and working hard to comply with them.
The need for a formal set of structures, policies, procedures,
processes, roles and controls (effective GRC) could not have
been greater requiring attention to the operations of the
organization.
Inefficient Business processes: Business processes are
driven by the data, applications and tools provided. We
found that business processes themselves were not
sufficiently modelled and audited – resulting in inconsistency
in the way they were used. In particular, we found that
Mobile-based business processes in the banking sector were
subject to different pathways. This can be a major challenge
when it comes to Big Data because the technology provides
great opportunities for instantaneous analytics – requiring
precision in changing the business process pathways to
reflect the needs of the customer at that time and place. The
lack of standards in business processes is a big challenge in
use of Big Data.
Inconsistent business practices: We discovered that
inconsistent IM practices across the organizations have led to
ad hoc and ineffective management of information. This, in
turn, limited the ability of the organization to effectively
synergize between its existing data suite and the rapidly
incoming large amount of unstructured Big Data.
Furthermore, siloed IM practices across divisions and

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the impact of Collaborative
Business Intelligence (BI) as a mechanism to handle the
adoption of Big Data within business. Starting with the key
challenges of Big Data adoption, we discuss the way such
disruptive technologies revolutionize the business and, as a
result, dramatically change the underlying infrastructure and
operations that serve the business. Data sourcing, analysis,
usage and storage are all impacted by and impact the
infrastructure and operations. In this paper we also discuss
the practical risks associated with them and how a carefully
construed Collaborative BI-based architecture goes a long
way in ameliorating those risks.
INTRODUCTION
Information Management (IM) needs a complete rethink
in the age of Big Data. This is so because of the unstructured,
unpredictable and voluminous nature of Big Data. Audio,
Video and Graphic contents can be sourced from myriad
different devices, provided by the ‘Crowd’, vended by
globally dispersed data vendors, subjected to extremely rapid
change and cannot be easily verified for their accuracy.
Furthermore, existing infrastructure and operations of most
organizations is not supple enough to accommodate these
changes. This situation requires investigations into the
impact of this new Tsunami of Big Data on the infrastructure
and operations of organizations. Strategies for changes to the
underlying infrastructures put early in place can provide
necessary Agility for extension, expansion and absorption of
change. This investigation is the purpose of this paper.
KEY CHALLENGES OF BIG DATA ADOPTION
In this section, we outline the key challenges faced by
organizations when the adopt Big Data technologies. These
challenges all lead to the great challenge of ‘Collaboration’.
The fundamental and philosophical difference between Big
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departments results in information being locally retained and
not available to be used effectively across the business.
Consistency in business practices can also help with
understanding the unstructured data coming in and using it
effectively.
Lack of effective tools: IM tools provide necessary
confidence, especially to line managers, that they will be able
to retrieve data and analytics as and when needed. However,
lack of tools to not only analyze but also make information
available results in managers keeping a copy of the data and
analytics in their own safe keeping. When considered in the
context of Big Data technologies, this is a high risk scenario
and it demands attention to the operational procedures as
well as centralized data infrastructure. In fact, developing inhouse capability to support and promote the use of tools
consistently is a vital element of Big Data technology
strategies.
Information Management Framework (IMF) Absent:
Information is collected, recorded, created and used in many
different forms and for multiple purposes. However, without
an effective overarching IM framework, information is at
risk of being dealt with in an ad-hoc manner.
An IMF enables understanding of what information is
needed to support business functions; how and when the
information is used by the business; who owns the
information; where that information is stored; what format it
needs to be stored in; what security classification it is; and
who can access it? We found lack of defined IM framework
and, in cases where there was a framework, it was not
consistent and current with the business strategies.
Business Classification Scheme not implemented:
Organizations we worked with faced significant challenges
in relation to the management of unstructured information.
These challenges were further exacerbated when combined
with hard copy documents and files and siloed electronic
documents. We had worked to create a short-term solution by
developing Business Classification Scheme (BCS) for
documents with a recognized Retention and Disposal
Authority.
Lack of digitization capability: Digitization offers
great opportunities for organizations to move away from
physical record keeping. Big Data creates further
opportunities to search, find, use and correlate data siloes
based on physical records. However, due to an organization’s
IM immaturity and key dependencies, digitization projects
are not undertaken quickly enough.
Inadequate infrastructure: Poor network performance,
a lack of storage capacity planning and slow reaction to
technology shifts/opportunities has significantly hampered
many a organization’s ability to take advantage of advances
in technology. When it comes to Big Data and analytics,
infrastructure solutions requires a careful strategic approach
to capitalize on the Cloud-based storage and analytical
opportunities. (Rittinghouse & Ransome, 2010).
Security - of data and information is of further
importance in Big Data because of the need and
opportunities to share data and analytics. A dynamically
updating profile for a suite of users and the organizations
they represent becomes a must. The levels of security should
enable use by collaborating organizations for agreed purpose
and, at the same time, to safeguard the information from any
malicious use.

Performance – the speed and accuracy of services with
the large volume of bigdata initiated transactions will depend
on their interfaces and the resources. While SOA provides
necessary technical integration, performance still remains a
major challenge in adopting big data for the real time use
within organization for decision making.
Metrics and Measurements –The success of adopting
big data will depend upon the value it will add to the
organizations. The balance score cards approach (where
overall performance measurements are based on collective
measurements of financial, internal process, learning &
growth and customer satisfaction) is suggested where
organizations could define the “financial” measurements that
will based on the investments in big data investments.
Incomplete single data model mainly resulting from
organic growth, there is no single and complete data model
within most organizations we worked with. While there are
MDM (Master Data Management) initiatives, these are
taking unduly long time and high costs. Business
stakeholders feel that they are losing out on Big Data
technology advantages due to lack of consistent and unified
Master data. While number of data models exist, they are not
all aligned and, in some cases, conflicting with each other.
Typical example is multiple instances of the same customer
across three or four different databases. Multiple databases
containing the same fundamental information (names,
locations, etc.) is a nightmare for maintenance as well as
operational use. For example, the data held in different
sources cannot be matched as it does not share a unique
identifier, the same properties or definitions. Therefore data
cannot be integrated or validated to support a single source of
truth, such as a single view of an entity This poses a major
problem in adopting big data for business use as the common
information received externally (person name and address)
can’t be referenced back .to organizational data and will
elevate the problem of duplication of data.
Inadequate impact analysis: Understanding data risks
and the impact of change across the data architecture involve
complex and lengthy analysis. Decisions often are based on
inadequate analysis, not properly informed, have unintended
consequences and are costly to remedy.
Inadequate reference data management: Reference
data consists of data which gives context and meaning to
other data. This is the data that can be references not only for
reuse but also to enhance quality. This data is not captured by
everyday users and is always a constrained set of welldefined and well-understood values with no overlap with
other reference data. Typical example is post codes, dates,
policies on bank accounts, parameters for insurance claims
and so on. These can be considered as business rules,
procedure status codes, gender codes and so on. As with
other data, reference data value is maximised when it is
shared to the fullest extent possible.
Lack of integration Data entry into information systems can
involve large overheads with repeated data entry or poor
controls over data entry, resulting in degraded data quality.
Failure to realize Data value: In many organizations we
worked with, the value of the organization’s data is not well
understood. The opportunities to exploit the organization’s
information for strategic use are not optimized. This issue is
further aggravated with Big data because the data itself is
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highly complex and dynamically changing. Value of the data
is the next phase after the data is understood “as is”.

Intelligence (CI) takes BI to the next level, wherein
intelligence is synergized within and across multiple
organizations to produce actionable value to the
collaborators. This is the key to success in Big Data driven
business strategies. Such CI is not limited to a single
organization. In fact, practical CI would render traditional
organizational boundaries highly porous. Thus, collaboration
is a fundamental shift in business values, needs and strategies
(Sherringham and Unhelkar, 2010).
Knowledge, which is correlating information silos,
provides insights to the users who can then use that
knowledge in an appropriate way. Intelligence takes the
knowledge to further abstraction and, at the same time,
provides actionable insights in terms of predictive behavior.
For example, in the aforementioned scenario, insurance
organizations can correlate hospital admissions with, say,
income levels and thereby bring about a potential reduction
in insurance costs through appropriate distributions of the
client base. As another example, an intelligent airline
organization can not only correlate passenger traffic with
weather information but also produce personalized schedules
for passengers depending on their travel purpose (e.g. family
visit, business visit or medical emergency). Finally, consider
a patient in a hospital. He is interested in the end-to-end
patient flow that handles his requirements from entering the
hospital, being diagnosed, investigated, treated and
discharged. Such holistic process requires collaboration
amongst numerous organizations and agencies such as the
hospital administration, the medical and surgical staff, the
pathological laboratories, the pharmacies that disburse
medications, the insurance companies that provide the
medical cover, the transportation agencies such as the
ambulance and many more. The patient is not interested in
the inter-connections amongst these various agencies but
only in the end result. These scenarios depict creative and
dynamic use of data, information and knowledge taken from
varied sources.

COLLABORATIVE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
An understanding of the above challenges leads us into
the need to embed collaboration within any architectural
solutions we contemplate around Big Data. Intelligence
within an organization is garnered through information
technologies to generate new and dynamic knowledge within
the organization.
Business Intelligence (BI) is the process of using
collective information within the organization to optimize its
business performance, enhance its customer service and
provide it with overall competitive advantage and
sustainability. BI provides the insights in organizational
capabilities and bridges the gap between the vision of the
organization and its execution strategies. BI, however, needs
to be extended beyond the organization and into the
collaborative space. We call this concept collaborative
intelligence (CI). Such collaborative intelligence is where
multiple organizations/departments within an organization
are sharing their business intelligence for the win-win
outcome without compromising their own market position
and differentiation. Such collective business intelligence was
evident during the current global financial crisis as multiple
governments coordinated the response across multiple crosssections of various industries. This is achieved by correlating
seemingly unrelated pieces of information that may be
residing in a silo. For example, a hospital may have
information on a group of patients who have been suffering
from a certain type of cancer; an apparently unrelated piece
of information hidden away elsewhere may come from, say,
their residential postcode (i.e. area of living). Correlating
these two types of information may provide an insight into
the nature of that geographical area and its potential
relationship to the cause of cancer.
From a technology perspective, collaborations require
the ability to ask the right questions to business; and for the
business to be able to concur or deny, sensibly, the
emanating value. As discussed around Gartner’s Big data
hype cycle (2013), “A significant barrier to succeeding with
Information Management will be the ability to ask the right
questions, and use the right technologies to get the answers.
It will take time to learn how to do both of these things, and
most IT organizations will need to acquire a host of new
skills.”
Collaborations require a move away from only assessing
internal data for the organization’s performance to
strategizing to incorporate external data (Big data including
social and mobile media in various formats) relevant to
organizational operations. Collaboration can be viewed as a
valid business strategy rather than that of “ organizations at
competition with each other at any cost” The breathtaking
rapidity of growth in communications, storage and analytics
leads to a strategic viewpoint that collaboration is a much
better way of competing in a shrunken globe than direct
competition. That is also an intelligent way of looking at the
business world. Business Intelligence (BI) can be understood
as the creative use of data and information by the
organization in a way that results in new bodies of
knowledge that can also be applied in practice. Collaborative
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Implement Corporate data model based on current
description
Create a common information collection mechanism
where information is entered once and is distributed
across systems based on context
A basic reporting and analytics systems to provide
immediate needs of the front office
Minimum changes to existing systems
ARCHITECTURAL CHANGES:
The architectural changes will require a complete
enterprise view realignments to utilize existing investments
of the organizations in current infrastructure and service
oriented architecture (Goel et al, 2010). The changes need to
be implemented for the following key components:

Figure 1: Collaborative information services platforms

Improved data quality and easier integration between
systems
Tighten security and privacy of data
•

Better align data to business needs
Unlock valuable information to improve operations
Maximise return from current investments such as
services
Minimise data latency
Reduce risks associated with duplication from the front
and back ends
DATA ORGANIZATION CHANGES:
Big data adoptions require organization to plan an enterprise
wide information led business. This change is necessitated
due to the information flow when including big data in the
organizational decision making and operations. An
organization using social media data to decide on product
design will require the information flow be seamless across
the organization. This need following key foundations (if not
existing in the organization)
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Figure 2: Collaborative Information Journey

Knowledge is where information is presented based
on the context of the request touch point. While this
context can change, in many cases individual
organizations can benefit from the knowledge of
each other’s technologies and processes through
collaboration. For example, in a recent major
“sticky accelerator” problem of Toyota, one can
argue that collaborative intelligence can (a) help
other car manufacturers learn from the knowledge
gained in solving this problem and (b) help Toyota
learn from others in the future to avoid other
potential problems. Collaboration not only has
tremendous opportunity in the manufacturing sector,
but also in utility and service companies. For
example the call centre context for the customer will
change depending upon the customer request and
products and service details. In the case of a
customer calling to report a problem, the knowledge
of the customer’s pending service request and
history of the problem reported, could be combined
with knowledge about the product resulting in a
combined knowledge to service the customer.

•

•

The new collaborative architecture requires
consideration of the following key principles

Business Intelligence (BI) provides the insights in
organizational capabilities and bridges the gap
between the vision of the organization and its
execution strategies. This enhances the insights of
the customers and provides a better customer
experience, and also new innovation for products
and services design for target customer segments.
Such business intelligence has tremendous potential
for application in the modern-day business world
Collaborative Intelligence (CI) is where all of the
factors described so far are put to use for
collaborative purposes. CI ensures that the business
intelligence that is not part of organizational
differentiation capabilities is shared with other
organizations and reduces the need of each
organization to “reinvent the wheel”. For example,
emerging technologies such as cloud computing,
can enable depositing and withdrawal of sharable
information by various organizations in a
public/private format. Mobile web services can
enable dynamic creation of intelligence based on the
context of the user that enables personalized service
to enhance customer experience. When applied to
handling environmental issues, it is also described
as Environmental Intelligence (Unhelkar and
Trivedi, 2009).

•

Single data entry collection methods will be used
for information exchange

•

Information translation and loading Framework is
developed to adopt information management from
multiple sources (legacy data still struggling with
information connectivity between systems)

•

Information secure vault to apply organizational and
other legislative security requirements before
exposing information to any internal or external
users.

•

Centralized Security Policies and business rule
engine

•

Centralized Information distributions (publish and
subscribe)

•

Centralized Information sharing, reporting and
analytics

The layers need re-alignments of all existing and future IT
systems described as:
•

The Presentation Layer, which provides the
information to the end user to enable requested
business outcomes. This layer may require a
information exchange based approach replacing
current systems/application driven access. Many
organizations utilize employee portal where all
employee access to systems are managed. This will
need to change to all information needs of the
employees and hiding the systems from where the
information is sourced.

•

The Information Layer, which manages all
information across the enterprise using rules and
standards to ensure the information can be presented
in an accurate, timely and relevant manner, and

•

The Services Layer, which provides the information
from organisation’ systems in a consistent and
consumable manner.

•

Alongside the layers of the architecture are two
towers which support the entire architecture, these
are:

•

Governance, which has been discussed previously
in this paper;

•

Security, which is embedded within each layer of
the architecture in a consistent manner, and
Legislative Obligations, which again are all
pervasive across the organizations and especially in
a collaborative information sharing.

Figure 3: organizational IT landscape changes

Single data entry collection
The collaborative intelligence success will depend upon the
information management where information is collected in
the most efficient way based on the context of the
information. This collection must be simple and need not
repeat the information in multiple forms or systems. It is
important to manage the volume and velocity of information
that is generated by big-data. It is important that information
is collected once and is distributed to all systems (based on
Publish and Subscribe).
Information translation and loading Framework
The big data and CI will still require legacy information
flow within and external to organization for decision making.
This will need that this information must be consistently
translated into consumable format for the distribution. This
will necessitate to create adequate indexing for the future
analytics and searching. The security of information will
loaded in the secure vault before distribution based on
security profiles and business rules.
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Information secure vault
The secure vault will be transient data storage and also
creates the necessary keys for distribution from the accepted
input. This will also be used to create the required indexing
for analytics. This will assist in creating keys for new data
create using services concept where each service must return
system keys from owner systems. This is required to have
flexibility to expand based on future analytics
Security Policies and business rule engine
The big data and CI will need to process information
with varying degree of security and privacy requirements.
The security policies and business rules to be applied on
information based on internal and external information
policies. This require incoming information must create
required keys and also the categorisation of data security
based on business rules. In case of outgoing data, framework
must apply security profiles and only allow accessible data to
the user based on role based security
Information distributions (publish and subscribe)
It is important that the information is distributed to
systems in the format acceptable to them. This will require a
centralize mapping of the key and information exchange .
CONCLUSION & FUTURE DIRECTION
Starting with a list of challenges in information
management in the age of Big Data, we moved into the need
for an architecture that will enable Collaborative Business
Intelligence. Our collaborative information services platform
has been used by us in practice; and the corresponding
journey (Figure 2) is also a result of our practical application
of this discussion. We are experiencing an ongoing industrywide move for centralization of Big data. This is mainly due
to the nature of Big data that requires substantial
collaboration. Eventually, a Cloud-based architecture for Big
Data analytics is envisaged as a norm. But to reach there, we
need to undertake further validation of our CI architecture
presented here.
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widely used to analyze dynamic behavior of an information
system. We extract E-R diagrams from State Transition
Diagrams (Araki, K. & Itoh, K., 2012). Fig.1 shows an image
of this approach.
In analyzing an information system, the functions
requested for the system should be clarified. In for most
cases, these are implemented as transactions. A transaction is
a piece of job and data which is requested by the information
system, or is an access such as updating or referencing
databases. For example, there are transactions such as a user
registration transaction, items search transaction, and so on.
The information system has to deal with all transactions. This
paper uses State Transition Diagrams for describing
transactions. A state transition diagram draws a flow of
transactions. The transaction includes data and the
manipulation of the data. We can use them to describe E-R
diagrams.

ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a method for E-R diagram
acquisition for transaction analysis and its navigation system.
In designing an information system, the analysts describe and
capture the system’s structure and behavior. These are
described by using several diagrams such as E-R diagrams,
State transition diagrams (STD), data flow diagrams, UML
diagrams and so on. However, it is not easy to draw diagrams
from scratch. In this paper, we focus on describing E-R
diagrams by using the information described in State
Transition Diagrams. The STD is described from the
viewpoints of the transactions performed in the target
information system. We propose a method to extract E-R
diagrams through transaction analysis and develop the
navigation system implementing this method.
INTRODUCTION
In systems development, diagrams are used to analyze
and describe the target information system. In these systems
development, diagrams are described to organize knowledge
fragments and visualize them. For example, to develop an
information system, the knowledge of one or more
transactions are analyzed and described. However, describing
these diagrams is not easy. There are two types of diagrams
from the viewpoints of dynamic behavior and static structure.
The former examples are state transition diagrams,
statecharts, activity diagrams, Sequence Diagrams in UML
and so on. The latter examples are Data Flow Diagram, E-R
Diagrams, Class Diagrams in UML and so on.
This paper focuses on describing E-R diagrams. An E-R
diagram is used to develop a database that is core in an
information system. It is difficult to clarify entities,
attributes, and their relationships in E-R diagrams from
scratch. Several pieces of research propose the methods for
describing E-R diagram effectively. (Chen, P. 2002)
(Dasgupta, S., Sen, S., & Chaki, N. 2011) (Dong, H., Sun, J.,
& Wu, Q. 2010) (Lasya, S., & Tanuku, S. 2011) (Torres, A.,
Galante, R., & Pimenta, M. S. 2011).
There are two approaches for describing E-R diagrams.
The first is to reuse E-R diagrams during described previous
systems analyses. The second is to describe it by using the
information described in another diagram. This paper
employs the second approach. State transition diagrams are

Fig. 1 Navigation System for E-R diagram Acquisition

The purpose of this study is to clarify the relationships
between transactions described in state transition diagrams
and E-R diagrams and to extract E-R diagrams from state
transition diagrams. This method extends the capability of
the method in the literature (Kamimura, Kawabata & Itoh,
2009). An E-R diagram is extracted from state transition
diagrams that are well-described by adding information that
is associated with the transactions in the target system (Fig.
2). Also the navigation system implementing this method is
developed. The authors apply the navigation system to
example cases such as Library System, Online Shopping
System, Video Rental System, Banking System, Real Estate
Management System, and so on.
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Phase 1-2
Decompose a state if possible. Fig.3 shows
an example of this phase. This is the STD for the
transaction of buying a ticket.
Phase 1-3
If there a processing state, change it into
waiting process.
The name of a processing state is changed by
adding the word “waiting” for the processing. For
example, the processing state “select a train” in Fig.4
is rewritten as “Waiting for selecting a train” as
shown in Fig.5.
Phase 1-4
Define the transition out of the waiting
state, with the name of the process.
For example, the process name “select a train” is
written on the arrow from “waiting for selecting a
train”.
Phase 1-5
If there is input information, write it close
to the state.
For example, the state “waiting for inputting
time” requires “time” as input. So “time” is described
close to the state as a self-transition arrow.
Phase 1-6
Define prerequisite and write it below the
state transition diagrams.
Prerequisite means a transaction that needs to be
done before the transaction begins. For an example,
the order transaction needs that the cart includes items
to be purchased. This means the add items to the cart
transaction has finished before the order transaction.
Also, the order process needs user-login. This means
the login transaction has finished before the order
transaction. Therefore, the two transactions are the
prerequisites for the order transaction.

Fig. 2 A process of E-R Diagram Acquisition

DIAGRAMS
This paper uses State Transition Diagrams and E-R
diagrams.
State Transition Diagram
The state transition diagram describes transitions of
states. It has three constituent elements that are “states”,
“inputs”, “outputs” and “transitions”. The state transition
diagrams are used for describing behaviors of transactions. In
this study, we use two types of state transition diagrams.
Those are for modeling user’s viewpoint and administrator’s
viewpoint.
E-R Diagram
E-R diagram (Entity Relationships Diagram) is used for
designing databases and describing data structures. It has
entities and relationships. The entity is a person, object, place
or event for which data is collected. For example, if you
consider the information system for business, entities would
include not only customers, but the customer's address, and
orders as well. The relationship is the interaction between
entity and entity. An entity uses a rectangle shape labeled
with a singular noun and relationship uses a diamond shape
labeled with verbs.
E-R DIAGRAM EXTRACTION PROCESS

Fig. 3 STD after phase 1-2

This paper proposes E-R diagram extraction process.
The E-R diagram is used for analyzing and designing
database in the target system. The process consists of four
major phases. The first phase is “Describe a well-disciplined
STD”. The second is “Classify process and adds
information”. The third is “Extract information from STD”.
The final is “Draw E-R diagram”. Details are as follows.

Fig. 4 STD after phase 1-3,4,5 and 6

Phase 1-7

Phase 1 Describe a well-structured STD
First of all, we describe a well-structured state transition
diagrams. To acquire an E-R diagram, we have to use
appropriate state transition diagrams. State transition
diagrams are used widely in the world, but there is a
variety of notations. Therefore, we unify the notation of
state transition diagrams in the following steps:

Delete unnecessary information.

Phase 2 Classify process and add information
Phase 2-1 Classify processes into the five steps.
The second phase is for classifying processes and
adding information. The process described in phase
1-4 can be classified into five types that are
“registration”, “searching”, “verification”, “updating”
and “transition”. These types are defined for the
purpose of analyzing and designing database. We call
them steps and Table 1 shows steps and required

Phase 1-1
Extract the states from the original state
diagram.
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actions. One step corresponds to one process. Two or
more steps are not described for one process.

The final phase creates an “entity table” and an “instance
table”, and associates each other with relationships. That is,
create E-R diagram. How to acquire these tables requires
focusing on the output information table produced in the
third phase. The fourth phase is made of sub-phases:

Table 1 Types of steps

Phase 4-1
Create an entity table.
Entities are extracted from the transaction that
includes registration step that is clarified in phase 2. The
registration step needs an entity because the registration
step adds a record to the entity. Table 4 shows an example
of registration transactions. The tables including these
output information are defined.

Phase 2-2
Define output information from each
process
The information manipulated by steps is
described as output information around arcs on State
Transition Diagram. In fact, there are input
information and output information. These are unified
as output information. The output information is not
described for the transition step because this step does
not manipulate the database. Any process that is
modeled as an outgoing arc should include an output
named with one of the four step names. The kind of
information is appended to the output name. Fig 5
shows an example.

Phase 4-2
Create an instance table.
An instance is extracted from a search STEP
determined in phase 2. The search STEP needs an
instance that temporarily holds a record searched and
extracted from a database. For example, the transaction of
search a seat available includes search STEP. A seat
information instance is defined from the seat information
that is output information.
Phase 4-3
Define the source of output information.
This phase defines the source of the output
information. The output information with an asterisk
becomes an instance. For example, a train information
instance is defined from train information with an asterisk
in table 2. The source of output information without
asterisk is a table includes the output information. For
example, the time table is source of time in table 2. Table
5 shows an example summary of the source of output
information.

Fig. 5 STD applied Phase 2

Phase 4-4
Define association with entities and
instances.
This phase defines associations with entities and
instances which have the same output information. The
user information table and user information instance and
the item information table and item information instance
have common output information user information and
item information respectively. These tables and instances
are associated with the arrow of which the label is
transaction name. For example, the user information table
and user information instance are associated with “login”.
The item information table and item information instance
are associated with the item search.

Phase 3 Extract information from STD
The third phase creates an output information table and a
prerequisite table. The former is related to entities and the
latter is related to relationships. These tables facilitate the
extraction of the E-R diagram.
Phase 3-1
Create output information table.
The output information described in phase 2-2 is
summarized in a table. Table shows an example.
Phase 3-2
Adds an asterisk to the output information
if it is of Searching type of a step.
The output information that is generated in a
search STEP is described as “instance” in a later
phase. So an asterisk is added to the output
information for distinguishing from the others. Table
2 shows an example for this phase.

Phase 4-5
Define association with tables
This phase defines association with tables except
associations defined in phase 4-4. The tables defined in
phase 4-3 are used in this phase.

Table 2 Output Information Table after Phase 3-2

Case 1: Zero or one source of information in a
transaction
No relation is described, because no
entities or instances are associated.

Phase 3-3
Create Prerequisite table.
The prerequisites that are analyzed in phase 1 are
summarized in one table. Table 3 shows an example.

Case 2: Two sources of information in a transaction
In the case of having two sources of information in
a transaction, those entities are connected to
instances. The transaction name on the arc is the

Phase 4 Draw E-R Diagram
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same relation name. However, the relation is not
made if the names of the entity and the instance are
the same or relation is already made.

6. Delete unnecessary relations and add relations
Click the “Evaluate Diagram” button, and then the
navigation system indicates the relations that connect two
entities without a same key. A user deletes the entity if it is
unnecessary and adds other necessary relations.

Case 3: Three or more sources of information in a
transaction
In the case of three or more sources of information
in a transaction, all the entities are connected to
instances. The transaction name on the arc is the same
as the relation name.
Figure 6 shows an example of extracted E-R diagram in
this phase.

THE QUALITY OF EXTRACTED E-R DIAGRAM
The proposed E-R diagram extraction process uses the
state name and process name of transactions described in the
STD. Therefore, the number of states and processes may
affect the quality of the extracted E-R diagrams. To evaluate
the difference of extracted E-R diagram depending on the
numbers of states and processes, we extract an E-R diagram
by changing the number of transactions that have many states
and processes.
The library system is used as an example. Table 6 shows
the Library system’s output information described according
to the proposed process. Figure 11 is the original E-R
diagram extracted from the STD, which describes all
transactions. At first, we extract an E-R diagram by deleting
three transactions such as the reservation transaction, the
term extension transaction, and the cancelation transaction.
Fig 12 shows the extracted E-R diagram.
Also, we extract another E-R diagram by deleting five
transactions such as a library check out transaction and a
library check-in transaction. Fig 13 shows this second
extracted E-R diagram.

Phase 4-6
Define attributes.
Attributes are defined for entities.
Phase 4-7
Delete unnecessary relations
Delete relations between an entity and an instance that
does not have the same key.
NAVIGATION SYSTEM
The authors have developed a navigation system that
supports a part of E-R diagram extraction process from state
transaction diagrams. The navigation system guides a user to
perform an extraction process and to input values correctly.
Also, the system describes diagrams from the user input in a
semi-automatic manner. The navigation system improves the
efficiency of an E-R Diagram description and reduces
workload and mistakes.
The navigation system is implemented with Microsoft
Visio and Microsoft Excel that are widely used and easy to
use. The navigation process is operated by Visio, and the
data is dealt with Excel. The proposed E-R diagram
extraction process is implemented through the six functions
written below. Figure 7 shows the main screen for the
navigation system. The six functions are implemented as the
six command buttons. Figure 8 shows the screen for the
inputting process, output information, and steps. Figure 9
shows the State Transition Diagram described using the input
information. Figure 10 shows the E-R diagram produced by
the navigator.

Then, we delete transactions that include fewer states and
processes. We extract an E-R diagram by deleting the library
search transaction and the history browsing transaction. Fig
14 shows the extracted E-R diagram after such deletions.
We extract E-R diagram by deleting user registration,
book registration, and confirmation transactions. The
extracted E-R diagram is the same as Fig 14.
Therefore, the result shows that the number of states
affects the quality of the extracted E-R diagram. It is
important to select the transactions with more processes and
to describe them correctly.
CONCLUSION

1. Create an excel file for E-R extraction
2. Input transaction name, actor name, and states
A user inputs names of a transaction, such as actor and
state. The actor can be selected through a pull-down menu.
The maximum number of transactions is 10. The states are
described as waiting states.
3. Input process, output information, and steps
For each transaction, a user inputs process, output
information, and steps. The process is performed between
states. The output information is manipulated by the process.
The term of output information should be unified. For
example: ” item information”, “item data” and “item details”
have the same meaning. Only one of them should be
employed.
4. Extract a preliminary version of the E-R diagram
The E-R diagram without attributes is described. A user
moves and adjusts the entities.
5. Add attributes

This paper proposes an E-R diagram extraction process
from an STD, which describes the transaction and develops a
navigation system that implements this extraction process.
The relationships between STD and E-R diagrams become
clear. E-R diagram can be described effectively.
The proposed E-R diagram extraction process uses the
state names and process names of transactions. Therefore, the
E-R diagram extracted by deleting transactions with many
states is different from the one extracted in the case of fewer
states. The result is as we expected because entities and
relations are extracted by output information that transactions
include. Thus, transactions with many states and processes
should be employed adequately and described correctly.
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Table 3 Prerequisite Table after Phase 3-3
manipulator
user
administrator
administrator
user
user
administrator
administrator
user

transaction
register user information
register administrator information
register seat information
search a seat available
buy a ticket
register time table
register a train
cancel a buy

preriquisite 1

preriquisite 2

register user information
register user information

search a seat available

register user information

buy a ticket

Table 4 Output Information Table after Phase 4-1
manipulator
user
administrator
administrator
user
administrator
administrator

transaction
register user information
register administrator information
register seat information
buy a ticket
register time table
register a train

output information
user information
administrator information
seat information
buy information
time information
train information

Table 5 Source Table after Phase 4-3
transaction
register user
information
register
administrator
information
register seat
information

source 1
user
information
table
administrator
inforamtion
table
seat
information
instance

search a seat
time table
available

buy a ticket

time table
train
register time information
table
instance
train
information
register a train instance
buy
information
cancel a buy table

source 2
user
information
table
administrator
inforamtion
table
seat
information
table
train
information
tale
train
information
tale

tame table
train
information
tale
buy
information
table

source 3

source 4

source 5

seat
information
table
seat
information
table
seat
information
table
administrator
information
instance

reservation
information
table
user
information
table

buy
information
table

Fig. 6 Extracted E-R diagram

Table 6 Library system’s output information
Transaction
check out
check in
reservation
user registration
book registration
book search
term extension
confirmation
cancellation
browsing history

Manipulator

State1
waiting for confirming
user
the proprietary of the
waiting for inputting book
user
information
waiting for confirming
user
the proprietary of the
waiting for inputting user
administrator information
waiting for inputting book
administrator information
waiting for inputting book
both
information
waiting for inputting book
user
information
waiting for inputting book
common
information for
waiting for inputting user
both
information
waiting for inputting user
both
information

State2
waiting for inputting book
information for the
waiting for confirming
the penalty
waiting for inputting book
information for
waiting for completion
waiting for completion
waiting for selecting a
book
waiting for inputting user
information
waiting for inputting user
information
waiting for selecting a
book

State3
waiting for
book table
waiting for
book table
waiting for
book table
waiting for
user table

updateing
updateing
updateing

State4
waiting for updateing
user table
waiting for updateing
user table
waiting for updateing
user table

State5

waiting for updating
reservation table

updateing
waiting for updateing
book table

waiting for inputting the waiting for updating
extension term
reservation table

waiting for updating user
table

waiting for completion
waiting for updating book waiting for updateing
table
user table

waiting for updating
reservation table

waiting for completion
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Fig. 7 Navigation System for E-R diagram Acquisition
Fig. 8 A Snapshot of the Navigation System

Fig. 9 A Snapshot of STD by Navigation System

Fig. 10 A Snapshot of E-R by Navigation System
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Fig. 11 E-R diagram before deletion

Fig. 13 E-R diagram after deletion of five transactions

Fig. 12 E-R diagram after deletion of three transactions

Fig. 14 E-R diagram after deletion of transactions that include
fewer states and processes
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it accounts for 7.53% of both public and private hospital
admissions in the year 2014 (Ministry of Health Malaysia,
2014).
Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is one of the recommended
management approaches of the American Heart Association
and the American College of Cardiology for coronary artery
disease (CAD) patients (Antman et al., 2004). Additionally,
the Malaysian Clinical Practice Guidelines advocates the
need of CR participation as a secondary prevention of repeat
cardiac events for patients surviving acute ST segment
elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), which is the most
serious form of CAD (Zambahari et al., 2014).
CR is performed in a multidisciplinary, multifaceted,
and comprehensive approach. The core components of CR
programs include patient assessment, nutritional counselling,
weight management, blood pressure management, lipid
management, diabetes management, tobacco cessation,
psychosocial management, physical activity counselling, and
exercise training (Balady et al., 2007). CR programs
generally consist of three phases, though some may include a
fourth phase for long-term lifestyle maintenance and physical
activity changes (Department of Health, 2000; Rajadurai et
al., 2011). Phase 1 is comprised of an inpatient program
while Phases 2, 3 and 4 consists of outpatient programs
(Department of Health, 2000; Rajadurai et al., 2011). The
eventual goal of a CR program is to promote patient health
behaviors and lifestyle through personal maintenance, in an
effort to slow or reverse disease progression.
The role of CR services is well-established and there has
been growing evidence of the benefits in CVD management.
Sauya et al. reported that coronary disease patients who
participated in CR programs had about 20-30% lower
mortality rates compared to non-participants (Suaya, Stason,
Ades, Normand, & Shepard, 2009). Goel et al. discovered
that CR participation was associated with close to 50%
reduction in all-cause mortalities and about 40% reduction in
cardiac deaths after percutaneous coronary interventions
(Goel, Lennon, Tilbury, Squires, & Thomas, 2011). Some
recent studies even demonstrated the ‘dose-response’
relationship of CR program attendance with cardiac patients’
mortality and morbidity – the higher the attendance, the
lower the mortality and morbidity (Hammill, Curtis,

ABSTRACT
Ischemic heart disease is one of the leading causes of
death worldwide. Similarly, in Malaysia, cardiovascular
disease has remained the most common cause of mortality
for the past decade. Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is one of the
recommended management approaches for coronary artery
disease. It is performed in a multidisciplinary, multifaceted,
and comprehensive approach with the goal of promoting
patient health behaviors through personal maintenance, in an
effort to reverse disease progression. The widespread use of
smartphones offers an attractive media option to support
chronic disease management programs like CR. The
HeartPlus system intends to provide an efficient monitoring
tool for pharmacists to analyze patients’ behaviors on
medication adherence. It includes both a web based
administration interface and a mobile application. Several
functionalities are available in the application including
monitoring, education, pill reminder and feedback services.
The study will involve collection of patient medication
compliance, knowledge levels and quality of life, before and
after the prescription of a regular hospital based CR program
and also the HeartPlus application. This data would then be
analyzed and compared for statistical and clinical
differences.
INTRODUCTION
The World Health Organization (WHO) reported
ischemic heart disease (IHD) as the number one leading
cause of death worldwide, accounting for 7.4 million deaths
(13.2%) in the year 2012 (World Health Organization, 2014).
Similarly, in Malaysia, cardiovascular disease (CVD) which
is a non-communicable disease, has remained the most
common cause of mortality for the past decade (Riley &
Cowan, 2014). The increasing prevalence of coronary risk
factors, such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes,
psychosocial stress, and change of dietary habit are factors
contributing to the high rate of CVD. Furthermore, this rate
is estimated to rise as disease patterns begin to reflect those
in developing countries (Chin et al., 2008). CVD poses a
significant burden to the Malaysian national health system as
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Schulman, & Whellan, 2010; Suaya et al., 2009).
Furthermore, CR is also shown to promote healthy lifestyle,
reduce risk factors, and improve the quality of life (Clark,
Hartling, Vandermeer, & McAlister, 2005; Lawler, Filion, &
Eisenberg, 2011; Oldridge, 2012).
As reported in the first quarter of 2015, Malaysia has a
high penetration rate of mobile phones with an estimate of
146.2 per 100 inhabitants (Communications and Multimedia,
2015). Among these users, smartphone ownership has risen
dramatically with an increase of 39.4% from 2014, thereby
exceeding the growth of feature phones (Hand Phone Users
Survey, 2015). The widespread use of smartphones offers an
attractive media option to support chronic disease
management programs like CR. Mobile applications are a
potential strategy to overcoming barriers in accessing CR
programs and improving patient engagement (Beatty,
Fukuoka, & Whooley, 2013). The strong acceptance and
wide coverage of mobile phones enable the outreach of
health interventions to large segments of the population.
CONTRIBUTION
Medication non-adherence often impedes the maximal
effect of prescribed medications to prevent the occurrence of
subsequent clinical events (Desai & Choudhry, 2013;
Rasmussen, Chong, & Alter, 2007). Desai et al. reported that
more than half of CVD patients did not adhere to their
medication (Desai & Choudhry, 2013). Moreover, a large
observational study of more than 30,000 patients concluded
that patients who were poor adherers to statins, a class of
cholesterol-lowering agents, were reported to have higher
risk of mortality (Rasmussen et al., 2007). In the Sarawak
General Hospital Heart Centre, pharmacists educate patients
on the proper usage and safety of medication, as well as the
importance of drug compliance as part of a CR program.
Cardiac patients usually are on life-long medication and
require long-term management of their condition. The
HeartPlus system intends to provide an efficient monitoring
tool for pharmacists to analyze patients’ behaviors on
medication adherence. It includes both a web based
administration interface and a mobile application. Several
functionalities are available in the application including
monitoring, education, pill reminder and feedback services.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The impact of mobile technology on CR programs have
been studied extensively. Worringham et al. showed that
exercise training at home, assisted and monitored by a
smartphone application integrated with single-lead
electrocardiogram and GPS was comparable to hospital
based programs. There were significant improvements in
walking distance, reduced levels of cardiac depression, and
improved quality of life after the mobile phone health
intervention (Worringham, Rojek, & Stewart, 2011).
Korzeniowska-Kubacka et al. demonstrated a similar finding
with supervised exercise sessions using audio and video cues
in a smartphone application. The study indicated that a
hybrid out-patient and home-based model improved maximal
workloads and exercise durations with similar results to
clinic-based sessions (17.6 ± 16.1 vs 11.5 ± 35.9%, p>0.05)
(Korzeniowska-Kubacka,
Dobraszkiewicz-Wasilewska,
Bilinska, Rydzewska, & Piotrowicz, 2011).

Apart from physical activity improvements, Blasco et al.
revealed that patients monitored by mobile phones were
more likely to show improvements in cardiovascular risk
factors compared to the control group (69.6 vs 50.5%, p <
0.05). Patients in the intervention group routinely sent their
weight, heart rate, blood pressure, lipid and glucose profiles
through their mobile phone and received recommendations
via short message service (SMS) from a cardiologist after
assessment of their data. In comparison to the control group,
more patients in the intervention group achieved their
treatment goals (62.1 vs 42.9%, p <0.05) and possessed a
lower body mass index (-0.77 vs +0.29kg/m2, p<0.05)
(Blasco et al., 2012).
Mobile applications also play an important role in
promoting medication adherence and optimizing clinical
outcomes of patients undergoing CR programs (Dayer,
Heldenbrand, Anderson, Gubbins, & Martin, 2013). Three
out of four studies in a review by Vervloet et al.
demonstrated significant improvements in medication
adherence among patients receiving electronic reminders on
their mobile phones via SMS (Vervloet et al., 2012). A
Spanish pill box mobile application was found to improve
adherence and reduce forgetfulness as well as decrease
medication errors among elderly patients taking multiple
medications. About 90% of users perceived that the
application had improved their independence in managing
their own medication (Mira et al., 2014).
Smartphones with online capabilities provide patients
with direct connections to healthcare professionals and offer
social support from their family and friends. Greater social
support has been shown to improve health outcomes and
health behaviors (Wang, Wu, & Liu, 2003), especially in
chronic condition management programs like CR. Scheurer
et al. in their review of 50 studies disclosed that leveraging
social support from existing relationships can be an effective
and low cost approach to encourage better chronic disease
and medication management (Scheurer, Choudhry, Swanton,
Matlin, & Shrank, 2012). In a study on women’s exercise
maintenance after CR, social support was the sole predictor
of exercise persistence (Moore, Dolansky, Ruland, Pashkow,
& Blackburn, 2003). A prototype mobile application called
Houston used social support to help its users be more
physically active. Users encouraged each other by sharing
their daily physical activity progress and sending personal
motivational messages. The pilot evaluation was reported to
be very positive, with users who shared their progress being
more likely to achieve their daily goal than those who did not
(Consolvo, Everitt, Smith, & Landay, 2006).
FRAMEWORK
The HeartPlus system was proposed by the Sarawak
General Hospital Heart Centre Pharmacy Department. It aims
to improve medication adherence by providing patients with
relevant medical information while supporting their personal
health management. This is achieved through a collaborative
mobile application that links patients and pharmacists.
HeartPlus enables pharmacists to provide cardiac related
education and knowledge directly to a patients' mobile
device. Furthermore, patients are regularly reminded to take
their medication as an effort to improve adherence.
Throughout this interaction, pharmacists are able to monitor
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patient behaviors as well as analyze data collected from their
devices.
Figure 1 presents the system overview which consists of
five modules: monitoring, education, pill reminder,
registration and feedback. The functionalities of each
component are described below:
• Monitoring – Allows users to view health data in
the form of graphs
• Education – Allows pharmacists to publish
educational materials for patients to view
• Pill reminder – Allows pharmacists to prescribe
pills to patients. Also, allows patients to receive
notifications and indicate their pill action
• Registration – Allows users to create accounts
• Feedback – Allows patients to communicate with
pharmacists

Fig. 8 System overview

The pill reminder and monitoring process flow is shown
in Fig. 2. Initially, the pharmacist creates a prescription
containing a list of pills along with other details such as
dosage, duration and frequency. The patient then receives a
reminder notification when the medication intake time is due.
Depending on their decision, a patient can choose to “take”,
“snooze” or “skip” the pill. This action would be recorded
and can later be monitored by the pharmacist in a graph
format.

STUDY DESIGN
A randomized controlled trial will be carried out to
compare the HeartPlus system with regular hospital-based
CR programs. Its main objectives are to evaluate medication
compliance, patient knowledge levels, as well as the clinical
impact of the system and programs. Patients recruited for the
study will be chosen based on these criteria: aged 18 years
old and above, first time prescription to a CR program, and is
a smartphone user. Patients who do not meet any one of
these criteria would be excluded from the trial.
A total of 50 patients will be recruited from the Sarawak
General Hospital Heart Centre and assigned randomly to
either intervention or control group. Both groups will be
prescribed with a regular hospital based CR program, while
the intervention group will also utilize the HeartPlus system.
The mobile HeartPlus application will be installed on the
patients’ smartphone and training sessions provided
regarding its usage.
Patients in both groups will be followed up at the 1st, 6th
and 12th month interval period. At the time of recruitment,
patient medication compliance, knowledge levels and quality
of life will be evaluated and recorded as baselines.
Medication compliance will be assessed with the 8-item
Morisky Score while medication knowledge and quality of
life measured with standard questionnaires. After
randomized assignment, during every follow up, medication
compliance, knowledge levels and quality of life will be
reassessed using the same methods. Additionally, throughout
the study, the rate of readmissions and major adverse cardiac
events (MACE) will be captured for both groups. At the end
of the trial, collected data will be analyzed and compared for
statistical and clinical differences.
CONCLUSION
Mobile applications are a promising platform for
medical interventions and research. With the combination of
communication technologies, healthcare providers are
allowed more direct involvement in the management of
patient health. The HeartPlus system is created with the
objective of improving patient medication adherence and
supporting their personal health management. Results of the
clinical study shall be reported in future publications.
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ABSTRACT
Today, Engineering firms recognize that one of the most
important assets to focus on is knowledge about their
products, components, processes, and people. In our research
study, we focused on how the A3 model, developed by
Toyota, could be further developed in order to better foster
collaboration and sharing in engineering firms. Although A3
reports could be an interesting tool for Knowledge
Management (KM); it is often seen as a static report with
mainly high level of information and no possibility to
communicate with other KM systems. Therefore, we have
delineated an A3 Hybrid Framework (A3HF). It facilitates
creation of A3 reports with several levels of details of an
engineering process and their components. This prototype
has been validated by a real case study in a company within
the oil and gas sector.
INTRODUCTION
Global engineering firms within the oil and gas sector are
meeting different kinds of challenges; Complex projects
distributed across different departments and countries, lack
of specialized engineers, employee turnover, retirement, and
so forth. In addition, the need to reuse some of the
engineering processes based on requirements of different
customers is important for project execution with respect of
cost and deadline. Furthermore, for a large company, it can
be difficult to get a holistic view on the engineering
processes, their components, and understand how they
interact with each other. In order to cope with some of these
challenges, engineering firms are becoming aware that
corporate knowledge is crucial in order to be competitive in
these stringent markets. Companies have implemented
different KM initiatives ranging from simple knowledge
dissemination processes, to sophisticated knowledge
management systems (Joseph G. Davis, Eswaran
Subrahmanian, & Westerberg, 2002; Nieto, 2003).
Most of the companies are interested in understanding
how to create, acquire, capitalize, store, distribute, maintain,
and share corporate knowledge. Amongst these processes,
knowledge sharing is important in fostering better
collaboration and cooperation in a distributed project
(Daneshgar F. et al., 2004).
This research study has been conducted for a subsea oil
and gas company, within a specific department that is dealing
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with connection systems and tie-in solutions. In subsea
production systems, there are a lot of different modules and
pipelines that need to be connected. The systems for
performing these operations can be both horizontal and
vertical and are dependent on many different parameters such
as field layout, customer requirements, sizes, installation and
retrieval strategy, reuse of equipment, etc.
The installation principle can vary dependent on the type
of connection system. In general, the connector (with the
pipe) is lowered onto the seabed, tied-in, and connected to a
hub on a preinstalled structure on the seabed. All installations
use one or more remote operated vehicles (ROV) to perform
different tasks during installation.
Some of the recognized challenges is the difficulties related
to getting a complete understanding of the field layout,
customer requirements, sizes, installation and retrieval
strategy, reuse of equipment etc. In addition, it is important
to obtain detailed information about each component, and
their interfaces. The global view of the overall system can
sometimes be difficult to grasp, especially for unexperienced
employees. Therefore, Knowledge is an important asset, and
managing knowledge is the key solution to overcome some
of the listed challenges.
The project aims to delineate a framework allowing
easy access to information about the different connection
systems, ingoing components, and how the connection
processes could be implemented in a standardized manner.
The goal is to make the required input and output more
visible, and to raise the general knowledge about the system.
By having the selection process available, employees will be
more aware of the selection parameters for the system. We
intend to utilize some Lean principles. More specifically, we
intend to use the A3 thinking and adapt it, in order to
delineate what we have called a generic A3 Hybrid
Framework (A3HF). The next section provides a brief
overview of the concepts applied in this paper. Section 3,
outlines the Organizational context and how we have
conducted our research in order to develop the A3HF
Framework that is presented in section 4. Section 5 discusses
the case study developed in order to validate our A3HF
prototype.
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND LEAN
CONCEPTS DEFINITION

In large engineering companies, knowledge is an
important part of the company’s assets. KM Initiatives will
therefore be a valuable investment for a company to keep its
competitive advantage. Knowledge Management as an
expression has been around since the early 1990's. (B Duhon,
1998) defines knowledge management as a discipline that
promotes an integrated approach to identify, capture,
evaluate, retrieve, and share all of an enterprise's information
assets. These assets may include databases, documents,
policies, procedures, and previously un-captured expertise
and experience of individual workers.

are clear guidelines related to the content, while others have
a flexible format. In this paper, the focus will be on
Informational knowledge capturing A3s, sometimes called
Knowledge briefs or K-briefs (Radeka, 2010). This has the
most flexible format of the A3 reports.
Interactive vs. Static A3s: Normally when people think
of A3s, they tend to imagine a static document that presents a
product or a problem on a static piece of paper. An
interactive A3 is software based and works the same way as
a regular A3 when printed. In addition, it has the advantage
that you can access more information by interacting with the
document. E.g., like clicking pictures, boxes, or links to
access new information in knowledge repositories, or
navigate to other A3 reports. This introduces new
possibilities with the A3s. On the other hand it takes away
some of the simplicity and introduces some challenges, both
related to the format and complexity of the tool. A set of
interactive A3s, requires a well-defined framework and an
appropriate development and presentation tool.

Knowledge Types: In KM there are two main
knowledge types, tacit and explicit knowledge (Firestone,
2001). However, (M. E. Koenig, 2012) claims that a more
nuanced and useful characterization is to describe the
knowledge as explicit, implicit and tacit. Tacit knowledge is
sometimes referred to as Know how (Dixon, 2002). It is hard
to communicate and is deeply rooted in action, commitment,
and involvement (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Explicit
knowledge is sometimes referred to as Know-what (M. E. D.
Koenig & Kanti Srikantaiah, 2004). It is knowledge that has
been articulated, and is captured in the form of text, tables,
diagrams, product specifications, etc. (Nikols, 2001).
Knowledge that can be articulated, but has not codified, is
called implicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is experiential,
while explicit knowledge is more attainable by observation
and reading. We mostly focus on explicit and implicit
knowledge in this paper, as the knowledge we want to
capture, visualize, and share is within these categories.

Organizational context & methodologies
Context of study
The framework is based on a case study conducted at the
Connection department in a subsea Oil and Gas Company.
Multiple connection systems for different purposes exist.
Obtaining an overview of the key characteristics and
difference between them, can be a challenge for employees.
In addition, there is a need for a standard selection process
for the connection systems, to ensure a unified approach
across the organization.
The goal of the project is to create a general framework
allowing everyone to easily access information about all the
important aspects of the connection system, in order to
improve their knowledge about the system. The foundation
relies on establishing a standardized approach for selecting
the different connection systems.

Today, there are many methods and tools, allowing for
knowledge capture and sharing. At the researched company,
most of the information is there, but is hard to locate. There
is a need for a tool to visualize the knowledge and get an
overview of the relevant information. Toyota, successfully
improved their organization with Lean concepts and A3
thinking (Borches, 2010). We will utilize some of the lean
principles and tools, to develop and improve the KM system
at the researched company. A3 reports will be the focus.
A3s: A3s are a communication tool for sharing
knowledge. The reports can be an effective and simple tool
for sharing knowledge about one subject. The tool was
initially developed by Toyota and has its name from the ISO
216, A3 paper size (297 × 420mm). It works both as a
collaboration tool as well as a presentation tool for specific
subjects. In "Managing to learn" (Shook, 2008), argues that
Toyota focuses just as much on the process of developing the
A3, as on the A3 report itself, and the knowledge creation is
happening in the process. Overall, the primary goal of any
A3 report is to tell a story of how product related knowledge
has been or how is proposed to be created (Welo, 2013).
According to (Radeka, 2010), five different A3 types exists,
dependent on what type of information you want to present,
or what you would like to achieve: knowledge capture,
problem solving, proposal, document replacement, and
status. Some types have a standardized format, where there

Methodology
In order to achieve our research goal as stated in the
previous section, we have decided to adopt qualitative
methods such as literature reviews, structured and semi
structured
interviews,
observations,
and
research
participations. The research study process followed the
different steps as described below:
1.

2.
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Conduct a preliminary assessment, in order to
better understand the context of the study in the
company in terms of the connection system
process, and to investigate the current
knowledge Management systems used by the
researched company.
Based on the preliminary data collected in step
1, we have developed a generic knowledgesharing framework, fulfilling the stated
objectives. This prototype has been tailored for
the need of the connection systems department.

3.

Finally, in order to validate the A3HF
Framework, we have conducted a final
assessment phase with potential users of the
company.

systems involved, they need to be quickly operational, even
though they do not necessarily have a thorough
understanding of the new system/systems.
New employees and people working in other
departments have trouble to identify key characteristics and
lack a general understanding of the different connection
systems. Misunderstandings often occur in meetings. By
constantly explaining the same thing for newcomers, experts
are using valuable time. Therefore, it is well admitted that it
is important to know how to capture, store and search
information related to the connection systems and their
components, with variable degree of detail. Hence,
collaboration and cooperation should be enhanced, by
providing an adequate knowledge environment.

During the period of this research project, monthly
workshops with 2-3 experts were held during the
development of the prototype. In addition, biweekly informal
progress meetings were held in order to discuss smaller
changes.
A selected group was exposed to the system and
interviews were conducted in order to validate the prototype
of the A3HF system.
The participants involved in the three steps have different
experience and work in different technical positions. Among
the eight participants were; Designers, Project engineers, a
Systems engineer, an Engineering Manager, a product
responsible, and a tender expert.

Complex information structure: Many software
applications and databases exist, and quite often people uses
different software and programs to access the same
information. The poor alignment of all these tools might
generate traditional issues such as data redundancy, difficulty
to maintain or update information, lack of visibility of the
information stored, and so on. Integrating all existing tools is
quite challenging, as some legacy tools are still important for
some employees, especially in old engineering firms. Grant
(2013), points out in his study of KM systems in the Oil and
Gas industry that other companies are struggling with similar
problems (Grant, 2013). The problem is not necessarily
related to the lack of systems, but rather the fact that too
many systems often exists, which causes informational
overload and maintenance issues.
The overall objective is to create a generic graphical
representation of the overall system and their components in
order get a complete overview of the system of interest. In
addition, it should be possible to get an overview of different
connection systems and a description of their components
and sub- components. Interface with existing systems should
be as well considered.
Based on the data collected in the first phase, we have
identified the different tools of the company, and
investigated the ones used for knowledge management
purposes. They are listed as follows: Intranet (SharePoint),
Communities of Practice (CoP), Product Lifecycle
management (PLM) software, Process Management
Software, Project repositories, process repositories (BPMS),
Product catalog, Planning software, and knowledge
repositories (The Well).
After a thorough analysis of these tools, we believe that
the two most interesting tools for our research purpose are:

The next sections present the data collected in the
complete research phase.
THE GENERIC A3 HYBRID FRAMEWORK
Assessment Phase
During the first step of the research study, we used
structured and semi structured interviews in order to gather
knowledge about the context of the department and more
specifically about the issues related to the connection
systems. The underlying challenge is to investigate methods
allowing the knowledge capture and sharing in order to foster
a better collaboration among people. In addition, it was
important to investigative some mechanisms providing a
holistic view of the all the connection systems, and their
components in a top down approach.
We can summarize some requirements from the
participants as follows:
No real selection process: No common selection
process for choosing the most suitable system for a specific
project task. This leads to different approaches based on the
level of expertise of employees involved. As a result, the risk
of late design changes increases, if the errors have been made
in the tender phase. It is also more complicated to learn from
the mistakes and implement changes to improve the process,
if no standard process exists. By establishing a standardized
process on how to select an optimum connection system,
these types of errors can be reduced.
Overview of available systems: The second problem
identified, is that no overview of the various connection
system exists. Although information about specific parts and
components is available, it is recognized that it can be
difficult to locate. In addition, some important information
could be useless, if it is not related to a specific connection
system. Furthermore, Engineers can often work with one
specific system in a project for more than a year. When
assigned on to a new project with different connection

•
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The Well: Is the researched company’s knowledge
repository and wiki pages. The Well was launched
in 2013. Everyone can create company or product
specific content for the Well. The creator normally
chooses the reviewer to verify the content of the
page. All information at the Well is available for all
employees.

•

generate different A3s with a template. All these functions
were essential for developing a functional prototype.

Business Process Management Systems (BPMS):
Is the repository for the global subsea processes. In
addition to describe the processes, it also describes
the functions required by processes and the
responsibilities; however, this system does not
describe the technical, product specific aspect of the
process.

The reason for choosing these tools, is due to the fact
that they have top priority internally in the researched
company and contain functionality that is compatible with
the identified problems.
Although they present interesting features and functions for
knowledge sharing, knowledge capture, and could satisfy
some of the requirements described above. They do not
provide a graphical overall view of the connection systems,
and information with some level of details for each
component.
The results from the assessment phase and a comparison
of different tools, suggested that A3s could be a suitable tool
to close knowledge gaps, mitigate selection problems, and
provide a graphical overview of the different connection
systems. Although, A3 seems to represent an interesting
solution, it cannot be used just as stand-alone application. As
stated above, it was important to reuse some of the existing
applications or database of the company in order to provide a
general framework. In this particularly case the Well and the
BPMS are the most suitable. A3 has been commonly used as
a static tool, meaning a page that can only displays some
static information. We would like to add a certain level of
automation and flexibility. We intend to extend the current
A3 by developing/adapting software in order to
generate/create the A3 reports easily. In addition, we intend
to provide an interactive form, displaying the components
and their subcomponents with some level of detail.

Figure 11: A generic A3HF

For our research purpose, we have tailored this generic
A3HF to the context of the Connection systems case study.
Established KM systems at the researched company such as
the Well and the BPMS have been integrated, therefore it
will be possible to validate the overall A3HF. In Figure 12
we see an overview of the tailored A3HF and how to
navigate in the framework. By clicking a box, the user can
obtain more information, depended on the configuration of
the framework the user will either be sent to a new A3 level,
or to a repository. The development of the company specific
A3HF is presented in the next section.

Based on results from the assessment phase, we suggest a
new framework, the so-called Generic A3 Hybrid
Framework (A3HF). This functional prototype of the A3HF
has been tested and validated.
A3 Hybrid Framework
The overall architecture of the A3HF is represented in
Figure 11. This generic framework is open and can be used
with other databases or knowledge repositories outside the
company. It can also be utilized for other purposes than
connection systems. It is possible to adjust the number of
levels depending of the architecture of the products/systems.
The prototype was developed using Microsoft (MS) Excel as
the main program, with support functions from both MS
Visio and MS PowerPoint, due to its functions and usability.
Excel is suitable due to its build-in functionality of exporting
HTML files, including hyperlinks for communication with
other software tools, the possibility of defining boundaries
and boxes, easy implementation of figures and tables from
other MS office tools, and the possibility of automatically

Figure 12: Graphical User Interface, A3HF
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information in the A3s seldom change and the specific
information in "The Well" can easily be updated, as it is
located in one single place. Infrequent updates are also
important when the system is used as a static tool, as people
do not want to print new A3 reports every month. For the
product owners infrequent updates are also beneficial, as
they can spend less time on maintenance. The system should
contain information with a content that makes it sufficient to
update or review the information maximum once a year. To
achieve this, no project specific information such as part
numbers, nonconformance reports, and lessons learned is
included.

CASE STUDY OF THE CONNECTION SYSTEMS AT
THE RESEARCHED COMPANY
A substantial amount of work was related to collecting
information about the connection systems and developing the
selection process. It has been challenging to grasp all the
possible configurations for the overall connection system. All
this information was structured into a special Connection
System Handbook (CSH).
This CSH contains information about the different
connection systems, how to configure the connection systems
(selection), and so forth. The experts of the company have
carefully validated this Handbook, and it has been working
as a foundation for the A3HF.
Frequent workshops were held to further tailor the
A3HF framework. The session for capturing knowledge was
done on an iterative basis and was challenging in terms of
finding an agreement on how to best capture knowledge
about the specific selection processes, and how to display
this information in order to make it reusable.

System Overview- Level 0, General Overview
The system overview level is designed to provide an
instant overview of all relevant general knowledge about the
connection system. We use the upper left side of the A3 as an
introduction and a description. The rest of the report is
divided into three Sections. The process is presented in the
first. The second contain general information about common
components. The third contains information about each
connection system, with key characteristics that can both
help people distinguish them from each other, and give
valuable input to the selection process. The system overview
A3 can be seen in Figure 14.

The Company specific A3 framework is divided into 3
different levels and is represented in Figure 13. The technical
complexity and the competency required to understand each
level is adjusted to the relevant user groups, based on the
information. The process level is located at the right side of
the system description levels (A3-1-P).

Figure 13: Connection system, A3HF decomposition
Figure 14: General Overview, Level 0

The interactive version of the framework communicates
with BPMS and the WELL. The process information is
linked with the BPMS system (process repository), in order
to see how the newly developed selection process for the
connection system, relates to the overall governing processes
at the researched company. All system specific information
and changes shall be stored and changed in the company’s
wiki and repository, called "The Well". The A3HF links all
information back to "The Well”. When people search for
information today, they tend to search for specific key words
only. This may lead to loss of important system information.
The A3 format prevents this, by providing a visual overview
at any given time. The Interactive A3 framework will guide
the user to the correct location where the most up-to-date
information is available. This will reduce the risk of
employees accessing obsoleted information. In addition, this
makes maintenance more manageable. The general

System Overview- Level 1, System Overview
The design of the system specific level in the A3
framework shall reflect all the relevant information on a
general level, for a specific connection system. It collects
information found in multiple documents, presentations, and
learning material into one sheet. The sheet provides general
information about what the system can or cannot do, what
tools it utilizes during operation, how it operates, a general
cost evaluation and an overview of the systems "track
record". In addition to give an overview of the specific
system and its components, it also presents all available
configuration and sizes for that specific system and its status.
The status of each configuration is divided into three
categories (standard (green), qualified (yellow) and not
qualified (red)). A system defined as Standard requires no
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engineering, while an unqualified system requires a lot of
engineering. Each size and configuration has its own A3
(level 2 system), where technical information is found. A
more complete list of key features and limitations is seen in
Figure 15a and 5b.

Figure 16: System Overview, Level 2

Process overview- Level 1, Process
The process overview level, contains Check-sheets for
key requirements and an "order of precedence" to help
prioritize the importance of them.
This A3 is meant to support the different system specific
levels of the A3 framework from a selection perspective. The
process also gives a governing systematic guideline for how
the selection shall be handled, which will ensure more
consistency in the selection of connection systems for
projects. In Figure 17, we see the "Process Overview A3".

Figure 15a: System Overview, Level 1

The process and description of the A3 is found in the
upper left corner. The system is color coded to ensure that
the user always can relate the description of the process. The
first section contains check sheets of the input requirements
for a Connection System. The requirements are not project
specific, but contain all the required input parameters for a
connection system. Information for narrowing down the
systems based on the requirements is located in the system
overview A3s level 0 and 1. The more specific capacities and
external loads are located in system overview A3 level 2.
The process of connecting the requirements found in the
check sheet to the system specific parameters, requires some
technical competence; although it is valuable as more
employees gets a better understanding of the choices behind
decisions.

Figure 5b: Tailored view Level 1 S

System Overview- Level 2, System Specific
The second level of the system level A3 contains
information about a specific size of the selected connection
system. Little general information is located at this level and
the required technical competency is quite high. This level is
a supplement to the system specification and shall provide
enough information to verify that the system is within
specification. In Figure 16, we see the System Overview,
level 2.

The Process A3 presents a common process for selecting
a connection system that is fully integrated in the rest of the
A3 framework. The responsible parties for each step of the
process are also outlined. The process itself describes all
input required, and all expected outputs of the different
stages in the process. In addition to link information to "the
Well", this part of the system also communicates with the
BPMS, which is the process repository at the researched
company.
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having different experiences. However, during the
assessment workshops, there were some concerns about the
maintenance of the information. This is a standard issue in all
kinds of systems, even if a consequent amount of efforts is
spent to develop the system, the most challenging part is
related to the maintenance and the update of the relevant
information. In the final interviews, the participants
identified the A3HFs low maintenance demand as one of the
main strengths.
CONCLUSION
In this project, we have focused on A3s as a Knowledge
capture and sharing tool to increase system understanding.
The Knowledge capture A3s has its similarities with the
Architectural Overview A3s, but with a freer format layout.
In the assessment and design phase, the discussion and pilot
tests suggested that the A3 framework would be more
valuable if integrated with existing KM initiatives. With this
in mind it was natural to make an interactive A3 Framework
that communicates directly with the other KM-systems
(mainly The Well, and the BPMS), as long as it is still usable
as a regular static A3. The reason for making a hybrid (both
static and interactive) framework is to utilize the benefits
from both static and interactive A3s.

Figure 17: Process Overview, Level

In the development phase, one of the challenges was to
define the number of the needed levels. More hierarchical
levels introduced, will make it harder to keep track of the
structure of the framework, and the content on each level.
After three iterations, there was a general agreement that two
levels were sufficient on product level and a total of three
levels. Project specific and in-depth information, can and
should be accessed through the other KM initiatives and
systems, to keep the simplicity and maintenance need on an
acceptable level.

The A3HF has proven to be a natural starting point for
acquiring knowledge and a valuable tool for knowledge
sharing. The generic design of the A3HF implies that it can
used by others companies and for different purpose.

EVALUATION AND VALIDATION OF THE A3HF
Once we had tailored our A3HF, with the concrete
connection systems example, an evaluation and validation
processes was conducted. To this end, we conducted several
workshops, in order to evaluate the overall framework. The
respondents agree that the standard use of A3 Reports is a
good tool to capture Knowledge and to structure ideas about
the connection system.
In addition, the graphical
representation of the overall overview of the systems is
fostering a better understanding among people working on
the same project, or for people newly introduced to the
system. As stated by Singh and Muller, the A3 facilitates can
ease internal and cross boundary communication, train new
employees, facilitate knowledge capture, and share common
understanding of the “system of interest”(Singh & Muller,
2013). The interest of providing different level of
information related to the systems or sub-systems was
appreciated according to the level of prior knowledge of the
systems and the connection systems processes. The experts
found the specific information in level 2 of the framework
particularly interesting, as they had sufficient general
knowledge about the systems. Less experienced people on
the other hand, naturally appreciated the hierarchical access
to the low-level information in level 0 and 1, as it could help
them to gain a better understanding of the system and
selection process quickly.
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choices in the organization’s energy consumption and smart
production. This analytics-based intelligence can be used to
optimize products, processes and systems taking the whole
life-cycle into account. Furthermore, smart metering and
smart grid technologies enable flexible distribution and
economical energy generation, using renewable energy
sources (Trivedi & Unhelkar, 2013a). Thus, the extent to
which organizations are actually adopting ICT for Green
business practices needs to be investigated. For example, to
what extent metrics and measurement are used across all
dimensions of organization? Are energy efficiency matters
fully considered within the technical standards of an
organization? Does the organization have an agreed Green
ICT methodology for measuring the carbon foot print of its
business products and services? The answers to these
questions play a significant role to handle the evolving
complexities in EI systems. EI, coupled with Big Data, can
be an excellent enabler of environmental initiatives by
utilizing existing business capabilities and adding new ones.
EI intends to expand and update enterprise applications to
handle the environmental aspect of the business operations.

ABSTRACT
Organizations vary with respect to adopting
environmental sustainable IT (Green IT).Big data driven
analytics can help with this adoption to create competitive
advantage. Recent rapid growth of structured and
unstructured data requires use of Big data technologies and
advanced analytics, to be of value in Green IT. This is
Environmental Intelligence (EI).This paper attempts to
quantify the maturity of EI using fuzzy logic theory that
mimics human thinking and interpretation and benefits with
Big data technologies and analytics. By combining human
heuristics into computer-assisted decision making, widely
varied factors and complexities can be accounted for. Our EI
maturity model comprises criteria such as recycle, reduce,
safe disposal, energy efficient procurement and energy
efficient data centers.
Keywords: ICT, Environmental Intelligence (EI), Big
Data, Fuzzy Logic
INTRODUCTION
An organization’s future increasingly depends on its
environmental sustainability. This is so because gradually,
organizations are realizing that the perspective of
environmental sustainability has as much business relevance
as the environment, if not more. For example, effort to
conserve the environment reveals opportunities to run the
business more efficiently, improve bottom-line cost savings,
and track progress against initiatives. Therefore, it is vital to
equip business with a framework for environmental
compliance. Such framework would enable speedy and
accurate transition of an organization to a sustainable
organization. An environmental framework for an
organization would comprise its green policies, green
strategies, revamping of processes that create waste and
emissions, enablement of efficient use of resources, metrics
for monitoring the greening of the organization,
measurement and reporting on carbon data and efficient
implementation of its environmental strategies.
ICT has usually been an enabling technology. We
understand Green IT as “initiatives to create sustainable
business computing systems in order to reduce carbon
emissions and energy consumption.” Big data technologies
take this offering further by providing mechanism to
understand and analyze widely varying and dispersed data to
glean insights. Decision makers can use this environmental
intelligence (EI) to make environmentally sustainable

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research model for this study is framed such that it
can help business to assess its EI maturity by investigating
the promotion of environmental strategies in the business
ecosystem. This study has been completed in two phases.
This study has focused on the areas where global business
can utilize the environmental intelligence (EI) employing the
emerging ICT. Interviewing related experts and decision
makers was considered an effective research methodology.
We conducted qualitative research in order to find out
tailored answers for unstructured (open ended) research
questions. In the first phase collective decision making
function to form the questionnaire of the Delphi method
(Dalkey& Rourke, 1972) is used by consulting a group of
experts with governmental, industrial and academic
backgrounds.
The research questions in the model cover two facets of
Green ICT: the greening of ICT, and greening by ICT. This
includes understanding organizational and individual
attitudes and policies towards cognizant energy use and
procurement of the ICT products, recycling and disposal
practices of ICT products, enablement of efficient use of
organizational ICT resources, metrics for monitoring and
justification of the greening of the organization and
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implementation of environmental strategies in business.
Thus, eventually, in creating the assessment model, we
shifted from interviews to a quantitative model for our
research. Finally, we used fuzzy logic theory to convert the
qualitative information to the quantized value. This maturity
model is highly adaptive and easy to modify in different
scenarios for the future research.

environmentally sound manner, to comprehensively and
effectively address the environmental impacts of IT
(Murugesan, 2008).
GREEN PROCUREMENT
Procurement is arguably the most important aspect of
green ICT in terms of making an overall impact on
sustainability (Philipson, 2010) At least as much energy is
spent in manufacturing a PC as it consumes in its lifetime.
The research survey covers the criterion followed while
purchasing the ICT equipment / services and turning existing
services into green services. By this, organizations devise
standards around procuring new equipment or buying new
services from external parties. Environmentally responsible
purchasing for IT products is being incorporated into
purchasing programs of many private and public sectors.
ERBS aims at integrating the environmental aspects into
purchasing documents in order to create a procedure by
which to apply environmental criteria to equipment/services
purchases.

EI FRAMEWORK
The role of Green ICT not only includes emission
reduction and energy savings in the ICT sector itself, but also
benefits from the adoption of ICT technologies to influence
and transform the way our society works and the way people
behave. The significant improvements in technologies
resulting from Big data – including multiple, parallel
processing - and analytics open up doors for faster and
relevant analytics. At the same time, however, electronic
equipment quickly becomes obsolete and needs regular
replacement. Many computer components are highly toxic to
the environment, and virtually all electronic equipment
utilizes some form of computer technology. The group Local
Self-Reliance estimates that about 75% of obsolete
computers and other IT equipment is being stored, creating a
time bomb waiting to go off. Mercury, chromium, and lead
are a few of the hazardous materials found in batteries,
cathode ray tubes, and circuit boards (MPCB, 2007). These
toxins will be released into the environment if all this
outdated equipment disposed of in traditional ways. Soil and
water will be affected if this material is dumped in a landfill,
and incineration releases toxic ash into the air.
Therefore, the very first attempt by an organization at
Green ICT is to handle the emissions produced by the ICT
devices themselves. This aims to reduce ICT’s own
emissions that are based on the end-user computer emissions
as well as those from the data centers housing the servers and
communication equipment. ICT governance also plays a role
in controlling to procurement and disposal of ICT equipment.

Green Disposal/ Recycle [GD]

Murugesan (2008) described green disposal as
refurbishing and reusing old computers and properly
recycling unwanted computers and other electronic.
Computer peripherals include printers, photocopiers, printer
ink and so on. These electronic gadgets are of immense
interest in Green ICT due to their large numbers, their
potentially unnecessary overuse, the operational waste that is
generated as a result and the carbon associated with the
eventual disposal of these ‘fast moving’ items. The research
survey interrogates the survey respondents regarding the
disposal and recycling practices noted below:
Green Data Centers [GDC]
A green data center is a repository for the storage,
management, processing, and dissemination of data in which
the mechanical, lighting, electrical, and computer systems are
designed for maximum energy efficiency and minimum
environmental impact (Osborne, 2008).

Strategies for EI
The green assets and infrastructure require a long term
approach to managing the carbon performance of the
organization. The hardware aspect of ICT deals with the
architecture and design of ICT hardware, the manner in
which it is procured and operated (Chang et al., 2010). While
operational energy consumption is important issue for
computer manufacturers, what is even more interesting is the
impact a energy optimum design can have on the overall
energy consumed by a piece of hardware over its entire life
(Kant, 2009). This requires the organization to devise
standards around procuring new equipment or buying new
services. The new procurement must be based on energy
efficiency. Laptops, desktops, their capacities, operational
efficiencies and their disposal need to be discussed from their
emission viewpoint. While the efficient design and
manufacturing of these end-user devices remains the
perceiver of the hardware manufacturers, the efficient
operation and disposal is with the user organization.
Following is the more detailed description of these ICT
hardware assets of an organization.

MODEL OVERVIEW AND FUZZY THEORY
The decision making process in business is enhanced by
correlating varied sources of information. This is what we
consider business intelligence (BI). Big Data technologies
and analytics enhance BI. A sensible and carefully create
environmental strategy will not only handle the immediate
environmental impact but will also include carbon
performance as a part of its risk management approach.
Environmental Intelligence (EI) can be achieved by
supervising, assessing and further reducing the energy
dependency and promoting the reduction in carbon footprint
along with corporate work life balance improvements
(Unhelkar & Trivedi, 2009a). The steps required for the
quantization of the qualitative inputs for EI are shown in Fig.
1.
Step 1: through the collective decision-making approach
of the Delphi method, contents related to assessing EI are
decided. These contents serve as criteria to assess the
recognitionof
environmental
protection
among
communityresidents.

Green Use

Reducing the energy consumption of computers and
other information systems as well as using them in an
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Step 2: with the assistance from the experts,the fuzzy
set, fuzzy range, and membership functionare decided for the
fuzzy logic quantizing.
Step 3: build the inference rule base and complete
thefuzzy logic inference system (FLIS)
Step 4: apply implication method for the entire rule to
shape the fuzzy output that is determining the rule’s weight.
Step 5: aggregating all the outputs (as the decisions are
based on the testing of all of the rules in a FIS, the rules must
be combined in some manner in order to make a decision.
Aggregation is the process by which the fuzzy sets that
represent the outputs of each rule are combined into a single
fuzzy set).
Step 6: defuzzify (the input for the defuzzification
process is a fuzzy set (the aggregate output fuzzy set)and the
output is a single number (quantization)).

Intelligence” (EI). This EI can be used by businesses in order
to improve their performances in terms of managing their
activities that affect the environment including waste
reduction, greenhouse gas reduction, recycling, minimizing
unnecessary human and material movements and so on.
Furthermore, the use of EI, it is envisaged, will also help
organizations create local and industrial benchmarks,
standards, audits and grading that will help a large cross
section of businesses to easily move to and comply with the
environmental requirements (Unhelkar & Trivedi, 2009b).
Selection of the criteria
Green IT is concerned with both the viability of the
organization and its efficient operations (Boudreau, Watson
& Chen,2008) . Osborne (2008) stated that attainment of
Green IT is that optimum balance between minimizing the
responsibility for carbon emissions while delivering the
optimum IT function to support the enterprise. This cannot
be zero; the equipment life cycle will generate an impact, but
steps can be taken to minimize the impacts. The IT sector has
a profitable opportunity and a critical role to play with other
sectors to design and deploy solutions needed to create a low
carbon society (Lan & Hywel, 2007).
This research explores the depth of environmental
challenges in the current business setup through emerging
ICT – in particular Big data technologies. Reducing the
hardware contents of ICT, recycling the components, safe
disposal of the non-used IT components, energy efficient
procurement of ICT devices as well as energy efficient data
centres are the criteria which has the ability to reduce an
organization’s carbon footprint by facilitating more efficient
and less carbon intensive work practices such as
teleconferencing instead of flying or commuting .
The ICT technologies discussed above can be applied to
the following business purposes, in order to drive
environmental intelligence (EI); Reduction of energy
consumption, reduction of carbon footprints, reduction of the
operational costs are the important goals defined by
organizations to adopt green practices and policies for the
Green ICT
The environment has become one of the most significant
issues of the current times. However, environmental
considerations do not seem to appear as substantially as they
should within the business strategies - especially in the
climate of global financial crisis. The ICT sector has a
profitable opportunity and a critical role to play with other
sectors to design and deploy solutions needed to create a low
carbon society (Trivedi & Unhelkar, 2013b). This research
explores the environmentally responsible strategies and
practices for ICT in the current business setup. According to
Forrester Research (2007), the Green IT can be divided into
four broad categories, referring to IT suppliers & users
initiatives , these are design, manufacture, operations and
disposal of IT systems.
The constant improvements in technology and software
makes the electronic equipment quickly becomes obsolete
and needs to be replaced by newer, faster models. Many
computer components are highly toxic to the environment,
and virtually all electronic equipment utilizes some form of
computer technology. Mercury, chromium, and lead are a
few of the hazardous materials found in batteries, cathode ray
tubes, and circuit boards . These toxins will be released into

Crisp Output
(Quantized value)

Crisp Inputs

Rule Base

Defuzzification

Fuzzification

fuzzy logic inference
system (FLIS)

Fuzzification
a) Fuzzy Set
b) Fuzzy Range
c) Membership
Function

Fig. 1: Steps for the evaluation of EI using Fuzzy Logic

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ASSESSMENT MODEL
The model development starts with consulting the
experts in this study to design and confirm the environmental
intelligence parameters in an organization that are agreed to
by all experts as suitable for the assessing the level of
practicing EI. The contents aid in measuring how the
business is performing with respect to environmental
responsibility. This measurement of product and services in
terms of its green value should be referencing external
standards, government databases and also worldwide
standards (Trivedi & Unhelkar, 2009). After defining the
contents the fuzzy scale of each criterion is defined to
complete the fuzzylogic inference system (FLIS).Fuzzy logic
is an optimal tool for processing human fuzzy semantic
quantitative issues. Fuzzy logic can accept uncertain,
inaccurate and obscure human semantic information and is
best suited for dealing with hard to quantize and complex
decision making issues (Lin & Huang, 2011)
We are now increasingly adopting Big data based
decision making to impact business processes in an
organization’s work and are calling that “Environmental
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the environment if all this outdated equipment disposed of in
traditional ways. Soil and water will be affected if this
material is dumped in a landfill, and incineration releases
toxic ash into the air.
Therefore, the very first attempt by an organization at
Green ICT is to handle the emissions produced by the ICT
devices themselves. This aims to reduce ICT’s own
emissions that are based on the end-user computer emissions
as well as those from the data centers housing the servers and
communication equipment.
The green assets and infrastructure comprise substantial
part of long term approach to managing the carbon
performance of the organization. The hardware aspect of ICT
deals with the architecture and design of ICT hardware, the
manner in which it is procured and operated. While
operational energy consumption is increasingly an important
issue for computer manufacturers, what is even more
interesting is the impact a good, energy optimum design can
have on the overall energy consumed by a piece of hardware
over its entire life. This requires the organization to devise
standards around procuring new equipment or buying new
services. The new procurement must be based on energy
efficiency. While the efficient design and manufacturing of
these end-user devices remains the perceiver of the hardware
manufacturers, the efficient operation and disposal is with
the user organization. Following is the more detailed
description of these ICT hardware assets of an organization.

Energy
Efficient
Procurement

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
Energy
Efficient
Data Centers

•
•
•

Table 1: Criteria Designed by Delphi experts

Criteria
Reduce

Recycle

Safe
Disposal

Content
• Business that reduce the use of
paper and related material(eg. Ink
or toner)
• Business that implement and
manage printer consolidation
• Business that implement and
manage device consolidation.
• Business that optimize power
saving mode on printers.
• Business that set default green
printing including duplex and grey
scale.
• Business that apply timer switches
to non networked technology and
printers.
• Business that enable active power
management on desktops.
• Business that use electronic
recycled or second hand equipment.
• Business that has a policy for
recycling of electronic gadgets
properly.
• Business
that
adopts
and
implements recycling of ICT
equipment.
• Business that safely dispos ICT
electronic waste
• Business that ensures re-use of
equipment that is no longer required
but is still serviceable. If re-use is
not possible recycle or ensure green
disposal.

•

•

Business that purchase ICT
equipment only when is required.
Business that extends asset life of
ICT devices.
Business that considers leasing
agreement that requires suppliers to
take back equipment once the lease
has expired.
Business that acquire energy
efficient PCs (desktop & notebook
computers) and monitors with high
environmental rating.
Business that procure energy
efficient servers.
Business that procure energy
efficient
imaging
equipment,
including ink and laser printers,
multifunctional devices, copier, fax
machines and scanners.
Business that buy eco printing
software.
Business that use solid state drives.
Business that implements server
optimization in data centers.
Business that reduces cooling in the
data centers to appropriate levels
and increase the ambient room
temperature.
Business that identify servers and
data disks in the data centers that
are running but not providing any
services and decommission.
Business that specify low-power
consumption, low voltage servers
with high efficiency power supply
unit.

Defining the Membership Function (MF), Fuzzy Set and
Fuzzy Range
The EI model defined above applies Mamdani –Type
Fuzzy Inference. Mamdani's fuzzy inference method
(Mamdani, 1977)is the most commonly seen fuzzy
methodology as it is intuitive, it has wide spread acceptance
and above all it is well suited to human input. Mamdani's
method was among the first control systems built using fuzzy
set theory.
Membership Function (MF)
A membership function (MF) is a curve that defines how
each point in the input space is mapped to a membership
value (or degree of membership) between 0 and 1. The input
space is sometimes referred to as the universe of discourse, a
fancy name for a simple concept. Fig. 2 to Fig. 6 illustrates
the membership functions for the five inputs. Table 2
demonstrates the structural information about the ‘EI’ fuzzy
system.
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Table2: Structural Information of the EI Fuzzy system
Name
EI.fis
Type
mamdani
NumInputs
5
InLabels
Reduce
Recycle
Safe_Disposal
EE_Procurement
EE_Datacenter
NumOutputs
1
OutLabels
EI
NumRules
1083
AndMethod
min
OrMethod
max
ImpMethod
min
AggMethod
max
DefuzzMethod
centroid
Fig. 2 shows the membership function or input variable
‘Reduce’ represented using Gaussian curve.

[Input 3]
Name = 'Safe Disposal'
Range = [0 10]
NumMFs = 5
MF1 = 'seldom' : 'trimf', [-1 0 2]
MF2 = 'may' : 'trimf', [1.53 4]
MF3 = 'generally' : 'trimf', [2 5 7]
MF4 = 'often' : 'trimf', [5 7 9]
MF5 = 'usually; : 'trimf', [7 9 10]

Fig. 4: Membership Functions for Input 3 (Safe Disposal)

Membership functions for the input ‘EE_Procurement’is
depicted in Fig. 5 represented by Gaussian membership
curve.

[Input 1]
Name = 'Reduce'
Range = [0 10]
NumMFs = 5
MF1 = 'seldom' : 'gaussmf', [1.5 0]
MF2 = 'may' : 'gaussmf', [1.5 2]
MF3 = 'generally' : 'gaussmf', [1.5 5]
MF4 = 'often' : 'gaussmf', [1.5 7]
MF5 = 'usually' : 'gaussmf', [1.5 10]

[Input 4]
Name = 'EE_Procurement'
Range = [10 40]
NumMFs = 3
MF1 = 'low' : 'gaussmf', [2.5 10]
MF2 = 'moderate' : 'gaussmf', [2.5 25]
MF3 = 'high' : 'gaussmf', [2.5 40]

Fig. 2: Membership Functions for Input 1 (Reduce)

Fig. 3 illustrates the membership functions of the input
‘Recycle’ represented by Gaussian curve.

Fig. 5: Membership Functions for Input 4 (Energy Efficient
Procurement)

Finally Fig. 6 displays the membership function for the
input ‘EE_DataCenter’. Three membership functions are
defined under this input. The range of the values is defined
from 0 to 10. Gaussian curve is used to represent the
membership functions. Gaussian curve has the advantage of
being smooth and non-zero at all points.

[Input 2]
Name = 'Recycle'
Range = [0 10]
NumMFs = 3
MF1 = 'never' : 'gaussmf', [1.5 0]
MF2 = 'sometimes' : 'gaussmf', [1.5 5]
MF3 = 'always' : 'gaussmf', [1.5 10]

Fig. 3: Membership Functions for Input 2 (Recycle)
Fig. 4 shows the 5 membership functions of the input ‘Safe
Disposal’, which is displayed by the triangular membership.
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[Input 5]
Name = 'EE_DataCentre'
Range = [0 10]
NumMFs = 3
MF1 = 'low' : 'gaussmf', [1.6 0.1]
MF2 = 'moderate' : 'gaussmf', [1.27 5]
MF3 = 'high' : 'gaussmf', [1.27 8]

Fuzzy Inference Process comprises of five parts
I. Fuzzification of the input variables
II. Application of the fuzzy operator (AND or OR) in the antecedent
III. Implication from the antecedent to the consequent
IV. Aggregation of the consequents across the rules
V. Defuzzification

Fig. 7: Fuzzy Logic Rules for EI
Fig. 6: Membership Functions for Input 5 (Energy Efficient
Data Centers)

Output Quantized Values

The total number of membership functions for the input
values form a set of inputs for defining the output. According
to the number of membership functions the total number of
fuzzy sets that can be defined in this research paper areshown
in Table 3.

The rule surface in Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 shows the output
value for any combination of the two input values. In those
figures the quantized output 3D evaluation of EI in various
scenarios is illustrated.

Table 3: No. of Fuzzy Sets in each Criteria and total
combinations of fuzzy sets
Criteria
Reduce
Recycle
Safe Disposal
Energy Efficient Procurement
Energy Efficient Data Centers
Total combinations of the input

Fuzzy Set
5
3
5
3
3
1083

The fuzzy range of the EI performance suggested by the
experts are shown in the form of percentage (0 to 100 %) in
Table 4.
Table 4: Fuzzy Set range Definition of Input and Output
Criteria with member Functions
Reduce

Recycle

Safe Disposal

Energy
Efficient
Procurement
Energy
Efficient Data
Centres

Input Criteria
Usually(MF1)
Often (MF2)
Generally (MF3)
May (MF4)
Seldom (MF5)
Sometimes
(MF1)
Never (MF2)
Always (MF3)
Usually (MF1)
Often (MF2)
Generally (MF3)
May (MF4)
Seldom (MF5)
High (MF1)
Moderate (MF2)
Low (MF3)
High (MF1)
Moderate (MF2)
Low (MF3)

Output Criteria (EI)
0 : 10
Quantized Output (X)
Range : 0 to 100%
0 : 10

Fig. 8: 3D Surface Mapping of Inputs (Recycle and Reduce)
Versus Output (EI)

Very good
X >= 90 points
Good
X >= 75 points

0 :10

10 : 40
0 : 10

Normal
X >= 60 points
Poor
X >= 50 points
Very poor
X <30 points

Fuzzy Logic Inference
Fuzzy inference is the process of formulating the
mapping from a given input to an output using fuzzy logic.
The mapping then provides a basis from which decisions can
be made, or patterns discerned.
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inputs the system quantify the output so that it helps the
business to understand the impact of different factors on the
Environmental Intelligence of a business ecosystem. For
example in Fig. 12 the fuzzy input to reduce is 5[may
generally ], fuzzy input to recycle is 5 [sometimes], fuzzy
input to safe_disposal is 4.09 [generally often], fuzzy input to
EE_Procurement is 30.5 [moderate] and fuzzy input to
EE_datacenter is 5 [may generally often] and the crisp
defuzzified output is 50.1as depicted in Table 4.

Fuzzy Input [5 5 4.09 30.5 5]
Inference : Poor (Refer Table 4)

Quantized Output EI = 50.1

Fig. 9: 3D Surface Mapping of Inputs (Reduce and Safe
Disposal) Versus Output (EI)

Fig. 12: The quantized output with rule viewer

CONCLUSION
The major point highlighted by this research paper is the
identification of the role played by Environmental
Intelligence (EI) in strategic approach to carbon reduction
and sustainability. We establish the role of Big data driven
analytics to facilitate collaboration amongst widely varying
factors that impact business in the context of Green ICT.
These challenges are seen afresh, keeping Big data
technologies and their opportunities in mind. This research
extends and applies the GreenICT metrics framework in an
organization. This paper explores the possibilities
ofenhanced green performance to discover and develop new
business opportunities.This research explores the futuristic
issues that will be benefited by considering the value of Big
data driven technologies on the environmental performance
of a business ecosystem.

Fig. 10: 3D Surface Mapping of Inputs (Reduce and
EE_Procurement) Versus Output (EI)
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and its implications, while designing the final product
assembly. To increase design awareness on the AAM
processes, in this paper, we present a spatiotemporal discrete
mereotopology (DM), which formally represent the spatial,
temporal, and topological relations associated to an AAM
product design.
After this introduction, a literature review follows. In the
literature review, AAM and DM are briefly reviewed. Then,
the spatiotemporal DM concept is described in a generalized
context. The following section presents a realistic case study
to explain the feasibility of the presented formalism. Finally,
the conclusions and remaining research topics are
summarized in the concluding remarks.

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses a spatiotemporal discrete
mereotopology (DM) to represent the different folding stages
that are required in modern Assembled Additive
Manufacturing (AAM) product design. Spatiotemporal DM
is based on a Region Connection Calculus (RCC),
particularly RCC8D. The RCC8D is extended to represent
time dimension in this research. The time dimension is often
limited in the current product modeling formalism.
Particularly, in AAM, the intermediate process between the
final product assembly and the fabricated product design
should be modeled in a designer system simultaneously. In
this paper, the ‘box generating’ case is used to explain the
feasibility of the presented spatiotemporal DM formalism as
a case study. This case study confirms that the concept of
spatiotemporal DM can be used to represent an AAM
product design.

LITERATURE REVIEW
AM was introduced during late 1980’s. Kodama (1981)
first developed two AM methods. This field of AM or 3D
printing grew matured with contributions of various
researchers like Hull (1990) by developing stereolithography, Amon (1998) by proposing shape deposition
micro-casting technology, lately Javey et al. (2007) and
Freedman (2012) by developing the layer by layer approach.
One of the ongoing challenges in the layer by layer approach
is that it takes considerably long time to convert to a
producible shape from a CAD model. At the same time, AM
is dealing with the problem of slow build rate (Sun et al.,
2013). Because of the slow build rate, it became challenging
to adopt the AM technology for mass production. Depending
on the parts needed, other manufacturing processes may be
significantly faster. In order to solve these issues, a new
paradigm of AM was developed, aka AAM (Assembled
Additive Manufacturing). AAM adopted the origami based
technology (Deng & Chen, 2013) to manufacture products.
However, the technology of AAM is still facing some
challenges like the generalization of proper algorithms to
develop unfolded CAD models, dealing with more complex
shapes and models (Deng & Chen, 2013).
The process of representing design knowledge is often
case specific and requires more formal approach. Some
researchers like Kim et al. (2008, 2009) and Demoly et al.
(2012) use a mereotopological formal theory to build
ontology-based
design
knowledge
models.
The
mereotopological theory is to express the nature of regions

INTRODUCTION
Additive manufacturing or AM is relatively new
paradigm of manufacturing. Traditional manufacturing or
machining process works by removing the material from an
unshaped block; however, AM works by depositing materials
layer by layer. Although AM tried to solve some traditional
machining problems by increasing producibility; however,
AM is still facing ongoing challenges. According to Hague
(2013) “Existing CAD systems have shortcomings for
exploring the design freedoms of AM, new design system is
necessary.” Also Keane (2013) indicates “CAD is still
designed for traditional manufacturing routes such as
injection molding not for AM.” These statements indicate that
traditional CAD systems should be reconsidered to support
AM.
Assembled Additive Manufacturing (AAM), which is a
new AM paradigm, is a manufacturing process, mimicking
origami techniques. In this paradigm, a product (often a
unibody) is first fabricated and folded to form the final
structure. To represent this kind of AAM-based product
design, a separated or independent system for the folding
process simulation should be included in designer systems.
However, the current design formalism lacks the capability
of capturing the anticipated assembly (i.e., folding) processes
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and the entities that occupy them, and the interrelations
between regions. This theory is based on Mereology and
Topology. Mereology is a formal theory of parts and
associated concepts, which was introduced by Leśniewski
(1982). Mereology provides only a ‘part-whole’ relation, so
there is another theory that provides an ‘is-connected-to’
relation. This theory is known as topology. To express
entities that exist in other spaces besides the usual physical
one, region-based mereotopology theories were introduced
by Eschenbach (1994) and Kim (2008).
Different researchers considered mereotopology to
extend their research works in various directions. For
example, Smith (1996) demonstrates that mereotopological
ontology can be useful for formal representation by using
contact, connection, interiors, and holes. Kim et al. (2008,
2009) present mereotopological ontology that can provide
the assembly information of different mating parts of a
mechanical system. Gruhier et al. (2014) propose JANUS
(Joined Awareness and Understanding in assembly-oriented
design with mereotopology) theory, which qualitatively
illustrates
product-process
relationships
based
on
spatiotemporal mereotopology. Galton et al. (1999) propose
a mereotopological ontology for discrete space like pixels,
which is termed as DM (Discrete Mereotopology). Li and
Ying (2004) introduce Region Connection Calculus (RCC)
using DM. Randell et al. (2013) demonstrate the eight
connections of DM for the formulation of histological image
analysis and it is termed as RCC8D. Kontchakov et al.
(2014) utilize the RCC8D concept to analyze different
geometric shapes and the topological relations between them.
Kontchakov et al. (2009) develop topological logics for
Euclidian spaces with RCC. Beside these, RCC8D also aides
other research works like image processing and analysis
(Randell & Witkowski, 2006). In this paper, a spatiotemporal
DM approach to support AAM product design is presented.
For this approach, we extend RCC8D of Randell (2013).
RCC8D BASED SPATIOTEMPORAL
REPRESENTATION

Fig. 1 Spatial relation elaboration of RCC8D
Table 1 Fundamental mereotopological operators (Demoly et al.
2012)
Symbol Name
Symbol Name
∧
∨
:=
→
∃
¬

=

Equality

≡

Equivalence

∀
≠

Universal quantifier
Difference

∅

Empty region

Ι

Definite description

Here, we will explain the mathematical definition of
RCC8D relations. Definitions by Randell et al. (2013) are
utilized in this section. The definitions are represented with
the first order logic and symbols shown in Table 1. If two
discrete regions share a common part, then it is overlap (O);
however, neither of two overlapping regions is part of the
other, we have partial overlap (PO); There is no overlapping
region between them, it is said as discrete (DR). When the
regions are equal, then it is (EQ). The common region is also
known as parthood (P). See Equations 1 to 5

In this section, RCC8D, which is a discrete
mereotopology, is described first. Then, the time dimension
is included in RCC8D to form a spatiotemporal DM in this
section. The section also describes how the spatiotemporal
DM can be extended to topological entities.

𝐾(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝑋 ∩ 𝑌 ≠ 𝛷
𝑃𝐾(𝑋, 𝑌) 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝐾(𝑋, 𝑌) ¬𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) ¬𝑃(𝑌, 𝑋)
(2)
𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝑋 𝑌 𝑋 ≠ 𝛷
𝐷𝐵(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. ¬𝐾(𝑋, 𝑌)
𝐵𝐸(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) ∧ 𝑃(𝑌, 𝑋)
𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖 𝑥𝑦 (𝑥 𝑋 𝑦 𝑌 𝐴(𝑥, 𝑦))
𝐷𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. ¬𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌)
𝐵𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) ¬𝐾(𝑋, 𝑌)

Region Connection Calculus, RCC8D
RCC8D is a discrete version of Region Connection
Calculus by Randell et al. (2013). RCC8D is consisted with
eight basic relations as shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, (DC)
denotes disconnected, (EC) externally connected, (EQ)
equal, (PO) partially overlapping, (TPP) tangential proper
part, (TPPi) tangential proper part inverse, (NTPP) nontangential proper part, and (NTPPi) non-tangential proper
part inverse. In the subsequent section, these relations are
utilized to develop our spatiotemporal DM approach.

Logical
Conjunction
Logical
disjunction
Definition
Logical
implication
Existential
quantifier
Logical
negation

(1)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

If there is a connection between two discrete regions,
then it is connected (C). When the regions are disconnected
to each other, it is then disconnected (DC). If there is any
external connection between the regions, then it is known as
externally connected (EC). See Equations 5 to 8.
When two proper parts are externally connected and
tangent to each other, then it is known as tangential proper
parthood (TPP). Proper parthood (PP) and tangential proper
parthood (TPP) are defined in the following way:
𝑃𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) 𝑋 ≠ 𝑌
(9)
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𝑇𝑃𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡
𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝑃𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌)∃𝑍 (𝐵𝐶(𝑍, 𝑋) 𝐵𝐶(𝑍, 𝑌))(10)

generating’ case. In the second step, the topological entity
representations are demonstrated.

Inverse of (TPP) is (TPPi). If two proper parts are
externally connected; however, not tangent, then it is
(NTPP). Non-tangential proper part inverse (NTPPi) is the
inverse of (NTPP).

The AAM process of the ‘box generating’ case is
visualized in Figure 3. In the first step, the box model (which
is folded) is built in a CAD software. After that, in the
second step, an algorithm unfolds the box model and
prepares the STL-format model for fabrication. In the third
step, the unfolded model is fabricated by a 3D printer with a
layer-by-layer deposition technique. In the fourth step, the
unfolded physical model is prepared to be folded to form the
box. In the fifth step, all the faces, sides, and vertices are
mated and glued. In the final step, gluing is completed and
the final form of the complete box is prepared. For our case
study, an assumption is made, instead of taping, a permanent
bonding (e.g., adhesive bonding, laser welding) is used
between the faces, vertices and edges of the box.

𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑖(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝑇𝑃𝑃(𝑌, 𝑋)
(11)
𝑁𝑇𝑃𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝑃𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) ∧ ¬ 𝑍 (𝐵𝐶(𝑍, 𝑋) 𝐵𝐶(𝑍, 𝑌))
(12)
𝑁𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑖 (𝑋, 𝑌) ≡ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝑁𝑇𝑃𝑃(𝑌, 𝑋)
(13)
Spatiotemporal representation with RCC8D
In this section, RCC8D is extended to represent
topological, spatial, and temporal relations, which we call as
a spatiotemporal DM. Equation (14) illustrates an extended
definition of (EC) to include time dimension. In this
definition, at a time step 𝑡1′ , two discrete bodies are
connected (C) each other; however, they are not overlapping
(O).
𝐵𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌)⃒(𝑡 = 𝑡1′ ) ∶= 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝐶( 𝑋, 𝑌) ¬𝐾( 𝑋, 𝑌) (14)
Extending to topological entities
To incorporate this spatiotemporal DM in a designer
system, the formalism should be extended to more detailed
topological entity levels. Let’s consider two boxes with
vertices (v 1 , v 2 ) and edges (e 1 , e 2 ) as depicted in Figure 2.
After a certain time period t 1 , if two boxes are merged with
each other, along with the vertices and edges and if these
merging/mating entities are tangent, then that relation is
formulized by Equation (15). RCC8D mainly focuses on the
relations between the mating relationships of parts and has
limitations to properly represent the final product after
assembly (i.e., folding in AAM). Thus, in this research we
propose to use more fundamental mereotopological relations
(e.g., tangent T) presented by Kim et al. (2008) and Gruhier
et al. (2014) to represent the relations between topological
entities. When two parts are in contact along a planar surface,
then two parts are in tangent. Here, mat stands for mating
and App means Appears.

Box CAD
Model

Unfolded CAD
model

Unfolded box

Gluing is
completed to
form the box

Tangently
attached before
gluing

Folding has began

Fig. 3 Folding process of a ‘box generating’ case (Deng & Chen,
2013)

[∀(𝑝1 𝜦𝑝2 ) [∃𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑝 (𝑡, 𝑡1 )⇔𝐴𝑝𝑝 (𝑚𝑟𝑡(𝑣1 𝑻𝑣2 )𝚲(𝑝1 𝑻𝑝2 ))]
(15)
Fig. 4 Topological relation of folding process of the ‘box
generating’ case
In Figure 4, 𝑖𝑥𝑥 is yth face of Part x; 𝑣𝑥𝑥 is yth vertex of
Part x; 𝑝𝑥𝑥 is yth edge of Part x; 𝑝1 is Part 1; and t is
Fig. 2 Topological entity with time dimension

CASE STUDY
To explain the aforementioned formalism, a realistic
‘box generating’ case (Deng & Chen, 2013) is used in this
article. This formulation requires two steps. Firstly, discrete
mereotopological relations (i.e., RCC8D) are used to
represent the folding process of the discrete parts of the ‘box

assembly time. Figure 4 illustrates a 3D model and
topological entities of the ‘box generating’ case. As
illustrated in Figure 3, the box generating case is fabricated
as a unibody. However, the full volume is discretized into six
different parts to apply our formalism. We assume that the
six parts are connected by delicate links.
To model the time dimension, appropriate time interval
should be defined first. For this case, there are five time
steps. Equation 16 represents these five time steps. For
example, t 1 denotes the time interval when Part 1 mates with
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Part 2. Each time step is also divided into two sub-intervals.
For example,𝑡1 = 𝑡1′ + 𝑡1 ′′ the first sub-interval 𝑡1′ denotes
the time required to form an external connection between
face-to-face, edge-to-edge, as well as vertex-to-vertex. The
second sub-interval 𝑡1 ′′ denotes the time required to form a
permanent bond or a partial overlap. The different stages of
discrete mereotopological relations are explained based on
these time steps. In this article, the folding stages between
Part 1, Part 2, and Part 3 are selected for this illustration. The
stages are illustrated in Figures 5-a, 5-b, and 5-c.
𝑡1 , 𝑝1 mates with 𝑝2
⎧ 𝑡 , 𝑝 mates with 𝑝
2
⎪ 2 3
t= 𝑡3 , 𝑝4 mates with 𝑝2
⎨ 𝑡 , 𝑝 mates with 𝑝
2
⎪ 4 5
⎩ 𝑡5 , 𝑝6 mates with 𝑝1

Table 3 Spatiotemporal DM representation for stages between
Parts 1, 2, and 3

Spatiotemporal DM representation
𝐷𝐶( 𝑝3 , 𝑝2 ) ∶= 𝑟𝑝𝑖. ¬𝐶( 𝑝3 , 𝑝2 )

𝐵𝐶( 𝑝3 , 𝑝2 )⃒(𝑡 = 𝑡2 ′) ∶
= 𝑟𝑝𝑖. C( 𝑝3 , 𝑝2 ) ¬O( 𝑝3 , 𝑝2 )
𝑃𝐾( 𝑝3 , 𝑝2 ) ⃒(𝑡 = 𝑡2′′ )
≔ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝐾( 𝑝3 , 𝑝2 ) ¬𝑃( 𝑝3 , 𝑝2 )
¬𝑃( 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 )

(16)

𝐷𝐶( 𝑝3 , 𝑝1 ) ∶= 𝑟𝑝𝑖. ¬𝐶( 𝑝3 , 𝑝1 )

Stages of discrete mereotopological relations

𝐵𝐶( 𝑝3 , 𝑝1 )⃒(𝑡 = 𝑡2 ′) ∶
= 𝑟𝑝𝑖. C( 𝑝3 , 𝑝1 ) ¬O( 𝑝3 , 𝑝1 )

Part 1 and Part 2 are disconnected (DC) at the initial
stage. An external connection (EC) between Part 1 and Part 2
is formed within a time sub-interval 𝑡1 ′. After the formation
of external connection a partial overlap (i.e., permanent
bond) occurs within a time sub-interval 𝑡1′′ between Part 1
and Part 2. This scenario is described in Table 2.
Table 2 Spatiotemporal DM representation for stages between
Part 1 and Part 2

Spatiotemporal DM representation
𝐷𝐶( 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 ) ∶= 𝑟𝑝𝑖. ¬𝐶( 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 )
𝐵𝐶( 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 )⃒(𝑡 = 𝑡1 ′) ∶
= 𝑟𝑝𝑖. C( 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 ) ¬O( 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 )
𝑃𝐾( 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 ) ⃒(𝑡 = 𝑡1′′ )
≔ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝐾( 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 ) ¬𝑃( 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 )
¬𝑃( 𝑝2 , 𝑝1 )

Stages
Initial stage,
before external
connection
Secondary
stage, before
Partial overlap

𝑃𝐾( 𝑝3 , 𝑝1 ) ⃒(𝑡 = 𝑡2′′ )
≔ 𝑟𝑝𝑖. 𝐾( 𝑝3 , 𝑝1 ) ¬𝑃( 𝑝3 , 𝑝1 )
¬𝑃( 𝑝1 , 𝑝3 )

Stages
Initial stage,
before external
connection
Secondary
stage, before
Partial overlap

Partial Overlap
is completed
Initial stage,
before external
connection
Secondary
stage, before
Partial overlap
Partial Overlap
is completed

By the similar way, relations between other parts like
Part 3, Part 4, Part 5 and Part 6 can be represented with the
spatiotemporal DM.

Final stage,
Partial Overlap
is completed

In the next stage, Part 3 forms permanent bonding with
Part 2 and Part 1. At the initial stage, Part 3 is disconnected
(DC) to Part 2. An external connection (EC) between Part 3
and Part 2 is formed within a time sub-interval 𝑡2 ′. After the
formation of external connection, a partial overlap (i.e.,
permanent bond) occurs within a time sub-interval 𝑡2′′
between Part 3 and Part 2. After that, at a time subinterval 𝑡2 ′, Part 3 is externally connected to Part 1. Then
within a time sub-interval 𝑡′′2 , a partial overlap (PO) occurs
between Part 3 and Part 1. This scenario is described by
Table 3.

Fig. 5 Folding of Box in terms of spatiotemporal mereotopology
Topological entity representation

RCC8D is mostly concerned about the part-to-part
relations. For that reason, a topology level representation is
required to capture detailed topological entity relations.
In this section, face-to-face, edge-to-edge, and vertex-tovertex relations are discussed with the spatiotemporal
mereotopology. Remark that, we need more general
mereotopological relations, which is not available in
RCC8D.
At time step t 1 , face (𝑖12 ) of Part 1 mates with
face (𝑖24 ) of Part 2, edge (e 12 ) of Part 1 mates with edge
(e 24 ) of Part 2. Vertices (v 11 , v 12 ) of Part 1 mate with vertices
(v 24 , v 23 ) of Part 2 at this stage and it is illustrated by
Equation (17) and Figure 5 (b).
[∀(𝑝1 𝜦𝑝2 )[∃𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑝 (𝑡, 𝑡1 )⇔𝐴𝑝𝑝 (𝑚𝑟𝑡(𝑖12 𝑻𝑖24 )𝚲(𝑝12 𝑻𝑝24 )𝚲
(𝑣11 𝑻𝑣24 )𝛬(𝑣12 𝑻𝑣23 ))]
(18)
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[∀(𝑝1 𝜦𝑝2 𝜦𝑝3 )[∃𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑝 (𝑡, 𝑡2 )⇔𝐴𝑝𝑝 (𝑚𝑟𝑡(𝑖31 𝑻𝑖23 )𝚲
(𝑖13 𝑻𝑖34 )𝚲(𝑝31 𝑻𝑝23 )𝚲(𝑝13 𝑻𝑝34 )𝚲(𝑣12 𝑻𝑣23 𝑻𝑣34 )𝚲
(𝑣22 𝑻𝑣31 )𝚲(𝑣13 𝑻𝑣33 ))]
(18)
At time step t 2 , faces (f 31 , f 13 ) of Part 3 and Part 1 mate
with faces (f 23 , f 34 ) of Part 2 and Part 3, edges (e 31, e 13 ) of
Part 3 and Part 1 mate with edges (e 23 , e 34 ) of Part 2 and Part
3. Vertices (v 12 , v 13 ) of Part 1 mate with vertices (v 23 , v 22 ) of
Part 2 and vertices (v 34 , v 31 , v 33 ) of Part 3 at this stage. This
is illustrated by Equation (18) and Figure 5 (c).
[∀(𝑝1 𝜦𝑝2 𝜦𝑝4 )[∃𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑝 (𝑡, 𝑡3 )⇔𝐴𝑝𝑝 (𝑚𝑟𝑡(𝑖21 𝑻𝑖43 )𝚲
(𝑖11 𝑻𝑖44 )𝚲(𝑝21 𝑻𝑝43 )𝚲(𝑝11 𝑻𝑝44 )𝚲(𝑣11 𝑻𝑣24 𝑻𝑣43 )𝚲
(𝑣21 𝑻𝑣42 )𝚲(𝑣14 𝑻𝑣44 ))]
(19)
At time step t 3 , faces (f 21, f 11 ) of Part 2 and Part 1 mate
with faces (f 43 , f 44 ) of Part 4, edge (e 21 ) of Part 2 mates with
edges (e 43 , e 44 ) of Part 4 and edge (e 11 ) of Part 1. Vertices
(v 11 , v 14 ) of Part 1 mate with vertices (v 24 , v 21 ) of Part 2 and
vertices (v 43 , v 42 , v 44 ) of Part 4 at this stage. This is
illustrated by Equation (19) and Figure 5 (d).
[∀(𝑝2 𝜦𝑝3 𝜦𝑝4 𝜦𝑝5 )[∃𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑝 (𝑡, 𝑡4 )⇔𝐴𝑝𝑝 (𝑚𝑟𝑡(𝑖54 𝑻𝑖22 )𝚲
(𝑖51 𝑻𝑖42)𝚲(𝑖53 𝑻𝑖32 )𝚲(𝑝22 𝑻𝑝54 )𝚲(𝑝32 𝑻𝑝53 )𝚲(𝑝51 𝑻𝑝42 )𝚲
(𝑣42 𝑻𝑣21 𝑻𝑣54 )𝚲(𝑣22 𝑻𝑣31 𝑻𝑣53 )𝚲(𝑣32 𝑻𝑣52 )𝚲(𝑣41 𝑻𝑣51 ))]
(20)
At time step t 4 Parts 2, 3, 4 and 5 mate with each other
along with their faces, vertices and edges and this scenario is
illustrated by Equation (20) and Figure 5 (e).
[∀(𝑝1 𝜦𝑝3 𝜦𝑝4 𝜦𝑝5 𝜦𝑝6 )[∃𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑝 (𝑡, 𝑡5 )⇔𝐴𝑝𝑝 (𝑚𝑟𝑡(𝑖62 𝑻𝑖14 )
𝚲(𝑖52 𝑻𝑖64 )𝚲(𝑖61 𝑻𝑖41 )𝚲(𝑖63 𝑻𝑖33 )𝚲(𝑝61 𝑻𝑝41 )𝚲(𝑝62 𝑻𝑝14 )𝚲
(𝑝52 𝑻𝑝64 )𝚲(𝑝33 𝑻𝑝63 )𝚲(𝑣51 𝑻𝑣64 𝑻𝑣41 )𝚲(𝑣61 𝑻𝑣44 𝑻𝑣14 )𝚲
(𝑣62 𝑻𝑣33 𝑻𝑣13 )𝚲(𝑣52 𝑻𝑣63 𝑻𝑣32 ))]
(21)
When time step is t 5 , then Part 6 will mate with Part 1,
3, 4 and 5 through which faces, vertices and edges and it is
shown in Equation (21) and Figure 5 (f).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, the concept of spatiotemporal DM was
presented and illustrated with the ‘box generating’ case study
from Deng & Chen (2013). From this study, we conclude
that RCC8D can be extended to a spatiotemporal
representation, which can support AAM product design and
the assembly/folding process. Also, we noticed that
spatiotemporal DM alone is note adequate to represent
topological entity levels. More general mereotopological
relations were required to form a spatiotemporal DM
approach, which can be applicable to a product designer
system.
In future, the proposed spatiotemporal DM approach
will be extended to be integrated with a CAD system. Also, a
discretized body was considered for the formulation purpose
in this study. The strategy to develop the formulation for an
un-discretizeable body will be a future research topic.
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university level heavily depends on adequate preparation in
high school. The historic strength of the U.S. university
system to produce quality graduates that fill the ranks of
NASA and other STEM careers depends on the import of
talent from abroad as well as domestic talent, which seems to
be waning in STEM areas and are vital to the national
interest (U.S. Department of Education).
According to the U. S. Department of Education (ED),
few American students pursue fields in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) and there is an
inadequate pipeline of teachers that are skilled in these areas.
In fact, the ED claims that only 16 percent of American high
school seniors are proficient in mathematics and interested in
a STEM career, which is much too low to create a critical
mass of graduates in STEM careers, especially with only
50% of those who study STEM actually pursuing a career in
STEM (U.S. Department of Education, 2015). One of the
most pressing issues in education is the need to engage
students at a very early age with a trans-disciplinary
approach to critical thinking and problem solving using
modern pedagogy. In many cases, the fast-pace of emerging
technologies causes secondary educators to feel
overwhelmed, under-trained, and under-staffed.
Many
STEM education initiatives have attempted to address the
gap in education.
The issue persists despite a focused
approach in these key areas, because there has not yet been a
fully transdisciplinary approach to education that seamlessly
integrates the various academic disciplines.
We propose developing a virtual platform that SDPS
Next Generation can utilize to manage a broad base of
transdisciplinary support across collaborating universities,
anchored with SDPS student chapter organizations managed
by the DPSL at TAMUC. Official student organization and

ABSTRACT
Design and Process Science Lab (DPSL) serves as a
virtual platform training students to systematically model,
simulate, build, and launch Internet of Things (IoT) device
ventures by applying innovative design and process
principles with global engineering standards. SDPS Next
Generation can advance this transdisciplinary approach to
STEM education engaging universities and high schools with
government and corporate support. Best practices developed
by the NASA STEM initiative, European Union Erasmus
project, and Brazil-USA process modeling and simulation
methodology, are integrated into the program. The first
SDPS UAB student chapter is introduced, as part of a
network rollout of SDPS student chapters with a common
virtual platform managed by the DPSL. IoT devices can be
developed in the Cloud utilizing the DPSL virtual platform in
coordination with member SDPS universities. Investment
opportunity exists for franchising from government sources
promoting innovation such as SBIR and NSF, as well as
industry sources including AT&T and Google.
KEYWORDS: STEM, innovation, Internet of Things,
ventures, organization
INTRODUCTION
The United States helps drive the world economy with
investments in new technologies and discoveries made at an
unprecedented scale. In order for this type of innovation to
continue into the 21st century, knowledge must be
assimilated and applied effectively during critical years of
student development. The foundation of education at the
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social networking can help students get motivated about
learning the necessary STEM topics to obtain jobs in
industry, as well as provide jobs during venture
development. This can be achieved by providing the
education and training platform modules in the DPSL for
product innovation that could lead to venture development
upon graduation. This paper intends to provide a context to
develop an official vision for the DPSL to be discussed at the
Dallas Conference, reserving the details of implementation
based on the result of input from key members.
SBIR/STTR grants would increase from each member
university that utilizes the DPSL platform for innovation
management. Initially, we plan to focus our effort on IoT
product development, so that rapid prototyping of connected
devices would lead to unforeseen emergent properties. With
the explosion of smart devices that are readily available now,
students can learn how to connect these devices in a
multitude of innovative combinations that would invite
funding. Furthermore, the initial IoT focus of the DPSL
could make the learning curve less steep, allowing students
to find ways to connect together operationally working
devices to solve market demands, rather than attempting to
build a specific functionality for a component from scratch
that already exists in the market. Hence, our initial focus
would be to design, model, simulate, procure, and build a
network of components that promotes emergent properties
that may be of interest for investors or funding agencies.
The new Design and Process Science Lab (DPSL) at
Texas A&M-Commerce will enable multi-university
collaboration on STEM, papers, grants, and venture
development based on advances in product innovation tools,
techniques, and technology. We anticipate support and
guidance from organizations like NASA, NSF, IC2 Institute
at UT-Austin, AT&T, Raytheon, and Google. We plan to
build on these experiences in a novel way to leverage new
and emerging technologies such as Wolfram Connected
Devices and mobile application development environments.
By leveraging instructors, college student mentors, local
business, and industrial leaders, we will bring a diverse
perspective to high school education.
This study is
significant for its potential to provide a framework or even
creation of a template for integrating our communities in the
education of our future leaders.
The SDPS Next Generation will be able to leverage the
DPSL as a virtual platform that anchors IoT development
activity across universities. The ancillary benefits of DPSL is
the development of a STEM program model that will engage
groups of high school students in a multifaceted project. A
neighboring university program will leverage resources from
various disciplines in order to engage students in real-world,
hands-on projects that include concepts of design, modeling,
simulation, system integration, and product development.
The DPSL vision is founded on actual STEM experience
at the international, university, and local level. International
STEM work experience includes funding by the European
Union on the Searching for the Labours of Hercules program
(2014-1-TR01-KA201-012990) as part of Erasmus+.
National experience includes the NASA STEM Educator
Professional Development Collaborative and NASA
Outreach development at UAB during PhD Fellowship at the
Marshall Space Flight Center (Tanik U. J., 2006). The
current UAB Continuous-STEM program already works with

several high schools in the region. Other local experience
includes STEM Robotics experience with area high schools.
Together, this experience combined with SDPS work in
transdisciplinary areas since 1995 has provided the
foundation to launch the DPSL as a virtual platform to
network SDPS student chapters across universities. Cyberhighways of collaboration is anticipated with all forms of
modern communication methodologies with the common
goal of teaching STEM students IoT device product
development based on transdisciplinary principles coupled
with emerging technology as a novel pedagogy technique.
The DPSL can franchise the successful development
process of launching IoT device companies after perfecting
aspects of the virtual platform (Tanik, U, J., 2001, 2002,
2006, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2015). SDPS student chapters
established at each university will eventually be capable of
leveraging and sharing the unique resources available at each
university to support dozens of IoT venture development
activity. In addition to university resources, other locally
available capital resources will be available to use to help
students launch companies in a safe environment at low risk.
Eventually, the DPSL will facilitate the development of
university incubators from this virtual platform. These
incubators will have access to financial capital, as well as
university capital, which includes resources available to the
university that students can utilize to help launch their
company. University capital spans various forms of nonfinancial capital that already exists and under-utilized, such
as technology capital, technical capital, Intellectual capital,
as well as political capital. Thus, the traditional risks of
starting a company would naturally be minimized since the
university system can provide the various forms of capital
directly from campus or off-campus industry partners that
would otherwise be too costly to acquire in independent
market conditions. The university resources, when properly
organized and deployed through the DPSL virtual platform,
can promote efficiencies at the level of professional
incubators to facilitate product and venture collaboration in a
transdisciplinary multi-university environment.
DESIGN AND PROCESS SCIENCE LAB (DPSL) AS
FOUNDATION TO HELP STUDENTS LAUNCH IOT
DEVICE VENTURES
Texas A&M University-Commerce (TAMUC) has
established and funded an expansion of the Design and
Process Science Lab (DPSL), under the direction of Dr. Sang
C. Suh, Professor and Head of the Computer Science and
Engineering department. Dr. U. John Tanik will assist in
directing the research activity. New equipment is arriving in
2015 that will substantially expand the Lab's capability. With
support from TAMUC, students can contribute to research
funded by national and international organizations through
traditional sources like NSF, NASA, and NIH, and also new
sources such as SBIR and STTR grants.
A cyber-highway of collaboration and multi-university
resource optimization is planned, starting with the Texas and
Alabama corridors, and later expanding to South America,
Asia, and the European Union. Students will work with
Process Modeling, Simulation, Emulation and Enactment
tools integrated in P3tech, and Internet-of-Things (IoT)
design tools such as System Modeler in the Wolfram
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Framework(TM), to design, evaluate and implement cyberphysical systems meshed with Big Data artifacts driven by a
value-based engineering process (Gattaz Sobrinho, 2000;
Gattaz, 2001; Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011a;
Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011b; Fielder, Garrett,
& Gattaz Sobrinho, 2015; Fielder, Winchester, Penmetsa,
Gattaz, 2015). In support of these efforts, SDPS plans a
network of student chapters coordinated by process tools like
P3Tech and support from NASA. Cyber-physical systems,
Big Data, and Enterprise Engineering (Dietz, 2015) grants
and papers are now possible with anticipated STEM funding
of SDPS student chapters which creates research
opportunities for students, professors, and local companies
working in emerging trans-disciplinary fields.
The DPSL provides a multi-university platform to
educate and train students on how to combine resources and
emerging technologies innovatively. This novel pedagogy
can be achieved by utilizing emerging techniques, tools, and
technology compatible with the Wolfram Framework.
Eventually a network of SDPS student chapters coordinated
by process tools like P3Tech is planned with support from
NASA and other agencies. Spearheading this initiative, the
Wolfram Connected Devices Project facilitated by DPSL
enables students to learn how to build, market, and even sell
IoT devices, simply by learning how to design and interface
a network of Cyber-physical systems provided by hundreds
of companies curating thousands of IoT components. By
applying industry standards to innovative products, students
can also develop their career in a way that provides them the
opportunity to start their own business with anticipated
support from companies like AT&T before graduation. In
2016, Google will be a prospective investor in STEM
activity, since a $600 million Data Center is planned near
UAB, a partner with Texas A&M-Commerce on multiuniversity grants.

• Identifying relationship wastes, risks and
productivity through simulation;
• Identifying and developing new technological
interfaces;
• Identifying the need of new agents (roles) during
the relationship operation; and
• Identifying the need of new legal policies and
technological infrastructure during the relationship operation.
An organized, effective and efficient relationship
operation framework for R&D facilitates the identification of
managerial indicators for future operation command and
control. Therefore, the DPSL may rapidly develop the
necessary inputs for managing the relationship operation of
its strategy. For instance, metrics that represent the interoperability between demands, references, human and
technological resources; comparison between real and
expected knowledge sharing; the identification of
communities of interest; the identification of social,
economic, ecologic, space and cultural impacts of R&D on
local research (sustainability); could enable the management
of DPSL’s strategy.
Also, the strategy becomes a deterministic process that
can be calculated precisely with the network´s operations in a
sustainable manner. Thus, further modifications of R&D
investments are stimulated in governmental, academic and
industrial environments through the proposal of new policies
and programs for R&D activities development, needed
technology, and financial resources for new investments.
DPSL AS A RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
NETWORK HUB
The DPSL is a collaboration and cooperation network of
research and innovation that operates through inter- and
intra-organizational interactions and existing networks
among academic, government and private institutions. This
organization addresses the following network dynamics
challenges with the support of P3Tech methodology and
tools (Amato Neto, Catharino, & Gattaz, 2006; Gattaz,
Amato Neto, Catharino, Techima, & Coral, 2006; Gattaz,
2010; Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011a; Gattaz
Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011b; Gattaz, Amato Neto,
Gattaz Sobrinho, Boland, & Bangalore, 2011; Gattaz,
Cruvinel, & Piscopo, 2014):
• Sharing dynamics: the propagation of information
within the networks and how these networks
process information.
• Cooperation: the network structure, the details of
how the individual nodes and connections
propagate, receive and process information and how
these nodes, connections and network structures
change in time in response to these activities.
Cooperation extends the sharing action due to the
change of the agents’ cooperation behavior towards
synchronization among them.
• Collective Action: this challenge is even more
complex because it requires a cohesive group that is
determined to reach a goal. A collective type of
behavior (collaboration and cooperation) has been

SDPS VIRTUAL PLATFORM IMPROVING
INNOVATION MANAGEMENT

The Design and Process Science Lab (DPSL) can
provide SDPS Next Generation with the necessary Virtual
Platform to systematically manage the development of SDPS
student chapters that collaborate to train students how to
develop and launch IoT devices ventures with respect to the
mission of SDPS, aligned primarily with NASA, NSF, and
SBIR objectives with corporate support from AT&T and
Google anticipated.
The SDPS approach is to perform innovation
management training that emphasizes a value-driven
approach to resource management, with respect to advances
in the Industrial Internet impacting IoT product design (GE
Software) while:
• Defining the required synchronization and
alignment elements to achieve the pre-defined strategy
objectives;
• Identifying side-effects between these elements to
achieve the objective;
• Identifying the sharing of needed resources and
references required to achieve the objective;
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•

•

•

essential for its success (competitively). While
information sharing produces shared perception and
collaborative production results in shared creation,
collective action generates shared responsibility
(commitment and confidence), thus, uniting the user
identity with the identity of the group.
Simulation: institution managers should be able to
use tools to simulate various scenarios of resource
allocations and other constraints when making
decisions, thereby enjoying the versatility of
conducting many experiments testing different
parameters of interest without fear of making
mistakes. Making mistakes becomes cheaper and
students managing resources will not to be afraid of
error.
Learning: continuous learning can be achieved with
easy methods to store information and processes
that work. Measures such as minimum interaction
rules, individual autonomy and a flexible
organizational structure demand a new perspective
in which subjectivity, non-linear methods, and
understanding complement attempts at objectivity,
linear thought, and control.
Design Risks in Social Computing Systems:
explore, understand and make design decisions that
mitigate or prevent the risks presented on the design
space of complex social computing platforms.

relations toward the models of decision-making driven by
value added-based models (Value Based process
Engineering) (Amato Neto, Catharino, & Gattaz, 2006;
Gattaz, Amato Neto, Catharino, Techima, & Coral, 2006;
Gattaz, 2010; Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011a;
Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011b; Gattaz, Amato
Neto, Gattaz Sobrinho, Boland, & Bangalore, 2011; Gattaz,
Cruvinel, & Piscopo, 2014). These models have been
referenced in organisational modelling for analysis,
understanding, development and documentation of a
particular organization. In addition, these parameters have
contributed to the characterisation of a semantic for
information sharing on cooperation and collaborative
networks, sustainability and management based on Managing
as Designing approach (Boland Jr., 2008).

DPSL LEVERAGING INTERNATIONAL STEM
EXPERIENCE
Under the direction of Dr. Selay Arkün-Kocadere,
Hacettepe University Department of Computer Education
and Instructional Technologies will take part in a project
called Searching for the Labours of Hercules (2014-1-TR01KA201-012990) which is funded by EU as part of Erasmus+.
One of the outputs of the project is giving an open online
course to teachers in order for them to integrate technology
into learning and teaching process. Within this scope, an
online community which involves faculty from university
and teachers from various schools will be developed.
Teachers will be encouraged to share their technology
integrated lesson plans, materials, and experiences with their
colleagues. In this community, professors will also support
teachers and be responsible for continuation of the process.
Arkün-Kocadere and Aşkar (2013) suggested a model for
school-university partnership based on an online community.
In their research, they built an online community which
involves teachers, students and professors. The results of
their study showed that the implementation of the model
increased the interaction and was beneficial for all
stakeholders (Arkün-Kocadere & Aşkar, 2015). Teachers,
students and professors benefit through information
gathering, getting feedback, discussion, and reflection when
collaboration is facilitated by an online environment.

The design of business processes using P3Tech
methodology and tools leads to the following significant
points in the design, evaluation, and implementation of the
inter-relation between agents and connections (Value Based
process Engineering) (Amato Neto, Catharino, & Gattaz,
2006; Gattaz, Amato Neto, Catharino, Techima, & Coral,
2006; Gattaz, 2010; Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco,
2011a; Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011b; Gattaz,
Amato Neto, Gattaz Sobrinho, Boland, & Bangalore, 2011;
Gattaz, Cruvinel, & Piscopo, 2014):
• Identification, characterization, operationalization,
prioritization, and correlation of organizational
objectives through levels of satisfaction, origin,
stakeholders, function and domain variables;
constraints hierarchy of goals; ranking of goals;
differences between goals.
• Identification and characterization of the concepts
involved in or related to the implementation of a
reference, including the processes that support the
rule and that are triggered by it.
• Identification and characterization of required
information.
• Identification and characterization of a processes
hierarchy.
• Structuring
of
organizational
roles
and
responsibilities.
• Design of information systems for data checking
and analysis.

DPSL LEVERAGING UNIVERSITY STEM
EXPERIENCE
NASA STEM Educator Professional Development
Collaborative produces the most high school teachers in
Texas and the second highest producer in the U.S. This
NASA location serving the nation is an excellent resource for
NASA STEM initiatives near TAMUC. The ContinuousSTEM program in development at UAB works with several
high schools in the region. Experience developed by the
authors provides insight on best practices that can also be
applied to SDPS student chapter development to advance
STEM activity. The Robotics Experience STEM program

For the purpose of better communication, these main
attributes have been represented using a graphical model,
which is detailed in an unambiguous manner and
consolidates the different perceptions of network inter359

was developed at Bevill State Community College in
Sumiton, Alabama as an effort to maximize student success
in science and mathematics and reduce the high school dropout rates by engaging at-risk students in a hands-on summer
program. The program was designed to establish and
develop career pathways from high school to 2 and 4 year
college programs. The program was funded in 2011, 2012,
and 2013 through grants and local sponsors.
Full
scholarships were awarded to 15 area high school students in
grades 9-12 with selection priority given to students with atrisk indicators such as excessive absences, decline in grades,
or counselor recommendation. Participant selection was also
based on providing representation to various underrepresented groups including minorities, students with
special needs, and also gaining representation from various
county and city schools in the Walker County and Haleyville
areas.

scholarships are provided, as well as the process for applying
for financial need based programs. Many of the students
would be first generation college students and did not
necessarily have a knowledgeable support system at home.
The program coordinator facilitated support from the
local community. Representatives from Southern Company
Services presented current technology projects and a local
business owner discussed the path to self- employment. The
president of Stokes Educational Services demonstrated the
capabilities of a student friendly humanoid robot. Some area
teachers and principals made visits as part of an initiative to
begin STEM initiatives at their schools the following year.
Representatives from the Walker Area Community
Foundation attended the finale of the program which was a
competition and awards ceremony where the students were
rewarded for their creativity and teamwork.
Following the 2013 program, the program coordinator
administered participant surveys at 6 and 12 months after
program completion (Table 1). The survey responses
provided qualitative assessment data on the program
performance. The students were asked to provide selfassessment in a number of areas including their level of
interest in STEM fields, student attendance, and grades as
compared with before the STEM program. Students were
asked if they would recommend the program to a friend and
if they would be interested in attending the following year.
The data was archived for comparative use for future STEM
programs.

DPSL LEVERAGING HIGH SCHOOL STEM
EXPERIENCE
One of the primary objectives of the Robotics
Experience STEM program was to expose the students to a
diverse set of experiences that might ignite a passion to
pursue an area of STEM. These experiences included
completion of projects in a team environment as well as
completion of individual projects. In order to demonstrate
innovation through teamwork, students were asked to work
in teams to design, build, program, and test robotics projects
with LEGO Mindstorm Education kits. Students performed
at various levels of competence and positive reinforcement
was given through awards for teamwork, “positive spark”,
and “bright ideas.”
The students also completed an individual robotics
project which they were able to take home. This project
focused on individual skills such as soldering and circuit
troubleshooting. College student mentors were available to
work with a small group of participants to aid with the
learning process. The mentorship gave the students an
opportunity to ask questions on a more personal level.
The Consortium for Alabama Regional Center for
Automotive Manufacturing (CARCAM) is a group of 11
colleges in Alabama that partner together to prepare students
for a rewarding career in Automotive Manufacturing and
other related industries. CARCAM’s mission is to provide a
system to educate a highly-skilled employee pipeline for the
automotive and advanced manufacturing industries.
CARCAM provided financial support for the Robotics
Experience STEM program and each group of participants
toured a local automotive manufacturing facility and the
mechanical drafting department of the college. The tour of
the mechanical drafting department included the opportunity
for the students to drive NASA Great Moon-buggy race cars
that were designed and built by Bevill State Community
college students.
One objective of the Robotics Experience STEM
program was to establish and develop pathways for high
school students to 2 and 4 year colleges. A counselor met
with the students to discuss opportunities for dual enrollment
through the community college prior to high school
graduation. The counselor explained the need to start early
with college planning, the criteria for which academic

Table 1. Measures of Success of 2013 STEM Program
Success
Increase
Improved
Improved
Measure
Interest in
Attendance
Grades
STEM
2013
91%
64%
91%

STEM STUDENTS OBSERVING PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT WITH MOBILE DEVICES
SDPS student chapters and STEM centers in high
schools can be connected together with applications that
utilize mobile app technology to develop a membership base
that extends from the university using modern social
networking technology. The same mobile technology can be
used to operate IoT devices in novel ways. This approach
would modernize many aspects of STEM support from the
university by making the modules of the DPSL platform
accessible to a mobile platform for the younger generation to
benefit from the more experienced members in the
university. For example, as university students develop a
project according to IEEE standards, while following the
Rational Unified Process (RUP), STEM students could
observe the project from an app in real-time. Notifications
can be pushed to their mobile device every time the project
progresses. A highschool teacher could be the mediator and
answer questions regarding the actual project in progress,
after consulting with the university students to understand
the best way to present the detail to high school students.
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support of SDPS. We would like to thank TAMUC for
support of the Design and Process Science Lab. We would
also like to recognize several contributors that provided
funding for the Robotics Experience STEM program
including the non-profit Walker Area Community
Foundation, the Consortium for Alabama Regional Center
for Automotive Manufacturing (CARCAM), and the
Alabama Power Service Organization. We would like to
thank UAB for allowing the establishment of SDPS student
chapter as well as guidance from Dr. M. Tanik, the cofounder of SDPS.

DPSL MANAGING NETWORKED SDPS STUDENT
CHAPTERS
The Design and Process Science Lab (DPSL) is being
developed to manage the expansion of other SDPS student
chapters through a virtual platform that can provide STEM
services. Eventually, this platform may be able to facilitate
the transdisciplinary collaboration of members working on
design and process activities that promote product innovation
and venture development. The first SDPS student chapter
has been officially established at UAB with the following
website and constitution: http://sdpsuab.wix.com/sdpsuab.
A second official student organization is being established at
Texas A&M-Commerce that will collaborate with UAB on
STEM activity, as well as papers and grants. Others student
chapters are planned for development to spur further
collaboration and funding opportunities.
SDPS student chapters established at each university
will be capable of leveraging the university and related
resources available to support IoT venture development
activity. In addition to university resources, other locally
available capital resources will be available to use to help
students launch companies in a safe environment at low risk.
Eventually, the DPSL can facilitate the development of
university incubators for innovation and IoT ventures from
this virtual platform. These incubators will have access to
financial capital, as well as university capital, which serves
as resources available to the university that students can
utilize to help launch their company. University capital
includes technology capital, technical capital, Intellectual
capital, as well as political capital. This way students can
spend less financial capital of their own to launch their
company with university support and corporate support, as
provided by government or industry sources
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our approach, and subsequently elaborate how this approach
can address various challenges, risks, and issues of Cloud
Analytics. Finally, we present a representative case study that
offers a practical account of our approach dealing with the
Cloud Analytics in a real world scenario. We expound on the
people, process, and technology elements of the approach
and share our lessons learned from this use case. Finally, we
share number best practices we have cultivated with other
professionals in the field.

ABSTRACT
This paper outlines an EA-based approach to incorporate
Cloud-Analytics in digital enterprises. With the advent of Big
Data, Cloud-Analytics is set to play a pivotal role in sharing
analytical insights that go way beyond sharing of data and
platforms. Sharing of data in the Cloud opens up the doors to
various analytics that can be used by enterprises without the
overheads of a Big Data installation. However, CloudAnalytics needs to be carefully incorporated within the
Enterprise Architecture of the organization. Without the
backdrop of the EA, Cloud-Analytics has the risks such as
degenerating into stand-alone activity, siloed insights, and
contradictory intelligence in decision making. Here, we
introduce Cloud-Analytics, highlight the challenges and risks
associated with it and elaborate on the establishment of an
EA practice that can better handle Cloud-Analytics.

CLOUD AND BIG DATA ANALYTICS
Going deeper into the above definition reveals that the
Cloud is the basis for virtualization of resources, their
configurability, share-ability and scalability. Thus, Cloud
computing can easily form the basis for expanding Big data
Analytics on the Cloud. Those enterprises that were early
adopters of Cloud (Mind Tools, 2013), are now ideally
positioned to expand into the use of Big Data analytics on the
Cloud. The Cloud can be considered as an effective conduit
to deal with the ever-expanding deluge of data – especially in
the Big Data age. The key characteristics of Cloud (as
discussed by many, including Murugesan, 2009) can be
understood in the context of Big data analytics as follows:

INTRODUCTION TO CLOUD ANALYTICS
The Cloud is varyingly understood as a pool of
computing resources accessed via the Internet. Cloud
computing describes a system where users can connect to a
vast network of computing resources, data, and servers that
reside somewhere else, usually on the Internet, rather than on
a local machine or a LAN or in a data centre. The ease of
connectivity opens up the doors, in Cloud computing, for
many business opportunities other than resource sharing
(Hazra, 2012a). For example, instead of owning and using a
computing resource, the Cloud renders these resources as
utilities: something to be drawn upon depending on our needs
and ability to pay. After extracting the key elements and
characteristics of more than 20 cloud computing definitions,
Vaquero et al (2009) define Cloud as:
“Clouds [are] a large pool of easily usable and accessible
virtualized resources (such as hardware, development
platforms and/or services). These resources can be
dynamically reconfigured to adjust to a variable load (scale),
allowing also for an optimum resource utilization. This pool
of resources is typically exploited by a pay-per-use model in
which guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure Provider
by means of customized SLAs [service-level agreements]”
Our interest in these definitions is to incorporate a EAbased approach to incorporate Cloud-Analytics in business
processes associated with digital transformation. We start
with an introduction to Cloud Analytics – what it means to
the real world practitioners and why it matters. Once defined,
we distinguish the key elements of Cloud Analytics, present

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Cloud-computing allows access to capabilities and
services over the Internet. So, if Big data analytics
can be offered as a service, large number of
enterprises who do not have the capacity to own an
installation will be able to use the analytics.
Computers and storage are housed in one or more
huge, offsite data centres. This takes away the
pressure to host the Massive Parallel Processing
(MPP) capabilities over a large cluster of computers
– and secure them.
Clients and users don't own the computer or
software that is used to field their analytics. This
allows the provider of the analytical service
(vendor) to keep their installation updated with the
latest hardware, operating and analytical
applications.
Users pay for what they use, similar to how utilities
such as electricity, water, or telephone service work.
Big data analytics can thus be made scalable (for use
in large enterprises on demand, as also for Small
and Medium Enterprises – SMEs – for their
analytical insights)

We thus increasingly discover that Cloud-based
architecture shifts the focal point of data management away
from an enterprise and into the realms of ‘third-party’ who
are specialist vendors in Cloud computing. Thus, capacity
planning recedes in the background and enterprises can
continue to focus on growth (or handle shrinkage) without
undue concern from a data management perspective. This is
not to say that large enterprises need not be concerned about
where the data and is stored and how it is accessed. The shift
of emphasis to the cloud, however, opens up many
opportunities for enterprises in the Big Data age. This is not
only because of the size and unpredictability of both
structured and unstructured Big Data, but also the core need
to Big data analytics to correlate seemingly unrelated suites
of data and information. These information stores are
available on the Cloud and, thus, enterprise architectures of
modern digital business need to interweave Cloud in their
solutions. This is also the way to handle the exponential
growth of demand (for analytics and related business
intelligence) from various types of users. Often, different
users view the data differently – and look for different
patterns or different behavior the data presents. This element
of visualization is much easier to handle by professionals
with specific expertise in that area of data analytics and
informatics. These professionals aka data scientists are able
to make use of tools that support the use of data analytics in
cloud environments. Thus, while data storage and the
accompanying analytics were considered as two separate
entities, in the age of Cloud, both are closely intertwined with
each other. With the increasing sophistication in connectivity
and storage, it is now becoming feasible to undertake Big
Data analytics in the Cloud itself. This phenomenon changes
the way in which Digital businesses are organized and
operated. Table 1 lists the key cloud characteristics, what
they mean and their relevance to Big data analytics.
Successful implementation of analytics on the cloud requires
careful consideration of the Enterprise Architecture and the
way in which the cloud is positioned within EA.

Ubiquitous access

Over multiple
devices and in
many different
formats

Scalable

Can size up or
down depending
on needs of the
user (enterprise)

Economical

Utility-based
model allowing
users to procure
only that which
they want

Collaborative

Enables sharing
of data

Self Healing

Able to
reconfigure its
installation with
multiple points of
failure

Enable
provisioning
of decision
making
intelligence
in multiple
formats and
on many
devices
Frees up the
enterprise
from the
non-core
job of
capacity
planning
Highly
relevant for
users that
may be
interested in
Pay-perAnalytics
Vital for
Big data
analytics
based on
widely
varying data
suites
Eases the
opportunity
for
commodity
computing
(key precept
of Hadoop)

These aforementioned characteristics are opportunities in
the Big data space to provide dynamic visualization, data
virtualization, data consolidation and enhanced decision
making. For many decision makers, cost reduction or
containment are the key business drivers for leveraging cloud
computing. However, not everyone believes that Cloud can
replace part of their IT workforce as well as the management
of internal IT assets. In a recent Cutter IT Journal Blitstein
(2011) and other authors offer a comprehensive account of
many of the challenges CIOs encounter in their cloud
computing initiatives. These authors also share different
ways of establishing and managing cloud-related issues,
risks, and challenges. In our consulting engagements, many
CIOs and business leaders ask whether they should consider
a (brand-new if one does not already exist) cloud strategy and
potentially a cloud architecture that will facilitate cloud
implementations that will also benefit their business
intelligence (and analytics) initiatives. Another question that
is often asked relates to whether there is a real need to define
a cloud architecture that can facilitate leveraging the business
strategy and harnessing the due diligence of enterprise
architecture to prepare the blueprints or roadmaps for cloud
implementation. As we are committed to the use of EA in
Cloud-based analytics, we answer in the affirmative.
However, we start by understanding and explaining the
challenges associated with Big data analytics and then show

Table 1: Cloud Characteristics and its relevance to Big Data
Analytics
CElement
PA
PB
Cloud Characteristics What is means
Relevance
in Big Data
Analytics
User Centric
Single point of
Can provide
contact for User
analytical
insights in
user’s time
and space
Task Centric
Driven by the
Analytical
needs of the user
needs vary
rather than
vastly –
offering of the
requiring
application
highly
flexible
application
suite
Greater computability Large number of
Highly
interconnected
relevant for
computers
Big data
clusters for
Massive
Parallel
Processing
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how these challenges are better handled with a good
Enterprise Architecture.

Furthermore, moving from one Cloud service
provider to another can also be a challenge.
Privacy and confidentiality. Ensuring privacy and
confidentiality of data are key concerns for cloud
users. For instance, if a government agency presents
a subpoena to the third party that has possession of
your data to surrender your information, the third
party is less likely to contest the order to surrender
the data. If you had retained physical custody of the
data, at least you would be able to decide for
yourself whether to contest the order. In worst case
scenarios, you might not even be informed that your
documents have been released. Despite this
situation, it seems likely that much of our digital
information will be living in the clouds long before
such questions are resolved.

CHALLENGES OF BIG DATA ANALYTICS ON THE
CLOUD
While Table 1 highlights the key characteristics of
Cloud, there is also a need to consider the challenges arising
from these characteristics. Hayes (2008), and Murugesan
(2009) have discussed these challenges for Cloud computing.
Hazra (2012b) shares some important challenges in dealing
with cloud computing. Most of these challenges were
encountered while establishing a cloud architecture practice
for an enterprise. Thus, the characteristics shown in Table 1,
while offering value also require careful handling. Here we
examine these challenges in the context of undertaking
Cloud-Analytics:

INCORPORATING ANALYTICS IN THE CLOUD

Scalability. For those deploying software to run in
the cloud (for cloud applications), scalability is a
major issue. They need to marshal resources in such
a way that a program continues running smoothly
even as the number of users grows -- servers must
respond to hundreds or thousands of requests per
second, and the system must also coordinate
information coming from multiple sources. A
typical Hadoop cluster can run on commodity
computing – ranging from a few computers to a few
thousand computers. This adds to the challenge of
scalability from the Cloud vendor’s perspective.
Besides, its important to note that in CloudAnalytics, not all of the computing resources would
be under the control of the same organization.
User interfaces. A Web browser-based user
interface presents challenges of another kind. Over
the decades, the familiar window-and-menu layer of
the operating system has been fine-tuned to meet
user needs and expectations. Duplicating this
functionality inside a Web browser is a challenge,
and it has to be done in a comparatively primitive
Web computing development environment,
compared to creating a desktop application for
Windows assembled from a broad array of prebuilt
components.
Shifting Enterprise computing to the Cloud. In
Big data analytics, the need to integrate enterprise
applications with other data suites from multiple
vendors is very high. Cloud analytics is of most
value when enterprise applications are also on the
Cloud platform. Moving applications to a cloud may
need skills in multiple languages and operating
environments.
Open source development. Cloud computing
represents a competitive challenge to vendors of
shrink-wrap software. The open source movement
could also have a tough time adapting to the new
computing model and creating Web services to
compete with those offered by major corporate
players (e.g., Google).
Control and ownership. Allowing a third party to
take custody of personal documents raises tough
questions about control and ownership of data.

We have been cultivating the prospects of a cloudoriented enterprise architecture practice with a hope to
determine the value proposition of cloud architecture in a real
practice. Here we further share our experiences and lessons
learned. In establishing a cloud architecture practice, we
follow an approach very similar to what Rosen (2011)
discusses in his article.
To get started with the cloud architecture, our team
focused on understanding the business strategy, goals, and
objectives of the enterprise. Our primary intention was to
capture the vision as well as business policies that may
impact the implementation of cloud computing in addition to
the risks and issues associated with adopting cloud
computing concepts. We identified the following key
business drivers:
Lowering cost of deployment and operations
– in particular, analytical software and
applications
Increasing efficiency and productivity of
business users – by providing them with
timely intelligence that enables rapid decision
making
Improving the quality of service delivery – by
providing greater information about a client, a
situation or a competitor
Managing the IT assets -- with appropriate
level of security and threat management
Enhancing the response time for the users -with better customer satisfaction
With this initial exercise, we created an active matrix (a
matrix that helps decision makers evaluate risks against the
benefits) that is very similar to the cloud decision matrix
Rosen (2011) presents in his article. In addition, we decided
to emphasize on factors such as enterprise efficiency, its
overall agility or flexibility, as well as the potential of
applying innovation and improving collaboration across the
enterprise. This led us to recognize the server utilization,
server virtualization, and performance of the existing data
centers -- and subsequently to reverse engineer the
requirements appropriate for meeting the business needs for
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users across the enterprise. We identified a set of shared
resources and IT assets that can be considered as part of
enterprise architecture -- dedicated to establishing cloud
architecture. We recognized the significance of inherent and
existing business processes, components, and applications as
part of business architecture (again, a subset of enterprise
architecture) and revisited the business strategies to ascertain
the business and IT alignment -- and if necessary escalated
any relevant issues to the business and IT sponsors for
clarification.
As our next task, we created a set of blueprints that
represent the IT strategies identified in the previous task. We
considered security requirements, government agency
policies and regulations, as well as known constraints to
design and developed solution architectures and evaluated
the potential of cloud use from the solution architecture
perspective. This task allowed us not only to determine the
value of cloud implementation but also to evaluate the
potential of using private, public, or hybrid clouds -- and to
analyze the cost/benefits analyses for business sponsors.
At this point, we focused on establishing the principles
and guidelines as well as defining the architecturally
significant components for our enterprise. We also developed
a strong understanding of the cloud architecture elements that
can be mapped directly into three layers: service layer,
resource abstraction and control layer, and physical resource
layer. These three layers are depicted in the reference models
presented in the "US Government Cloud Computing
Technology Roadmap," published by the US National
Institute of Standards and Technology. In addition, we
invested on establishing a governance framework that can be
leveraged in enforcing the cloud architecture principles and
in vetting any major investments to be made in our cloud
implementations.
We are still capturing our lessons learned from this
ongoing initiative. So far, we have categorized our lessons
learned into three major areas: strategy, architectural
blueprints, and cloud implementation.
At the strategy level, the most important lesson learned
has been about integrating security goals, objectives, and
requirements as relevant and appropriate to business,
application, data, and infrastructure layers of the architecture
from the beginning. It is also important to prioritize the
security requirements in terms of risks, issues, and concerns
as well as the CSFs they pose to the cloud implementation.
At the architectural blueprints level, our primary
challenge has been in identifying the right set of standards,
tools, technology, and architectural best practices that be can
leveraged across the lifecycle of cloud adoption and
implementation. From our experience, we suggest keeping an
open mind, as the standards, technology, and best practices
are all evolving rapidly.
At the cloud implementation level, the lessons we have
learned are quite remarkable. Using a number of what-if
scenarios, we have created various solution options before
rolling out the cloud implementation, and in many cases,
achieved cost benefits as well as operational excellence. On
two occasions, we have helped the business leaders to make
informed decisions and avoid making substantial initial
investment for private clouds. At this point, we continue to
cultivate the cloud architecture practice and document our
lessons learned from this initiative.

Our primary intention behind creating this practice was
not necessarily to start yet another flavor of architecture
practice. Rather, our objective was directed toward
leveraging the benefits of cloud computing for Big data
analytics and inside the span of our enterprise architecture
and avoiding potential pitfalls of using cloud computing in
our enterprise without recognizing the big picture or
limitations of existing resources. We were also considering
how the cloud might improve or impede the productivity and
performance of the business.

Figure 1: Enterprise Architecture Elements in Cloud Analytics

In order to leverage the benefits of cloud computing
effectively, we started by preparing a simple charter that
aligns our business vision and mission to support the
"Federal Cloud Computing Strategy." We embraced its
"cloud first" policy. In order to avoid pitfalls or limitations of
cloud computing implementations, we decided to follow the
principles and guidelines of the US National Institute of
Standards and Technology and we instilled its "US
Government Cloud Computing Technology Roadmap" into
the foundational principles of our cloud architecture practice
charter. Furthermore, from the very beginning, we decided to
exert our research efforts in exploring the best practices and
cloud strategies published in trade journals, magazines, and
the Internet. Even today, we diligently investigate the
industry trends to learn as much as possible about the
emerging cloud computing vendors -- whether these vendors
are offering tools, services, storage, or security solutions for
cloud implementations.
In order to establish the practice effectively, we planned
to leverage a holistic and comprehensive approach that has
been cultivated over a period of time in building enterprise
architecture as well as business architecture practices. As
Figure 2 shows, we focused our efforts on performing four
specific sets of activities in the areas of strategic planning
and solution delivery:
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3.

Figure 2: Four phases of Cloud Adoption through Enablement
and Corresponding business value

1.

2.

Cloud Adoption: In this first phase, enterprises need to
do a self-assessment in terms of their Cloud-readiness
and their Big data strategies. Essentially, adoption is
driven by strategic requirements of business. During
this step, the known business drivers to define the value
proposition of Cloud-analytics is undertaken.
Additionally, we rely on the best practices for adopting
cloud computing as recognized in the industry. This
step helps us concentrate on the enterprise strategy as a
whole and resolve situations where business user(s) may
have a preconceived idea about Cloud as a replacement
for internal IT organization. We work closely with the
business units in making the business case to leverage
clouds effectively based on their business requirements
while conforming to federal "cloud first" policy. During
this step, it has been essential for us to keep an open
mind while analyzing the value of cloud computing to
support the goals and objectives of our business
strategy. We have observed two basic characteristics:
(1) business strategy guides the IT strategy that provides
opportunities for Cloud-analytics, and (2) the business
and IT strategies must be continuously aligned to
support ongoing operations.
Cloud Transition. Once all stakeholders have agreed to
the requirements in adoption, the enterprise can
initiative the transition process to the Cloud. It is
possible that there are some analytical applications that
the enterprise is using without the benefit of the Cloud.
In this step, we strategize for transitioning all data and
applications (including existing analytics, if there) to the
Cloud. Our primary attention during this step has been
directed toward extending the views, models, and
frameworks of business and IT architecture to
incorporate the value proposition of cloud computing.
In addition to espousing the reference models and
specifications from Federal Enterprise Architecture
(FEA) and Federal Segment Architecture Methodology
(FSAM), we consider scope, benefits, and limitations of
cloud computing architecture components such as
software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service
(PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) in

4.

formulating our cloud strategy. We also include the
identification of risks, issues, and challenges with each
of these architecture components as part of our efforts to
formulate the cloud strategy. As part of enterprise
architecture organization, we also identify critical
business applications and the associated business
processes -- and subsequently develop a set of cloud
transformation blueprints (during the next step). We use
the lessons learned from applying these blueprints to
review and modify (if appropriate) periodically the
cloud strategy.
Cloud Deployment. In this step, we work closely with
business portfolio, program management, and transition
and operations support organizations and associated
teams. Our primary intention in this step is to continue
helping business and IT teams identify, evaluate, and
select right cloud solution or service providers; prepare
and establish the (SLAs); and get the right set of IT
assets and resources allocated for the transition to the
cloud-based enterprise and subsequent operational
support for it. As a result, it is possible to deploy all
enterprise IT assets on the Cloud.
Cloud Enablement. In this step, we focus on helping
various business organizations and IT teams in their
initiatives to undertake Cloud analytics based on Cloud
deployment of the previous phase. We utilize our
strategic principles as well as cloud transformation
blueprints to enable an enterprise to undertake insightful
decision making based on the Cloud. A decision
framework similar to the one presented in Federal
Cloud Computing Strategy is followed. We actively
support information-, application-, and technologyfocused solution architecture development efforts to
offer transparency across architecture domains,
suggestions on utilization of insights and avoiding
potential pitfalls in cloud implementations.

During this cloud practice building initiative, we have
recorded our observations and lessons learned over the
above-mentioned four steps. Here are three areas where we
have made our vital observations and gathered some practical
lessons learned:
1. EA governance. While we avoided promoting the
concept of a brand new governance mechanism as
"cloud architecture governance," we have extended the
role of EA governance principles, guidelines,
frameworks, and models to establish and cultivate cloud
governance -- and we have engaged business and IT
teams to collaborate in this effort. We have also learned
that adopting a "cloud first" policy has helped us set the
expectations right for the stakeholders from the
beginning. This is particularly important in the Big data
analytics space where, without strong EA governance,
analytics can get easily out of hand.
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Successful Implementations, Cutter IT Journal, Vol.,
17, No. 11
Senge, P, 2001, Peter Senge and the learning
organization, viewed 06 Nov 2013,
http://infed.org/mobi/peter-senge-and-the-learningorganization/
Murugesan, S., (2009), “Cloud Computing: A New Paradigm
in IT”, Cutter Executive Report, Boston, USA, Data
Insight and Social BI Resource Center
Hayes, Brian. "Cloud Computing." Communications of the
ACM, Vol. 51, No 7, July 2008, pp. 9-11
Vaquero, Luis M. et al. "A Break in the Clouds: Towards a
Cloud Definition." ACM SIGCOMM Computer
Communication Review, Vol. 39, No. 1, January
2009
Rosen, M., (2011), "Enterprise Architecture for the Cloud",
Cutter IT Journal, Vol 24, No 7, EA Practice
Director, Cutter, Boston, USA

EA measurement and maturity. We started a
measurement program early in this initiative. We defined
a set of metrics starting from the business drivers,
business and IT strategies, as well as identified business
objectives and goals while creating the business case for
cloud computing and its adoption. We expounded these
metrics and associated parameters throughout the
lifecycle of the cloud architecture practice. This exercise
has enabled us to help business sponsors to make
informed decisions and to progressively mature the
cloud architecture -- its processes, principles, and
frameworks.
Focus shifts from strategy formulation to solution
deployment. While we are still deliberating whether the
adoption of cloud computing has become a paradigm
shift for our client organization, we have noticed a clear
shift in focus during the execution of the four steps in
cloud architecture practice. In the first two steps, our
focus has been directed toward identifying business
needs for clouds. And in the next two steps, we
concentrated on identifying the changes or
transformation it will require to implement cloud-based
solutions and to deploy right cloud solutions.

CONCLUSIONS
We outlined a practical EA-based approach to
incorporate Cloud-Analytics in digital enterprises. This
approach, validated through our practice, enables us to ease
enterprises into the Big data era by utilizing the capabilities
offered by the Cloud. At the same time, we also highlighted
the challenges emanating from Cloud computing and how a
good EA can help ameliorate these challenges. In particular,
we find the ability to share data for analytics on the Cloud as
a key feature of the Cloud that enables Big data analytics to
happen on the Cloud.
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Additionally, valuable products and services efficiently and
effectively delivered to a customer is the goal of every
profitable enterprise (Leung, Caswell, & Kamath, 2006).
An introductory example of the applicability of tools can
be seen in our healthcare system. The healthcare system is a
federation of city, county and state health entities (Ross,
2009).
The practitioners tend to work in function- or
program-specific silos of information and activity and
replicate a set of activities that could, in fact, be shared
services (Ross, 2009). Since there are many human elements
and processes in healthcare, value-based process modeling
tools such as P3tech are vital to the identification of key
customer “parameters of interest,” duplicate or unnecessary
processes, and helping to ameliorate inefficient processes.
Consequently, improved process efficiency saves money and
lives. Likewise, the electrical power grid is a combination
of publicly-owned utilities, privately-owned utilities,
municipalities, and individual power producers, all governed
by federal, state and local laws. These disparate entities must
work collectively, pooling their resources, to provide a
stable, reliable, and cost-effective power source to millions
of customers. Process modeling tools such as P3Tech can
be invaluable in depicting the multitude of integration points
and identifying opportunities for improvement in the overall
process.
The remainder of this paper will define process
modeling, identify tools used to facilitate modeling and
provide case studies showing the applicability of utilizing
P3Tech to model two existing engineering processes
associated with the electricity generation industry.
Additionally, information regarding the applicability of using
P3Tech in a virtual laboratory environment to facilitate the
development of products for the IOT (Internet of Things) by
STEM students is also included.

ABSTRACT
Modeling and simulation tools are critical elements in
the performance of modern engineering tasks and the
extension of engineering capabilities. Engineering tools
automate manual processes, integrate data and information
from disparate sources, model uncertain conditions, and
perform simulations in minutes compared to days or months
if done manually. Based on case studies that utilized
modeling tools to facilitate value-based process engineering,
this paper provides additional research regarding the efficacy
of P3Tech in a variety of engineering settings. In addition to
industrial applications, STEM students can utilize the Design
and Process Science Lab (DPSL) as a virtual platform to
model and simulate new product development using P3Tech.
The students can capture existing processes systematically
before actual implementation according to ideal parameters
of interest. SDPS Next Generation members could benefit
from teaching this tool for rapid-prototyping of IoT devices.

KEYWORDS: Value-based process engineering,
P3Tech, DPSL, IOT
Introduction
Tools and methods, as well as procedures for their
application, must generally be developed to provide a
semantic layer between the humans that must eventually
produce process engineering artifacts and the underlying
syntactic formalisms (Mills & Tanik, 2000). In contrast to
business administration processes, engineering processes are
highly specific and can include various heterogeneous
engineering tools to be integrated in an overall process and
project environment (Winkler, Schonbauer, & Biffl, 2014).
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Neto, Gattaz Sobrinho, Boland, & Bangalore, 2011; Gattaz,
Cruvinel, & Piscopo, 2014; Fielder, Winchester, Penmetsa,
Gattaz, 2015). As a result, a completed model that can be
placed “on-the-shelf,” never to be revisited, is difficult to
achieve since the actual reality on which the model is based
is continually evolving (Gattaz Sobrinho, 2000; Gattaz,
2001; Amato Neto, Catharino, & Gattaz, 2006; Gattaz,
Amato Neto, Catharino, Techima, & Coral, 2006; Gattaz,
2010; Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011a; Gattaz
Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011b; Gattaz, Amato Neto,
Gattaz Sobrinho, Boland, & Bangalore, 2011; Gattaz,
Cruvinel, & Piscopo, 2014; Fielder, Winchester, Penmetsa,
Gattaz, 2015).
The scope of process modeling may consist of an
individual engineering process or an entire system with
multiple processes. Oftentimes, due to resource constraints
and criticality, business and engineering processes are
prioritized with the highest priority processes being modeled
first followed by those considered lower priority in terms of
risk, revenue impact, people or environmental impact. From
a timing and cost standpoint, there is tremendous value in
modeling specific processes within a system rather than the
entire system. Process modeling tools provide engineers
with the flexibility to model individual components of the
solution and, when necessary, the entire solution. The case
studies listed in this research paper contain models of key
portions of an engineering process. They do not represent
the entire system.

Fig.1. People, Process, Tools and Solution

PROCESS MODELING
Process is a collection of operations or functions linked
together in order to produce a product (Boza, Hsu, &
Wyndrum, 1990). Process modeling is the representation of
new or existing processes in a visual manner to facilitate
analysis, improvement or simply to gather additional insight
into those processes. As indicated in Figure 1, people
(engineers) are required to think of new solutions, execute
processes, innovate and solve existing or emergent issues.
Processes are necessary to ensure repeatability which
distinguishes professional “engineering” from “ad hoc”
endeavors. Without process, design and delivery actions as
well as recovery are chaotic and error prone. Tools such as
P3Tech automate work for us, perform quality checks and
speed up the development and delivery of customer value.
People, executing processes and utilizing tools, create
valuable engineered solutions.
Processes often consist of inputs, outputs, references
(user guides, manuals, and texts), resources (human,
environmental and technical) as well as infrastructure
components such as computer networks. These process
elements are depicted in the various tools as visual symbols.
As part of the modeling effort, the symbols are pulled onto a
pallet, expounded upon, and linked together to describe the
process flow. Multiple iterations and reviews with key
domain knowledge holder(s) are required to ensure the
modeled process, a “controlled reality,” aligns with the realtime process, the “actual reality.” The modeled process must
be periodically refuted against actual reality. The actual
reality, symbolized and codified in the process model, is
unending. Unending means the actual reality and process
model continue to evolve and do not stop. Therefore,
modeling is different than a project which is finished when
the work has been implemented (Gattaz Sobrinho, 2000;
Gattaz, 2001; Amato Neto, Catharino, & Gattaz, 2006;
Gattaz, Amato Neto, Catharino, Techima, & Coral, 2006;
Gattaz, 2010; Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011a;
Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011b; Gattaz, Amato

PROCESS MODELING TOOLS
Business process modeling tools are utilized to
instantiate business and engineering processes into visual
models. Complex business processes such as those involved
in the delivery of electricity and healthcare contain a
multitude of inputs, decision points, human interfaces,
machine interfaces, and outputs. Business process tools
allow the various pathways that exist in the process to be
defined and automatically simulated to identify possible
failure points and less efficient areas.
Figure 2 provides three examples of process modeling
tools. The key differentiating factors amongst the tools
involve the utilization of a value-based methodology versus
activity-based methodology and the ability to generate
detailed metrics through automated simulation of the process.
Value-based tools such as P3Tech define the process in terms
of overall customer value(s). The “customer values” are at
the heart of the modeling effort. These customer “parameters
of interest” or “key value statements” provide the end-goal or
desired result from the process. An example of customer
parameters of interest may include increased sales, increased
knowledge acquisition, reduced production failure and
reduced employee attrition. All initial and intermediate
process values contribute and are traceable to the defined
parameters of interest.
This traceability helps ensure the
process generates the value for which it was undertaken.
Activity-based tools define the process in terms of a series of
actions or steps that produce a desired result. These are the
more traditional approaches and typically don’t infuse the
concept of “customer value” throughout the model. Instead,
these modeling tools simply capture and integrate all of the
actions that lead to a specific end deliverable. Other tools
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can also be utilized to create representations of process
models. However, the main disadvantage to these tools is
their static representation of the process flow. Because the
process depiction or model is static, it is difficult to
automatically simulate the process and automatically produce
metrics associated with the process. Thus, the static
representational tools provide less capability to utilize the
modeled information in key optimization decisions.
Tool Name
P3Tech

Arena

Microsoft Visio

inclusive and adaptive model is vital in capturing the nuances
and differences inherent in the problem domain (Gattaz
Sobrinho, 2000; Gattaz, 2001; Amato Neto, Catharino, &
Gattaz, 2006; Gattaz, Amato Neto, Catharino, Techima, &
Coral, 2006; Gattaz, 2010; Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, &
Pacheco, 2011a; Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz, & Pacheco, 2011b;
Gattaz, Amato Neto, Gattaz Sobrinho, Boland, & Bangalore,
2011; Gattaz, Cruvinel, & Piscopo, 2014; Fielder,
Winchester, Penmetsa, Gattaz, 2015). P3Tech® was able to
define an inclusive model.

Description
This tool is utilized to
model process flows. It uses a
value-based methodology to
capture process flows and can
also automatically simulate
the process.
This tool is utilized to
model process flows. It uses
an activity-based methodology
to capture process flows and
can
also
automatically
simulate the process.
This tool is utilized to
model
process
flows.
However, it creates a static
representation of the process
and
does
not
provide
automated simulation of the
and
automated
process
generation of metrics.

CASE STUDY 1
Case Study 1 (Figure 3) provides an excerpt from a
model of a back-up dispatch control system of an electricity
company. The model was created using P3Tech®. Control
systems exist to regulate the generation of electricity to
match the load demand of customers. Typical customers
include residential (individuals), commercial (shopping
malls, stores) and industrial (factories) as well as sales of
energy and transmission service to neighboring electrical
companies and cooperatives.
Excessive generation of
electricity results in waste (energy, fuel, byproducts, and
emissions) and high voltage issues since the electricity
generated cannot be stored. Inadequate generation of
electricity can result in power shortages and outages.
Therefore, a balance between the supply and demand curves
represents the ideal state of control (Fielder, Winchester,
Penmetsa, & Gattaz, 2015). Using P3Tech®, the team was
able to identify the key customer parameters of interest such
as improved error alerting, improved problem resolution,
improved audit responsiveness, and improved knowledge
capture. The parameters of interest are vital to the modeling
effort since they represent the ultimate value the customer
expects to derive from the process. All of the initial and
intermediate input values, output values and transitions
within the process are linked to the delivery of these key
parameters of interest. P3Tech® successfully demonstrated
its ability to connect various components of the model to the
defined parameters of interest.

Fig.2. Examples of Modeling/Simulation Tools

METHODOLOGY
The methodology associated with the two case studies in
this research paper required conducting several interviews
with the subject matter experts (domain knowledge holders).
Based on the interviews, models of portions of the business
process were created using P3Tech® and reviewed with the
domain knowledge holder(s). Feedback from the knowledge
holders was incorporated into the model and the modeling
process repeated multiple times. Modeling is an iterative
endeavor that progresses from an initial instantiation of the
process to a more complete model that accurately depicts the
process. The modeling, reviews and associated feedback,
depending on the complexity of the process, may take several
weeks to several months to complete.
During the modeling process, the team considered the
impact of complexity principles. For instance, according to
the complexity principles defined by Gattaz Sobrinho, Gattaz
and Pacheco in 2011, inclusion is a key aspect of complex
systems. The model must be inclusive and allow for the
many different possibilities and differentiation amongst the
inputs, infrastructure, outputs and references. This in turn
allows the model to be more adaptive to changes and reflect
the many existing experiences and different possible realities.
For instance, in the case of electricity dispatch, an input
request of 5 megawatts can have different process
implications when compared to a 50 megawatt request.
Megawatt requests of a larger magnitude may require a
dispatch to multiple power plants to satisfy the request. An
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and content on each drawing affect the bill of material
process. In addition to its ability to model the existing
process, P3Tech also allows the process to be simulated and
metrics automatically generated. Figure 5 provides a highlevel flow of the modeling through simulation process. After
the model is created and checked for errors, the model is
simulated and process metrics are generated. The metrics are
reviewed by the modeling team and the customer. Based on
the metrics, additional refinements are made to the model.
This process continues until the model more closely aligns
with reality. Figure 6 provides a listing of some of the initial
metrics from the bill of material process. The ability to
automatically compute duration and cost allows better
optimization decisions to be made. For instance, a large
amount of idle time in a process could be an indication that
resources are not being utilized as efficiently as possible.
Typical questions regarding efficient utilization of resources
may include the following: (a) Are human resources waiting
on inputs from upfront functions in order to perform their
work? (b) Are the human resources properly trained to
perform their work in a timely manner? (c) Are the network
resources causing congestion at strategic points in the
process? Likewise, the total duration or elapsed time
associated with the process can be a valuable metric in
determining if the process is achieving its target response
time and delivery goals. Based on these metrics, the
customer can adjust the model, simulate the model again,
review the metrics, and iterate the modeled process until the
desired targets are achieved or at least acceptable. The actual
reality can then be adjusted by training the human resources,
adding more human resources, increasing network capacity,
etc. until the point where the actual reality aligns with the
results depicted in the simulated model.

Fig.3. Parameters of Interest - P3Tech® Model
CASE STUDY 2
Case Study 2 (Figure 4) provides an excerpt from the
modeling of a bill of material (BOM) process of an electrical
substation.
The model was created using P3Tech®.
Electrical substations and associated parts are vital elements
in the delivery of electrical energy from the generation
source (coal plant, nuclear plant, and hydro plant) to the end
user (home owner, business owner, and manufacturer). A
substation consists of a number of complex parts including
conductors, transformers, capacitors, arresters, conduit,
foundations, and general fencing. The BOM is a list of all
the parts required to successfully construct or modify a
substation. An incorrect BOM can lead to expensive
construction delays as well as reliability issues if the wrong
part is utilized. The requirements of each substation will
vary depending on the number of customers served, the
electrical load requirements (refrigerators, stoves, air
conditioning and electric vehicles) of each customer, the type
of customer (industrial, residential, and commercial) and
other factors such as typical weather patterns in the area.
These are very complex and contextually sensitive variables
that affect the design of the substation and subsequently the
process and time required to generate the bill of material
(Fielder, Garrett, & Gattaz Sobrinho, 2015).
As indicated in Figure 4, P3Tech was utilized to define
the various engineering drawings (foundation, switchgear,
grounding, etc.) that serve as initial input values to the bill of
material process. The number of drawings, type of drawings

Fig.4. Subsection of a model - P3Tech® Model
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lead to SBIR or STTR grants for company formation. Thus,
systematic venture development methodologies for the age of
the Industrial internet can be taught with respect to
traditional and current rapid-prototyping methodologies.
STEM education at the university level for IoT device
construction can include the principles of engineering design,
including Axiomatic Design Theory (Suh, 2001), as well as
application of industry standards, such as IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers) and ACM (Association
for Computing Machinery) as recommended by SWEBOK
(Software Engineering Body of Knowledge). This standard
methodology will enable students in the STEM disciplines to
learn the principles of engineering as part of their education,
while learning the tools for modeling and simulation of the
construction process. Process modeling and simulation tools
will provide clarity and technology independence during the
conceptual design process based on existing captured
models. This approach encourages students to find and
model existing processes for product development, prior to
actually modeling the process for their new IoT innovative
product. Thus, their training begins with modeling existing
processes until they are ready to build their desired type of
IoT device.
The virtual platform provided by DPSL can enable
students to collaborate with universities, companies, and high
schools during the capture of existing generic processes.
Students can build a model for device construction using any
source (textbook, online, etc.) as a local library of processes
for subsequent simulation with various scenarios. The
simulations can take into consideration engineering,
business, education, and training issues, as students toggle
different toolkits, BOM, and principles to determine ideal
IoT device implementation patterns. Security considerations
for the networked devices can be achieved systematically
using this methodology for power, medical, or any other
mission-critical application.

Fig.5. Modeling Flow

Fig. 6. Example Simulation Results from P3 Tech

P3TECH CASE STUDIES LEADING TO RAPIDPROTOTYPING POTENTIAL IN IOT PRODUCT
DESIGN
Learning industry best practices and industry standards
are important for students interested in device innovation and
IoT venture development at low-risk. The DPSL platform
provides such opportunities for core-competency training for
STEM careers in industry, as well as venture development in
the Industrial Internet Age, by optimizing the management
process of multi-university resources similar to a virtual
incubator. P3Tech modeling and simulation can educate and
train students who are learning how to improve the product
design process. In the case of IoT connected devices with
unforeseen emergent properties, students will learn to
consider many parameters of interest addressed by the tool,
streamlining intellectual control over technology explosion.
While this paper emphasizes the utilization of P3Tech to
capture existing business processes, students interested in
rapid-prototyping may be able to leverage an existing process
as the starting point in their IoT device development process
to logically assign actual resources to development to
optimize the parameters of interest during the product
development process.
In turn, the resultant model and simulation activity can
be used to attract grants and prepare papers for publication.
The two case studies in this article show how an existing
process can be captured for a power company application,
but have wider application given the lessons learned over
two semesters of work. Similarly, students in the Design and
Process Science Lab (DPSL) at TAMUC may be able to
utilize modeling and simulation techniques to observe and
capture best practices for IoT device development that can

CONCLUSION
Process modeling tools such as P3Tech are vital in the
modeling of real-life processes such as the electrical back-up
generation dispatch control and the bill of material. The
modeling tools provide a visual representation of the process.
The ability to visualize the process provides an effective
mechanism to train human resources on the process.
Additionally, the modeling tools enable automated
simulation of the process and generation of metrics. The
ability to simulate the modeled process allows changes to be
made in a ‘test mode” before instantiation in the real-life
production environment. This saves money and reduces risk
for the organization. As previously noted, the ability to
deliver solutions within cost, time and reliability constraints
is a key tenet of modern engineering. In conclusion, the
work completed for the case studies confirms the efficacy of
value-driven modeling and simulation using p3Tech with
potential applications in rapid-prototyping of IoT devices in
the DPSL at TAMUC. Next Generation SDPS members
could benefit from exploring this tool for similar applications
in STEM teaching of the design process in SDPS student
chapters.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
In the future, additional research must be conducted in
the modeling of existing and new processes using tools such
as P3Tech. These additional modeling case studies will help
further solidify the usefulness of modeling to industry and
educational processes. Additionally, it would be great to see
continued research into process modeling tools and their
ability to facilitate IoT device development.
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ABSTRACT

collaborative work encompasses a mult-university effort
including contribution from Interdisciplinary Engineering,
Electrical and Computer Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, Business Administration, Computer Science
and Information Systems. As can be seen in Table 1, we can
see the definitions of Disciplinarity, Unidisciplinarity,
Multidisciplinarity,
Interdisciplinarity,
and
Transdisciplinarity as defined in the report (Health, Sciences,
Studies, & Council., 2014). It is important to understand the
paradigm of transdisciplinary thinking in order to develop a
coherent methodology to introduce new technologies into the
STEM curriculum. We accomplish this goal through a
common virtual platform called the Design and Process
Science Lab (DPSL) which facilitates collaboration across
universities via SDPS student chapters.
SDPS Next Generation, who will continue to run SDPS
mission, is positioned to lead the effort to educate and train
STEM students through the DPSL. Developing Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
disciplines have evolved from unique disciplines isolated in
silos to overlapping transdisciplinary knowledge networks
that spark new forms of innovation. The report published by
the National Academies Press entitled “Convergence:
Facilitating Transdisciplinary Integration of Life Sciences,
Physical Sciences, Engineering, and Beyond” states in
“Conclusion: Convergence is a process that leads to
significant advances in fundamental knowledge, the creation
of new, problem-driven solutions, and strategies for
educating the next generation of STEM professionals”.

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) disciplines have evolved from isolated disciplines to
transdisciplinary knowledge networks that spark new forms
of innovation. The Society for Design and Process (SDPS) is
one of the first organizations to promote disciplinary
integration for innovation in design and process science.
Since its inception in 1995, SDPS has portended a
convergent future for the 21st Century, decades before the
Industrial Internet revolution began in 2014. Now we
observe new technologies on the horizon spearheaded by
Wolfram, ushering in a new age of learning that will make it
possible to teach innovation through a new pedagogical
paradigm introducing transdisciplinary convergence into the
modern 21st century curriculum. We provide examples of
IoT technology enabled by Wolfram, including Wolfram
System Modeler, mobile application development with
Appery, and the Wolfram API to facilitate the Wolfram
Connected Device Project for students participating in the
DPSL virtual platform.
Keywords: Educational technology, Convergence,
Mobile applications, STEM, Wolfram Framework.
CONVERGENCE TOWARDS TRANSDISIPLINARITY
IN STEM
Convergence of disciplinary knowledge can be truly
reached through transdisciplinary melding of disciplines. Our
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Table 8 Disciplinary Definitions (Health, Sciences, Studies, & Council., 2014)
Topic
Disciplinarity

Unidisciplinarity
Multidisciplinarity

Interdisciplinarity

Transdisciplinarity

National Academies Press Definition
refers to a particular branch of learning or body of knowledge whose defining elements—such as objects and subjects of study, phenomena,
assumptions, epistemology, concepts, theories, and methods—distinguish it from other knowledge formations. Biology and chemistry, for
example, are separate domains typically segmented into departments in academic
institutions.
is a process in which researchers from a single discipline, field, or area of established research and education practice work singly or
collaboratively to study an object or to address a common question, problem, topic, or theme.
juxtaposes two or more disciplines focused on a question, problem, topic, or theme. Juxtaposition fosters wider information, knowledge,
and methods, but disciplines remain separate and the existing structure of knowledge is not questioned. Individuals and even members of a
team working on a common problem such as environmental sustainability or a public health initiative would work separately, and their
results typically would be issued separately or compiled in encyclopedic alignment rather than synthesized.
integrates information, data, methods, tools, concepts, and/or theories from two or more disciplines focused on a complex question,
problem, topic, or theme. The scope and goals of research programs range from incorporating borrowed tools and methods and integrating
them into the practice of another discipline to generating a new conceptual framework or theoretical explanation and large-scale initiatives.
The key defining concept of interdisciplinarity is integration, a blending
of diverse inputs that differs from and is more than the simple sum of the parts. Individuals may work alone, but increasingly research is
team-based. Collaboration introduces social integration into the process, requiring attention to project management and dynamics of
communication.
transcends disciplinary approaches through more comprehensive frameworks, including the synthetic paradigms of general systems theory
and sustainability, as well as the shift from a disease model to a new paradigm of health and wellness. In the late 20th century, it also
became aligned with problem-oriented research that crosses the boundaries of both academic and public and private spheres. In this second
connotation, mutual learning, joint work, and knowledge integration are key to solving “real-world” problems. The construct goes beyond
interdisciplinary combinations of existing approaches to foster new worldviews or domains.

STEM IN A GLOBAL TRANSDISCIPLINARY
ORGANIZATION
The Society for Design and Process (SDPS) is a
transdisciplinary organization, one of the first of its kind
(Society for Design and Process Science, n.d.). Since its
inception in 1995, it portended a convergent future for the
21st Century decades before the Industrial Internet revolution
began in 2014 (Industrial Internet Consortium, 2015).
Convergent solutions are making disciplinary distinctions
melt away, leaving a gel of creative energy that leads to
solutions are making disciplinary distinctions melt away,
leaving a gel of creative energy that leads to unforeseen
innovations and technological revolutions. In fact, the vision
and scope of the SDPS charters states explicitly that “It is the
vision of this Society to be a catalyst for change, enabling the
discovery of new approaches that lead to alternative solutions
for the increasingly complex problems that face civilization.”
Nobel Prize winners like Steven Weinberg and Herbert
Simon have contributed to SDPS with the backing of Medal
of Technology winner, George Kozmetzky. As the old guard
makes way to the new in 2015, SDPS next generation
members plan to develop new initiatives in STEM that will
harness the full power of the Industrial Internet. Leading
members of the board in recent conferences believe that
finding new ways to revolutionize STEM curriculums at the
university and 9-12 level can be done very effectively by
spearheading development in Wolfram Mathematica
(Wolfram, 2015) and process architecture tools like p3tech
that use a value-driven engineering process approach
(Fielder, Garrett, Gattaz Sobrinho, 2015; Gattaz Sobrinho,
Gattaz, Pacheco, 2011 (a and b); Gattaz, 2001; Gattaz
Sobrinho, 2000). This tool is so multi-faceted in its
paradigm of connectivity that it makes it possible to
introduce innovation to STEM students at all levels – even
offered as a one-stop solution to learning about how to
structure their ideas in all things quantitative. The valuedriven engineering process approach applies 24 principles
that are vital in the assessment of complex problem domains
within the process of modeling, simulating, emulating and
acting the states of business values in consideration (Gattaz

Sobrinho, Gattaz, Pacheco, 2011 (a and b); Gattaz, 2001;
Gattaz Sobrinho, 2000). Therefore, we consider how to
introduce Wolfram technology with process tools into a
curriculum that encourages transdisciplinary thinking
through principles of convergence.
WOLFRAM MATHEMATICA SUPPORT FOR STEM
Mathematica is a high level language that makes it
possible for students to learn the basics of mathematical
concepts (See Table 9 2). It has a technology called
Computable Document Format (CDF) that enables
interactive documents to be created. There are nearly 5000
built-in functions that save time for students to get started.
The real-time database can handle high variety, high volume,
and high speed data as defined by Big Data. Mathematica
provides intuitive parallel computing capability to students
who do not know anything about parallel computing. Over
150,000 examples are available, so students do not need to
start from scratch.
Table 9 Wolfram Mathematica Features and Benefits
Mathematica
Features

Benefits

High level language

Could be learned quickly by users

CDF

Interactive documents could be created

~5000 built-in function

Saves time

Real-time database

could be done analyze dynamic big data

Very easy parallel
computing

Users can get benefit of all computational
power without learning any parallel computing

150,000+ examples
available

No need for starting from scratch

2

All the product
http://www.wolfram.com/
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data

are

extracted

from

MATHEMATICA EXAMPLE: QUANTUM
COMPUTING
One of the easiest methods to represent Quantum
Computation is done by quantum circuits. Quantum circuits
explain the process applied to the qubits. In Fig. 2, there are
two qubits with Hadamard and CNOT gate. After gates are
applied qubits are measured and shown in the graph. First
qubit’s value is |1⟩, second qubit is 2(|1⟩ + |0⟩), and they
are entangled.
Measurement graphs show the probability distribution.
Most probable solutions |1,1⟩ and |0,0⟩ which is expected
result after CNOT gate.

done in small parts. Students can create their own private
cloud, which is a good place for students to work collectively
on homework. Students can communicate with interactive
documents, allowing computable document format (CDF) to
give more realistic results.

Table 11 Wolfram Discovery Platform
Discovery Platform

Fig. 2 Quantum Computing using MATHEMATICA

WOLFRAM PROGRAMMING CLOUD SUPPORT
FOR STEM
Wolfram Cloud provides high efficiency computation
that allows students to devise high-computation solutions for
complicated problems on inexpensive computer platforms
(See Table 10). Programming Cloud can be done directly on
the Web, making it very portable and cross platform. A
student can create an instant API and saved APIs could save
time in class. Cloud programming allows students to call API
from other languages, enabling written code to be reused
(Wolfram Alpha, 2015). The capability to embed in
webpages enables teaching from fully interactive websites.
Table 10 Wolfram Programming Cloud
Programming Cloud
Features

Benefits

High efficiency computation

Big problems solved with cheap PCs

On the web

Portable and cross platform

Create an instant API

Saved APIs saves class time

Call from other languages

Written codes reused

Embed in webpages

For teaching fully interactive websites
could be created

The magic of symbolic
deployment

Using symbolic language makes codes
similar to math equations

Features

Benefits

Rapid prototyping

Creativity of the students sharpened

Seamless workgroup sharing

Collaboration vital for any work

Data from anywhere – Including
devices

Obtained experimental data analyzed

Create modular symbolic
components

Big projects done by smaller pieces

Your own private cloud

Private clouds good place for homework

Communicate with interactive
documents

CDF precise dynamic results than any
other document format

WOLFRAM DATA SCIENCE PLATFORM SUPPORT
FOR STEM
The Wolfram Data Science Platform allows importing
data semantically so there is no need to learn new commands
(See Table 12). Students can connect to external databases,
which allow students to use specified private databases. The
results in the Data Science Platform are not just strings and
numbers, so analyzing data is easier with built-in images and
graphs. The platform can read hundreds of format, so many
database structures can be considered for calculation. Data
can be maintained in tables or hierarchies, so the symbolic
data representation can handle SQL tables. Machine learning
is supported, so developing engines for specific purposes
would be easier.
Table 12 Wolfram Data Science Platform
Data Science Platform

WOLFRAM DISCOVERY PLATFORM SUPPORT
FOR STEM
The Wolfram Discovery Platform rapid prototyping
ability enables students to sharpen their creativity (See Table
11). Seamless workgroup sharing makes it easier for students
to form collaborative teams. Big data sources provide
excellent experimental data for analysis. Students can create
modular symbolic components enabling large projects to be
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Features

Benefits

Import data semantically

No need to learn new commands

Connect to external databases

Specified private databases.

Not just string & numbers

Analyzing data is easier with built-in
images, graphs, etc.

Read hundreds of formats

Feature covers more database structure to
consider for calculation

Data in tables or hierarchies

Symbolic data representation handles
SQL (widely used database) tables.

Machine learning

Developing engines for specific purposes
easier

WOLFRAM FINANCE PLATFORM SUPPORT FOR
STEM
Wolfram Finance Platform can compute using the
world’s largest set of algorithms (See Table 13). It has an
advanced integrated development environment enabling
access to all Mathematica tools. Real-time data can be
gathered from the finance world. High performance
computing allows for parallelization of the CPU and GPU for
sophisticated calculations by business students. Computation
–driven reports can be done automatically, simplifying the
task of quality reporting for students.
Table 13 Finance Platform
Finance Platform
Features

Benefits

Computation

World’s largest set of algorithms

Advanced integrated
development environment

All Mathematica tools available

Real-time data

Data gathered from finance world directly

High performance
computing

Using CPU with GPU and parallel
computing

Computation-Driven report

Automatic report generation from realtime data

Standalone Simulation
Executables

These could be used demonstration in class,
and students could play with them to get
more experience about topic

WOLFRAM ADVANTAGES TESTED FOR
TRANSDISCIPLINARY STEM TEACHING
Reports could be written like word processors by
Mathematica. These documents (CDF) can be dynamically
manipulated to focus on disciplinary understand instead of
mechanical coding, instead of relying on static
documentation to convey concepts.
In Fig. 3, sinus
function’s behavior with respect to its arguments is shown in
dynamic CDF.

WOLFRAM SYSTEM MODELER SUPPORT FOR
STEM
Wolfram System Modeler has drag and drop modeling
capability that requires no coding ability (See Table 14). The
simulation and virtual experimentation in advance saves time
and money spent on equipment. Library Store provides
reusable tools and source code for students to test. Modelica
Standard Libraries provides students a playground of options.
Standalone simulation executables are provided that could be
used for demonstrations in class and experiential play time.

Fig. 3 Computable Document Format (CDF) allows dynamic
manipulation capability

Any formatted document could be converted to a slideshow with one click by Mathematica. One of the template
snapshot is given below (See Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Mathematica formatted document converted to a slideshow with one-click
Table 14 Wolfram System Modeler
System Modeler
Features

Benefits

Drag and Drop Modeling

Requires no coding ability

Simulation &
Experimentation

Saves money which is required by
equipment

Library Store

Reusable tools and source codes (Paid and
Free) creates more time for actual project

Hierarchical Modeling

Real simulation of complex systems
reduced

Use of natural language is possible when coding in
Mathematica. With this feature, simple tasks could be done
without coding as shown in Fig. 5.

Modelica Standard Libraries Built in library makes a playground for new
users
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Fig. 5 Mathematica can readily producing a circle with
intuitive English command.

By using online databases, real-time and stored data
could be gathered very easily for STEM projects as shown in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Mathematica can use online databases to gather realtime
and stored data for STEM work

Symbolic language in Mathematica helps STEM students
focus on science instead of coding issues (See Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Mathematica Symbolic language helps STEM students
focus on the science and not coding.

WOLFRAM SYSTEM MODELER FOR IOT DEVICE
DEVELOPMENT

contribution is planned to be uploaded to the SDPS student
chapter website.
Wolfram’s SystemModeler was gradually learned and
used by the student for about 40 minutes to an hour per day
over an eight-day period with the use of online resources
such as the official Wolfram site, and online tutorial videos.
The student attempted to recreate basic circuit models, a
double pendulum model, and a rolling wheel model with
instructions and guidance from the Wolfram SystemModeler
Documentation Center.
The process of using Wolfram’s SystemModeler is
intuitive; the program is designed so that the user does not
need to know the “language” of any of Wolfram’s other
programs such as Mathematica which requires a working
knowledge of programming (coding) language. The
SystemModeler achieves a more simple and straightforward
drag-and-drop approach in terms of allowing users to build
whole systems and models in SystemModeler.
The
SystemModeler is also has programming capability for users
that are familiar with coding.
The first observation when learning SystemModeler is
the complex design environment. An immediate challenge is
the component detail available to a new user that is not
familiar with certain, perhaps more advanced, engineering
concepts. For example, the library of components is visible
to the very left of the screenshot in Fig. 8 may be difficult to
a user who does not know what “Elastic Backlash” and
“OneWayClutch” are, what type of systems those
components/concepts fit into, and how they can be operated
into the systems. An advantage is that it encourages the user
to look up the concepts behind the terms in order to be able
to use them, thereby easily promoting an active learning
environment while using Wolfram; the Wolfram
SystemModeler Documentation Center further promotes this
active learning by providing example models demonstrating
what type of system each component would fit into, as well
as how to build the component itself. For example, a
screenshot of background information for “Elastic Backlash”
available on the Documentation Center site is shown in Fig.
8. Notice in particular, the helpful “Used in Examples” and
“Used in Components” sections.
A downside may be that there are so many components
available in the components library in SystemModeler to
build a model with that a student new to SystemModeler, or
new to the engineering field in general, may feel
overwhelmed and consequently unmotivated to keep learning
the program if a mentor is not available to assist the student
in learning the program by teaching them the components, as
continually searching and learning through the
Documentation Center may become time-consuming for the
student.

IoT devices can be developed with Wolfram System
Modeler and managed by the new DPSL and the SDPS Next
Generation Virtual Platform. Students learning the Wolfram
Framework at the University can help high school teachers
and students prepare for success in STEM career
development at the university. The goal of the process
presented in this section is to record the observations made
by a talented junior mechanical engineering student
exploring how efficiently a student can learn to use
Wolfram’s SystemModeler. A tutorial based on her valuable
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Fig. 8 Model of a Circuit in Progress

Fig. 10 SystemModeler Code of a Circuit Model

Fig. 9 SystemModeler Documentation Center

A second observation when learning SystemModeler is a
lack of information, specifically on any Wolfram websites,
associated with troubleshooting when using the
SystemModeler; this point is further elaborated in the third
observation. A new SystemModeler user facing issues with
building a model and/or simulating that model will be
restricted in terms of being able to find information on the
matter through Wolfram’s resources without having to ask
another, more experienced user of the program.
A third observation is that in order to troubleshoot some
problems on Wolfram’s SystemModeler, a very basic, but
nevertheless existing, knowledge of coding may be required.
For example, another circuit modeled in SystemModeler by
the student following the process had the code shown below
in Fig. 10.
The circuit was attempted to be simulated and graphed in
the Simulation Center. As previously mentioned, the
Wolfram site offers little information on what can cause a
model to be unable to be successfully simulated in the
Simulation Center. Because the model was unable to be
directly simulated, the student copied the code from the
Modelica text view as shown above and entered it directly
into the Simulation Center log as suggested by one of the few
resources in the Documentation Center on the matter. In
instances where the most effective method of troubleshooting
may not be immediately obvious, a basic knowledge of
coding language may enable the user to realize whether the
problem stems from the model itself by checking the model’s
code.

Overall, the SystemModeler is intuitive in its drag-anddrop style of modeling features but it can prove timeconsuming for a user that is an amateur to the program or a
new student in the engineering field. The Wolfram
SystemModeler
Documentation
Center,
however,
significantly eases the process of learning the program by
providing many examples, but barely references effective
troubleshooting of any problems a new user may face with
the program, in which case a mentor or more experienced
user in the program may be needed to guide the new user
most effectively.
MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT WITH
APPERY AND THE WOLFRAM API
The Wolfram Connected Devices Project (Wolfram,
2015) using Wolfram System Modeler enables students to
develop IoT products that can lead to venture development
based on their experience. Already the Texas A&M
Commerce (TAMUC) Design and Process Science Lab
(DPSL) has been established in 2014 that can assist in STEM
multi-university activity, including grants, papers, and joint
SDPS student chapter mobile application development
(SDPS 2015 Conference Brochure, 2015). During the
summer of 2015, a mobile app was proposed to help
facilitate student chapter activity. This resulted in a survey
to determine the best mobile app development testbed (See
Table 15). Appery was selected as the case study.
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Table 15 Survey of Mobile Application Development
Environments (Kar, 2014)
Mobile App
Mobile Roadie

Link
http://mobileroadie.co
m/

The app builder

http://www.theappbuil
der.com/

Appery.io

http://www.appery.io/

App Machine

http://www.appmachin
e.com/

BiznessApps

http://www.biznessapp
s.com/

AppMaker

https://www.appmakr.
com/

Shoutem

http://www.shoutem.c
om/

Good Barber

http://www.goodbarbe
r.com/

Appy Pie

http://www.appypie.co
m/

About …
Multi-platform support app
builder that can provide the
basic features found in apps.
The App Builder provides a
suite of apps for business,
events, education, and others.
The only cloud-based
platform with visual
development tools and
integrated backend services.
Multi-platform support app
builder to import contents via
RSS.
BiznessApps provides a
platform to help create mobile
apps for businesses.
AppMakr is a DIY app
creation platform for iOS,
Android and HTML5 apps.
ShoutEm offers an app
builder with complete content
management, powerful user
engagement tools.
DIY app creation platform for
iOS, Android and HTML5
apps.
DIY app creation platform for
Windows, Android and iOS
apps.

The UAB team in collaboration with Texas A&MCommerce selected Appery as a prototyping platform to
serve as a case study for developing a tutorial with respect to
its unique visual features and benefits (Table 16) to be
uploaded for easy access from a website by all traditional
members in SDPS as well as new SDPS student chapters,
including DPSL developers at Texas A&M Commerce. This
approach can enable a myriad of implementations using
Appery for IoT work with the Wolfram Framework,
including System Modeler for designing Cyber-physical
systems according to the protocol spearheaded by the
Wolfram Connected Devices Project.
Table 16 Appery selected for prototyping platform (Appery.io
App Builder, 2015)
Appery.io
Features
Cross-Platform
Development
Visual Development
Integrated mobile
backend services
API Express
Plug-ins

Benefits
To create mobile and responsive apps that run on
all major device platforms.
Quickly build complete user experiences with
jQuery Mobile, Ionic, AngularJS, Bootstrap, and
HTML5 components inside the Visual Editor.
To focus on apps, not infrastructure, including
database, push, and server code.
Enables enterprises to easily and securely
integrate apps with any back-end system.
Quickly add powerful functionality to app.

Table 17 Preparation for tutorial development
Required Skills
1. Reading ability of detailed Wolfram and app interface documentation
2. Ability to identify keywords in code for configuration purpose
3. Patience to develop 53 steps of detailed tutorial
4. Support from friends/community to point out missing steps
5. Mapping ability for configuration using visual aspects of appery.io

In this section, the detailed steps developed for the online
tutorial are summarized for integrating WolframAlpha
Webservice API with Appery.io mobile app developer. This
overview serves as an example to show the capabilities of
WolframAlpha. The API is designed in a standard REST
protocol that uses HTTP GET requests and XML response
formats. However, the XML response can be customize to be
plain text, image, HTML, and much more based on "Pod"
concept, which is an output that corresponds to a single
product class (Irani, 2011). To accomplish this integration, a
unique AppID is required to be used in all calls to the
WolframAlpha. This AppID can be obtained by accessing
the developer portal account in WolframAlpha Webservice
API website (products.wolframalpha.com/api) and clicking
“Get an AppID” button, as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 Getting an AppID from WolframAlpha

Build the mobile app using your appery.io account by the
accessing website, https://idp.appery.io/idp. First, a secure
mobile app proxy has to be created through the “Secure
Proxy” tab, using the default proxy setting. Next, an app has
to be created through the “Apps” tab, selecting “jQuery
Mobile App”. Then, a service has to be created through the
“Create New” droplist and selecting “REST service” type.
In the “RESTService” tab, set the URL to connect with
the WolframAlpha API as shown in Fig. 11 through HTTP
GET requests and XML response formats, using the
Appery.io proxy that was created earlier.

WOLFRAM ALPHA WEBSERVICE API
Developing such mobile app can be easy task in presence
of certain skills that help in accomplish the integration
successfully (See Table 17). A detailed tutorial for STEM
students and anyone else interested in utilizing Appery with
Wolfram is now available at the following Wix website:
http://salehs20.wix.com/wolframalpha-api. (Allehaibi, 2015)

Fig. 12 RESTService Settings

In the “RESTService” request, parameters: “input”,
“appid”, and “format” have to be added individually. Then,
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input the APPID that was obtained earlier from the
WolframAlpha Developer Portal, as “appid” value as well as
“image, plaintext” as “format” value as shown in Fig. 13.
In “RESTService” test, the previous setting can be tested
by typing any query into the input cell in order to ensure
successful connection with WolframAlpha Webservice API.
Once the integration is accomplished, the response format
has to be imported by clicking “Import as Response” in order
to use it later in mapping it with the output data.

Fig. 13 RESTService Request Parameters

Now, the mobile app can be designed by dragging input,
button, and output objects from “Palette” into the “Design”
tab on the “startScreen” window. The button object has to
have “Invoke service” as an “Events”. Also, the output object
has to have a “Grid” that contains a “Label” object in the first
row and an “Image” object in the second row to display the
response. In the “Data” tab, the “RESTService”, which
already has been created, has to be added and expanded in
order to map the design input and output objects with the
request and response of “RESTService”. In the “Before
send” row, the “Input” text in “Page” has to be mapped with
the input under “query” in “Service request” as shown in Fig.
14. In the “Success” row, the “pod[i]” in “Service respond”
has to be mapped with “grid” in “Page”, as well as the
“@title” in “Service respond” with “label” text in “Page”,
and the “@scr” under “img” in “Service respond” with
“Asset” under “image” in “Page” (See Fig. 15). Finally, the
mobile app is completed and ready for testing to ensure its
functionality.

Fig. 14 Mapping Input Object with RESTService Request

Fig. 15 Mapping RESTService Response with Output Objects

CONCLUSION
We explored the potential of new Wolfram technologies
for transdisciplinary STEM innovation through convergence,
including a case study on system modeling with Wolfram
and mobile application development with Appery.
Furthermore, we discussed the role of SDPS in
transdisciplinary activities that utilize the virtual platform to
teach system modeling and application development. SDPS
plans future initiatives in STEM teaching for innovation
using Wolfram tools to promote IoT work at the university
and high school level. SDPS student chapter development
advancing IoT Connected Devices work via joint work with
Texas A&M-Commerce and UAB initiatives in STEM is
facilitated by the Design and Process Science Lab. Our
approach should teach STEM students new ways to innovate
by learning how to use evolving tools for transdisciplinary
work resulting from convergence to leverage the
opportunities of the Industrial Internet.
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4) Providing input into change management and
upskilling programs within organizations that will equip the
users to make full use of the newly designed business
processes (in particular SCMs that require substantial user
training), and
5) Ongoing process improvement through performance
metrics, monitoring and maturity.
This paper presents such a framework that will enable
for “Green Business Process Reengineering” by utilizing Big
data analytics. There is specific focus on CO2 emissions
from business processes as the basis for future validations.
We have also proposed a carbon reporting mechanism as part
of the business reports, identifying and evaluating alternate
processes, and moving towards measuring and justifying
their changes. Starting with a literature review in identifying
carbon emitting business processes and characteristics in
transforming them to green processes, a discussion is
developed on challenges in implementing green processes.
From this discussion, a green reengineering approach evolves
that establishes a research agenda in the Green Business
domain from the Big data technologies and analytics
perspective. The paper concludes with views on further
validations of the proposed framework and future research
directions.

ABSTRACT
Business processes stand to gain with the advent of Big
Data technologies and analytics. Ability to describe, predict
and prescribe decisions can result in high level of
optimization of processes. This, in turn, can result in
environmentally sensitive ‘Green business processes’. In this
paper we discuss the opportunities and issues in
reengineering Green Business Processes. We use a Big data
based framework that enables us examine, standardize (using
ISO14001), redesign, change and mature business processes.
Our paper further underscores the advantages and risks of
Big Data analytics in business processes – with particular
emphasis on Supply Chain Management (SCM).
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an approach to utilizing Big Data
analytics in optimizing business processes – with specific
emphasis on supply chains. Supply chain management
(SCM) optimization can provide both efficiency and
effective to a collaborative group of businesses. While the
reengineering of business processes can be undertaken in the
context of the five business characteristics (necessary,
effective, efficient, agile, and measureable) (Lan, 2011), Big
Data analytics can further pave the path for an in-depth
optimization of business processes within the supply chains.
This is so because Big data can facilitate correlations
between widely dispersed set of data and intelligence within
business processes. Such optimization has definite bearing on
the environmental advantages for the business. A framework
for optimizing business processes in an organization with the
application of Big Data analytics needs to consider the
following:
1) Undertake detailed examination of the current state of
business processes with particular emphasis on their
efficiency and effectiveness; this can lead to investigations
and identification of opportunities for Big data analytics
2) Apply existing global standards to those business
processes (in the context of this discussion, these happen to
be the ISO14000 series of standards for Environmental
Management Systems – EMS)
3) Reengineering (redesigning) of business processes
that would make use of the standards as well as incorporate
the Big data analytics that are available or created for
specific purposes (such as greening the SCM)

LITERATURE REVIEW
Throughout the literature review, key components are
identified to be incorporated in the conceptual model
including the stages in business process management
framework (Burlton, 2001), life cycle analysis (Barthelmie et
al, 2008), and dimensions of green business characteristics
(Unhelkar, 2011b). Our literature review leads us to three
distinct but interconnected disciplines for a framework:
business processes and their management, business strategies
for green initiatives, and exploring green process
characteristics. Each of these three disciplines benefit by
considerations of Big data analytics – as outlined below.
Business processes and their management
Many definitions proposed by researchers and
practitioners for business processes exist (see Davenport,
1993; Hammer and Champy, 1993; or Johansson et al, 1993).
Amongst these authors, Davenport's (1993) explanation
deemed to be a comprehensive coverage of the concept and
defined a business process as
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“a structured, measured set of activities designed to
produce a specific output for a particular customer or market.
It implies a strong emphasis on how work is done within an
organization, in contrast to a product focus’s emphasis on
what. A process is thus a specific ordering of work activities
across time and space, with a beginning and an end, and
clearly defined inputs and outputs: a structure for action....
Taking a process approach implies adopting the customer’s
point of view. Processes are the structure by which an
organization does what is necessary to produce value for its
customers.”
A business process is a package of various decomposed
activities that have an initiating point and an ending point,
and which aims to accomplish a particular task leading
toward operational goals and interconnect with other
business processes and organizational capabilities to form an
overall business competency. For example, a bank has
competencies in personal banking, foreign exchange and
money lending. Each of these competencies is comprised of
business processes. Managing these business processes is
crucial to meet performance indicators and maintain the
competitive advantage of an organization. Amongst others,
Burlton (2001) has proposed a “process management
framework” that embraces stages and supporting phases to
effectively manage business processes life cycle in an
organization. The business process management framework
embraces four key stages namely, strategy, design,
realization, and operational. Each stage contains a number of
phases with specific objectives that stand to benefit with the
application of Big data technologies and analytics.
The strategy stage defines business scope and context at
the organization level, identifies the architecture of the
overall processes, and the alignment between processes and
business strategy goals. Investigations of processes at this
stage can reveal areas where Big data analytics could be
applied. In considering the organization holistically, we can
see the goals, the existing processes and the technology
support. Strategies can include developing new process
capabilities based on Big data, implementing new processes,
optimizing existing processes and, also, removing redundant
processes. The realization stage, mentioned above, is when
the redesigned processes are brought to life. Furthermore,
when technology-enabled processes move to the operational
stage, we can focus on their continuous monitoring and
improvement. Through the strategic guidance and tactical
phases the framework provides a holistic approach to
managing and ameliorating business processes within an
organization (Burlton, 2001).

processes, and then redesign them with the explicit objective
of minimizing energy usage and carbon emissions with
minimum compromise of process effectiveness. These green
initiatives benefit by application of the principles and
practices of business process reengineering (BPR) and
business process management (BPM). BPM not only
encompasses modeling and reengineering processes, but
monitoring and measuring the performance after process
redesigns. As suggested by Unhelkar (2011a, 2011b), the
premise and the promise of Green BPM is that targeted
carbon reductions can be achieved if an organization
modifies the processes it operates on the daily basis. These
modifications are based on two key activities: (a) redesigning
and reengineering the processes and (b) conscious
application of the technologies of Big data. This embraces
business activities, tasks, ordering of procedures, and
utilization of resources to achieve the organization’s vision.
Big data analytics can help in the optimization effort by
describing, predicting and prescribing scenarios that help in
decision making. This is the domain of Business Intelligence
(BI) and has been applied to environmental aspect of
business resulting in Environmental Intelligence (EI) by
Trivedi and Unhelkar (2013a, 2013b). A carefully construed
EI-based framework will be able to accurately predict the
extent of CO2 emissions and also help in pointing out areas
where processes can be optimized.
Identifying and estimating carbon contents of a supply
chain can be a complex and difficult task. In the community
carbon footprint project conducted by Barthelmie et al.
(2008), a bottom-up methodology with a “life cycle analysis”
(LCA) approach has been considered for identifying items in
relation to carbon emissions. Information regarding carbon
emissions based on production, consumption and disposal of
items was collected through the LCA. Furthermore,
Barthelmie et al. (2008) proposed the Community Carbon
Footprint Model (CCFM), which is not merely used to
determine items or activities that produce carbon dioxide but
also develops accurate measurements for formulating CO2
controlling and reduction strategies.
Positioning Big Data Analytics in Process
Optimization
Business processes need a detailed review at both macro,
organizational level and singular, process level. For example,
repetitive (redundant) and erroneous processes not only make
for an inefficient business but also result in high carbon
generation. The “Carbon footprint” of an organization
represents the CO2 from emissions throughout the life cycle
of a product, service or activity (Wiedmann et al., 2006;
Barthelmie et al., 2008) and contributes to increased
atmospheric carbon levels (Luchsinger 2009). One approach
for businesses to maintain sustainable operations whilst
addressing its carbon footprint would be to undertake
systematic analytical exercises to identify the extent of
carbon emissions resulting from their business processes.
Unhelkar (2011b) proposed that Green business
processes are considered as environmentally conscious
business processes that are necessary, efficient, effective,
agile, and measureable in the context of an organization.
Applying these five process characteristics to the
organization’s processes keeping the Big data context in

Green Strategies and Process Optimization
Number of strategies have been discussed for
minimizing CO2 emissions (Barthelmie, 2007; Compaan,
2006; de Vries et al., 2007; Everett, 2007; Kelly, 2006;
Mansouri et al., 1996; Roaf and Gupta, 2007). Most of these
strategies concentrate on reducing energy consumption and
identifying alternate energy sources with a focus on social
communities.
To assess the carbon footprint of business processes at
the organization level, the energy consumption of each
business activity within business processes needs to be
estimated. This would require a business to review their
processes, identify carbon emissions as the result of these
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mind is most helpful in reducing carbon footprints of an
organization.
Necessary characteristic challenges the need for the
process in the first place. This has to be reviewed from
resources, operational, and strategic perspectives from an
organization’s sustainability foundation. There is no point in
making a process efficient and effective if it is not creating
business value. Analytics can be used to identify the core
necessity of a process. For example, analyzing the ordering
process for machine tools can reveal that the tracking of
orders is redundant (due to technological sophistication, no
physical tracking is required). All processes that do not
contribute in value creation are eliminated. This, in turn, also
eliminates the associated carbon emissions.
Efficient characteristic identifies various alternate
activities/tasks involved in each process and models the
process with the most appropriate pathway. It challenges,
automates and merges activities to ensure they are performed
with the best tools, technologies and people. Big data
analytics directly help in making processes more efficient by
accuracy in measurements, comparisons and enabling better
timed decisions. In turn, it reduces carbon generation by
optimizing and/or eliminating the activities/tasks within the
process. Big data analytics can be further embedded within
the processes to correlate seemingly unrelated data and,
thereby, make the processes more efficient.
Effective characteristic validates the process and its
activities/tasks to ensure that the process is actually
achieving the goals it is meant to achieve. A process that is
otherwise efficient and agile, but which does not achieve
business goals is not considered as effective. Big data can
help identify the effectiveness of a process by spotting and
calculating wasteful carbon generated by a process. For
example, a process that is repeated more than once in order
to produce the desired effect is a carbon-inefficient process.
Agile characteristic deals with the ability of the process
to change itself in response to (or in anticipation of) external
and internal changes affecting the organization. Big data
driven analytical applications are directly helpful in
adaptability and dynamicity of processes. An agile process
will change easily and effortlessly in response to changing
external situation. The agile virtue also renders the process
green, as it can change with minimum carbon generation.
Measurable characteristic enables monitoring, control
and ascertaining the success of its optimization. Big data
analytics can help make sense of the data resulting from
measurements. It is imperative that an ongoing management
of process performance is supported throughout the
organization. Analytics help in correlated the “carbon
content” of a process to the standard process measures, such
as cost, time and quality. This will help in identifying the
slack and optimizing it.

the SCM. To comply with regulatory requirements relating to
the environment (including greenhouse gases and waste
management), businesses need to change their people,
processes and technologies. Maximum efficiency can be
derived in this regard when companies change and manage
appropriate attributes at all its levels from back office to top
management. Creating an Environmental Strategy, and
certifying it to the ISO 14001 standard is an ideal method to
initiate change and manage the goal of achieving
sustainability. Implementing the changes of the Strategy and
going beyond compliance can be beneficial to companies in
the long run (Staib 2008).
ISO 14001 COMPONENTS & BIG DATA ANALYTICS
The ISO 14001 standard involves stages outlined in
Table 1. Once an EMS has been created based on these
stages by any business, an authorised third party- usually an
external auditor assesses and certifies the EMS as an ISO
14001 accredited system. We have updated the sections
within the table to highlight where we see Big data playing
an additional role.
Table 1: ISO14001 elements (Based on Pradhan, 2011)

Management
Review

Checking and
Implementation and
Corrective
Operation
Action

Planning

Policy

Section

ISO STANDARD 14000 FOR EMS
The ISO 14000 and ISO 9000 families of standards are
helpful in achieving sustainable and efficient business. The
ISO 14001 in particular can be followed to optimize business
processes – and we aim to further incorporate the
opportunities resulting from Big data analytics within those
processes. This can result in an efficient and effective
Environmental Management System (EMS) that can talk to
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Objective(s)
Defines the environmental objectives of
the organization; Big data requires these
objectives to be aligned with the objectives of
the industry, the nation and so on. This is
mainly because Big data analytics are more
meaningful when undertaken in a collaborative
manner beyond the organizational boundary
Processes required to reach the
environmental objectives Legislation and
regulations that business must abide to
Environmental Risk Assessment of the
organization based on in-depth Big data
analytics Product/Service Life Cycle
Assessment and plans to optimize them Any
additional investigations required to reduce
emissions
Integration with other enterprise systems
and processes Training programs and
communication at all levels of management
Ensuring preventive actions are in place For
emergencies rather than reactive- Emergency
response system Required changes to
company’s organizational chart and HR
structure
Monitoring Systems- to ensure goals are
being met and training and systems are
effective Using analytical outputs as inputs
(feedback loops) to initiate auto corrections
Continuous Improvement Cycle for
environmental management system Monitoring
external changes that will impact the company
and its environmental initiatives Self and third
party audits to ensure compliance and remedial
actions

based on the underlying green characteristics. Total suite of
processes is examined and validated with five dimensions of
green business characteristics namely necessary, efficient,
effective, agile, and measurable. By the end of the first
phase, all business processes are tested and only those meet
the criteria of green process characteristics will be
transformed into the next phase. Business processes do not
pass the examination will be reported to the firm’s executive
for review.

GREEN REENGINEERING WITH BIG DATA
ANALYTICS AND ISO14001 COMPONENTS
The five process characteristics (Unhelkar, 2011a)
mentioned earlier can form an excellent basis for
incorporating Big data analytics in business processes. The
overall BPR exercise remains within the context of the
process management framework of Burlton (2001). The
“Green Business Process Reengineering Life Cycle” extends
this BPR to provide a roadmap for green business transition
in organizations. A bottom up approach through life cycle
analysis (Barthelmie et al, 2008) is employed in identifying
carbon emissions generated by business processes. The
detailed framework to be developed as an extension of this
study in reengineering businesses is made up of five phases.
These phases are summarized as shown in Figure 1.
• Phase 1: Examining business processes to identify
their Co2 emissions (or, alternatively, their green
process characteristics)
• Phase 2: Integrating business processes with the
environmental standards (ISO 14000 series)
• Phase 3: “Green” business process redesign
• Phase 4: Training programs development and
change management
• Phase 5: Performance monitoring and process
improvement
The first two phases of the framework are categorized
under “strategy” step of the process management framework,
and all business processes are taken into consideration for
examination. Only selected business processes are moved
forward to the third and the fourth phase, which represent
“design” and “realization” step of the process management
framework respectively. All green business processes are
redesigned and ready for implementation and performance
monitoring in the fifth phase that denotes “operational” step
of the process management framework. The framework is
illustrated in following by delineations of the five key
phases.

Phase 2: Integrating business processes with the
environmental standards
The second phase centers on integrating the business
processes of a firm and the environmental standards. This is
considered a complex phase since it requires not only a
comprehensive and insightful understanding of the firm’s
business processes and how it helps the firm to compete and
achieve corporate objectives, but also engaging the
environmental standards – ISO 14064 with each activity in
the various business processes. Appropriate methodologies
need to be developed to comprehend how much CO2 is being
generated through the business activities and encapsulate
detailed measurements for carbon reporting. Issues and
challenges in acquiring these carbon emission measures will
also be identified in this phase.
The phase is divided into two components. Firstly, each
business process is decomposed into various activities with
workflows chaining from the process initiating point to the
ending point. Human resources responsible for the process
are tagged against each workflow point and activity. This
forms a complete business process package (BPP). The
second component is to apply the environmental standards.
The ISO 14064 specifications will be layered over each BPP
and the compliances and gaps are identified.
Throughout the standard alignment process, various
challenges are identified and have been categorized into the
following five key taxonomies.
Global standardization – nations or regions have their
own standards in relation to the measurement of carbon
reduction levels of each business process and associated
activities/workflows; there is a need to develop a common
protocol, which is agreed and shared on a global scale for the
ease of transferability.
Interaction with the existing systems – there is a paucity
of research and practical evidence on how such a green
initiative interacting with the current information systems in
organizations; the challenges and advantages have to be
clearly articulated to the organization’s stakeholders
especially the decision makers.
Adoption of the appropriate CEMS (Carbon Emissions
Management Software) – CEMS is considered an emerging
type of information management software, which has the
underlying objective of recording carbon dioxide or green
house gases (GHGs) emitted through production of goods or
services. A wide spectrum of CEMS with functions ranging
from simple recording of emissions to a comprehensive
integration with enterprise information systems. Selection of
an appropriate CEMS is a challenging yet important part of
an organization’s green initiative. Alignment with business
functions, the interoperability and interconnectivity are the
key criteria when assessing the suitable CEMS for adoption.

Figure 1. The Conceptual Green Reengineering Framework
(with Big Data Impact)

Phase 1: Examining business processes with green
process characteristics
This is the preliminary but an important phase of the life
cycle. This phase focuses on investigating business processes
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Establishment of the metrics – The challenge
experiencing people involved in green initiatives is to
develop and establish a normative mechanism that could
systematically monitor, measure, analyze, report, and
improve on an organization’s energy consumption and
carbon emissions.

not happen and will interact through the central portal,
thereby reducing errors and energy costs. As the result of
green process redesign, the total estimated electricity
consumption is reduced to 1.85 kwh, and the total estimated
scope 2 emissions measured is down to 0.0001665 CO2-e
tones (Table 2). This translates to 44% (CO2-eexisting/CO2enew/greened) decrease of GHG emissions after the green
business process redesign.

Phase 3: “Green” business process redesign
The third phase involves a comprehensive process
analysis where individual tasks or activities of each business
process are further decomposed into smaller elements to
identify the energy intensity of each element, their criticality
and extent of contribution towards the effective functioning
of the business process, the feasibility of modifying the
elements with a low carbon focus, and developing alternative
process designs. Workflows of each business process are also
checked against required resources, time, and budget. The
outputs of the process analysis will be used for developing
alternate “green” business processes, with reduced CO2
emissions, that can facilitate the sustainable growth of the
firm.
The following procurement payment process example
demonstrates the green business process redesign. A typical
procurement payment process (Figure 3) starts with a
payment request submitted from a supplier to the
organization’s procurement unit. The procurement unit
reviews the payment request and generates payment
estimates. If the payment request is valid, accounting unit
will review the payment request to ascertain the contents and
quantity of items comply with the actual delivery. The
accounting unit staff then forwards the payment request to
the manager for approval. If the request is approved, an
invoice is submitted by the supplier and funds will be
distributed to the supplier. If the request is rejected, the
process will revert back to the settlement between the
procurement unit and the supplier.
Throughout this process, various activities are initiated
and carried out by for key stakeholders (supplier,
procurement unit, accounting unit, and accounting manager).
Table 1 identifies each of these activities, the electricity
consumption based on durations of using a pair of PC and
monitor, estimated electricity consumption (kilowatt hour),
and estimated scope 2 emissions measured (CO2-e tones).
The scope 2 GHG emissions is applied for the calculation as
the electricity usage for a pair of PC and monitor in an
organization, which is known as indirect emission factor. In
Australia, emissions factors are vary in States and Territories.
The indirect emission factor in this example is 0.9 as the
organization is based in the State of New South Wales, and
the method of determining Scope 2 emissions from the
consumption of purchased electricity is Y = Q x (EF/1000)
(Australian Government, 2007). Where: Y is the scope 2
emissions measured in CO2-e tones; Q is the quantity of
electricity purchased (kilowatt hours), and EF is the emission
factor of the location where actual consumption occurred.
Based on the calculation, the total estimated electricity
consumption for the procurement payment process is 2.664
kwh (kilowatt hour) and the total estimated scope 2
emissions measured is 0.0023976 CO2-e tones.
After the green process redesign, a central portal is
introduced to act as a hub for communications among all
stakeholders. The movement from one unit to another will

Figure 2. Redesigned green process for the procurement
payment process

Phase 4: Training programs development and change
management
The forth phase focuses on the development and
implementation of training programs, and change
management. As soon as the selected business processes are
redesigned to fit under green specifications, the organization
will have to start handling change and preparing training
programs. Training programs will provide pedagogical and
professional development to leaders and business
performance engineers in the relevant government agencies
for skills and knowledge development in green business
process redesign initiative. Participants will gain essential
skills and knowledge in green business process and continue
carrying out the training program to enterprises.
Communication is the core of change management. The key
element to be considered in the change management step is
measuring the effectiveness of the communications and
encouraging the knowledge sharing culture within the
organization. An effective communication system
implemented by the organization, which will provide a
common platform for all stakeholders to share information
and knowledge more efficient and effective collaboration
among organization’s departments. The training programs
can also be delivered through the common platform.
Phase 5: Performance monitoring and process
improvement
The phase stresses on performance monitoring and
continuous improvement of business processes through
updating relevant services and facilities. This phase is
conducted in two aspects. Firstly, CO2-e measurement for
each green business process will be recorded on a regular
basis to ensure the CO2-e reading is similar to the initial
measure after the green process redesign phase. This is to
verify redesigned processes are implemented in accordance
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with specifications. Secondly, as the technology evolves at
lightening speed, new equipment and hardware should be
evaluated and introduced to fulfill business process
objectives while minimizing CO2-e. A formal performance
reporting mechanism should be established to sustain
continuous improvement of reducing CO2 emissions in
business processes.
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CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The objective of this paper has been to develop a
conceptual green reengineering framework that will help in
process optimization and carbon reduction. The five distinct
phases to form a framework for the life cycle of green
business process reengineering for organizations were
examined keeping in mind the Big data analytics. This
exercises constructed on the foundations of BPM and BPR.
Each phase of the framework is introduced to represent the
roadmap of green business reengineering for business
organizations. ISO 14001 Standard is incorporated in the
framework to ascertain business processes comply with the
global environmental paradigm.
Based on the given example of green process redesign, a
reengineered business process with green considerations may
reduce over 40% of the scope 2 GHG emissions. Such an
initiative has demonstrated the effectiveness of process
reengineering without sacrificing the productivity. Making
business greener is an ongoing challenge and focus of the
vast majority of nations around the world. This paper
establishes the research agenda for further development of
mechanisms towards sustainable and environmental friendly
business operations.
All discussions the authors had with the business
executives in Australia, China and in general the Asia-Pacific
region regarding incorporating Big data analytics in this
conceptual framework has been positive. Further robust
validation of this framework is planned by thorough
experimentation and qualitative case study methodology in
participating organizations. Each organization in the case
study will follow the proposed five-phased framework to
develop and reengineering green business processes. The
results of the qualitative study will be used in fine-tuning the
framework for a generalized model as the blueprint for
organizations’ initiatives in green business process
reengineering. The generalized conceptual model is also
intended to contribute to the knowledge in the domain
Business Intelligence / Environmental Intelligence discipline.
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knowledge actually required. These facts indicate that the
quality of college education in Korea is not considerably
high.
On the other hand, as concerns about the quality and
effectiveness of college education has been elevated, the
advanced countries have made various efforts to improve and
assure the quality of college education. Advanced countries'
seeking for the answers to the questions-"How will the
quality of higher education affect the students' education
performance?", "How high is the qualitative level and effect
of college education?", and "How are we going to measure
the effectiveness?"- show their old concerns about college
education. The article that an animated discussion of 'the
measurement of the quality and influences of higher
education' has been taken place in 2006 OECD Education
Ministers' Meeting also shows the importance.
However, in Korea, the studies about education quality
have been weighted towards the satisfaction of educational
services for enrolled students, and the empirical studies about
graduates have only been done by government level grasping
the current situation, which is insufficient as theoretical
studies to find out the contribution level of college education
to the individual job performances.
Thus, this research will empirically analyze the
influences of college education to the job performance of
college graduates. This research objects are the employees in
semiconductor industry who graduated from related
department. More specifically, this research analyzes the
relations between the college education quality factors
(professor factor, student factor, curriculum factor, and
environment factor) and the job performance. Additionally,
the relations between the individual efforts to supplement the
insufficient knowledge while working and the job
performance are analyzed.

ABSTRACT
This study is to examine the causal relationship among
quality factors of university education(faculty, students'
attitude toward studies, education program, education
environment), graduates' job performance. In order to study
university graduates' job performance a survey among
graduates within recently 5 years was carried out. The
sample was 300 students, graduated Bachelor degree.
Analyzing hypothesized structural equation model, we could
assure that there exist positive relationship among quality
factors of university education, their efforts for knowledge
supplementation, and their job performance except for
faculty factor. And it was found that the factor of their efforts
for knowledge supplementation was more positively related
to their job performance. Among the quality factors of
university education, the factor of students' attitude toward
studies was more effected than the other factors to their job
performance.
INTRODUCTION
The most crucial factor that determines the competitive
advantage of a company is the competitiveness of its human
resources and the cradle of talented individuals should be the
college. It is widely known that world's leading companies
and laboratories are integrating around the good colleges
since the role of colleges as a source of human resources
development and technical innovation increases and Asian
countries as well as advanced countries are promoting
reformation of colleges to strengthen the competitiveness.
However, the research results that the satisfaction level
of the quality of consumer oriented college education is not
very high, and the research suggestions that innovational
industrial networks system in a practical way is urgently
required reflect the quality of college education until today.
Besides, the fact that the scores that the CEO's as employers
of college graduates evaluated the college education were
shown low, the result of analysis(Swiss IMD, 2005) that the
conformity level to economic demands of Korea's college
education only scored 52nd(total of 60 countries), and the
analysis result(KCCI, the analysis of the satisfaction level of
college graduate employees, 2013) that average 6 out of 10
college graduate employees said the college education was
not reflecting the companies' demands show that there is a
large knowledge gap between the college education and the

LITERATURE REVIEW
Definition of Key Accounts
As Lindsay mentions, it is hard to define the technical
concept of higher education quality. Borden points out that
there is no united viewpoint on quality of higher education,
and mentions that it is important to make the subject of the
viewpoint clear since the point of view of professors,
students, business workers, and evaluation certifier are
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different. Maureen defines the college education quality high
in case the educated graduates have high applicability,
flexible mind, preparedness to use the skills, and adaptability
in new methods. The concept of quality in this research is
similar to the one that Maureen defines.
Bennett relates the employment and career that the
graduates acquire to the quality of education they have
received, and Harvey and Green classifies the quality and
standard of higher education into extraordinariness,
perfection or consistency, fitness in purpose, monetary value,
and power to change.
Conrad and Wilson defines the higher education quality
based on the outcomes view that the quality can be evaluated
by the employers' satisfaction with the graduates, objective
achievement level, and actual output. This user-based
approach has a thread of connection with the concept that the
education quality is decided by the preferences of consumers
(students, employers of the graduates). This research as well
defines the education quality from the resulting point of view
of the graduates, the beneficiaries and consumers of
education. Thus the concept of higher education quality is
defined different depending on the researchers due to its
diversity, abstractness, and relativity.
In addition, a research that regards education as service
studies about the education quality as service quality, and the
measurement of the service quality also is considered a
significant matter. The view is understood in the same
context with today's emphasis on customer-centered service
in educational fields.
On the other hand, Arcaro regards that the changes of
total quality school is beginning as the members of the
educational system organization share the commitment to the
education quality. Researches to measure the higher
education quality on other aspects have been performed and
KCCI has figured out the deciding factors dividing the
educational quality into quality of input variable, process,
and educational environment. Astin uses a similar concept
and categorizes the higher education quality into input,
environment, and result factors, focusing on students' change
development. Money magazine in the USA evaluates the
education quality of colleges mainly on quantitative aspect
categorizing into professor (professor to student rate, quality
of professors), student (entrance score, graduation rate,
higher grade admission rate), curriculum (satisfaction level),
and educational environment (book possession situation,
institution facilities, finance). However, since there are
limitations to analyze the education quality quantitatively
these days, important issues for qualitative evaluation have
appeared and this research also uses the qualitative factors
using 5-point scale to supplement the limitations.
Seo claims that the education quality as input can be
understood on college level, as process on professor level,
and as out on student level, and suggests quantitative
indicators of decision factors to measure and evaluate each
quality. On the other hand, the research of Multon et al says
that the college students' educational performances have
close correspondence with self-effectiveness(especially the
belief to perform specific assignments well). However, the
point that these researches were implemented among not the
graduates but the enrolled students to evaluate the
educational quality of college needs to be noticed. The object
of the analysis in this research is not the enrolled students but

the graduates, which is the biggest difference from existing
studies.
Meanwhile, as the individual task-achievement level in
organizations is a significant issue, this research lets the
graduates evaluate themselves and uses the results. As
related researches, Elenkov's expresses the organizational
performance as the achievement level of management goal,
but there are practical difficulties to relate them to individual
goals.
Park and Lim understand the job performance as
achievement of job performance results and qualitative
excellence level of improved tasks. Drew defines the job
performance as job performance capability, efficiency, and
level, and measures them by excellence, superiority of job
performance, knowledge level, task-resolution level. Wayne
& Liden's study defines the task achievement as ① overall
task performance level ② excellence level compared to
other colleagues who engage in similar job ③ overall
effectiveness of task promotion(task goal achievement) ④
task roles and fulfillment of responsibilities.
This research analyses the influences of the college
education quality to individual performance as Borden has
mentioned, based on the theoretical backgrounds explained
above.
RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS
The research model is set based on the theoretical
discussions about task achievement as shown in Figure 1.
The model is composed of dependent variable, the job
performance, independent variables, the factors of education
quality that are expected to influence the dependent variable,
and intervening variable, the effort of knowledge
supplement. College education quality is categorized into
professor, student, curriculum, and educational environment
factors on the basis of researches of Money magazine.
Considering the realistic situation in accordance with the
interview as a preliminary survey(3places, 6 persons) that the
process of knowledge supplement has to be followed to
accomplish individual tasks(since there are gaps between the
knowledge obtained in the college and required in actual
working field), the effort of knowledge supplement is set as
an intervening variable. The result of the survey in 2013 on
the graduates’ satisfaction level on college education that
60.3% of the respondents disagreed with the question ‘Is the
college curriculum reflect the companies’ requirements?’
was also considered.
Therefore in this research, the effort of knowledge
supplement as an intervening variable is regarded to
influence the job performance, being linked to the student
factor.
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component factors, maximum likelihood method is applied
for the measurement. The path-coefficient is shown in Figure
2.
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Figure 1. Research Model
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The quality of college education and effort of knowledge
supplement are expected to influence the job performance
directly, and the student factor to the effort of knowledge
supplement directly. The effect of the quality of college
education and the effort of knowledge supplement on job
performance was analyzed in this research, and the structural
equation models (SEM) of the causal relationships among the
factors are as follow.
η 1 = γ 11 ․ξ 1 + γ 12 ․ξ 2 + γ 13 ․ξ 3 + γ 14 ․ξ 4 + ζ 1

GFI=0.991, AGFI=0.946, RMSR=0.006, NFI=0.988, χ2=24.68/p=0.001,
FN1) the path-coefficients are standardized coefficients.
FN2) ** is significant at α=0.05, *** is significant at α=0.01

Figure 2 Path-coefficient

The results of the test of the hypotheses based on the
analysis results in Figure 2 is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Results of the test of hypothesis

η 2 = γ 21 ․ξ 5 + ζ 2 , η 3 = β 31 ․η 1 +β 32 ․η 2 + ζ 3
In the equations, η 1 =quality of college education,
η 2 =effort
of
knowledge
supplement,
η 3 =job
performance, ξ 1 =professor (factor), ξ 2 =student (factor),
ξ 3 =curriculum (factor), ξ 4 =educational environment (factor),
γ and β are calculated parameters, and ζ is residual.
As mentioned above, if the quality of college education
corresponds with the working field requirements, it is
expected to have a positive influence on job performance.
Also, higher the effort of knowledge supplement is, more
positive influence it is expected to have on job performance.
Additionally, the student factor is expected to be related to
the effort of knowledge supplement more than any other
factors of the quality of college education. Hence in this
research, 6 hypotheses are set based on the assumption of
causal relationships presented in the research model, and the
details of the hypotheses are shown in Table 1.
Details

1

Higher the qualitative level of professor factor is, more positive
influence on job performance it has.

2

Higher the qualitative level of student factor’s education is,
more positive influence on job performance it has.

3

Higher the qualitative level of curriculum factor is, more
positive influence on job performance it has.

4

Higher the qualitative level of educational environment factor
is, more positive influence on job performance it has.

5

Higher the qualitative level of the effort of knowledge
supplement is, more positive influence on job performance it
has.

6

Higher the qualitative level of student factor’s education is,
more positive influence on the effort of knowledge supplement
it has.

Hypot
hesis

Direc
tion

Pathcoefficient

t

p

Adoption

1

+

0.017

0.269

0.788

Rejected

2

+

0.214

2.798

0.005

Adopted

3

+

0.136

2.189

0.029

Adopted

4

+

0.145

2.437

0.015

Adopted

5

+

0.333

4.494

0.000

Adopted

6

+

0.443

5.390

0.000

Adopted

In Table 2, 1 out of 6 hypotheses is rejected and others
are adopted. In details, the relations between the professor
factor and job performance fit the direction (+), but the
hypothesis is rejected because p is not significant (hypothesis
1). It is hard to find the exact reason for the rejection, but it
can be presumed that since the graduates probably would
think of the high performance level they have achieved as the
result of their abilities and efforts rather than the professor
factors, the correlations between the professor factor and job
performance is hard to be found.
The correlation between the student factor and the job
performance is found relatively higher than that of
curriculum and educational environment factors(hypothesis
2), which means that higher educational quality levels of the
students influence more intimately on job performance. The
curriculum and educational environment factors have similar
level of influence on individual performances, and both
factors have positive influences (hypothesis 3 and 4).
Additionally, higher effort of knowledge supplement has a
higher positive influence on individual job performance
(hypothesis 5). Especially the effort of knowledge
supplement has higher influence level than other component
factors have, which indirectly shows the conclusion that the
knowledge required in working field has more direct effect
on job performance than college learned knowledge have.
Also, a hypothesis that the higher activeness of educational
accomplishments and the confidence on one’s ability have a
strong correlation with the effort level of knowledge
supplement is verified (hypothesis 6).

Table 1. Research hypotheses
Hypo.

Job
performance

Empirical Analysis
A path morel analysis is performed using Amos 4.0 to
verify the formation of causal relations among the
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CONCLUSION
The relations among the college education quality
factors and the individual job performance level targeting the
working college graduates is verified in this study. The
analysis results show that student, curriculum, educational
environment, and effort of knowledge supplement as an
intervening variable are significant influence factors on
individual job performance. The significant factors are
verified to have positive influences on job performance and
the hypotheses related to these factors are adopted. The
hypothesis on professor factor is rejected because it is not
statistically significant even though the direction fits. The
result is presumed to be related to the fact that the professor
factor has also scored lowest on preliminary evaluation.
On the other hand, the student factor is verified to have a
higher influence on job performance than other educational
quality factors (curriculum, educational environment) have,
and to have a close relation with the effort of knowledge
supplement. Based on the result, the higher level of the
students’ educational accomplishments is verified to result in
higher level of the effort of knowledge supplement, and
higher contribution to the job performance. Eventually, to
improve the quality of college education, the motivation of
educational achievement and confidences of the students
have to be the prerequisites.
Meanwhile, the effort of knowledge supplement as an
intervening variable is found to have more influence on job
performance than other quality factors have, which requires
more attention to the improvement of college education
quality and detailed plans for it. This result also is related to
the unsatisfied result of companies’ evaluation on college
education.
In conclusion, we could verify that the effort for
educational achievement and the knowledge satisfaction, and
the effort to supplement and acquire knowledge required
from the after graduate jobs are eventually related to the task
performance.
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ABSTRACT

Research method

The purpose of this study is to examine the causal
correlation between communication skill of organization and
their job performance. In our model, we used these variables
- innovation awareness, job satisfaction, organizational
commitment as a parameter. In order to verify the hypothesis
based on research model, a survey among researchers
(sample size=117) who work in food company was carried
out. Analyzing hypothesized model and following the
statistical procedure, we could assure that there exist positive
correlation with communication skill, innovation awareness,
job
satisfaction,
organizational
commitment
and
organizational performance. A coefficient of correlation
between those variables was clearly high in the group with
good communication skill. Among the parameters, the
variable of innovation awareness was more effected on their
job performance.

The point of this research is the to investigate how the
level of organizational communication affects the
performance of the group. The objects of the research are the
researchers who work at the R&D department of food
companies which perform innovational activities at Seoul.
The input variable is set the level of communication, the
intervening variables innovational consciousness and
organizational
effectiveness(job
satisfaction
and
organizational commitment), and the output variable the
performance of the organization.
The variables are set the way because of the close
relation between the organizational performance and the high
level of communication that would improve the level of
innovational
consciousness,
job
satisfaction
and
organizational commitment.
LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

Communication within organization

Research background and object

The research of Luthans(1995) focuses on the
communication variables and emphasizes the fact that the
high level of communication between leaders and members
brings positive effect on their relationship. Especially in
present situations in which the speed of communication is
emphasized, it can be assumed that the correlation is very
high. The job satisfaction level will improve if the members
of the organization resolve given problems through acquiring
and utilizing new information and communicate with other
members freely.

Modern times are commonly called Speed Competition
Era. Especially in the Knowledge Economy era, the speed
and degree of communication to quickly acquire new
information and accumulate to the group are considered to be
essential factors for survival. Lishman has pointed that the
open and frank communication is a fundamental
characteristic of high performance teams. His opinion
corresponds with the view that open communication can not
only improve the quality of tasks continuously, but also
strengthen the relationship by freely exchanging the opinions
and ideas, resulting in a improvement in performance of the
team and the corporate. Thus the relevant communication
has a positive effect on organizational innovation and
individual job satisfaction leading to a organizational
commitment(Graen, Anderson & Ahivers, 1996). In this
respect, this research will focus on the importance of the
organizational communication and examine how the
communication level affects the performance in respect of
recognition of innovation and organization effectiveness(job
satisfaction and organizational commitment).

Job satisfaction and organizational commitment
Job satisfaction is defined as a positive emotional
response that is obtained by assessing one's duty and related
experience. According to the research on relations between
leader-member exchange and job satisfaction, higher
performance and job satisfaction level of members are found
in group of better relations(Graen, Novak & Sommerkamp,
1982). Lee, M. O(2012) has studied the factors which affect
the job satisfaction level to be fair compensation, pleasant
environment, desirable human relations, compensation
autonomy, workload, and administrative assistance. The
positive emotions and responses to the job act as job
motivation and higher job motivation brings higher job
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satisfaction which links to organizational commitment.
Organizational commitment is defined as trust and
acceptability of organizational goals and values, intentions to
work for the group, and will to be remained as a member,
indicating identification, immersion, unity, and affection to
the organization. Job satisfaction directly elevates the
effectiveness of an organization by improving organizational
identification and commitment.

Hypothesis 3: There are differences in the impact of the
factors(input and intervening variables) which influence the
performance of organization.
This research divides the analysis object into two
groups that have higher and lower communication levels for
the verification of Hypothesis 2.
The communication variables are divided into leadermember related variables and colleague and other-sector
related variables based on the Downs & Hazen
research(1977).
The variables of innovational consciousness are applied
by measuring the individual and member concern and
participation level for innovational activities, and the
propulsion, the goodness of fit, and the improvement of work
level of innovational activities. The researches of Poter &
Lawler(1968) are referenced to set the variables of job
satisfaction and organizational commitment.
'Individual and organizational competence' and
'improvement of individual and organizational performance'
are set as variables of the organizational performance.

Leader-member exchange
Dienesch & Liden(1986) have mentioned the members'
performance as an important factor of leader-member
exchange, and Engle & Load(1997) have focused on the
mutual trust, level of attraction and influences.
Considering the communicational factors which affect
the
organizational
effectiveness
(job
satisfaction,
organizational commitment), Muchinsky(1977) said that the
performance level affecting organizational effectiveness
varies depending on the communicational factors.
According to his research, factors like the accuracy of
perceived information, face-to-face communication, and
communication satisfaction have positive(+) correlation with
job satisfaction, and the information control negative(-).
Meanwhile, Ashford(1986) has considered the
frequency and quality of communication as the crucial
factors to the performance. In other words, he claims that
more the leadership and members agree about their
communication characteristics and quality, more the
members satisfy about their job.
In the research about (Steers, 1977). The research that
claims more feedbacks and higher quality of information
show higher organizational commitment(Steers, 1977) also
mentions the importance of communication. When all the
researches are combined, it can be inferred that the factors of
communication have strong relations with job satisfaction
and organizational commitment.

HYPOTHESIS TEST
The correlation among the variables are examined to
verify the proposed "Hypothesis 1: There are positive(+)
correlations among the level of communication, innovational
consciousness, job satisfaction, and the performance of
organization.". The results are shown in Table 1.
According to the correlation analysis, there are
statistically significant positive(+) correlations among the
factors, and Hypothesis 1 is adopted. More specifically,
correlation between innovational consciousness and
organizational commitment is shown especially high on
communication factors. The correlation level between
innovational consciousness and organizational commitment
is also shown higher on performance factors. Based on the
analysis, it can be inferred that active communication
relating to innovational consciousness and organizational
commitment within an organization would improve the
performance.
To verify the 'Hypothesis 2: Higher level of
communication influences more on the performance of
organization', the correlations among innovational
consciousness, job satisfaction, organizational commitment,
and performance in higher and lower communication groups
are analyzed and diagrammed. The results are shown on
Figure 2 and Figure 3.

RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS
This research focuses on analyzing the correlation
between the communication level and the performance of
organization, setting up the job satisfaction and
organizational commitment as intervening variables. The
research model is set as follows;

< lower > communication group

Figure 1. Research model

Hypothesis 1: There are positive(+) correlations among
the level of communication, innovational consciousness, job
satisfaction, and the performance of organization.
Hypothesis 2: Higher level of communication influences
more on the performance of organization.

0.457

Communication

Job Satisfaction
0.515
Innovational
Consciousness

Job
performance

Organizational
Commitment

Figure 2. Influence level among factors (lower communication
group)
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has focused on the importance of communication and
analyzed the relation with the organizational performance
using intervening variables of innovational consciousness,
job satisfaction, and organizational commitment. The major
result and meaning of this research are as follow.
First, the variables-communication, innovational
consciousness, job satisfaction, organizational commitment,
and performance that are set in the research model have
positive(+) correlations. Therefore, close and smooth
relationships between the input and intervening variables are
required for a positive result in an organization's
performance.
Second, the correlations among major intervening
variables(innovational consciousness, job satisfaction, and
organizational commitment) that lead to a better
performance appeared to be higher in higher communication
groups than others. Therefore, it can be inferred that groups
with higher communication level has higher possibility to
make positive performance.
Third, among the intervening variables, 'innovational
consciousness' appeared to influence the most on the
performance of organizations. This result indirectly shows
the role of 'innovational consciousness' to strengthen
organizations' competitiveness and generate outcome in
today's competitive society.
The major results therefore suggest that the
communication among leaders and members, colleagues, and
divisions cannot be emphasized enough. The communication
level influences innovational consciousness, job satisfaction,
organizational commitment, and the performance of
organization both directly and indirectly. Communication is
an important indicator to prejudge the organizational
competitiveness and performance.

Job
Satisfaction
Innovational
Consciousness

0.571

0.569

Communication

< higher > communication group

Job
performance

Organizational
Commitment

Figure 3. Influence level among factors(higher communication
group)

The influence level among factors in high level shows
0.5~0.6, and 0.4~0.5 in low level. In other words, higher
communication group shows higher influence level on all
factors than lower communication group. The figures that
show the mutual influence level in each group are drawn by
simple regression analysis assuming each factor the relation
between input and output variables. Based on the above
result, it can be verified that communication improves the
performance of the group.
To verify the 'Hypothesis 3: There are differences in the
impact of the factors which influence the performance of
organization multiple regression analysis has been used in
this study. The regression analysis has been implemented
through 3 stages. The result of analysis in which the input
variable(communication) is set as an independent variable,
and the intervening variable(innovational consciousness) as
an dependent variable is shown in Table 2, the intervening
variables(innovational consciousness, job satisfaction, and
organizational commitment) as independent variables, and
the output variable(performance of organization) as an
dependent variable is shown in Table 3, and the
input(communication)
and
intervening(innovational
consciousness, job satisfaction, and organizational
commitment) variables as independent variables, and the
output variable(performance of organization) as a dependent
variable is shown in Table 4.
The above results show the intervening variables
(innovational consciousness, job satisfaction, and
organizational commitment) have positive (+) influence on
output variable(performance of organization). Especially
'innovational consciousness' has the highest influence on the
performance of organization. 'Communication', the input
variable, also has positive (+) influence on 'innovational
consciousness'. Therefore, the Hypothesis 3 also is adopted.
When the regression analysis on the dependent variable
'performance of organization' as both the intervening and
independent variables has been performed (Table 4), the
influence level appeared lower than the intervening variables.
This result infers that 'communication' directly influences
'innovational consciousness', and indirectly influences
performance of organization.
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Factor

Communication

Communi cation
Innovational
consciousness

1

Table 1. Correlation among the factors
Innovational
Job
Organizational
conscioussness
satis faction
commitment
.598**
.689**
.682**
1

Job satisfaction

Performance of
organization
.546**

.626**

.734**

.782**

1

.654**

.632**

1

.715**

Organizational
commitment
Performance of
organization

1

** Correlation coefficient is significant on 0.01 level(both sides).

Table 2. Regression analysis(input variable vs intervening variable)
Non-standardized
Standardized
Significance
Independent variable
t
coefficient
coefficient
probabilities
Regression model

Factor

B

SE

Dependent variable:
Innovational
conscious
ness

(Con
stant)

2.446

.154

Communication

.661

.097

Dependent variable:
Performance of
group

Factor

B

SE

(Constant)

-.575

.260

Innovational
conscioussness
Job satisfaction
Organizational
commitment

.689
.157
.257

.110
.078
.092

.538

15.87

.000

6.83

.000

1.372

.29

DurbinWatson

R2

1.739

.67

Beta

.518
.150
.238

-2.21

.029

6.25
2.01
2.80

.000
.046
.006

Table 4. Regression analysis(input vs intervening variables vs output variable)
NonStandardized
Significance
Independent variable standardized
t
coefficient
probabilities
coefficient
Regresson mode
Factor
B
SE
Beta
(Constant)
-.601
.260
-2.31
.023
Communication
Dependent
Innovational
-.135
.110
.-083
-1.23
.220
variable:
consciousness
.714
.112
.536
6.38
.000
Performance of
Job satisfaction
.169
.078
.161
2.15
.033
group
Organizational
.284
.094
.264
3.02
.003
commitment
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R2

Beta

Table 3. Regression analysis(intervening variable vs Output variable)
Non-standardized
Standardized
Significance
Independent variable
t
coefficient
coefficient
probabilities
Regression mode

DurbinWatson

DurbinWatson

R2

1.774

.68
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As such, it can be said that ethical decision making is
inherently linked to corporate competitiveness. As a result,
there is a great need for a closer analysis of ethical decision making processes, the basis for ethical management.
Ethical decision making and ethical management are
critical elements to the survival and continued growth of a
business. Corporations with clear standards for ethical
decision making are able to secure consumer confidence and
thus the basic foundation for a going concern. Clear
guidelines for ethical decision making also have a great
impact on organizational performances well. Because ethical
decision-making practices ensure just and fair treatment for
employees, those workers in a company which practices
ethical decision making would have a pride to the company
and be motivated to work harder, thus raising productivity.
Furthermore, ethical management forms the core of corporate
competitiveness in the 21st century through a improved
image and reputation, formation of relational capital, and
reduced transaction costs.[5]
When one makes a decision regarding an ethical issue, it
is generally viewed as a personal decision in which the major
influential factors are one’s level of honesty or conscience.
However, the unethical behaviors of members within an
organization are influenced greatly by the business structure
and culture more so than personal values.(Paines, 1994)[11]
In order to examine ethical decision making within
corporations, it is necessary to simultaneously consider three
elements, namely, the participants taking part in decision
making (Ladd, 1970; Elster, 2006),[7][3] the organizational
structure limiting the basic principles and goals of decision
making (Ladd, 1970; Vitell et al., 1990),[7][14] and the
relationships that are created within the corporate structure
(Ladd, 1970; May, 1987).[7][9] This thesis aims to identify
the organizational factors which influence decisions about
ethical issues and how such factors influence ethical decision
-making behavior so that ultimately, ethical management can
become better established within corporations and a
culture/environment, in which ethical behavior and decisions
are advocated, can induce desirable actions of members
within an organization.

ABSTRACT
This thesis looks closely at the moderating effect of
individual variables while we analyzed how corporate‘s
ethics policies have influence on ethical decision-making
behaviors. The subjects of the research were full-time
employees (n=211) in Seoul metropolitan region. The
research model was substantiated through statistical analysis
of credibility and validity, correlation, variance, and
moderated regression analysis (MRA). This study found that
within an organization with a code of ethics, the level of
enforcement of the code and the level of employee awareness
of core values sought by the company determined the level of
influence of the code on ethical decision making. In other
words, internal factors exerted a greater influence than
external evaluation of a corporation's ethical decision making
practices and therefore, it is necessary for decision-making
practices to be transparent and recognized by the members
within an organization. The study also found that the
employee's awareness about the long-term visions of the
company at a higher level and the employees who have a
locus of control to their members internally acted as
independent variables as well as control variables on the
ethical decision-making. In addition, there were great
differences in the level of ethical decision-making among the
variables used as controls, which means these differences
were related to the individual variables. Accordingly, in
order to get ethical decision-making practices at a higher
level, a education & training program will be designed and
implemented variously as considering on the particular
characteristics of the control variables we used in this study
INTRODUCTION
Recently, an importance of the corporate ethical
management has been emphasized due to insufficient
understanding on ethical management and loosing of social
trust. The financial crisis that swept through the globe at the
end of the 1990s not only brought the rapid economic growth
in Korea to an abrupt halt but also revealed the problem of
non-transparent management practices within Korean
corporations. In addition, the Enron and WorldCom debacles
demonstrated how corporate social responsibility (CSR)[6]
not only affects one corporation but the whole world and
determines the quality of life for workers globally.[10]

LITERATURE REVIEW
Ethics Policy of the Organization
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Among the factors which affect ethical decision making,
the factors that have been studied within an organization are
the existence and level of enforcement of a code of ethics,
the ethical values of a corporation, rewards and restraints,
culture and climate, etc. Weaver and Ferrel (1977)[16]
asserted that the existence and enforcement of a code of
ethics increased ethical behavior while Vitell and Davis
(1990)[15] suggested that greater implementation of a code
of ethics is necessary to increase the efficiency of code
implementation.
Enforcement of the Code of Ethics
Awareness levels by members of the organization of the
existence and application of the code of ethics promote
greater ethical decision making. Wotruba et al., (2001)[17]
stated that a code of ethics is the result of active interest by
the organization in moral obligations and active efforts to
provide moral direction. According to Wotruba, as a code of
ethics reflects the interest and efforts to fulfill an
organization's moral obligations, the code serves as a
standard policy governing particular d policy govestatements
towards the ethical directions of the organization. Vitell and
Davis (1990)[15] suggests high levels of code enforcement
efficiently greater efficiency of implementation. The mere
existence of a code of ethics does no however, does no affect
ethical decision making. Rather, the code of ethics must be
reinforced with the perception that the members of the
organization are actively trying to apply the code of ethics.
Such a perception is promoted through education about the
code of ethics coupled with the utilization of the code of
ethics as a reward and disciplinary tool.

management to clearly share these goals with the members of
the organization, and the establishment of management
strategies to prepare for the future are essential factors for
increasing ethics in decision-making processes.
Locus of Control refers to how much control an
individual feel one has over what happens. Those who feel
the locus of control is internal believe that they control the
outcome of events and tend to take responsibility for what
happens. Those who feel the locus of control is external
believe that fate or others are the cause for events. Externals
usually do not take responsibility for what happens to them.
Members of an organization with an external locus of
control tend to conform to the organization and follow the
orders of the organization whereas those with an internal
locus of control tend to first evaluate the ethical implications
of an action and take responsibility for the outcome of their
actions. As such, it is necessary to observe how the locus of
control affects ethical decision making.
Factors for Ethical Decision Making
Business ethics can be defined as the application of
ethics to business management processes. Shin(2011)[13]
defined ethical decision making as making decisions in the
face of an ethical dilemma. Generally, an ethical problem or
the course of action taken by an individual can negatively
affect another individual or decrease benefits. Hunt and
Vitell (1993)[4] asserted five factors in ethical decision
making in marketing, namely, cultural environment,
professional
environment,
industrial
environment,
organizational environment, and individual differences.
These factors are expressed as forecast variables in the
ethical decision making processes of individuals. Therefore
Ethical decision making refers to the cognizance of an ethical
dilemma and the selection of either ethical or unethical
actions in response to the situation. Ethical decision making
encompasses judgment of the situation and the ensuing
behavior.
In discussing a company's level of ethics, it is more
efficient to first differentiate the various types of corporate
ethics. Corporate ethics is largely divided into external and
internal ethics and further categorized into passive ethics
prohibiting negative behavior and active ethics
recommending
positive
behavior.
According
to
Shin(2011),[13] the level of ethical decision making of a
worker can be measured by the following four factors.

Corporate Ethical Values
The values pursued by an organization significantly
influence the behavior and ideas of the members within that
organization Weaver and Ferrel(1977)[16] released research
findings that the existence and mandatory application of a
code of ethics increase the level of ethical behavior within an
organization. Hunt and Vitell (1993)[4] included ethical
values of an organization among factors which impacted
ethical decision making. According to Chonko and Hunt
(1985) [1] corporate values influence corporate decision
making on several dimensions. The ethical values of a
corporation is the combination of official and unofficial
policies governing the ethics of the organization and each
individual within the organization.

Perceived Ethical Discernment of the Corporation

Individual Variables

The perceived ethical discernment of the organization is
affected by the ethical beliefs of the CEO, the existence of a
code of ethics or ethics policies within the organization, the
provision of incentives or penalties corresponding to the
degree of ethical or unethical behavior, and the ethical
environment within the corporation. A study by Petrick and
Quinn (2000)[12] reported that the presence of a strong
leader or group restricts the behavior of the other members of
the organization. As the greatest leader within an
organization is none other than the CEO, the CEO has the
greatest influence on the actions of the members of the
organization.

Denison (1997)[2] identified five factors that affected
ethical decision making, namely, the awareness of the
organization's long-term visions by the members of the
organization, the development of learning capacity,
teamwork and the transfer of authority, inter-departmental
collaboration, and customer oriented changes. As such,
Denison asserts that individuals' awareness of an
organization's long-term visions influence ethical decision
making. The level of awareness of long-term visions and
goals of the corporation by the members of an organization
and the execution of behavior towards fruition of such goals
greatly affect ethical decision making. Therefore,
implementation of advanced work processes, the
establishment of long-term management goals and efforts by
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Perceived Ethical Discernment of Higher Ranking
Officers

Hypothesis 1, 2
Various internal and external factors have an effect on
ethical decision making processes. The members of a
corporate could suggest some alternative after reviewing
various alternatives in consideration of these factors.
Trevino(1986)[14] founded that decision making in corporate
organization should be considered of a decision maker's
ethical values and a situation with which the corporate faced.
Environmental factors(cultural customs, competitions and
practices in the industry, organizational culture and various
conditions, top manager's values, and a situation with which
the corporate faced) could be reflected on decision
making(Hunt
and
Vitell,
1993)[4].
Accordingly,
implementation of organization's ethics codes that members
feel effects on ethical decision making. We set hypothesis 1
and hypothesis 2 on assumption that a ethical decision
making would be reached according to a degree of member's
awareness on the implementation of ethics code and a degree
of awareness on the ethical values that organization pursues.
Hypothesis 1 Members of organizations who feel that
the organization exercises a high level of ethics are more
likely to have a higher degree of ethical decision making.
Hypothesis 2 Members of organizations who feel that
the organization pursues a high level of values are more
likely to have a higher degree of ethical decision making.

Even if one commits unethical actions, the influence of
incentives and penalties vary depending on the particular
characteristics of the individual committing the act. In other
words, the ethical discernment of higher ranking officers
have a greater influence on the ethical decision making of the
organization as a whole.
3. Perceived Ethical Discernment of Fellow Colleagues
The perceived ethical discernment of fellow colleagues
is influenced by the existence of opportunities for unethical
behavior, the anticipated performance of the organization as
a result of unethical or ethical actions, the impact on
competition in the industry, the ethical awareness of the
customer, and existence of related laws. Wotruba (1990)[16]
stated that the performance of salespeople is more visible
than for other workers so salespeople face more pressure to
do well. As such, this visibility is the greatest inducer of
unethical behavior.
4. Sales Performance through Ethical Means
In making a case for the need for ethics among
salespeople, if salespeople act unethically or do not possess
the ability to take appropriate measures when faced with an
ethical dilemma, losses could be incurred upon many sectors
of society.[17]

Hypothesis 3, 4
Ethical decision making is a individual decision making
intrinsically. Denison (1997)[2] identified five factors that
affected ethical decision making, namely, the awareness of
the organization's long-term visions by the members of the
organization, the development of learning capacity,
teamwork and the transfer of authority, inter-departmental
collaboration, and customer oriented changes. On the base of
Denison's research, we set moderating variables, which are
the awareness on organization's long-term vision as a
individual factor and the locus of control as a level of selfcontrol to some events, and we set hypothesis 3 and
hypothesis 4 to verify moderating effects.
Hypothesis 3 The long-term visions of the organization
will affect the relationship between organizational variables
and ethical decision making.
Hypothesis 3-1 The long-term visions of an organization
will affect the relationship between implementation of the
code of ethics and ethical decision making. In other words,
members of an organization who feel that the organization
has long-term visions are more likely to have a higher degree
of ethical decision making.
Hypothesis 3-2 The long-term visions of an organization
will affect the relationship between awareness of ethical
values and ethical decision making. In other words, members
of an organization who feel that the organization has longterm visions are more likely to have a higher degree of
ethical decision making.
Hypothesis 4 Locus of control will affect the
relationship between organizational variables and ethical
decision making.
Hypothesis 4-1 For internal locus of control, awareness
levels of code of ethics implementation levels will affect
ethical decision making.

DESIGN OF RESEARCH STUDY
Model Representing Influence of Factors on Ethical
Decision Making
Differentiate the level of corporate ethics between
external and internal corporate ethics. Internal corporate
ethics are the ethics held by the members for the organization
and reflect the values of the organization. Internal corporate
ethics prioritize realization of corporate goals or profits and
the compliance of employees in accordance with the needs of
the organization. External corporate ethics are the ethics held
by the members of the organization for the stockholders of
the organization, the society at large, the government the, and
environment the and reflect the level of ethical decision
making within the organization. Characteristics of the above
factors and the influence of ethical decision making in order
to scan the following research should set a model
Ethics Policy of the
Organization
-Implementation of
Ethics Code
-Ethical Values

Ethical Decision
Making
-Internal
Corporate Ethics
-External
Corporate Ethics
Individual Variables
-Awareness of Organi zation’s
Long-term
Vision
-Locus of Control

Hypothesis Presented
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Hypothesis 4-2For internal locus of control, awareness
levels of ethical values will affect ethical decision making.

tested with a significance level of 0.05. The increase of R**
was high with 63%, the F-value totaled 15.3412, and p-value
totaled 0.0022 so that the hypothesis is selected. According
to the analysis, the values pursued by the organization has a
regression coefficient of 0.5638 on the level of awareness of
ethics among members of the organization and a regression
coefficient of 0.4296 on the level of awareness of code of
ethics implementation. Therefore, it is safe to surmise that
organizational variables have a great impact on ethical
decision making.

EVIDENTIARY ANALYSIS
Hypothesis Testing
1. Analysis of Correlation between Variables
Table 1 lists the correlation between the variables.
Table 1 Correlation Levels between Variables

Me
an

St. D

Decision
Making

3.5
53

Degree of
Enforcem
ent of
Ethics
Code

3.5
42

0.720

Ethical
Values
Awarenes
s of
Organizat
ion’s
Longterm
Vision

3.4
33

0.596

Locus of
Control

2,7
87

2.7
35

0.671

0.467

0.628

Deci
sion
Maki
ng

Degre
e of
Enfor
ceme
nt of
Ethics
Code

Ethi
cal
Valu
es

Awar
eness
of
Organ
izatio
n’s
Longterm
Visio
n

Verification of the Effects of the Moderating
Variable―Awareness of Organization's Long-term Vision

Lo
cus
of
Co
ntr
ol

Table3 Testing the Affect of Awareness of Long-term Visions of
Organization as an moderating Variable on Enforcement of
Code of Ethics and Ethical Decision Making
Dependent Variable

Control
Variable

-

0.184

0.176
*

0.114

0.189
**

Independent
Variable

-

0.477

0.555

0.188
**

Moderating
Variable

-

0.45
3

0.17
8*

-

2.Verification of Ethical Policy Factors
The following table lists the analysis of the hypothesis
that when awareness of organizational variables such as
ethical values and implementation of the code of ethics
increases, the levels of ethical decision making by members
of the organization also increases.

Degree
of
nforce
ment of
Ethics
Code
Ethical
Values

0.4296
0.5638

Increase
in R**

F
value

0.6334

15.3
412

ProF

0.0022

Toleran
ce

0.7830

0.098
0.042
-0.098
0.165
-0.055

Enforcement Levels of
Code of Ethics

0.4006

0.3895

Awareness of Longterm
Visions
of
Organization

0.4237

0.4547

High
Levels
Implementation*
Awareness

of
0.4577

0.637
4.6825

0.649
0.012
8.563

Table 4 Testing Long-term Visions of Organization as an
moderating Variable on the Effect of Awareness of Ethical
Values on Ethical Decision Making
Dependent Variable

Table 2Analysis of Influence of Organizational Variables on
Ethical Decision Making
Beta
Value

0.057
0.052
-0.164
0.090
-0.046

In analyzing awareness of code of ethics implementation
and ethical decision making with long-term visions of the
organization as the moderating variable and a significance
level of 0.0005, long-term visions of the organization
affected ethical decision making as an independent variable.
In addition, when awareness of code of ethics
implementation was also used as an independent variable, the
effect on ethical decision making was significant so the
hypothesis was selected.

* P0.05 **P0.001 ***P0.001

Catego
ry

Gender
Age
Level of Education
Position/Rank
Length
of
Employment

R**
ᐃ**
F value

-

0.163
*

Ethical Decision Making

Control
Variable

VIF

1.9834

Independent
Variable
Moderating
Variable

Gender
Age
Level of Education
Position/Rank
Length of
Employment

0.098
0.153
-0.274
0.057
-0.056

0.257
0.042
-0.083
0.089
-0.056

Awareness of Ethical
Values

0.3967

0.3991

Awareness of Longterm Visions of
Organization

0.3978

0.3990

Ethical Values*
Awareness
R**
ᐃ**
F value

The hypothesis that organizational variables affect
ethical decision making of members of the organization was
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Ethical Decision
Making

0.3976
0.585
18.453

0.588
0.003
12.649

Table6 Testing the Effect of Internal Locus of Control as a
moderating Variable in the Relationship between Ethical Values
and Ethical Decision Making

The awareness of ethical values as an independent
variable affects ethical decision making. In addition,
perception of long-term goals of the organization also
showed significant impact on ethical decision making when
tested as an independent variable. The effect of long-term
visions of the organization as an moderating variable on the
relationship between ethical values and ethical decision
making increased the R** value by 0.003. As such, a
statistical significance was acknowledged and the hypothesis
was selected.

Dependent Variable

Control
Variable

Verification of the Effects of the moderating
Variable―Internal Control

Control Variable

Independent
Variable

moderating Variable

0.055
0.027
-0.190
0.175
0.034

0.042
0.069
-0.108
0.053
0.057

Enforcement Levels of
Code of Ethics

0.3867

0.3895

Internal

0.5931

0.5983

High Levels of
Implementation*
Internal

R**
ᐃ**
F value

Awareness of Ethical
Values

0.3967

0.3995

Internal

-0.375

-0.391

Ethical Values* Internal

0.3258
0.573
24.761

0.585
0.012
19.469

CONCLUSION

0.5265
0.713
12.567

0.066
0.211
-0.052
0.094
-0.100

Ethical Values as an independent variable affects ethical
decision making. When internal locus of control is also
added as an independent variable, a significant effect on
ethical decision making is still evident. The effect of internal
locus of control as a moderating variable on the relationship
between ethical values and ethical decision making increased
the R** value by 0.012 so a statistical significance was
acknowledged and the hypothesis was selected.

Ethical Decision
Making

Gender
Age
Level of Education
Position/Rank
Length of Employment

0.073
0.209
-0.042
0.092
-0.093

R**
ᐃ**
F value

Table5 Testing of Internal Locus of Control as a moderating
Variable in the Relationship between Awareness of Code of
Ethics Implementation and Ethical Decision Making
Dependent Variable

Gender
Age
Level of Education
Position/Rank
Length of Employment

Independent
Variable
moderating
Variable

Ethical Decision Making

Ethical decision making is closely linked to corporate
structure and culture, but it is also related to the different
characteristics inherent in each individual. As such, this
study analyzed whether the moderating variable of individual
characteristics had a significant influence on ethical decision
making which was carried out based on the ethics policies of
the organization. After observing the effects of various
adjustment moderating variables on ethical decision making,
the following were observed.
The existence of a code of ethics and efforts to
implement the code of ethics within the organization had a
significant influence on ethical decision making. Likewise,
the greater the perception of high values pursued by the
organization, the greater the effect on ethical decision
making. From such observations, we can conclude that
individuals are more influenced from internal variables
within the organization than from external variables. As
such, it is essential that decision making processes within
organizations are transparent and the processes are shared
with the members of the organization.
This study also analyzed the effect of personal
characteristics as a moderating variables. The analysis
concluded that individual characteristics such as a high level
of awareness about long-term visions of the organization and
internal locus of control are able to act as both independent
variables and a moderating variables in ethical decision
making. Individual variables utilized as control variables
exhibited large differences on the level of ethical decision
making.
The results of this analysis indicate that in order to
increase the level of ethical decision making, it is necessary
to establish systematic measures inducing ethical decision
making such as the provision of diverse incentives and
penalties for the implementation of the code of ethics. In

0.745
0.032
9.8672

In analyzing the effect of external locus of control as an
moderating variable and the awareness of code of ethics
implementation with a significance level of 0.05, population
statistics were applied as control variables. The awareness of
code of ethics implementation as an independent variable
was shown to have an effect on ethical decision making. In
addition, internal locus of control as an independent variable
also had a significant impact on ethical decision making. In
terms of the effect of code of ethics implementation
awareness on ethical decision making, internal locus of
control as a moderating variable increased the R** value
from 0.713 to 0.745. Therefore, statistical significance was
demonstrated and the hypothesis was selected.
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[17] Woutuba, Thomas R. (1990). A Comprehensive
Framework for the Analusis of Ethical Behavior
With a Focus on Sales Organizations. Jounal of
Personal Selling & Sales Management, Vol.10,
Spring, 29-42.

addition, it is necessary to raise awareness of the firm ethical
values of the CEO.
Ethical decision making can be seen as the result of
corporate culture.
As such, a wide range of environmental and individual
factors have to be taken into consideration. In particular, it is
critical to increase awareness of corporate ethics policies
among the members of the organization.
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various sources of knowledge and the many opportunities
that surround them. The goals of the SDPS student chapter
and the SDPS mobile app are to promote student
participation and to facilitate collaboration across traditional.
The approach for this project is to develop a vision,
competency, and implementation within a particular market
starting with UAB that may be easily extended to other
universities worldwide based on a Koztmetsky T-strategy
implementation adapted from (Tanik, Tanik, & Jololian,
March, 2001).

ABSTRACT
The Society for Design and Process Science has
promoted transdisciplinary innovation for the last 20 years.
A novel approach to promote transdisciplinary collaboration
and convergence is to introduce a mobile application module
as part of the virtual platform for the Design and Process
Science Lab that manages student chapter projects for the
United States, Brazil, European Union, and other countries.
Transdisciplinary, cloud computing based collaborations are
possible through a mobile app for networked university
members. The University of Alabama at Birmingham
Student Chapter mobile app serves as an initial framework.
Expansion to other universities will promote national and
international collaboration that supports the goals associated
with the advancement of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics education in the context of papers, grants,
and ventures for the next generation of design and process
science.

COLLABORATION AND CONVERGENCE
Promoting collaboration between various disciplines at
UAB and other universities is of great importance. It has
been recognized that the divided knowledge of the
disciplines has significantly impacted our design choices and
ultimate performance as noted in the SDPS 2015 Conference
brochure section on knowledge integration (Suh, SDPS
Foucs: Knowledge Integration, 2015).
“Knowledge Integration became a keystone to
advancing the technologies for the 21st century. The divided
knowledge of the disciplines has significantly impacted our
design choices and ultimate performance. Consequently, we
tend to produce separate products and services that align with
those disciplines. As software becomes an integral part of
most products and services, a scientific approach to
knowledge integration can be seen as an essential element in
expanding our options to yield solutions not possible today.”
(Suh, SDPS Foucs: Knowledge Integration, 2015)
The National Research Council in their 2014 report
states: “convergence is an approach to problem solving that
cuts across disciplinary boundaries. It integrates knowledge,
tools, and ways of thinking from life and health sciences,
physical, mathematical, and computational sciences,
engineering disciplines, and beyond to form a comprehensive
synthetic framework for tackling scientific and societal
challenges” (Convergence, 2014). To unleash this new era
of innovation, convergence must include a fundamental
science powerful enough to join the knowledge held within

KEY WORDS
mobile application, virtual platform, collaboration,
convergence, student chapter, cloud computing, T-strategy
INTRODUCTION
The Society for Design and Process Science (SDPS) was
incorporated in the state of Texas on September 6, 1995, as a
non-profit volunteer organization dedicated to transformative
research and education through transdisciplinary means.
SDPS has been influential in the movement towards
scientific knowledge integration in its 20-year history
through annual conferences, workshops, publications, and
numerous collaborative projects.
Through effective
collaboration of the founding visionaries and the next
generation of members, the transformative goals of SDPS are
continuously advanced.
Academia has traditionally functioned in independent
silos of disciplines and students are often not aware of the
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the disciplines (Gattaz, 2010; Gattaz, Amato Neto, Gattaz
Sobrinho, Boland, & Bangalore, 2011; Gattaz, Cruvinel, &
Piscopo, 2014). Convergence has been the focus of SDPS
for the last 20 years, and the integrated mobile app can serve
as a multi-faceted aspect of the virtual platform to advance
the next generation topics well into the future.
SDPS should play a leading role in the development of
the processes for next generation transformative knowledge
dissemination. As noted by (Tanik, Suh, & Gurupur, 2011),
the time for knowledge dissemination with classical book
methods and traditional journal publications is passing. The
next generation should play a critically leading role in this
arena with new education and training pedagogy initiatives
and platforms (Gattaz, Cruvinel, & Piscopo, 2014). The time
has come for us to actively seek collaboration from our
colleagues in many disciplines in order to implement our
goals (Tanik, Suh, & Gurupur, 2011).

Table 18. SDPS Student Chapter Objectives
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

SDPS STUDENT CHAPTER
The University of Alabama at Birmingham established
the SDPS UAB student chapter in March of 2011. In 2015,
UAB student leaders activated the UAB SDPS student
chapter in preparation to network with other SDPS student
chapters. The constitution, bylaws, and general information
are
available
on
the
student
chapter
website http://sdpsuab.wix.com/sdpsuab (Baugh, 2015). The
constitution outlines the purpose and objectives of the SDPS
UAB student chapter and Table 1 provides a summary. In
support of these objectives, the SDPS UAB student chapter
has implemented a mobile app to aid in the dissemination of
the goals of SDPS and to promote membership by creating
an easy process for becoming a student member. The mobile
app also promotes collaboration between various disciplines
at UAB.

6.

Promote the development of design and process science as applied
to all traditional disciplines of engineering by sponsoring
conferences and participation in other appropriate activities.
Encourage and foster research and development to advance the
discipline of design and process science.
Encourage an interchange of ideas among students, engineers,
scientists, managers, decision makers and organizations by:
a) Disseminating information through publishing.
b) Organizing conferences and programs for presentations and
demonstrations to advance the state of knowledge.
c) Providing an atmosphere of fellowship between members that
recognizes those professional needs of society membership which
can best be supplied by association with peers.
d) Supporting continuing education activities; and
e) Developing international cooperation.
Provide long-range planning for student activities to insure that the
Society achieves its objectives and provides quality service to its
members.
Bring together energetic, like-minded students and friends from
community, professors, staff, design and process scientists, and
businesses for creative enterprise collaboration. Involve
individuals who have been previously engaged in design and
process scientific ventures, local and global business associate
members, graduate and undergraduate students, business and
engineering faculty, alumni, and guest speakers.
Create an effective virtual platform for all members and guests to
take part in virtual meetings and an online gateway for local and
global businesses to leverage the intellectual capital available to
UAB.

SDPS STUDENT CHAPTER MOBILE APP
The goals of the SDPS Student App are to promote
awareness of SDPS goals, missions, and membership and
provide a tool for transdisciplinary communication and
collaboration through a mobile app with backend cloud
services. The app allows students to register as members,
provides information about upcoming events and provides a
student forum to promote communication and collaboration
among various disciplines. The student forum will allow
students to post information in the defined categories of jobs,
grants, tutoring, publications, and science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education. Students
may promote their own services or those of others in these
categories or additionally may seek assistance in these
categories.
INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION
Students conducted a survey of mobile apps and chose
Appery.io as the development environment due to the ease of
rapid development of a multiple device, cloud-based app
with a professional look. One of the major advantages of the
appery.io development environment was that it is able to
generate applications that can be run on cloud infrastructure
and generates applications that may be accessed by Android
devices, laptops, iPhones, iPads, and desktops as shown in
Fig. 16. Other alternatives require development of an
Android application separate from the development of an
iPhone application and therefore increase the time to market
as well as the overall maintenance requirements. The student
developed the app with the Appery.io team development
environment at a total cost of $75/month for a team of three
developers. The monthly fee covered one application with
unlimited pages and three developer accounts. Team
members had access to modify the application
simultaneously and changes by multiple users are merged
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2

automatically.
At this time, the application uses an
Appery.io backend service to access an Appery.io database
and requires a continued subscription after development
completion. The student updated the subscription to an
educational subscription of $25/month for three apps with
unlimited pages and one developer account. A future
investigation will include the implementation of cloud
computing resources that will replace the backend Appery.io
database services. In this scenario, without using the
Appery.io back-end data services, the final app, once
exported and published, would not be tied to the Appery.io
platform, however, some back-end cloud services would still
be required to support the database.

SDPS Student Chapter at Texas A&M-Commerce
SDPS Student Chapter at another university
4
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers at UAB
5
Society of Women Engineers at UAB
6
Another Student Society at UAB
3

Fig. 17. T-Strategy under Zero-time operations adapted from
(Tanik, Tanik, & Jololian, March, 2001)

FUNCTIONALITY
The mobile app contains screens for log-in, new user
account creation, and a student forum. The student forum
links to screens that detail information about the SDPS
student chapter, upcoming events, membership, and society
contacts. Fig. 3 demonstrates the design of the screen flow
of the mobile app.
Fig. 18. Mobile App Screen Flow

Fig. 4 is member login screen and the default
activity of the SDPS UAB Student App and Fig 5
shows the login screen for Texas A&M. The log-in
screen displays the SDPS and UAB logos and allows
users to log-on with an SDPS user account or create a
new account. The login screen validates the user

Log-in
Scree

About
Screen

New
Account
Log-off

Studen
t
Events
Screen

Membe
r Screen

Close
App

Contact
Screen

Fig. 16. Multiple-Device, Cloud-Based Architecture

against the User table in the Appery.io backend
database. If the user does not have an SDPS UAB
student account, they may create a new account by
tapping the Create New SDPS Account button that will
then navigate to the New Account screen. The
development team considered implementing a login
with Facebook account using the Facebook API. One
option to enhance the mobile app includes adding the
Facebook API.

T-STRATEGY UNDER ZER0-TIME OPERATIONS
The initial mobile app implementation at UAB is one
aspect of the virtual platform at TAMUC that is an
opportunity to develop student core competencies and
contribute to other modules for collaboration on
convergence. The development team plans to expand the
mobile app to include a network of SDPS student chapters as
we integrate with other societies at other universities as
shown in Fig. 2. Following a vision with a “T-Strategy
approach under Zero-time operations” guiding expedient
development with respect to the five strategic arts of
possibility, timing, leverage, mastery, and leadership as
outlined in the Art of the Business: In the Footsteps of Giants
(Yeh, 2004) and (Gattaz & Sobrinho, 2000).

1

SDPS Student Chapter at UAB
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Fig. 20. Log-in Screen Texas A&M

Fig. 19. Log-in Screen UAB
In order to create a new account, the student must
provide their first and last name, their current discipline, their
academic program, a user-id, and a password. The app stores
new user information in the User table in the Appery.io
database.
Once the user has successfully logged into the app,
the app then navigates to the student forum screen shown in
Fig. 6. From the student forum screen, the user can navigate
to any of the supporting pages or can participate in the
student forum. The student forum allows users to view or
create posts in the categories jobs, tutoring, grants,
publishing, and STEM Education. The app will display any
posts saved in the jobs category as shown in Fig. 7 when the
user clicks on the jobs collapsible menu item.
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Fig. 22. Student Forum with Job Collapsible Expanded

The student forum allows users to view current posts
or create a new post by entering the new post information in
the text area and clicking on the New Post button. The app
saves the post information to the database table associated
with the category. There is not currently an edit or delete
capability for the users. Student application administrators
have the ability to delete posts once they are out of date or in
the case that a post is inappropriate. The development team
may add the ability for users to edit or delete their own posts
in a future version.
The navigation bar in the student forum allows for easy
access to the about screen, the events screens, the members
screen, and the contact screen. The “About” button will
navigate to the about screen which displays information
about SDPS UAB such as the goals, objectives, and
membership as shown in Fig. 8. The objectives and
membership collapsible menus expand when the user taps on
the respective menus as shown in Fig. 9. The objectives
listed in the application reflect those outlined in the SDPS
UAB Student Chapter constitution.

Fig. 21. Student Forum Screen

The other categories of posts in the student forum include
tutoring, grants, publishing, and STEM education are
implemented in a similar manner. These areas are important
resources that are available to students across all disciplines.
Ensuring that all students have access to high-quality
learning opportunities in STEM subjects is a national priority
and is demonstrated by the fact that dozens of federal
programs grants require a STEM related component
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Math: Education for
Global Leadership, 2015).
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Fig. 24 About Screen with Objectives Menu Expanded

Fig. 23. About Screen

The About screen also contains an expandable
menu for membership information including member
qualifications, relationships, financial obligation, types
of membership, and statements regarding an
environment free of discrimination as shown in Fig.10.
Each of these sub-categories expands to display
additional information when the user taps on the menu
as shown in Fig. 11. All of the information that is
available from the about screen is also available in the
student constitution on the SDPS UAB student chapter
website, http://sdpsuab.wix.com/sdpsuab#!constitution/
cswb (Baugh, 2015).
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Fig. 25. About Screen with Membership Menu Expanded

Fig. 26 About Screen with Membership Qualifications

The membership collapsible item details the specifics of
the SDPS UAB Student Chapter bylaws associated with
membership. This information includes the qualification
requirement of being a current student at the university.
There is no finanicial oblicagation associated with being a
student and the society is free from discrimination of any
kind. Types of membership include voting members,
associate members, and faculty advisory members.

The “Events” button is included in the navigation
bar of the student forum, about page, Members page,
and contact page. The user may use the events page
to see upcoming events as shown in Fig. 12. Student
app administrators may post events as text, images, or
YouTube video links. The user may view the video by
tapping on the play button in the video link shown. The link
shown contains a video promoting the SDPS & SES
Conference from 2014.
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Fig. 27. Events Page

Fig. 28. Members Page

The Members button on the navigation bar will navigate
to the Members page where users can view the member table
of the database as shown in Fig. 13.. The development team
could easily enhance the member screen to provide email
and/or phone contact information for officers and existing
members.

The Contact button will navigate the user to the email
page and allow the user to send an email to the pre-set email
address specified for the student group. The SDPS UAB
chapter has set up an email account for correspondence. The
gmail account is sdpsuab@gmail.com. Fig. 14 demonstrates
the contact page.
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Fig. 30. QR Codes for Android and iPhone

Fig. 29. Email Page

TESTING PHASE
The app has been tested on the iPhone 5, 5s, 6, and 6plus and also on the Android Nexus 5 and Android One M7.
To encourage user testing, a power point for the board
outside of the UAB School of Engineering Big Data Lab will
promote the student chapter and the mobile app. The poster
contains information about SDPS student chapter and QR
codes for the iPhone and Android apps that students can scan
with their phone to bring up the app and join as shown in
Fig. 15.
The initial user testing feedback has been positive.
Users have indicated that the app has a professional look, the
app seems robust, and user-friendly. The development team
has not received any negative feedback at this time. As users
recommend additional features, the development team plans
to improve the application before expanding to other
universities. Fig. 16 is a poster that the development team
created to promote the student chapter and to encourage user
testing of the student mobile app.

Fig. 31. SDPS UAB Student Society Poster

CONCLUSION
SDPS student members can be connected together
utilizing mobile app and modern social networking
technology. There are over 1.2 billion mobile web users
worldwide and mobile apps have been downloaded 10.9
billion times (Code My Views, 2015). In the U.S., 25% of
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mobile web users are mobile-only and mobile device sales
are increasing across the board with over 85 percent of new
handsets able to access the mobile web (Code My Views,
2015). Mobile devices have become a ubiquitous part our
everyday lives and SDPS student members can use this
technology to advance the goals of transdisciplinary
collaboration and innovation.
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FUTURE WORK
Our development team plans to implement the backend
data services with cloud computing architecture in the future.
The development team will investigate functionality from
various APIs such as the Facebook API to improve user
functionality. There are also several update and delete
features mentioned in this paper that could make the
application more user friendly.
The initial pilot implementation at UAB serves as an
opportunity to develop the core competencies of the
development team and the mobile app product for maximum
effectiveness for the student user-base. The principals of the
mobile app are general and will be expanded as illustrated in
Fig. 17 that was adapted from (Tanik, Tanik, & Jololian,
March, 2001).
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points to the increased number of exercises that has not
seemed to contribute towards the crisis preparedness.
This critique comes after the Gjorv report (Gjørv, 2012)
that offers a long list of critique for the police department in
Norway and the preparedness for terror strikes in general. It
is important to point out what could be improved, but will
this type of critique boost the organizational learning that is
needed or will it seem demotivating(Tone Vold &
Thomassen, 2014).
Despites the serious warnings from the Auditor General,
we believe that some municipalities still have improved and
manage to have at least a partially well-functioning crisis
preparedness through emergency exercises. In this paper we
explore which parts of the crisis preparedness has proved to
function better than others, and propose how this positive
deviance can be used more extensively in order to improve
the total crisis preparedness in a municipality.
Our research question for this project is thus:

ABSTRACT
This study is about using “positive deviance” (Singhal,
Buscell, & Lindberg, 2010) regarding more effective crisis
training in municipalities. We claim that by using the
municipalities own “best practices” and although finding the
problem definition, stress the importance of focusing on the
solutions found within the municipality, and amplifying these
success practices.
This paper will explore the theoretical possibilities that
lie in the use of “positive deviance” and present some
examples from Norwegian municipalities, where this could
have been implemented. The paper will also propose and
present a pre-study regarding crisis training in a Norwegian
municipality, using “positive deviance” as method for
enhanced crisis training.
INTRODUCTION
Crisis training has had an increased focus after one man
on the 22nd of July 2011 managed to strike two places with
devastating impact, killing a total of 77 people. The returning
question of “how could this happen?” is still to be adequately
answered, but a commission was established who on the 27th
of July 2012 presented a report that concluded that the whole
incident should have been avoided. The preparedness should
have been better.
As a result of this, there are now issued mandates to all
municipalities to train for preparedness. In the municipality
of Åmot, in Hedmark County, we have an additional aspect
to consider as we are the hosting one of the largest military
camps in Norway; Rena Camp, that train soldiers and special
forces for combat in war inflicted zones around the world.
All municipalities in Norway have a mandate of having
a plan of preparedness((DSB), 2012). Also, since July 2011,
substantial resources have been allocated for the purpose of
being prepared for crisis. However, the Auditor General, Per
Kristian Foss, claims publicly that the preparedness is far
from good enough (Carlsen & Sandvik, 2015)
(http://www.nrk.no/norge/riksrevisjonen-slar-alarm_-_alvorlige-svakheter-ved-norsk-beredskap-1.12371462). He

How can the positive deviants from previous exercises
and incidents be utilized throughout the crisis preparedness
plan?
THEORETICAL BACKDROP
Here we briefly present the theory relevant for our study.
Crisis communication and public safety
Public safety is the society’s ability to maintain vital
functions in a community and to secure the inhabitants’ lives,
health, and basal needs during different constraints, ranging
from minor incidents to major crisis ((DSB), 2012).
1st of January 2010 the law on preparedness was
changed and increases the responsibility of the municipalities
regarding a risk and vulnerability analysis and developing
preparedness plans((DSB), 2012). This is followed up by
emergency exercises that is planned from the County
administration and ranges from table top exercises to
emergency exercises involving call out services as well as
staff in administrative services.
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Results and feedback on the exercises are fed into a
computer system (ÅmotKommune, 2015). This enables
collecting and sharing of experiences and knowledge.

sharing and transfer through social interaction and common
reflection.
Involvement and responsibility for one´s own learning
process are also key terms regarding adult learning (Arntzen
Bechina & Vold, 2011; Eikeland, 2002; Eikeland & Berg,
1997; Filstad, 2010; Filstad & Blåka, 2007; T Vold,
Yildirim, Ree-Lindstad, & Souami, 2010). Creating and
supporting engagement and initiatives are also factors that
support learning (Keregero, 1989).
Learning through experiencing and using reflection to
support the learning process is described in Kolb in his
experiential learning cycle (Kolb, 1984). We aim to learn
from the experiences that are positive and reflect through
analyzing what made the results positive and also on what
and how to transfer the positive and successful actions to
other situations.
Reflection for learning can be undertaken at many
stages(Boud, Keogh, & Walker, 1985). John Cowan suggests
reflection an action(2006), and Donald Schön promotes both
reflection during an action and after an action(Schön, 1987,
1991) in order to support the learning process.
Learning from writing down experiences is also
valuable. This can be reflective journals or learning journals
(Bassot, 2013; Moon, 2004, 2006). Both the writing down
and getting feedback on experiences can support the learning
process.

Positive deviance
Positive Deviance (hereafter called PD) is about
exploring the deviants that in spite of different difficulties,
such as poverty, difficult neighborhood, or other constraints,
they succeed, manage to prevent something, or makes things
happen. When all odds are against them, they still find a way
of avoid unfortunate situations(Singhal et al., 2010).
Too often we look for the improvement opportunities,
focusing on what went wrong, analyzing the situations with a
focus on the negative outcome. Using PD is a way of looking
at this from a different angle, and rather focus on what
actually works and see if we can transfer any behaviors or
conditions to the areas that needs improvement. It is about
analyzing and singling out the key features of what “works”
and working out what of this can be transferred to other
areas, and how (Singhal et al., 2010).
The PD process consists of what is called “the four D’s”:
define, determine, discover and design. The process has
some features that is also found in Action
Research(Greenwood & Levin, 2007). These features are
bringing the participants into the project and making them
the responsible for the development, the process and the
outcomes, making sure they are co-producers of the
knowledge generated through the project. This bottom up
approach will also aid in the process of making the
participants responsible and this involvement will secure the
participants ownership and loyalty(David R. Marsh, 2004).
Using PD requires time and patience. Sometimes it takes
time to find the deviants, and also, to include and involve
takes time. However, the potential of the process is vast, and
(change) processes that are supported from the top and
owned by the organizational members have a better chance
of succeeding. PD has mostly been used to solve
humanitarian problems. However, used in organizations, the
resemblance is close to what eg. Filstad calls “learning
organizations” (Filstad, 2010; Filstad & Blåka, 2007).
Learning organizations are defined as organizations that:
“Acquires knowledge and innovates fast enough to survive
and thrive in a rapidly changing environment”
(BusinessDictionary.com, 2015) By using PD regarding
crisis management, we see the potential for the organization
to “create a culture that encourages and supports continuous
employee learning, critical thinking, and risk taking with new
ideas, allow mistakes and value employee contributions,
learn from experience and experiment and disseminate the
new knowledge throughout the organization for
incorporation
into
day-to-day
activities”
(BusinessDictionary.com, 2015).
Adult learning
Being prepared for crisis is also about learning and
transfer of knowledge. It is thus important to keep in mind
the main features of how learning and knowledge sharing can
be facilitated amongst the people in the different
organizations.
Learning amongst adults can be facilitated in several
ways. In the workplace it is possible to organize what Lave
and Wenger calls Communities of Practice(CoP) (Lave &
Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). CoP’s enables knowledge

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
Here we will present our methodological approach for
this pre-study.
Interview
Since the purpose of the pre-study is to discover and
cultivate positive factors contributing towards improved
crisis preparedness, we needed to find out what actually
worked during emergency exercises and where they could
improve. We have not been able to participate in any
emergency exercises. In order to establish results from
emergency exercises, we have used interview as our research
method. This qualitative research method will thus display
the constructed reality from the exercises they have
participated in. This constructed reality (Berger &
Luckmann, 1966) is interesting to our research as this is their
own stories and evaluations of the emergency exercises.
From their own experiences we have searched to find and
single out the success factors. We thus rely more on the
credibility and transferability as referred to in Heron (1996,
pp. 160,161) more than validity.
The interviews have been semi-structured (Dalen, 2011)
and member checks(Guba & Lincoln, 1989) have been done
during the data collection process in order to secure the
validity and reliability of the data.
When interpreting the data, we have gone through
transcripts of the interviews, constructing categories and subcategories of data, comparing the outcomes and we refer to
different statements in the further text to support and
exemplify our findings.
Choice of respondents
For this pre-study we have chosen to interview selected
leaders in Åmot municipality and the mayors (political
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leadership) in Åmot and Rendalen municipalities. The
selected leaders are responsible for the preparedness plan and
have also taken part in the emergency exercises.

Participating in developing the plan for crisis
preparedness
They all report on the importance of working on
developing the plan for crisis preparedness. This is yet a
confirmation of the power of participating regarding the
learning aspect(Arntzen Bechina & Vold, 2011). Owning the
document by being a part of the staff developing the plan, is
highlighted. The frequency of having to update it is also
reported to be important. Even if this comes as an addition in
a very busy work life, all the respondents stress that this has
been essential regarding their knowledge, and know how
regarding how to act according to this plan.

RESULTS AND KEY FINDINGS
These are our key findings from our interviews:
Willingness to share experiences
The respondents are positive about sharing their success
stories. They came up with several examples of cases that
had been handled with a positive outcome. When we
explained why we wanted them to share their success stories,
they were all surprised about the approach, as they generally
were challenged to discuss where their areas of improvement
were. To be able to present what they were proud of having
achieved, was highly welcomed. This also lead to sharing
multiple stories, and they all became increasingly clearer in
their response to why they had achieved these successes.
The respondents from Åmot municipality presented
stories from different incidents and major accidents that had
occurred. They were able to give a good picture of the
timeline of the incidents and they presented their reflections
on why they presented these as success stories.
Below we have highlighted the key findings that the
respondents present:

Using computer system for training
Training is also an addition to a hectic work life. It can
also be expensive, as the everyday work tasks still need to be
done, and the time spent training for crisis has to be made up
for. The major emergency exercises are thus only executed
every two years. This is, however, somewhat not enough
regarding keeping updated and secure preparedness. It is thus
provided “table top” exercises and small scale exercises via a
computer system. Here the responsible staff at the County
level (here: the County of Hedmark) provide the staff in the
local municipalities with different types of scenarios that
they have to respond in writing to. The respondents report on
conducting shorter meetings in order to collect and form
responses to the different scenarios.
The responses are logged in the system and are
commented on by the responsible staff at County level. The
responses are also distributed in the organization
(municipality staff) in meetings where they discuss the
feedback they have received from the county. Reflecting
using the repository of input and feedback from the system
can prove invaluable regarding the learning process (Arntzen
Bechina & Vold, 2007; T Vold, 2011).

Local knowledge is of essence
Knowing who has what type of tools or facilities can for
instance be critical when particular cases are to be solved.
For instance; in the major train accident at Åsta (Justis- og
beredskapsdepartementet, 2000) the local knowledge and
connections the rescue team had with members of Rena
Camp (Norwegian Military) facilitated their aid and support
faster and without using the ordinary channels. This is also
acknowledged by the Ministry of Justice and Public Security
in their report from the Åsta accident
(Justisogberedskapsdepartementet, 2000, p. 57).
Also other types of local knowledge are mentioned, such
as being able to spot deviant behavior at neighbors. An
example from the interview are on lights on late at night in a
house where they normally retire early might indicate a need
for help, for instance.

Positive deviances for transfer to other crisis’?
The most important finding was the respondents’
willingness and ability to see different factors that can be
classified as “positive deviances” and how this could be
transferred to other situations. One example is the
combination of local knowledge and sense of responsibility.
Utilizing the response team members’ local knowledge and
supporting their sense of responsibility can prove lifesaving
efforts in real crisis. This can be tested out in emergency
exercises. Some local knowledge can be centralized in a
database and in a larger town or area, one could probably
have an emergency staff, that could access necessary
knowledge. However, this would mean extra time and the
ability to connect and act on different or even deviant
information.
Another example is the respondents’ ability to see the
value of reflection regarding experiences and feedback in the
computer system. Utilizing this factor we believe is key to
handling future crisis. Drawing on their experiences and
reflections from written and active exercises, and discussing
them in retrospect is invaluable. This is also similar to what
Faul and Camacho has introduced as “Retrospect” (Faul &
Camacho, 2004), where an evaluation of a project or task is
undertaken in order to find the success factors, and how these
can be used this for future projects.

Being “small” – easy overview and sense of
responsibility
The local knowledge also has another positive side
effect; sense of responsibility. The respondents all report on
how the administrative staff rises to the occasion and take on
responsibility in crisis. One example is during the flood in
1995 in Rena (Thorsnæs, 2015). The home care took care of
the area they lived in, even if this was their assigned area.
This was neither ordered nor trained on, but was executed
throughout the municipality where there was limited access.
The reasoning was first and foremost that this was the area
they reached, due to the flood. Secondly it was easy for them
to establish who needed acute help and who could wait, as
they had the local knowledge (their personal friendships and
connections).
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CONCLUSION
The main conclusions from our interviews are thus that
extensive local knowledge provides an opportunity for
swifter and more accurate help during crisis.
Focusing on the positive and successful stories from
emergencies was welcomed by the respondents and they saw
several factors that were transferable to other and different
crisis.
The preparedness in the municipalities is supported by
the learning facilitated and provided by emergency exercises
and the exercises provided in computer system with the
feedback from the county level.
Involvement and participation in the development and
continuous updating of the emergency preparedness plans are
key contributions towards the preparedness.
Extensive use of reflection in different stages (before,
during, after and longer after action) supports the learning
process and contributes towards the preparedness.
Further research
Based on the findings and what we conclude on, we are
planning the major study drilling deeper into the matter,
using our experiences from the data collection and the
leaders’ experiences from the emergency exercises, to
prepare for a coming emergency exercise, expanding the use
of the positive deviances mentioned above. During the
preparation, we will facilitate reflection processes that will
prepare the participants for the action (Cowan, 2006) and
focus on the positive deviances that we have found here, and
also encourage the emergence of more positive deviances to
test out during emergency exercises. We will facilitate for
reflection processes during and after (Schön, 1987, 1991; von
der Oelsnitz & Busch, 2006).
Also to utilize the reflections regarding previous
exercises and feedback will be supported and focused on as a
positive deviance, as there is a lot of learning potential in this
type of reflection(Bassot, 2013; Moon, 2006).
The main focus will be combining the use of PD
processes with the knowledge of how to create sustainability
in learning organizations with regards to crisis preparedness.
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Developing these plans and training in order to achieve
an acceptable level of preparedness, are tasks that the
employees in the municipality are instructed to undertake, in
addition to their ordinary work load.
This requires effectiveness regarding the training. The
aim of this project is thus to find optimal solutions for
training for sustainable emergency preparedness.
This paper explores the theoretical reasoning for two
different approaches towards training for crisis preparedness.
The aim is to present the theory for how the training can be
optimal and maximize the learning outcome. This deductive
approach will form the basis for conducting an experiment
with two similar groups regarding training.

ABSTRACT
Preparedness for crisis has become a focus for
Norwegian municipalities. In order to be prepared, one needs
to learn about crisis and how to avoid or handle them. Crisis
training has been undertaken for many years. The exercises’
undertaken has mostly been response exercises. There is
valuable learning from this type of exercises, but there may
be even better ways to conduct exercises that will enhance
the experienced learning outcome.
This study presents two different ways of doing
exercises, and where the difference is in the preparation prior
to the exercise. This is a pre-study to a larger project and will
be undertaken as a comparative study with two comparable
groups. Group 1 will be exposed to frequent hints via email
regarding the exercise and Group 2 other group will not. The
foci will be on how the two groups perform (regarding the
same exercise scenario) from an observers view, how the two
groups perceived their experienced learning outcome from
the exercise, and it is also considered to do a test (multiple
choice) that may show what they perceived from the
exercise.
The theoretical backdrop for this type of exercises will
be mainly from experiential learning theory, behavioristic
learning theory, and learning theories that embrace
participation and engagement. The study will be both
inductive and deductive, and the data will mainly be
qualitative and consist of interviews, observations and some
recordings.

THEORETICAL BACKDROP
In this section it will be argued for the two different
ways of training.
Training for response
To be able to react on command and on orders is well
documented in the army, in the police and other call out
services. In these professions it is vital that they react and it
is thus important to train for this. A major part of their
education is thus adapted for this purpose.
The employees in an administration in a municipality are
trained for completely different tasks, like accountancy,
administration, for example. To train for response for this
group of people requires different training in order to be able
to react on incidents.
The training as it is facilitated today is via using a
computer based system. Here they can access table top
exercises. Every second year the municipality need to
undertake a major emergency exercise.

INTRODUCTION
On the 22nd of July 2011 one man managed to strike two
places with devastating impact, killing a total of 77 people.
This was the single largest terror attack in Norway in recent
history. It showed that Norway as a Nation was rather
unprepared for terror strikes. Norway needed to muster for an
improved defense against terror. Hence the focus on
preparing for crisis and training in order to be prepared has
increased and become organized.
On the 7th of October 2011, the regulation regarding the
overall emergency preparedness changed and now the
municipalities have responsibility regarding the general
emergency. This includes developing a risk and vulnerability
analysis, and training for different emergency scenarios.

Training for learning and knowledge transfer
Since it is not a part of their ordinary work (to train for
crisis), it is important to keep in mind that they need to learn
from each exercise. There will be limited access and
opportunities of training reaction patterns and it is thus even
more important to learn from each opportunity and be able to
transfer knowledge from one incident to other incidents.
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The five stage model for organizational learning

Senge’s fifth discipline: systems thinking

The five stage model for organizational learning (Irgens,
2011) is about taking learning from an individual level up to
an organizational level. The start is with the individual from
the individuals learning from experiences and training and
the influence this learning has. The next step is the learning
of new vocabulary and models. The next level is to integrate
the knowledge and adding it to one’s own experiences. Then
follows the utilization of the knowledge and finally we have
reached the organizational level where there is an impact for
the organization with regards to a collective level of practice.

Through systems thinking the individuals learn to
understand the dependency towards the system and the
system’s influence on change. To learn to see the “greater
picture” also mean that one sees connections between
different situations, how this will affect change, and how this
will affect the organization (Senge, 1992).
To be able to recognize situations that will affect an
organization, is similar to what Group 1 will be a subject to
during the testing as they will be given information that is
supposed to contribute to understanding and handling the
crisis. To be able to see the “system” and interpret the
consequences in order to handle the crisis is amongst what
will be tested both in the pre project and in the main project.

The SEKI model for knowledge transfer
Nonaka and Takeuchi developed the SEKI model
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) which is about how to share and
transfer knowledge in a community of practitioners.
The model shows how knowledge can go from
socializing and making tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966)
explicit through dialogue, coupling explicit conceptual
knowledge with explicit systemic knowledge, and then
internalizing the knowledge via experiencing and
experimenting and then socializing and sharing knowledge.
The underlying concept of learning in a community of
practitioners is described by Lave and Wenger and their
introduction of situated learning and learning in
“Communities of Practice”(CoP’s) (Lave & Wenger, 1991).

Learning from gaming and simulating
Simulation and gaming for learning have emerged as its
own research area. Many initiatives are being explored from
gamebased exercising to simulators. In the military,
simulators have been used for decades in their education of
military staff and soldiers (T Vold & McCallum, 2011).
Simulation and gaming has also been used for other
types of knowledge sharing and transfer (A Arntzen Bechina
& Vold, 2007, 2011; A. Arntzen Bechina & Worasinchai,
2006; T Vold & McCallum, 2011; Tone Vold, YildirimYayilgan, & Sørnes, 2014).

Adult learning

TRAINING FOR CRISIS

CoP’s consist of adults in a work situation. CoP’s
enables knowledge sharing and transfer through social
interaction and common reflection and is generally used
regarding work tasks, but can also be transferred into a
practicing preparedness for crisis.
Adults learn from involvement and from taking
responsibility for one´s own learning process (A Arntzen
Bechina & Vold, 2011; Eikeland, 2002; Eikeland & Berg,
1997; Filstad, 2010; Filstad & Blåka, 2007; T Vold,
Yildirim, Ree-Lindstad, & Souami, 2010). Creating and
supporting initiatives and engagement will also support
learning (Keregero, 1989).
Learning through experiencing and using reflection to
support the learning process is described by David A. Kolb
in his experiential learning cycle (Kolb, 1984). One learn
from the experiences and reflect through analyzing and
reflecting on the experiencing.
Using reflection for learning can be done at many stages
(Boud, Keogh, & Walker, 1985). John Cowan describes how
reflection before an action can be used for learning
purposes(2006). Donald Schön describes a reflective
practitioner to be reflection both during an action and after
an action (Schön, 1987, 1991), all in order to support the
learning process.
Other types of reflective learning can be using learning
journals or reflective journals (Bassot, 2013; Moon, 2004,
2006). Reflecting by cultivating knowledge harvested from
experiences can have a substantial effect with regards to the
individuals learning process. Using a computer system to log
and manage reflections and experiences may work similar to
how reflective journals are described as.

Most of the training that is provided via the computer
based system used in the municipalities in Norway, is given
as table top exercises or as larger emergency exercises.
However, the scenario is given as one story and for training
when scenario is made available.
Is this how crisis occur? Or are crisis “warned” through
different pieces of information? Are there indicators of an
emerging crisis?
In the report from the 22nd of July 2011 (Gjørv, 2012),
we can read about several indicators to the major terror
attack. Reports from audiences, video monitoring and other
details together indicated an emerging crisis.
It is important to point out the difference in the training
where the scenario is given in full and the “real life”
emerging crisis.
Would it not be feasible to simulate how a crisis
emerges? The claim is that by feeding the participants to the
training event with tips and hints prior to the simulated
emergency exercise, the learning outcome from the training
would become enhanced as it would also include putting
together bits and pieces of facts to make up the complete
scenario for the exercise. This training would thus
encompass training for recognizing an emerging crisis.
PROPOSED MODEL FOR EXPERIMENTING
The model for experimenting in order to test out if
providing tips and hints prior to the exercise will provide a
more sustainable learning and thus improved crisis
preparedness is as follows:
The experimenting will be to have two similar teams,
preferably within the same area of expertise and run a
comparative study (Halvorsen, 1993). One team will prior to
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the exercise be exposed to tips and hints to simulate an
emerging crisis, and the other team will be given the scenario
for training only.
The exercises will start simultaneously and indicators
like how well they handle the crisis and how fast they are
able to resolve the crisis can be used to evaluate the outcome
of the different approaches. Other measures will be done
during the exercises, ascertaining how well the different
groups responds to the case and if there are any differences
in perceiving the tasks to be handled.
Also a qualitative investigation will be conducted.
Interviews (Dalen, 2011; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005) both with
individuals and with groups (Guldvik, 2002) will be
undertaken to see how the participants perceived the hints
and tips as a support to the learning process.
A survey a few weeks after the exercise will also be
conducted as this will not only support the learning process
(Moon, 2004; Schön, 1987), but also investigate how the
learning from the experiencing through the exercise ripens
and manifests itself as sustainable learning. This reflection
over time can give indicators of how the individuals have
perceived and integrated their new knowledge.
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CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The paper proposes a comparative study where one team
is a subject of emerging crisis and the other team is only
given the script.
The desired outcome of the study is to establish if
facilitating for training on emerging crisis will provide better
preparedness for crisis.
By facilitating for reflection processes prior (Boud et al.,
1985; Cowan, 2006) during and after (Schön, 1987, 1991;
von der Oelsnitz & Busch, 2006) and utilize the reflections
regarding previous exercises featuring learning journals in
the form of input to computer system (CIM) (Bassot, 2013;
Moon, 2006) the aim is to introduce a more sustainable
learning model for improved preparedness in municipalities.
The next step is now to prepare the case for training and
design the tasks in a way that it will be possible to measure
whether or not hints provided before the day of conducting
the exercise will have an impact on the experienced learning
outcome. The test groups will have to be organized to be as
similar as possible in order to be able to compare the groups’
performances.
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Abstract

entropy is a well-known example. Shannon used the entropy
notion of thermodynamics and applied it to information
theory. He effectively explained the notion of disorder as
information content of communication (Shannon,
Communication in the Presence of Noise, 1949). Reuse of
tools and techniques which are developed in one discipline
can provide important answers in other disciplines. Least
action is a widely applied principle in physics.
On the other hand, when we conceive the maximum
independent set as the least action principle (LAP) in
information theory, we effectively open up the use of
information theory in places LAP used (Berge, 1973). The
way to show this link is through the use of communications
channel formalism of Shannon (Shannon, Communication in
the Presence of Noise, 1949).
In this paper, we will talk about LAP from classical
physics perspective to give the notion of the LAP. After we
understood the LAP, we will discuss the Maximum
Independent Set, so that we are able to present how to
calculate LAP without using integration and differentiation.
Moreover, we will obtain visual representation. In
mathematical modeling section, we will introduce the
structured technique to make a model ground up. The
communication channel is able to create a common language
for different disciplines, so models will be comparable in the
communication channel section.

In this paper, we demonstrate that independent set
(stability set) notion from graph theory can be used to model
least action principle in physics. It will be shown that the
maximum independence number will correspond to the least
action in information theoretical sense.
Keywords: Least Action Principle, Maximum
Independent Set, Communication Channel
Introduction
Understanding natural systems in a physical sense,
which have worked smoothly for ages, can provide insight in
developing engineering systems. As far as we observe,
natural systems interact with each other in a “harmonious”
manner and systematic observation of these systems provides
us clues about their physical inner workings. In our toolbox
to understand these internal mechanisms, mathematical
modeling plays a significant role. For instance, biologists
study biological systems at various levels, in order to
understand their working principles individually and as a
system. They develop a variety of models for more accurate
simulations. One such discovery is the DNA model (Crick &
Watson, 1953).
When engineers attempt to build new machines, first
they develop the concepts and then build models based on
these concepts (Dieter, 1991). Modeling has become a key
tool for both scientific and engineering studies, and better
modeling approaches will be a contribution to both areas.
A better model gives more accurate results, and explains
more phenomena with simplified representations. In
developing better models, designers rely on valid principles
that operate under necessary conditions. For instance,
modeling fluid dynamic systems explain the movement of
the liquid. One of the important parameters in this case is the
temperature. If mathematical model can define the
temperature effectively, the model will be more accurate.
Likewise, adding more parameters, such as gravity, and
kinetic/potential energy, makes a more accurate model for
fluid dynamics. These terms could be defined if the system is
understood well and built on principles that are valid under
all conditions.
In advancing their discipline scientists develop many
theories and models based on these theories. A model used in
one area sometimes can be used in another area if the
behavior of the systems shows similarities. Leading scientists
who worked in one discipline sometimes use mathematical
and conceptual tools invented in other disciplines. Shannon’s

The Least Action Principle
The Least Action Principle is a central idea in physics
used in broad areas from electromagnetism to particle
physics among others. (Moore, 2004; Feynman, 1964; Kline,
1972). In this study, we consider a classical networking
problem and use Lagrangian formulation in our calculations.
(Wikipedia, 2015; Sands, Sands, Feynman, & Leighton,
1964).
Action is mathematically defined as follows:
𝑡2

𝒮[𝒒(𝑡)] = � 𝐿(𝒒(𝑡), 𝒒̇ (𝑡), 𝑡)𝑟𝑡
𝑡1

(1)

where 𝒮 denotes the action. The integral of the
Lagrangian 𝐿 is defined by the time interval between 𝑡1
and 𝑡2. The Lagrangian is defined by the functional of N
generalized coordinates 𝒒 = (𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , … , 𝑞𝑛 ).
When the least action occurs, 𝛿𝒮 = 0; thus, we can
write:
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𝑡2

𝛿 � 𝐿(𝒒, 𝒒̇ , 𝑡)𝑟𝑡 = 0

(2)

𝑡1

Least action principle is traditionally formulated in terms
calculus of variations, which concerns itself with maximizing
or minimizing functional. This idea requires good level of
mathematical knowledge and patience. Because of that, in
this paper we will investigate another form of “least action
principle” in terms of a combination of graph theory and
information theory (Shannon, Communication in the
Presence of Noise, 1949; Berge, 1973).

Fig. 33 One of the two 4-Queens solutions represented by
chessboard configuration.

By numbering each cell with index numbers as done in
Fig. 34, we have the ability to examine each cell. Using the
method of labeling, the 4 × 4 board of Fig. 33 is represented
by a graph with 16 vertices representing each cell.

The Maximum Independent Set
In a given graph, the independent set (Stable set) is the
set of vertices that are not adjacent. (Berge, 1973). The
maximum independent set is the maximum number of
vertices that are not adjacent. The independence number is
the size of the maximum independent set, and for a graph 𝐺,
it is denoted as 𝛼(𝐺). The maximum independent set
problem is an important combinatorial problem with wide
reaching applications in economics, computer science,
coding theory, pattern recognition, fault diagnosis among
others. It is a known NP hard problem. Using Mathematica
we will provide an example to explore and visualize the
concept (Rebennack, 2006; Berge, 1973).
Consider the graph in Fig. 32, each of the six vertices
(A, B, C, D, E, and F) is connected to some of the other
vertices. If we start by choosing the vertex A to find the
maximum independent set of the graph, we cannot then
choose the adjacent vertices B, E and F. In the next step, we
have two options to choose from—C or D. Choosing any one
of them will not eliminate the other because the vertices are
not adjacent to each other. Thus, we could choose both
vertices C and D. In conclusion, A, C, and D are chosen
(colored green), and they are not adjacent to the other
vertices, so the independent set for our example is {𝐴, 𝐶, 𝐷}.
In this example it is not possible to choose an independent
set which has more than three vertices. Therefore, this set is
the maximum independent set, and the maximum
independence number is 3 for the graph shown in Fig. 32.

Fig. 34 The 4×4 chess board's cells are indexed

The graph in Fig. 35 has 16 vertices, all of which are
connected by color-coded lines. Lines of the same color to
show the ways in which the individual queens can attack.
The independent set, for this particular graph, computed
using Mathematica, is indicated by the green vertices, which
are the cells under the queens’ attacks. Thus, the independent
set of the graph does not have an adjacent connection.
Modeling process, which helps us to define the
connections between nodes, will be discussed in the next
section.

Fig. 35 The graph has 16 vertices, and the maximum
independence number is 12.

Fig. 32 Maximum independency number is three.

Another way to understand and visualize independent set
is by using the N-Queens problem (Berge, 1973). In Fig. 33,
one of the two 4-Queens solutions is shown on a board.

Mathematical Modeling
A system can be defined as a set of interacting entities
working toward the same goal (Mihram, 1972; Gershenfeld,
1999). System modeling (SM) is one of the interdisciplinary
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countably infinite number, a Markov process becomes a
special case and is called a Markov chain. A homogeneous
Markov chain is defined as follows:
𝑝𝑖𝑗 = 𝑃�𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑝𝑗 |𝒙𝑛 = 𝑝𝑖 �
(3)

studies used for conceptualizing and constructing/replicating
systems which are already available in nature (Wikipedia,
n.d.; Mihram, 1972; Gershenfeld, 1999; Giordano, Fox, &
Horton, 2013). The modeling would be listed under three
main types as follows (Friedman, Friedman, & Pollack,
2008; Mihram, 1972; Giordano, Fox, & Horton, 2013):
1. Concrete – Physical scale modeling such as a model
airplane
2. Abstract – Iteration of an analytical formula or
numerical approximation
3. Mimetic – Art work or a virtual reality environment

where 𝑝𝑖𝑗 is called one-step transition probability and
shows the probability of the transition from the state 𝑝𝑖 to 𝑝𝑗 .
For instance, the text that is shown in Fig. 37 has a
probability distribution. The probability distribution of the
messages is shown in Table 19. Every letter represents a
message, so three different messages are sent repeatedly in
the text. In the Table 19, after letter A, the most probable
next letter will also be letter A because
1. If the message writing process is in state A which is
present state 𝑝𝑖 ,
2. The next state is the letter A, 𝑝𝑗 , and has a
probability of 78.125% to be an A.

Constructing a model can be done in five main stages:
1. Systems Analysis: To understand interactions and
relationships
2. System Synthesis: To define the steps of the model
3. Verification: To develop a model of the system
4. Validation: To test the model by comparing it with
observations
5. Inference: To judge the meaning of the results

Moreover, being that state B’s probability is 9.375%, it
is the least probable letter that could follow letter A. It is
worth mentioning that when the present state in the last
message is represented by the letter C, the next event is
considered as A for calculation purposes.

Fig. 36 shows a generic multidisciplinary modeling
process.
In addition, there are developed languages and visual
representations for system modeling (Linhares, Oliveira,
Farines, & Vernadat, 2007; Browning, 2001).
The goal of SM is either to make manageable systems
for future improvements or to understand the unknown
systems. For example, molecular dynamic models are useful
for understanding chemical properties of existing molecules
and creating new molecules by using computational power
(Wikipedia, 2015; Cartwright, 1983).
As a general engineering principle, a model must have a
reasonable cost, explain as much of the phenomena of the
system as possible, and be understandable.

AABBBBCCBB
BBBAAAAACC
CCCBBBBAAA
AACCCCCBBB
BCCCCBBBAA
AAABBBBBCC
AAAAAAABBB
BCCCBBBBBA
AACCCCCCBB
BBAAAAACCC
Fig. 37 Example message for Markov process and information
theory.
Table 19: Conditional probability distributon of the message
shown in Fig. 37.

j

𝑝𝑖𝑗

i

A

B

C

A

78.125%

9.375%

12.5%

B

13.158%

76.316%

10.526%

C

6.666%

20%

73.334%

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
Fig. 36 Modeling process (Mihram, 1972).

A Communication Channel (or Channel), refers either to
a physical transmission medium such as a wire, or to a
logical connection over a multiplexed medium such as a
radio channel in Communication Theory (Browning, 2001;
Shannon, Communication in the Presence of Noise, 1949;
Ozaydin & Tanik, 2011; Seker & Tanik, 2004).
Markov processes are important mathematical tools for
understanding Communication Channels. In the previous
section, the probability of the sequential events is shown with

Modeling is not limited to analytical models. There are
statistical models to predict the next behavior of a system. A
Markov process is a well-known statistical model employed
to explain relations between events (Papoulis & Pillai, 2002;
Mihram, 1972; Shannon, Communication in the Presence of
Noise, 1949). A Markov process predicts the probability of
the next event by considering only the present state of the
system. When system states (𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , … , 𝑝𝑗 , … ) are finite or
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conditional probability by the Markov process. When the
initial states are considered as the states sent by the source
and the final states are the received states by the receiver (see
Fig. 38), we can use the same probability distribution table
for Shannon’s communication channels because sending a
message and receiving a message are sequential events. For
instance, in Table 19, when a source sends letter A, the
receiver most likely reads letter A since that option has a
probability of 78.125% and the least likely probability
9.375% in that of the letter B. In Fig. 39, the probability
distribution of the sending letter A could be received
differently from the receiver side, and is shown by the
bipartite graph.

adds additional dimensions to the modeling process of
systems.

Fig. 40 Bipartite graph shows communication channel by 4Queens solution.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we simply observed that queen solutions,
represented as “error content graphs” can be viewed as least
action. The reason we made this leap is the treatment given
in Berge to the “Zero Error Capacity of a Noisy Channel”
paper of Shannon, in which he made the connection of Error
Content Graph to calculations of stable sets (independent
sets) (Berge, 1973; Shannon, Zero-Error Capacity of a Noisy
Channel, 1956).

Fig. 38 The Full Communication Channel between Source and
Receiver.
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Appendix: maximum independent set of 5-Queens solution by mathematica
This draws graph of queens (5 by 5) with their target positions, finds stability set and highlights it with
number input.
Clear[initial]
initial={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25}
;
n=Length[initial];
roots=Table[E^((2 k I π)/n),{k,n}];
coor={Re@#,Im@#}&/@roots[[initial]];
g=Graph[{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25}
,{1 2,1 3,1 4,1 5,1 6,1 7,1 11,1 13,1 16,1 19,1 21,1 25,8 2,8 3,8
4,8 5,8 6,8 7,8 9,8 10,8 12,8 13,8 14,8 16,8 18,8 20,8 23,15 3,1
5 4,15 5,15 9,15 10,15 11,15 12,15 13,15 14,15 19,15 20,15 23,15 25
,17 2,17 5,17 7,17 9,17 11,17 12,17 13,17 16,17 18,17 19,17 20,17 2
1,17 22,17 23,24 4,24 6,24 9,24 12,24 14,24 18,24 19,24 20,24 21,24
22,24 23,24 25},EdgeShapeFunction>GraphElementData["CarvedArcArrow","ArrowSize"->0.03],VertexCoordinates>coor,VertexLabels->"Name",VertexLabelStyle>Directive[Bold,15],ImagePadding->20];
FindIndependentVertexSet[g];
HighlightGraph[g,%,GraphHighlightStyle->"Thick"]

Fig. 41 Maximum Independent Set example of 5-Queens
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4.
ABSTRACT

5.

Not all flow cytometers are cell sorters, and very few
papers talk in detail about the electronics for cell sorting.
This paper covers critical techniques in cell sorting which
include drop drive and charging pulse synchronization as
well as defanning which have not been explored in detail in
the literature before.

All droplets pass through a strong electrical field
and are collected in the appropriate sort vessel.
Uncharged droplets pass into the waste while
charged droplets are deflected into a collection
vessel.

INTRODUCTION
Flow cytometry and cell sorters are useful cell analysis
tools since they can measure and analyze multiple
characteristics of cells simultaneously when the cells move in
a fluidics stream and are hit by a beam of light. Cell samples
are put into suspension and hydro-dynamically focused in a
saline stream. The stream along with the hydrodynamically
focused sample then passes through one or more laser beams.
Scattered light and fluorescent light are collected as each cell
passes through this “interrogation point”. A flow cytometry
experiment ends by analyzing the flow cytometry data,
usually at some later time. A cell sorting experiment takes
the flow cytometry data and applies it in real time to make
decisions on which cells to sort. Not all flow cytometers are
cell sorters, simply speaking, flow cytometers identify
subpopulation of cells in a heterogeneous mixture, and cell
sorters isolate subpopulations of cells. Sorting extends flow
cytometry beyond just analysis by collecting cells with
similar fluorescent and/or scatter characteristics.
Sorting is typically accomplished by breaking the
stream of fluid containing the cells into droplets and, if the
cell being interrogated passes criteria to be sorted, a charge is
applied to the stream and the droplet containing the cell is
deflected using an electric field. A typical sorting system is
shown in Fig. 1, and the steps for sorting are:
1. Particles pass through laser and generate optical
signals.
2. Particles are partitioned into droplets via an acoustic
wave applied to the stream.
3. If a particle fulfills the user-determined sort criteria,
an electrical pulse is applied to the stream while the
droplet containing the cell of interest breaks off
from the stream.

Fig. 1 Cell sorting system

A typical cell sorter combines a fluidic system, an
electronics system, an optical system, and a mechanical
system with computer analysis to perform cell and bead
sorting and analysis. In (Xiong & Murat, 2015), we wrote
about flow cytometry electronics, specific digital signal
processing topics, and the ADC, which is also referred to as
the data acquisition electronics in the field of flow cytometry.
This paper is a consequence of that paper (Xiong & Murat,
2015). We will address the electronics of sorting which is
covered even less in literature than the data acquisition. In
this paper, we continue to introduce flow cytometry
electronics to engineers and computer scientists outside of
the flow industry, and scientists who utilizes flow cytometry
in their research.
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The paper starts with an introduction to the components
of the sorting system and a clarification of common
terminology. The paper continues with an explanation of the
drop drive waveform, the charging pulse and defanning in
detail. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
these concepts are detailed in the literature. Finally the paper
concludes with a discussion and opening research
possibilities in the field.

A fluidic jet is broken precisely into discrete droplets by
applying an acoustic energy to the fluid. As first explained
by Rayleigh, any perturbation in the jet diameter will be
cause surface tension to further increase the perturbation
until a droplet results. A piezoelectric crystal produces
mechanical vibrations with a frequency corresponding to that
of an electric potential applied across it. This allows the
perturbation and resulting droplets to occur in a consistent
manner. The stability of the resulting drops is dependent on
the nozzle design, and the equations and physics are detailed
in, for example, (Van Den Engh G. (2000)).
.

CELL SORTING
In this section, we clarify some important notions in cell
sorting to avoid common misconceptions.
Event world and drop world
It is important to know the difference between event
world and drop world to understand the sorting system.
Particles such as cells are hit by the laser and the resulting
fluorescent and/or scatter signal is sensed by optical detector.
The resulting electronic signals, if sufficiently strong, while
trigger what's known as an event. In a broader sense, events
are referred to as signals of interest.
The particles are
contained in drops, and the drops are given a charge so they
can be electrostatically deflected. The generation of the drops
is controllable, however the distribution of the particles in the
drops is not uniform. For an ideal sorting, one drop should
contain one cell. But for the real world, this is not the case.
There may be 0, 1 or 2 cells in one drop. Fig. 2 shows an
example. The generation of drops could be adjusted precisely
by controlling parameters like nozzle tip, pressure etc, but
the cells follow a random distribution. Ger Van Den Engh
has shown that the particles follow a Poisson distribution in
(Van Den Engh G. (2000)).

Fig. 3 Droplet generation equations

Let’s calculate the droplet generation parameters by
giving nozzle diameter and pressure as an example.
• Nozzle diameter D: 100um
• Pressure P: 30 PSI
•
ρ : fluidics density
The jet velocity is

v=
where
thus

v=

2p

ρ

ρ = 1005kg / m3 , 1 PSI = 6894.76 N / m 2
2p

ρ

=

2 × 30 × 6894.76
= 20.2886 m / s
1.005 × 1000

The frequency f is
f = v / λ , where λ is in the range of [πD,4πD] for a
stable fluidics system. If the drop frequency f=40k, the
distance between drops is

Fig. 2 Cells distributed in the drops

λ = v / f = 20 / 40000 = 0.5mm

Of course, the sample concentration may be diluted such
that the probability of multiple cells per droplet is
sufficiently low. However, that slows the sorting process.
Droplet generation is dependent on the nozzle design.
The theory has been well studied hundreds of years ago. The
flow cytometry droplet generation is reviewed in detail in
[(Van Den Engh G. (2000), Petersen TW, & van den Engh
G.(2003), Shapiro, M.H.(2005)]. Here we will use an
example to calculate the fluidics parameters.

The volume of a droplet could be calculated as

Vdrop = fluidics flow rate / f
If the fluidics flow rate is 8ml/min, then the droplet
volume is

Vdrop =
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8ml / min 8 / 60
=
= 3.33 nanoliters
40k
40000

The sample flow rate of a typical high speed cell sorter
is about 100ul/min ~ 150 ul/min, which means that the ratio
of the sheath fluidic and the sample fluidic in a droplet after
emerging from the nozzle is 80:1.
If the drop frequency is stable, then the number of cells
contained in the droplets can be inferred from the event rate.
For example, if the event rate is 10k, then there is on average
one event in every four drops, and the distribution of the
events can be modeled after a Poisson distribution. The
probability for a droplet to contain one cell is ~37% (Van
Den Engh G. (2000)). With such a low probability, there are
chances that one droplet contains more than 1 cell, which is
called doublets or triplets. Basically people could use Area
Height density plots to discriminate doublets, since a pulse
with doublets have a larger area but similar height as a single
cell pulse.
The fluidics system must maintain stable droplets to
carry out sorting experiments. Shapiro discusses the

Droplet charging is a significant part of successful
sorting and need to be handled carefully. There are two
drives applied to sorting: the drop drive and sorting charge
drive. The droplet drive applies to the nozzle to generate
droplets by vibration. The sorting charge drive applies to
charge the drops containing target cells. In addition to these
drives, there is also a strobed LED that illuminates the
droplets synchronously to the drop drive. This allows the
droplets to be stabilized either via feedback or via operator
intervention.
The particle (cell) to be sorted must be in the last
attached drop when the Droplet Charge voltage is applied.
The Droplet Charge must be precisely timed to be maintain
the voltage while the last attached droplet containing the
particle (cell) of interest detaches, but not so long as to
inadvertently charge the succeeding droplet.
Usually sine waves are used to drive the piezoelectric
transducers, and synchronized square or approximately
square pulses are used to drive the drop charging circuitry.
By applying a charge pulse in phase with the vibration, we
can charge individual drops when a cell meeting the desired
criteria is measured. The drop drive frequency and the sort
charging clock must have a precise phase for proper timing
of the charge application. The drop drive and the charging
systems operate as a cyclic process. The charge typically
applies to a full period of a drop drive as shown in Fig. 5.

Reynolds number Re to indicate the stability of the fluidics
by ensuring laminar as opposed to turbulent flow (Shapiro,
M. H.(2005)), Ger Van Den Engh also discussed the stability
of the breakoff in detail in (Petersen TW, & van den Engh
G.(2003)). These are good resources for understanding flow
cytometry fluidics.
Other than the stability of the fluidics system, another
recommended rule for cell sorting is to choose the
appropriate nozzle size which should be 5x larger than the
particle size.
Drop drive and Charge pulse synchronization
The principle of sorting is simple. The cells of interest
are charged and then electrostatically deflected into sorting
tubes. When users are sorting, there are two stages: sample
data acquisition and analysis followed immediately by
sorting. The sorting is done based on sample data analysis.
The user downloads the criteria, known as gates, that identify
which events will be of interest. For example, events with a
certain amount of fluorescence at a particular wavelength
may indicate cells of interest that should be sorted into
sample tubes. The sorter makes decisions which cells to
charge (target cells) and which cells not to charge (waste).
This decision has to be made in a very short period of time
that corresponds to the distance between the laser
interrogation point and the break off point. Finally the
charged cells are deflected to the tubes. Fig. 4 shows the
concept.

Fig. 5 Drop drive and charge pulse

In Fig. 5, the camera strobe is applied when the drop
drive signal is at 0°. The charge drive is applied for one
period of the drop drive, so it is applied while the large main
droplet and the narrow “ligament” are still attached to the
stream, and so are still able to transfer charge to it. One
period later, when the charge drive is removed, these same
droplets have moved down and are now detached from the
stream and so whatever charge was transferred to them is
now trapped. Note that the ligament is now detached and is
now called a “satellite”.
Thinking about one period of a sine waveform, there are
o

o

two phases when it intersects with the x axis, 0 and 180 ,
so there are two good phases to charge a droplet, the
difference is which satellite is charged, the main drop and the
preceding satellite or the main drop and the succeeding
satellite, please see Fig. 6. The different charge phase will
affect how much defanning should be applied to the

Fig. 4 View of detection and sort decision
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deflected drops. Generally the charge on the combined
droplet at 180 is significantly higher than at 0. This is not
only because of the additive effect of combined like charges,
but also at 0 degree the main droplet is actually attracting
opposite charge to the satellite to which it will combine.
Some commercial sorters use 0 as the default charge phase.
The advantage of using 0 degree is that it is deterministic in
the sense that if droplets are being maintained it is
guaranteed to have good phase charging. The charge is
applied at the point in the droplet window, so that the
upcoming droplet and satellite are still attached, and that the
charge will remain until they are completely detached. At
180, it is blind in the sense that the camera does not know
what the droplets are doing as the charge is applied.

0 degree

180 degree

60 degree

Fig. 6 Drop drive and charge pulse

If the charge phase applied to a droplet is out of phase,
the electronic charge will be spread over multiple drops, thus
the charge accumulated on the target droplet is insufficient to
deflect it to the collection tube. But the charge doesn’t have
to be exactly 0 or 180 degree, there could be a tolerance in
the range of 20 degree depends on different systems. Fig.7
compares the stream with proper and improper charge phase
applied. Fig. 7 shows the stream with different charge phase.
The upper one is properly charged and the lower one is not
properly charged. Fig. 8. Shows drop drive and charge pulse
with different phases in a scope.

Fig. 8 Drop drive and charge pulse with different phase

Defanning
Charged detached droplets, if still close to the stream,
cause opposite charged ions to migrate down the stream.
When the next drop to be charged is to have the same
polarity as the previous drop, the charge amplitude must be
increased slightly to offset the induced opposite charge.
When the next drop is to be charged with the opposite
polarity, the applied charge amplitude is slightly reduced.
Neighboring droplets thus induce a small amount of charge
that must be neutralized. Defanning is the process of
compensating for unwanted charge that is induced by the
electric field from previous droplets on the droplet that is
about to detach. An example of defanning is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 Stream image with different defanning

There are other terminologies used other than defanning.
For Becton-Dickinson (BD) instruments, defanning is
referred to 2nd, 3rd and 4th drop charge while other literature
describes side stream fanning rather than mentioning
defanning. It is possible to sort more than one population into

Fig. 7 Stream image with different charge phase
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multiple collection vessels in each polarity direction. In this
case, the charge magnitude is dependent on the collection
vessel and so the charge induction has to be considered and
adjusted for all of the possible cases.
The drop is typically charged for 360 degrees, and the
charge drive is a square wave (very closely) with a relatively
fast rising edge and falling edge. The typical voltage range is
[-100v 100v] which will produce a charge on the order of 1
pC. Excessive amounts of charge will distort the droplet due
to Coulombic repulsion while lower amounts of charge
require an intense deflection field that is prone to arcing.
Strobe phase 0 corresponds to the starting of the sine wave.
When the satellite is about half position between drops, that’s
where phase 0 starts. Charging for a full period, two things
will happen: the stream breaks off to a main drop and a
satellite. The order of the two depends on the phase and
could be different. The satellite is going to recombine, and
99% of the time the velocity of the satellite is slightly
differently from the droplet itself. At any rate, if the satellite
which is charged, is the one that recombines with the main
droplet, then 100% of the possible charge is contained in the
recombined droplet.
If the charged satellite doesn’t
recombine with the charged droplet, then the recombined
droplet will have somewhat less charge.
This can be
compensated for by just changing the charge amount. For the
satellite, it’s typically about 14% of the total volume, so if
the drop charge is x Coulomb, and the satellite is 0 volts,
when combining, the final charge is 0.86x C. The defanning
will also need to change depending on which satellite is
charged. Usually the satellite will merge with the preceding
droplet (satellite is moving faster than droplet). This may
vary depending on the design of the particular sorter.
If the charge phase is set to charge (in temporal order) a
satellite and then a main droplet, then the next satellite to
break off will be uncharged (except for the relatively small
induced charge from the main droplet). It won’t charge the
next main droplet nearly as much as if it were intentionally
charged, and it will also partially shield the stream from the
charged main droplet. Both effects serve to reduce the
amount of defanning needed. On the other hand, if the
charge phase is set to charge a main droplet and then a
satellite, the satellite will participate much more in inducing
a charge on the tip of the stream, and so more defanning is
needed.
On occasion, the satellite won’t recombine with the main
droplet. In this case, when the operator sweeps the charge
phase and looks at the deflection, there will be one plateau
height with two erratic transition areas. If the operator
sweeps charge phase and look at the amount of deflection,
then get two plateaus corresponding to two different satellites
being charged, with two transition areas that’s messy since
that corresponds to the breakoff point (of the satellite).
Let’s get back to how the sorting system deals with
defanning. The sorting system is told how much (in
percentage) to adjust and a typical sorter can vary the charge
over a span of 4 adjacent drops. Droplets that aren’t
immediately adjacent to the droplet that is about to be
detached also have an effect. Fig. 10 shows the charging
pulse with defanning added in the case where the first droplet
should be deflected and the succeeding ones shouldn’t be
deflected.

Fig. 10 Charge pulse defanning

An example calculation of defanning over 3 drops are
shown in Fig. 11 and calculated below.

Fig. 11 Drop charge defanning example

Assume in this case that each droplet will be charged to
100v, and the defanning rate is 20%,
D1=100*20%=20v
D2=20*50%=10v
D3=20*30%=6v
Thus the total charge applied to the drop is
100+20+10+6=136v
Fig. 12 shows the actual voltages applied to over 20 drops to
compensate for stream fanning.
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Fig. 12 Actual charge applied to drops due to stream fanning

It is possible to get a cell in the satellite and larger cells
will disrupt droplet and satellite formation. These cases will
make defanning even complicated.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
High speed sorting system are capable of running at
100000 events/s, and the time for the sorter to make a sorting
decision is usually in the scale of us, so it is really
challenging to sorting cell sample with high speed while not
wasting sample. Designing a cell sorter with stable droplet
generation, in phase charging pulse and proper defanning
algorithms are still not well explored till to date.
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2006). However, these models are still facing fundamental
challenges including both theoretical accuracy in describing
physical reality and practicality in multi-scale integration and
computational scalability. In this paper, we propose a
mathematical model (Seker & Tanik 2004) tackling these
challenges based on communication theory (see Fig. 42).
This model aims to solve the cross-scale integration and
scalability problem using a uniformly applicable
mathematical formula with the expression of frequencyvector model instead of conventional 3D space-time model.

ABSTRACT
Biomolecules including small compounds, peptides,
proteins, and nucleic acids (DNA, RNA) are the basic
building blocks of living systems. Computational modeling
of biomolecules and their interactions is a useful technique in
studying and predicting events in biological systems. Due to
the complexity and wide scale range of biological systems,
current computational modeling approaches are separately
designed to describe systems at different scales and
precisions using different mathematical formulas. This
approach has practical values in investigating biological
mechanisms in separated scales, but faces huge challenges in
multi-scale integration and system scalability. In this paper,
we proposed a mathematical model tackling these challenges
based on communication theory. This model aims to tackle
the cross-scale integration and scalability problem using a
uniformly applicable mathematical formula based on
communication theory.
Keywords: Biomedical, Computation, Communication
Channel
INTRODUCTION
Biomolecules including small compounds, peptides,
proteins, and nucleic acids (DNA, RNA) are the basic
building blocks that drive biological processes in living
organisms. Currently, the mathematical models used in
analyzing the morphological, structural and dynamic
properties of these biomolecules are strictly based on
conventional quantum mechanics and classic mechanics
theories. Commonly used molecular modeling theories
include Quantum Mechanics (QM) (Arndt, Juffmann, &
Vedral, 2009), Density Functional Theory (DFT) (Becke,
1993), Molecular Mechanics (MM) (Christensen &
Jorgensen, 1997), and Molecular Dynamics (MD) (Hansson,
Oostenbrink, & van Gunsteren, 2002), etc. (see Fig. 42).
These models satisfy considerable accuracy according to
experimental observation. Computational methodologies
based on these models are widely used in various scales of
calculations from small biomolecules, large biological
assemblies even to a whole living organism such as viruses
(Freddolino, Arkhipov, Larson, McPherson, & Schulten,

Fig. 42 Comparison between current molecular modeling
approaches and communication theory

Current challenges in biomolecular modeling
Challenge one: There exists inconsistency between
theories when dealing with multiple-scale systems and the
difficulties in multi-scale integration due to discontinuation
in boundary conditions. Theories with higher accuracy often
have poorer scalability even with the help of parallel
computing algorithm, which restricted the potential of these
models in scaling up for calculation on large living systems.
Specifically, QM theories are so far the most accurate
description of molecular behaviors. Even though the current
QM mathematical models (statistical probability of
continuous and smooth wave functions used in Schrodinger
equation) are inconsistent with the atomic and molecular
level of physical reality (discrete energy levels and particle
behaviors), there has been no better alternative to achieve the
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same computational accuracy. The mathematical complexity
of solving Schrödinger equation (ĤΨ=EΨ) is a NP-hard
problem. Even with the approximation methods including
Oppenheimer approximation (separation of nuclei and
electrons) and approximating electron correlation energies,
computational complexity is still a huge challenge for this
model. For example, the simplest Hartree-Fock method
scales as the fourth power of the number of basis functions
(N4, N is the number of basis wave functions). Lower orders
(2 to 4) of Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2-MP4)
scale around N5 to N6 and couple cluster singles and doubles
(CCSD) also scales as N6 and CCSD (T) scales as
N7(Dykstra, 2005). Based on similar mathematical approach
(electron density probability), density functional theories
(DFT) (Becke, 1993) were developed with a reduced
complexity as of N4 ~ N3. These models are called ab initio
methods that can only calculate systems from tens to
hundreds of atoms with average computational capacity (Pan
& Patterson, 2013).
On the other hand, a less complex mathematical
model—MM model is the attempt of borrowing and
combining mathematical formulas from classic mechanics to
generate a force field (Coulomb's law, Morse Potential,
Lennard-Jones Potential) in describing quantum mechanics
phenomena on the atomic level. In this model, nuclei are
treated as mechanical beads and the motions of electrons are
ignored. The accuracy of this model has to be compensated
by introducing empirical parameters. MM as a semiempirical method greatly reduced the computational
complexity to a scale of N2 by sacrificing considerable
degree of accuracy comparing to the QM level of theories. In
addition, the MM model enables the calculation of dynamic
phenomenon of biomolecules, by which MD simulation was
developed to study the motion of a system as a function of
time. MD is based on Newton’s second law (𝐹⃗ = 𝑚𝑟⃗) and
treats time as the addition of a finite number of time steps (Δ
t, ~fs scale). In MD simulation, electrons are often treated
implicitly using a Particle mesh Ewald methods with a
𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑔(𝑁) complexity (Dard, 1993). In this way, MM and
MD simulations can model systems up to millions of atoms.
Due to these drastically different mathematical models
used in these theories, it is extremely difficult to simulate a
biological system when different level of precisions (e.g.
biochemical reactions, protein folding and conformational
change, large protein assembly/disassembly) are required at
the same time, such as enzymatic reactions and cellular
signaling pathways. An early attempt of solving the multiscale integration problem is using hybrid QM/MM or
DFT/MM algorithm with special treatment on multi-layer
boundaries. For example, one widely used algorithm is
ONIOM algorithm (Vreven, Morokuma, Farkas, Schlegel, &
Frisch, 2003) implemented in Gaussian program (Frisch,
2009). The computational cost is still limited by the high
precision (QM and DFT) layer, which restricts its application
for system size scaling up. Currently, all-atom MD
simulation with average computational capacity is only able
to calculate large systems (~100K atoms)(Pan & Aller, 2015)
at nanoseconds level and small systems (~10K atoms) up to
microseconds level, whereas a biological process often takes
seconds to hours.
Challenge two: Big data analytics on molecular structure
database are difficult. An enormous amount of structural data

for a large number of these biomolecules has been described
with atomic precision and is available in public repositories.
As of September 2014, there are over 111,956 biomolecular
structures in the Protein Data Bank (www.pdb.org) as shown
in Table 20. On the other hand, current chemical database
GDB-13 (Reymond & Awale, 2012) contains 977,468,314
chemical structures as potential drug candidates. The
structural information of these molecules is the key to
understand relevant biological function, sequence-structural
relations, and pharmacokinetics, etc. More importantly, a
comparative understanding of all known structures would
bring unimaginable knowledge and give rise to the
improvement on the sequence alignment (Feng, Johnson, &
Doolittle, 1984) and 3D homology structure prediction
algorithms (Webb & Sali, 2014) as well as drug design and
screening approaches. Improvements in these computational
predictive algorithms could provide more rational and
directional experimental design, which would also have
strong economic impact in terms of saving expenditures on
unnecessary bench experiments.
Table 20 Current statistics of structural repositories in protein
data bank

In order to systematically analyze these structures, the
use of existing theoretical models such as QM calculations is
unrealistic due to unimaginable computational cost. In
addition, a pure statistical approach (Mehta, Allison & Tanik
2004) in structural analytics could not interpret the
complexities within the high level definition of the molecular
physics theories. Therefore, advanced algorithms that can
tackle different levels of precision of analytics that include
inherent physical meaning are highly desirable. Currently,
there are only a couple of exploratory algorithms developed
in structural analytics based on molecular geometries (Shih,
Freddolino, Arkhipov, & Schulten, 2007; Tomasini,
Zablocki, Petersen, Moghe, & Tomassone, 2013).
Mathematical models originated from communication
theory can tackle these challenges
Conventional mathematical models including QM, MM
and MD are built on three-dimensional spatial
representations of atoms when describing molecular
structures and properties, which are based on the assumption
in classic mechanics that space and time are separate
dimensions. This assumption was challenged by Einstein’s
general relativity theory and this assumption has restricted
the application of these mathematical formulas. It is also the
root of their corresponding scalability problem. 3D space and
time is a mere human sensation derived concepts but
mathematics is able to describe the universe without such
restriction. Therefore, the 3D space and time model need to
be reconsidered in order to develop theories with
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computational advantages for modeling bio-molecular
systems.
Our
mathematical
model
inspired
by
communication theory is able to replace the space-time
assumption from a completely different perspective, by
which the physical meaning was also included in a uniformly
applicable mathematical formula. Meanwhile, different
scales of systems can be represented with a mechanism of
adjustable precision. Using modified communication
channels, precision can be set as precise as the smallest
quantum unit—h (plank constant) and electrons, atoms,
chemical functional groups, amino acids, nucleic acids
(DNA, RNA), proteins, etc. This model is able to solve the
cross-scale integration problem with a uniformly applicable
mathematical formula. In addition, physics theories of living
systems can be improved from a fundamental level by using
the expression of a frequency-vector model instead of a 3D
space and time model (Fig.1). Our precision adjustable
model can be applied easily on a systematic comparison on
structures at any desired scale level.

The symbols on the left correspond to the desired signals
(the signals that was sent) and the symbols on the right side
show the mapping of the sent and received signals. The
information content of the lowercase and uppercase symbols
is the same. The lowercase and uppercase notations are to
distinguish between the source and receiver side of the
communication channel. If lower case letter corresponds to
the same letter (uppercase) on the other side, no error is
encountered in the communication.
Fourier matrix representation of a communication
Channel
By closely examinating the channel model in Figure 3
and by focusing on the errors that occur, one can see that the
error pairs are as follows: a→B, b→C, c→D, d→E, and
e→A. Each of these symbols may be considered to be a point
on a circle and the error pairs as line segments joining these
points. Then the polygon shown in Fig. 43 is obtained
(Berge, 1973). This polygon also known as an error content
graph is a representation of the transmission error in the
communication channel. It is also described as information
entropy ( Weaver & Shannon 1963). This directed graph or
“polygon” is said to be the error-content graph of the
communication channel shown in Fig. 3.

SCIENTIFIC APPROACH
Our mathematical models are developed based on
communication theory that represent various scales of
biological units including electrons, atoms, molecules, cells,
and organisms. These compounded error communication
channels (error contained, compounded channels) represent
the interactions and assemblies between them as signal
transmission.

The Fourier series representation of an error-content
graph can be expressed as (Robert, 1994):
𝑝

Communication channel concept

𝑢𝑛,𝑎 (𝑝, 𝑡) = �

In communication theory, a communication channel (or
channel in short) is defined as the medium through which the
information is transmitted from the signal source to the
receiver (Weaver & Shannon 1963). Noise present in the
channel alters signals during the transmission. One can
model noise as a random computation introduced during
transmission of the signal. Shannon has defined
mathematically the channel and its capacity (Weaver &
Shannon 1963). A simplified representation of a
communication system is shown in Fig.2 with the dashed
box representing the communication channel.

ℓ=−𝑝

𝑝 𝑗(𝑎+𝑛𝑛)𝑡
(𝑟 + 𝐿𝑁)2

(4)

where a is the jump step or jump speed, n is number of
vertices. In other words, n determines number of vertices of
the polygon, l determines the interval 𝑁 ∈ [−𝑝, 𝑝] in which
the Fourier series will be calculated, and p is the resolution
parameter.
Following (Seker, 2002), let 𝜒𝑛,[𝑎] ([𝑝], 𝑡) denote an
irregular shaped error-content graph that has n vertices,
where the jump speed a is not a constant, but is a vector that
has n elements. Moreover, [p] does not have to be constant
for each side of the irregular shaped error-content graph. One
can assume that the resolution parameter p is used to
represent some parameter in the system being modeled. For
example, let 𝑟 = [𝑐, 𝑟, 𝑐, 𝑝, … , ℎ, 𝑞, 𝑟] where each distinct
element of a corresponds to a different jump speed. The
length of jump vector a is n, the number of vertices,
revealing the fact that the irregular shaped error-content
graph 𝜒𝑛,[𝑎] ([𝑝], 𝑡) is composed of pieces out of the regular
shaped error-content graphs. Since the error-content graphs
can be represented as Fourier series, then a
communication channel can be represented with a Fourier
series (Bunyamin & Tanik, 2011).

Fig. 2 Communication system

The relations between sent and received signals are
shown in Fig. 3.

𝑝

2𝜋

𝑈(𝐿, 𝑝, 𝑞) = � �
𝑖=−𝑝 𝑡𝑟=0

Fig. 43 A sample communication channel and its error content
graph
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𝑝 𝑗(𝑞+𝑛𝑛)𝑡𝑟
(𝑞 + 𝐿𝑁)2

(5.a)

The matrix expression of this formula is:
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−𝑝)]𝑡1
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−𝑝)]𝑡2
⎡
2
[𝑞 + 𝐿(−𝑝)]2
⎢ [𝑞 + 𝐿(−𝑝)]
⎢
⎢ 𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−𝑝+1)]𝑡1
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−𝑝+1)]𝑡2
⎢[𝑞 + 𝐿(−𝑝 + 1)]2 [𝑞 + 𝐿(−𝑝 + 1)]2
⎢
⋮
⋮
⎢
𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−1)]𝑡1
𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−1)]𝑡2
𝑝
𝑝
⎢
[𝑞 + 𝐿(−1)]2
⎢ [𝑞 + 𝐿(−1)]2
⎢
⎢ 𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(0)]𝑡1
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(0)]𝑡2
𝑈(𝐿, 𝑝, 𝑞) = ⎢
[𝑞 + 𝐿(0)]2
[𝑞 + 𝐿(0)]2
⎢
⎢
𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(1)]𝑡1
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(1)]𝑡2
⎢ 𝑝
[𝑞 + 𝐿(1)]2
⎢ [𝑞 + 𝐿(1)]2
⎢
⋮
⋮
⎢ 𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(𝑝−1)]𝑡1
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(𝑝−1)]𝑡2
⎢ [𝑞
[𝑞 + 𝐿(𝑝 − 1)]2
+ 𝐿(𝑝 − 1)]2
⎢
⎢
𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(𝑝)]𝑡1
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(𝑝)]𝑡2
⎢ 𝑝
2
[𝑞 + 𝐿(𝑝)]2
⎣ [𝑞 + 𝐿(𝑝)]

⋯

⋯

⋯

⋯

⋯

⋯

⋯

𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−𝑝)]𝑡𝑁−1
[𝑞 + 𝐿(−𝑝)]2
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−𝑝+1)]𝑡𝑁−1
[𝑞 + 𝐿(−𝑝 + 1)]2
⋮
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−1)]𝑡𝑁−1
[𝑞 + 𝐿(−1)]2
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(0)]𝑡𝑁−1
[𝑞 + 𝐿(0)]2
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(1)]𝑡𝑁−1
[𝑞 + 𝐿(1)]2
⋮
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(𝑝−1)]𝑡𝑁−1
[𝑞 + 𝐿(𝑝 − 1)]2
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(𝑝)]𝑡𝑁−1
[𝑞 + 𝐿(𝑝)]2

𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−𝑝)]𝑡𝑁
⎤
[𝑞 + 𝐿(−𝑝)]2 ⎥
⎥
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−𝑝+1)]𝑡𝑁 ⎥
[𝑞 + 𝐿(−𝑝 + 1)]2 ⎥
⎥
⋮
⎥
𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(−1)]𝑡𝑁
𝑝
⎥
[𝑞 + 𝐿(−1)]2 ⎥
⎥
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(0)]𝑡𝑁 ⎥
[𝑞 + 𝐿(0)]2 ⎥
⎥
⎥
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(1)]𝑡𝑁 ⎥
[𝑞 + 𝐿(1)]2 ⎥
⎥
⋮
𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(𝑝−1)]𝑡𝑛 ⎥
𝑝
[𝑞 + 𝐿(𝑝 − 1)]2 ⎥
⎥
⎥
𝑝 𝑖[𝑞+𝑛(𝑝)]𝑡𝑁 ⎥
[𝑞 + 𝐿(𝑝)]2 ⎦

(5.b)

For example, the Fourier series representing the
“polygon” in Fig. 43 will specifically be:
𝑝

𝑢5,1 (𝑝, 𝑡) = �
ℓ=−𝑝

𝑝 𝑗(1+5𝑛)𝑡
(1 + 5𝑁)2

(6)

Using Matlab and the Fourier series representation for
this communication channel, we plotted the directed graph in
Fig. 4. Note that Fig. 4 is produced from the error content
graph equation and it is an analytical representation of noise
in the communication channel. However, Fig. 3 is simply a
directed graph produced from Shannon’s channel
representation scheme. The biological significance of the
quantum Fourier representation depicted in Fig. 4 is that each
directed “edge” is a mathematical computation. That is the
reason we can claim that electronic, atomic, molecular, and
larger assembly representations can be expressed as a series
of computations in complex domain. This computational
representation also connects the communication channel
formalism to quantum electrodynamics (QED) (Miller,
1995).

Fig. 45 An irregular communication channel and its error
content graph

In this way, the communication channel is able to
describe systems with low or high degrees of symmetry. The
noise component of signal transduction process can be
quantified as information entropy, which is consistent with
the concept of entropy described in thermodynamics and
statistical mechanics. This concept also bridges the
application of communication theory to a broader avenue in
modern physics.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Electron shells as communication channels
We first attempted to build a communication channel
representation from the very origin of molecules—atoms and
their electron shells. To be able to accommodate four
quantum numbers (Table 21) as well as improve rigor, we
introduced minor modifications to our notation.
A periodic function 𝑖(𝑡) with 𝑤0 = 1 can be represented
by complex (exponential) form of the Fourier series where

Fig. 44 Fourier series representation of the error content graph
that describes the noise in the communication channel in Fig.
43.

∞

𝑖(𝑡) = � 𝑐𝑘 𝑝 𝑖𝑘𝑡

A more realistic example would be the representation of
irregular “polygons” as in Fig. 45.

𝑘=−∞
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(7)

After replacing n, p, and ℓ parameters (Bunyamin
Ozaydin, 2010) in equation (6) with principle quantum
number n, azimuthal quantum number , and magnetic
quantum number
, respectively, our equation for the
Fourier series becomes:

with �𝑐𝑘 𝑝 𝑖𝑘𝑡 � = |𝑐𝑘 |. The Fourier series of a uniform
polygon is given as:
𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) = �
𝑘≡1(𝑛)

𝑝 𝑖𝑘𝑡
𝑘2

(8)

ℓ

𝑢ℓ′ (𝑡) = �
𝑚ℓ =−ℓ

where 𝑘 = 𝑞 + 𝐿ℓ with ℓ = −𝑝, … , 𝑝 and ℓ ∈ [−𝑝, 𝑝].

𝑢(ℓ, 𝑡) =

𝑝
(𝑞 + 𝐿ℓ)2

𝑢𝑚ℓ =

𝑝 𝑖(𝑞+𝑛𝑚ℓ )𝑡
(𝑞 + 𝐿𝑚ℓ )2

(9)

𝑢𝑛′′ (𝑡)

and ℓ =
where
𝑡𝑟 = 𝑡0 , 𝑡1 , … , 𝑡𝑁−1 = (2𝜋 + 𝑡0 )
−𝑝, −𝑝 + 1, … , −1,0,1, … , 𝑝 − 1, 𝑝. Since the resulting
Fourier series calculation is the sum of each Fourier term at
time 𝑡0 , we can rewrite the equation for 𝑢(ℓ, 𝑡) as:
𝑢(ℓ, 𝑡) = �
ℓ=−𝑝

𝑝 𝑖(𝑞+𝑛ℓ)𝑡
(𝑞 + 𝐿ℓ)2

ℓ

=� �
ℓ=0 𝑚ℓ =−ℓ

3

𝑢4′′ (𝑡)

We implemented a numerical algorithm using Matlab
and an analytical algorithm using Mathematica.

=� �

The Fourier series

Symbol

principal quantum
n
number
azimuthal quantum
number (angular
ℓ
momentum) ℓ = 0, 1,
2 (s, p, d)
magnetic quantum
number, (projection
of angular
mℓ
momentum) mℓ =
−2, −1, 0, 1, 2
spin projection
quantum number,
ms = −½, ½

ms

shell

vertices (n)

1≤n

𝑢3′ (𝑡) = �
𝑚ℓ =−3

𝑝 𝑖(1+4𝑚ℓ )𝑡
(1 + 4𝑚ℓ )2

(14)

𝑝 𝑖(1+4𝑚ℓ )𝑡
(1 + 4𝑚ℓ )2

(15)

The complex functions: 𝑢−3 (𝑡), 𝑢−2 (𝑡), 𝑢−1 (𝑡), 𝑢0 (𝑡),
𝑢1 (𝑡), 𝑢2 (𝑡), and 𝑢3 (𝑡) of 4f’s seven orbitals are:

subshell (s
orbital is listed
0≤ℓ≤n −1
as 0, p orbital as
1 etc.)

summation
interval (l)

energy shift
(orientation of
the subshell's
shape)

summation
interval ( [-p, p] )

−ℓ ≤ mℓ ≤ ℓ

(13)

of the subshell 4f is:
3

Table 21 Quantum Numbers and Fourier Matrix Parameters
Quantum numbers

ℓ

ℓ=0 𝑚ℓ =−ℓ

By observing the quantum numbers in Table 21 and the
parameters of our equation, we produced our next equation
(equation 8).
Fourier series
polygon
parameters

𝑝 𝑖(𝑞+𝑛𝑚ℓ)𝑡
(𝑞 + 𝐿𝑚ℓ )2

Example: The Fourier series representations for the shell
N (n=4) (B., 2012) including one of its subshells 4f (ℓ ≤ 3)
and complex function representations for subshell 4f’s seven
orbitals (𝑚ℓ ∈ [−3, 3]) were computed. For this example q
was taken as 1. The Fourier series 𝑢4′′ (𝑡) of shell the N is:

(10)

Range of
Orbital meaning
values

(12)

By extending the same analogy, we can represent the nth
shell by taking a summation over , from 0 to n-1. Then,
this U-matrix could be shown as:
𝑛−1

𝑝

(11)

An obvious interpretation of this equation would suggest
that it represents a subshell depending on the value of ℓ.
Note that each matrix component corresponds to a 𝑚ℓ value.
If we continue with our interpretation, each of these
components would represent an electron orbital. Let us name
these components as 𝑢𝑚ℓ (𝑡):

The following parameters are defined to represent the
polygon with the Fourier series: 𝑞 ∈ 𝑍 + corresponds to the
jump step value of uniform polygon, 𝐿 ∈ 𝑍 + corresponds to
the number of vertices of the uniform polygon, 𝑁 ∈ 𝑍 +
determines the summation interval [−𝑝, 𝑝], in which the
Fourier series will be calculated, 𝑁 ∈ 𝑍 + is the sampling
factor for the numerical algorithms and it determines number
of samples 𝑡 ∈ [𝑡0 , 2𝜋 + 𝑡].
Including all of the parameters of the algorithm, the new
equation is obtained:
𝑖(𝑞+𝑛ℓ)𝑡𝑟

𝑝 𝑖(𝑞+𝑛𝑚ℓ )𝑡
(𝑞 + 𝐿𝑚ℓ )2

𝑒 −11𝑖𝑖 𝑒 −7𝑖𝑖 𝑒 −3𝑖𝑖
121

spin of the
electron (−½ =
−s ≤ ms ≤ s
"spin down", ½
= "spin up")
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,

49

,

9

, 𝑝 𝑖𝑡 ,

𝑒 5𝑖𝑖 𝑒 9𝑖𝑖 𝑒 13𝑖𝑖
25

,

81

,

169

respectively. These functions plotted on complex plane are
shown in Fig. 46

Fig. 46 (a) 𝒖−𝟑 (𝒕), (b) 𝒖−𝟐 (𝒕), (c) 𝒖−𝟏 (𝒕), (d) 𝒖𝟎 (𝒕), (e) 𝒖𝟏 (𝒕), (f) 𝒖𝟐 (𝒕), (g) 𝒖𝟑 (𝒕), (h) 𝒖′ 𝟑 (𝒕), (i) 𝒖′′ 𝟒 (𝒕)

.

0.015

0.01

It is important to note that these plots are NOT twodimensional geometric shapes of communication channels.
They are projections of the U-matrix on a complex plane.
The U-matrix contains dynamic information of a
communication channel represented by a frequency vector
rather than a 3D space and time representation.
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Fig. 47 The side and top views of a compound system of
communication channels

Larger systems as compounded communication channels

Table 3 shows the comparison between the conventional
molecular models with the concepts of 3D atoms and
molecules and communication channel representations using
modified Fourier matrices. As previous mentioned, each
directed “edge” of a communication channel is a
mathematical computation. Therefore, electrons, atoms,
molecules, and larger assemblies can be expressed as a series
of computations in complex domains.

In quantum mechanics, binding between atoms is
described as the formation of molecular orbitals with the
combination of atomic orbitals, during which process,
electrons delocalization occurs. The compounded system of
communication channels can be used to express the
formation of molecular orbitals. Similarly, larger scales of
molecular assemblies can also be represented as compounded
communication channels (Fan, 2013) (see Fig. 47,Table 22).

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a mathematical model
tackling the challenges in current molecular modeling
approaches based on communication theory. This model
aims to solve the cross-scale integration and scalability
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problem using a uniformly applicable mathematical formula.
In the preliminary study, we developed the initial model
using Fourier matrix represented communication channels to
describe electron shells. In addition, we used compounded
communication channels to demonstrate the potential of
these mathematical models to describe molecular systems of
various scales and complexities. It should be noted that the
graphs of communication channels represented in Table 3 are
really dynamic systems produced by the Fourier matrix
developed in this research. They should not be mistaken as
geometric polygons or as cartoons.
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Table 22 Demonstration of various scales of representations
using conventional molecular models and communication
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mechanical engineering (Stacey and Eckert, 2003). Hence,
the presence of uncertainty in sketches a topic of great
concern. Therefore, managing uncertainty in the
communication with sketches has become a major topic in
design communication (Stacey, Eckert, and Mcfadzean
1999).
Shannon’s information theory has been used in design
theory and design communication. Khan and Angeles used
Shannon’s information theory to determine the complexity of
design solutions and measure their diversity (Khan and
Angeles, 2007). This theory has also been used to model the
communication channels of a sketch in order to determine its
formality to embody and express meaning to designers
(Eckert et al. 2012). Other authors (Hannah, Joshi, and
Summers 2012) adapted Shannon’s information theory to
quantify the information content of sketches. The authors
established that there is a need to know the type of
information contained in a sketch.
Recently, the concept of design hierarchy was used to
determine the importance of the components that are
constituents of mechanical devices such as wind turbines, in
order to determine their evolution and future development
trends (Huenteler et al. 2014). Here the notion of service
characteristics was used to formulate an analysis tool to
generate the hierarchy of the components.

ABSTRACT
Sketches are one of the main tools for the
communication of design ideas during the conceptual phase
of the design process. In design communication, one of the
major problems is the uncertainty associated with
imprecisely defined sketches. There is a need to understand
the uncertainty in the communication with sketches. This
motivated the formulation of the research question: can
uncertainty in communication with a sketch be quantified?
To answer the research question, three specific aims were
developed, namely, (1) determine the ranking of the features
in a sketch, (2) determine the probability of importance of
the features in a sketch, and (3) quantify the uncertainty of a
sketch using Shannon’s normalized entropy. This paper
demonstrates the effective use of the established framework
for the quantification of uncertainty and contributes to the
improvement of design communication with a sketch.
INTRODUCTION
Sketches play a vital role in the development of the
conceptual design phase, as they are the main tools for the
communication of concepts and ideas during this phase of
the design process (Huenteler et al. 2014; Chandrasegaran et
al. 2013; Dym 2006; Pache 2005). They are used to
communicate the physical nature of an entity conceived in
the imagination (McGown, Green, and Rodgers 1998).
Sketches allow the quick communication of new design ideas
by enabling the transmission and understanding of the design
intent of a new product, through the interpretation of its
composing elements (Eckert et al. 2012). In some instances,
sketches can be simply defined as hand written drawings on a
piece of paper, whose purpose is to describe something
inexact, provisional or missing in a quick, informal, and
imprecise way (Eckert et al. 2012). Sketches are made of
embodying elements, such as, icons and shapes. These
embodying elements have a geometrical meaning and hold
determined spatial relationships between them. The elements
enable them to depict objects and thus, represent objects
within specific categories or domains (Eckert, Clarkson, and
Zanker 2004).
As a result of their imprecise and informal nature,
sketches are inherently ambiguous. This ambiguity results in
uncertainty in meaning and opens the possibility of
interpreting them in more than one distinct way. Sketches
play a major role in the communication of new ideas in the
design of products i.e. design communication; with a great
impact in visuospatial design fields such as architecture and

RESEARCH QUESTION
There is a need to quantify uncertainty in
communication with sketches due to the following
observations:
• 96% of designers use sketches at the product
development phase (Pache, 2005) which accounts for 70% of
the total product costs (Römer et al. 2001).
• Sketches improve the flow of the cognitive process
among designers during the product development phase
(Chandrasegaran et al. 2013).
• Sketches have been shown to reduce the time and cost
of modeling and fabrication of new products (Eckert et al.
2012; Hannah, Joshi, and Summers 2012).
• Unlike computer models, sketches maintain their
provisional quality and promote the creative work of
designers during the product development phase
(Chandrasegaran et al. 2013).
These reasons serve as a motivation for the formulation
of the research question: can uncertainty in communication
with a sketch be quantified? To answer the research question,
three specific aims were developed, namely, (1) determine
the ranking of the features in a sketch, (2) determine the
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probability of importance of the features in a sketch, and (3)
quantify the uncertainty of a sketch using Shannon’s entropy.

sketch. For example, to refine the energy characteristic of a
helicopter sketch, the type of flight the helicopter employs to
achieve its objective function will be identified. These main
flight types, hover, lift and thrust, will be the refined energy
service characteristics. The second step in ranking the
features is construction of the service characteristics
assessment matrix. This is performed by listing all the
refined service characteristics in one column and each of the
identified features in the preceding columns (see Table 2.)
The matrix then can be used to assess if the identified
features in each column have an impact on each refined
service characteristic. If the feature is determined to have an
impact on the service characteristic, the intersection cell
between both should be filled with an “X” mark. On the
other hand, if a feature does not have an impact, the
corresponding cell in the table will be filled with a “0”. The
X’s of each feature in the table are finally added to provide
the pleiotropy score of each feature. The pleiotropy score is
the parameter that is used for ranking the features. The
ranking of the feature was designated by the variable i.
It should be noted that features, other than the single first
feature, can have the same rank. The number of features with
a rank i were designated by the value k i .For example, if the
pleiotropy results in two features having rank 2, then i = 2
and k 2 = 2.

METHODOLOGY
Ranking of Features
The concept of dominant design (Tushman and
Murmann 1998) states that the evolution of a product is
linked to its embodying subsystems i.e. elements, and on the
effect level i.e. hierarchy, that this subsystems have on its
profitability. The concept of nested hierarchy, states that the
hierarchy of the embodying elements of a product, can be
determined by quantifying their pleiotropy score based on
their impact towards the completion of the particular service
characteristics of a product (Murmann and Frenken 2006).
Design hierarchy is a concept that arises from the merger of
the concept of dominant design and the concept of nested
hierarchy. Hence, design hierarchy allows to determine and
prioritize the embodying elements of a product, based on the
importance of each element towards the completion of a
products’ particular function (service characteristics)
(Huenteler et al. 2014). Functionality is central in the
conceptual design of engineering products (Kitamura and
Mizoguchi 2003). A sketch is constructed naturally with the
functions of the product in mind. These functions are driven
by the design requirements. The function of a sketch can also
be referred to as a service characteristic.
Given a sketch, the first step is to identify the features
contained in the sketch. To identify the features in a sketch,
the service characteristics are identified first. Then, the
features are extracted based on the service characteristics
(see Table 23.) In this study, the service characteristics
considered were energy, control and interface. The energy
characteristic is the service characteristic responsible for
supplying the energy required for the system to achieve its
objective function. On the other hand, the control
characteristic is responsible for controlling the performance
of the system. The interface characteristic is an interaction
between the system and the environment as well as among
the components of the system.

Table 24 Functional Service Characteristics Assessment Matrix
Service
Characteristics
Characteristic #1
Energy
Characteristics Characteristic #2
Characteristic #n
Characteristic #1
Control
Characteristics Characteristic #2
Characteristic #n
Characteristic #1
Interface
Characteristics Characteristic #2

Table 23 Extracting features using service characteristics
Service
Characteristics
Energy
Characteristic

Control
Characteristic

Interface
Characteristic

Feature Feature Feature
#1
#2
Assembly

Characteristic #n
Pleiotropy
Feature Rank

Features
Feature
#1
Feature
#2
Feature
#3
Feature
#4
Feature
#5
Feature
#n

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
n
-

…

Feature
#N

0

×

…

0

0

0

…

0

0

0

…

0

×
×
×
×

0

…

0

0

…

0

0

…

0

0

…

0

0

…

0

×

…

×
×
×

4
1

2
3

…
…

3
2

Probability of Importance
The probability of likeliness (L i ) for the features in a
sketch are determined by comparing the “likeness” (Jupp and
Gero 2004) of the features in a sketch with respect to images
of an actual mechanical component using VLFeat freeware
(Vedaldi and Fulkerson 2008). VLFeat allows the
identification of local features, e.g. color, shape, and texture
in images. VLFeat is open source software with special focus
on visual features (e.g. SIFT). Some applications of VLFeat
include SIFT mosaic, advanced encodings for recognition,
and basic recognition. For example, using VLFeat on the two
images in Fig. 48, one is able to calculate the value for

After the features of a sketch have been identified, they will
be ranked. The process to rank the identified features of a
sketch starts with the refinement of the service characteristics
based on the completion of the objective function of the

Li.

The value of the probability of likeliness, L i , is
contained in the range 0 < L i < 1. This range was referred to
as “probability of likeliness space.” In order to calculate the
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probability of importance, p i , the “probability of likeliness of
space” was mapped to the “probability of importance space”.
This mapping follows a set of rules based on the ranking of
features and the principles of Shannon’s information theory.

𝐻 = − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑘𝑖 𝑝𝑖 𝑁𝑜𝑔2 𝑝𝑖 .

The uncertainty of a sketch, based on the normalized value of
the entropy, where 0 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ 1, is given by (Masisi,
Nelwamondo, and Marwala 2008):
𝑢=

Li

𝐻
𝑛𝑙𝑙2 (𝑁)

.

( 20 )

Hence, Eq. ( 20) is the quantification of the uncertainty
of communication with a sketch (Cruz-Lozano, Alemayehu,
and Ekwaro-Osire 2014).
The steps outlined in sections Ranking of Features,
Probability of Importance, and Quantification of Uncertainty
are used to construct the framework for the quantification of
uncertainty of communication with a sketch (see Fig. 49). As
described in the prior paragraph, this framework is anchored
to Shannon’s information theory.

Fig. 48 Image to be compared to determine the probability of
likeliness (L i )

The rules presented below consider a sketch that has N total
number of features ranked based on their importance from
i = 1 to n, having k i (number of features in each rank) and
where i = 1 is given to the most important feature:
1. There will only be one most important feature in a
sketch, i.e.,
𝑘1 = 1

( 19 )

( 12 )

2. The summation of the probability of importance , 𝑝𝑖 of all
features is given by Shannon (Shannon 1948):

∑𝐿𝑖=1 𝑘𝑖 𝑝𝑖 = 1

( 13 )

3. The probability of importance, 𝑝1 of the most important
feature in a sketch cannot be less than 1/N, and will have
a maximum value of 1, i.e.,
1
𝑁

≤ 𝑝1 ≤ 1

( 14 )

4. The probability of importance, 𝑝𝑖 , of each of the ith
ranked feature(s), where 2 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐿 − 1, is given by:
1−∑𝑖−1
𝑗=1 𝑘𝑗 𝑝𝑗

�

𝑁−∑𝑖−1
𝑗=1 𝑘𝑗

� ≤ 𝑝𝑖 ≤ �1 − ∑𝑖−1
𝑗=1 𝑘𝑗 𝑝𝑗 �

Fig. 49 Framework for the quantification of uncertainty in
communication with a sketch (Cruz-Lozano, et al., 2015)

( 15 )

Using the framework in Fig. 49, Eq. ( 20 ) was used to
generate Fig. 50 for a sketch with number of features of 2, 3,
4 and 5.
From the results shown in Fig. 50, the following
important aspects were identified. First, as the number of
features that compose a sketch increases, its uncertainty level
decreases. Thus, to reduce uncertainty in sketches with fewer
features, the most important features should be drawn more
accurately. Second, as 𝑝1 𝑡𝑝𝐿𝑟 𝑡𝑜 1 the significance of its
value to the actual uncertainty of a sketch decreases. This
means, for sketches with well-drawn most important
features, e.g. 𝑝1 ≥ 0.95, the improvement of the drawing of
their other features will not have a considerable effect in the
reduction of their uncertainty regardless of their total number
of features. Hence, it is useful to pay attention to the quality
of the drawing of the most important feature in any sketch. In
addition, drawing the most important feature well avoids the
need to improve other features in the sketch. Third, aspect
comes from the fact that as the number of features in a sketch
increases, the range of values that 𝑝1 i.e. 1/𝑁 ≤ 𝑝1 ≤ 1 , also
increases. In the case of the present discussion, this aspect
allowed us to focus on the idea of viewing a sketch as a
graphic representation of a design, with the purpose of only
communicating its design intent. Thus, it allows to infer that
a sketch needs to only have the necessary features to
communicate its design intent and nothing more. So,

5. The probability of importance, 𝑝𝑛 of each of the 𝐿𝑡ℎ
ranked feature(s) is given by:
𝑝𝑛 =

1−∑𝑛−1
𝑖=1 𝑘𝑖 𝑝𝑖

( 16 )

𝑘𝑛

6. Probability of likeliness space, 0 < L i < 1, of the ith
ranked feature (𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝐿 − 1), determined using
VLFeat, shall be mapped to the probability of importance
space, 𝑝𝐿 < 𝑝𝑖 < 𝑝𝑈 , defined in Rule 3 and Rule 4, of
𝑖
𝑖
the same feature according to a linear transformation
given by:
𝑝𝑖 = �𝑝𝑈𝑖 − 𝑝𝐿𝑖 �𝐿𝑖 + 𝑝𝐿𝑖

( 17 )

For example, the mapping function for the most important
feature (i = 1) will be,
𝑝1 = �

𝑁−1
𝑁

� 𝐿1 +

1
𝑁

( 18 )

Note that the constrained probability space gets narrower as
you go down the ranking.
Quantification of Uncertainty
The entropy of the sketch was obtained using Shannon’s
theory of uncertainty (Baez, Fritz, and Leinster 2011)
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sketches that need more features to be embodied, will have a
greater chance to be misunderstood from the start. Thus, not
only the most important feature in the sketch should be
drawn in the best way possible, but the number of its
embodying features should be kept to a minimum.
1
2 Features
3 Features

0.9

Fig. 51 Sketch of a helicopter

4 Features
5 Features

0.8

0.7

Table 25 Features of helicopter sketch extracted using service
characteristics

Uncertainty

0.6

0.5

0.4

Service
Characteristics
Energy
Characteristic
Control
Characteristic

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

p

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1

Fig. 50 Uncertainty as a function of the probability of
importance value of the most important feature (𝒑𝟏 )

Interface
Characteristic

As it can be seen, the contribution of Shannon’s entropy
did not stop at quantification of the uncertainty for a given
sketch, but it allowed to explore beyond a given scenario into
more diverse possibilities. This allowed expanding the aim of
the present research, as now the focus is not only quantifying
the uncertainty of a given sketch, but establishing a path to
determine the optimal sketch for a given mechanical system.

Features
Rotor
Tail
Rotor
Tail
Landing Gear
Rotor
Tail
Cockpit

After the features of a sketch have been identified, they were
ranked. The energy characteristic was refined to hover, lift
and thrust. Similarly, the control service characteristic was
refined as hover control, lift control, and thrust control. On
the other hand, the interface service characteristic was
refined to interface air, interface cargo, interface connector,
and interface ground contact. The service characteristics
assessment matrix was constructed (see Table 26).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Ranking of Features
The framework presented in Fig. 49 is now applied on a
sketch of a helicopter shown in Fig. 51. A helicopter is a type
of aircraft whose main lift power is generated from a rotor
with a vertical axis. Based on their service characteristics,
helicopters have the following distinguishable features (see
Table 25).
Rotor: its function is to create the lift and thrust power that
allows the helicopter to lift its cargo (passengers or goods)
and to fly forward. Tail: its function is to create thrust to
control the helicopter’s direction as well as to counteract the
torque effect generated by the rotor. Cockpit: its function is
to provide the space that allows the cargo to be transported.
Landing Gear: its function is to support the weight of the
helicopter in its non-flying stages, i.e. taking off and landing,
and thus avoid its damage. The features identified in Table
25 were imported into the sketch to generate Fig. 52. The
features in the figure are labeled as follows: landing gear (a),
tail (b), cockpit (c), and rotor (d). The next step after
identifying the features that constitute the sketch of a
helicopter is to rank them. This task is done by assessing the
identified features of the sketch, using the service
characteristics assessment matrix for the sketch which is
shown in Table 26.

(d)

(c)
(b)
(a)
Fig. 52 Features of the helicopter sketch: (a) landing gear, (b)
tail, (c) cockpit, and (d) rotor

The pleiotropy of the sketch is shown to have a value of
10 (Table 26). The pleiotropies of the rotor, tail, cockpit,
landing gear were 7, 4, 2 and 1, respectively. It is also
observed that the pleiotropy of the rotor is much higher than
that of the next pleiotropy, i.e. tail. This yielded the
following ranking of the features of the helicopter sketch:
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rotor (Rank 1), tail (Rank 2), cockpit (Rank 3), and landing
gear (Rank 4).
Therefore, in the sketch (see Fig. 51), the rotor has the
highest rank with a pleiotropy much higher than the second
highest feature, i.e. tail. This implies that the rotor may play
the most important role as the identifier of a sketch of a
helicopter.

(a)
(b)

Table 26 Service Characteristics Assessment Matrix for the
Sketch of a Helicopter
Function:
Transport Cargo
Service
Characteristics

Energy
Characteristic

Control
Characteristic

Interface
Characteristic

Pleiotropy
Feature Rank, i

Sketch

(c)

Features

Landing
Helicopter
Gear (A)

Tail
(B)

Cockpit
(C)

Rotor
(D)

Hover

×

0

0

0

×

Thrust

×

0

×

0

×

Lift

×

0

0

0

×

Hover
Control

×

0

0

0

×

Thrust
Control

×

0

×

0

×

Lift
Control

×

0

×

0

×

Interface
Air

×

0

×

0

×

Interface
Connector

×

0

0

×

0

Interface
Cargo

×

0

0

×

0

Interface
Ground Contact

×

×

0

0

0

10
-

1
4

4
2

2
3

7
1

(d)
Fig. 53 Images to be compared (a) rotor, (b) tail (c) cockpit (d)
landing gear
Table 27 Probability of likeliness (L i ) for the features of the
sketch of a helicopter

Feature Assessed
of Helicopter

Probability
of Likeliness (L i )

Rotor
Tail
Cockpit
Landing Gear

72.50%
80.00%
85.00%
96.50%

As shown in Eq. ( 12 ), the rotor is the only feature in
the first rank, k 1 = 1. Following Eq. ( 14 ), the limits of the
probability of importance are:

Probability of Importance

0.250 ≤ 𝑝1 ≤ 1.

In order to determine the probability of importance, p i ,
Step 3 in the proposed framework (see Fig. 49) was
employed. Each feature in Fig. 52 is now compared to
corresponding features in photos of a complete helicopter
Fig. 53. The corresponding sketches are compared with the
actual photos of features of the same orientation and size.
Using VLFeat on each pair of the images in Fig. 53, the
probability of likeliness, L i , was determined (Table 27). As
can be seen from the information in Table 27, the values for
the L i ’s for the features of the sketch of a helicopter range
from 72.5% to 96.5%. It can be observed that the probability
of likeliness for the rotor is lower than the rest of the other
features. This is due to the fact that the sketch of the rotor
does not match its corresponding photo as good as, for
example, the landing gear pair. Although not sufficient by
itself, this result can initially serve as a clue to the possible
level of uncertainty in the sketch. Therefore, in order to fully
determine the level of uncertainty associated with the
helicopter sketch, the application of the process for the
transformation of the probability space and the resulting
probability of importance (p i ) for each of the features was
calculated.

( 21 )

Next, using Eq. ( 17 ) the value of p 1 is determined to be
79.38%. Eq. ( 15 ) is used to determine the boundary values
for the probability of importance, p 2 , for the tail feature
0.069 ≤ 𝑝2 ≤ 0.206.

( 22 )

Using Eq. ( 17 ) p 2 was determined to be 17.88%. Next, Eq. (
15 ) was used again to determine the boundary values for the
probability of importance, p 3 , for the cockpit feature as
0.014 ≤ 𝑝3 ≤ 0.027.

( 23 )

It can be observed that the probability space gets narrower
with decreasing rank. This is due to a decrease in residual
probability that occurs with decreasing rank.
Using Eq. ( 17 ) the value of p 3 was determined to be
2.53%. Finally, as the probability of importance, p 4 , was
calculated using Eq. ( 16 ) as 0.21%. Note that the sum of the
probability of importance of the features is 100%. It should
be noted that although probability of likeliness of the rotor
was the lowest (see Table 27), after transformation, its
probability of importance was the highest.
The rotor has the highest probability of importance of
79.38% while the landing gear has the lowest probability of
importance of 0.21%. This shows that the rotor will play a
crucial role in the reduction of uncertainty in the sketch. In
other words, in order for the helicopter sketch to be
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interpreted correctly, more attention should be given to
drawing the rotor.
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Design Hierarchy Shapes the Evolution of
Technological Knowledge – Evidence from PatentCitation Networks in Wind Power,” 1–45.
Joshi, Shraddha, and Joshua D Summers. 2012.
“Representation: Metrics for Analyzing Sketches: A
Critical Survey.” In ASME International Design
Engineering Technical Conferences and Computers
and Information in Engineering.
Jupp, Julie R., and John S. Gero. 2004. “Qualitative
Represenation and Reasoning in Design: A
Hierarchy of Shape and Spatial Languages.” In
Visual and Spatial Reasoning in Design III, 139–62.
Cambridge, USA.
Khan, WA, and Jorge Angeles. 2007. “The Role of Entropy
in Design Theory and Methodology.” In
Proceedings of the Canadian Engineering
Education Association.
Kitamura, Y., and R. Mizoguchi. 2003. “Ontology-Based
Description of Function Design Knowledge and Its
Use in a Functional Way Server.” Expert Systems
with Applications 24: 153–66.
Masisi, L., V. Nelwamondo, and T. Marwala. 2008. “The
Use of Entropy to Measure Structural Diversity.” In
International Conference on Computational
Cybernetics, Proceedings.

Quantification of Uncertainty
In order to quantify the uncertainty associated with the
sketch, first, the entropy, H, of the helicopter was determined
to be 0.861 bits using Eq. ( 19 ). The uncertainty of the
sketch, u, was then quantified to be 43.07% using Shannon’s
normalized entropy (Eq. ( 20 )). This indicates that there is a
43.07% chance that the sketch will not be interpreted as a
helicopter. In order to reduce this uncertainty, features with
higher ranks (such as the rotor and the tail) should be
revisited and redrawn accordingly. Redrawing of the highranked features may include changes such as orientation and
detail.
CONCLUSION
The research question in this study was: can uncertainty
in communication with a sketch be quantified? Indeed, it was
shown that uncertainty in communication with a sketch could
be quantified. To this effect, a framework based on
Shannon’s information theory was proposed for the
quantification of uncertainty in communication with a sketch.
In this study, the proposed framework was applied to a
sketch of a helicopter. Using a service characteristics
assessment matrix, four features were determined for the
sketch. The features were ranked as rotor, tail, cockpit, and
landing gear.
The rotor had the highest rank with a pleiotropy much
higher than the second highest feature, i.e. tail. This implies
that the rotor may play the most important role as the
identifier of a sketch of a helicopter. Furthermore, the rotor
had the highest probability of importance of 79.38% while
the landing gear has the lowest probability of importance of
0.21%. This shows that the rotor plays a crucial role in the
reduction of uncertainty in the sketch. In other words, in
order for the helicopter sketch to be interpreted correctly,
more attention should be given to drawing the rotor. In order
to reduce this uncertainty, features with higher ranks (such as
the rotor and the tail) should be revisited and redrawn
accordingly. Redrawing of the high-ranked features may
include changes such as orientation and detail.
Future work will include improving the selection and
matching of the images to the sketched features. In
particular, the orientation of the VLFeat images could be an
initial step in further generalizing the results obtained in this
study. Whereas in this study, the features identified were
tied to the helicopter, hence object, and not to the sketch, the
idea of tying features to a sketch could be of interest, and
could be explored. Additionally, a rigorous validation of the
calculation of probability of importance will be pursued.
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ABSTRACT
This is a position paper which itemizes the expectations
we have in pervasive computing environments (PCEs) and
analyses limitations encountered in software solutions
focused on context awareness which attempted to address the
complexity of pervasive computing. The paper also explains
situation-awareness as opposed to context-awareness, and
provides a common set of PCE characteristics. These
characteristics pave the way for the creation of computational
models that can create a PCE and can be deployable using
software engineering principles and modern software
technologies.

EXPECTATIONS FROM
PERVASIVE COMPUTING
It is difficult to find published sources of information
which itemize expectations we all have from pervasive
computing. However, the background reading and
experiences of defining pervasiveness across different
domains (Shojanoori et al. 2012), (Shojanoori and Juric,
2013, 2015), have provided ample information to group and
contrast expectations with common perceptions of traditional
computing. These expectations that the author believes we all
have from pervasive computing are:

INTRODUCTION
Provision of software solutions that fit the purpose of
PCEs has always been a challenge for application
developers.
Sometimes,
different
perceptions
are
demonstrated by both academia and industry practitioners
about PCEs that lend themselves to further confusion about
what actually PCEs are. This paper attempts to clarify what
PCEs are from two different perspectives. Firstly,
expectations we all have from pervasive computing is given,
followed by elaboration on features which cannot be
delivered through traditional approaches to creating
computing environments. Traditional approaches here refer
to all computing practices, which have existed in software
engineering for developing applications for business, science,
governance and leisure in the last three decades. They all
heavily depend on numerous transaction processing,
manipulation of databases and knowledge bases, information
retrieval, scientific calculations and similar. By no means
this paper intends to claim that PCEs cannot be developed
using the traditional software engineering principles.
However, its prime objective is to point out that
computational environments have changed significantly and
our well established way of creating computational solutions
may not be appropriate for creating PCEs.
Secondly, the paper looks at pitfalls in the field of context
awareness, which has promised to address the real nature of
PCEs, but so far has offered fractional results. The paper will
consequently show the author’s perception of PCEs drawn
from several experiences, and stress on the importance of
creating a common consensus on the characteristics of PCE
as a way forward to address the shortcomings of pervasive
computing. To pave the way to reach such consensus, the

Defining inputs dynamically: Computing, from the
outset until very recently, has been regarded as the process of
achieving some desired output when some pre-defined set of
inputs is provided. Programmers have to define the algorithm
that convert the inputs to outputs. Computers were designed
to be general-purpose computers capable of computing
different functions, sometimes with “difficult-to-design”
algorithms. These algorithms work only if inputs are known
and very well defined. By contrast, in modern computing, the
set of inputs for computation is not always known in
advance. For example, in an intensive care unit, where the
health status of patients is constantly monitored, based on
their current status different supporting devices might be
needed. These devices generate different types of data which
should be accepted at run time for any computation. In
addition to this, the choice of devices might not be known in
advance, i.e. before we set up the intensive care unit PCE,
but we should be able to use these devices as arising
situations require.
Computing output not guaranteed: The general-purpose
computers always return a result, be it information retrieved
from a persistent repository or some physical output such as
dispensed money at the end of a transaction using an
automated teller machine. Although individual computational
devices in PCEs may have outputs, computing functions may
not have any output at all. For example, if there is no change
of condition of a particular patient who is monitored
remotely, his/her PCE will not take any “action”, which
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means that PCE will produce no output. However, this lack
of “output” doesn’t mean that there has not been any
computation at all. Computing to infer that “there has not
been any changes” is an example of not having any output as
a result of the computation.

body position can alert the remote monitoring system and
there will be an implicit interaction between the patient and
his/her PCE.
Redundancy of historical information: Traditional
computing applications, more often than not, rely on
persistent data, whereas pervasive computing may compute
the moment without any regard to the historical information.
This, by no means dismisses the usefulness of historical
information in a PCE. The issue is that the PCE is not
responsible for it, and its provision has to be taken care of at
the level where we run a software application which supports
the PCE. For example, a PCE user might decide to block
incoming calls, and right at the next moment he/she changes
his/her mind and wants to receive calls. The decision made in
the previous moment cannot be judged for the next. Or even
if he/she blocks incoming calls at a particular time of day in
the last month, this historical information cannot be
considered as a basis for inferring the same action at any
other moment in future without the PCE user’s consent.

Distribution of devices and computing: In traditional
computing, computation is limited to general-purpose
computers. Their centralised functionality is not distributed
among devices embedded with computing capabilities
designed for a specific task. By contrast computing devices
in pervasive computing are equipped with their own
microprocessor and therefore have a specific purpose, which
is defined within their own computing function. This is
actually a key feature that may distinguish pervasive from
traditional computing. For example, a thermometer sensor
that provides body temperature of a person could be
augmented to produce contextual information rather than raw
data. That is, instead of providing the exact number (e.g.
temperature, in remote patient monitoring) it may give
information whether the person’s body temperature is
normal, high, or low.

Premature end of computing procedure: There is
always a pre-defined start-to-end procedure in traditional
computing, but in pervasive computing activities may end
prematurely. Our everyday life is full of examples of opting
for one task and then, without completing it, switching to
another is very common. One of the best examples is user
clicks on the web. We very often end-up retrieving
information from websites which we did not plan at the
beginning of our retrieval session. A user of a PCE shall not
coordinate himself/herself with PCE, it is the other way
round.

Pervasiveness of user-specific devices: In traditional
computing many users share the same general-purpose
computing device. Opposite to the practice in traditional
computing, computing devices, or devices embedded with
some computational power, by and large, are user-specific
and therefore are not shared by several users. At the same
time each user is surrounded by numerous devices, which
makes his/her environment pervasive, but full of userspecific devices. For example, a patient in a hospital ward,
who has just had an operation, may carry or be attached to a
number of devices, and each of them may monitor some
aspect of the patient’s health. They are all specific to that
patient and not shared by anyone else.

User-centric computing: In traditional computing user is
in the “background”. The general-purpose computing devices
carry out computations with minimal, if at all any, user
involvement. However, in PCEs, computing often does not
happen without user consent. User preferences, requirements
and requests have a role to play in PCE and they determine
which services should be provided to them. No action can
take place in a PCE without the user consent or authorisation.
This may be in advance when users subscribe to the PCE
and/or at the time the PCE is being used. A resident of a care
home might have given in advance an authorisation to be
remotely monitored while asleep, but he/she can change
his/her mind at any moment.

Flexible interfaces: Software applications generated from
a traditional computing system make use of very limited
ways of interaction with the environment. Direct keyboard or
mouse input from the user are by far the most common ways
of providing input to computing functions in traditional
computing. However, to support users of pervasive
computing system with as much flexibility as possible, there
cannot be constraints on the type of interfaces between the
devices generating information and the software applications
that are making use of them. For example, identifying people
in a particular PCE can be done through face recognition, by
voice tone, by finger print, or by iris of the eye. In all these
cases we use devices with completely different interfaces for
achieving the same goal: identify a person. Normally all
these interfaces are parts of various devices, integrated into a
PCE, which enable the recognition.

Computing transparency: In traditional computing,
applications are device-oriented, whereas in environments
where users are empowered by the surrounding wireless and
mobile computational devices, applications become useroriented.
Transparency of computations in traditional
computing is a non-existent feature, but important in PCE
because users have to interact with the PCE at all times.
They are well aware of their interaction, and they may persist
until the desired output is produced.
Computing
transparency involves automatic and seamless integration of
computing devices, as its key feature, which is essential in
PCE. For example, monitoring the presence and location of
inhabitant of a homecare, their activity, who they are with at
a particular moment can be handled in a PCE without the
users being disturbed or even noticing it.

Implicit interaction: While in traditional computing the
interaction between human and computer is explicit, in
pervasive computing where the user is surrounded by devices
embedded with computing capabilities, the interaction
between the human user and information is implicit. For
example, a patient who is being monitored remotely and falls
unexpectedly may not interact with any system to notify his
unfortunate incident. The sudden change of the patient’s
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Table 1 shows a summary of the expectations explicated
above.

think that one change in a PCE must trigger the existence of
a new situation and the acquired information of the situation
is always related to one moment in a PCE, which might be
completely immaterial for the next one. From that
perspective, situation might be much more than “the current
state of the context”, as Hendrickson claims, but not in terms
of relying on historical information and “previous” contexts.
The appropriateness of the information generated in and by
PCE and their usage by software applications, will always
depend on the situation triggered by a change in the PCE.
Whenever there is a need for historical information in PCEs,
we can deal with it at the application levels, i.e. applications

PROBLEMS WITH CONTEXT-AWARENESS
IN PERVASIVE COMPUTING
Despite the existence of a general understanding of what
context is, in the computer science discipline the perception
is different and an agreed upon definition of context is yet to
emerge (Schilits et al., 1994), (Chen and Kotz, 2000), (Dey

Table 1 Expectations from pervasive computing
Expectation
EE1
EE2
EE3

Defining inputs
dynamically
Computing output not
guaranteed
Distribution of devices and
computing

Description
Inputs to computers to perform a task cannot be limited to a prescribed list of inputs given in advance; inputs
should be defined dynamically at run-time.
In pervasive computing we may not have any output at all.

EE5

Pervasiveness of userspecific devices
Flexible interfaces

EE6

Implicit interaction

EE7

EE9

Redundancy of historical
information
Premature end of
procedure
User-centric computing

Centralizing computing functionality, particularly when lots of computation takes place at any moment is not
feasible, nor practical. Computing responsibility can be delegated to variety of devices, with a variable
computational power and each of them can be designed for a specific task.
Computing devices are user-specific and each user may also use multiple devices. Identifying users from each
other to deliver services appropriate for one and not the other is typical of pervasive computing.
There cannot be constraints on the type of interfaces used in pervasive computing. Devices and applications
can use numerous and constantly changeable interfaces.
Interaction between human and computer may be historically seen as explicit, but in pervasive computing,
where user is surrounded by computational devices, the interaction between may often be implicit.
Pervasive computing is not responsible for historical information; they have to deal with situation they
encounter in PCEs. Each situation in PCE might require different computations and services to be delivered.
In traditional computing there is always a pre-defined start-to-end procedure, but in pervasive computing
activities may end prematurely.
Pervasive computing applications are user-oriented rather than device-oriented.

EE10

Computing transparency

Seamless integration of devices with minimal user explicit interaction is a key feature of pervasive computing.

EE4

EE8

et al., 2001), (Winograd,2001), (Henricksen et al., 2002),
(Ranganathan and Campbell, 2003), (Chen and Finin,2003),
(Henricksen et al., 2005), (Khedo, 2006), (Xiaosheng et al.,
2006), (Bolchini et al., 2007), (Nguyen and Choi 2008),
(Hong et al. 2009), (Mehra 2012), (Bellavista et al. 2013).
The lack of common consensus on what exactly context
may mean on one hand, and on the other the complexity and
limitations of software applications which are developed
with ‘context in mind’, highlights a range of limitations of
context aware applications. This section expands on
problems in context aware computing and justifies why
‘context awareness’ has not delivered most of expectations
E1-E10 from pervasive computing listed in Table 1.

can make the right decision in situations where another
source of information is required, such as a piece of data
retrieved from a database, what (Bellavista et al., 2013)
refers to as ‘virtual sensors’. We would like to emphasise
that by looking at various situations in PCE we come closer
to the idea of situation awareness, as defined and exploited in
(Gauvin, et al., 2004)(Matheus, 2005) and (Bahrami, et al.,
2007). According to their contextualisation of information in
pervasive computing, situations describe pervasiveness
“better than context”, which is close to the author’s idea of
creating a PCE based on ‘a situation’ in it.
Localisation-aware systems dominate: Most of the
available and fully developed context-aware applications are
not actually context aware but are rather ‘localization-aware’
systems. Active Badge (Want et al., 1992), ParcTab (Schilits
et al., 1993), Cyberguide (Abowd et al., 1997), the Intelligent
Room (Coen, 1998), the Bat (Harter, et al 1999), the Context
Toolkit (Salber et al., 1999), (Garlan et al., 2002), CASS
(Fahy and Clarke 2004) are primarily concerned about the
location context of the user in order to make a decision. Most
of these localization-aware systems are systems that adapt
themselves to only the new location of the user, so as to
provide mobile functionality appropriate to the location.
Although location-aware systems have gained popularity in
recent years when using mobile devices, we believe
information generated in context-aware PCEs is far more

Imperfection of context awareness: Henricksen et al.
(2002) argue that because PCEs are highly dynamic,
information describing them can quickly become out of date.
According to them ‘context histories (past and future)’ will
frequently form part of the context description and therefore
applications in PCE are interested in more than the ‘current
state of the context’. We agree with Henricksen et al. that
information describing a situation of a PCE can quickly
become out of date, but question their view that software
applications in PCE are interested in more than the current
state of the context. We believe that situation specificity is a
key feature of context-awareness in PCE, which changes
constantly and at any given time we may encounter a
different situation in the same PCE. We would also like to
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diverse and complicated, i.e. context awareness in PCEs is
more than localization.

is not always sufficient for interpreting situation in PCEs.
There is an abundance of data in PCEs, which is NOT
generated by sensors, but play an important role for defining
the semantics of the situation in PCE. The second is that, all
these solutions are knowledge based systems that manage
enormous amount of data. This has been considered as
cumbersome software engineering solutions which are very
difficult to manage. Even if we assume that we can distribute
such complex software engineering solutions across clouds,
then it is questionable how these distributed computations
could accommodate constantly changing and seamlessly
integrated devices of variable computational power in PCEs.
Table 2 summarises the shortcomings of context
awareness as explicated above in addressing required
features of PCEs.

Contextual information is not always abstracted: Some
proposed context-aware architectures, including the above
examples, are dependent on the hardware infrastructure.
Consequently, software applications generated form such
architectures do not support context abstract at all, or at best
to a limited extent. For example, the location information
detected from sensors is not interpreted to produce a higher
level of abstraction, and physical sensors are also not hidden
behind needed abstraction, which has resulted creation of not
scalable systems. In other words, the system was not able to
accommodate any additional sensors and could not cope with
the dynamic nature of PCEs. The way out is in abstracting
contextual information through models which can be
materialised with appropriate languages that allow reasoning
upon detected contextual information and infer situational
information.

Table 2 Limitations of context-aware applications
Limitation

Lack of context reasoning: Some proposed and
published architectures, do not have an easy-to-apply context
reasoning mechanism to infer either “high context
information” or situational information. Context Toolkit
(Salber et al 1999) represents context using key-value model
of context representation. The keys do not have meanings
and therefore do not allow further than basic reasoning upon
contexts. Hydrogen architecture (Hofer et al., 2002) is also
short of a reasoning mechanism. Although it uses an object
oriented model to represent context, each sensor is being
interpreted through a highly coupled adaptor and therefore its
software architecture does not provide a good abstraction of
context. In the CASS architecture (Fahy and Clarke, 2004)
the contextual information which is limited to location is
passed to a relational database. This means that the context
processing takes place in a relational data model which
cannot support any reasoning mechanism. It is also
important to note that most of the available architectures for
context-aware applications in PCE are specific to an
application domain and, as Miraoui et al. (2008) have
concluded in their survey, they require additional effort for
their adaptation to other domains.

L1

Outdated contextual
information

L2

Domination of
localisation-aware
systems
Lack of context
abstraction
Lack of context
reasoning

L3
L4

L5

Insufficient contextinformation

L6

Information
overloading

L7

Context model
inflexibility

Description
Contextual information in traditional
context-aware applications can quickly
become out of date.
Context awareness in PCEs is more than
localization.
Physical sensors are not hidden behind
abstractions.
Inappropriate context model is used that
does not support context reasoning
mechanism to infer high-level context
and reason about complex situations.
Provision of insufficient situational
information will result in delivery of
unexpected services to the user.
Unnecessary information overload caused
by pre-defined contextual model and
architecture that detects all contextual
information would result in a very
expensive processing of the context to
deliver expected service to the user.
Most of the available architectures for
context-aware applications in PCE are
specific to an application domain; they
require additional effort for their
adaptation to other domains.

SUMMARISING SHORTCOMINGS

The lack of high level abstraction: When the processing
of context is done in a key-value model, relational model or
object-oriented model, because the terms used do not have
meaning, reasoning to infer higher-level context, if it exists
at all, must be done through programming. This lack of highlevel abstraction requires the context models to be highly
coupled with the rest of the system and therefore the addition
of more devices dynamically is not supported. The rich
formalism available in ontologies for representing contextual
information facilitates reasoning upon context and to infer
situational information in PCEs. Service oriented contextaware middleware, SOCAM (Gu et al., 2004), (Wang et al.,
2004), and context broker architecture, CoBrA (Chen et al.,
2003), (Chen et al., 2004) are among the most cited examples
in the literature that have used OWL ontology for processing
the contextual information. However, these are not examples
which can model a situation in PCE for two reasons. The first
one is that their interpretation and manipulation of contextual
data is focused on managing the sensor generated data, which

OF PERVASIVE COMPUTING
The analysis of current problems in Pervasive computing
itemised in Table 1, and the limitations of well-known
applications of context awareness listed in Table 2, bear two
important messages.
Firstly, however hard in the past we tried to create new
software engineering solutions which respond to either
technological changes or ever changing business demands, it
is always difficult to predict that such software solutions will
be a definitive answer to problems we experience in new
computing environments. Building context awareness in
computing is not a silver bullet for creating PCE, as
highlighted in the previous section. It is difficult to imagine
that we can carry on with traditional modelling and
managing context, which mainly manipulates sensor
generated data, when modelling and manipulating PCE and,
at the same time, achieve expectations E1-E10 from Table 1.
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Secondly, the list of expectations from Table 1 is not
‘science fiction’. It is more a common perception of modern
computational environments. We can claim that it is difficult
to perceive modern computing without having pervasiveness
in mind. Therefore, if we advocate that our PCE exist
because we can seamlessly integrate numerous
heterogeneous devices into our everyday life, and compute
with them at any time and place, then we will immediately
stumble upon the traditional perception of contextualising
PCE. Tables, 1 and 2 send clear messages:
I. Traditional context are not sufficient for defining and
manipulating PCE and therefore we should replace it with
situations in PCE, as found in Table 2.
II. We should re-think or re-assess the way we perceive
computing in PCE. This is obvious from Table 1.
In the following section we pave the way towards a
possible solution which can address I and II above. We have
to identify the way of meeting expectations E1-E10 from
Table 1. and addressing limitations L1-L8 from Table 2.

characteristics P1 and P2 in Table 3. In addition if we
assume that any number of devices can comprise a particular
PCE then we would like to think that no pre-defined device
setting is needed. The setting of heterogeneous
computational devices in a PCE is not definite. That is,
adding a new device, replacing a malfunctioning device with
a working one, or removing a device without replacement is
possible in a PCE at runtime with ease and without affecting
any other part of the PCE. There is no pre-defined structure
between devices of a PCE, and there is no operational
dependency between devices. Otherwise devices would be
highly coupled with each other and therefore their
replacement or removing from the setting would be difficult
if not impossible. Thus characteristics P3 in Table 3.
When addressing E9 (User-centric computing) we have
to create computational environment which serves the user.
We would like to think that the PCE empowers its users at
any time/place, favours unobtrusiveness and respects/adopts
user preferences as they interact within PCE. Consequently,
the devices integrated into a PCE penetrate into our private
and professional lives and enable us to perform our daily
tasks comfortably. Thus P8, P9, P11, P12 in Table 3.
When addressing E6 (Implicit interaction) we would
like to think that, apart from securing as minimal intrusion
for the user as possible, the PCEs guarantees implicit and not
solely explicit interactions between users and PCE. This
may mean that users may use and be a part of a PCE without
“attending” to any device. Devices are transparently
integrated into a PCE in order to secure the delivery of
expected services and the most important outcome is that
these services should exactly match users’ expectations and
preferences, without assuming that the interaction between
users and PCE is explicit. The user in a PCE can focus on
what they want to do, not how to do it. Thus characteristics
P12, P13, P14 in Table 3.

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF PCE
This section provides a set of categorised PCE
characteristics which are based on expectation and
limitations itemised in Table 1, and Table 2 respectively.
The outcome is a list of PCE characteristics summarised
in Table 3.3.
When addressing E10 (Computing transparency in
PCEs), we primarily need a seamless integration of devices
within a particular PCE. However, if we would like to think
that PCEs are physical environments which are augmented
with numerous heterogeneous devices with embedded
computational power, then these devices should be
interconnected with each other. They can be stationary or
mobile, and there is no restriction on the number of them.
However, the existence of their computational and
communicational power is essential in order to have them
seemingly integrated into PCE.
Hence, we have
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Table 3: Summary of PCE characteristics
PCE/Device/User/Situation
PP1
PP2
PP3

Characteristic
is a physical environment with seamlessly integrated devices.

PCE
(and devices)

contains heterogeneous networked devices with various computational and communicational power.
is scalable to allow extension of devices dynamically at runtime.

PP4
PP5
PP6
PP7

is stationary or mobile.
PCE
(and computational/
communication setting)

has no definite setting.
has no pre-defined structure between elements.
has no operational dependency between elements.

PP8

is to empower the user.

PP9
PP10
PP11

is to empower the user anywhere anytime.
PCE
(and its users)

is to avoid information overloading.
is user-centric.

PP12

is non-autonomous, adopts user desire and preferences.

PP13

is unobtrusive.

PP14
PP15
PP16

has minimal distraction to the user.
PCE
(and its performance)

has no tracking of user behaviour.
has no interest of historical information.

PP17

is proactive.

PP18

is domain specific.

PP19

is situation-aware.

PP20
PP21

is situation specific.

PCE
(and its situation)

is capable of inferring situational information.

PP22

is capable of reasoning upon situations.

necessitates their minimal distraction in PCEs, which is also
supported by PCEs unobtrusiveness, we would like to
believe that it is not very wise to condone a completely
autonomous PCE where users’ changing preferences and
dynamic input into a PCE do not play any role. We can also
add that, as a consequence, we might witness a premature
end of computing procedures in PCE because it would be
difficult and inappropriate to predict exactly what a particular
situation in PCE would be and which decisions are to be
taken in that PCE. Thus characteristics P3, P5, P6, P7, P17 in
Table 3.
However, we would like to think that PCE accommodates
intelligence which enables us to address E1, and E6-E10.
We do need provision of some reasoning mechanism that can
infer new knowledge (we may call it higher level, i.e.
situational information) from the collected contextual
information (we may call it “low level”). Furthermore,
supporting execution of reasoning rules in situations where
several pieces of situational information are related to each
other and where the relationships cannot be represented in
any abstract PCE model, will result in addition of a set of
reasoning rules to the semantic of PCEs. Thus characteristics
P8-P17 and P19-22 in Table 3.
All PCEs are domain specific. The setting of devices and
information in a PCE is determined by the domain.
Conceptualisation of a PCE without a domain is not possible
and we would like to think that it is not practically possible
to have a generic PCE applicable to all domains. The predefined situations are difficult to enumerate and not
advisable. Therefore, there cannot be any predefined PCE

When addressing E7 (Redundancy of historical
information), we need to be concerned only about the
situation specific information within a particular PCE. We
would like to think that the availability of an extensive
amount of information, which might have been cumulated
within the PCE will overload the user and is not in itself a
virtue. This may mean that the power of PCE is in its ability
to handle a particular “moment” or a situation, which may
not depend on historic information at all. What matters is to
have all the relevant information about the situation that
makes a difference to the user. Consequently, we would like
to think that a situation in a PCE is based on information,
which is important for that “moment” and may be completely
immaterial for the next one. If any monitoring, tracking, or
historical information is indeed needed in PCEs, it may be
managed by other means, e.g. through a separate or
additional software applications which run in PCE. Finally,
we would like to think that a PCE will make use of the
information provided by its seamlessly integrated devices in
a particular situation and make a decision on appropriate
service to the user for that situation. Thus characteristics
P14, P16, P19, P20, P21 in Table 3.
When addressing E1 and E8 we need proactivity in PCE
whilst not being autonomous. We would like to think that
PCEs in spite of being user-centric environments, should also
be “proactive systems”, i.e. they may take actions without
being instructed. Although users’ serenity and composure
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“model” applicable across domains. Thus characteristics P18
in Table 3.
Finally, PCEs are physical environments that contain a
collection of heterogeneous computational devices, which
are seamlessly networked and integrated. The collection or
setting of devices in a PCE, which can be stationary or
mobile, can change even at runtime, owing to the fact that
there is no pre-defined structure and operational dependency
between devices. Systems designed with PCE in mind are
user-centric and they observe user preferences; PCE without
a user is inconceivable. The purpose of PCE, as a nonautonomous environment, is to empower users, without
overloading them with information, at anytime and
anywhere. PCEs are proactive and, at the same time,
unobtrusive, with minimal distraction to their users. They are
also domain and situation specific. This means that they are
situation-aware and capable of inferring situational
information from low-level contextual data and able to
reason about situations Thus P19, 16, 21 and 22 in Table 3.
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ABSTRACT
Python and Apache

This paper develops a web-based database system
for SDPS (Society for Design and Process Science)
student chapter for the University of Alabama at
Birmingham. In our development, we use Python
Script to construct the MySQL database, set up the
Apache server and create the user interface webpage
using HTML with Python. With this database system,
users are able to query, search, add and delete the
membership information on a web-browser. This
system can be utilized as a module in the Design and
Process Science Lab (DPSL) virtual platform
architecture in development. The DPSL was
established by Texas A&M University-Commerce as a
multi-university platform to sponsor, educate, and train
students for innovative product design and venture
development that supports STEM activity for the SDPS
student chapter network. Future work on this type of
module will include more special features that promote
more advanced social networking capability.

Python is a widely used, high-level programming
language. Its syntax allows programmers to express
concepts in fewer lines of code then in language such
as Java and C++ (Redmonk.com, 2015).
Apache is the most world widely used server
software. In 2009, it became the first server software
that has more than 100 million websites (Archived,
2015). Apache supports a variety of features, such as
server side language Python, Perl and PHP, it also
support a variety of authentication schemes (Projects,
2015)
MySQL and HTML
MySQL is a very popular database and widely
used in web applications. It is written in C and C++
and supports variety of platforms such as Linux,
Windows, OS, HP-HU, Solaris (vmmysql.com, 2015).
HTML standards for Hyper Text Markup
Language, it is a markup language that is used to create
web pages (Merriam-Webster, 2015). Web browser is
able to read the HTML file and display the page
accordingly.

INTRODUCTION
The Design and Process Science Lab (DPSL) was
established by Texas A&M University-Commerce as a
multi-university platform to sponsor, educate, and train
students for innovative product design and venture
development that supports STEM activity for the SDPS
student chapter network. In context of the DPSL virtual
platform architecture, a module is developed that
enables a web-based database system to store the
student membership information of the Society for
Design and Process Science (SDPS) student chapter at
University of Alabama at Birmingham This database
system enables the user to query and search the
membership information on a web-browser. We will
start with the explanation of the technique followed by
the software components.

The Structure of Database System
The structure of our database system can be found
in Fig.1.We use Python as a bridge to connect the
MySQL database, Apache server and the HTML
webpage.
There are three major parts in this structure:
Webpage, Apache server and database. All the
implementations are developed in a Linux
environment.
We first construct the database with MySQL to
store the student membership information. To achieve
this, we create MySQL tables to store the student
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membership information with the commands wrapped
in Python.
After that we install and configure our Apache
server to run Python file. In order to allow user inputs
submitted through webpage, we include a CGI
(Common Gateway Interface) library. With this library
and HTML syntax <FORM>, user inputs are able to be
received in Python.
Next, we create a webpage interface in HTML
wrapped in Python. This webpage allows user to query,
search by name, add and delete the student membership
information by selecting student’s name in a webbrowser.

configuration of the Apache Server. The bold fonts are
where we modified (Wan, 2015).
Apache Configuration Example:
<Directory
/var/www/example.com/public_html>
Options +ExecCGI
AllowOverride None
Order allow,deny
allow from all
DirectoryIndex sdps.py
</Directory>
AddHandler cgi-script .py

The Directory block specifies the directory to the
Apache server and directs the Apache server how to
treat the files. For example, the SDPS membership
webpage
files
are
located
in
/var/www/example.com/public_html and Options
+ExecCGI allow the Common Gate Interface (CGI)
execution of the file. This provides a way for the server
to interact with the external content-generating
programs (Foundation, Apache Tutorial: Dynamic
Content with CGI, 2015). AddHandler cgi-script .py
allows CGI program to execute Python files in the
webpage directory.
After configuring the Apache server, we need to
give the permission to all the users to access this
webpage directory so that the Apache host would be
able to access these files and display onto a webpage.
We add allow from all, which assigns the permission to
all the users. We also set a default webpage with a
default Python file sdps.py. We achieve this by adding
DirectoryIndex sdps.py to the configure file.
Now, we start the Apache server in command line,
we can see the result shown in Fig.7, which indicate
that the Apache server is started.

Fig.1. The Structure of the SDPS student membership
database system

BACKEND DATABASE
Apache Server
The first step to create a web based database is to
set up the Apache server on a computer. This will
provide a space to store the database and host our web
page which allows users to access the database. A
flowchart of procedures for setting up Apache server
can be found in Fig.6. (Foundation T. A., 2015)

Fig.7. Start Apache Server
MySQL Database
To create a database with MySQL, we need to first
install MySQL on the computer. Then, create the
database and data table. The actual data is stored in a
table form inside the database.
MySQL module is not directly compatible with
Python database API. To work with Python database
API directly, we prefer MySQLdb module. MySQLdb
is a thin Python wrapper around MySQL module and it
is compatible with Python database API (zetcode.com,
2015). A flow chart of creating the MySQL database
can be found in Fig.2. (Corporation, 2015)

Fig.6. Flowchart of Setting up Apache Server

Next, we configure an Apache Virtual Host -refers to running more than one web site on a single
server machine. It can be either “IP-Based” or “NameBased” (Foundation, 2015), to host our database
webpages and declare Python type files are runnable
and executable in the Apache virtual host. In addition,
we also need to tell the server which directory is used
to store our files.
The default configuration file located in Apache
folder. We modify the default configurations of
Apache server. The codes below demonstrate the
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The completed student members table can be found in
Fig.5.

Fig.5. Student membership information
Fig.2. Flowchart of Creating MySQL database

FRONTEND USER INTERFACE
Webpage Interface HTML

We create the demonstration database named
testdb with the MySQL commands shown in Fig.3,

In order to view the database of SDPS membership
in a web browser, we create a simple HTML webpage
interface in Python (tutorialspoint, 2015). This
webpage is hosted by Apache server and a
demonstration of the webpage can be found in Fig.8.

and the commands can be found below.
Create Database Example:

mysql> CREATE DATABASE testdb;

Fig.3. Create database

After constructing the database, we create a table
called members in our testdb database with the
MySQL command CREATE TABLE. As you can see
in Fig.4, the members table is listed in the testdb
database. For the SDPS student member information,
we collect and store their name, date and department.
An example code can be found below.

Fig.8. User Interface

Display Database
To query the student membership information, we
use MySQL command SELECT * FROM, we also want
to the data output in an ascending order, therefore we
add ASC. Now, these commands will automatically
return the data of a specified table. However, we are
not writing MySQL command directly, instead, we
write the codes in Python and wrap the MySQL
commands. Then, we execute the Python file in the
server, so it will automatically send the MySQL
commands to the database and execute them. A logic
flowchart can be found in Fig.9. (Guide, 2015)

Create Table Example:
CREATE TABLE members ( id int(10) NOT
NULL PRIMARY KEY, name VARCHAR(255), date
DATE, department VARCHAR(255) )

Fig.4. Create table
Fig.9. Python Query Database with MySQL

Next, we insert the student member’s information
to our database by using MySQL command INSERT

According to Fig.9. we create the Python file to
query the database below

INTO VALUES.

Input Data Example:

Query database in Python:

mysql> INSERT INTO members
VALUES('23','Zheng Zhang','2015-081','Electrical and Computer
Engineering');

db =
MySQLdb.connect(‘localhost’,'testuser','t
est623','testdb')
cursor = db.cursor()
sql1 = "SELECT * FROM members ORDER BY id
ASC"
cursor.execute(sql1)
results1= cursor.fetchall()

As shown in the input data example, the command
inserts the student member information such as Id,
Name, Date and Department to the MySQL database.
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Before querying the database, we first connect our
data base with command MySQLdb.connect(). The
variable inside the parataxis refer to the server name,
user, password and database name. Then we define a
cursor object cursor and store our MySQL commands
in a string named sql1. We send the MySQL
commands in sql1 to the database by calling the
execute() in cursor cursor.execute(sql1). After
executing the commands, we fetch the student
membership table data from MySQL database in an
ascending order and save in the Python variable named
results1. Now, we have the student membership table
ready to display in Python.

Fig.11. SDPS student membership database

To view and show the table data in HTML
webpage, we define a For loop in python to output the
data. Fig.10. provides a demonstration of output table
data. (Wiki, 2015)

As seen in Fig.11, the SDPS members’
information is displayed, such as ID, Name, Date and
Department in a webpage. The data here is the same as
the data shown previously in Fig.5.
Searching Members
In addition to displaying the student membership
table, this database system also allows user to search
members through an input searching bar by name or
keywords. We achieve the searching method following
the logic as shown in Fig.12.

Fig.10. Print out table data

In order to output the SDPS student membership
table data, according to the four categories, we define
c1, c2, c3, c4 four individual list to store the data
respectively to each column. With the for loop logic,
we are able to print the all the student membership
information data. A demonstation codes can be found
below.
Fig.12. Searching Method

Output Table Example:
for row in results:
c1 = row[0]
c2 = row[1]
c3 = row[2]
c4 = row[3]
c0=c0+1
print '<tr><td>' + str(c0) +
'</td><td>' + str(c1) + '</td><td>' +
str(c2) + '</td><td>' + str(c3) +
'</td><td>' + str(c4) + '</td><tr>'
print "\n"

We create a blank searching bar in HTML to
receive user input name from the webpage as shown
below. We first defined a placeholder, which is the
searching bar. Then define the variable ‘name’ to
receive the input data from web browser.
Searching Members Example (HTML):
<input type="text" class="form-control"
placeholder="Search by name" name="name">

Next, we write a Python file to achieve this
searching method.

As we can see in the code, c1, c2, c3, c4 are
the variables take each column data corresponding to
the ID, Name, Date and Department. We print the table
one row at a time. A demonstration of output SDPS
student table can be found in Fig.11.

Searching members (Python):
data_name = form.getvalue('name')
if "name" not in form:
sql = "SELECT * FROM members ORDER
BY id ASC"
else:
sql = "SELECT * FROM members where
name LIKE '%" + data_name + "%'"
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cursor.execute(sql)

In Python, we use form.getvalue('name')to
obtain the value in the searching bar variable ‘name’.
This is a function called from the CGI package. Then,
we use MySQL command SELECT * FROM members
where name LIKE '%" + data_name + "%. This
MySQL command will search all the names in the table
and return those names that fully matched or partial
matched the target name or keyword. An example can
be found in Fig.13.

Fig.14. Add or Delete Student Members

We achieve add member feature by first creating
an ADD MEMBER webpage, then require the new
student members to input their Id, Name, Date and
Department
information. An example of ADD
MEMBER webpage is shown in Fig.15

Fig.13. Searching member example

As seen in Fig.13, when we type student name
“david” into the searching bar and click submit button,
it will search the database and display the student’s
name that matches with the word “david”.
Adding and Deleting Members Online
The online form provides a way for user to input
data through webpage. It can be achieved by
JavaScript, such Wufoo form (Zheng Zhang, 2014), or
Python, such as our student membership database
system.
SDPS student membership database system also is
able to have users add new student members and delete
current student members directly from the webbrowser.
To add a new student member, users simply go to
the ADD MEMBER webpage shown in and input the
new student member information and click the
SUBMIT button shown. It will automatically add the
new student member information to the database.
To delete a student member, users first open the
DELETE MEMBER webpage, then select the student
name from the drop down menu and click Delete
button. It will remove the designated student member
from the database. A demonstration chart can be found
in Fig.14. (MySQL.com, 2015)

Fig.15. Add Member Web-Page

Next, we demonstrate part of the codes of adding a new
student member to our database.
Add Members Example (Python):
data_student_id=
form.getvalue('student_id')
data_student_name =
form.getvalue('student_name')
data_student_date =
form.getvalue('student_date')
data_student_department=
form.getvalue('student_department')
sql = "INSERT INTO members
(id,name,date,department) VALUES('" +
data_student_id + "', '" +
data_student_name + "', '" +
data_student_date + "', '" +
data_student_department + "');"
cursor.execute(sql)

With the function form_getvalue(), we obtain the
input student information from the Web-broswer.
Then, we defined variables data_student_id,
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sql = "DELETE FROM members WHERE name =
'" + data_name + "';"
cursor.execute(sql)

and
the
corresponding student’s Id, Name, Date and
Department information. After that, we wrap MySQL
command INSERT INTO members () VALUES ()
in Python to add the new student member to our
database. As shown in Fig.15 and Fig.16, we input a
sample student information to the ADD MEMBER
webpage and click the “Submit” button, and it returns a
prompt that successfully add the student member. If we
display the database, we can see the new student
member is shown in the database. A demonstration can
be found in Fig.17.
data_student_name, data_student_date
data_student_department
to
store

We use MySQL command DELETE FROM WHERE
to delete the target student members in our database.
As we can see in the demonstration code, data_name
is the variable that stores the target student member
that we selected from the drop down menu in the
DELETE MEMBERSHIP webpage shown in Fig.18.
After selecting the target student name, we click the
“Delete” button, it will delete the student in the
database and return a prompt of members deleted
successfully shown in Fig.19.

Fig.19. Prompt of Deleting Student Member Successfully

Now, if we check our database, we can see the student
name “David Jason” is not in the database list shown in
Fig.20.

Fig.15. Add a Sample Student Member

Fig.16. Prompt of Adding Student Member
Successfully

Fig.20. Update New Database
Fig.17. New Student Shown in Database

Future Work
The presented work on student membership
database is the initial effort towards the development of
a completely virtual student chapter for SDPS. The
starting members of this chapter will include student
branches from University of Alabama at Birmingham
and Texas A&M University-Commerce. The presented
database management system provides a way to store
and query the student members’ information.
The next step of this project will include the
construction of a communication module in the virtual
platform to allow student members to network and
socialize within and beyond their respective student
branches.
Also, the presented student membership database
is one part of the DPSL. In DPSL, students will be able
to participate in research funded by national and
international organizations through both traditional
sources like NSF, NASA, and NIH, and also new
sources like SBIR and STTR grants. In addition,
students will work with Process Modeling, Simulation,

We achieve the delete member feature also by
first creating an DELETE MEMBER webpage, then
select the student member’s name through the drop
down menu and click “Delete” button to remove the
student member information from the database. An
example of DELETE MEMBER webpage is shown in
Fig.18.

Fig.18. DELTE MEMBER webpage

In Python, we wrap the MySQL command and execute
in the database. A demonstration code is shown below.
Delete Student Members (Python):
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Emulation and Enactment tools like P3tech, and IoT
design tools, such as System Modeler in the Wolfram
Framework™, to design cyber-physical systems
meshed with Big Data artifacts.
In the future, a cyber-highway of collaboration and
multi-university resource optimization is planned,
starting with the Texas and Alabama corridors, and
later expanding to South America, Asia, and the
European Union. Universities and students around the
world will both benefit from the DPSL.
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CONCLUSION
We
developed a
web-based
database
membership module for the DPSL architecture that
manages the UAB SDPS student chapter. We
implemented the module using Python, MySQL and
Apache server. This database allows user to view the
student membership information on a web browser,
searching the student members with their full name or
any keyword. In addition, it also allow user to create a
new student member or delete a current exist student
member directly through the web-browser.
The database is implemented in Python having
both HTML, MySQL in one single Python file. This is
a more efficient and convenient way of database
development.
In the future, this database can be extended to
allow student members to upload their attachment files.
Another way to improve the database is to set up the
different permissions for different group of user, for
example, administrators have the permission to add or
delete student members. However, students only have
the permission to view their membership information.
Advanced social networking for STEM can be
explored as future work.
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Our major concerns are identified as our following
research questions:
One.
Do people tweet about EVD following
vaccination?
Two.
Has Twitter been effectively used to report on
EVD cases?
Three. Is twitter reporting responsively on EVD
prevention and treatment?
Four. Are there questions on EVD symptoms on Twitter?
If yes, what questions are widespread?
Five.
Are health care organisations and professionals
tweeting enough on EVD? If yes, what information is
dominant?
Our approach was to set up a one-week monitoring
activity and conduct an experiment on captured data. In
order to achieve this, we set up a tool that selected specific
data : tweet ID, date created, original tweet, retweeted and
the author. We further underwent a process to:
a. Filter tweets using selected key words
b. Delimit data files in a spreadsheet
c. Perform content analysis on filtered tweets
d. Categorized tweets
e. Conducted an analysis on categorized tweets
This paper is organized as follows. In the
BACKGROUND section, we provide an outline of social
media communication and the emergence of the importance
of this for humanitarian crisis awareness and management
decisions. We provide a selection of RELATED WORKS
identifying some of the prominent work carried out in the
area of addressing social media in global humanitarian crisis
incidents. In the METHOD section, we describe our
approach and method for our experiment in this paper. We
follow this with our RESULTS section, where we provide
our recorded results. In our ANALYSIS we conduct a
qualitative analysis on the result of our experiment and
assess whether the experiment satisfied our goal. We
provide our CONCLUSION to answer our research
questions (One) – (Five). Finally, we identify our FUTURE
WORK, which is to take place following this work.

ABSTRACT
This paper, examines the potential influence of Twitter
following the execution of vaccination programs as a result
of the Ebola outbreak in West Africa. It focuses on the
dissemination of tweets during a short period and examines
the role this played. We ask, “Could Twitter help in the
dissemination of information on Ebola and to what extent?”
to address the issues facing organizations tasked with
underpinning communication issues addressing timely
dissemination. We conducted a filtered analysis on a Twitter
data set (tweets) and developed categories on tweet types,
classifying them between individuals and organizations.
Analysis showed there was a distinct lack of organizational
tweets when compared to individuals.
INTRODUCTION
Despite concerns about misleading or inappropriate
content online, people have continued to gain in-depth
knowledge on the importance and usefulness of
microblogging platforms such as Twitter. Furthermore, this
tool is now emerging as a useful communication method for
many health care professionals and related organizations
that send messages pertaining to health related issues.
Our goal is to identify how might we deal with the
dissemination of information on Ebola today and ask “could
Twitter help in the dissemination of information on Ebola
and to what extent?”
According to the World Health Organization (WHO,
2015), Ebola is a virus that causes acute, serious illness,
which is often fatal if untreated. The disease made its first
appearance in 1976. However, an outbreak originating in
December 2013 in Guinea West Africa, had reached an
alarming level by March 2014 spreading to neighboring
countries. It was by far the largest and most complex
outbreak and has resulted in Ebola ever since, has been
termed as a humanitarian crisis rather than an epidemic
disease (Parry, 2014).
This paper therefore, will focus on the dissemination of
data related to the issue concerning the Ebola Virus Disease
(EVD) available on Twitter and provide an analysis of the
tweet content. Our findings will contribute to the
understanding of using microblogging sites for information
dissemination and in particular, to show how Twitter has
been used for disseminating information on EVD following
vaccination.

THE BACKGROUND
Emerging social media as a broadcasting and monitoring
medium for health care
There is a strong case to argue that the landscape for
health care is changing as a result of an increase in both
patient and organizational participation and interaction,
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aided by social media. Social media thus, is impacting
public health issues (Chou, et al., 2013). Similarly,
information related to health care is highly sought for on the
Internet and shared via social media sites linking health
professional and patients.
For example, it has become a very useful tool in
monitoring the diffusion of epidemic diseases, as
information gathered through this medium can give valuable
advice to health professionals in the process of giving
consideration to health treatment, as well as the timing and
location of the epidemic (Lampos and Cristianini, 2009). In
addition, social media has proved effective in managing
emergencies and disasters at organizational level with many
organizations, such as the US Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) demonstrating successfully
the use of this medium to assist in keeping disastrous
situations under control (Lindsay, 2011).
It has also been proven to help coordinate and facilitate
in crisis disaster relief efforts. For example, during such
related events, responders can use social media to track
volunteers to help reconnect families and also to
disseminate critical information (Armour 2010). This is
particularly true for micro blogging using Twitter, as this
too helps circulate information in a timely manner (Vieweg
and Hodges, 2013).

RELATED WORKS
Emergency Response using Social Media
Mark and Semaan, (2008), discuss elaborately on how
social media is used to create situational awareness during
incidences of war. Furthermore, Oh, (2010) argues that
sharing the information of situational awareness on social
media is exploitable, following a successful terrorist attack
made possible by shared situational awareness information
accessed on social media.
Huang, et al., (2010) focus on promoting information
communication technology and social media in emergency
response. In this research, the team proposed that web based
communication (spreading and receiving of information) in
humanitarian catastrophic situations establishes an
accessible and reliable tunnel for nearby and distant users in
preparing and managing disaster. In their findings, they
established that integrating Internet tools and mobile
technology in the development of typhoon disaster in
Taiwan were helpful for the community residents,
government agencies and professional emergencies in
gathering and disseminating information of real time.
According to Christakis and Fowler, (2010), social
networks enable public health professionals to create an
information source based on real time streams regarding
epidemic disease. Studies have also shown that information
seekers are interested in getting information on specific
health issue such as symptoms, depressions, surgical
procedures, health systems and therapies (Underhill and
Mckeown, 2008).
A study by Scanfield et al., (2013) reviewed Twitter
status update mentioning “antibiotics” to determine
overarching categories and to explore evidence of
misunderstanding or misuse of antibiotics. Similarly,
Kostkova et al., (2010) presented a summary of their
analysis of over a million tweets which was collected during
the H1N1 (Swine Flu) outbreak that occurred in 2009; they
discovered numerous notations of specific phrases and
words related to this outbreak, which included 1530
occurrences of “I have flu” and 2888 instances of “I have
swine flu”. During this same period, Ritterman et al., (2009)
collected 48 million tweets over a period of three months to
predict new cases as well as locations of flu outbreaks.
In another study by Kong, (2014), the team explored
the problems or real-time prediction of bursting hashtags
through their research question: “will a hashtag burst in the
near future? If it will, how early can it be predicted, and
how popular it will become?” The team analyzed tweets
content and proposed solutions from their findings to the
challenging problems they identified.
There is also work in information cascades in social
media in response to a crisis: a preliminary model and a case
study (Hui et al., 2012), focused on the demonstration of
how a model of the diffusion of actionable information can
be used to study information cascade on Twitter, that are in
response to an actual crisis event, and it related alerts and
warning messages from the emergency managers. The team
here was focused on an emergency event and their study
was aimed at helping emergency managers to facilitate
spreading accurate and timely information and also
preventing the spreading of inaccurate information. In this
study, the team used Twitter Streaming API to show how

Crisis Communication
A simple definition of a crisis is that it is something that
can harm a person or corporation (Heath, 2010).
Furthermore, a crisis can occur internally within an
organization or externally and actions are required outside
the normal routine for managing the crisis. These aspects of
crisis include not only organizational crisis but also natural
disaster and humanitarian crisis (Adkins, 2010).
Now, according to Coombs (2010, p.25), crisis
communication is the collection of information, followed by
processing the information collected into knowledge and
finally sharing the information with others throughout the
crisis situation. Indeed, this has also been shown to be an
integral part of corporate communications that have a high
interest, tight deadlines and should be acted upon promptly.
However, although it is argued that during a crisis,
communication is vital, a lack of this can intensify a
situation.
The study of crisis communication and integrating it
with social media explores how social media can be
incorporated into crisis situation (Goldfine, 2010).
Borremans,
(2010)
further
discussed
crisis
communication and social media as an outlet to detect issues
that can become a crisis, a means to communicate during
crisis and a way to keep communicating following a crisis.
This is particular true with consideration to health care and
health care issues. There has, therefore, been an increased
interest in analyzing the content of health related
discussions in online social networks (OSNs) in recent times
given the number of papers in this area. In the next section,
presented here, is related work based on the general health
care domain and categorized into two areas. These are:
Emergency Response with Social Media, and Twitter and its
Role in a Humanitarian Crisis analyzing online Twitter
content.
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messages are spread amongst users on social media
websites, their findings showed that the majority of
information cascades emanate from local media users and
key users form the university that conducted the test.
Further work on the characterization of social media
response to natural disasters, (Nagar, et. al., 2012),
examined Twitter logs from the 2010 Philippines typhoon,
the 2011 Brazil flood and the 2011 Japan earthquake. The
team used Twitter REST API; this enabled them to find the
trends in the online behaviour of victims following these
disasters and examined how news about these disasters was
spread through social media.
In Bruns and Burgess, (2012), the focal point was in
crisis communication via the micro blogging platform
Twitter during the South East Queensland flood in 2011.
According to Palen et al., (2009), social networking
sites can gather information in a central location and also
serve as a resource to understand the extent or impact of a
disaster during humanitarian crisis.
Humanitarian crisis refers to threatening events, which
relate to the wellbeing, health or safety of a community or
people. This type of crisis includes both man-made and
natural disasters, their impact is increasingly severe linked
to a number of factors including: climate change, extreme
poverty changing nature of conflict etc. (Michel, 2014).
During crises, communication is vital amongst the
affected community or people as well as agencies
voluntarily willing to offer help. One of the traditional
challenges to effective emergency response and disaster
management is communication between the government and
its constituents. As a result of lack of communication, the
organization of work is difficult or allocated inefficiently.
Subsequently, this is where information technology support
systems are highly relevant.
Indeed, information technology supported systems have
hugely changed how people communicate during a crises
(Vieweg and Hodges, 2014): this is particularly true
possible, and easy, by using micro-blogging services and
online social media as it allow users to create a public
profile, post information, follow users and being followed in
return. Some of the current information systems that have
proven efficient in crisis management are SMS and social
media, this was evident in the 7.0 Haiti Earthquake in 2010
where humanitarian workers had to cope with huge amount
of information via UN inter-agency OneResponse Website,
SAHANA Free and open Source Disaster Management
System, and the crowd-sourcing platform Ushandi, which
hugely focused on social media (Dugdale et al., 2012).
Humanitarian crisis creates an overwhelming need for
information and communication during which people
explore every possible means of reaching out to victims as
lack of communication can further intensify the crisis. This
is one of the times that twitter micro-blogging is harnessed,
as it is a powerful tool of communication during crises.
Social networking sites, as dissemination mechanisms,
have therefore formed the basis of many studies in a variety
of fields including health care. Furthermore, epidemic
diseases have created a huge interest and concern on social
media platforms following a number of health related issues.
This in turn has increased the growing interest in monitoring
and mining disease outbreak using social media (Corley et
al., 2012).

Tweeter and its Role in a Humanitarian Crisis analyzing online Twitter content
Twitter is a social media micro-blogging platform that
has proved effective in its use during a crisis; it presents a
promising new data source for Internet based surveillance
because of the high volume of messages, message
frequency, and the public availability (Cluotta, 2010). Users
of this popular social networking site exchange information
in a short text messages (referred to as tweets). Each tweet
has a maximum of 140 characters in length. Twitter enables
social networking among its users through retweeting, i.e.,
reposting other users tweets or messages to ones own feed,
allows users to respond to tweets and also be enable users to
follow other users twitter feeds (Reavley and Pilkington,
2014).
The role Twitter plays in the event of a crisis is
significant. Micro blogging social site such as Twitter have
proved a very quick and effective way to reach people in the
event of crisis. Allowing quickly and effectively the
disseminating relevant information (Acar and Muraki,
2011).
Humanitarian organizations use accounts that other
users can follow to send out information and receive
updates, these organizations also start conversations using
hashtags in order to enable users follow a particular paths of
information. This was also seen during Tropical Cyclone
Yasi in Australia where hashtag #tcyasi was used to provide
users with latest and rapid updates as events unfold,
following hashtags like this instead of individual or
organizations enable followers to acquaint themselves with
particular information or conversations that are relevant to
their needs and situation. Similarly, Freeman, (2011)
examined the relevance of social networking technologies
(SNTs), particularly microblogging for emergency
management practices. He discussed how timely and
accurate information was provided to Australian citizens
during and after a natural disaster between 2009 and 2011
and he also talked about how dynamic this type of
technology is as it allows for knowledge sharing of all
parties involved unlike the traditional method (television
and radio broadcasts) where communications were one way
and only allowed the push of information to people.
Mendoza, et al., (2010) explored using social media for
rumour management in humanitarian crises. This team
found that the behaviour of Twitter users after the 2010
earthquake in Chile dealt with true and false rumours
differently. Their result shows that false rumours are much
more questioned than confirmed truth thereby signaling
tweeters on determining the information they get on this
medium. In the same way, Sutton, (2010) analyzed Twitter
as a mechanism to broadcast humanitarian crises, correct
misinformation and control false rumours. This work
explored the use of social media technology during a
disaster that occurred in 2008. It used Twitter as a micro
blogging service to collect data and explored user’s
geographical space, user’s online identities and user’s
collaboration following the disaster.
Analysis of Twitter messages in the 2011 Tohoku
Earthquake (Doan, et al., 2012); this work investigated an
enormous amount of twitter message over a specified period
of time to track awareness and anxiety during Tohoku
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earthquake, tsunami and nuclear emergencies. Their result
showed that Twitter data could successfully track the public
mood of affected people or communities. Also they
explored that tweets play a huge role in early warning signs
due to their timeliness and volume.
Purohit et al., (2014) were focused on collecting data
for three different events: the Haitian 2010 and Japanese
2011 earthquakes and Hurricane, identifying seekers and
suppliers in social media communities. The team used
search based API using keywords and also a streaming
based API to collect data on Twitter.
The effective use of social media was also seen in a
disaster relief of the earthquake and tsunami that struck
Japan in 2011. This magnitude earthquake was followed by
a massive tsunami and a nuclear accident of which the
repercussions are still under assessment (Beech et al, 2011).
During and after this disaster, social media was used to
disseminate information faster than other traditional ways of
sourcing information (Ad Age, 2011). Social media sites
like Twitter, YouTube and Google resources were used to
post videos and news reports within hours of the earthquake
and thus contributed enormously to donations and creating
awareness throughout the Japanese disaster (PR Newswire,
2011).
Works carried out with particularly concerns to health
care that refer to harnessing the power of Twitter in
detecting and tracking infectious and epidemic diseases
include Xie et al., (2014). Here, the team identified the real
time challenge in tracking and identifying epidemic disease
outbreak, this was made possible through the release of
social media dataset characterization i.e. Twitter, Facebook
and blog etc. Similarly Paul and Dredze, (2012) used
Twitter data to track illness over time and location, correlate
behavioural risk factors with ailments and to analyze
correlations of symptoms and treatments with ailments.
Further work carried out on the use of Twitter to
monitor attitudes toward depression and schizophrenia: an
exploratory study by Reavley and Pilkington, (2014),
reported on the study of how tweets were categorized based
on their content, user details and the extent to which it
indicated a stigmatizing attitude towards depression in a
community. The study supported the analysis of Twitter
content to measure people’s attitude towards mental illness
and the result of the study proved useful in assisting mental
health in order to provide support and information and
counter stigmatizing attitudes.
A similar method was also used by Thackeray et al.,
(2013), this team analyzed Twitter content for breast cancer
awareness by collecting breast cancer related tweets using
Twitter application programming interface. Collected tweets
were categorized by celebrities, individual and organization
and classified as original tweet or a retweet. They concluded
their findings by proving that majority of collected tweets
did not promote any specific preventive behaviour.
Culotta, (2010) explored the detection of influenza
outbreaks by analyzing Twitter data to predict the rate of
influenza and similar disease in a population. This was
achieved by analyzing short messages posted on the micro
blogging site Twitter to determine if a similar correlation
can be uncovered, different methods were used to identify
over 500,000 messages over a period of ten weeks that
relate to influenza epidemics and then compare these

messages with CDC (centre for disease control and
prevention) statistics.
METHOD
The method which was used to carry out this research
consisted of two parts. Firstly we had to set up the
environment where tweets can be collected, assessed if they
are relevant to our research goals. This includes streaming
such tweets into a file where they can be stored and
manipulated. Secondly, we should be able to conduct a
content analysis of each individual collected tweets in that
file. However, this would require a special categorization of
tweets which was done according to research goals and
questions we should answer through the content analysis. In
other words, the collection of tweets, their categorization
and content analysis is a backbone of the methodology
which was specifically designed for achieving our research
goals.
The collection and selection of tweets
For the purpose of collecting and filtering of EVD
related data on the microblogging platform Twitter,
Tweepy, an open source library, was used providing access
to a Twitter Streaming API (Application Programming
Interface). In order to extract data from Twitter Streaming
API, Python, a programming language was used.
We chose to collect data through Twitter Streaming
API for our work because of the vast amount of data
available on this platform given the volume of users (Daas
et al., 2012). There are two types of Twitter Streaming API
for different purpose. The Streaming API, which monitors
or process Tweets in real time and the Rest API, which is
used to get list of followers or information about a user.
For the purpose of filtering data, the Streaming API was
used to collect real time data on EVD feeds. There are many
other social media tools that might also be used such as
Facebook, Klout and YouTube, but Twitter was considered
most suitable as it generates much more unrestricted data in
this instance.
A content analysis of the filtered tweets was conducted
using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
The following section prvides our results tabulated
results provides category definitions, examples and number
of each category occurrence. Subsequently, analysis was
conducted and presented and research questions were
answered based on these findings.
Categories of Tweets
The filtered tweets were analyzed and categorized
based on the context to which they indicated a particular
attitude towards EVD. These categories were developed
following our investigation of Twitter content on health
related topics such as dental pain (Heaivilin, 2010), (Juric et
al., 2014), vaccination (Love et al., 2013), dementia
(Robillard et al., 2013), and influenza outbreak (Chew and
Eysenbach, 2010).
Based on the qualitative research on content analysis,
tweets were categorized based on their content and user
information. Firstly, we wanted to learn how genuine
tweets are and how much their content adheres to the
author’s opinions. Secondly, we wanted to find out if there
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are any guidelines which help patients or professionals to
control the spread the disease and manage its eradication.
We were also interested in the engagement of individuals
and organizations in the generation of tweets and in
retweeting. Finally we wanted to know if there are nay
campaigns, invitations for donations and more powerful
tweets which include links to pictures and videos.
The following categories emerged: (1) Fact, (2)
Guidance, (3) Opinion, (4) Prevention, (5) Treatment, (6)
Awareness, (7) Joke, (8) Marketing, (9) Campaign, (10)
Advertisement, (11) Update, (12) Donation, (13) URL (14)
Video and (15) N/A. Also, users were categorized based on
type of: (A) Individuals and (B) Organization.

cases.
Prevention

Tweets on
vaccination and
prevention

Treatment

Tweets talking about
treatments of the
disease

Awareness

Tweets informing of
latest developments
most of them by
linking information
on a website

Joke

Tweets have been
categorised as joke
as they were set out
to make fun and get
people laugh. An
example of such
tweets is a comic
video on Ebola
tweeted with a
hashtag of YouTube
link.

Marketing

Tweets were mainly
marketing medical
products for Ebola
prevention

Campaign

Tweets spreading
news with the aim or
raising awareness
both in rural and
urban populated
areas as well caring
for Ebola survivors.

Scientists
discover a
vaccine that
prevents the
transmission of
Ebola to
humans http:\/\/t.co\/y1T
GqOpbbE
http:\/\/t.co\/Ba1
O2pqSyP
U.S. Ebola
treatment
centers in
Africa littleused
http:\/\/t.co\/6X
Gim1I0Sd
U.S. Journalist
With Ebola Has
Made
\u2018Great\u0
0a0Progress\u2
019
http:\/\/t.co\/MN
Gt2s43ka
RT
@ItsLolComed
y: *Ebola
joke*\neveryon
e laughs
\n\n*AIDS
joke*\neveryon
e
laughs\n\n*Can
cer joke*\nwtf
is wrong with
you? people die
of Cancer!\n\n\u2026
Wellness and
nutrition tips
http:\/\/t.co\/sV
KnbSONGi
#ebola
#ebolaoutbreak
#ebolanews
RT
@tvdjustinobrie
n:
@IanBohenBr
ebola
#VoteThomasM
TV

Advertisement

There was just one
advertisement in the
result and this was
used to advertise a
book named
‘EBOLA
TERRORISM

4.5 out of 5
stars for \"Ebola
K\" by Bobby
Adair
http:\/\/t.co\/yfo
b3th9h2 #kindle
http:\/\/t.co\/lwb

RESULTS
Recorded Tweets
In our test, we collected a total of 3457 tweets that were
generated over a period of one week, including retweets.
These tweets were then sorted and categorized applying a
Q-methodology. Q method, is a technique used for revealing
shared viewpoints that exist on an issue or topic, often
called a Q study, this method is useful as it helps to evaluate
a public involvement process to enable clarification of
different views of various stakeholders about the process
(Webler et al., 2009). It is also a useful way of assessing the
different views of stakeholders about their preferences for
particular outcomes or satisfaction with them.
The following table (table 1) identifies the total number
of tweets recorded and their frequency against the listed
category.
Table 1: Examples and Frequency of Tweet Categories

Category

Definition

Example

Frequency

Fact

Tweets posted by
credible bodies or
organizations. An
example of such
tweets can be tweets
by WHO (World
Health
Organisation)

World News Idle Ebola
Clinics in
Liberia Are
Seen as Misstep
in U.S. Relief
Effort: After
spending
hundreds ...
http:\/\/t.co\/Mi
HU74zAtw
RT
@Lord_Smirno
ff: If you
receive an email
warning you
can catch Ebola
from tinned
meat then
please Ignore it
.... \n\nIt's just
Spam
you look like
ebola
@sunnyday515

847

Guidance

Opinion

Tweets giving
information and
guiding people on
what to do and not
to do

Tweets based on
individual feelings,
view, personal
experience or
perception in
regards to Ebola

7

1750
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282

30

20

16

17

16

1

Update

THRILLER’

5Sj4Ud3

Tweets informing
the current situation
of Ebola affected
patients that are
undergoing
treatment.

UPDATE 1Risk of Ebola
spreading to
other countries
appears to
lessen - WHO
http:\/\/t.co\/7O
0nGmGV5S
Women's
organiza-tions
fighting Ebola
should be
funded as a
first-line
defence
http:\/\/t.co\/Rjs
3ITRILo
http:\/\/t.co\/4dI
0VVmwkW
\u300e\u30a8\u
30dc\u30e9\u71
b1\u306e\u9632
\u8b77\u670d\u
3092\u88fd\u90
20\u3059\u308b
\u5de5\u5834\u
3001\u4e2d\u56
fd\u3000Ebola
protective suits
being made in
China
FASTNEWSFA
ST
10.2014\u300f
http:\/\/t.co\/k4h
MTIR0WV \n\n
-YouTube \u52d5\u753b\u
307e\u3068\u30
81( ny ebola )
RT
@CDCGlobal:
If you\u2019re
feeling sick (No
author)

Donation

Tweets are linked to
a website where
people are asked to
give to help fight
Ebola and save lives

URL

These are just URLs

Video

There is just one
video which showed
how Ebola
protective were
made.

N/A

Some tweets were
categorized as not
applicable as the
author identities
were not disclosed

Donation
Joke
Campaign
Update
Guidance
Advertisement

9

10
16
16
9
7
1

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

The table above shows that the most frequent tweet is
based on opinion. This shows that more than half (51%) of
tweets relating to EVD were categorized as opinion. Only
25% percent of all data collected are categorized as Fact.
The least tweeted about were less than 1%, the most
disappointing of these were Update, Guidance and
Campaign. We could interpret this as negligence i.e.
professionals and health care organizations have neglected
the need to still campaign about EVD given that vaccination
is now available.
The table below shows the original author of retweets,
the number of times the original Tweet was retweeted and
whether this author is an individual or an organization. We
omitted tweets with the count below 3.

10

29
1

Table 3: Original Author of Tweet

Original Author of
Retweet

422

The test generated a total number of 3457 tweets containing
the search word ‘Ebola’. 1218 (35.2%) of these were retweets. The
following table is a summary of the categories of tweets and their
frequency, i.e. the number of times they occurred and then
presented in percentages.
Table 2: Percentage of Tweets per Category
Category
Count
Percentage
Opinion
1750
51%
Fact
847
25%
N/A
422
12%
Prevention
282
8%
Treatment
30
1%
URL
29
1%
Awareness
20
1%
Marketing
17
0%

479

Count

1
2

@xor:
@StevStiffler:

126
99

3

@FrankTheDoorman

86

4
5

@Duhzirez:
@UNICEF:

58
51

6
7

@nemanigeria:
@openscience:

28
19

8
9

@HechosEnElMundo
@unfoundation:

17
17

10
11

@PickupLineslin:
@ItsLolComedy

16
13

12

@TheTweetOfGod:

13

13
14

@Thedaileetweets:
@nytimeshealth:

13
12

15

@nyc_videos:

12

16

@nytimesscience:

10

17
18

@UNICEFSL
@CuteKidVines

9
9

19
20

@YesRelatable:
@ShawnWayne88:

8
8

21
22

@Federation
@BaronBlunt

7
7

23
24

@yayayarndiva:
@jamesetjones

7
7

25
26

@MSF_brasil:
@UNMEER:

7
7

27

@alexg199x

6

28
29

@Heaven1010Bound
@nytimesworld:

6
6

30
31

@Lord_Smirnoff
@MackayIM

6
6

32
33

@pqfasiso:
@ibiebersxdick

5
5

34

@ItsAntwan

5

35

@errrrplane

5

36

@BeyounceR5

5

37
38

@TerrorAlertRed:
@USFreedomArmy:

5
5

39
40

@FunTextbook
@EbolaOutbreakUS

4
4

41
42

@BigThink
@Crof

4
4

43
44

@C_Harwick
@Guaton_10

4
4

45
46

@KarenGrepin:
@NiggazStruggles:

4
4

47

@xavexy:

4

48
49

@LiberianTimes
@KarenAttiah:

4
4

50
51

@andymtzurita
@dadakim:

3
3

52
53

@dylanobmine
@TheSetoInfinity:

3
3

54
55

kristofforever:
@DMVLife1

3
3

56
57

@conspiracystory:
@johncbussey

3
3

58

@paigevieyra:

3

59
60

hCareMobile:
@StateDept:

3
3

61
62

moviesvideo3:
yayayarndiva:

3
3

63
64

@JackAssVine
@CheerBible:

3
3

65

lmsergio:

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

ANALYSIS OF FILTERED TWEETS
The result of our experiment indicates that people are
still tweeting about EVD, given the number of individual
tweets as indicated in Table 3: Original author of tweet.
This, however, answers to our research question ‘One’, that,
yes, people are still tweeting following vaccination.
One of the goals in this research also was to examine if
Twitter, as a micro blogging environment, has been
effectively used to report EVD cases (research question
‘Two’) and whether health care organizations and
professionals are tweeting enough on EVD and if yes, what
information is dominant (research question ‘Five’). Well
the answer to both of these questions is, no. However,
looking at all the filtered tweets there was no single result
showing anyone tweeting that they have EVD or even about
symptoms of EVD. Form result presented in Table 4:
Original author of tweet, it is evident in our view, that health
care professional are not tweeting enough, in terms of
giving update, prevention and raising awareness.
Results also shows that there was no single question on
EVD symptoms, only two people tweeted saying they feel
like they have Ebola but they did not tweet about the
symptoms as to why they think they may have contracted
the disease. There were just three tweets with only links that
directed to a website that lists the symptoms of Ebola,
however, there is no information as to who tweeted this and
whether it was a retweet or tweet therefore these tweets
were treated as not applicable hence there was no category
of symptom in Table 2: Category and frequency. Our result
to our research question ‘Four’, is therefore no.
Our answer to research question ‘Three’, is also no.
This is based on the amount of tweet we considered to be
either rude or not applicable tweets.
It was also concerning to identify that tweets that gave
guidance from a professional body (United Nations
Foundations) was just one tweet (not retweet).
There was a retweet which appeared 126 times, and this
retweet was originally provided by an individual based on
opinion. It said: “Ebola should not have been a surprise in
Liberia. But cautionary research was behind paywalls”.

Table 4: Tweets with URL

Number
Tweets

of
% of Tweets
24%
56%
18%
1%
0%
100.00%

837
1950
620
46
4
3457

Number of Tweets with Ebola has additional harsh tags
in them, as given in Table 5
Table 5: Tweets with additional hash-tags

# Count
in each tweet
0

Number
Tweets
1263

of

20%
12%
10%
6%
2%
3%
10%
1%
1%
100.00%

Table 4: Tweets with URL shows that there were more
tweets with just one URL, this accounts for 56%
(1950/3457) of all the tweets collected with less than 1%
(46/3457) for each tweet that contain four URL. Similarly,
Table 5: Tweets with additional hash-tags indicates that
there were more tweets without hash tag, about 37%
(1263/3457) of tweets did not have additional hash tag and
2% (209/3457) of the tweets have four hash tags in them.

The table above shows that the first, second and third
highest author of original tweets that were mostly retweeted
are individual followed by two organizations Duhzirez and
UNICEF. It is concerning to observe that the World Health
Organization (WHO) is among the least author of tweet that
was retweeted as shown in the Table 3.
The following table shows the results of data collected
by the number of URL and number of hash tags each tweet
contains.
URL
Count in each
tweet
0
1
2
3
4
Total

677
399
336
209
59
117
344
26
27
3457

% of Tweets
37%
480

Overall, it was disappointing to discover that there were
more individuals who tweeted and retweeted than
organizations and identifiable professionals during the
period we recorded our results.
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enough after vaccination. We are unable to discuss the
shortcomings in detail as observed due to the word limit.
Our results are rather outside our initial research
expectation, this was evident in the fact that professionals
were considered not tweeting to the extent on awareness we
may have thought they were, possibly because vaccination
is now available.
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FUTURE WORK
In the future, we hope to improve on our results by
adding tweet location as we did not implement this at this
stage. Implementing location is considered beneficial
because our tweet information will have geographical
coordinates corresponding to its position when tweeted.
This will provide a more informed result for analysis.
In future work, we hope to extend any analysis to a
larger number of messages.
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changing constantly and it is impossible to verify it. The
popularity of Apps in learning is very high: it is not a
surprise that one App for learning English gained over 1.5
million users in its first week in China alone!
At the same time, we also live in the world of
information overload. It has become almost impossible to
find out exactly which Apps should be suitable for our
needs and requirements. Apart from using our traditional
search engines in order find and then use Apps for achieving
our educational goals, we have no other mechanism of
knowing exactly what is being offered in the Apps world.
On top of that our choices of Apps are restricted by the
technology which hosts them and consequently the type of
mobile device and operating systems they run will
determine which pool of Apps is available for us through
the very well-known Apple and Google stores.
There is no published work, which can guide us
systematically towards the selection of Apps, which suit our
goals in educational environments. We all know that it is not
enough that the App, you wish to download, delivers the
desired functionality. It is equally important that your App
meets your personal preferences and operating
environments we create as learners and teachers. One
approach to solving this problem is to follow our old
practice of evaluating the suitability of software and tools, if
we interpret Apps as tools for supporting educational
environments. If we follow this pathway, then we will be
able to evaluate Apps through specific criteria, or build an
evaluation instrument from the criteria in order to choose
the most suitable App for a given set of circumstances (Fritz
and Carter, 1994), (Opong et al., 2010), (Dagdeviren et al.,
2010), (Huy and Thanh, 2012). The main principle of an
evaluation instrument is to define exactly which
requirements and learning goals learners and teachers may
have, and juxtaposing them to functionalities or
characteristics Apps may have. Therefore we will be
looking for semantic overlapping between our requirements
(learning goals) and Apps’ characteristics in order to see
how close Apps can come to fulfilling our needs.
The evaluation instrument, which contains both:
requirements (learning goals) and characteristics of Apps
can be incorporated within a universal software tool which
will choose the most suitable educational App(s) for each
learner/teacher.
Various parties might be interested in the tool:
a) learners who wish to learn/manage their learning
pathways individually;
b) education professionals involved in music tuition;

ABSTRACT
In this study, we propose a selection criteria which can
help us to decide which Apps would be suitable for assisting
teachers and learners in piano tuition according to their own
individual circumstances. The selection criteria can be
incorporated in a software tool, which can make this
selection automatic. In the process of creating the selection
criteria we discovered that the Apps aimed at music tuition
are inconsistent and do not necessarily meet our
expectations. The outcome of this study has also revealed
that the proposed selection criteria can work for both: App
developers, who can determine exactly which characteristics
their Apps may have, and learners and teachers who can
then choose the best possible Apps by defining their own
selection criteria.
INTRODUCTION
The number of App downloads is increasing rapidly as
we write, and educational environments are not an
exception. We have almost abandoned the traditional way of
looking for software support through web applications, and
would like to move computations to our smart phones
whenever possible. Fragmented and, at the same time,
practical functionalities of software available through Apps
and downloadable on our mobile devices, proved to be an
efficient, convenient and enjoyable way of performing
modern computing and delivering software as a service,
which is one of its essential characteristics. We live in a
world where the excessive amount of mobile and wireless
software applications have penetrated every aspect of our
lives and we will never go back to the times when
computing and software execution were reserved for special
environments without having users and individuals in
charge of what to compute, why, when and where.
Streamlining relevant information and software solutions to
our mobile devices and giving us options to run them when
convenient has become sine qua non in our lives.
The situation in education is not different. The
management of online educational systems and
communication with pupils/students and educators are
moving away from traditional learning management
systems. It is expected that we enrich them with numerous
Apps and thus allow everyone in educational environment
to communicate and deliver/achieve expected learning
goals. There are estimated to be more than 1.5 million
learning sources available through Apps. This number is
484

c)

software developers who would learn from the App
selection criteria and understand what is needed when
building Apps which assist in music tuition;
d) device/gadget manufacturers who can improve their
current product usability according to a set of
requirements defined by the App’s users.
It is important to note that, individuals from c) and d)
above very rarely engage in discussions on App evaluations
and they usually base the development of their products on
their own perception and business evaluations. Therefore
our evaluation instrument, which should be incorporated
within the future tool, should clearly attract both sides of
this coin: users of the Apps and their developers.
The novelty of our work is twofold. We will illustrate
the exact procedure of creating an evaluation instrument in
this particular domain and incorporate it into a tool for the
automated selection of educational Apps based on the
semantics of the environment where App(s) is(are) needed.
In other words we promote the development of a tool, which
helps in decision making upon the most suitable educational
Apps in given circumstances. The decision will be based on
both: successful creation of the evaluation criteria and the
reasoning which will determine which App satisfies those
particular criteria. This is a prerequisite if we wish to find
semantic overlapping between our requirements and Apps’
characteristics in order to see how close Apps can come to
fulfilling our needs.
We experimented earlier with the selection of
healthcare Apps [8] and would like to see if the same
practice can be used in the domain of learning. Therefore we
claim that we can start building a software tool with
technologies available within the Semantic Web
Technology stack (SWT) (Horrocks et al., 2005) and SWRL
(SWRL) enabled Web Ontology Language (OWL)
ontologies (Chamas et al., 2013), (Waquar et al., 2011),
(Shamoug et al., 2012), (Saiidi and Kataria, 2011),
(Breznica et al., 2013) in particular. We will have to have a
computational model with SWRL enabled OWL ontologies,
as a core of the tool for the semantic selection of educational
Apps.
In order to illustrate the way the tool would work, we
have to focus on a specific domain. We decided to look at
Apps in the domain of learning music and piano tuition for
two reasons.
(I) Firstly there is such a proliferation of Apps for learning
music, that it is almost impossible to find out exactly
what they promise and deliver. In this difficult situation
even professional music teachers could not handle the
way Apps were marketed. They are not able to
distinguish between Apps which bring real educational
value and Apps which are merely gaming instruments
for achieving different goals through the music.
(II) Secondly, music educators do not share the hype of
incorporating mobile learning when teaching music and
their skepticism is the main obstacle to adopting Apps
for supporting music tuition in mainstream education.
This paper has the main goal of creating an evaluation
instrument and the App selection criteria, which can help to
choose the best possible Apps for learning music for given
circumstances, which is to be incorporated into a new
software tools for App selection. However, one of our
additional goals is to see if we can address (I) and (II) above

and alleviate problems which are inevitable when trying to
define App selection criteria.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In the next section we describe the methodology which
was used for defining the Apps selection criteria. In the
section which follows, we show the way of collecting the
characteristics of Apps and categorize them as App
selection criteria. We apply the selection criteria on 40
Apps and analyze the results in the RESULT section. In the
last section we evaluate our work, place our App selection
criteria into the computational model, which will be able to
select Apps automatically for leaning music and comment
on the outcome of this research.
THE METHODOLOGY
In order to claim that the development of App selection
criteria, which can be incorporated into an automated
software tool, and deliver meaningful results reusable across
any type of App and in different domains (not solely in
piano music tuition), we were supposed to create a
methodology which can guarantee all the above.
Unfortunately, the literature lacks any approach to
developing selection criteria for the evaluation of Apps. We
need a method, which can systematically guide us to
achieving these goals.
We have encountered two important problems. Firstly,
as professional educationalists, the authors had a very clear
picture on what they expect from any educational App and
initially it was not difficult to list characteristics of Apps
which will make our own selection criteria . However,
when we tested them on arbitrary chosen Apps for learning
music, almost none of them satisfied the criteria. This
prompted that
(a) we are either too ambitious in terms of having
expectations from Apps or
(b) Apps developers do not have the same goals as
educators.
It had become apparent very early that if we create
selection criteria from our own perspective, we might end
up with a perfect evaluation instrument, but NO Apps will
satisfy any of the criteria within it.
Secondly, by looking at marketing aspects of Apps
through App stores we could not learn anything in terms of
what exactly Apps offer and what you can learn from them
in terms of piano tuition. No independent research has been
conducted on the content of various App stores and the way
these products were marketed and therefore we ended up not
using information available from any App stores.
Information available within App stores was either bias, i.e.
vendor specific, with their own marketing terminology, or
completely incomprehensible for music professionals who
wanted to understand what a particular App offers..
The only way forward for us was to either
a) Follow our previous experiences of developing the
selection criteria for healthcare Apps (Almarri et
al., 2016) or
b) Devise our own way of judging which selection
criteria are relevant for our particular educational
domain (piano tuition).
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Therefore a combination of a) and b) above was used
and the following steps defined for our own development of
selection criteria.
Step1. A randomly selected 20 Apps for learning music
were downloaded (from both Apple and Google stores) and
carefully analyzed. We looked independently at each of
them, list all functionalities they offered and try to figure out
if there are also non functional features available within
each App. The output is a list of Apps characteristics, which
can be used as Apps selection criteria in the next step.
Step 2. When the list of characteristics from Step 1 was
finalized, we assessed and grouped the characteristics
towards their common “purpose” into selection criteria, i.e.
a taxonomy of App characteristics. This was based on our
own judgement, exercised very carefully without imposing
our professional “opinions” on Apps characteristics. We did
not try to influence the selection criteria with our own
professional expectations from Apps.
Step 3. Applying the selection criteria from Step 2 to a
new set of 30 randomly chosen Apps for testing purposes.
If we could not find Apps, which satisfy most of the
selection criteria, we had to go back to Step 1 and add more
“functionalities” or non-functional features (Apps
characteristics) to the selection criteria, which have not been
discovered earlier. Therefore our selection criteria grew as
we analyzed these 30 Apps.
Step 4. Carrying out the iterative process (Step 1 – Step
3) until the number of “new” or undiscovered characteristics
(functional and non-functional features of Apps) did not
increase.
Step 5. Categorizing the collected characteristics into
the final version of the selection criteria and applying it to a
set of 40 Apps.
Step 6. Checking if the final version of our selection
criteria could fit to the computational model devised earlier
(Almarri et al.,2016), (Chammas et al., 2013), which could
feed a software tool for Apps selection when learning piano.
It is important to note that Steps 1-5 were carried out in
the space of 6 months. Therefore, the results of randomly
collecting the first 20 Apps for Step 1 were not the same as
collecting Apps for steps 3,4 and 5. We did not always
manage to collect all the Apps, which were collected in
previous steps. It was interesting to discover that the Apps,
which were finally evaluated in Step 5, were not all
available at the time of writing this paper, because some of
them disappeared from the market!
Downloading, running and finding functionalities and
non-functional features of randomly selected Apps was a
very time consuming task, which involved 4 mobile phones
and tablets (Android and iOS) and a synchronized way of
collecting App characteristics for the purpose of this
research. In some cases, when it was too expensive to buy
all the versions of the selected Apps, we excluded them.
This is because these Apps very often did not reveal enough
functionalities in their initial versions (which was often free)
and we could not guess for how long we would be paying
for another version in order to get relevant information for
our selection criteria.

However careful we were in our attempts to download
relevant Apps for supporting piano music tuition, and
accomplishing Step 1 from the methodology, we were
constantly faced with the most persistent problems. Apps
might not really deliver what their vendors/supplier claim.
They can be a costly way of achieving learning goals and
learners or teachers, who do not embrace new technologies
easily, cannot use them. These are the major reasons why it
took so long to collect Apps and perform steps 1-5 from the
methodology.
Whichever Apps selection criteria we wanted to create,
we had to focus on the delivery of the following goals:
(a) Specify a minimal list of the Apps selection criteria
which is generated from our individual inspections of
Apps as required in Steps 1-2.
(b) illustrate how selection criteria can be refined and
categorized as required in Step 5.
(c) check if the categorized selection criteria from (a) and
(b) above can fit the computational model which
enables the reasoning in order to secure that we can
choose the most suitable Apps for given requirements.
The list below shows what we initially found when
looking at characteristics of the Apps in Step 1:
buttons, sounds, animal sounds, colors, music, game, play,
stop, immediate play, song selection, language selection,
tutorials, animation, level of learning, adult verifications.
The list above might seem disappointing, if we take into
account that these Apps are designed for assisting in piano
tuition. We could not find anything, which directly relates to
“learning piano” and enter it into our selection criteria.
It is obvious that if we wished to use these
characteristics above as selection criteria in the automated
software tool, then we need to categorize them, i.e. to create
categories of semantically similar characteristics. Also, if
we wish to extend/amend the list of characteristics above,
we need a structural format which could help in amending
or remedying the deficiencies of the selection
criteria/characteristics.
Table 1 shows our final decision on categorizing Apps
characteristics (Step 6).
Some characteristics were
discovered very late in our iterative attempts to find them
(Step 4) and some of them were rephrased while trying to
group them (Step 2) with semantically similar
characteristics.
Most of the characteristics in Table 1 are self
explanatory.
It is interesting to see how much attention is paid to
sounds, which accompany Apps and how much the
animation and gaming aspects of these Apps still dominate
in the characteristics list. These characteristics were easily
detectable for obvious reasons: user interfaces are essential
in mobile applications and smart devices can deliver most of
sounds, animations and colors perfectly well.

CREATING THE SELECTION CRITERIA
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given to children by their parents. Therefore, it is not a
coincidence that Apps for piano tuition are mostly
aimed at the specific, i.e. early age.
• Collecting Apps, which focus on little children, is not
something that we should consider as a limitation in our
study. Advantages of starting with music early in your
life are very well known. Young children are always
more enthusiastic and if they have a talent, the sooner
they become familiar with music the better. It is
common that young children usually run to you not
away from you when you teach them music.
• The piano is one of the most convenient instrument
with which you can start learning music: you improve
quickly compared to some other instruments. It is also
a very popular with young children.
There are a few characteristics from Table 1, which are
welcome by piano teachers:
• Checking progress – however, teachers usually have a
strict diary for checking progress from one lesson to
another and pupil’s progress is rarely checked within a
single lesson;
• Changing the level of learning is useful within each
lesson – however it does not have to happen very
frequently and does not have to be an immediate
indicator of child’s progress;
• Song selection might be motivating for the child –
however this is rarely allowed because teachers like
following a particular book and it is not advisable to
“skip songs” in the tuition.
On the negative side, the authors worried that there
were important aspects of piano tuition, which were either
completely omitted from the selection criteria, or they were
difficult to find in collected Apps, or they are impossible to
implement through Apps. These are: feedback and instant
correction, sitting posture/position and fist correction,
showing by example and the role of middle C. We can add
to this list the power of observing the child, verbal
communication with the child, responding on the spot to
problems and having an adaptable teacher who responds to
numerous unexpected situations.
Finally, any type of recording and playback are not
allowed in mainstream education, i.e. recording pupils is not
allowed in the schools and therefore these features should
not be available in Apps used in mainstream formal
teaching.
In the light of all these comments above, our selection
criteria, from Table 1 appear to be trivial and not very much
related to piano tuition.

Table 1: Categorized Characteristics of Apps
Criteria
User Interface

Feature
Sound

Sound on INTRO
Sound on button press
Sound when task completed

Mode
Ease of use
Educational

Personalisation

Support

Animal sounds
Other instruments sounds
Background music
Colors (cheerful)
Animation
Theme (suitable for children)
Buttons (single and multiple)
Game
Very Interactive (but not a game)
Play/Stop/Pause
Immediate Tuition /Play
Check Progress
Change level of learning (difficulty)
Auto playback
Record and Playback
Mix Beats
Song selection
User selection page
Setting/options
Language selection
Change background theme
Adult verification
Instructions on Start-up
Help/tutorial
Interactive tutorial
Video tutorial
Virtual tour

It was good to see that there exist parental guidelines in
Apps and that the options for creating own “settings” are
available in order to address the personalization. Finally,
App developers often thought about support and tutorials to
assist any user (learners and teachers) to use the App
successfully.
The shortage of App characteristics, which directly
relate to music / piano tuition and learning notes and basic
elements of rhythm, was a huge disappointment for the
authors.
Table 1 was derived exactly as it was advised in Steps
1-5. We did not allow for any additional characteristics of
the Apps which were not found in these 30 Apps. We did
not add any characteristics which we would EXPECT to
find in Apps.
Finally our random selection Apps using Apple and
Google store singled out Apps aimed at young children.
There were no Apps, which could suit adults. This can be a
subject of a separate debate.

Applying the Selection Criteria

RESULTS

Table 2 shows the number of occurrences of each
element of the selection criteria (i.e. characteristics of Apps)
applied to 40 Apps.
These results show one striking outcome. Apart from
having childish themes in Apps, cheerful colors, animations
and multiple buttons, there is no other characteristic of
Apps, which can be seen as “common” across all Apps.
Even these four characteristics were applicable to the half of
the Apps, which means that the second half of Apps did not
pay attention to these three characteristics. Furthermore,
there are characteristics which appear in one App only, but
when we were selecting them, to become a part of the

Our initial assessment of the selection criteria in Table
1 and the inspection of the Apps functionalities, which were
the source of their characteristics, highlighted three
important outcomes of this research.
• Apps appear be similar in terms of their targeted
audience.
They focus on young children and
consequently we should expect uniform results when
trying to apply the selection criteria to all of them.
However, this is an expected market for music Apps:
mature people are unlikely to embark on Apps in order
to learn music and it is likely that these Apps are often
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selection criteria, we really did not expect that they will not
be present in at least a few other Apps.
These disappointing results pose two important
problems in the Apps development in music education in
general. Firstly, there is absolutely no consensus on what
the basic design principles should be if we wish to claim
that Apps can be used in music education. Due to the
fragmented nature of Apps functionalities, their developers
arbitrarily select Apps characteristics which fit their
business models. In other words the functionality of Apps
was based on the developers “vision” on which types of
Apps will sell.
Secondly, it is not only that the developers of these
Apps did not have on board anyone with a piano teaching
background. They also did not score high in securing the
delivery of learning goals. Most of these Apps are
interactive, but far away from games. They missed the
opportunity to engage with learning through games.
Learning through games might be beneficial in order to
address that these Apps did not focus on the delivery of
learning goals.

CS1
S1-CS1

CS= Characteristics of Sources
S-CS= Sub- Characteristics of Sources
UB= User Behaviour
S-UB= Sub- User Behaviour
has_S-CS = Constraints
IND= Individuals

S2-CS1

IND1

Sm-CS1

CS2

RECOMMENDED
SOURCES

IND1
S1-CS2

SOURCES IND2

S2-CS2
Sk-CS2

INDn

CSn
S1-CSn
S2-CSn
St-CSn

UB1
S1-CUB1
S2-UB1

USER_PREFERENCES

Sm-UB1

UB2
S1-UB2
S2-UB2
Sk-UB2

UBn
S1-UBn

Table 2 Applying the selection criteria

S2-UBn
St-UBn

Sound

Sound on INTRO

1

Sound on button press………….11

Figure 1: A Generic Model of OWL Classes for Including
Selection Criteria into an Automated Tool

Sound when task completed……..1
Animal sounds…………………..2
Other instruments sounds ……….2
Background music……………….2
Colors (cheerful)…………………………….16
Animation…………………………………….21
Theme (suitable for children)…..……………20
Buttons (single and multiple)….……………22
Game………………………………………….1
Very Interactive (but not a game) ……………5
Play/Stop/Pause……………………………….3
Immediate Tuition /Play………………………1
Check Progress……………………………….2
Change level of learning (difficulty)………....6
Auto playback………………………………...2
Record and Playback………………………….6
Mix Beats……………………………………..1
Song selection………………………………...5
User selection page…………………………...4
Setting/options………………………………..3
Language selection……………………………2
Change background theme……………………2
Adult verification……………………………..1
Instructions on Start-up……………………….1
Help/tutorial…………………………………..4
Interactive tutorial…………………………….1
Video tutorial…………………………………1
Virtual tour……………………………………1

Figure 1 gives a generic OWL model which can take
any selection criteria and then select relevant information
according to the preferences of users who decide which
information is relevant (Almarri and Juric, 2013) (Almarri
and Juric, 2015).
If we interpret OWL classes form Figure 1 as follows:
• SOURCES class contains a pool of Apps, from which
we wish to choose the most suitable Apps,
• CSi classes are classes which show the structure of our
selection criteria as it is given in Table 1 and
• USER_PREFERENCE class which show exactly which
individual requirement the user may have in the Apps
selection process,
then it is not difficult to see that our selection criteria would
work in this model. CSi classes from the model in Figure 1
would be the characteristics we listed in Table 1.
For detailed explanations of the implementation of any
type of the selection criteria in the model from Figure 1 we
encourage readers to familiarize themselves with relevant
publications. The model from Figure 1 also allows constant
changes in the selection criteria. In other words, we are able
change them by choosing which CSi classes will be used in
the tool when performing the automated selection of Apps.
Comments on Results

CONCLUSIONS

We wish to comment on a few problems, which were
related to both: piano tuitions and results of this study. We
still maintain that we should work towards the creation of
automated software tool, which will help us to select the
best possible App in given circumstances and our selection
criteria is an ideal starting point. However, the study also
pinpoint a few other outcomes.

Evaluation
The lack of adherence of evaluated Apps to our
selection criteria from Tables 1 and 2 did not mean that we
could not check if our selection criteria can be incorporated
within the future tool in order to make the selection of Apps
an automated process.
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Problem 1 – performing practical exercises.
If the Apps emphasizes practical work on piano then the
result of pupil’s exercises must be checked. Are Apps able
to do the checking? If finger numbers, hand position,
posture: and everything else, which a piano teacher can
SEE, are not checked, then it would be difficult in future to
correct pupils “bad habits”, which in turn might affect the
playing/future progress. Therefore if teachers decide to use
Apps as a support in piano tuition, then they MUST check if
(i) the pupils have learned anything from Apps and (ii) the
Apps was correctly used in exercises.

agreed learning goals. This can be remedied by looking at
our selection criteria from Table 1 and improving them to
satisfy pupils and teachers. App developers will be then in a
position to add more semantics to the selection criteria in
Table 1 or develop an App, which uses only a fraction of
characteristics from the table, but delivers agreed learning
goals.
Summary
In this paper we draw the reader’s attentions to two
important outcomes of the study.
Firstly, it is extremely difficult to choose manually,
without thorough investigation which App, available in our
stores, would be suitable for assisting in piano tuition.
Teachers, learners and parents must be extremely careful
when arbitrarily deciding to download Apps without
knowing exactly which impact they may have on the child
(learner).
Secondly, there is a sound base for developing good
Apps selection criteria by improving characteristics of Apps
given in Table 1. This means that both: App developers and
music teachers should look at these characteristics and
negotiate which one has to be added to Table 1 and which
one has to be improved. In other words Table 1 should
constantly evolve. If the content of Table 1 eventually
becomes selection criteria for finding Apps through an
automated tool, then every App developer should pay
attention to them, if they wish their App to be selected by
teachers and learners. At the moment, App selection for
piano tuition is a lottery.
The debate if Apps will ever be able to replace
individual 1-1 tuition when learning music instruments is
outside the scope of this study. Our future work involves the
implementation of the selection criteria in the computational
model from Figure 1, which will create interfaces where we
can edit and amend the selection criteria.

Problem 2 - can pupils progress without any feedback?
It is very difficult to determine which parts of piano tuition
will not be strictly dependent on the human feedback. This
might be the case with learning music theory, such as note
reading, counts, intervals, chord recognition by looking at
notes and similar. It does not apply to practical exercises.
Can App really check the output of pupil’s exercises?
Problem 3 - pupil’s interest and attention span.
Apps can mimic games, which is difficult to incorporate in
1-1 tuition without having technology support. Therefore
learning piano through games brings fun, motivation and
focusing. Furthermore, Apps can define pupil’s GOALS
and reward pupils for achieving them. However, a piano
teacher can also do the same with his/her personalized
touch! Can an App achieve the personalization in this type
of contact?
Problem 4 - Continuation in piano learning (lost
motivation): Pupils/student often give up if they find
exercises/learning difficult or uninteresting. Teachers may
be in a position to motivate pupils/students to continue, but
this is a very difficult task, which requires changes in the
teaching practices, focusing on tasks which can be done
well at this point, dividing materials in smaller units and
achieving learning goals faster. Can Apps do the same?
Possibly. Apps which support learning music theory may
help: they are very often offering SMALL tasks, to
accomplish a relatively simple functionalities, which will be
easy to achieve.
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development process model, including Waterfall, Spiral, Vmodel, and so forth.

ABSTRACT
Engineering firms need to cope with increasing
challenging and competing markets. Adopting a systematic
approach in System Engineering is vital for the firms This
paper discusses the challenges, issues, and opportunities of
adopting knowledge management process in system
engineering life cycle. This conceptual paper presents a
general framework encompassing factors that will facilitate
knowledge management initiative implementation for
Engineering Firms.
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Fig. 1.:V model adapted to Intelligent Transport application

Figure 1, “V”process model depicts an example of
intelligent transportation system engineering; however all
models include the same fundamental concepts of the
development lifecycle (Ryen, 2008).
The “V” have been defined earlier 80’s and since then,
it has been refined and applied in different domain of
applications. The V-Model defines systems requirements
before any decision related to the technological choices. On
the left, side of the "V", the system definition progresses
from concepts exploration to a detailed specification of the
system design. Concept of operation (CONOPS) is a useroriented document describing the desired system in term of
user’s requirement, organization and objectives. This
document contributes to foster communication of overall
quantitative and qualitative system characteristics to
stakeholders (IEEE Computer Society, 1998). High-level
requirements progress into detailed requirements as soon as
the choice of the system design is validated. The bottom of
the “V” shows the implementation phase with in some cases
integration of different sub-systems or integration between
the software and the Hardware parts. The right wing
concentrates on the testing, verification and validation of the
overall system. Maintenance and eventually the phase out of
the system are as well specified on the right side of the “V”
model. As development progresses, a series of documented
baselines are established and will serve as communication
tools across the phases and stakeholders.
Figure 2 depicts another example of System
Engineering framework (Sols, 2014)

Systems Engineering Overview
Today, systems are getting more complex and their
design requires different expertise and methods. The system
Engineering approach is gaining a lot of attention from
different business and engineering sectors. Systems
engineering has progressed from a process used mainly in
large-scale defense or aerospace systems to a wider
discipline that contributes to develop different kind of
systems (Ryen, 2008). Systems engineering methods can be
applied to any kind of domain applications such as medical
field, transportation systems, building construction,
automotive industry and so forth. There are many
definitions around and we will retain the one defined by
INCOSE as “Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary
approach and means to enable the realization of successful
systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required
functionality early in the development cycle, documenting
requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis and
system validation while considering the complete problem”
(INCOSE, 2010).
Systems engineering is concerned by both the technical
and managerial matters related to the progress of projects.
Technological concerns are related to design the right
systems according to the specification of people with
different and sometimes contradictory needs. While the
managerial concerns are related to the planning, control and
schedule of the technical work (Ferris, 2007). Both
practitioners and Academician are investigating methods or
framework that will formalize all the needed steps in order
to create an operable system that will fulfill technical and
Business needs of different stakeholders. Systems
engineering processes can be integrated into any
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generated and it is quite hard to keep track of the various
versions and to link them to the appropriate status of the
systems. For large project, that could involve large number
of stakeholders from different disciplines and possibility
working in different departments, countries, keeping a
consistent flow of knowledge is challenging. Others
challenges are related as well to human factors and
Organizational Issues in System Engineering. Some others
issues are listed below:
• Different technical to support design can be used in
different departments, leading to issues in sharing
knowledge about the tools
• People with different background such technical or
business people, leading to communication problems
• Too many information spread across the organization
• Problem in finding the right information or expertise
in order to fulfill tasks
• Lack of standard in representing the systems during
the whole phase.
• Lack of traceability of the various requirements,
• Incomplete or inconsistent requirements
• Assign the right Engineers to the right tasks
Knowledge is the core asset in any system engineering
process. The paper discusses how some Knowledge
Management initiative could cope with some of the listed
challenges.

Fig. 2: System Engineering Framework (Sols 2014)

Systems engineering considers both the business and
the technical needs of all customers with the goal of
providing a quality product that meets the user needs.
Although the System engineering process have been in a
way codified into several process models and used in some
projects successfully, there are still some challenges to
overcome.

KNOWLEDE MANAGEMENT
Overview
Engineering firms companies are facing harsh
challenges due to fast changes in technology landscape,
customer’s needs, globalisation, laws and regulations. These
issues are influencing the systems engineering process.
Systems are becoming more complex and are more and
more integrating people, process and methods from different
discipline.
There is a growing recognition that taking care of their
most competitive asset that is knowledge, is crucial for
insuring that the final systems is not only operable but fulfil
the contradictory needs of different stakeholders involved in
the system development. Knowledge management has
emerged from different disciplines and technological trends
encompassing for examples learning theories, competences
management, Software engineering, organizational behavior
and Business management. Knowledge Management (KM)
is considered as a crucial strategy contributing to improve
the competiveness and performance of companies (Argote,
McEvily, & Reagans, 2003).
Knowledge Management (KM) has gained a
tremendous attention and therefore many companies are
investigating how KM could foster a better process in
system engineering (Chae, Ho, Cho, Lee, & Ji, 2001).
Numerous research works and case studies have
demonstrated the benefits of KM in leveraging technical and
corporate knowledge within the organisations (Abdullah,

SYSTEM ENGINEERING CHALLENGES
Despite SE is considered as a systematic and welldefined process providing a clear vision into the progress of
system development by involving stakeholders from the
earlier stages and through out of the lifecycle, it is it is
recognized that there are some challenges that could
jeopardize the overall quality of the developed systems.
For instance, SE is hampered by lacks of standardized
tools for collecting user requirements, or for coordination
across the systems lifecycle. Organizations using multiple
languages to describe their problems or solutions have less
effective communication, increased project cost, and
decreased product quality(Bock, 2005). Another challenge
in SE concerns the lacks of unambiguous or coherent
specifications, making all relevant information not available
to all stakeholders. Hence, preventing traceability between
activities and impeding appropriate levels of verification
and validation (Sergent, 2011). In addition, during the phase
of system engineering process, several documents are
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2005; Davenport, De Long, & Beers, 1998; Dixon, 2002;
Gupta & Michailova, 2004)
(B Duhon, 1998) defines knowledge management as a
discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identify,
capture, evaluate, retrieve, and share all of an enterprise's
information assets. These assets may include databases,
documents, policies, procedures, and previously un-captured
expertise and experience of individual workers. KM
methods and techniques used to extract, capture, and share
knowledge, are dependent on the knowledge type
(Firestone, 2001).
Tacit knowledge is sometimes referred to as Know how
(Dixon, 2002). It is hard to communicate and deeply rooted
in action, commitment, and involvement (Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995). Explicit knowledge is sometimes referred
to as Know-what (Koenig & Kanti Srikantaiah, 2004). It is
knowledge that has been articulated, and more often than
not captured in the form of text, tables, diagrams, product
specifications, etc (Nikols, 2001). Knowledge that can be
articulated, but has not, is called implicit knowledge. Tacit
knowledge is experiential, while explicit knowledge is more
attainable by observation and reading. There are several
Knowledge management initiatives.
Knowledge Type Driven Framework of KM
This following framework illustrates the different KM
technologies based on the type of information and
Knowledge artefacts (KAs) they manage (Figure 1). The
bottom part (factory building) represents the corporate data,
information and knowledge artefacts; The top part is linked
to the Internet (cloud) and to the different stakeholders and
environment factors.
The left part of the figure represents tacit KAs and the
right part explicit KAs that can be broken down into
structured and unstructured information. The two parts
overlap since most knowledge is neither tacit nor explicit.
In a Systems Engineering process, it is important to be
able to identify the knowledge type that could be explicit or
Tacit in order to choose the appropriate strategy suitable for
the knowledge throughout the cycle.

Fig.3: KM Framework (Ribière, 2009b)

KM IN SYSTEM ENGINEERING SETTING
There are several KM processes such as knowledge
generation, capitalization, searching, codification, sharing,
transfer and so forth. One of the most important process in a
SE process is probably the knowledge transfer and sharing.
The model described in figure 4, shows that Knowledge
sharing could happen at different level of the pyramid.
At the bottom level of the pyramid, the people-based layer is
the most important and should be the pillars for SE.

Fig.4: Pyramid of Knowledge sharing and transfer model

The top level of the pyramid indicates that although
technology can be very useful to transfer or share explicit
knowledge, the implementation and use of technology
should be the last knowledge management focus:
•
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People: Knowledge management is first and
foremost an effort to manage, develop and
disseminate knowledge and the full potential of
people at an individual, team-based and
organization-wide level. Providing the right culture

•

•

environment is the most challenging effort but
achievable by enhancing learning facilities,
providing a trustful working atmosphere, where
collaboration and sharing are encouraged. Others
aspects that need to be considered include:
motivating and rewarding people that create, share
and use knowledge, encouraging communities of
practice and promoting network creations.
Processes: Processes play an important role by
providing support for any KM implementation.
Organisations might need to restructure their
internal processes or even the organisation
structure itself in order to support KM processes
such as knowledge sharing or transfer. Managers
must identify knowledge that exists in various
forms in the organisation. One way to achieve the
goal would be, for example, creating a knowledge
map by initially finding out where knowledge
resides, point it and then provide instruction on
how to get there.
Technology:
Providing a knowledge portal,
linking people by e-mail, building knowledge
repositories contribute efficiently to sharing
knowledge. However using technology alone will
not ensure successful knowledge management as
organisational factors such as adequate training
needs to be taken into account as well
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However, it is important to notice that implementing a good
knowledge management strategy in order to alleviate
challenges encountered in System Engineering might faces
as well several issues such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

inability to recognize and articulate intuitive
competencies such as tacit knowledge
Internal conflicts and interests difference
Lack of incentives and rewards for sharing tacit
knowledge or using ICT for sharing explicit
knowledge
Motivational issues
Rigid and or highly hierarchical organizations
Lack of leadership or Organizational culture
fostering the innate feeling "Knowledge is power"
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recommended systems and similar solutions, which try to
predict which preferences, perceptions and expectations
from Internet searches a particular user may have.
This paper is organized as follows. In the Background
section we talk about the role of modelling behavior in
cyberspaces and open doors for debates with psychologists
on how to model user behavior in order to perform
computations which will eliminate a surplus of information
in Internet searches for each individual. In the Problem
section, we summarize what was perceived as being a
known problem in Internet searches related to IO and
therefore the rest of the paper gives our answers to this
problem. The Scenario section is needed in order to
illustrate the way we model individual’s preferences,
perceptions and expectations from Internet searches. The
rest of the paper illustrates OWL concepts and reasoning
upon them in order to capture the most relevant searches for
a given scenario.
This paper has no related work for two reasons.
Firstly, there is no consensus on what exactly
constitutes the modelling of user behavior in computational
models. Therefore our decision to use the term “user
behavior” might not be welcomed by psychologist because
their views on what “user behavior” means in their
discipline might not be suitable for software engineers.
They must create computational models, which capture and
manipulate the semantics of “user behavior” and they have
to choose a suitable semantics of user behavior, which can
become a part of the computational model. This is not a
trivial task.
Secondly, there are no published papers which deal
with the impact of SWRL enabled OWL ontologies in
eliminating IO outside formal ontologies and semantic web.
Consequently, our models and proposal from this paper do
not belong to the field of knowledge management using
formal OWL ontologies and increasing it through reasoning
with SWRL (Almarri & Juric, 2013), (Almarri et al, 2012).
Formal OWL ontologies which can alleviate the problem of
IO are not related to our proposal.

ABSTRACT
This paper illustrates the way of modelling the behavior
of users through OWL concepts and reasoning upon them in
order to address Information Overload when searching the
Internet. User behavior is itemized through individual’s
preferences, perceptions and expectations from Internet
searches. The proposed OWL model and reasoning
mechanisms touches a range of problem domains: from
optimizing research engine rankings to removing a surplus
of information when searching the Internet. We use a
relatively simple example to prove that our ideas can work
in Internet searches, as long as we can describe correctly the
semantics of individual’s preferences, perceptions and
expectations from Internet searches.
INTRODUCTION
We have been interested in the problem of addressing
Information Overload (IO) when searching Internet from a
new perspective. We proved in the past that SWRL enabled
OWL ontologies may alleviate the problem of IO in Internet
searches (Almarri & Juric, 2014), (Juric, et al., 2013), and
(Almarri et al., 2013). The reasoning upon the semantics of
situations where Internet searches happen helped us to
achieve a better understanding of the relationships between
user demand and the results of Internet searches. We
focused on capturing and manipulating the semantics of
various URLs, which will appear as results of Internet
searches and tried to eliminate irrelevant information from
them though reasoning.
In this paper, we focus on the semantics of individual’s
preferences, perceptions and expectations from Internet
searches and try to capture them in OWL concepts. They
will be the main criteria for deciding, through the reasoning
process, which information in search results might be
relevant to the user.
Consequently, we had to use
previously proved OWL models and their concepts in order
to capture and manipulate the semantics of the situations in
which Internet searches. However, by focusing on users and
their intention, we come slightly closer to the issues of
modelling of user behavior. We are not claiming that our
OWL models solely capture user behavior, but we aim to
describe the semantics of user preferences, which are often
interwoven with their perceptions and expectations, and
which dictate how user behaves when searching the Internet.
We claim that we are close to capturing constant changes in
the way users use the Internet and perform searches. We
might be able to capture user intentions and illustrate their
behavior outside the known methods available in

THE BACKGROUND
Towards Cyberpsychology
Psychology, as the study of mind and behavior
(Society, 2000-2015), has many branches, such as Human
Mind, Brain Functions (Leont'eva, 1974) and (Lomov,
1982), Behaviour (Harré & Secord, 1973) and (Potter &
Wetherell, 1987) and Perception (Dember, 1960), and they
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further split into more focused studies such as Cognition
(Meichenbauma, 1977), Personality (Stagner, 1937),
(Sanford, 1950) and (Endler & Magnusson, 1976) and
Social Behaviour (Sherif, 1936), to mention just a few. It is
a mature discipline, which has developed through centuries.
However, the latest advances in science and technology,
which have affected our lives in the last 10 years, have
brought forward “Cyberspaces Psychology” which studies
human mind interactions with each other and “machines” in
cyberspaces where people can communicate with each other
via Cybertechnology (Suler, 1996), (Riva & Galimberti,
2001), (Piazza & Bering, 2009) and (Attrill, 2015). They
look into mental states of users of cyberspaces, their
interactions and communication methods and their
willingness to meet other users through the availability of
social spaces (Shields & Kane, 2011). One of the most
studied topics in Cyberpsychology is the impact of Online
Social Networks (SN) (Hampton, Goulet, Rainie, & Purcell,
2011). There are numerous publications which look at
relationship of SN usage to mental diseases such as
depression (Banjanin, Banjanin, Dimitrijevic, & Pantic,
2015), Low self-esteem (Brewer & Kerslake, 2015), Social
isolation (Hamptona, Sessionsb, & Herb, 2011), Negative
relationships (Knight, 2015), Fear of missing out (BBC,
2015), Sleep deprivation (Lynette, Bonnie, & Kathryn,
2015), Addictive behavior (Andreassen, 2015), Eating
disorders (Kirby, 2015), Social media and Attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (Barkley, 2014), Anxiety disorders
(Indian & Grieve, 2014),and Ostracism in cyberspace
(Birchmeier, Dietz-Uhler, & Stasser, 2011).
Studies of behaviourism are very important in the
context of Cyberpsychology. Human Behaviour (HB) has
been studied for centuries because psychologists wanted to
analyse reasons, purpose, actions, impact and outcome of
HB. They are able to propose solutions in different problem
domains (Rollnick, Kinnersley, & Stott, 1993), (Forero,
McLellan, Rissel, & Bauman, 1999) and (de-Jong & DenHartog, 2007). Experiments in domains such as healthcare,
Education, Business and mostly in Social Services often
focus on HB in Cyberspaces.

System logs are obviously still very important in this
domain. They collect data about systems and users. They
can add semantics towards the understanding UB in the
cyberspace and ultimately discovering the exact SB of an
individual. Search Engine logs also contain records of users’
clicks, queries, views, demographic data, and other system
related statistics. On the other side, when trying to grasp the
semantics of UB we analyze user involvement in
discussions, which may improve the recommendation of
services/products based on users’ opinion (Hansson, 2015).
Another type of studies have also attracted attention of
people who model and predict UB in Cyberspaces. User
navigation patterns, frequency of use of any component of
the cyberspace, time spent on particular tasks on the web,
and sequence of activities (Schmidt-Mänz & Koch, 2005)
are all very important in order to understand UB. They all
can add towards understanding the interaction among users
on the Internet, their subscriptions, posts, clicks and patterns
of services usage. They have all been used in the field of ecommerce (Corbitt, Thanasankit, & Yi, 2003) and
(Mohbeya & Thakura, 2015) and online marketing (Smit,
Van-Noort, & Voorveld, 2014) and (Dorčák, Štrach, &
Pollák, 2015), online viewing/hosting of video (Chen, Zhou,
& Chiu, 2015) and (Short, Rebar, Plotnikoff, &
Vandelanotte, 2015) and music libraries (Boland,
McLachlan, & Murray-Smith, 2015), stock market (Nardo,
Petracco-Giudici, & Naltsidis, 2015) and web searches
through search engine (Gosling & Mason, 2014).
Many techniques are used to aggregate data of user’s
involvement on the Internet (Park & Hoyb, 2015). One
famous method of data collection is “click stream”, which
provide primitive data of user clicks in an online community
and the internet in general (Su & Chen, 2015). Such
information are used to create history profile of user’s
sessions of online activities. These may include: viewing
other members profiles, subscriptions to communities of
interest, posting and commenting on topics, and frequency
of online application usage (Masand & Spiliopoulou, 2003),
(Grčar, Mladenič, & Grobelnik, 2005), (Lops, Gemmis,
Semeraro, Narducci, & Musto, 2011), (R. Gao et al., 2013)
and (B. J. Gao et al., 2013).

Manipulating UB in Cyberspace
Cybertechnology attracted psychologists who have
interest in studying the behavior of users when using the
technology. We often find that analyzing UB on the Internet
may help to provide improved Internet and more
personalized web services (Khapre & Chandramohan,
2011). Service providers often collect and investigate the
statistics about services available and compare them to the
usage patterns of online users. They analyze collected data
via various methods such as service logs (Younger, 2010),
query logs (Beitzel, Jensen, Chowdhury, Grossman, &
Frieder, 2004), user profiling (Li, 2012), and collecting
demographic data (Benevenuto, Rodrigues, Cha, &
Almeida,
2009)
when
providing
improved
services. Furthermore search behaviour (SB) is essential
step to personalization of Internet contents (Khapre &
Chandramohan, 2011). By collecting user SB data from
search logs, researchers are able to categorise and analyse
contents of these logs and learn about both the user and the
search engine behind the activities in cyberspaces.

THE PROBLEM
There is one common problem in many attempts to
illustrate UB in cyberspaces. Almost all solutions which
claim to capture UB always relay on “what happened in the
past”. In the previous subsection, we decided to mention
just a few ideas, which pushed forward the “facts” in UB:
we agree that logs are an ideal source of information and
cannot be ignored if we wish to understand user behavior on
the web. However, if we do not take into account that (a)
users may change their mind while searching the Internet
and (b) they can be distracted at the same time by various
browser and search engine functionalities, then we will
definitively not be able to offer a significantly different
solution to IO in Internet searches. In other words if we do
not model UB with (a) and (b) in mind, then we will not
offer anything new in resolving the problem of IO in
Internet searches.
The best approach would be to capture the semantic of
the “moment” when a particular Internet search happens and
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ignore everything else, which might not be directly related
to this particular search. It would not be welcome to
remember what previous searches have brought to the same
user and insist that their semantics remains present in our
models. If we allow for storing “old” semantics form
previous searches, we will not be able to handle the changes
imposed by users: they must be able to change their mind!

CS1
S1-CS1

CS= Characteristics of Sources
S-CS= Sub- Characteristics of Sources
UB= User Behaviour
S-UB= Sub- User Behaviour
has_S-CS = Constraints
IND= Individuals

S2-CS1

RECOMMENDED
SOURCES
IND1

Sm-CS1

CS2

IND1
S1-CS2

SOURCES IND2

S2-CS2

INDn

Sk-CS2

THE SCENARIO

CSn

“Mary is a mom of three children: 15 years old boy, ten
years old girl’s and 4 years old boy. She would like either to
buy or rent a movie for her daughter this weekend.
Unfortunately, Mary does not remember the titles of the
movies name, but she knows few other details such as: the
movies were released in 2015 and they are a Walt Disney
production. Mary would also like to rent or buy a movie for
her son, but it has to be Action and Adventure movie. She is
also interested in viewing list of movies which were released
in the last 60 days or which at least released in 2015.
However, she prefers to view list of movies reviewed by
other viewers with 4 stars rating. Moreover, Mary would
like to view list of movies rated by IMDB 7/10 and above.
Mary registered and signed into the system with her twitter
account, because she is an active member who participates
in reviewing and rating all her viewed items on the system
and usually shares her favorite movies on Twitter.”
In this scenario, we tried to give as much semantics as
possible for creating an OWL model and defining the
reasoning upon its concepts. Note: boldface words might
play important role on defining OWL concepts and securing
that results of searches on the internet will give answers to
all questions Mary may have in this scenario.
OWL models are given in Figures 1 and 2 and
explained in the next section.

S1-CSn
S2-CSn
St-CSn

UB1
S1-CUB1
S2-UB1

USER_PREFERENCES

Sm-UB1

UB2
S1-UB2
S2-UB2
Sk-UB2

UBn
S1-UBn
S2-UBn
St-UBn

Fig 1. Generic OWL Model which Addresses information
Overload in Internet Searches
(Adapted from Almarri and Juric, 2013).

THE ONTOLOGICAL MODEL
Figures 1 and 2 show our proposed ontological model.
In Figure 1 we use a generic model introduced in (Almarri
& Juric, 2013) where user preferences and source given by
Internet searches (very often containing URLs) are
described though characteristics of sources (CS i classes)
and the way we describe user behavior (UB i classes). For
more information on the functionality shown in Figure 1 we
encourage readers to look at (Almarri an dJuric, 2013).
However, Figure 2 is more important for us for two
reasons. It illustrates the semantics from the scenario, i.e. it
is scenario specific and it shows how generic OWL classes
form Figure 1 can be instantiated. The OWL classes from
Figure 2 are self-explanatory. Please note that CS i classes in
Figure
2
are
SHARED_FEATURE
and
TECHNICAL_HELP and SUPPORT (with their
subclasses). All other OWL classes in Figure 2 belong to a
set of UB i classes.
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•

a strict naming of object properties where prefixes
“Has_” and “Preferred_” are compulsory;
• as many object properties as CS i and UBI classes;
• properties which must be defined even if we are not
using all of them in the reasoning;
• properties which can be inferred at any time (when user
changes his-her mind);
• a strict definition of which individuals from OWL
classes involved in object properties will exactly
participate at the moment when we perform reasoning.
For more information on the bullets above, we
encourage the reader to familiarize themselves with the
power of OWL and SWRL within the semantic web
technology stack.
The individuals from Figure 3 are manually entered in
our example in order to illustrate our proposed concepts.
However, they can be inferred, as any other OWL concept
within the model and therefore the content of SOURCE
class must dynamically change from one scenario to
another.
Object Properties in Fig. 4 cover characteristics of
individuals of SOURCE class (CSi classes from Fig. 1) and
user preferences (UBi classes from Gig. 1)

Fig 2. Ontological Model for the Scenario

OWL concepts also include lists of individuals from all
classes given in Figure 2 and a list of constraints imposed on
these individuals, which define relatFigure 3 and b) in figure
4.ionships between OWL classes and secure the definition
of semantic overlapping in order to perform our reasoning.
All of them have to be defined before we can claim that our
solution will deliver the required answer to the problem (i.e.
questions) from the Scenario. However, there is one
important prerequisite for the functioning of our OWL
model: a competency question must be derived from the
scenario in order to find out exactly what “Mary expects”
from Internet searches. They are available further in the text
as three separate “questions” Marry asks and expects
answers from our model.
Before we start dealing with individual questions Marry
imposes, we have to give
a) A set of individuals, which may populate the
SOURCE class
b) A set of Object Properties, which we should define
according to the generic model form Figure 1.
Please note that a) is given in Figure 3 and b) in Figure
4. We also follow a strict set of modelling rules which are
derived from either semantic web technology or our
modelling practices and experiences. We have to have

Fig 4. Set of Object Properties Imposed on the Ontological
Model.
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not obstacles for creating a commercial solution from our
proposed model.
Questions from the Scenario
Q1. Marry wishes to find a movie for her 10 year
daughter, released in 2015, by a Walt Disney production
with options to buy or rent.
Object properties, which specify Mary’s request are in
Figure 5. The SWRL rule which run upon the OWL model
is in Figure 6. The result of running the SWRL rule is in
Figure 7: There are only two movies, which satisfy Mary’s
request. However, the final decision which helps Marry to
choose a movie is given after we look at the characteristics
of each of these selected movies form Figure 7. In Figures 8
and 9 we can see these characteristics and consequently it
will be up to Mary to decide which one of these movies will
e rented-bought.

Fig 5. User Preferences for Choosing a Movie(s) for 10 Year
Old

Fig 6. SWRL Rule 1: Selection of Movie(s)

Fig 3. List of Source Class Individuals.

In the next three subsections we show how each
individuals question imposed by Mary has been answered
through our solution.
Please note that some of the constraints (object
properties) and individuals play identical role in all three
questions and some of them are question specific. This
means that we can always “reserve” a space for the
semantics in Internet searches which is always “true”, i.e.
which will not be changed and affected when user changes
his/her mind. However, it is impossible to know in
advanced how much of the information in our model is
asserted (“always true”) and how much is inferred
(dynamically changed). A software application built upon
our proposed computational model will be able to handle the
level of assertion and inference. In other words these are

Fig 7. Results of Running Rule 1.

Fig 13.1. Characteristics of the First Selected Movie.
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we can be in the selection of movies. These three movies do
share common characteristics, but at the same time have
some differences, which may have impact on the final
decision “which movie to choose”.
It is important to note that
(i) we use a combination of SCi and UBi classes when
giving characteristics of chosen movies in Figures
13-15. This is allowed, because we defined them in
the generic model from Figure 1. They are equally
important in modelling user preferences and
characteristics of these movies.
(ii) we show more characteristics than needed in these
tables, as mentioned in our main modelling
principles (bullets from the previous section).
(iii) it is up to Marry if she will use properties form
Figures 13-15 in order to achieve a high level of
precision by applying the semantics form these
tables. However, Marry can arbitrary chose one of
the selected movies form Figure 12 and ignore all
these characteristics in Figures 13-15.

Fig 9. Characteristics of the Second Selected Movie.

Q2. Marry must choose a movie for her son who is 15
and likes action and adventure genre.
In this question we have to follow a very similar
procedure. We start with constraints (Object Properties) in
Figure 10, which describe Mary’s preferences, SWRL rule
in Figure 11 which choses movies according to these
preferences and results of running the rule, which is given in
Figure 12.

Fig 10. User Preferences for Choosing a Movie for 15 years
Boy

Fig 13. Characteristics of the First Selected Movie(s)

Fig 11. Rule 2- Selection of movie(s) for 15 years old boy based
on user preferences.

Fig 12. Results of running Rule 2.

We have to look at the selection of movies in Figure 12
and their individual characteristics show (Figures 13 14 and
15). These three Figures give an insight into how precise
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own perception on what is important in that
moment and what does not have to be taken into
account.
Our paper shows only excerpts from the model. Due to
space restrictions, we list only Figures generated by the
OWL editing tool Protégé. A full-scale deployment of
OWL concepts and object properties in particular for the
scenario given in this paper, are available upon request.
They can help the reader to understand the nature of
modeling with OWL in our particular scenario and the level
of inference we may perform when building a
computational model from the SWRL enabled OWL
ontology for the scenario.
Due to space restrictions we did not elaborate on the
way we populate ontological classes with individuals in
OWL model from Figure 2. We may populate individuals of
SOURCE classes from the result of Google ranked searches
and we may populate individuals of USER_PTEFERENCE
class through user entries, i.e. entries through interfaces
available in software applications, which host the
computational model based on our SWRL enabled OWL
ontologies.
It is very likely that we will be automatically asserting
individuals in our ontological model from Figure 2, but it
should be expected that most of the object properties are
inferred on an ad-hoc basis when user starts performing
searches. This is the most important innovation in our OWL
model: properties are dynamically defined and they are
typical of that particular “moment” when Internet searches
happen.
Our future work is twofold. We have to finalise
software application which hosts the computational model
based on the reasoning proposed in this paper. We also
have to explore the possibility of modelling user behavior
outside the ideas given in this paper: do we really have to
focus on the correct interpretation of the semantics of
individual’s preferences, perceptions and expectations from
Internet searches when modelling user behavior? We might
need an interdisciplinary team for answering this question.
However, specifying dynamically preferences while
performing internet searches is a step forward towards
knowing exactly what users want. We do not predict how
user would behave because we look at the information
related to the user available in his/her past behavior. We do
not need any information from the past in order to
understand which preferences are important and which are
irrelevant in a particular moment. The semantics we collect
in our OWL model is rich enough to manage the precision
of search results for any user.

Fig 14 Characteristics of the Second Selected Movie(s)

Fig 15. Characteristics of the Third Selected Movie(s)

CONCLUSION
This paper shows one of our first attempts to itemize
precisely preferences of the user who performs Internet
searches and wants to receive precise results, which may
satisfy his/her expectations. We claim that our itemized
preferences in OWL ontological model do model user
behavior for two reasons:
a) they allow for constant changes of user request
while performing Internet searches. All object
properties (constraints) defined in this model and
individuals which we may find in OWL classes
may be inferred in run time and consequently user
can change his/he mind in terms of which
constraints will be relevant in which moment;
b) we allow the user a freedom of managing the
precision of Internet searches according to his/her
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We knew from our previous research (Juric et al., 2014)
that tweets can be filtered according to a set of criteria,
which applies to (a) above. Filtering can be based on the
keyword matching between the words specified in the
criteria and the words which appear in the content of tweets.
In addition, various logical operators can be used for
interpreting the relationships between key words in the
criteria and would consequently help in filtering relevant
tweets. However, this would mean that we have to find a
tool which can accept our criteria and relationship between
key words, using AND and OR. This would also mean that
carefully chosen criteria (and key words) in a particular
domain must answer research questions in that domain. The
answer to the research question depends on the chosen
criteria. It was very difficult to predict in advance how
successful choices of key words might be, because it is
difficult to predict the content of live tweets.
Option (b) usually gives benefits of learning more about
the content of tweets, if we manage to select only relevant
tweets through our own methodology. However, the
content analysis requires the categorization of selected
tweets (Everiss et al., 2015), (Pettai et al., 2015), which
implies that instead of having carefully designed criteria for
filtering of tweets through key words, we must create
appropriate tweet categories in order to answer the same
research question: can twitter help in dissemination of
information on e-bola and transform the communities in
West Africa affected by the disease.
The discussion above signals that we might want to
shift our focus: from choosing criteria through key words (as
in (a)) to creating categories of selected tweets (as in (b)).
Both options have benefits and pitfalls:
• The keyword matching criteria and categorization of
tweets are very subjective and, at the same time, they
must be applied to live tweets generated by anyone.
• In both cases (a) and (b) the research questions must be
answered, but there is no guarantee that these options
would work if people do not tweet!
• Categorization of previously carefully selected tweets is
likely to be performed manually and therefore we
should envisage which tweet categories would answer
our research questions and which tweets would belong
to each of these categories.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
describe the problem we experienced with answering the
research question, in the Methodology section we justify
and describe our choice of methodology. In the section

ABSTRACT
This paper examines the possibilities of transforming
communities in West Africa affected by e-bola, through
twitter messages. We wanted to find out if, in the last few
months of 2014 and early 2015, people used Twitter for
addressing the problem of the spreading of e-bola. The
media across the world have been accusing professional
organizations and related communities for not managing the
spreading of e-bola efficiently. Most of these accusations
were attributed to the lack of available and relevant
information and their dissemination to people affected by ebola and healthcare professionals who were treating patients
and addressing needs of large communities in West African
countries. We conducted a content analysis of selected
tweets in a specific period of time, and concluded that
Twitter had been used for disseminating information on ebola, but not at the level which could help to transform the
communities affected by the disease.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is twofold.
Firstly, we wanted to examine the power of Twitter in
the dissemination of information on e-bola in the last few
months of 2014 and early 2015, before the vaccination was
introduced. We wanted to see if Twitter could have helped
in stopping the unprecedented spread of the disease. We
were motivated by the strong criticism of communities
around the world, who were accusing professional
organizations for letting down West Africa, by not
managing the disease properly. According to journalists
reporting from Africa, the lack of information on e-bola and
its spread were the main culprits for the unprecedented
situation, unnecessary deaths and suffering of local people.
At that time, all of these contributed towards the poor
humanitarian response to e-bola.
Secondly, we were interested in whether we could
collect or filter relevant data form live tweets by looking at
various options, from
(a) Using free analytical tools which filter tweets according
to our criteria and carrying out a quantitative analysis,
which could address our concerns: can twitter help in
dissemination of information on e-bola and transform
the communities affected by the disease, to
(b) Performing a content analysis of all individual and
carefully selected tweets, using our own methodology
and answering the same question.
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which follows we give example of tweet categories and in
the RESULT section we show the results of the content
analysis through tweet categorization. In Conclusions we
answer research questions and comment on related work.

control above the key words may secure answers to research
questions. However, in this particular domain key words
related to e-bola symptoms, treatments and patients’ and
medical professionals’ experiences in West Africa, did not
filter any tweets. In other words in repetitive days and even
weeks in November/December 2014 we could not filter
enough tweets to answer our research question with the
selection of keywords connected with the logical operators
as successfully used in (Juric et al., 2014).
Option (b) had advantages above option (a) because we
were not dependent on the choice of key words for filtering
tweets: by using #ebola, as the only key word for filtering
tweets, we could collect more than 3,000 relevant tweets in
just 12 hours on any day in December 2015. Therefore we
started favoring option (b) because it filtered live tweets and
option (a) did not. However, in option (b) we had to create
our own tweet categories in order to answer the research
question and allocate manually each of the filtered tweet to
one of these categories. The exact and descriptive steps of
our methodology are below. Please note that our
methodology, based on option (b), is very likely to be
reused across domains if we were ready to perform the
manual content analysis of the tweets.
Step 1: Choose a tool which would perform an
automated filtering of live tweets according to one key
word. We used Tweepy and modified the underlining
Python code to filter tweets which contain #ebola. Daily
experiments with a single keyword on 7 consecutive slots of
12 hours in late December 2014 revealed that keyword
#ebola collected the widest range of tweets, which could be
used in the content analysis and support the categorization
of tweets in order to answer our research question.
Step 2: Decide the amount of tweets which would be
sufficient for the content analysis and answering the
research question. We carefully monitored tweets on
weekly basis and detected no significant difference in their
amount and content in late December 2014 and early
January 2015. Therefore the sample in this paper was the
richest in terms of variety of tweets, after performing
manual inspections of tweets. We noted that 3,000 tweets,
collected in one slot of 12 hours, was sufficient help us to
address our research question and has become a basis for
defining tweet categories.
Step 3: Streamlining filtered tweets to a spreadsheet
which will allow us to perform the content analysis and
categorize tweets. This was extremely important in order to
perform the content analysis in a reasonable period of time,
see retweets clearly and manipulate the content of
spreadsheet columns and rows in order to get the count of
tweets for answering the research question.
The
streamlining of tweets to the spreadsheet was done by using
delimiters in Python code which separated the content of
each tweet from any additional information within tweets.
Step 4: Define tweet categories. This was done in two
steps. We firstly identified categories which would directly
be related to the research question. An additional inspection
of filtered tweets could reveal new categories which we
could not predict. Both ways of identifying the tweet
categories were important for creating a list of tweet
categories, used for answering research questions.
Step 5: Analyze tweet categories and answer the
research questions.

PROBLEMS WHEN ANSWERING THE RESEARCH
QUESTIONS
If we wished to find out if Twitter was used for
disseminating relevant information and helped to manage
the spreading of e-bola in Western Africa, we should have
had answers to many other questions. For example, we
would wish to know:
• how many tweets give FACTS about e-bola,
• how many professional bodies, which were managing
e-bola, tweeted and gave professional advice to the
population and other professional bodies,
• if we should find the truth about e-bola and understand
if it is as contagious as we all perceive it to be
• if the exchange of and freely available symptoms of the
e-bola virus available on the twitter is important for the
management of e-bola.
The bullets above should constitute the basis of tweet
categorizations for option (b) and should render a set of key
words which we should use in option (a). However,
whichever option we chose for answering research
questions, (a) or (b), we would also have to address many
other problems. What is the relevant information which we
need to analyze: symptoms, advice, or treatments? Would
the person who is infected by e-bola tweet? Do we really
need to know facts created by healthcare professionals?
Would tweeted information from communities affected by
e-bola have a bigger impact on humanitarian response?
What would be the expected measure for stopping the
spread of e-bola? Could twitter data educate the affected
communities? Could we alert WHO more efficiently
through the Twitter about the spread of e-bola? They might
have been very well prepared and organized for managing ebola, but they might at the same time face obstacles when
delivering help.
The list of questions is endless. They single out two
problems. Firstly, it will be very difficult to answer all the
questions one may have, but we could find out exactly
which questions we can really address by looking at the
content of the tweets. Secondly, we have to be very careful
with the methodology we use and we should explore all the
possibilities with options (a) and (b). Whether we perform a
content analysis on the categorized tweets or answering
research questions by manipulating with key words when
filtering tweets, our decision on the most suitable
methodology would have an impact on the answers to our
research questions.
THE METHDOLOGY
Our approach was to test both options (a) and (b) from
the Introduction and analyze which one would give us more
reliable answer to our research question.
Option (a) had advantages of dictating the filtering of
tweets through key words which were chosen by us and
therefore we could freely use a successful model of
selecting key words from (Juric et al., 2014). Having a
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CATEGORIZING TWEETS

Number of Retweets by Individuals
Number of Retweets by Organizations

In Step 4 of the methodology we explained how tweet
categories were defined. Here we give explanations for each
category.
FACTS are tweets which are easy to verify and check if
the information within them is verifiable. For each tweet
categorized as a FACT we could verify that the truth of
information. However, OPINIONS were tweets which could
not be verifiable, but could still carry information which is
relevant to e-bola. Some opinions were easy to detect
because they clearly expressed the individual’s views or
perception of events related to e-bola.
URL category belonged to tweets which use only URLs
in their content, which is similar to HAS-TAG-ONLY tweet
category. Both of these categories might be interpreted as
FACTS, because they might be verifiable through URLs and
#.
Categories
SYMPTOMS,
TREATMENTS,
PREVENTION and GUIDELINES are self-explanatory and
category N/A (not applicable) applies to tweets which are
not related to e-bola, i.e. we could not find explanations why
Tweepy selected these tweets.
The categories above were defined before we started
performing the content analysis. However, according to
Step 4 we were supposed to find more tweet categories
which were generated by owners of the tweets. i.e. we could
not see in advance that these tweet categories existed.
USED categories were tweets where #ebola has been
used to promote businesses (not related to e-bola) or
personal beliefs. CAMPAIGN category defined tweets
which will campaign for funds, donations or any kind of
help offered to communities affected by e-bola. IMAGE
category contained tweets with images referred from them
and QUESTION category contained tweets which asked
questions related to e-bola. It was interesting to note that
we found unusual tweets which gave us additional
information which could not belong to any other category.
We named them PRODUCTS. Therefore, we can find that
some LECTURES, PROJECTS and SEMINARS were
advertised as more specific type of PRODUCT.
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Table 1c How many tweets with #ebola have URL in their body?

URL Count in each tweet
0
1
2
3
4
Total

Number of
Tweets
239
758
251
66
1
1315

% of Tweets
18.17%
57.64%
19.09%
5.02%
0.08%
100.00%

Table 1 d How many tweets with #ebola have additional #
Number of
# Count
% of Tweets
in each tweet Tweets
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

36
385
376
234
168
27
45
7
25
9
3

2.74%
29.28%
28.59%
17.79%
12.78%
2.05%
3.42%
0.53%
1.90%
0.68%
0.24%

Total

1315

100.00%

Table 2a Collected Tweets and Retweets
Retweets
1262
Tweets
1479
Total
2741
Table 2 b Number of retweets per individual and organization
(must be more than 1)

THE RESULTS
We firstly show a brief overview of the analysis of
tweets collected in slots of time (12 hours each) on 12th, 14th
and 27th of January 2015. This was at least 1 week before ebola vaccination started being administered. We wanted to
show how tweets do not differ between these days. The
same applies to tweets throughout December 2014.
Because of space restrictions, we show only the number of
tweets that use URLs and additional # in their content, i.e.
we look at URL and HASH-TAG-ONLY categories.
Tables 1a-1d (12th of January), 2a-2d (14th of January)
and 3a-3d (27th of January) are self-explanatory.

Number of Retweets by Individuals
Number of Retweets by Organizations

26
100

Table 2 c How many tweets with #ebola have URL?
Num of
URL Count in each tweet
% of Tweets
Tweets
0
500
18.24%
1
1564
57.06%
2
639
23.31%
3
15
0.55%
4
23
0.84%
Total
2741
100.00%

Table 1a Collected Tweets and Retweets
Total
1315
Tweets
573
Retweets
742

Table 2d: How many tweets with #ebola use additional #
# Count
Num of Tweets
% of Tweets
in each tweet
0
43
1.57%
1
1317
48.05%

Table 1 b Number of retweets per individual and organization
(must be more than 1)
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2
3
4
5
6
7

857
220
158
57
52
11

31.27%
8.03%
5.76%
2.08%
1.90%
0.40%

8
9
10
Total

5
4
17
2741

0.18%
0.15%
0.61%
100.00%

9

0.32%

8
9
10
Total

10
5
3
2784

0.36%
0.18%
0.11%
100.00%

In order to understand better which categories appeared
in tweets, Table 4 shows categories of tweets collected on
the 27th of January 2015. It is interesting that FACTS
dominate followed by OPINIONS and CAMPAIGNS. We
could see that 7.8% of tweets misused #ebola, thus used it
for completely different purposes. Only 3.13% and 1.54% of
tweets would cover PREVENTION and TREATMANT
respectively. GUIDELINES were covered in only 0.61% of
tweets and DONATIONS were mentioned in only 0.5% of
tweets.
Table 5 gives us excerpts of AUTHORS of
RETWEETS. The WHO leads in the number of tweets
which were retweeted, but individuals play as important a
role in dissemination of information through retweets to a
wider community. Explanations might be in the number of
followers individuals may have, but there is no barrier for
each professional body to retweet and follow tweets issued
by another body in order to disseminate information on ebola more deeply to a wider community. This was not the
case. Similar results were found on the samples for 12th and
14th of January 2015.

We could see that professional organizations are
involved in retweeting (and individuals are not lagging
behind), but their number is surprisingly low. Retweeted
information penetrates deeper into live tweets and can reach
more individuals/organizations compared to tweets which
do not get attention through retweets. The power of retweets
is very well known: followers in the twitter communities
may increase the visibility of tweets to unprecedented levels
and reach communities which would otherwise not receive
such information.
Another important outcome from these tables is that a
significant number of tweets are verifiable on all three days.
They contain at least one URL and additional # and the
percentage of such tweets is relatively high. This means that
the (i) information available on the twitter had some
credibility and (ii) owners of these tweets made efforts to
squeeze as much information as possible into these tweets.

Table 4: Tweet Categories on the 27 January 2014
Category
Count
% of Tweets
FACT
1080
38.79%
OPINION
617
22.16%
CAMPAIGN
275
9.88%
USED
218
7.83%
URL
194
6.97%
QUESTION
162
5.82%
PREVENTION
87
3.13%
TREATMENT
43
1.54%
N/A
39
1.40%
GUIDELINES
17
0.61%
HASH TAG ONLY
16
0.57%
DONATION
14
0.50%
IMAGE
6
0.22%
PRODUCT
4
0.14%
PRODUCT- COURSE
3
0.11%
PRODUCT
–
3
0.11%
LECTURE
PRODUCT PROJECT
3
0.11%
SYMPTOMS
2
0.07%

Table 3a Collected Tweets and Retweets
Retweets
1337
Tweets
1447
Total
2784
Table 3 b Number of retweets per individual and organization
(must be more than 1)

Number of Retweets by Individuals
Number of Retweets by Organizations

7

50
61

Table 3 c How many tweets with #ebola have URL?
Num of
URL Count in each tweet
% of Tweets
Tweets
0
629
22.59%
1
1665
59.81%
2
442
15.88%
3
31
1.11%
4
17
0.61%
Total
2784
100.00%

PRODUCTCOURSE

Table 3d: How many tweets with #ebola use additional
# Count
Num of Tweets
% of Tweets
in each tweet
0
126
4.53%
1
1219
43.79%
2
769
27.62%
3
395
14.19%
4
163
5.85%
5
56
2.01%
6
29
1.04%

1
2784

0.04%
100.00%

CONCLUSION
This research gives a snapshot of problems we
experienced when trying to find out if communication on
Twitter could have addressed the unprecedented spread of ebola in West Africa before vaccination was available in
early 2015. Therefore we introduced our research question,
tried to find out which methodology we could use for
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answering it and analyzed the results. If we go back to the
research question which asked “if Twitter was used for
disseminating relevant information and helped to manage
the spread of e-bola in Western Africa” then we can find out
from the results of our analysis that it is very likely that the
answer to the question is NO!
For example, the categories of tweets, we predefined
and discovered when analyzing categories of individual
tweets, revealed that the tweets on symptoms, treatments
and guidelines, for managing e-bola, are almost non-existent
(see Table 4). Furthermore, Table 5 shows that professional
organizations (O) do not tweet sufficiently and individuals
(I) are highly present with their opinions and facts on e-bola.
Individuals do contribute towards the spread of relevant
information on e-bola and their contribution is as significant
as the involvement of professional bodies.

186

O

2 Bilal Bukhari

42

I

3 Imad Mesdoua

17

I

4 Oxfam

13

O

5 Umaru Fofana

13

I

6 FOX Business

12

O

7 Felicite Doubangar

10

8 MMI Global Health

10

I
O

9 CDC Travel Health

9

O

10 Calestous Juma

8

I

11 Congressmember Bass

8

I

12 Crawford Kilian

8

I

13 Ian M Mackay, PhD

8

I

14 Oxfam International

8

15 Tristan McConnell

8

O
I

16 Helen Clark

7

I

17 IOM

7

O

18 Raquel Ecenarro

7

19 MIT Tech Review

6

I
O

20 Un-Political Party

6

O

21 WHO

6

O

22

5

#Op_FL1NT

23 Nurse.com

5

I
O

24 Humanity First Int'l

4

O

25 MintPress News

4

O

26 Nealcarter

4

27 ONE

4

I
O

28 Bill Brieger Malaria

3

O

29 EbolaOutbreakMap.Com

3

O

30 Hopkins Nursing

3

O

31 MedicosSemFronteiras

3

O

32 RealStrongfacts

3

O

33 Sergi Reboredo

3

I

3

I

35 United Nations

3

O

36 CDC Emergency

2

O

37 Dr. Tom Frieden

2

I

38 Ebola Files

2

I

39
40
41
42

2

O

2
2
2

O
I
I

Ebola Plan
Gavi
Je Suis Charlie
Jerome Starkey

There are no proper initiatives from professional
organizations to retweet authors who tweet on e-bola.
Professional organizations fail to access a huge lists of
followers and consequently they fail to contribute towards
the quick spreading of relevant information on e-bola (Boyd
et al., 2010), (Nagarajan et al., 2010).
It is encouraging to see that the credibility of tweets is
relatively high (FACTS, URLs and #) (Mendoza et al.,
2010) and therefore there is a good will and attempts
amongst individuals and organizations to give us relevant
and verifiable information on e-bola.
Our methodology was specially designed for answering
the research question. However, we could see a certain
level of reusability if we decide that the best way of
analyzing live tweets is by performing their content analysis
which will require the categorization of tweets. The results
of this research should be juxtaposed with (Everiss et al.,
2015) and debate if e-bola vaccination had changed the way
we use twitter for addressing and possibly managing the
spread of e-bola.
We could not find any related work which could be
juxtaposed to this research and help us to evaluate our
methodology and results. However, we would like to draw
the reader’s attention to a few interesting publications which
deal with similar issues: could we analyze twitter data for a
particular purpose and which methodology should we use?
(Dumbrel and Steele, 20115) looked at the global
public health twitter campaign and analyzed over 160
million tweets. Their result points towards a change in
communication strategies of future pubic healthcare
campaigns. (Doan et al., 2012) developed a filtering
method for influencing messages on twitter using ontologies
which secures filtering according to a selection of their own
“semantic features” found in tweets. (Xie et al., 2014) were
interested in tracking disease outbreaks through mining of
social media data and (Lindsey, 2014) explores social media
and disasters and gives a broader picture of the value of
social media data in general for creating humanitarian
response. There are a few good examples of the efficacy of
twitter data in managing disasters in Queensland (Burns et
al., 2012), Haiti (Dugdae et al., 2012) and during the HINI
outbreak (Chew and Eysenback, 2010).

Table 5 Number of Tweets per author
Tweet Author
Number
O/I
1 UNICEF

34 Tony Citizen
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becoming a national standard in 1977, was extensively used
to encrypt government and commercial data. However,
these days the DES is considered to be somewhat insecure
for most of the applications because it has a rather short key
size, which is only 56 bits. As illustration, in the DES
Challenge III, which was one of a series of brute force
attack contests organized by Rivest, Shamir, Adleman
(RSA) Security, the secret key of the DES was recovered in
22 hrs 15 mins (RSA Security, 1999). Eventually, the NIST
issued a call for the development of new algorithms for the
advanced encryption standard (AES) to replace the DES in
1997.During a global competition, cryptographers from
variouscountries experimented with developing a new
standard. In August 1998, 15 different algorithms were
selected by the NIST as prospective candidates at the First
AES Candidate Conference. In August 1999, the NIST
announced that the five finalist algorithms, selected out of
the 15 candidates, were MARS, RC6, Rijndael, Serpent and
Twofish. On October 2000, Rijndael was selected as the
ultimate winner of the AES competition and became thus
the prevalent AES (National Institute of Standards and
Technology, 2000). The AES was published by the NIST as
the U.S. Federal Information Processing Standards
Publication 197 (FIPS PUB 1997) on November 26, 2001
(National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2001).
The AES is one of the major secret key algorithms in
cryptography. It is employed in a variety of applications
including smart cards, internet web servers, automated teller
machines (ATMs) and so on (IBM Corporation, 2008; NXP
Corporation, 2008). Both the hardware and software
implementations are taken into consideration while
addressing the AES algorithms. In addition to achieving
the standard requirements, the hardware realization
provides better security than the software implementation
when
using
the
AES
algorithm.
Recently,

ABSTRACT
The S-Box (or substitution-box) is the key element in
the advanced encryption standard currently recognized as
one of the most popular secret key algorithms in
cryptography. The elliptical curve cryptography, one of the
best options for protecting sensitive information, is a public
key cryptosystem centered on elliptical curve theory that
uses faster, smaller and more efficient cryptographic keys.
Earlier, investigations based on the use of the S-box with
elliptical curve in the implementation of the advanced
encryption techniques were conducted by the authors with
the prime idea of reducing the chip area and increasing the
speed of operations, specifically in constructing the S-box.
The problem is revisited here and further studies and
analysis were made on the S-Box architecture based on the
use of very high speed integrated circuit hardware
description language coupled with Galois field arithmetic,
the primary simulation software employed being ModelSim
in conjunction with Xilinx. Besides, finite and binary field
theory with the latest version of Java NetBeans integrated
development environment was utilized as a platform for the
realization of elliptical curve for key generation, key
exchanges and digital signatures. The implementation of the
architecture on a Xilinx XC2VP30 field programmable gate
array board with application- specific integrated circuits
using 0.18 µm standard cell technology library demonstrates
substantial delay improvement.
INTRODUCTION
In the 1970s, a research team from the International
Business Machines (IBM) originally designed the data
encryption standard (DES) (National Bureau of Standards,
1997), which is a block cipher subsequently adopted as a
federal standard by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards
(NBS), currently known as the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). The ultimate motivation
behind this standard was to come up with a rigorous method
for protecting sensitive information. The DES, after
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

An iterative procedure for generating the prime
implicants of switching functions by utilizing a new tabular
mode of functional representation called clause-column
table was recently proposed by Das and Khabra. The
method generates all the prime implicants of functions given
in the sum-of-products or in the product-of-sums forms,
both canonical and noncanonical and is computationally
very efficient. The approach can be applied to finding the
prime implicants of functions having a large number of
unspecified or don’t care terms as well. In a clause-column
table representation of a function, the set of literals or
clauses defining a product or sum term in the sum-ofproducts or product-of-sums form, respectively, appears in a
column, the total number of columns in the table being
equal to the number of such product or sum terms. Though
the basic principle utilized in the procedure is that of
successive expansion around the literals as used in some of
the other existing methods, the way the expansion is carried
through is entirely different and reduces the generation of
redundant terms to a great extent. For a switching function
specified in the product-of-sums form, the method gives all
the prime implicants, while for a switching function given in
the sum-of-products form, the procedure provides all the
prime implicates first and is next applied to this set of prime
implicates to get the prime implicants of the function. In the
paper, an appraisal has been made of the performance of this
prime implicant generation algorithm by simulating it on a
computer under constraints of different numbers of variables
and different numbers of terms in the product-of-sum (sumof-products) representations of the functions. The detailed
results on simulation are provided, within the limits of space
constraint, with various tables and charts. The experimental
outcome indicates that the algorithm performs quite
elegantly with respect to the CPU time and memory usage.

An important problem of combinational switching
theory research is concerned with obtaining suitable
algorithms for the simplification of switching functions in
connection with the general problem of their economic
realization. The usual approach to the solution of the
simplification problem involves, in general, consideration of
two distinct phases: i) In the first phase, all the prime
implicants of the function are generated, ii) while in the
second phase, from this set of all the prime implicants, a
minimal subset of prime implicants (according to some
criterion of minimality) is selected such that their union is
equivalent to the function and again from which none of the
prime implicants can be deleted without sacrificing
equivalence. Over the years, many different algorithms have
been developed for solving both the first and second phase
of this simplification problem. In the subject paper, only the
problem related to the first phase of simplification, that is,
finding all the prime implicants of switching functions is
discussed from the standpoint of performance evaluation.
Though there are a number of methods for determining
the prime implicants of switching functions, the most
popular among those are the map methods of Veitch (1952)
and Karnaugh (1953) and tabular technique of QuineMcCluskey (McCluskey, 1956; 1965) which utilize the
minterm form representations of switching functions.
Recently developed techniques of prime implicant
determination include those of Scheinman (1962), Hall
(1962), Das and Choudhury (1965) and Slagle et al. (1970).
Scheinman developed a tabular technique for the generation
of prime implicants of switching functions starting from the
minterm type expressions where all of the prime implicants
of the functions are not generated sometimes, though the
prime implicants required for the minimal solutions are
invariably obtained. One advantage of this method is that it
is directly applicable to finding the minimal forms of the
functions as well. The binary sieve method developed by
Hall generates all the prime implicants starting also from the
minterm form representation. The method is somewhat akin
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to the approach of Quine-McCluskey and quite suitable for
manual computation with the decimal form of
representation. An algebraic approach based primarily on
successive expansion to generate all the prime implicants of
a switching function utilizing the maxterm-type expression
was initially proposed by Nelson (1955). A disadvantage of
this method is that at every stage in the process of
expansion, generally a large number of redundant terms are
generated, which have to be eliminated by comparison with
all the other terms. This basic idea of Nelson was later
utilized by Das and Choudhury (1965) in developing a
tabular approach for a more efficient generation of all the
prime implicants of switching functions starting from the
maxterm-type expression given in the decimal form. Das
and Choudhury also extended their method for generating
the prime implicants of functions having a large number of
unspecified or don’t care terms. Slagle et al. (1970)
described an algorithm for the generation of prime
implicants of switching functions that does not generate the
same prime implicants more than once, although the
algorithm sometimes generates some nonprime implicants.
An advantage of this technique is that it does not need large
storage capacity for implementation on a digital computer
and works equally well with either the conjunctive or
disjunctive form of the function, both canonical and
noncanonical. The function being specified algebraically in
the sum-of-products or product-of-sums form, the basic
approach is to first find the frequency ordering of the
different literals in the product or sum terms and then to
carry out a process of expansion about the different
variables in one or more levels through a series of trees
called semantic trees.
A novel algorithm for generating the prime implicants
of switching functions by utilizing a new tabular mode of
functional representation called clause-column table was
recently proposed by Das and Khabra (1972). This method
generates all the prime implicants of functions given in the
sum-of-products or in the product-of-sums forms, both
canonical and noncanonical and is computationally very
efficient. The approach can also be applied to finding the
prime implicants of functions having a large number of
unspecified or don’t care terms as well. Though the basic
principle utilized in the procedure is that of successive
expansion about the literals as used in some of the other
existing methods, the manner in which the expansion is
carried out is entirely different. The method greatly reduces
the generation of redundant terms and completely eliminates
the generation of duplicate and null terms.
In this paper, an appraisal has been made of the
performance of this prime implicant generation algorithm of
Das and Khabra by simulating it on a computer under
constraints of increased numbers of variables and of
different numbers of terms in the product-of-sum or sum-ofproducts representations of the functions. The results on
simulation are provided in terms of various tables and
charts, as much as possible, within the constraint of length.
The experimental outcome indicates that the algorithm
performs quite elegantly under all conditions with respect to
CPU time and memory usage. It is relevant to mention here
that the authors (Das and Khabra) originally programmed
their algorithm at the University of Ottawa on an IBM
mainframe (360 system) using programming language APL

with observations that the algorithm is straightforward,
simple and also efficient and rapidly converging even in the
case of large tables with too much iterations. But they did
not report any numerical data from their simulations in the
paper at that time.
GENERATING PRIME IMPLICANTS FROM
MAXTERM-TYPE EXPRESSIONS—A BRIEF
OUTLINE OF DAS AND KHABRA APPROACH
Given a switching function F of n independent variables
(x1 , x2 , … , xn ) in the sum-of-products (products-of-sums)
form, canonical or noncanonical, a table can be readily
made in the following manner. Designate the different
simple product (simple sum) terms in the sum-of-products
(products-of-sums) form of F as α1 , α1 , ⋯ , αm where m
represents the total number of simple product (simple sum)
terms in F. Write all the simple product (simple sum) terms
α1 , α1 , ⋯ , αm in a row and below each of the product (sum)
terms make an entry of the set of literals or clause it consists
of in a columnar form. Each of the columns headed by a
specific product (sum) term then gives a collection of
literals included in that product (sum) term. Such a table is
called a clause-column table. This table incorporates all the
necessary information as contained in the original sum-ofproducts (products-of-sums) form of the function in a
readily recognizable manner.
Consider the following four-variable switching function
F.
F(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = (x�1 + x� 2 + x3 + x4 )(x� 1 + x2 + x3
+ x� 4 )(x� 1 + x� 2 + x� 3 + x� 4 )
(x�1 + x2 + x� 3 + x� 4 )(x1 + x2 + x� 3 + x4 )
(x1 + x� 2 + x� 3 + x� 4 )(x�1 + x2 + x3 + x4 )
The clause-column table representation of the function
F is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Clause-column table representation of the function F
α1

α𝟐

α𝟑

α𝟒

α𝟓

α𝟔

α𝟕

x�1

x� 1

x� 1

x� 1

x1

x1

x�1

x� 2

x2

x� 2

x2

x2

x� 2

x2

x3

x3

x� 3

x� 3

x� 3

x� 3

x3

x4

x� 4

x� 4

x� 4

x4

x� 4

x4

When a switching function is not specified in the
canonical sum-of-products (products-of-sums) form, then in
the clause-column table representation of the function we
may have, in general: i) some of the columns consisting of
only single literals; ii) some of the columns with identical
sets of literals; iii) some of the columns with literals
included in the sets of (that is, forming proper subset of)
literals appearing in some other columns; and iv) columns
having some or none of the literals common between them.
In the following, we briefly provide an outline of the
algorithm by Das and Khabra for a comprehensive
understanding.
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conducted on different switching functions given initially in
the product-of-sums form and later in the sum-of-products
form using Java programming language. The simulation was
carried out on a Toshiba laptop (Processor–Intel Core i7)
with 4GB of RAM running Windows 7 (64-bit) operating
system.
A snippet of the algorithm code in Java is given below.
_____________________________________________
_____________
mport java.io.*;
import java.util.*;
public class Clause_Column_Table {
public static void main(String[] args) throws
IOException {
String exp;
System.out.println("\nEnter the expression: ");
BufferedReader BR=new BufferedReader(new
InputStreamReader(System.in));
exp = BR.readLine();
int lastIndex = 0;
int count =0;
while(lastIndex != -1){
lastIndex = exp.indexOf(")",lastIndex);

ALGORITHM
STEP 1: Given a switching function in the sum-ofproducts or product-of-sums form, canonical or noncanonical, form the clause-column table representation of
the function.
STEP 2: Read the clause-column table. Select the
essential literals, if any, and delete all those columns of the
table containing the essential literals. If x j * is an essential
literal, also delete the literal x� j *, if any, from all the
remaining columns and delete all but one of the columns
with identical sets of literals and dominated columns, if any.
Form a reduced clause-column table consisting of the
remaining literals of those columns from which literals are
deleted and the rest of the columns, if any. Repeat STEP 2
iteratively until either all the columns are deleted or there
are no columns with essential literals, columns with
identical sets of literals and dominated columns in the
reduced table.
STEP 3: Find the frequency ordering of the literals in
the reduced clause-column table.
STEP 4: Select the literals xi ∗ that occur in the
maximum number of columns in the reduced clause-column
table. If more than one literal occurs in the maximum
number of columns of the table, select any one of these
literals xi ∗ arbitrarily.
Delete all the columns of the table in which
the literal xi ∗ appears and also delete the
literal x� i ∗, if any, from all the remaining
columns. Form a reduced clause-column table
consisting of the remaining literals of the
columns from which x� i ∗ is deleted and rest of
the columns, if any. Go to STEP 2.
Delete the literal xi ∗ from all the columns of
the reduced clause-column table in which it
appears and form a reduced clause-column
table consisting of the remaining literals of
these columns and rest of the columns, if any,
that do not contain xi ∗. Go to STEP 2.
STEP 5: Follow STEPS 2–4 iteratively until all
the columns of the clause-column table are deleted.
In the final set of terms obtained, compare the
different terms for redundancy. If there exist terms
such as A and AB, where A and B are simple
products, then the term AB is redundant. Delete the
redundant terms, if any.
If the function F is given in the product-ofsums form, the set of irredundant products that
remain represents all the prime implicants R P
of F. Stop.
If the function F is given in the sum-ofproducts form, the set of irredundant products
that remain represents all the prime implicants
R P of its dual function F D . Take duals of these
prime implicants and obtain an expression for
F in the product-of-sums form. Go to STEP 1.
The flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

if( lastIndex != -1){
count ++;
lastIndex+=")".length();
}
}
if(count<=2) {
sum_of_products
sum_of_products();
sop.func_sop(exp);
}
else {
product_of_sums
product_of_sums();
pos.func_pos(exp);

sop

=

new

pos

=

new

}
}
}
public class product_of_sums {
public void func_pos(String exp) {
String f;
f = exp;
String[] f1 = f.split("=");
String
f11
=
f1[0].replace("F",
"").replace("(","").replace(")", "").trim();
String[] f2 = f11.split(",");
String f12 = f1[1].replace("(", "");
String[] f3 = f12.split("\\)");
int cnum = f3.length;
int m = f2.length;
String Ctable[][]=new String[m][cnum];
String Cstable[][]=new String[m][cnum];
for (int k=0;k<f3.length;k++) {
int j =0;
for (String retval: f3[k].split("\\+")) {
Ctable[j][k] = retval.trim();
Cstable[j][k] = Ctable[j][k];

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed prime
implicant generation algorithm, extensive simulations were
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j++;
}
if(j<m) {
for (int i=j;i<m;i++){
Ctable[i][k] = "0";
Cstable[i][k] = " ";
}
}

numbers of variables are less, the numbers of terms are large
which resulted in more iterations with consequent increase
in CPU time and storage.
Table 2. CPU time and memory usage for different numbers of
terms and different numbers of variables (product-of-sums
form)
Number
of
variables
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10

}
for (int i=0;i<m;i++){
f2[i] = f2[i].trim();
}
System.out.println();
System.out.println("The Clause-Column table is:
");
for(int i=0;i<m;i++){
for(int j=0;j<cnum;j++){
System.out.format("%5s",Cstable[i][j]);
}
System.out.println();
}
System.out.println();
Clause_Column tb = new Clause_Column();
tb.Print_Table(f2,Ctable,m,cnum,1);
}
}
_____________________________________________
______________
As an illustration, we furnish the following fourvariable switching function F 1 given in the product-of-sums
form which was simulated for the generation of the prime
implicants.
F 1 (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = (x1 + x2 + x3 ) (x1 + x� 2+ x� 4 ) (x1 +
x2 + x� 3 + x4 ) (x�1 + x� 2 + x3 + x� 4 )

α2

α3

α4

x1

x1

x1

x�1

x2

x� 2

x2

x� 2

x3

x� 4

x� 3

x3

x4

x� 4

2
3
4
4
7
7
8
8
10
12
13
8
10
12
13
8
10
12
13
8
10
12
13
8
10
12
13
8
10
12
13

Number
of prime
implicants
12
7
5
6
5
4
3
2
1
3
4
7
7
5
5
21
13
5
3
3
2
2
3
7
10
10
4
11
9
5
2

CPU
time
(ms)
49
50
53
56
69
59
57
70
74
78
85
62
75
76
108
74
77
84
98
84
91
97
98
94
96
99
102
87
89
87
102

Memory
usage
(MB)
1.60
1.60
1.62
1.62
1.94
2.0
1.94
2.27
2.26
2.29
2.59
1.95
1.97
2.26
3.27
2.26
2.24
2.59
2.63
2.26
2.60
2.63
2.92
2.93
2.59
2.93
2.96
2.24
2.91
2.60
2.94

As yet another example, consider the generation of the
prime implicates of the following four-variable switching
function F 2 .
F 2 (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = x1 x2 x� 3 + x1 x� 2 x4 + x1 x2 x� 3 x� 4 +
x�1 x� 2 x3 x� 4 + x1 x3 x4 + x� 2 x3 x4 + x�1 x2 x3 + x1 x2 x3 x4

Table 1. Clause-column table representation of the function F 1
α1

Number
of terms

The clause-column table representation of the function
F 2 is shown below in Table 3.
Table 3. Clause-column table representation of the dual of the
function F 2

The prime implicants of the function F 1 are:
(i) x1 x� 2, (ii) x1 x3 , (iii) x1 x� 4 , (iv) x2 x� 4 , (v) x� 2 x3 x4
The runtime of the algorithm was 53 ms, while memory
usage was 1.62 Mbytes.
Table 2 shows the number of prime implicants, CPU
simulation time (ms) and memory usage (MB) for different
numbers of terms and different variables of the functions.
From an observation of Table 2, we see that the CPU
time of the algorithm generally increases with the number of
variables and number of terms. Similarly, we notice that the
memory usage of the algorithm also increases with the
number of variables and number of terms. However,
sporadic exceptions could be seen in the table which could
be due to the fact that for some functions, although the

α1

α2

α3

α4

α5

α6

α7

α8

x1

x1

x1

x� 1

x1

x� 2

x� 1

x1

x2

x� 2

x2

x� 2

x3

x3

x2

x2

x� 3

x4

x� 3

x3

x4

x4

x3

x3

x� 4

x� 4

x4

The prime implicates of the function F 2 are:
(i) x1 + x3 , (ii) x1 + x2 + x3 , (iii) x�1 + x2 + x4
The runtime of the algorithm was 60 ms and memory
usage was 1.92 Mbytes.
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out. The experimental evidence indicates that the algorithm
performs quite elegantly with respect to CPU time and
memory usage. Further studies with larger numbers of
variables and larger numbers of terms of the function might
provide a better insight into the efficiency of the algorithm.

14
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6
4
2
0
4
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6

7

8

9

10

Fig. 2 Memory usage with different numbers of variables and
different numbers of terms (product-of-sums form)
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Fig. 3 CPU time with different numbers of variables and
different numbers of terms (product-of-sums form)
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Fig. 4 CPU time with different numbers of variables and
different numbers of terms (sum-of-products form)

Figure 2 depicts that the memory usage of the algorithm
and shows that it generally increases with the number of
variables and number of terms. Similarly, from the
observation of Figure 3, we find that the CPU time of the
algorithm also increases with the number of variables and
number of terms, though there are exceptions. Likewise,
Fig. 4 shows a plot of CPU time for different numbers of
variables and different numbers of terms when the functions
are given in sum-of-products form.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the current research, the performance evaluation by
computer simulation of a developed prime implicant
generation algorithm by Das and Khabra has been carried
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START

Form the clause-column table
representation of the given function.

Read the clause-column table.

Yes

Designate the table
as Mk → Mk+1

Are there columns with
essential literals, columns
with identical sets of literals
and dominated column?

Store Mk

No

No
Select the essential literals and delete all the
columns containing those literals. If xj* is an
essential literal, then also delete the literal
x� j *, if any, from all the remaining columns
and delete all except one of the columns with
identical sets of literals and dominated
columns.

From a reduced clausecolumn table containing the
remaining literals of those
columns from which literals
are deleted and the rest of the
columns, if any.

No

Find the frequency
ordering of the
literals in the table.

Does there exist a
single literal xi*
that occurs in the
maximum number
of columns in the
table Mk?.

Choose one of the
literals xi* that occur
in
the
maximum
number of columns in
the table Mk.

Are all the
columns of
the
table
deleted?

Yes

Is there any
table left in
the store?

Select the literal
xi*, delete all the
columns of the table
Mk in which the
literal xi* appears
and also delete the
literal x� i ∗, if any,
from the remaining
columns.

Yes
Yes
No
Collect the different literals selected,
obtain the final set of terms, compare the
terms for redundancy and delete the
redundant terms.

Take the duals of the
irredundant
product
terms and form a
product-of-sums form
of the function.

Yes

No

Is the given function F
specified in the productof-sums form?

Pick up the table Mk,
delete the literal xi*
from all the columns
of the table in which it
appears and form a
reduced clause-column
table consisting of the
remaining literals of
these columns and the
rest of the columns, if
any

Yes
STOP

Fig. 1 A flow chart of the algorithm of Das and Khabra
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Are all the
columns of
the table Mk
deleted?

No
Form a reduced
clause-column table
consisting of the
remaining literals of
those columns from
which the literal
x� i ∗ is deleted and
the rest of the
columns, if any.
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mileage of 50 miles per gallon, the vehicle would consume
1 gallon of gas per week. In order to find the mass of
carbon dioxide released from burning 1 gallon of gasoline
the combustion equation with 100 percent theoretical air
is used [2], as shown in Equation 1.

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a cost-effective way to design and
implement an electric vehicle that can reach a speed of 10
mph in less than 15 seconds in recreational areas. The
electrical vehicle is designed with the integration of a small
chassis, a continuous variable transmission, a four-quadrant
bidirectional DC-DC converter, a 5000W brushless DC
motor, four 12V lead-acid batteries, and an 87W solar panel.
The vehicle is designed by considering four subsystems:
The DC-DC converter, the charging system, the control
system, and the cooling system. The best engineering design
solution is then generated for each subsystem that
maximizes the effectiveness of the technology involved to
make each subsystem fully functional. Critical decoupling
capacitors are incorporated into the bidirectional DC-DC
converter for better performance, the charging system is
interfaced to the system with a 48V booster, the control
system is designed so that motor voltage increases linearly
with a pedal press, and a cooling system consisting of fins
and fans is designed.

8

18

2

2

2

2

2

C H + 12.5(O + 3.76N ) = 8CO + 9H O + 47N
(1)
Using Equation 1 and converting to a per mass basis, it
can be seen that 1 g of C8H18 (octane) combusted with 362
g of air produces 3 g of CO2. So when 1 gallon (or 2.6 kg)
of C8H18 is combusted, 8.01 kg of CO2 is created per
week. This comes out to 416.52 kg per year. By making the
switch from gasoline power to solar power, 416.52 kg of
𝐶𝐾2 can be kept out of the atmosphere per year. This may
not be a lot compared to the 5446 million metric tons put
into the atmosphere every year by the U.S [3], but by
proving that combustion vehicles can successfully be
converted to solar power and quantifying the amount of 𝐶𝐾2
which is being eliminated from the atmosphere, more people
might consider switching old cars, lawn mowers, or
recreational vehicles over to solar power.
By comparing the cost of the combustion vehicle and
the electric vehicle, one can begin to see the
benefits of switching to solar power. If initial cost of both
systems are compared it appears that the combustion motor
is the better value. For instance, a single 10
horsepower Briggs & Stratton motor costs $670. When a
vehicle with this type of gas engine is converted to electric
vehicle, the new electric system consists of the solar panel,
four batteries, and an electric motor. The approximate cost
of the electric system is
$1201. The electric system is clearly much more
expensive initially, but where the electric system gains an
advantage is in fuel cost. The sun’s energy is free, while a
gallon of gas is currently $2.69. Going off of the assumed
usage of 1 gallon of gas per week the total annual fuel cost
of the combustion system would be $140. The fuel cost of
the electric system would be $0. In about 4 years the
combustion system becomes more expensive than the
electric system when considering fuel cost. If you expect to
own both systems for twenty years the combustion system
initial cost plus fuel cost goes up to $3,470, while the
electric system stays at $1,201. These numbers were
obtained assuming gas prices remain constant and assuming
there will be no tax on carbon dioxide in the future, neither
of which is guaranteed.

INTRODUCTION
Global warming is a serious concern in today’s world,
in fact the American government considers global warming
the largest threat to America’s future [1]. In light of
this everyone should seek to reduce carbon emissions in any
way possible. The Indiana University – Purdue University
Fort Wayne (IPFW) Electric Vehicle (EV) can be seen as a
proof of concept to contribute to the efforts in design and
implementation of emission free vehicles. By converting
a vehicle from a gas engine to an electric motor, the car can
be powered entirely by the sun using batteries and a solar
panel. This system will drastically cut down on greenhouse
gas emissions. The IPFW Electric Vehicle proves a vehicle
that produces no greenhouse gases is not only feasible, but
beneficial. The following sections of this paper
sufficiently prove the feasibility of our design, but in order
to prove that it is beneficial, the cost and environmental
impact of the design will be compared to a design that
employs the gas motor.
The environmental impact of the IPFW electric vehicle
can be considered by looking at the amount of carbon
dioxide which is being eliminated by replacing the
combustion motor with an electric motor, batteries, and
solar panel. Assume that the vehicle is used for recreation
and travels 50 miles per week. Using an estimated gas
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In the end, on both an economic basis and
environmental basis, the electric vehicle is the preferred
solution. Global warming is a widely accepted scientific
fact, and the faster electric vehicle technology progresses,
the more we can slow global warming’s effects. The
IPFW EV proves that any sized vehicle can be converted
to solar power, and every combustion engine taken out of
service reduces greenhouse gas emissions and slows the
effects of global warming.
Interestingly, electric vehicles were used long before
global warming was even discovered. They first gained
widespread use at the beginning of the last century – in
1900, a third of the vehicles being driven were electric [4].
Electric vehicles were popular because of their quietness,
ease of use, and lack of foul smell. Ferdinand Porsche, the
creator of the famous Porsche sports car, developed an
electric car in 1898. However, they all but disappeared from
American roads until the late 20th century. It was not until
1997, when Toyota introduced the hybrid Prius, that the
modern era of electric vehicles began, and it was not until
2006 when Tesla announced the production of an electric
sports car that the electric vehicle industry really took off.
In late 2010, Chevy released the hybrid Volt and Nissan
released the all-electric LEAF. Several more manufacturers
followed, and there are now 59 electric and hybrid models
available.
With realizations of the scarcity and
environmental costs of oil, the electric vehicle industry has
significant growth ahead.

advantages over induction motors, including less heat
generation, better peak efficiency, and better control and
stability [7]. Finally, neither of these two electric vehicle
designs incorporated an independent means of charging the
vehicle.
It is important to make the leap from
environmentally-harmful gasoline to electricity, but if the
electricity is produced by traditional power plants, the
benefit of conversion is debatable. It is important to
implement a method of renewable and environmentally-safe
energy generation like solar-panel charging to achieve a true
environmentally-friendly vehicle.
The design process that was employed in this research
project is the one outlined by Bejan et al. [8] and Jaluria
[9]. The first essential and basic feature of this process
is the formulation of the problem statement. The
formulation of the design problem statement involves
determining the requirements of the system, the given
parameters, the design variables, any limitations or
constraints, and any additional considerations arising from
safety, financial, environmental, or other concerns.
The EV should meet the following specifications.
Batteries and a DC motor must power and propel the
vehicle. These batteries are responsible for energizing
every part of the vehicle, and the DC motor is alone
responsible for achieving locomotion.
A solar panel
must be able to recharge the batteries within 18 hours.
The solar panel and a corresponding charging system will
be used to charge the batteries when the system is not in
use. The electric vehicle must be able to accelerate to a top
speed of 7-10 mph in 15 seconds and maintain that speed.
The vehicle must have a cooling system sufficient to
prevent any component from overheating. The weight of
the electric vehicle, including the driver, must not exceed
400 lbs. The vehicle and other extra costs must not exceed
the budget of $1000.

In this paper, the design and implementation of
the IPFW concept EV is given by transforming the
conventional gas engine vehicle to an emission-free EV in a
cost effective way. The characterization of a small electric
vehicle in terms of four essential subsystems is discussed in
detail. Then, an engineering design is generated via the
iterative design process for each subsystem. The four
subsystem designs are presented as a complete design for
a small electric vehicle ideal for use in recreational areas
and on university campuses.

These requirements were chosen by looking at
given parameters and determining requirements that are
feasible when transforming a conventional gas-engine
vehicle to an electric vehicle. 12 V UB12500 lead acid
batteries are used in the system to power the vehicle.
The battery-charging system should be driven by a Kyocera
Photovoltaic Module, Model # KC85T as a solar panel.
The vehicle should be propelled by an existing HPM5000B
Brushless Motor made by Golden Motor. The interface
between the motor and the batteries should employ the
bidirectional DC-DC converter using four-quadrant
topology. The vehicle should employ a small chassis
used by a previous senior design group, as well as its
corresponding wheels and suspension system.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Before taking on the challenge of designing and
modeling an electric vehicle, it is instructive to consider the
techniques employed elsewhere to design, model, and
simulate electric vehicles.
Researchers from the
Polytechnical Institute of Coimbra in Portugal published a
paper in which a gas-powered vehicle is converted into
an electric vehicle, and then modeled and simulated [5]. The
authors used NiMH battery technology. However, NiMH
batteries have a very high self-discharge rate, a high
maintenance requirement, and limited discharge rates.
Lead acid batteries are a better choice, since they have one
of the lowest self-discharge rates, have a low maintenance
requirement, can support high discharge rates, and are
also relatively inexpensive. Another example of the design
and modeling of an electric vehicle is documented in a
paper by researchers from the Sepuluh Nopember Institute
of Technology in Indonesia [6]. Interestingly, the authors
used an induction motor, even though most electric vehicles
employ brushless DC motors. DC motors provide
several

HIGH-LEVEL SYSTEM DESIGN
The Electric Vehicle was divided into four subsystems:
a charging system, the DC-DC converter, a control system
and a cooling system. The charging system will be
charging the batteries that will run the electric vehicle.
A solar panel will be placed on the top of the vehicle.
There are two ways to implement the charging system. One
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is that the system will use mainly solar power to recharge
the batteries that will run the electric vehicle. The system
will use a 48 V booster attached to the solar panel. The
second method is to adding AC charging capability. Adding
AC charging option to the vehicle would facilitate the
charging of the vehicle in the case of lack of sunlight.
This will make the vehicle less dependable on sunlight
to have any type of charge. On the other hand, new
components must be developed including a new control
system that will control how the batteries are being charged.

create a reliable relationship between pedal and speed,
extensive tests must be made.
Another solution is to
make the control system linearly relate the input from the
pedal to the voltage being supplied to the motor. This is the
control system that is currently being used to supply the
voltage to the motor. Unfortunately, it will probably be
harder for the driver to control the speed.
The control system was selected using four criteria:
ease of design, safety, maintenance, and reliability.
Safety- wise, the speed control is somewhat superior to the
voltage control because it has an easier learning curve than
the voltage control. However, the voltage control concept
has a simpler design because it directly relates the pedal to
the amount of voltage to be sent to the motor, whereas
for the speed control a good speed relationship is achieved
by extensive testing.
Consequently, due to its simpler
implementation, the voltage control system was chosen
for our final design.

Five criteria were considered for the charging system:
cost, ease of design, safety, maintenance, and reliability.
The 48 V booster is considered to have a lower cost since
all the components needed to implement the idea have
already been bought. Furthermore, all the components of
for the 48 V booster are already installed and have been
tested to work making it an easier design. Neither of the
concepts seems to be safer than the other. The
maintenance of the system will make it harder if an AC
component is added because maintenance must be provided
to the solar charging and the AC charging. On the other
hand, the system will be more reliable since it will not
only depend on solar power to charge the batteries and
the vehicle could still be charged without sunlight. Due to
only being inferior in one category, the 48 V booster is
chosen for the final design.

The goal of the cooling system is to maintain a safe
battery temperature. In order to accomplish this, three
possible solutions were generated. The first solution
involves the use of a water jacket. A water jacket surrounds
the object which needs cooling with an enclosure which has
water flowing through it. The heat is expelled from the
system using a radiator. This system is complex and
expensive, yet has a very high capacity for heat removal.
The next solution involves using only fans blowing over the
battery. This solution
consists
of
building
an
enclosure
around
the batteries and using forced
convection by fans to cool. This solution is cheap, but may
not remove the required amount of heat. The final solution
is the combination of fins and fans. This method consists of
the using the same design which involved fans but adding
fins to the battery to increase surface area and cooling.
This method is relatively cheap, but has a high capacity of
heat removal. For these reasons the final design solution
chosen was the fin and fan combination.

The bi-directional DC-DC converter is used in the
electric vehicle. The converter has been designed so that
it can use 4 batteries with a total of 48 V and be able to
convert to as high as 72 V. The noise in the system must be
reduced to be able to reach the output that the system was
designed for, or close to it.
One solution involves decoupling capacitors, in which
capacitors are installed between the difference voltage
sources in the DC-DC converter. This will reduce the
amount of noise that reaches the microcontroller. The
advantage of this method is that it is simple to implement
and drastically reduces noise. Another solution is to not
only use the decoupling capacitors but also add more
shielding to the wires that come from power electronics to
the microcontroller. This will further improve the noise
reduction in the system, specifically the one from the power
electronics to the microcontroller. However, because it is
likely that the capacitors will remove most of the noise, the
initial chosen approach will be to solely implement the
decoupling capacitors.

DETAILED DESIGN SOLAR PANEL
The solar panel will be connected to the electric vehicle
through a 48 V booster to interface it to the four 12 V
batteries. The panel will be mounted on the top of
the electric vehicle, which is a flat surface. This is ideal
since there will be nothing between the solar panel and the
sun.
For maximum charging efficiency, the solar panel
should perpendicularly face the sun. This tilt should be
allowed to vary over the year. For instance, in Fort Wayne,
IN, the ideal tilt is 72° from vertical in July but only 26° in
December. Therefore, a hinged mechanism will be
implemented that allows the solar panel to be manually

The control system will obtain the output from the
pedal and send the correct voltage input to the motor.
One solution is the following: The control system will
directly relate the input of the pedal to the speed of the
vehicle. This will give the driver a better control on the
speed of the car, furthermore it will be easier for the driver
to understand how the vehicle works since it is a similar
system to that of a typical car. Unfortunately to be able to

.
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For proper system control, as well as for the driver’s
sake, it is important to detect the exact speed of the vehicle.
This can be accomplished by tracking the number of
rotations of a vehicle axle. One of the simplest and most
rugged ways to measure axle rotation is to create an ironcored coil with a magnet attached to one end. When ferrous
metal is moved near this coil, a current is induced in the coil
due to the changing magnetic field in the coil. By fixing the
coil near the teeth of a rotating gear, the rotational speed of
the gear can be determined by measuring the frequency of
the sinusoidal waveform produced in the coil.
When the vehicle cruise control is activated, the electric
vehicle should maintain its current speed without needing the
driver to continue pressing the pedal. The pedal should
maintain the position it had prior to activation of cruise
control. Consequently, a stepper motor is needed to
prevent the pedal from moving when cruise control is being
used. The maximum amount of torque necessary to depress
and hold the pedal is approximated to be no more than 50
lbs. at a distance of six inches. This translates to a torque
of100 foot-pounds. An appropriate stepper motor is selected.
The EV system has a shock control system. The shock
control system consists of a controller that receives inputs
from each of the four shocks on the vehicle. The controller
individually regulates the stiffness of each shock.
Currently, the motor speed is controlled by a
potentiometer dial on the DC-DC converter control box.
However, control of the motor must be transferred to the
pedal of the electric vehicle. To accomplish this, a rotary
encoder will be purchased to replace the rotary potentiometer
that is currently on the system. Since a rotary encoder
converts angular position of a shaft to a voltage signal, it is
ideal for the rotational movement of the existing pedal.

Control System
A proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller will
be used to control the speed of the vehicle, which will be
implemented using the provided Arduino Mega 2560. The
system (Figure 2) consists of an input, an output, a plant, and
a controller. The input of the system will be the code that is
being sent from the rotary encoder. The output will be the
voltage that needs to be sent to the motor. The plant of the
system is the vehicle itself. As soon as it is operational, tests
will be made to develop a transfer function that correctly
expresses the speed of thevehicle related to voltage.
Furthermore, there must be a controller that will modify the
result to make sure that the resulting output is stable and
helps the system perform at its optimum behavior.

Figure 2: Simulink model of the PID control system that will be
used to control vehicle speed

In order for the user to be able to control the vehicle
smoothly and naturally, it is determined that the error of the
conversion of pedal movement to motor voltage should be no
greater than 2%. A 200 pulse-per-rotation rotary encoder
will be purchased for a 0.5% resolution for the pedal-tovoltage conversion, four times better than specification.
A large, color LCD screen will be connected to the
Arduino in order to display vehicle speed, battery
temperature, battery voltage, remaining battery life, various
warnings (e.g., 1 yr. to replace batteries, current limit
reached, etc.), battery current, and ambient temperature.
The TMP36 analog temperature sensor will be used for
both temperature-sensing applications – battery temperature
and ambient (environment) temperature. An epoxy glue
can be used to securely attach the temperature- sensing
chip to each of the batteries as well as an external part of
the vehicle
The cooling system will also be controlled by the
Arduino.
The cooling system will compare the current
temperature in the sensors to a set constant (Figure 3). If the
temperature is higher than the constant, the microcontroller
will turn on the cooling system. The system will be kept
cooler than 45°C. The system will not have a feedback loop
since whether the cooling system is on or off will only
depend on the current temperature on the sensors and not the
output to the cooling system.
-

Cooling System
The power supplied by the various sources of energy in
the EV will not be 100 percent efficient; therefore, they will
produce an excess amount of heat capable of becoming
detrimental to the system. Upon identifying the batteries as a
substantial source of heat, a cooling system was designed.
The system consists of forced convection produced by fans
flowing over fins attached to the battery leads.
The fins, or heat sinks, provide a larger surface area for
heat to transfer from the battery to the surrounding air of a

Figure 3: Simulink model of the open-loop temperature control
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noise, and consequent signal quality, is obtained when using a multi-microphone system; this occurs because a microphone array has a space selectivity characteristic,
and merges time-and-space information (Yousheng &
Jianwen, 2014).
Among the papers that have been put forward, (Yoon,
Park, Eom, & Yoo, 2015) advocates the use of adaptive filters to reduce noise caused by quadcopter propellers. In this
work four microphones are installed near the propellers to
capture dominantly the noise. Then, this sound is used as
the reference noise in the adaptive filter.
The second paper (Okutani, Yoshida, Nakamura, &
Nakadai, 2012) proposes a method for sound source localization in outdoor environments. It is used a quadcopter,
with an embedded microphone array to capture sound signals, and a commercial moving sensor with a gesture recognition apparatus (Kinect). Three issues related to sound
source detection and localization in outdoor environments
are pointed out therein. The first one is the level of noise
sources, such as ego-noise and wind sound. The second
one is that sound signals have a wide dynamic range, and
the third one is the fact that the microphone array is moving
according to quadcopter movements. In this reference, an
algorithm is proposed based on Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) using Standard Eigenvalue Decomposition.
Those algorithms try to deal with the three issues. The algorithms are compared based on three aspects: qualitative
evaluation of spatial spectograms, quantitative evaluation of
sound sources localization results, and quantitative evaluation of noise suppression.
In this paper, we analyze the problem of noise suppression for the case of a quadcopter. It is meant to be a preliminary study and the problem is addressed only partially
by focusing on the case of canceling the noise generated by
one single propeller using a piezoelectric sensor.

ABSTRACT
This paper addresses signal enhancement by utilizing
adaptive filters to reduce noise caused by a quadcopter propeller. A piezoelectric sensor is used to obtain a signal correlated with the noise but without the signal of interest. This
preliminary investigation is carried out with a single propeller and the results evaluated in terms of speech quality.
INTRODUCTION
The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), commonly
referred to as drones, has historically been associated with
military applications.
Nonetheless, their popularity has
also been increasing consistently among civilian applications, from hobby to live video and audio broadcasting for
many different purposes, including surveillance and lawenforcement. Indeed, UAV can be used in a wide variety of
environments, not only due to their mobility and low cost,
but also because of their intrinsic non life-threatening operability. This is specially important in the case of search
& rescue missions in areas of difficult access, or where
one needs to secure the local by discarding the presence of
poi- soning gases or dangerous levels of radioactivity
without putting people in harms way.
Research related to the design and control of drones is
a topic that is experiencing a rapid growth in recent years
mostly due to their wide range of possible applications. An
inherent difficulty associated with the capturing of audio
signals using microphones deployed on an UAV, for instance, is related to the interference additive noise generated by the rotating propellers. Therefore, means to cancel
the acoustic noise interference are desirable and the implementation of such mechanisms is absolutely crucial, specially in cases where the quality of the audio signals is a
sensitive issue. Adaptive signal enhancement is a well
known technique that uses an adaptive filter to recover the
signal of interested from a noisy signal. Single or multiple microphones can be used to acquire uncorrelated samples of the noise source(s). An improvement in eliminating

ACOUSTIC SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT
Acoustic signals can have many different origins and the
sound wave received at a given point in space is usually a
result of contributions from many different sources in the
vicinities of that point. Quite often, however, only some
specific components of a particular acoustic signal are of
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of the filters and Table VII shows the PESQ scores for the
different signals and the different algorithms. We can note
that the ASE-RLS algorithm presented in average better results than the ASE-APA and ALE algorithms.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
After the filtering process, the resulting enhanced signal
can be evaluated by comparing it to the signal of interest (in
our controlled experiment, we have this signal available).
The objective performance measure adopted in this work
was the PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality)
score (Paulikas & Karpavičius, 2015). This test methodology for automated assessment of speech quality is defined by the ITU Recommendation P.862. The resulting
value of PESQ is mapped to the objective Mean Opinion
Score (MOS), which expresses voice quality ranging from
1.0 (worst) to 4.5 (best).
Although ITU
recommendations varies up to 5.0, PESQ tries to reproduce
the scores given by individuals listening to audio excerpts
which best value expected, statistically, is 4.5.
The quality of the filtering is strongly influenced by the
filter order, N. A small N leads to poor result while a value
of N larger then necessary results in unnecessary increase in
computational complexity without any significant improvement in performance.
Starting with the RLS algorithm in the ASE structure, we
set the forgetting factor λ = 0.9999 and varied N, the filter
order (N) to find the best voice quality. Table I presents
the PESQ scores for different values of N; from there, we
observe that N=200 presented the best result.
Some simulations were performed with the purpose of
observing the influence of the forgetting factor in the filter
performance, as well as to determine the value that provides
the best result in terms of signal quality. According to Table
II, a λ = 0.9999 was chosen for its good signal quality.
Similarly, the filter order was determined to the ASE–
APA (Affine Projection Algorithm (Sankaran et al., 2000)),
setting parameters µ = 0.6 (convergence factor) and L = 3
(number of hyperplanes). Table III presents the results
obtained; the filter order attaining the best PESQ scores was
N = 200.
More simulations were carried out varying the value of
parameter L, between 0 and 10, and parameter µ, between 0
and 1. For each value of parameter L, we verified which
value of parameter µ resulted in the best PESQ score.
According to the results shown in Table IV, L = 3 and µ =
0.6 obtained the best results.
For the case of the ALE technique, the first adaptive
algorithm used was the APA. From our experiments with the
same set of signals, the parameters of the APA were set to µ
= 0.005 and L = 2. Table V presents the filter order with−2
0the best PESQ score, N = 100. It should be noted, that the
PESQ scores obtained after processing the corrupted signal
by the ALE results in a very small increase in the quality of
the “enhanced” signal. The maximum PESQ obtained with
ALE-APA is 1.85 for L = 2, µ = 0.005, and N = 100.
Later on, more experiments were conducted for the ALE
technique, using the RLS. The forgetting factor chosen was λ
= 0.9999. It can be observed that the best PESQ score
was with N = 40, as shown in Table VI.
With the algorithms parameters defined, a number of
voice signals corrupted with noise were filtered with each

Table 8. PESQ values for different speech signals (RLS: λ =
0.9999and N= 40 – APA: µ = 0.6, L = 3, and N = 200)
Before
ASE
ASE
ALE
ALE
#
filtering
APA
RLS
APA
RLS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Avg

1.77
2.18
1.97
2.02
1.88
1.57
1.97
1.77
1.58
1.86

2.39
2.20
1.81
1.90
2.17
1.92
2.29
2.22
2.01
2.10

2.24
2.31
2.11
2.26
2.23
1.97
2.36
2.28
2.00
2.20

1.85
2.07
1.97
1.96
1.99
1.72
1.97
1.91
1.68
1.90

1.94
2.08
1.93
1.90
1.92
1.74
1.92
1.86
1.56
1.87

The graphs of the signals of one recording are represented in Fig. 6. We can note that the propeller’s sound
was attenuated, with an improvement in the quality of voice
signal.

Fig. 6. Speech enhancement in time domain (a) Corrupted
signal of Inter- est (noisy speech) (b) Enhanced signal using
ASE-RLS algorithm (c) Enhanced signal using ASE-APA
algorithm (d) Enhanced signal using ALE-RLS algorithm.
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Table 1. Varying the filter order for the ASE-RLS Algorithm with λ = 0.9999

Order (N)
PESQ

50
2.17

100
2.23

150
2.23

200
2.24

250
2.23

300
2.23

350
2.23

400
2.22

Table 2. Varying the forgetting factor for the ASE-RLS Algorithm with N = 40

λ
PESQ

0.9
1.10

0.99
1.69

0.999
2.15

0.9999
2.24

0.99999
2.24

0.999999
2.24

0.9999999
2.24

Table 3. Varying the filter order for the ASE-APA Algorithm with µ = 0.6, and L = 3

Order (N)
PESQ

50
2.21

100
2.32

150
2.36

200
2.39

250
2.38

300
2.37

350
2.36

400
2.35

Table 4. Determning parameters L and µ for the ASE-APA with N = 200

L
µ
PESQ

0
1
2.34

1
0.5
2.31

2
0.7
2.38

3
0.6
2.39

4
0.6
2.39

5
0.6
2.39

6
0.6
2.33

7
0.1
2.24

8
0.1
2.15

9
0.1
2.10

10
0.1
2.06

Table 5. Filter order for ALE using APA Algorithm with µ = 0.005, and L=2

Order (N)
PESQ

50
1.84

100
1.85

150
1.83

200
1.78

250
1.76

300
1.68

350
1.67

400
1.74

Table 6. Filter order for ALE using RLS algorithm with λ = 0.9999

Order (N)
PESQ

25
1.88

30
1.91

35
1.93

40
1.94

45
1.93

50
1.88

100
1.83

150
1.79

that the choice of the adapter filter plays an important role in
the task of sig- nal enhancement. A simple NLMS
algorithm (ASE–APA with one single hyperplane) does
not present a poor result but L=3 has the best PESQ score
(with the lowest parame- ter L) which is very close to that
of the ASE-RLS algorithm (with the best value of
forgetting factor). Considering that a quadcopter shall have
tight constraints regarding payload and battery, this option
could be more adequate than the ASE–RLS algorithm
(with a stable version) due to its larger computational
complexity.

DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the results obtained and possibilities of further improvement to signal enhancement using
piezoelectric sensor.
Methods ASE and ALE were used to enhance the SOI.
The ALE method presented poor results, as expected, for
it, using a single microphone signal, does not take advantage of a noise only correlated signal; also, this method is
meant to perform well for single tones (which is not the
case of the noise generated by the propeller). On the other
hand, the ASE method employing a piezoelectric sensor, as
proposed herein, has presented better results in filtering the
noise caused by the propeller.
According to our experimental results, the ASE-RLS algorithm presented on average a better performance than all
other approaches.
The favorable results are in mostly due to the use of the
piezoelectric sensor, a promising device to be used in similar
signal enhancement applications.
More research should be carried out with omnidirectional
microphones to capture the noisy SOI. This kind of microphones may capture less noise than electret microphones.
We note that a two-microphone ASE approach would
not be effective due to the small dimension of the
quadcopter used in this preliminary work. Placing one
microphone closer to the propeller and another one under
the hull, in an attempt to have a noise signal uncorrelated
to the SOI, would require a larger quadcopter, subject of
ongoing inves- tigation. From experimental results, we see

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, in order to reduce the noise caused by a
quadcopter propeller in signals of interest, we proposed
the use of a piezoelectric sensor in an Adaptive Signal Enhancement (ASE) scheme. Moreover, we compared its performance with the single microphone Adaptive Linear Enhancement (ALE) technique. According to experimental
results, it was possible to verify the effectiveness of the proposed scheme with a number of adaptive filter algorithms.
A natural next step for future research is the extension of
this model to for all quadcopter propellers. We are preparing the required hardware (more sensors) for a larger quadcopter. Also, the possible nonlinearity of the piezoelectric
sensor employed herein — which is designed for measure
ment of acoustically invoked vibrations — is under current
investigation.
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model performs analysis on “products and services”,
“customers and entities”, and “geographical locations” that
are specific to the FI. The static risk model developed by
Scor Inc. (n.d.) differentiates itself from other static risk
models by considering the factor “Flow of funds” as criteria,
without capturing and calculating the dynamics of such
factor. None of the static risk models and guidelines
mentioned above (Bankers Online, n.d.; Bedi, 2006; FATF,
2008; Scor Inc., n.d.) includes the dynamic aspect of ML.
A complex (comprehensive) AML system must
incorporate risk modeling that calculates dynamic attributes
of transaction and relation among transacting entities.
Evaluating a transaction based on certain static rule is
inadequate, as a rule that is normal for certain customer
profile might be a fraud pattern for another customer
pattern. Such system must be reinforced with transaction
fraud scoring system that is built upon a distributed and
comprehensive detection system. The results of the
detection system must be used in calculating the risks and
then create a fraud score for the transaction. The results
must be either centralized or shared using a framework
allowing communication among financial institution (FI).
The framework will use a secure protocol for transaction
and evidence sharing among framework participants.
Our framework is using the money laundering evolution
detection framework (MLEDF) (Mehmet, Buchholtz, &
Wijesekera, 2013). MLEDF detects the well-known types of
MLS (Mehmet & Wijesekera, 2010), by using evolution
algorithms to capture the dynamics of ML. In order to
achieve that, the MLEDF uses algorithms to link and create
the series of correlated MLSs that span over time and many
locations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The
Related Work section briefly describes similar works and
followed by Background section that summarizes the
dynamic risk model and the transaction fraud scoring. While
Money Laundering Transaction Scoring and Exchange
Framework section describes the overview of the
framework, Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol
section gives details regarding communication and security
of the framework.

ABSTRACT
The fight against the money laundering schemes (MLS)
in the technology-integrated world requires a system built to
exchange information and prevent the execution of complex
MLS. In order to facilitate investigations on a reliable
infrastructure that can produce convincible evidence for the
judicial systems, we propose the Money Laundering
Transaction Scoring Exchange Framework (MLTSEF) that
preserves records of transactional evidence between any two
transacting parties. A non-repudiation argument with
records collected from many financial institutions has no
forensic value, without the approval of Automated Clearing
House (ACH) or Trusted Third Party (TTP). Within the
framework, we use the output of detection framework in the
calculation of the dynamic risk scoring and exchanging
scores and alerts among participants. We continuously
recalculate the risk score of transactions based on different
classifiers, and exchange the results among participating
financial organizations.
INTRODUCTION
All risk models and guidance established by the
organizations leading the fight against ML is based on static
risk modeling (Bedi, 2006). The static modeling depends
upon the accumulative risk associated with the
“Geography/country risk”, “Business/entity risk”, and
“Product/ transaction risk” (Bedi, 2006). The risk
assessment is performed in the account opening, and it is
revised on periodic intervals. The major drawback of static
risk models is being dependent upon initial status of
“Entity/Business, Country, Product, Transaction”, as the
status of those factors might change over the life cycle of
relations of account owner and the Financial Institution (FI).
Additionally, ML is a dynamic system that continues to
change and evolve, based on the demand of the launderers
and need of the market.
The guidelines established by Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) (FATF, 2008) and Wolfsberg Group
(Wolfsberg Group, 2006) provide the basis for the current
static risk modeling used in the financial industry.
Essentially, the risk model of the two organizations is based
on evaluating the risk of “Customer profile”,
“Product/service profile”, and “Geographic profile”. We
adopt the BSA static risk modeling of BankersOnline
(Bankers Online, n.d.), with minor modification and
additions, to perform the static risk assessment. The risk

RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work on
preventing money laundering based on risk scoring
exchange. Although, Kount Inc. (2011) developed
“Dynamic Scoring” service to continuously monitor the
fraud signs of credit card activity, the system works on the
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fraud scoring of credit cards and it is calculated retroactively
after the purchase is made. Yet, it is similar concept-wise to
our framework of continuously calculating the risk score of
transactions, and to be able to link transactions based on
such scoring. The system only works on merchant systems
subscribed to this service. SAS AML (n.d.) performs a
dynamic risk assessment by integrating transaction
parameters and scenarios to the ML risk classification and
calculation. The system is similar to static risk modeling in
profiling the customer from the account-opening phase, and
then updating the risk as changes observed with the
transaction monitoring. Another shortage of the AML is
focusing on only on the high-risk transactions and large cash
deposits.
The “Forensics Web Services” (FWS) developed by
Gunestas et al. (2008) establishes a framework to exchange
and preserve appropriate evidence to recreate the composed
web service invocations independent of the parties with a
vested interest.
The FWS incorporates the Simple Evidence Layer
Protocol (SELP) (Herzberg & Yoffe, 2007) to collect the
evidence and ensure evidence delivery with nonerepudiation. The SELP is designed for e-commerce
transactions, composed of two protocols to generate and
deliver the evidence to involved parties in message
exchange. The first protocol is the Simple Evidence Layer
Protocol and the second is the optimistic one.

is extreme risk (E) that needs bank approval for any
transaction.
The banks and/or financial institutions that hold the
accounts of the transacting entities will exchange the
entities’ SRS, as the SRS of the counterparty is required to
calculate the next level of static risk scoring for an entity.
Aggregating Static Risk Score of Transacting Entities
and the Exponential Static Risk
In addition to the static risk score (SRS), we also must
include the risk of recent transactions data into the
calculation of the static risk. This is based on the assumption
that risk score of transacting two entities are exchanged
between the originating and the receiving banks, as that data
will be already available to Automated Clearing House
(ACH), which is a typical approval party for transactions.
Variables used in aggregation of SRSs of entities are listed
below.
Receiving Variance (RV): Calculated by the bank that
holds the account of entity A, it is done by calculating the
difference of the risk score of entity A with the average risk
score of fund-receiving entities.
Originating Variance (OV): Calculated by the bank that
holds the account of entity A. We calculate the average of
the risk score difference of entity A with fund-originating
entities.
Static Risk Penalty (SRP): An entity that continuously
transacting in increasing high risk pattern is subject to
penalty of increasing SRS. The RA (Mehmet, Güneştaş, &
Wijesekera, 2014) is the primary factor that SRS depends
upon on to determine the penalty value; this is due to the
fact that receiving the funds is where the money laundering
fraud starts.
Accumulative Static Risk Score (ASRS): Calculated by
the bank that holds the account of the transacting entity. The
accumulative static risk ASRS of an entity is the actual
static risk value summed with the with the current SRP
value (ASRS = SRS + SRP).

BACKGROUND
Here we only give a brief background information
regarding MLEDF on which MLTSEF is based. The
prevention framework MLTESF uses the output of detection
framework MLEDF to calculate the dynamic risk scores and
exchange scores and alerts among participants. Using shared
risk scores and alerts, we continuously recalculate the risk
score of submitted transactions based on different
classifiers, and exchange the results among participating
financial organizations.
Since details of MLEDF is out of this paper’s scope, for
details about MLEDF, Evolving MLSs, and Dynamic Risk
Model of Money Laundering we refer audience to
previously published works (Mehmet, Güneştaş, &
Wijesekera, 2014; Mehmet & Wijesekera, 2010; Mehmet,
Buchholtz, & Wijesekera, 2013).

Dynamic Risk Modeling using MLEDF
The current AML systems are built upon the particular
business needs of the FI; therefore they are tailored towards
detecting the ML techniques used in that business.
Unfortunately, such systems are inept in associating the
different products types, entities, and business lines
involved in different combinations of complicated ML
schemes. With the industry specific AML systems, the risk
modeling used in that industry is static and incapable of
capturing the known dynamics of money laundering
schemes (MLS). The fight against ML, and other forms of
fraud, requires industry-wide risk analysis method to score
dynamically and prevent s scheme during the life-span of
MLS. The static risk modeling is not inclusive of the
“dynamic” risks factors associated with the past
transactional behavior related to the ML, except for
considering the suspicious activity report (SAR) filed
against the transacting entity. Banks use the SAR during
wire transfers and account opening stage.
The money laundering evolution framework detection
framework (MLEDF) (Mehmet, Buchholtz, & Wijesekera,
2013) we developed detects the well-known types of MLS
(Mehmet & Wijesekera, 2010), using six detection

The Static Risk Modeling
One of the limitations associated with current risk
modeling is calculating the risk based on customer activity
within the boundaries of a specific FI. Although it is not
conclusive for the real-life ML risk score, the static risk
calculation is required to obtain the risk score of the
customer within that bank to make decisions about opening
accounts and obtaining financial products.
Static Risk Score (SRS): Static risk score (a.k.a. Local
SRS, or LSRS) is obtained by summing the scores of
various properties such as location, debit/credit activity,
customer risks, or business nature. According to the model,
the SRS values between “-23” to “+4” is accepted as low
risk (L), whereas values between “+5” and “+14” is
accepted as moderate risk (M). The SRS values between
“+15” and “+29” is a high risk (H) and values above “+30”
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algorithms across various business and sectors. After
detecting the MLS for each business sector with various
patterns, we detect the evolution of MLS patterns and
relations. The evolution algorithms capture the dynamics of
ML. In order to achieve that, the MLEDF uses algorithms to
link and create the series of correlated MLSs that span over
time and many locations.
The output of MLEDF will be used as a watch-list to
calculate the dynamic risk of the entities. The
“SuspectWeight” and “Relations” are database of entities
that are involved in ML activity. The two databases function
as central data repository used to calculate the risks from
one reliable source, which is dependent upon sophisticated
and detailed detection framework. The vitality of such data
lies in the ease of relating it to a risky transaction, especially
if any of the transacting parties already listed in the
databases. Such data will play an important role in assigning
the accurate risk scores to transacting entities, regardless of
being internal or external, based on their detected ML
relations. The accuracy increases in risk calculation, as the
false positives will be less for a risk model that is aware of
criminal past of entities.
The dynamics of none-static risk scoring was designed
considering several criteria of: 1) Continuous scoring: The
scoring will be calculated every time the transaction occurs,
to get more dynamic risk score. 2) Automatic scoring: The
scoring will be calculated automatically without the need for
decision to be made by FI to assess risk. 3) Correlation of
past transactions: The scoring was designed to correlate the
transactions from the past with current one, an entity must
be considered a risk of ML occurred in the past. 4) Strategic
scoring: The effort to track the risky entities is ideal, there is
no benefit of tracking entities whom have no ML history but
only have high static risk. 5) Data Analytics: The success in
tackling with assigning accurate dynamic score to complex
transactions in different sectors heavily depends upon
Complex Event Processing (CEP). Such system uses built-in
connectors to retrieve data from different sectors, and then
to perform the data analytics to correlate ML activities from
the various business sectors.

Originating Dynamic Risk (ODR): Calculates the
aggregate risk weight, it is based on the relations history of
the recent 5 entities (O1, O2, O3, O4, O5) originating funds
to our entity. The average weight of receiving entities is
obtained by calculating the average of REA (R1), …. , REA
(R5).
Accumulative Dynamic Risk Score (ADRS): The
accumulative dynamic risk ADRS of an entity is the actual
dynamic risk value summed with the with the current RDR
and ODR value (ADRS = SDR+ RDR+ODR).
Subsequent Dynamic Risk
In some restricted cases where the transacting entity is a
money launderer with high risk rates, the risk modeling
needs additional level of risk scoring and monitoring that
depends on tracking the next transaction of the high-risk
entity. In such cases the transaction scoring and
accumulative risk score are accepted as insufficient to be
calculated only using static risk score and dynamic risk
score. Therefore the currently analyzed entity needs an
additional rating based on the subsequent transaction and
the subsequent transacting-entities. Only then, the TTP
(ACH) searches the DB of hidden relations among the
transacting entities and their group relations. Once relation
spotted, then another risk score is calculated. This rating is a
preemptive risk scoring, and we need the involvement of
TTP to practicality implement such anticipatory risk score.
The subsequent dynamic risk is calculated and evaluated by
the TTP. After the evaluation, the score will be provided to
both FIs, originating and receiving, after calculating the
overall risk score by the TTP.
The TTP algorithm, Transitive Relation Extract
Algorithm (TREA), searches the database “Relations” for
existence of any indirect relation between any members of
the two receiving and originating groups. The algorithm will
search for the one level of relation combinations among
members of recent 5 entities (O1, O2, O3, O4, O5)
originating funds and recent 5 entities (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5)
receiving funds. The algorithm chooses each entity from
first group and attempts to match a relation with any
member of the other group, in the “Relations” database. For
any found hidden relation among originator and receivers of
our entity the weight of “+5” will be added accumulatively
to obtain the aggressive total weight.
Subsequent Dynamic Risk Score (SDRS): To obtain the
aggressive dynamic score, the accumulative dynamic risk
ADRS will be added with the accumulative weight
produced by algorithm TREA. (SDRS= ADRS+TREA).

Standard Dynamic Risk
Relation Extract Algorithm (REA) searches the
database “Relations” for existence of an entry for the entity
investigated. The algorithm searches for the recent 5 entries
of the entity in “Relations”, and calculates the accumulative
weight by assigning different weight scores to relations. The
values of the weights are chosen based on the risk of a
relation in a scheme, a relation of certain type is not treated
equally as a relation with less importance. Variables used in
aggregation of dynamic risk score are listed below.
Self Dynamic Risk (SDR): Calculates the risk weight
based on the history of the transacting entity in the database
“Relations”. The calculation is executed by calling the
relation algorithm on the self-entity REA (Self-Entity).
Receiving Dynamic Risk (RDR): Calculates the
aggregate risk weight, it is based on the relations history of
the recent 5 entities (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5) receiving funds
from our entity. The average weight of receiving entities is
obtained by calculating the average of REA (R1), …. , REA
(R5).

Accumulative Risk Score and Risk Dependent
Transaction Scoring
The static and dynamic risk analysis must be correlated
to the analytics of transaction scoring, in order to identify
transactions with high-risk score pertaining to ML, and to
prevent transaction sequences from being executed. The
transaction score will be calculated during message
exchange (soon to be covered) among the entities, and
before executing the transaction. The time and process to
calculate the score, is independent of the time and the
cooperation level of the financial institutions that represent
the transacting entities. In contrary to the current systems,
the system will have the advantage to decide on the
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transaction not aftermath, days or hours later. There is no
delay in the time of transaction, as all data relevant to the
calculation of the transaction scoring exists in a TTP
organization.
Accumulative Transaction Score (ATS): Calculated by
the TTP and/or the MLEDF organization. The accumulative
transaction score will be used by TTP and/or ACH to deny
or approve a transaction. The ATS can be calculated two
ways depending on the aggressiveness level of the TTP and
FIs; 1) Aggressive ATS (AggATS) is calculated as the
average risk of (ADRS, ASRS, SRS, SDRS) of the two
transacting entities. 2) Standard ATS is calculated as the
average risk of (ADRS, ASRS, SRS) of the two transacting
entities. The ATS is calculated to be inclusive of the SRS of
the current transaction, in other words, each transacting
party will include the static risk and dynamic risk of the
counterparty of this transaction in ATS. Unless it is
obviously stated, the parties involved in the transaction will
assume that the standard ATS is used and being negotiated
among themselves. The formulas of both ATSs are as
follows:
RecvAggATS=∑ Receiver(ADRS, SRS, ASRS,
SDRS),
OrigAggATS=∑Originator(ADRS,
SRS,
ASRS,
SDRS),
Aggressive ATS = AVG (RecvAggATS, OrigAggATS)
RecvATS = ∑ Receiver (ADRS, SRS, ASRS),
OrigATS = ∑ Originator (ADRS, SRS, ASRS),
ATS = AVG (RecvATS, OrigATS).

preserves records of transactional evidence between any two
transacting parties. A non-repudiation argument with
records collected from many financial institutions has no
forensic value, without the approval of ACH or TTP.
Therefore, forensics on transactional services of financial
institutions should never be considered as an issue only
between two parties, given that there are many standards
and architectures composing multiple entities and
generating global activities. Within the framework, we use
the output of detection framework in the calculation of the
dynamic risk scoring and exchanging scores and alerts
among participants. We continuously recalculate the risk
score of transactions based on different classifiers, and
exchange the results among participating financial
organizations.

,Fig. 2 The Money Laundering Transaction Scoring Exchange
Framework

Major Participants and Key Players of the MLTSEF
To achieve reliability in evidence collection in a neutral
and trusted way, MLTSEF uses multiple Transaction
Scoring Exchange Proxy (TSEP) systems that are connected
to the TSEPs of Trusted Third Parties (TSEP-TTP).
Generally, the TSEP-TTP is different from a Money
Laundering Transaction Scoring Exchange Proxy
(MLTSEP) or from the MLTSEP that resides in the ACH.
However, MLTSEP can assume the role of a TSEP-TTP in
case of need.
The MLTSEP has the authority to determine if a
transaction must be denied or committed, as TSEP-TTPs do
not have such an authority. All financial institutions are
required to transact using designated TSEPs, and any
transaction that is committed without the use of such a
TSEP might be subject to rejection by ACH. The designated
TSEPs are proxies that are authorized to represent the
transacting entities, and exchange information on behalf of
the represented financial institution.
The financial institutions do not directly communicate
with MLTSEF but with designated TSEPs, which
communicate using the TSEP-TTP with the MLTESP. The
TSEP-Receiver (TSEPR) and TSEP-Originator (TSEPO)
communicate directly with originator and receiver financial
institutions to generate evidences. The “TSEP-Registry” is
the process in which a TSEP is registered with TSEP-TTP
to be part of the framework. The “TSEP-Refer” is the
process in which a TSEP is referred by TSEP-TTP to be the
designated TSEP of a transacting entity in the current
transaction. The TSEP are authenticated and allowed to

Fig. 1 Strata of Comprehensive Evidence Data and Data Flow
Direction

Comprehensive Evidence Data (CED): We refer to the
information set of (SRS, ASR, ADRS) as the
comprehensive evidence data (CED). A database dedicated
to retain CED information of each account owner entity is
kept in certain institutions, financial or trusted third party, to
keep track of the transaction history of the entity. The CED
database contains a field that lists the recent five entities that
our entity transacted with. Figure 1 depicts the strata of
CED.
MONEY LAUNDERING TRANSACTION SCORING
EXCHANGE FRAMEWORK
Investigating ML transactions require sharing the
evidence between transacting financial institutions.
In order to facilitate investigations on a reliable
infrastructure that can produce convincible evidence for the
judicial systems, we propose the Money Laundering
Transaction Scoring Exchange Framework (MLTSEF) that
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exchange the transaction score between the TSEPs and
TSEP-TTP, but not to reject or deny executing transactions.
Our Trusted Third Parties (TTP) sits in between any
two transactions, even without direct involvement. All
financial institutions subscribe to them with a TSEP to
obtain the services of a MLTSEF, as shown in Fig. 2. In
order to create comprehensive evidence of a ML scenario,
all relevant TSEPs must cooperate by providing relevant
pair-wise and comprehensive transactional evidences that
are stored within their infrastructure. It is assumed that
TSEPs incorporate MLEDF system and comprehensive risk
modeling, or have access to such data using a TSEP-TTP
(MLTSEF).
Every registered financial institution utilizes its
evidence modules to route its messages over TSEP systems
to reach their ultimate goals (dashed lines); every financial
institution can call each other’s systems (solid bold lines).

5.

TSEP handles the evidence exchange with other TSEP,
transaction specific evidence is shared only by
designated TSEPs.
6. In the TSEP- process, the TSEP-TTP considers the
“Percentage of transactions handled by TSEP on the
behalf of a financial institution” to be the only factor in
referrals.
7. If a financial institution is reluctant to provide the
comprehensive evidence of their customer, then the
TSEP-TTP will provide the comprehensive evidence.
8. The underlying system must provide a trust base and
cryptographic services based upon protocol SELP
(Herzberg & Yoffe, 2007).
The identity of the TSEP-TTP is never disclosed to the
financial institution and the transacting entities. By design
all required communication with the TTP is achieved
through the TSEPs.

The Services Provided by the Framework

THE COMPREHENSIVE EVIDENCE EXCHANGE
PROTOCOL

The MLTSEF provides two essential services pertinent
to the evidence generation. The first service is “Pair-wise
Evidence Generation” (PEG), the service exchanges
evidence of this particular transaction. The evidence
includes information about transactions, such as the
transacting parties, transaction amount, transaction date, and
transaction time. The evidence is recorded at the transaction
invocation times which take place between two transacting
parties. The second service is “Comprehensive Evidence
Generation” (CEG), the service exchanges, and if needed
generates, the comprehensive evidence of transactions. The
comprehensive evidence includes MLEDF related data such
as (Suspect Weight, Relations), static risk score,
accumulative static risk score, and the dynamic risk score of
the two entities involved in the transaction. The designated
TSEPs are responsible to generate the evidence in case the
financial institutions do not have records and data.
Additionally, there are five roles played by a TSEP:
originator, receiver, trusted third party, referral, and registry.
The originator and receiver TSEPs refer to a TSEP selected
by either transacting party to represent them and manage
their comprehensive data exchange. The trusted third party
(TTP) designates and authorizes representation, and collects
all types of evidence from all TSEPs. TSEP-TTP will assist
financial institutions to find their designated TSEP, and
TSEP-Registry officially registers financial institutions with
the designated TSEP and maintains a record of registered
TSEP-FIs. Both roles may be located with the TTP,
however in heavy transactional systems the roles might be
separated to lower the heavy-load on TTPs. A TSEP registry
is available to locate all registered TSEPs systems. TSEP
systems must satisfy the following requirements:
1. The transaction system of financial institutions must
support MLTSEF.
2. A message format, that is appropriate to the MLTSEF,
is required to communicate messages and store them in
TSEP systems.
3. All transaction systems must use a client agent that reroutes their transactional messages through TSEPs.
4. TSEP that is chosen to represent a financial institutions
must have majority of transaction of that financial
institutions go through its systems.

The Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol
(CEEP) is designed to be applicable to the cooperative and
non-cooperative scenarios. The protocol mandates the
sequence of communication between the two transacting
entities, their proxies, and TTP. In the case of cooperative
scenarios, all of the entities already agree to share all of the
comprehensive evidence, whereas in none-cooperative
entities one or both entities decline to share the
comprehensive evidence. The protocol is designed to be
inclusive of both scenarios by requiring the proxies to
exchange the evidence information. For example, the TSEPs
will represent entities regardless of the cooperation level of
financial institutions. The functionality of CEEP depends
upon enforcing cooperation and exchanging evidence, even
in the none-cooperative scenarios. In both cases, it is
mandatory on the Originator FI (OFI) to start the negotiation
process for exchanging comprehensive evidence. This is
because all evidence exchange transactions are handled
through TSEPs, regardless of the cooperation type. It is
mandatory on the TSEPs provide the TTP with transaction
score of their own calculation. The designated TSEPS of the
transacting two parties share the score with each other. All
the TSEPs calculate and provide the fraud transaction
scoring to the TTP.
Messaging in the Comprehensive Evidence Exchange
Protocol
The CEEP protocol uses many messages in the process
of exchanging data, confirming actions, and commanding
entities. Some of the messages are only used during the
comprehensive evidence generation phases, whereas others
are used during the pair-wise evidence generation phases.
Messaging system must satisfy the following requirements:
• Messages represent all communication exchanged
in the framework among transacting entities
including, financial institution representing
transacting entities, proxy organization for
transaction scoring and exchanging, trusted third
party organizations, and automated clearing house.
• All framework activities use messages, such as
“request data”, “send data”, and “transact”. A
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message will have a sender and a receiver, and a
message contains two or more parameters passed to
the recipient. The messaging system provides the
cryptographic and confidentiality services based
upon protocol SELP (Herzberg & Yoffe, 2007).
We list and describe the messages used in the
framework shown in Fig. 2 as follows:
Messages used in PEG phase: Contains the messages
that are used by the entities, financial institutions, and
designated proxies to carry out the actual financial
transaction, which will contain the pair-wise transaction
evidence. The message types “TransactApprove” and
“TransactDeny” are originated in the PEG phase and
extended to the CEG phase.
Transact (“Originator Entity”, “Receiver Entity”): The
first message in the sequence that initiates the transaction
process, it is sent by the originating entity to the financial
institution of the originating entity to identify the transacting
parties. The message contains the identifier of originator and
receiver entity, that can be account ID or any other identifier
such as tax ID.
Negotiate Transaction (“Originator Entity”, “Receiver
Entity”, “SRS of Originator Entity”, “Full / None”): Sent
by the originating financial institution to the receiving
financial institution. The purpose of this message is to
inform the receiving financial institution of the expected
transaction between two entities, to share/exchange the
originator SRS, and to negotiate the evidence cooperation
level of full or none.
Accept Transaction (“Originator Entity”, “Receiver
Entity”, “SRS of Receiver Entity”, “Full / None”): Sent by
the receiving financial institution to the originating financial
institution in response to the negotiate message evidence
cooperation message. The purpose of this message is to
inform the originating financial institution of the expected
cooperation level of “full or none” by the Receiver FI (RFI)
in the expected transaction, and to share/exchange the
receiver SRS.
TransactData (“Counterparty Entity”, “Counterparty
FI”, “Self SRS/SRSP/ASRS”): Sent by both financial
institutions to their designated proxies, the purpose of this
message is to inform the proxy of three static risk values,
which is calculated by the financial institution, of the entity
that holds the account with the financial institution. The
message contains the identifier of counterparty entity,
counterparty entity, and the “SRS, SRP, ASRS” of the self
entity. This is the last message in PEG first half section that
takes place before CEG phase. The second half of the he
PEG section continues after PEG phase, by with receiving
either “Transact Approve” or “Transact Deny” messages.
TransactApprove (“Originator Entity”, “Receiver
Entity”, “TransactionID”): Sent by the TTP to the
designated proxies TSEPO and TSEPR, is delivered to the
originating financial institution and receiving financial
institution. This dual message originates in the PEG phase
and extends to the CEG phase. The purpose of this message
is to inform the designated proxies and financial institutions
of the TTP or ACH approval of this transaction. The
message contains the TransactionID assigned by ACH to
this approved transaction, and also contains the originator
and receiver entity information.

TransactDeny (“Originator Entity”, “Receiver Entity”,
“TransactionID”): Sent by the TTP to the designated
proxies TSEPO and TSEPR, to the originating financial
institution and receiving financial institution. This dual
message type is originated in the PEG phase and extended
to the CEG phase. The purpose of this message is to inform
the designated proxies, and via them the financial
institutions, of the TTP denying the execution of this
transaction. The message contains the TransactionID
assigned by ACH to this denied transaction, and also
contains the originator and receiver entity information.
CommitTransaction (“Originator Entity”, “Receiver
Entity”, “TransactionID”): The message before the last one
in the message sequence, it is sent by the originating
financial institution to the receiving financial institution.
The purpose of this message is to execute the transaction
and perform the funds transfer after the transaction approval
message. This message can only be sent if the transaction is
approved by the ACH. The message contains the
TransactionID assigned by ACH to this approved
transaction, and also contains the originator and receiver
entity information.
CompleteTransaction (“Originator Entity”, “Receiver
Entity”): The last message in the sequence that terminates
the transaction process, it is sent by the financial institution
of the receiving entity to the receiving entity to confirm that
transaction was executed. This message can only be sent if
the transaction is approved by the ACH, the message
contains the identifier of originator and receiver entity.
Messages used in CEG phase: Contains the messages
that are used by the proxy services “TSEPO”, “TSEPR”,
and “TSEP-TTP” to generate and exchange the
comprehensive evidence among each other.
Refer (“RFI”, “Receiver Entity”): This is the first
message in the sequence that initiates the transaction
process in the CEG phase, even though the first part of this
dual message is originated in the PEG phase. The dual
message is sent by the originating financial institution to the
TSEPO, and via the TSEPO is delivered to TSEP-TTP. The
purpose of this dual message is to start the PEG phase be
getting the TSEPO involved and contact the TTP and to
have the TSEPO share with the TTP the IDs of the receiver
entity and receiving financial institution. The main purpose
of the message from the RFI perspective is to ask for the
referral of TTP for the designation of the TSEPR. The
message contains the identifier of the receiver entity and the
receiving financial institution.
Register (“Designated Proxy of the FI”, FI”): This is
another dual message sent by the TTP to the designated
proxies (TSEPO and TSEPR), to have each party follow the
authority of the TTP to register the designated TSEP with
the specific financial institution. The TTP sends the TSEPO
the identity of the pair TSEPR and the receiving financial
institution, and then, sends the TSEPR the identity of the
pair TSEPO and the originating financial institution. This
resembles the first part of handshaking sequence, where the
intermediating authority exchanges the identity of the
counterparty among the transacting entities. The purpose of
this message is to send the identity of the designated proxies
and financial institutions to the parties involved in the
transaction, and wait for the acceptance of the designation
of TSEPs. The message contains the identifier of the
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Table 1 Choreography of Messages in CEG and PEG phases
of Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol

Fig. 3 The Message Sequence to Exchange the Comprehensive
Evidence of the Transacting Parties

both proxies to the TTP. The purpose of this message is to
have the proxy of originating party request the
comprehensive evidence of the receiving party from the
proxy of the “Receiver Entity”, this message acts as the
initial step in a multistep sequence of data-exchange
messages. The message contains the identifier of receiver
entity and the receiving financial institution. This message is
the first message in of five steps messaging sequence as
shown in Fig. 3, where: The proxy of “Originator Entity”,
which is the message initiating party, requests the
“Comprehensive Evidence” of the counterparty “Receiving
Entity”, The proxy of
counterparty “Receiving Entity” responds to the request
message by providing the data “Comprehensive Evidence”
of
the counterparty “Receiving Entity”. The same data in
step II is also provided to the TTP, by the proxy of
counterparty “Receiving Entity”. Subsequently, the proxy of
the “Originator Entity” is required to exchange and
correspond to the data provided by the proxy of the
counterparty “Receiving Entity”. Therefore the proxy of
“Originator Entity” which is the message initiating party,
provides the data “Comprehensive Evidence” of the
“Originator Entity” to the proxy of counterparty “Receiving
Entity”. Finally, the same data in step IV is provided to the
TTP by the proxy of “Originator Entity”. This way the
exchanged data is under the monitoring and brokerage of the
TTP.
SendData (“ComprehensiveEvidence of the Entity”,
“Entity”, “FI of the Entity”): The last four-messages
(described above in message sequence II-V) completes
comprehensive evidence transaction process. The messages
are sent by each proxy to the counterparty proxy and the
TTP containing the comprehensive evidence pertinent to the
entity and the financial institution, which is represented by
the proxy sending the message. Two identical messages,
that
contain
“OriginatorComprehensiveEvidence,
Originator,OFI”, are sent by TSEPO to TSEPR and TTP.
Another
two
identical
messages
that
contain
“ReceiverComprehensiveEvidence, Receiver, RFI” are sent
by TSEPR to TSEPO and TTP.

financial institutions and the proxy representing the
financial institution.
Accept (“Designated Proxy of the FI”, “FI”): This is
another dual message sent by the designated proxies
(TSEPO and TSEPR) to the TTP, to have each party
confirm of their acceptance of the former “Register”
command (which was sent by the TTP to register the
designated TSEP with the specified financial institution).
This resembles the final part of handshaking sequence,
where exchanged identity of the counterparties is confirmed
by the transacting entities to the intermediating authority,
the TTP. The TSEPO sends the TTP the identity of the pair
TSEPR and the receiving financial institution, and then, the
TSEPR sends the identity of the pair TSEPO and the
originating financial institution to the TTP. The purpose of
this message is to confirm and accept the identity of the
designated proxies and financial institutions to the TTP, the
confirmation is sent by the proxies of the parties involved in
the transaction. This message acts as the subsequent
response to the challenge-response message sent by the
TTP. The message contains the identifier of the financial
institution and proxy representing the financial institution.
RequestData (“ComprehensiveEvidence of the Receiver
Entity”, “Receiver Entity”, “Receiving FI”): This is another
multi-step of message sequence among the proxy systems
TSEPO, TSEPR, and TTP. The TSEPO sends the TSEPR a
request for the “comprehensive evidence data” of the
receiving entity, per the agreement messages sent by the

Choreography of Messages in the Comprehensive
Evidence Exchange Protocol
In this section we list and describe the steps followed
by transacting entities and financial institutions participating
in the execution of a financial transaction. We, in Table 1,
also list and describe the steps followed by the proxies,
along with TTP, to interact with the each other and with the
other entities to create the comprehensive evidence in the
CEG phase. The steps of 1-5 and steps of 18-21 occur in the
PEG phase, whereas the steps 6-17 occur in the CEG phase.
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Fig. 4 The Sequence Diagram of the Comprehensive Evidence Exchange Protocol

Transacting entities’ PEG phase starts the messaging
sequence, and the choreography of proxies’ CEG phase
starts at step 6 and ends at step 17. Then, in step 18 the PEG
phase resumes the messaging sequence, and ends in step 21
with the execution of the transaction, if the transaction is
appro by the ACH. Otherwise, it ends in step19 if
transaction is denied.
In step 1, the originator Orig sends a “transact” message
to the OFI, thereby it starts the PEG process. In step2, the
OFI will “negotiate transaction” cooperation level with the
RFI, by sharing the SRS of the originator (SRSO) and by
requesting either full or none cooperation. In step3, the RFI
corresponds to OFI with the “accept transaction”
cooperation level between Orig and the receiver Recv, and
also sharing the SRS of the receiver (SRSR). In steps 4-5,
both financial institutions OFI and RFI send the
“transactData” that contains the static risk related data of
their party and identity of counterparty to their designated
proxy TSEPO and TSEPR.
In step 6, the CEG process starts, TSEPO “refer” RFI
and Recv to the TTP. In steps 7-8, the TTP “register”
TSEPO and TSEPR with each other. In steps 9-10, TSEPO
and TSEPR send the “accept” proxy designation to the TTP.
In step 11, TSEPO “request data” of the comprehensive
evidence of Recv from TSEPR. In steps 12-13, TSEPR
“send data” of comprehensive evidence of Recv to TSEPO
and TTP. In steps 14-15, as response to the messages of
steps 12-13, TSEPO “send data” of comprehensive evidence
of Orig to TSEPR and TTP. In steps 16-17, the CEG process
ends, TTP either “transact approve” or “transact deny” the
transaction between Orig and Recv. The messages are sent
from TTP to TSEPO and TSEPR sealed with the transaction
ID.
The CEG phase continues in steps 18-19, the
transaction decision of the ACH and transaction ID is

delivered to the originator and receiver financial institutions.
If the decision is “approve transact” then the steps 20-21
will occur, in step 20 the OFI “commit transaction” and
successfully finalizes the transaction. In step 21, the CEG
phase completes with “complete transaction” resulting in the
funds being released to Recv. Figure 4 represents the
sequence diagram of the choreographies, using the
messaging systems of MLTSEF.
Signing the Messages and Collecting Pair-Wise
Transaction Evidence
The CEEP collects the pair-wise transaction evidence
(PE) using the Simple Evidence Layer Protocol (SELP)
(Herzberg & Yoffe, 2007). All types of data exchange and
other forms of communication in the MLTSEF including of
collecting pair-wise transaction evidence between the
originator and receiver entities, is conducted using SELP
and incorporating a modified version of the messaging
sequence used by Forensics Web Services (FWS)
(Gunestas, Wijesekera, & Singhal, 2008). The SELP
protocol and FWS event logs retain the evidence to verify
the following claims (Gunestas, Wijesekera, & Singhal,
2008; Herzberg & Yoffe, 2007):
• Evidence of Origin (EOO): Sender’s claims of
timely transmitting.
• Evidence of Delivery (EOD): Receiver’s claims
of timely delivery.
• Evidence of Failure (EOF): Sender’s claims of
receiver’s failures of timely receipt.
• Evidence of Availability (EOA): Either party’s
claim of non-availability of the other.
• Evidence of Agreement Violation (EOV): Either
party’s claim of contractual violation.
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there is no necessity to the transacting parties and TSEPs to
re-assemble the already produced PE records, because by
design, the MLTSEF designates the TSEP-TTP and/or the
ACH to store all CEG records. Needless to say, the none-CE
information of the transacting parties will be contained
within the CE data.
The pair-wise transaction messages in two formats:
LogRecordIndex (LRI) and LogRecord (LR) without
signatures (Gunestas et al., 2008), where LRI records a
single CEEP message, LR stores entire CEEP messages up
to that point, including all messages delivered to and/or
generated by TSEPs. LRIs are stored at both TSEPs while
LRs are stored only at the designated TSEP. TSEPs also
timestamp all messages. LR contains a record index with the
final timestamp, status and the last sequence value of the
transaction. All transaction information is reliably
intercepted and re-routed through TSEPs.
There are four entities involved in the process:
originator, receiver, and the intermediaries TSEPR and
TSEPO. TSEPs refer to the proxies designated by TTP to
represent the transacting entity. Steps followed by the
entities are as follows, are shown in figures 5 and 6. The
SELP protocol and TSEP event logs preserve the evidence
to verify the none-repudiation of sender and receiver, and
timely submission of messages. MsgSeq.1 is assumed to be
a request message with code “1”, MsgSeq.2 is a response
message with code “2”, MsgSeq.-1 is a failure message with
code “-1”, and MsgSeq.3 is an acknowledgment message
with code “3”. A typical messaging sequence occurs as
follows:
Step 1: TSEPO receives from Originator MsgSeq.1
(<#transaction|#message|
#SignatureOriginatorK(#transaction|”1”|# env >).
Step 2: Validates, stores the message, creates an LR and
LRI for MsgSeq.1 and notifies TSEPR.
Step 3: MsgSeq.1 is forwarded to the Receiver and
starts a timer.
Step 4: If the response MsgSeq.2 cannot reach the
TSEPR before timing out then, MsgSeq.-1 (<#transaction
|#message|#SignatureTSEPO-K (#transaction|”-1”|# env)>)
is signed by the TSEPO; it is stored and sent back to the
Sender (Originator) and an LRI is created and sent to the
TSEPR.
If
MsgSeq.2
(<#transaction
|#message|#SignatureReceiver- K(#transaction|”2”|# env)>)
arrives on time then, it is forwarded to the sender and stored
in TSEPR along with notifying the TSEPO its LRI.
Step 5: TSEPR creates, signs and sends MsgSeq.3
(<#transaction |#message|#SignatureTSEPR-K (#transaction
|”3” |#env)>) and to the Receiver. It also stores the message
in the LR and sends the LRI to the TSEPO. At the same
time, TSEPO creates, signs and sends MsgSeq.3
(<#transaction |#message|#SignatureTSEPO-K (#transaction
|”3” |#env)>) and to the Sender (Originator). It also stores
the message in the LR and sends the LRI to the TSEPR.
These two messages contain the same envelope information
of TTP denying or approving the transaction.

Fig. 5 Proxy Managing the PEG, using SELP Protocol
[Adapted/Modified from FWS (Gunestas et al., 2008)]

Figure 5 shows the sequence of the transactions and
steps followed between parties according to the SELP. Here,
we refer to the intermediary as TSEP, a middle-man that
arbitrates the communication between the sender and
receiver of the messages, during financial transaction. In
Fig. 5 the transactions represent a sequence without
messaging error, the sender (referred as “client” in SELP)
sends a valid message and obtains an evidence of delivery
from the Intermediary (referred as “notary” in SELP). In
turn, the receiver (referred as “server” in SELP) obtains an
evidence of origin delivery from the Intermediary.
The CEEP uses the following version of a message
format adopted from Forensics Web Services : <
#transaction | #message | #SignatureK ( #transaction
|#message/sequence | #message/envelope) >, where # s
refers to the points in XML format, | denotes concatenation
and / points to the subparts of elements. The “transaction”
identifies a financial transaction between two entities, and
“message” is
the CEEP message sent part of the CEEP protocol to
execute the transaction. The sequence number
(message/sequence) of the message corresponds to the code
of the message (Gunestas et al., 2008), whether if the
message exchange pattern (MEP) (Gunestas et al., 2008)
type is two-way messaging based on SELP. If the message
is a request message then sequence code is “1”, a response
message code is “2”, a failure message code is “-1”, and an
acknowledgment message code is “3”. The message content
of the exchanged data is represented in the
“message/envelope”. Both of the originator and receiver
sign a session. Each originator and receiver, sign the
transaction, message/sequence, and message/envelope parts
of the message with the signature element of the message.
The PEG phase records are not critical in decision
process of allowing two transacting parties to execute their
transaction. The data crucial to the MLTSEF is the data
produced during the CEG phase, which is produced by
TSEPO and TSEPR. The comprehensive evidence (CE) data
is the information-set that will be detrimental, by the
decision of TTP and ACH, if the financial institutions
representing transacting parties are authorized to execute the
transaction. Additionally, the TSEPs representing each
transacting party are required, by design of CEEP, to keep
records of such transaction for data none-repudiation, dataauthentication, and data-redundancy purposes. Although
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Signing the Messages and Collecting Comprehensive
Evidence Data
Similar to the method used in PEG phase, the CEEP
collects the comprehensive evidence (CE) using the SELP.
In Fig. 7 one can see the sequence of the transactions and
steps followed between parties according to the SELP. Here,
the intermediary is referred to as TTP-TSEP, a middle-man
that arbitrates the exchange of CE data between the
designated proxies of the originator and receiver. Although
the transactions are proprietary to the MLTSEF without the
involvement of the financial entities, it is accepted as part of
the financial transaction, as the evidence exchange will
determine if the transaction will be executed. In Fig. 7 the
transactions represent a sequence without messaging error,
the sequence starts with originator proxy initiating a request
for a session of CE exchange with the receiver proxy, via
the involvement of the TTP. The message that initiates the
request is not accepted as part of the actual evidence
exchange sequence, as it dedicated only to concur on the
proxies that will be involved in the CEG phase. After the
agreement, the originator proxy TSEPO sends a request for
the “Receiver CE” data from the TSEPR. On receipt, the
TSEPR responds with a valid message that contains the
requested data, and obtains an evidence of delivery from the
TTP. The evidence of the delivery is obtained by sending
the same identical response message to the TTP.
Correspondingly, the TSEPO sends the “Originator CE”
data to the TSEPR, and obtains an evidence of delivery from
the TTP by sending identical message to TTP. In turn, the
designated proxies TSEPO and TSEPR obtain an evidence
of origin delivery from the TTP, per the last “identical’
message sent to both of them, to deny or approve the
transaction.
The CEG phase uses the same message format and
message sequence number used in the PEG phase explained
in previously. The CEG phase records are critical in
decision process of allowing a two transacting parties to
execute their transaction, the data crucial to the MLTSEF is
the data produced during this phase by TSEPO and TSEPR.
The comprehensive evidence (CE) data is the informationset that will be detrimental, by the decision of TTP and
ACH, if the financial institutions representing transacting
parties are authorized to execute the transaction.
The comprehensive transaction messages exist in the
format LogRecord (LR) without signatures, and without the
need to LogRecordIndex (LRI) (Gunestas et al., 2008).
There is no need to keep records of LRI, as the proxies

Fig. 7 Proxy Managing the CEG, using SELP Protocol

but to provide genuine and trusted data. Also the data can be
reproduced from the records kept with TTP. There will be
duplicate LR for each message, one with the proxy, which
sent the message, and one with the TTP. LR stores entire
CEEP messages up to that point, including all messages
delivered to and/or generated by TSEPs, and TSEPs also
timestamp all messages. LR contains a record index with the
final timestamp, status and the last sequence value of the
transaction. All transaction information is reliably
intercepted and re-routed through TSEPs and TTP.
There are three entities involved in the process:
originator proxy TSEPO, receiver proxy TSEPR, and the
trusted third party proxy TTP. The SELP protocol and TSEP
event logs preserve the evidence to verify the nonerepudiation of sender and receiver, and timely submission of
messages. Steps followed by the entities are as follows, are
shown in figures 7 and 8.
MsgSeq.1 is assumed to be a request message with code
“1”, MsgSeq.2 is a response message with code “2”,
MsgSeq.-1 is a failure message with code “-1”, and
MsgSeq.3 is an acknowledgment message with code “3”. A
typical messaging sequence occurs as follows:
Step 1: TSEPR receives the message “evidence request
data”
from
TSEPO,
MsgSeq.1
(<#transaction|#message|#SignatureTSEPOK(#transaction|”1”|# env )>). TSEPR validates, stores the
message, and creates an LR for MsgSeq.1.
Step 2: TSEPR responds to the request made in
MsgSeq.1, it sends the evidence data to TSEPO and TTP
simultaneously and starts a timer.
Step 3: If the response MsgSeq.2 cannot reach the
TSEPO before timing out then, MsgSeq.-1 (<#transaction
|#message|#SignatureTSEPR-K (#transaction|”-1”|# env)>)
is signed by the TSEPO; it is stored and sent back to the

Fig. 6 The Steps Taken by TSEP to Store PEG Records
[Adapted/Modified from FWS (Gunestas et al., 2008)]

involved in this phase have no interest in fabricating data

Fig. 8 The Steps Taken by TSEP and TTP to Store CEG
Records
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TSEPO.
If
MsgSeq.2
(<#transaction
|#message|#SignatureTSEPR-K(#transaction|”2”|# env)>)
arrives on time then, it is forwarded to the TTP and stored in
TSEPR. The TTP also validates, stores the message, and
creates a LR for MsgSeq.2.
Step 4: TSEPO responds to the response message sent
in MsgSeq.2, it sends the MsgSeq.3, which contains the
“evidence data” of the originator. TSEPO will send
MsgSeq.3 simultaneously to TSEPR and TTP, and starts a
timer.
Step 5: If the response MsgSeq.3 cannot reach the
TSEPO before timing out then, MsgSeq.-1 (<#transaction
|#message|#SignatureTSEPO-K (#transaction|”-1”|# env)>)
is signed by the TSEPO; it is stored and sent back to the
TSEPR.
If
MsgSeq.4
(<#transaction
|#message|#SignatureTSEPO-K(#transaction|”2”|# env)>)
arrives on time then, it is forwarded to the TTP and stored in
TSEPO. The TTP also validates, stores the message, and
creates a LR for MsgSeq.3.
Step 6: TTP creates, signs and sends MsgSeq.4
(<#transaction |#message|#SignatureTTP-K (#transaction
|”3” |#env)>) to the both designated proxies, TSEPR and
TSEPO. Also, the TTP stores the message in the LR.
Depending on the content of the acknowledgement
message sent in step 6, the transaction can proceed with
execution or termination.

associated with transactions. The feasibility of the
comprehensive risk modeling and the transaction scoring
framework depends primarily upon modeling of static MLS,
modeling of dynamic MLS, MLS evolution detection
algorithms and framework. The MLEDF output is heavily
used in both the risk modeling and the transaction scoring
framework. The algorithms run in two modes, a perfect-life
scenario mode where all the historical transaction data are
available as evidence, and real-life scenario mode where
assumptions are made about the transaction sequences, in
the cases of missing links in the sequence. The created
financial transaction tracking framework will keep
necessary historical information of the transaction sequence,
the framework will facilitate the information to be
exchanged with other financial institutions. The financial
institution is allowed to discern the nature of the transaction
from the past information, after applying the results of the
detection algorithms. While MLTSEF could be promising
for financial institutions to make decisions whether to allow
or deny transactions, for investigators it has appropriate
architecture to start a forensic investigation and collect
enough evidence.
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The Transaction Risk Score and Prevention
Mechanism
There is a threshold for a cut-off value of ATS, in order
to deny or to accept the transaction execution; which is
critical in processing the financial transaction. The threshold
value will not vary depending on the financial sector, as the
Table 2 Preventing the Transaction Execution Using the
Accumulative Transaction Score (ATS)

inherent risk is valid across all sectors, regardless of their
different business dynamics. Therefore, the transaction
prevention cut-off value should be a unified value among all
parties, and should be dictated by the TTP and/or ACH.
Table 2 represents the action taken by a sample financial
institution that has set the transactions cut-off value of
“+50”, where the risk scores are chosen using ATS value.
CONCLUSION
We have created a framework to score transactions
based on their affinity to ML, to track the MLS, and to
prevent the execution of such transactions by ACH/TTP.
We have created a comprehensive ML risk modeling that
the framework will depend upon in calculating the ML risk
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provided a threshold of 10; as a consequence, a subroutine
with a higher number was expected to be unmaintainable
and untestable. However, determining suitable threshold
values is arduous because they may depend on specific
domains (such as aerospace and student exercises) and
programming language characteristics. In our research, we
found many papers that talk about the topic of thresholds,
but none of them is able to provide objective rules to use
them effectively.
In this paper, we describe the methodology we
applied to analyze the current status in this field. Our final
goals are the categorization of thresholds research and the
introduction of a finer-grained aggregation of the papers by
addressing the following two questions:
1. What papers are currently most important in the
software metrics thresholds research community?
2. Can existing papers be aggregated in finer-grained
categories according to the technique they adopt?
We refer to this as a study proposal, because we
make no claim for completeness. We have concentrated on
the years 1970-2014 and we have mainly used the
SCOPUS tool to search for relevant papers, leaving other
tools (such as ACM, IEEE and CiteSeer digital libraries) for
further studies. SCOPUS is a general indexing system that
includes publishers such as IEEE, ACM, Elsevier, Wiley
and Springer Lecture Notes publications. This makes
SCOPUS potentially a very powerful tool for research. To
the best of our knowledge, there are no surveys in the
thresholds field.
This paper is organized in four macro sections: the first
provides background information about software metrics
thresholds; the second describes the methodology process
that we have started to employ for paper selection; the third
shows the results; the forth reports conclusions and the
future work.

ABSTRACT
Many papers cover the topic of thresholds in software
metrics to assess the software quality. Their authors provide
a plethora of different results, obtained by using various
approaches (from experience up to machine learning
techniques) and applied to heterogeneous contexts. This
makes it difficult to use them effectively. This paper aims to
propose how to investigate existing studies that may have
tackled the issue of thresholds from the very beginning until
now. We intend to use papers in journals, conference
proceedings and technical reports published from 1970 to
2014 with the objective of synthesizing the quantitative and
qualitative results of the overall studies, which report
sufficient contextual and methodological information
according to the criteria we applied. The problem is
twofold: a cloudy selection of the right approach to calculate
thresholds; a direct application of metric thresholds to the
code context.
INTRODUCTION
Organizations and computer scientists have given
many definitions of software quality over time. The IEEE
defines quality as “the degree to which a system,
component, or process meets specified requirements or
customer or user needs or expectations” (IEEE, 1990). The
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (ISO,
1987) defines quality as “the degree to which a set of
inherent characteristics fulfills requirements”. Other experts
define quality based on conformance to requirements and
fitness for use. However, a good definition must lead us to
measure quality meaningfully. According to Fenton and
Bieman (Fenton & Bieman, 2014), “measurement is the
process by which numbers or symbols are assigned to
attributes of entities in the real world in such a way as to
describe them according to clearly defined rules”.
Software metrics represent a widespread way to
measure code characteristics. The IEEE defines software
metrics as “the quantitative measure of the degree to
which a system, component or process possesses a given
software attribute” (IEEE, 1990) related to quality
characteristics. Measurement allows us to speculate about
the quality of the software over time. On the other hand,
software metrics can yield the anticipation and reduction of
future maintenance needs, supporting decision-making
process.
To change the use of metrics from simple
measurement to decision-making tool, it is essential to
meaningfully define threshold values. As concerns
McCabe's complexity metric (McCabe, 1976), its author

BACKGROUND
Software metrics thresholds represent a way to
determine the quality of code through a quantitative
criterion. Software metrics are widely classified in process
and product metrics (Bundschuh & Dekkers, 2008): the
former measures the software development process, such as
the average level of experience of the programming staff;
the latter, on the other hand, measures the software product
at any stage of its development. In this section, we only
consider common product metrics. In addition to this, we
provide a set of criteria that determine their appropriate
measurement scales useful to make some analytic studies
and statistical analysis.
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Detailing product metrics categories

The search process started on 7th January 2015 and ended
on 7th February 2015, an example of search query is
outlined in Table 1. Search 1 found 253 articles many of
which were irrelevant – for example papers that reported in
the title the following words:
biodiversity, photon, radiation therapy, proteomic,
dynamic supply voltages, genotyping array data,
macroinvertebrates, metal-oxide-semiconductor, shear wave
speed, medical image, transistor, tomotherapy treatment,
cellular networks, placental calcification, mammograms,
ionospheric anomalies, oropharyngeal cancer, lung tumor,
ECG quality metrics, hearing protectors, multi-antenna,
large synoptic survey telescope, fog events, visual acuity,
wireless ad hoc networks, cervical spine, tomosynthesis,
left ventricle, network traffic, lethal toxin neutralization.
We removed all the papers with the words above in
the title and other 2 with no title at all; as a consequence,
there were 95 records left. Then, amongst these, we found
78 papers that looked relevant by leveraging a brief
review of both the abstract and the text. We also removed
some papers that were off topic or not found on internet
(even the abstract) or not written in English. Afterwards, we
sorted the papers in terms of relevance, removing the ones
without any citations. There were 55 records left.

Detailing product metrics categories Product metrics
may measure e.g., the complexity of the software design, the
size of the final program and the quality characteristics for
software. A number of categories, whose thresholds are
computable, are discussed below.
Size metrics quantify code size. The most widely used
metric is lines of code.
Complexity metrics measure the relative simplicity of
the system design. One of these metrics is the McCabe’s
complexity, also called cyclomatic complexity, which
quantifies the control flow within a program by counting the
independent paths on a control flow graph that indicates a
certain degree of well structuredness of an application.
Quality metrics can be computed in terms of the length
of time between occurrences of defects (mean time between
failures) or defects density (e.g., defects per size). Since
quality has a variety of definitions (IEEE, 1990; ISO, 1987;
Fenton & Bieman, 2014), there are several metrics to reflect
the different viewpoints. As regards ISO, quality includes:
• internal attributes that are intrinsic to the software and
can be measured by the developers;
• external attributes that are a function of the product and
can be measured by the customers;
• quality in use is based on the product and also can be
measured by the customer use.
Object-oriented metrics are often used to measure
complexity, maintenance and clarity. As such, they are
mostly quality metrics and are used mainly to understand to
which extent the concepts of object orientation are realized
in a system.

Table 1 Search query Example

Search Id Goal

Search String

Search 1

1970-

( TITLE-ABS-KEY ( software ) AND TITLEABS-KEY ( metrics ) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY
( thresholds ) ) AND PUBYEAR > 1969 AND
PUBYEAR

2014

< 2015

Metrics
papers

We included papers in our survey if the paper
describes research on software metrics thresholds. Up to
now, we prefer to keep papers which do not include
experimental results. Papers with respect to their years,
datasets, metrics, techniques, evaluation criteria and results
have been examined. We based the inclusion of papers on
the similarity degree of the study with this topic. We did not
exclude conference papers because conference proceedings
publish experience reports, also including a source of
information about the industry’s experience.
For the years 1970-2014, we reviewed the titles and, in
a second phase, skimmed both the abstracts and texts.
Then we sorted the selected papers on the basis of the
citation count and removed the ones without any citations.

Illustrating criteria for thresholds identification
We briefly summarize the various approaches to
determine metrics thresholds (Alves et al., 2010):
• computer scientists’ experience in coding;
• descriptive statistics, such as average and standard
deviation;
• techniques, such as error information and cluster
analysis.
Many authors (McCabe, 1976; Nejmeh, 1988) have
defined thresholds according to their experience, making it
difficult to reproduce or generalize these results and leading
to dispute about their values. Other scientists (Erni, 1996)
have used the average and standard deviation of the metric
values to determine the [Tmin, Tmax] range (i.e., Tmin the
lower, Tmax the higher) and identify outliers. Last but not
least, some researchers have investigated the relation
between metrics thresholds and software failures (Shatnawi
et al, 2009); the use of K-means cluster algorithm to identify
outliers in the data measurements (Yoon et al, 2007).

Extracting data
We collected some standard information about all
papers, such as the authors, the full reference, whether the
paper was related to a conference or a journal, the total
number of citations. We aim to classify the papers
according to the following criteria:
1. the main topic (see Table 2);
2. whether the paper was empirical, theoretical or both
(see Table 3);
3. whether the paper applied metrics in the context of
open source software;
4. whether the paper use public data-sets of metrics;
5. which languages the analyzed projects are written;
6. whether the techniques discussed were statistical or
artificial intelligence based;

METHODOLOGY PROCESS
For the study proposal we defined all the steps that
compose the methodology we decided to adopt.
Identifying relevant papers
We mainly used SCOPUS to search for software
metrics thresholds papers published from 1970 up to 2014.
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7.
8.
9.

whether the context of the paper was maintenance;
what sort of metrics were being evaluated;
the summarized goal of the study.
We have completed the first and second criteria.

Conference (or source)

Whereas the others need more investigation.
Table 2: Main topic of thresholds
Categories
Meaning
Development
The paper is about a specification of a
new technique for calculating
thresholds.
Evaluation
The paper is about the evaluation
validation
or assessment of existing thresholds or
techniques.
Analysis
The papers discuss and or illustrate
methods for analyzing software metrics
thresholds; to suggest new or improved
methods, or to critique existing
methods.
Framework
The paper is about general procedure
or process by which thresholds are
defined, extracted and analyzed.
Tool
The paper is about an automated
framework Literature
Literature
The paper summarizes the literature on
survey
some aspect of thresholds.
Table 3: General type of paper
Categories Meaning
Empirical
The paper describes the results of analyzing
software metrics thresholds. Typically papers that
evaluate existing thresholds or a technique for
calculating them are included in this category
Theoretical The paper is descriptive. It discusses some
issues and may (but not always) consider some
theoretical issues concerning software metrics
thresholds
Both
The paper is a mixed theoretical and empirical
paper. Typically papers that develop new
techniques for computing thresholds and provide
some evaluation or demonstration of the
technique are included in this category

We extracted data from all the relevant papers
identified by Search Id (see Table 1) before extracting
data from the most cited papers. There were no
discrepancies between the data related to the type of paper
(Journal or conference) and whether the papers concerned
object-oriented metrics, or open source systems.
Aggregating data
The initial search identified analysis and evaluation
papers as the type of papers which are of most interest to
the metrics community. Moreover, it selected more detailed
categories according to the different techniques to
calculate thresholds.
RESULTS
In this section we present some tabulation of the
result of categorizing the identified papers. In particular we
provide the publication source for conference and journal
papers. In particular we provide the publication source for
conference and journal papers.
Table 4: Source of conference papers
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Number of
papers

2014 Software Evolution Week - IEEE
Conference on Software Maintenance, Reengineering, and
Reverse Engineering, CSMR-WCRE 2014 - Proceedings

1

Conference on Software Maintenance
ICSOFT 2010 - Proceedings of the 5th
International Conference on Software and Data
Technologies

1
1

IEEE International Conference on Program
Comprehension

1

IEEE International Conference on Software
Maintenance, ICSM

1

IEEE International Working Conference on
Mining Software Repositories

1

IEEE/ACM International Conference on
Computer-Aided Design, Digest of Technical
Papers, ICCAD

1

Information and Software Technology
International Journal on Artificial Intelligence
Tools

1
1

ITNG 2009 - 6th International Conference on
Information Technology: New Generations

1

Journal of Physics: Conference Series
Journal of Systems and Software
Lecture Notes in Business Information
Processing

1
1
1

Lecture Notes in Computer Science (including
subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and
Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics)

3

Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering
Proceedings - 2010 IEEE International
Conference on Granular Computing, GrC 2010

1
1

Proceedings - 2011 IEEE International
Symposium on Network Computing and
Applications, NCA 2011

1

Proceedings - International Conference on
Advanced Information Networking and
Applications, AINA

1

Proceedings - International Conference on Tools
with Artificial Intelligence, ICTAI

1

Proceedings - International Symposium on
Software Reliability Engineering, ISSRE

1

Proceedings - Joint Conference of the 21st
International Workshop on Software Measurement, IWSM
2011 and the 6th International Conference on Software
Process and Product Measurement, MENSURA 2011

1

Proceedings of IEEE International Symposium
on High Assurance Systems Engineering

1

Proceedings of the 16th IEEE International
Requirements Engineering Conference, RE'08

1

Proceedings of the 2010 IEEE/IFIP Network
Operations and Management Symposium, NOMS 2010

1

Proceedings of the 2012 4th International
Conference on Computational Aspects of Social
Networks, CASoN 2012

1

Proceedings of the 24th International Florida
Artificial Intelligence Research Society, FLAIRS
- 24

1

Proceedings of the European Conference on
Software Maintenance and Reengineering, CSMR

2

Proceedings of the IEEE International Workshop
on Systems Management

1

Proceedings of the International Symposium on
Software Reliability Engineering, ISSRE

1

SEKE 2010 - Proceedings of the 22nd
International Conference on Software
Engineering and Knowledge Engineering

1

SEKE 2011 - Proceedings of the 23rd
International Conference on Software
Engineering and Knowledge Engineering

1

Total

34
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Table 5: Sources of journal papers

Empirical Software Engineering
Expert Systems with Applications
IEEE Transactions on Reliability
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering
Information and Software Technology
Information Sciences
Innovations in Systems and Software

Number
of papers
4
1
1
2
5
1
1

Engineering
International Review on Computers and
Journal of Machine Learning Research
Journal of Software Maintenance and
Neurocomputing
Pattern Recognition
The Journal of Systems and Software
Total

1
1
1
1
1
1
21

Journal

In order to provide the classification results related to
all sthe criteria shown in the extracting data section, we
believe it is necessary to compare what we obtained by
SCOPUS with the data derived from other tools (such as
ACM, IEEE and CiteSeer digital libraries).
CONCLUSIONS
We believe this study is useful because it may act as a
starting point for more detailed work. In particular, we may
extend this work by taking into consideration all the
criteria listed in the extracting data section to provide
further classification results. Furthermore, we could use
other tools (such as ACM, IEEE and CiteSeer digital
libraries) in order to have a comparison with the results
obtained by SCOPUS.
To fully analyze the current status in the field of
thresholds, we will firstly undertake the mapping study
(Kitchenham & Charters, 2007) and secondly the
systematic review (Cronin et al, 2008). The former allows
identifying the set of primary works highlighting their gaps
according to the established question. The latter provides a
list as complete as possible of all the published and
unpublished studies relating to a particular subject area.
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beginning of the interest in the topic can be traced
back to the early 1990’s and was pioneered by countries
like the United States of America, Russia, France, and
Canada. The primary objective is to develop automatic
surveillance sys- tems that can be useful to both police and
military forces. But, despite recent advances in the field,
there is still a long way to go towards making these devices
more efficient, re- liable, and capable of delivering a good
performance under adverse conditions. As will become
clear from the follow- ing discussion, there are multiple
possible approaches to addressing this problem, depending
on what kind of gun- shot signatures (electromagnetic,
acoustic, or even a com- bination of both) one chooses to
process.
This work is concerned with the problem of designing
acoustic sniper localization systems where the sniper’s location is estimated by processing acoustic signatures associated with the firing of a gun, namely the muzzle blast and
the ballistic shockwave. Issues related to noise cancellation,
direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation, multipath propagation, and algorithm implementations have been investigated
and results have been reported in a number of earlier publications by the author himself and collaborators. Important
contributions by other authors are also referenced where appropriate.

ABSTRACT
Automatic gunshot detection and localization systems
have gained popularity in recent years, both for police and
military use. The capabilities of such systems have been
gradually improving as new techniques emerging from research laboratories are incorporated into the design. A
gunshot event produces characteristic acoustic and electromagnetic signatures containing sufficient information
to estimate the trajectory of the bullet and, ultimately,
the shooter’s location. This paper provides an overview
of acoustic based gunshot detection and localization systems. Propagation models for both the muzzle blast and
the shockwave are discussed, and three specific problems
related to the processing of gunshot acoustic signatures
are addressed: direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation, noise
cancellation, and issues related to multipath propagation.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic sniper localization devices have gained popularity in recent years with application in civil protection, law enforcement, and support to soldiers on missions
where enemy snipers pose a serious threat. Locating highly
trained enemy snipers using traditional methods based on
human senses is very inefficient and might require more
than one attempt. This is usually enough to allow the sniper
to exit the local or simply move to a different spot and continue to cause casualties before getting away. Some examples of commercially available sniper localization systems
include:
• BBN Boomerang (BBN Technologies, n.d.): an acoustic sniper detection system that uses an array of seven microphones. The system has been deployed by U.S. forces
in Iraq and Afghanistan;
• REDOWL (REDOWL, n.d.): Sniper Detection System
equipped with infrared camera, acoustic system, and laser
range finder that aims at the source of the acoustic event.
• WeaponWatch (WeaponWatch, n.d.): a system
claims to be able to detected weapons fire signatures
for small arms, sniper rifles, machine guns, RocketPropelled Grenades (RPGs), Man-Portable Air-Defense
systems (MANPADs), tanks, mortars, artillery, and others;
• ShotSpotter (ShotSpotter, n.d.): a system primarily designed for wide-area acoustic surveillance.
Strictly speaking, sniper localization systems are passive
devices designed to detect and locate enemy snipers. The

THE SNIPER LOCALIZATION PROBLEM
A sniper can be defined as any concealed gunman firing a rifle (Plaster, 2006). Police and military snipers are
usually highly trained individuals working in teams of two
members that, when on mission, have each a very specific
but interchangeable task: spotting and sniping. Snipers can
target or be targeted by other snipers with or without equivalent training. In conventional military situations it can take
several days before the threat posed by an enemy sniper is
eliminated, simply because skilled snipers are also experts
in remaining invisible to their foes. Modern technology applied to this problem has the potential to hasten the process
of localizing a sniper reducing the time to less than two seconds after a gun has been fired. In some cases, the presence
of an enemy sniper can be detected even without a single
shot has been fired (Plaster, 2006).
The detection and positioning processes can be based on
different technologies depending on what kind of signature,
acoustic or electromagnetic, is processed. The former, referred to in this text as acoustic sniper positioning systems,
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